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The information contained herein reflects an accurate picture 
of Pacific Lutheran University at the time of publication. 
However, the university reserves the right to make necessary 
changes in procedures, policies, calendar, curriculum, and costs. 

Listed in this catalog are course descriptions and summaries 
of degree requirements for majors, minors, and othe programs 
in the College of Arts and Sciences and the Schools of lhe Arts, 
Business Administration, Education, Nursing. and Physical 
Education. Detailed degree requirements, often including 
supplementary sample programs, are available in the offices of 
the individual schools and departments. Advising by university 
personnel inconsistent with published statements is not 
binding. 
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For Further In ormatzon 
The university is located at South 121st Street and Park Avenue in suburban Parkland. Office hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday 

through Friday. Most offices are closed for chapel on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 10:00 to 10:30 a.m. during the school year, and on 
Fridays during June, July, and August all offices close at 12 noon. The university also observes all legal holidays. 

The University Center maintains an information desk which is open daily until 10 p.m. (11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday). 

Visitors are welcome at any time. Special arrangements for tours and appointments may be made through the admissions office Or the 
university relations office. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT: 

General interests of the university, church 
relations, and community relations 

Academic policies and programs, faculty 
appointments, curriculum development, aca
demic advising and assistance, and inter
national study 

General information, admission of students, 
publications for prospective students, fresh
man class registration, and advanced place
ment 

Transcripts of records, schedules, registration, 
and transfer students 

Financial assistance, scholarships, and loans 

Financial management and administrative 
services 

Fees and payment plans 

Campus parking, safety, and information 

Residence halls, counseling and testing, health 
services, minority affairs, international stu
dents, and extracurricular activities 

Gifts, bequests, grants, and the annual fund 

Work-study opportunities, student employ
ment, and career options 

Graduate programs and continuing education 
opportunities 

Summer sessions 

Alumni activities 

Worship services and religious life at the 
university 

CONTACT THE OFFICE OF: 

THE PRESIDENT 

THE PROVOST 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Division of Humanities 
Division of Natural Sciences 
Division of Social Sciences 

School of the Arts 
School of Business Administration 
School of Education 
School of Nursing 
School of Physical Education 

THE DEAN OF ADMISSIONS 

THE REGISTRAR OR THE TRANSFER 
COORDINATOR 

THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID 

THE VICE PRESIDENT -FINANCE AND 
OPERATIONS 

THE STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
COORDINATOR 

THE DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS SAFETY 
AND INFORMATION 

THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT 
LIFE 

THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
DE VE LOPMll NT 

THE DIRECTOR OF CAREER SERVICES 

THE DEAN OF GRADUATE AND 
CONTINUING STUDIES 

THE DEAN OF SUMMER STUDIES 

THE DIRECTOR OF THE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION 

THE UNIVERSITY PASTORS 
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Mission 
Statement 

Long committed to providing an education distinguished for 
quality, in the context of a heritage that is Lutheran and an 
environment that is ecumenically Christian, PLU continues to 
embrace its primary mission: the development of knowledgeable 
persons equipped with an understanding of the human condition, 
a critical awareness of humane and spiritual values, and a capacity 
for clear and effective self-expression. 

For all who choose to seek a PLU degree, the University offers 
opportunity to pursue a variety of programs of academic worth 
and excellence. Its standards of performance demand a finely 
trained faculty as well as highly skilled administrative and 
support staff. In its institutional emphasis on scholarship, the 
University views the liberal arts as providing the necessary and 
essential foundation for the technical training and education in 
the professions which modem society requires. 

The University aims to cultivate the intellect, not for its own 
sake merely, but as a tool of conscience and an instrument for 
service. The diverSity and variety of cultural programs and 
personal services offered by the University are intended to 
facilitate this positive development of the student as a whole 
person in order that our students might function as members of 
society. 

In other words, PLU affinns that realization of one's highest 
potential as well as fulfillment of life's purpose arises in the joy of 
service to others. To aid its students in sharing this understanding, 
the University seeks to be a community in which there is a 
continuing and fruitful interaction between what is best in 
education and what is noblest in Christian edification. 

This deliberate and simultaneous attention to the religious 
dimension of the total human experience and to the standards of 
scholarly objectivity, coupled with clear recognition of the 
integrative impulse in each, is the essence of PLU. 
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1992-93 
Tuesday, May 26-Friday, June 19 
Monday, June 22-Friday, July 17 .... . 
Monday, July 20-Friday, July 24 .... . 
Monday, July 27-Friday, August 21 .. . 

Friday, August 21 ................. . 

Saturday, September 5 to 

SUMMER SESSION 1992 
Term I 
Term II 
Workshop Week 
Term III 
Commencement, 7:00 p.m. 

FALL SEMESTER 1992 

Monday, September 7 ....... ....... Orientation and registration 
Tuesday, September 8 .............. Classes begin, 1:00 p.m. 

Opening convocation, 9:30 a.m. 
Friday, October 23 .................. Mid-semester break 
Wednesday, November 25 .......... Thanksgiving recess begins, 12:50 p.m. 
Monday, November 30 ............. Thanksgiving recess ends, 8:00 a.m. 
Friday, December 11 ................ Classes end, 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday, December 12 .... . ........ Mid-year commencement, 10:30 a.m. 
Monday, December 14 to 
Friday, December 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Final examinations 
Friday, December 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Semester ends after last exam 

INTERIM 1993 
Monday, January 4 .......... . ...... Begins 
Monday, January 18 ................ Martin Luther King, Jr., Birthday holiday 
Friday, January 29 . ................. Ends 

SPRING SEMESTER 1993 
Tuesday, February 2 . . .......... . . . . Registration 
Wednesday, February 3 . .. . . . . . . . . .. Classes begin, 8:00 a.m. 
Monday, February 15 . . .. . . . .... . . . . Presidents' Day holiday 
Friday, March 19 . . . .. . . . . . .. . . ..... Spring break begins, 6:00 p.m. 
Monday, March 29 . . . .. . .. ......... Spring break ends, 8:00 a.m. 
Friday, April 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Easter recess begins, 8:00 a.m. 
Monday, April 12 . . . ......... . .... . . Easter recess ends, 4:00 p.m. 
Friday, May 14 . . . . . . . .............. Classes end, 6:00 p.m. 
Monday, May 17 to 
Friday, May 21 ..................... Final examinations 
Friday, May 21 ..................... Semester ends after last exam 
Sunday, May 23 .................... Worship service, 9:30 a.m., and 

commencement, 2:30 p.m. 
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Calendar 

1993-94 
SUMMER SESSION 1993 

Tuesday, May 2S-Friday, June 18. . . .. Term I 
Monday, June 21-Friday, July 16 ..... Term II 
Monday, July 19-Friday, July 23 ...... Workshop Week 
Monday, July 26-Friday, August 20 ... Term III 
Friday, August 20 ...... . .. . ........ Commencement, 7:00 p.m. 

FALL SEMESTER 1993 
Saturday, September 4 to 
Monday, September 6 .............. Orientation and registration 
Tuesday, September 7 .............. Classes begin, 8:00 a.m. 

Opening convocation, 10:30 a.m. 
Friday, October 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mid-semester break 
Wednesday, November 24 .......... Thanksgiving recess begins, 12:50 p.m. 
Monday, November 29 ............. Thanksgiving recess ends, 8:00 a.m. 
Friday, December 10 ................ Classes end, 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday, December 11 ............. Mid-year commencement, 10:30 a.m. 
Monday, December 13 to 
Friday, December 17 . ............... Final examinations 
Friday, December 17 ................ Semester ends after last exam 

INTERIM 1994 
Monday, January 3 ................. Begins 
Monday, January 17 ................ Martin Luther King, Jr., Birthday holiday 
Friday, January 28 ............. . .... Ends 

SPRING SEMESTER 1994 
Tuesday, February 1 ................ Registration 
Wednesday, February 2 ............. Classes begin, 8:00 a.m. 
Monday, February 21 ....... . .... . .. Presidents' Day holiday 
Friday, March 18 .......... . ........ Spring break begins, 6:00 p.m. 
Monday, March 28 ........... . ..... Spring break ends, 8:00 a.m. 
Friday, April 1 ............ . . . . . . . . .. Easter recess begins, 8:00 a.m. 
Monday, April 4 ................... . Easter recess ends, 4:00 p.m. 
Friday, May 13 ..................... Classes end, 6:00 p.m. 
Monday, May 16 to 
Friday, May 20 ..................... Final examinations 
Friday, May 20 ..................... Semester ends after last exam 
Sunday, May 22 .................... Worship service, 9:30 a.m., and 

commencement, 2:30 p.m. 
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General 
In ormation 
HISTORY 

Pacific Lutheran University was founded in 1890 by men and 
women of the Lutheran Church in the Northwest. Their purpose 
was to establish an institution in which their people could be 
educated. Education was a venerated part of the Scandinavian 
and Gem1an traditions from which these pioneers came. 

The institution opened as Pacific Lutheran Academy. Growing 
in stature, PLA became a junior college in 1921. Ten years later, it 
was organized into a three-year normal school which became a 
college of education in 1939. 

After 1941, it expanded as Pacific Lutheran College until it was 
reorganized as a university in 1960, reflecting the growth of both 
its professional schools and liberal arts core. 

ACCREDIT ATION 
Pacific Lutheran University is fully accredited by the Northwest 

Association of Schools and Colleges as a four-year institution of 
higher education. 

In addition the following programs hold specialized accredi
tations and approvals: 
BusinessAdminislration - American Assembly of Collegiate Schools 

of Business 
Chemistry - American Chemical Society 
Computer Science (B.5.) - Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, 

Inc. 
Education - National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher 

Education 
Marriage and Family Therapy - Commission on Accreditation for 

Marriage and Family Therapy Education of the American 
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy 

Music - National Association of Schools of Music 
Nursing - National League for Nursing 
Social Work - Council on Social Work Education 

Any current or prospective student may, upon request directed 
to the president's office, review a copy of the documents pertaining 
to the university's various accreditations and approvals. 

GROUNDS 
Located in suburban Parkland, PLU has a picturesque 126-acre 

campus, truly representative of the natural grandeur of the Pacific 
Northwest. 

ENROLLMENT 
2,847 full-time students 
724 part-time students 

FACULTY 
225 full-time faculty 
73 part-time faculty 

STUDENT/FACULTY RATIO 
14.9:1 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
Pacific Lutheran University uses a 4-1-4 calendar which consists 

of two fourteen-week semesters bridged by a four-week interim 
period. 

Course credit is computed by hours. The majority of courses are 
offered for 4 hours. Each undergrad uate degree candidate is 
expected to complete 128 hours with an overall grade point 
average of 2.00. Departments or schools may set higher grade 
point requirements. 

Degree requirements are specifically stated in this catalog. Each 
student should become familiar with these requirements and 
prepare to meet them. 

LIBRARY SERVICES 
The Robert A.L. Mortvedt Library is the central multi-media 

learning resource center serving the entire university community. 
Its collections are housed and services provided in a modern 
functional building which has study spaces for 850 students and 
shelving for 500,000 books, periodicals, microfilm, and audio
visual materials. The library receives over 2,000 current magaZines, 
journals, and newspapers. 

In addition to its general coUection of books and other materials, 
the library has a special collection devoted to the Scandinavian 
Immigrant Experience and contains the university and regional 
Lutheran church archives. Other special collections include the 
Curriculum Collection of the School of Education, t he microfiche 
collection of college catalogs, maps, pamphlets, and national and 
trade bibliographies. 

The library is open for service 100 hours during a typical week in 
a regular term. A staff of 25 full and part-time librarians and 
assistants offer expert reference, information. and media services. 
The reference staff provides beginning and advanced library 
instruction for all students. In addition to standard reference 
service, the library staff also offers computerized bibliographic 
information service. As the result of the library's extensive 
collection of bibliographic tools, computer access to other collec
tions, and electronic mail service, students and faculty have rapid 
access to materials which can be borrowed from other libraries. 

Direct loan service is available to PLU students and faculty at St. 
Martin's College, Seattle University, Seattle Pacific University, 
and the University of Puget Sound. 



COMPUTER CENTER 
The Computer Center's offices are located in the southeast 

corner of the lower floor of the Mortvedt Library building. The 
facility houses a cluster of two DEC VAX 6200 computers. Two 
large academic user rooms provide access to the VAX system, 
IBM-PC, and Macintosh computers. The user rooms are open 
seven days a week during each term. Additionally, students with 
their own computers may connect to the campus data network 
from their dormitory rOoms. Students also have access to the 
libra.ry's on-line public access catalog via the computer network. 

A variety of software programs are available for the systems. 
Well known programing languages can be used on all types of 
hardware. The university has adopted standard PC software for 
word processing, spread sheets, data bases, and statistics. 

The Computer Center offers a wide range of services, including 
free "how to" workshops. Information is available at the Computer 
Center regarding available workshops, the current software 
standards, and the use of computer facilities. 

The Computer Center's main offices are open during normal 
university operating hours. 

The intentional, unauthorized entry into a computer system is a 
crime under the laws of the State of Washington. Computer 
security programs and devices are being used to manage and 
control access to programs and data. In the event of computer 
trespass, university officials are authorized access to all data and 
messages associated with the incident for use in its resolution. 

WRITING CENTER 
The Writing Center, located in Ramstad Hall, provides a place 

for students to meet with tra.ined student readers to discuss 'their 
academic, personal, and professional writing.5tudent staff mem
bers ask Leading questions that help writers to generate topics, 
develop a thesis, organize material, and clarify ideas. In an 
atmosphere that is comfortable and removed from the classroom 
setting, student readers and writers talk seriously about ideas and 
writing strategies. Most sessions are one-hour meetings, but drop
in students with brief essays or questions are welcome. 

The Writing Center is open Monday through Friday from 9:00 
a.m. until 5:00 p.m. and Sunday through Thursday from 7:00 p.m. 
until 9:00 p.m. 

LATE AFTERNOON AND EVENING CLASSES 
To provide for the professional growth and cultural enrichment 

of persons unable to take a full-time college course, the university 
conducts late-afternoon and evening classes. In addition to a wide 
variety of offerings in the arts and sciences, there are specialized 
and graduate courses for teachers, administrators, and persons in 
business and industry. 

SUMMER SESSION 
An extensive summer school curriculum, of the same quality as 

that offered during the regular academic year, is available to all 
qualified persons. In addition, summer session typically is a time 
when the faculty offer innovative, experimental courses which 
cover a broad range of contemporary issues and perspectives in 
many fields. The summer session consists of three discrete four
week te.rms, and a one-week workshop session, and begins the 
last week of May. Many courses are taught in the evening, two 
nights per week for nine weeks, and Master of Business Adminis
tration courses are taught during two six-week terms, two nights 
per week. Designed for undergraduates and graduate students 
alike, the program serves teachers and administrators seeking 
credentials and special courses, freshmen desiring to initiate 
college study, and others desiring special studies offered by the 
schools and departments. Transient students who enroll for the 
summer session need only submit a letter of academic standing or 
give other evidence of being prepared for college work. 

A complete Slimmer Session Catalog, outlining the curriculum as 
well as special institutes, workshops and seminars, is printed each 
spring and is available from thedean of the summer session at the 
university. Additional information may be obtained by caBing 
535-7143. 

MIDDLE COLLEGE 
PLU offers a special six-week summer program for high school 

juniors and seniors and for first-year college students. Called 
Middle College, the program is designed to ease the transition 
from high school to college by sharpening learning skills that are 
essential to successful completion of a college or university 
program. 

Middle College has both an academic program and a counseling 
and testing component. All students are thoroughly tested and 
evaluated in private sessions with regard to their reading, writing, 
verbal, and mathematical skills. In addition, career counseling is 
provided. The aim of Middle College counseling is to assess each 
student's talents and interests in order to provide direction and 
goals for the college experience. 

The academic program offers a chance to improve specific 
learning skills essential to college success. The classes, offered at 
several levels in several disciplines, are for Middle College 
students only, thereby allowing small class size and close contact 
between students and faculty. All students take a study skills 
course, which serves as a core of the program. In addition, 
students may select two or three courses from among those 
offered each year. Each student's program is individualized to 
promote maximum growth. 

PROJECT ADVANCE 
Each semester PLU offers Project Advance, a special enrichment 

program for high school juniors and seniors. Designed to comple
ment high school studies, Project Advance allows students to earn 
one hour of university credit and to experience college life and 
study. The topic of the course is different each semester, and fall 
topics are usually chosen to coincide with the high school 
National Debate Topic. Project Advance classes meet once a week 
for six weeks in the late afternoon. 

RETENTION OF FRESHMEN 
The retention of students entering as freshmen has been 

monitored since 1 972. Those data are presented in the following 
table: 

Retention of Entering Freshmen 

To Sophomore To Junior To Senior 
Year Year Year 

1 972 70.1% 51 .9% 46. 1% 
1 973 74.7% 54.3% 48.7% 
1 974 74 .. 0% 54.0% 49.8% 
1 975 71.2% 52.9% SO.8'k. 
1 976 69.3% 52.8% 47.5% 
1 977 74.7% 57.2% 52.4% 
1 978 74.2% 58.6% 56.4% 
1 979 74.8% 60.6% 55.4% 
1 980 78.6% 58.2% 54.1% 
1981 71 .1% 57. 1% 52.7% 
1 982 77.6% 60.1% 54.6% 
1 983 75.7% 59.8% 58.2% 
1 984 78.5% 65.9% 58.8% 
1 985 81.5% 68.8% 67.3% 
1986 80.6% 71 . 1% 66.2% 
1 987 81 .7% 65.3% 64.0% 
1 988 75.7% 65.4% 62.7% 
1989 80.9% 70.1% 
1990 77.4% 
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Pacific Lutheran University welcomes applications from stu

dents who have demonstrated capacities for success at the 
baccalaureate level. Applicants who present academic records and 
personal qualities which our experience indicates will enable 
them to succeed at the university and benefit from the environ
ment will be offered admission. Applicants for admission are 
evaluated without regard to sex, race, creed, color, age, national 
origin, or disabling condition. Selection criteria include grade 
point average, class rank, transcript pattern, test scores, and 
recommendations. 

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
(FRESHMEN AND TRANSFERS) 

In evaluating applications the dea,n of admissions interprets 
grade point averages and class rank in relation to the quality of the 
curriculum which the applicant has pursued in high school and at 
the baccalaureate level. For example, a standard high school 
program in preparation for college should include the following: 

English: 4 years 
• Mathematics: 3 years (algebra, 2 years, and geometry, 1 year) 
• Foreign Language: 2 years 

Social Studies: 2 years 
Laboratory Sciences: 2 years 
Fine, Visual, or Performing Arts: 1 year 
Electives: 3 years (selected from the areas listed above, as 

well as courses in computer science, speech, and debate.) 

• Minimum Entrance Requirements: 

1. Satisfactory completion of two years of college preparatory 
mathematics (exclusive of computer science) or an approved 
course at the baccalaureate level or demonstrate equivalent 
proficiency. 

2. Satisfactory completion of two years of one foreign language in 
high school or one year at the baccalaureate level or demon
strate equivalent proficiency. 

Students who have not satisfied one or both of these require
ments may still be admitted but must make up the deficiency as an 
additional degree requirement. 

Additional study of both mathematics and foreign language is 
advisable for certain areas in the arts and sciences and in some 
professional programs. Those who follow the above preparatory 
program will find most curricular offerings of the university open 
to them and may also qualify for advanced placement in some 
areas. 

Students are admitted to either the fall or spring semester. 
Acceptance to the fall term carries permission to attend the 
previous summer sessions. Spring acceptance approves enroll
ment in the January interim. The following application deadlines 
are suggested: Fall Semester-May 1; Sprillg Semester-December 15. 

ENTERING FRESHMEN 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Students planning to enter as freshmen may submit application 
materials anytime after completion of the junior year of high 
school. Admission decisions are made beginning December 1 
unless a request for Early Action is received. Ca_ndidates are 
notified of their status as soon as their completed application has 
been received and evaluated. Credentials required are: 
1. Fonnal Application: Submit the Ullifonn Ulldergraduate Applieatioll 

for Admission to Four-Year Colleges and Universities in the State of 
Washington. Available from high school counselors or the PLU 
Office of Admissions. 

2. $35.00 ApplieationiRecords Fee: A $35 fee must accompany your 
application or be mailed separately. This non-refundable ser
vice fee does not apply to your account. Make checks or money 
orders payable to Pacific Lutheran University and mail to the 
PLU Office of Admissions. 

3. Transcript: The transcript you submit must include all credits 
completed through your junior year of high school. If admission 
is offered, an acceptable final transcript which indicates satis
factory completion of the senior year and attainment of a 
diploma must be presented. 

4. Recommendations: Two recommendations must be prepared by 
principals, counselors, pastors, or other qualified persons. The 
PLU Office of Admissions will supply the forms. 

5. Test Requirem""t: All entering freshmen must submit scores from 
either the College Board, Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), or the 
American College Test Assessment (ACT). Registration pro
cedures and forms are available at high school counseling 
offices. 

6. Personal Essay: Using no mOre than two pages, write an essay on 
one of these two topics: 
1 .  Discuss a significant influence on your personal and 

intellectual development. This might be an interaction with 
another person, a personal experience or achievement, an 
educational experience, or involvement with an issue of 
local, national or global concern. 

2. What do you consider to be your persona Ii academici 
professional goals and objectives? How do you expect your 
experience at Pacific Lutheran University to help you 
achieve them? 

EARLY ACTION 
High School students who have decided upon PLU as their first 

choice may be offered admission as early as October 1 of their 
senior year. Early Action applications must be made by November 
15 of the senior year. SAT or ACT scores from the previous May or 
July are acceptable. Early Action students are given first consider
ation in campus housing and financial aid. An Early Action form is 
available from the Office of Admissions. Students not accepted 
under the Early Action program may still be considered for regular 
admission . 

EARLY ADMISSION 
Qualified students interested in accelerating their formal educa

tion may begin work toward a degree after completIon of the 
junior year or first semester of the senior year of high school. 
Exceptional students who wish to enroll before completing all 
required units in high school must have a letter submitted by a 
recognized school official which approves early college admission 
and gives assurance that a high school diploma will be issued after 
completion of specified college work. Only students highly 
recommended for Early Admission will be considered. Generally 
these students rank among the top students in their class and 
present high aptitude test scores. 

WASHINGTON STATE RUNNING START PROGRAM - Accepted 
students who have completed courses under the Washington 
State Running Start Program will be awarded transfer credit. Such 
courses must be described in the catalog of an accredited 
Washington State community college and must be posted on an 
official transcript. 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
1 .  College Board Examinations: Students interested in seeking ad

vanced placement or credit toward graduation through the 
examination program of the College Board should direct 
inquiries for specific information to the department or school 
which offers the academic suject of their choice. General 
inquiries about the College Board program may be addressed 
to the Office of Admissions. 

2. Departm""tal Etaminations: A number of departments and schools 
offer placement examinations in order that students may be 
advised as to the level at which they may most advantageously 
pursue a given subject. Credit toward graduation may be given 
in certain cases, depending on the exawination score and 
whether the subject matter was not part of the course work by 
which the high school diploma was earned. Again, inq uiries for 
specific information should be directed to the department or 
school offering the particular subject. 

TRANSFER STUDENTS 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Students who began their higher education at other regionally 
accredited colleges or universities are encouraged to apply for 
admission with advanced standing. Over 400 students transfer to 
the university each year with an average grade point in excess of 
3.00 (B). Candidates must have good academic and personal 
standing at the institution last attended full-time. Although it does 
not guarantee admission, a grade point average of 2.50 in all 
college work attempted is usually required for admission. For 
applicants with less than sophomore standing (30 semester hours 
or 45 quarter hours), secondary school records and standardized 
test scores will also be considered. Credentials required are: 



1. Formal Application: Submit a Uniform Undergraduate Applica
tion with $35.00 non-refundable application/records fee. 

2. Transcripts: Official transcripts from all previous collegiate 
institutions attended must be sent by those institutions 
directly to the PLU Office of Admissions. Official high school 
transcripts of credits are necessary if they are not listed on 
college transcripts. 

3. Recommendations: Two recommendations must be prepared by 
instructors, counselors, pastors, or other qualified persons. The 
PLU Office of Admissions provides the forms. 

4. Personal Essay: Using no more than two pages, write an essay on 
one of these two topics: 
1. Discuss a significant influence on your personal and 

intellectual development. This might be an interaction with 
another person, a personal experience or achievement, an 
educational experience, or involvement with an issue of 
local, national or global concern. 

2. What do you consider to be your personal/academic/ 
professional goals and objectives? How do you expect your 
experience at Pacific Lutheran University to help you 
achieve them? 

EVALUATION OF CREDITS 
1. The registrar evaluates all transfer records and creates an 

advising booklet (Gold Book) indicating completion of any core 
requirements and total hours accepted. Individual schools and 
departments determine which courses satisfy major 
requirements. 

2. Generally, college-level courses carrying the grade of "C" or 
above apply toward graduation. 

3. A community college student may transfer a maximum of 64 
semester (96 quarter) hours of credit from the two-year 
institution. 

4. Students completing the direct transfer associate degree from 
an accredited Washington State community college will be 
admitted with junior standing and will have satisfied all 
general university requirements except for one course in 
religion (4 semester hours) and one interim course (4 semester 
hours). 

5. All students must satisfy the entrance requirements in mathe
matics and foreign language. 

6. To qualify as a degree candidate, a student must take the final 
32 semester hours in residence. 

UNACCREDITED 
EDUCA TIONAL EXPERIENCES 
1. Credits earned in unaccredited schools are not transferable. 

Students who have matriculated at Pacific Lutheran University 
may petition a department or school to waive a particular 
requirement on the basis of previous unaccredited course work 
or may petition a department or school to receive credit by 
examination. 

2. The university allows up to 20 semester hours of USAFIfDante 
credit and up t020 semester hours for military credit, providing 
the total of the two does not exceed 30 semester hours. 

3. The university does not grant credit for college level GED tests. 
4. For information on the Colleg·e Level Examination Program 

(CLEP), refer to the section on Credit by Examination under 
Academic Procedures. 

ACCELERATED UNDERGRADUATE REENTRY 
FOR ADULTS (AURA) 

Qualified adults, 30 years of age or older, who have not been 
enrolled in a baccalaureate degree program within the last five 
years, may seek advanced placement at up to the junior level 
through the AURA Program. Those accepted into AURA are 
granted one year's provisional admission, during which time they 
must complete 12 credits at PUU (including Psychology 401) with 
a grade point average of 2.5 or higher. Credit awards for prior 
learning are based upon systematic assessment by a faculty panel 
of the adequacy and appropriateness of knowledge and skills 
demonstrated in a portfolio prepared by the student with staff 
assistance. Credit awards may not exceed 48 semester credits less 
acceptable college transfer credits. 

For details of the AURA Program, contact the director, AURA 
Program, 535-7518. 

FORMER STUDENTS 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Full-time students who have not been in attendance for one 
semester or more may seek readmission by obtaining an applica
tion for re-entrance from the Office of Admissions unless they 
have been approved, at the time of last enrollment, for a leave of 
absence. Students who have been dropped ,for academic or 
disciplinary reasons must idenhfy a faculty member willing to act 
as a sponsor and adviser if re-admitted. Re-entering students who 
have attended another college in the meantime must request that 
a transcript be sent from the institution directly to the dean of 
admissions. 

FOREIGN STUDENTS 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Foreign students who are qualified academically, financially, 
and in English proficiency are encouraged to join the university 
community. Information and application procedures may be 
obtained from the dean of admissions. 

FINALIZING AN OFFER OF ADMISSION 
1. Medical Requirement: Before actual enrollment each new student 

must submit a Healt.h History Form complete with an accurate 
immunization record. This information must be acceptable to 
the PLU Health Services Office. 

2. Advance Payment: A $200.00 advance payment is necessary in 
order to confirm an offer of admission. This payment guarantees 
a place in the student body, reserves housing on campus if 
requested, holds financial assistance which may have been 
awarded, and is required before class registration. It is credited 
to the student's account and is applied toward expenses of the 
first semester. Fall applicants offered admission before May 1 must 
submit the payment by May 1. If circumstances necessitate 
cancellation of enrollment and the dean of admissions is notified 
in writing before May 15, the $200.00 will be refunded. The refund 
date for interim is December 15, and for spring semester, 
January 15. 

3. New Student Information Form: This form includes the application 
for housing and must be completed by all students and 
returned with the advance payment. 

Financial Aid 
Recognizing that many students who want to attend Pacific 

Lutheran University would be unable to meet all expenses of 
enrollment from personal or family sources, the university 
attempts to provide financial assistance to all eligible students. 
Any student approved for enrollment or currently enrolled may 
request financial aid. Approximately 70% of the university's stu
dents receive help in the form of gift assistance (that is, scholar
ships, talent awards, or grants), low interest deferred loans, or 
employment. In many cases a financial aid award will be a 
combination of these forms of assistance. 

The quantity and composition of an award is based upon 
demonstrated financial need, academic achievement, test scores, 
and other personal talents and interests. Need is determined from 
analysis of the Financial Aid Form (FAF), which is a statement of 

financial condition provided by the College Scholarship Service 
(CSS). Analysis of the Financial Aid Form determines an expected 
contribution for college expenses from the student and parent(s) 
or guardian(s). "Financial Need" is defined as the difference 
between total student expenses for an academic year and the 
expected student/family contribution and is a primary factor in 
determining eligibility for most available aid. 

Financial assistance is available to all qualified students regard
less of their sex, race, creed, color, age, national origin, or 
handicapped condition. 
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APPLICA TION PROCEDURE: 
FRESHMEN AND TRANSFERS 
1. Mail a Financial Aid Form (FAF) to the College Scholarship 

Service (CSS) by February 1 .  
2.  Be offered admission by March 1 .  
3. Submit a PLU Financial Aid Application (applies only to 

transfer students and is available upon request). 
4. Submit a Financial Aid Transcript from all prior institutions 

attended (transfers only). 

CONTINUING STUDENTS 
1. Mail a Financial Aid Form (FAF) to the College Scholarship 

Service (CSS) by March 1 .  
2.  Submit a PLU Financial Aid Application. 

An application for financial aid can be completed at any time, 
but failure to meet the priority date may result in a denial of aid 
even though need is demonstrated. The Financial Aid Office will 
consider all applicants for any award for which they might be 
eligible. Aid awards are for one year and most are renewable, provided 
reapplication l< completed on time, financial need continues, and satisfactory 
academic progress is maintained. Aid is not automatically renewed eJlch year. 

NOTIFICATION OF AWARD DECISIONS 
1. Award decisions for freshmen and transfer students who meet 

the February I completion date will be made in March. and 
actual notification will be mailed the first week in April. 

2. Financial aid decisions for continuing FLU students are made 
during April and May. Notifications are sent out beginning in 
May. 

VALIDATING THE AID OFFER 
Aid offers must be validated by returning the Signed Offer of 

Financial Aid. Freshman and transfer students must also submit 
the $200 advance payment required by the Office of Admissions. 
This shou Id be done as soon as possible, but must be received by 
May 1. No payment is required from continuing students. All 
students must complete a satisfactory payment arrangement with 
the Student Accounts Office by August 1 for fall semester and by 
January 1 5  for spring semester to hold their award. Applicants 
who do not return their acceptance of an award by the reply date 
speCified and who do not complete satisfactory payment 
arrangements will have their awards cancelled. If an applicant 
later decides to reapply, the application will be reviewed with the 
group currently being processed. 

Aid, wi th t he exception of College Work -St ud y and Washington 
State Need Grants, is credited to the student's account when all 
paperwork has been completed. One-half of the award is dis
bursed each semester. Parents and students are responsible for 
the charges ill excess of the award. 

In some cases aid is awarded in excess of direct university 
charges to help with living expenses. This money will remain on 
the student's account unless requested by the student through 
the Business Office after classes have begun. 

Under federal regulations, adjustments to an award package 
must be made if a student receives additional awards of aid from 
sources external to the university. In every case, however, the 
Financial Aid Office will attempt to allow the student to keep as 
much of the award package as possible. By treating aid received 
from external sources in this way, additional awards from the 
university's resources can be made to other qualified needy 
students. 

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
The basic responsibility for financing an education at PLU rests 

with students and their families. In addition to expected contri
butions from parents or guardians, students are expected to assist 
by contributing form their savings and summer earnings. Financial 
assistance from the university is therefore supplementary to the 
efforts of a student's family. It is provided for students who 
demonstrate need. 

Additional rights and responsibilities of financial aid recipients 
include: 
1 .  Signing and returning each financial aid notice received. 
2. Declining at any time any portion of an award. 
3. Notifying the Financial Aid Office in case of a change in credit 

hours attempted; a change in marital status; a change in 
residence (off-campus or at home); or receipt of additional 
outside scholarships. 

4. Providing a copy of their parents' income tax return (Form 
1 040) andlor a copy of their own individual income tax return if 
requested. 

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS/SATISFACTORY 
PROGRESS 

The policy of the Financial Aid Office is to allow students to 
continue receiving financial assistance as long as they are in good 
standing at the university. To do otherwise could cause a severe 
hardship on students who must devote their efforts to achieving 
satisfactory grades. However, no institutional grants will be 

awarded to students with cumulative grade point averages below 
2.00. 

To be given priority for most types of financial aid, an applicant 
must be enrolled as a full-time student. For federal financial aid 
programs, a full-time student is defined as any person enrolled for 
a minimum of twelve credit hours or more per semester. Adjust
ments in an award may be made during the year if an aid recipient has not 
enrolled for a sufficient number of credit hours. Howroer, each financial aid 
recipient must maintain satisfadory academic progress in the course of 
study he or she is pursuing in order to continue to receive financial 
assistance awarded by the PLU Financial Aid Office. The {vllowing 
minimum requirements are expeded of each financial aid recipient: To 
make satisfactory progress toward a degree, an undergraduate 
sudent must complete a minimum of 24 semester hours of credit 
each academic year. An academic year is defined as the fall 
semester, the interim term, and the spring semester. As part of 
their undergraduate program, students are required to complete 
two interim terms (8 hours from courses numbered 300-320); 
junior and senior transfer students need to complete only one 
interim term (4 hours from courses numbered 300-320). Graduate 
students are required to complete 16 semester hours of credit each 
academic year. 

For full·time undergraduate students receiving financial aid, the 
maximum number of credit hours that may be attempted is 175 
and the maximum time-frame for completing a baccalaureate 
degree is five years. Even if a student changes his Or her major or 
academic program, only 175 credit hours may be taken quali_fying 
for financial aid, and the maximum time-frame of five years for 
receiving a degree is enforced. Some financial aid programs (e.g., 
WaShington State Need Grants) allow aid to be awarded a 
maximum of four academic years. The maximum number of full· 
time graduate credit hours that may be attempted is 48, and the 
maximum time-frame to complete a graduate degree is three years. 

Provisions to accommodate non-traditional, part·time students 
have also been established. Undergraduate students who qualify 
for these provisions must complete a minimum of 12 credit hours 
each academic year and achieve a degree within a maximum 
time·frame of ten years (the maximum number of credits allowable 
is 350). Graduate students who qualify for these provisions must 
complete a minimum of 8 credit hours each academic year and 
achieve a degree within a maximum time-frame of seven years (the 
maximum number of credits allowable is 56). 

The Registrar's Office evaluates the transcripts of credits 
submitted by transfer students and determines which credits are 
acceptable toward a degree at Pacific Lutheran University. Notifi· 
cation of the number of credits yet to be earned and of the time· 
frame in which financial aid may be awarded is communicated to 
students during their first term of enrollment. The same procedure 
applies to all continuing students who have never previously 
received financial assistance. 

The following grades do not indicate successful completion of 
academic credit applicable toward a degree: E grades, l (lncom· 
plete), W (Withdrawal), EW (Unofficial Withdrawal, recorded by 
the registrar), F (Failure). Any courses in which such grades are 
received are, however, included in the maximum number of 
credits that may be attempted (! 75) and are considered to be 
within the maximum time-frame allowable for achieving a degree 
(five years), 

All credits earned by examina.tion, which are accepted as applicable 
toward a degree, will be included in the limitation on credits 
which can be attempted while eligible for financial aid. 

Courses that are repeated are also counted in the limitation on 
credits which can be attempted. Once a course has been completed 
successfully, the credit hours earned are counted toward the 
minimum number of hours which can be taken under financial aid 
eligibility, If a course is successfully completed more than once, it 
is counted only once toward a student's degree requirements and 
toward the minimum number of hours which can be taken under 
financial aid eligibility, 

The university's curriculum includes very few non·credit 
courses or courses whose credit hours are not applicable to a 
degree, but if any such courses are taken by financial aid 
recipients, the hours will be included in the limitation on credits 
which may be attempted and will be considered with the time
frame allowable for achieving a degree. 

In the event that a student fails to meet the criteria for 
satisfactory progress during a particular semester, he or she will be 
placed on academic and financial aid probation. Failure to regain 
satisfactory academic status will result in the cancellation of 
financial aid, 

Once Hunsatisfactory progress" has been determined, students 
receive official notification, Terminated students may apply for 
reinstatement by submitting a letter of petition to the Registrar's 
Office and securing a faculty sponsor, The ,petition and sponsor
ship letters are submitted to the Faculty Committee on Admission 
and Retention of Students for action. 

Students who are placed on financial aid probation may petition 
for reinstatement of their financial aid in one of two ways: (t ) They 
may complete one semester of full·time enrollment using their 



own financial resources, or (2) they may submit an appeal to the 
Faculty Committee On Admission and Retention of Students 
documenting the unusual circumstances which have made it 
impossible to make satisfactory progress during the semester in 
question. Summer sessions may also be used as terms during 
which a student on financial 'lid probation may regain satisfactory 
academic status; however, students enrolling in summer sessions 
for this purpose must use their own financial resources and are 
ineligible for financial aid. 

TYPES OF AID 
UNIVERSIIY GIIT ASSISTANCE 

UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSlllPS are granted on the basis of 
academic achievement and fina]lcial need. To be considered, a 
freshman applicant must have a 3.30 secondary school grade point 
average. Scholastic ability must also be reflected in test scores 
from the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), or the American College 
Test (ACT), or the Washington Pre-College Test (WPCn Transfer 
and continu ing students must have a 3.0 cumulative grade point 
average to be qualified for first -time Or renewal awards. PLU is a 
sponsor of National Merit Scholarsh ips. Students who earn semi
finalist standing are encouraged to contact the Financial Aid 
Office for information concerning a PLU Merit Scholarship. 

PRESIDENT'S SCHOLARSHIPS ranging from $1,750 to $4,000 
annually are awarded to entering freshmen in recognition of 
outstanding academic achievement in high school and in anticipa
tion of superior performance at PLU. To be a candidate, a student 
must have an exceptional high school grade average, usually 3.75 
or higher, present high test scores, and receive an offer of 
admission by March 1 .  Use of a grade prediction equation to 
determine a predicted end of freshman year grade average is also a 
qualifying factor. Financial need is not a detennining factor and no 
application is required. Renewal for a total of six semesters is 
automatic provided that a 3.3 grade point average is maintained. 

ALUMNI MERIT AWARDS of $1.000 to  $1,500 are given to 
full-time exceptional students who are sons and daughters of PLU 
alumni/ae. To be considered, students must be entering freshmen 
and have a cumulative high school grade point average of 3.5 Or 
higher. Renewal candidates must have a minimum collegiate 
grade point average of 3.3 to be eligible. Financial need is not a 
determining fador and completion of a special application is recom
mended. Applicants must also be offered admission by April 1 to 
be considered. 

FACULTY ME RIT AWARDS of $1,000-$1,500 annually are 
granted to twenty-four (24) students who have completed 45 
semester hours or more at PLU and are not receiving any other 
merit award. No separate application is required. Faculty wiU 
recommend students to a selection committee who will select 
recipients on the basis of scholastic achievement, special talents, 
and unusual service to the university. 

PROVOST'S MERIT AWARDS ranging from $1,000 to $1,750 
are granted to outstanding transfer students each year. To be 
considered a student must have a 3.6 grade point average in at  
least 45 semester hours of college level courses and receive an offer 
of admission by March 1 .  A 3.30 grade point average earned at PLU 
is required for renewal. No application is necessary. 

TALENT AWARDS are granted to full-time students with 
financial need who have exceptional ability in  the fields of 
forensics, drama, art, music, or athletics. The candidate must make 
arrangements with the school or department concerned for an 
audition and/or a personal interview. In some cases a tape or film 
will be sat isfactory. A recommendation from a faculty member 
should be on file before the application priority date (see applica
tion procedure) for a student to be considered for a Talent Award. 
Financial need is a requisite for initial receipt and renewal. 

UNIVERSITY GRANTS are awarded in combination with 
loans and employment to students with financial need who do not 
qualify for scholarship assistance. Foreign Student Grants are re
stricted to those foreign students who have provided their own 
resources for at least one year of attendance. Grants usually 
amount to less than one-third of the cost of attendance. 

MINISTER'S DEPENDENT GRANTS are available to full-time 
unmarried, dependent children of a regularly ordain",/, active minister 
Or missionary of a Christian church. The minister's principal 
employment and primary SOurce of income must be a result of 
church work. The annual grant is $500, and financial need is not a 
determining factor. If a FAF is submitted no special MDG 
application is required. June 1 is the deadline for requesting this 
grant. Requests received thereafter will be honored only as 
budgeted funds permit. 

ALUMNI DEPENDENT GRANTS of $200 are given to fuU-time 
students whose parent(s) at tended PLU (PLC) for two semesters 
Or more. To be eligible the alumni dependent must be a full-time 
student (J2credit hours per semester) and complete an appUcation 
in the Financial Aid Office. December 1 is the deadline for 
requesting this grant. Requests received thereafter will be honored 

only as budgeted funds perUlit. 

NAMED ENDOWED/RESTRICTED SCHOLARSHIPS: The 
following scholarships have been provided by alumni and friends 
of the university to honor and/or memorialize loved ones and to 
assist worthy students. Also listed are scholarships made possible 
by corporations, foundations, and trusts. Eligibility for many of 
these awards requires completion of the regular financial aid 
application, attainment of sophomore standing. and declaration of 
a major. Further information on eligibility is available on request. 
The Ackerley Communications Merit Award 
Aid Association for Lutherans Scholarships 
Allenmore Registered Nursing Scholarship 
Alpac (P.psi-Cola 7 Up) 
Alumni SCholarship Fund 
American Lutheran Church-North Pacific District Scholarship 
American Lutheran Church-Scholarship and Granl Program for Minority 

Stud.nts 
Florence Spinner Anderson Memorial Scholarship 
Wmiam and Jeanie Anderson Scholarship 
Ruth Anenson Scholarship 
Anthropology Alumni Award 
Mary Jane Aram Scholarship Fund 
Award of Excellence (Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co.) 
Marguerite and Wilmer Baer Scholarship 
Don F. Bayer Memorial Scholarship 
B.E.R.G. Minority Scholarship 
Paul M. Bellamy Music Scholarship 
Binder Memorial Scholarship 
Alfred and Alice Bishop/Lutheran Brotherhood Endowed Scholarship 
Luther & Dillie Quale Boe Education Scholarship 
Havana Bradner Memorial Scholarship 
Jorunn Breiland Scholarship Fund 
Agnes Brodahl Music Scholarship 
Betty Brown Scholarship 
Buchanan Family Endowed Scholarship 
Chester Buhl Memorial Vocal Music Scholarship 
Dr. and Mrs. W.B. Bums Fund 
Burzlaff Memorial Scholarship 
Henrietta Button Nursing Scholarship Fund 
Cheney Foundation Educational Scholarships 
Chevron Merit Awards 
Irene O. Creso Merit Award 
E. John and Lorene E. Dahlberg Jr. Endowed Scholarship 
Carl Dal.k Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Deal Family Endowed Scholarship in the Liberal Arts 
Ida A. Davis Fund 
Doolittle Memorial Scholarship 
Capt. W. Larry and Mrs. Janice D. Eichler Scholarship Fund 
Lei! Erikson Scholarship 
Gerry and Linda Evanson Edowned Scholarship 
Anthony I. Eyring Lib.ral Arts Scholarship 
Faculty Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Faith Lutheran Church of Portland Scholarship Fund 
First Interstate Bank Scholarship 
Frank and Nellie Haley Endowed Scholarship 
Henry Foss Scholarship (for Norwegian students) 
LC. Foss Memorial Scholarship 
Fuchs Foundation Scholarship 
John M. Gilbertson Foundation Scholarship 

James M. Gribbon Scholarship 
Gulsrud Family Scholarship 
Haas Foundation 
Arnold Hagen Education Scholarship 
Barbara Perry Haley Memorial Scholarship 
Olaf Halvorsen Scholarship 
Johanne Marie Hansen Endowed Memorial Scholarship 
Nels Marcus Hansen Endowed Memorial Scholarship 
W.H. Hardtke Seminary Student Scholarship Fund 
Erling and Clara Haugo Scholarship 
Walter A. Heath Charitable Trust 
Irene Hultgren Nursing Scholarship 
Terry trwin Scholarship 
Ole M. Jennestad Memorial Scholarship 
Judge Bertil E. Johnson Scholarship 
Johnson/Larson Scholarship 
T.L. Johnson Sr.lLutheran Brotherhood Endowed Scholarship 
Linda B. Karlsen Music Scholarship 
Philip G. and Alice L. Kays.r Scholarship Fund 
Elizabeth B. Kelly Endowed Scholarship 
Anne Kensrud Memorial Scholarship 
Rev. Karl Kilian Memorial ·Fund 
William Kilworth Foundation Scholarship Fund 
Melvin Kleweno Memorial Scholarship 
Kluth Endowment for High Achievers in Athletics and Physical Education 
Jimmy Knudsen Memorial' Scholarship 
Hilda S. Kramer Musical Appreciation Scholarship 
Ebba and E. Arthur Larson Nursing Scholarship 
Ludvig and Clara Larson Scholarship 
Orlando and Myrtl. Lee/Lutheran Brotherhood Endowed Scholarship 
LHC/Lutheran Brotherhood Endowed Scholarship 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hilding Lindberg Endowed Scholarship 
Lutheran Brotherhood Legal Roserve Life tnsurance Co. Scholarship 
Lutheran Brotherhood Scholarship 
Constance B. Lyon Scholarship 
James B. Malyon Scholarship 
Joe Marchinek Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Mathematics Scholarship 
Military Order of the Purpl. Heart Award 
Fred and Carolyn Mills Memorial Scholarship 
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Lila' Moe Scholarship 
Katharine E. Monroe Scholarship 
Forestine Wise Monsen Memorial Piano Scholarship 
Lillian C. Morris Memorial Scholan;hip 
Murray-Danielson Management Award 
Gladys Mortvedt Voluntary Service Award 
Richard P. Neils Memorial Fund 
George and Alma Nelson Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Lars Nerland Norwegian SchoIarship 
Mr. and Mrs. Gus. H. Nieman Memorial Scholarship 
Margaret Nistad Memorial Scholarship 
Orville Nupen Nursing Scholarship 
Clifford O. and Ella L. Olson Endowed Athletic/Music Scholarship 
Roger Paetel Memorial Scholarship 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Peter Scholarship (Oregon students) 
Blanche Pflaum Scholarship 
PLU Women's Club Scholarship 
PLUS Business SCholarship 
Nora J. Ponder Scholarship Fund 
Portland Area Alumni Scholarship 
Presser Foundation Scholarship 
Puget Sound Bank Scholarship 
Lyle Quasim Scholarship 
Anders and Emma Ramstad Award 
Recreational Equipment, Inc. (REI) 
Kathryn Reese Memorial Scholarship 
Dr. Walter and Joan Redman Schwindt Scholarship 
Simon and Marvel Reinbold Scholarship Endowment 
Charlotte &: Lucian Rice Endowed Scholarship 
William O. Rieke Endowed Scholarship (Students from Cashmere, 

Leavenworth.. dnd Wenatchee) 
Frank Russell Company Endowed Scholarship 
Johannes and Aleen Schiller Endowment Fund 
Security Pacific Bank Washington Minority Scholarship 
Siqueland Youth Scholarship (North Pacific District Luther League) 
Skinner Foundation Scholarship 
James R. Slater Endowed Scholarship 
James Slater Biology - ROTC Scholarship 
Frances Norton Smith Endowed Scholarship 
Smith Endowment Scholarship Fund 
Ethel Squires Scholarships 
Dora Stangland Memorial Scholarship 
Genevieve Stelberg Endowed Scholarship 
Emma Storaasli Award 
Edvin and Ida Tingelstad Memorial Scholarship 
Evelyn 5. Torvend Scholarship 
Tyler Memorial Nursing Scholarship 
Ellen Valle Memorial Scholarship 
Hopper Memorial 
Randall Yoakum Endowed Scholarship 
Robert E. Olson Memorial 
Hedvig Arthur Memorial 
Donald A. Brunner Memorial 
Mark Salzman Memorial 
Louis and Leona Lamp Scholarship 
Gordon Pearson Memorial 
Karl Ufer Memorial Scholarship 
David Ulleland Memorial Scholarship 
Wade/Hinderlie Scholarship Fund 
Ina H. Wake Memorial Scholarship 
Washington Mutual Savings Bank "Great Teachers" Minority Merit Award 
Washington State Automobile Dealers Association Scholarship 
Western Washington Fair Association Scholarship 
Ralph and Celestene Yoder Memorial Scholarship 

SCHOLARSHIP PARTNERS ENDOWMENTS 
Ernest M. Ankrirn/Lutheran Brotherhood Endowed Scholarship ( Economics) 
Class of 1967 Scholarship (Descendants of Class) 
Marv and Dorothy Harshman Scholan;hip (Church leadership/athletics) 
Douglas Herland Memorial Scholarship (Crew) 
Paul Liebelt Scholarship (Mathematics) 
Gene and Marian Lundgaard/Lutheran Brot herhood Endowed Scholarship 

(Athletics) 
William O. and Joanne Rieke/Lutheran Brotherhood Endowed Scholarship 

(Forensics) 
Dr. Maurice and Patricia Skones Scholarship (Vocal Music) 
Shirley Zurfluh/Lutheran Brotherhood Endowed Scholarship (Business) 

GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS 
THE PEll GRANT PROGRAM is a Federal program designed 

to provide the "foundation" for a financial aid package. It is 
intended for students with high financial need_ When completing 
the Financial Aid Form (FAF) applicants should indicate that the 
information is to be used for determining their eligibility for the 
Pell Grant by checking the appropriate box. If the Student Aid 
Report (SAR) you receive indicates eligibility, all three copies 
should be sent to the Financial Aid Office. 

SUPPLEMENT Al EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS 
(SEOG) are available to students who have exceptional financial 
need. Grants range from $100 to $4,000 per year. The SEOG must 
be matched with at least an equivalent amount of other kinds of 
aid (grant, loan. or employment). Eligibility is determined by 
federal guidelines. 

WASHINGTON STATE NEED GRANTS are available to 
eligible residents of Ihe State of Washington who attend PlU. 
These grants are intended for students with high need. On the 
basis of guidelines established by the Higher Education Coordi
nating Board, students with specified need as computed from the 

Financial Aid Form are submitted to the State for consideration. 
Present procedure does does not require a separate application_ 

ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS are available (four-year and 
three-year) for students in all disciplines and are not based on 
need. Scholarships pay up to 80% of tuition. Books, fees, and 
supplies are also covered. Recipients also receive a $100/month 
stipend (up to 51,000 per school year). As of fall 1991 new four-year 
and three-year advanced designee scholarship recipients will also 
receive addit ional scholarship aid from Pacific Lutheran 
University. Contact the Office of Admissions or Financial Aid for 
details. 

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
There are employment opportunities on campus and in the 

community that can help students meet college expenses. Priority 
for placement is given to those students who have demonstrated 
financial need and have been awarded a work-study eligibility. 
Over 900 students work on campus each year. The university's 
annual student payroll exceeds $1,800,000. The average on
campus job approximates eleven hours per week, and produces 
around $1,528 during an academic year. 

All student placeml7/ts for on--campus and off-mmpus jobs are handled by 
the Career Service; Office. Actual hiring of students is done at the 
beginning of the school year and at  other times as vacancies occur. 

The Federal College Work-Study Program offers only on
campus employment. To participate, students must be eligible for 
work-study. 

The State Work-Study Program offers only off-campus work 
opportunities with profit-making and non-profit employers. Posi
tions must be related to students' academic interests. To partiCi
pate, students must be eligible for work-study. 

LOANS 
Many students invest in their future by borrowing educational 

funds. Low interest, deferred loans make it possible to pay some of 
the cost of education at a later time. Loans are often included with 
gift assistance and work to form a financial aid package. 

There are three major sources of loans at PLU: 

PERKINS LOAN (formerly NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT 
LOAN-NDSL)-Eligibility is determined by the PLU Financial 
Aid Office from the Financial Aid Form and is based on need. Most 
loans range between $1,000 and $1,500 annually, and cannot 
exceed $4,500 for the first two years of school, nor an aggregate of 
$9,000 for an undergraduate degree. No interest accrues and no 
payments on principal are necessary until six months after a 
recipient ceases to be a half-time student enrolled in an eligible 
institution. Simple interest is 5% during the repayment period. Up 
to 100% cancellation is available for teaching the handicapped or 
in certain low income areas. Repayment may be deferred because 
of further full-time study or service in the armed forces, VISTA, or 
the Peace Corps. Exit interviews are required by t he Business 
Office upon leaving PLU Or t ranscripts, grades, and diploma are 
withheld. 

NURSING STUDENT LOAN (NSL)-A federal loan program 
.limited to students with need who are accepted for enrollment or 
are enrolled in the School of Nursing (usually not before the 
sophomore year). The NSL has provisions similar to the Perkins 
Loan. Up to $2,500 is available, dependent on federal funding. 
Loans average $1,000. Repayment begins one year after gradua
tion. Pa.rtial or full cancellation is possible under certain conditions. 

STAFFORD STUDENT LOAN (formerly Guaranteed Student 
Loan, GSL)-Under this program, students may borrow from 
banks, credit unjons, and savings and loan associations. A 
separate application procedure is required and forms are available 
from the PLU Financial Aid Office. 

The maximums which a student may borrow are: 
Undergraduate $2,625-$4,000 
Graduate $7,500 
Entrance interviews are required before the first loan disburse-

ment at PLU. 
Repayment of principal is deferred until six months after a 

recipient ceases to be a half-time student enrolled in an eligible 
institution. The interest rate is 8%; interest is paid by the federal 
government while the recipient is attending school. 

PLUS LOAN-This is a non-need based loan for parents of 
dependent undergraduate students. Payments are not deferred 
but begin within 60 days after the loan is disbursed. Not all states 
offer this loan. Out of state students or parents should check with 
their nearest college or state higher education authorities to 
determine if it is operational. If it is, an application must be 
obtained within the parent's state of residence. PLU's Financial 
Aid Office has available only the Washington State version_ 

The interest rate is variable but cannot exceed 12%, and the 
amount ofthe loan cannot exceed the student's cost of attenda.nce 
minus other nnancial assistance (including a Guaranteed Student 
Loan). 

If the state or lending institution of the student or parent does 
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not participate in the PLUS program, it is possible to borrow 
through United Student Aid Funds (USAF). The maximum annual 
amount which a parent may borrow is $4,000. 

SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS FOR STUDENTS (SLS)-This non
need based loan program is designed for an independent under
graduate or graduate student. Students borrowing under SLS who 
are enrolled full-time defer principal payments but begin interest 
payments sixty (60) days after disbursement of the loan. At the 
lender's option, full-time students may make no interest payments 
while they are in school and have the oustanding interest added to 
the loan principal when they leave school. Loans have a variable 
interest rate. The variable rate cannot exceed 12%. The maximum 
amount of money that may be borrowed is $4,000 annually with a 
cumulative limit of $20,000. 

PREP LOAN-The Private Resource Education Program has no 
pre-established loan limits. The amount of money that may be 
borrowed is determined by individual needs, credit capacity, and 
the cost of the school attended. Citizens, nationals, and permanent 
legal residents of the United States may take out a PREP loan to 
cover the costs of their own education or that of an immediate 
family member. Loans have a vaJiable interest rate. Flexible terms 
are offered. While the student is in school, no principal payments 
are required; however, during this period, the borrower makes 
q uarterly or semi-annual interest payments of 2% per year of the 
loan balance. The borrower begins repaying the loan principal and 
accrued interest ni.ne months after the student leaves school. 

Short term loans are available from various restricted PLU loan 
funds which include: 

TUmON 
Students at Pacific Lutheran University pay for only those 

courses in which they are enrolled. Tuition charges are determined 
by multiplying the number of credit hours for which a student 
registers by the appropriate tuition rate. 

Full-Time Undergraduate Students - are charged $374.00 per 
credit hour. 

Part-Time Students - ( 1 - 1 1  hours) are charged $374.00 per 
credit hour. 

Students with a Degree - Those not accepted into a PLU 
graduate degree program are charged $374.00 per credit hour. 

Graduate Students - Those accepted into a PLU graduate 
program are charged $395.00 per credit hour. 

33·36 Tuition Credit - Undergraduate students who take 
between 33 and 36 credit hours during the academic year ( fall, 
interim and spring) are granted a t uition credit to reduce their 
tuition to the 32 hour level. 

Excess Hours - Credits above 36 hours for the academic year 
are charged at $374.00 per credit hour. 

Example #1 Fan 

Credit Hours 36 16 
Regular Tuition Rate $5984 
Excess Hours Rate -0-
33-36 Tuition Credit -0-

TOTAL: $1 1,968 $5984 

Example #2 Fall 

Credit Hours 32 1 4  
Regular Tuition Rate $5236 
Excess Hours Rate -0-
33-36 Tuition Credit -0-

TOTAL: $ 1 1,968 $5236 

Example #3 Fall 

Credit Hours 28 12  
Regular Tuition Rate $4488 
Excess Hours Rate -0-
33-36 Tuition Credit -0-

---

TOTAL: $10A7Z $4488 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Interim 

4 
$1496 

-0-
-0-

$1496 + 

Interim 

4 
$1496 

-0-
-0-

$1496 + 

Interim 

4 
$1496 

-0· 
·0· 

$1496 + 

Spring 

16  
$5984 
$-0-

[-$14961 

$4488 

Spring 

14 
$52.36 
$-0-
$-0-

$5236 

Spring 

1 2  
$4488 
$-0-
$-0-

$4488 

Alumni Association Loan Fund 
American Lutheran Church Women loan Fund 
Anton Anderson Loan Fund 
John S. Baker Loan Fund 
J.P. Carlstrom Memorial Loan Fund 
Delta Kappa Gamma Student Loan Fund 
Lily C. Ekern Fund 
Marie Huth Loan Fund 
Gerhard Kirkebo Memorial Loan Fund 
Jeanette Olson-Diana Paul-Miriam 5toa Memorial Student Loan Fund 
J.P. POueger Student Loan Fund 
O.J. Stuen Alumni Loan Fund 
OA Tinglestad Loan Fund 
Women's Club of Tacoma Revolving Loan Fund 
Verne Graham Loan Fund 

VETERANS AFFAIRS AND VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 

Pacific Lutheran University has been approved by the State 
Approving Agency as one of the qualified institutions which 
veterans may attend and receive benefits. Veterans, widows, and 
children of deceased veterans who wish to inquire about their 
eligibility for benefits should contact the Regional Office of the 
Veterans Administration, Federal Building, 915 Second Avenue, 
Seattle, Washington 98174. Persons within the State of Washington 
may telephone 1 -800-552-7480. 

Students should gain admission to the university before making 
application for benefits. Students are encouraged to register at the 
university's Veterans Affairs Office before each term to insure 
continuous receipt of benefits. 

Costs 
Special Course Fees: A few specialized courses, e.g., Physical 

Educat ion, Art, and Private Music Lessons, require the payment of 
a special course fee in addition to the tuition charge. 

For information regarding course registration, please contact 
the Registrar's Office at (206) 535-7134. For information regarding 
the cost of tuit ion, please contact t he Student Accounts Office at 
(206) 535·7107. 

ROOM AND MEALS 
The university requires that all single, full-time (12 or more 

semester hours) students live and eat meals on campus unless the 
student is living at home with parents or legal g uardians, is 21 
years of age or older during the current semester, or has senior 
status (90 semester hours). All exceptions to this policy must be 
addressed to the Residential Life Office. 

Room charge for fall and spring is $1 025.00 per semester. 
Food Service is offering three meal plans for fall 1992 and spring 

1993. Questions should be directed to the Food Service Office 
located in the University Center, (206) 535-7472. 

Plan #1 is 20 meals per week (breakfast, lunch and dinner6days 
and brunch and dinner on Sunday) at a cost of $915 
per semester. 

Plan #2 is any 15 meals per week (the student chooses which 
meals) at a cost of $880 per semester. 

Plan #3 is any 1 0  meals per week (the student chooses which 
meals) at a cost of $730 per semester. 

During interim 1993 (in January), only Plan #1 will be offered at a 
cost of $150. It is the students' responsibility to notify the Food 
Service Office by late November if they are not going to be on 
campus during interim. 

Meals are not provided during Thanksgiving, Christmas, and 
spring vacat ions. 

Commuter students are encouraged to eat meals on campus 
and may select from several options, induding those listed above. 
Lunches only Monday through Friday (Meal Plan #4) may be 
selected at a cost of $310.00 or any five meals per week (Meal Plan 
#5) may be selected at a cost of $355.00 

Single rooms are available ana limited basis, and the rates vary. 
Contact the Residential Life Office at (206) 535-7200 for further 
information. Limited housing is available during the spring break 
at a cost of $9.80 per day. 
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A limited amount of family student housing is available. The 

two- and t hree-bedroom units cost from $155.00 to $225.00 per 
month. A damage deposit of $200 must accompany a reservation 
for family student housing. Applications may be obtained from 
the PlU Residential Life Office (Harstad 105). 

ADVANCE PAYMENT AND REGISTRATION 
POLICY 

New students must pay a $200 advance payment in order to  
confirm their offer of admission and register for classes. This 
payment is refundable until May 15 for fall; December 15 for 
interim; January 1 5  for spring. Requests for a refund must be made 
in writing to the Admissions Office. 

Returning students who wish to reserve a room for the 
following year must also make a $200 advance payment. The 
advance payment will be applied to the semester's costs after 
check-in at the beginning of the term. For returning students, the 
advance payment is refundable until July 1. Notification must be 
in writing to the Residential Life Office in order to receive this 
refund. 

Students registering for classes after the 15th of the month 
before the start of a term (August 15 for fall, December 15 for 
interim and January 1 5  for spring) will be required to pay for 
classes or to be on an approved plan at the time of registration. 

Students should verify their class schedules before the last day 
to add or drop a class in a tenn, as registering for classes after this 
date requires payment of an administrative handliIlg fee of $50.00 
for each class added. Handling fees plus regular tuition must be 
paid before classes will be added. 

Registered students who decide not to continue at PlU must 
notify the Registrar's Office IN WRITING. This should be done as 
soon as possible so that classes and financial aid can be reassigned 
to other students. Classes must be dropped by the published 
deadlines in order to receive a tuition refund. Charges will remain 
on the account until such notice is received. 

OTHER SPECIAL FEES 
• Student health and accident insurance is available through a 

private carrier and is optional Brochures are available in the 
Student Accounts Office. 

• The fee for official rranscripts is $5.00 for each transcript. 
• Credit by examination (department exam) costs 25% of the 

regular tuition for the course. This is called "challenging a 
course" and the fee is referred to as a "challenge fee." 

• The Education Placement Fee is $40.00 for School of Education 
graduates. 

• Miscellaneous fees including health center charges, library and 
parking fines may be charged directly to  the student account 
and included on the monthly statement. 

• Student parking pennits are required to park on campus and are 
availa ble through the Campus Safety and Information Office at 
no charge. Failure to register a vehicle results in a fine. 

FINANCIAL AID 
Scholarships, grants, talent awards, and loans awarded by the 

PLU Financial Aid Office and outside aid (from fraternal organi
zations, high schools, churches, etc.) sent directly to PlU, are 
credited to the student's account in the following manner: Half of 
all awards larger than $100 are credited to each semester. For 
example, a $700 scholarship will result in $350 being credited 
toward fall and $350 for spring semester. Awards of $100 or less 
will be applied to one semester only. Outside aid is not applied to 
the student's account until the money has been received. Because 
financial aid is equally divided between the fall and spring 
semesters, the cost to the student is generally higher for the 
interim/spring semester (estimate: $915.00) if the student registers 
for an interim course and lives on campus. 

Students are required to sign for the Perkins and Nursing 
Student loans in the Business Office at the beginning of each 
semester. It is the student's responsibility to infonn the Financial 
Aid Office of any changes in financial status. Additional funds or 
benefits from any source (such as free or partial room and meals) 
that are received or promised, before or after a st udent is awarded 
aid from the university, must be reported. By law, the Financial 
Aid Office is required to make adjustments to prevent or correct 
overawards. 

Stafford Student loans (GSl's) obtained through banks and 
other lending institutions will be applied in total when received 
after the proper endorsement of the check by the student at the 
PlU Business Office. Checks not endorsed within 45 days of 
arrival will be returned to  the lending institution as defined by 
federal regulations. 

Students who secure pari-time employment as part of their 
financial aid (work study) receive monthly paychecks. These 
paychecks may be picked up at the cashier's window of the 
Business Office on payday and may be applied to unpaid student 
account balances. 

REFUND AND REPAYMENT POLlCY FOR 
FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID FUNDS 

REFUND - If any portion of the student's account was paid 
with TITLE IV Federal Financial Aid, a refund will be pro-rated to  
each of the  financial aid programs in  the  following order: SEOG, 
PERKINS, STAFFORD, SLS/Pl.US, PEll, other TITLE IV funds, 
and non-federal aid-institutional' aid, state aid and other. Detailed 
information on the refund calculation may be obtained from the 
Financial Aid Office. 

REPA YMENT - Repayment of funds received from the Federal 
TITLE IV Financial Aid programs may be necessary in instances 
where funds were received from the student's account after all 
charges were satisfied. A federal formula will be used to determine 
the appropriate repayment. Funds that need to be repaid will be 
returned to their source in the foUowing order: SEOG, PERKINS, 
PEll, other TITLE IV, non-federal TITLE LV funds-institutional 
aid, state aid and other. Detailed information on the repayment 
calculation may be obtained from the Financial Aid Office. 

RIGHTS AND RESPONSmILITIES 
Upon registration, the student and his or her parents or legal 

guardian, as the case may be, agree to accept the responsibility 
and legal obligation to pay all tuition costs, room and meal 
charges, and other special fees incurred or to be incurred for the 
student's education. The university, in turn, agrees to make avail
able to  the stUdent certain educational programs and the use of 
certain university facilities, as app'licable and as described in this 
catalog. A failure to  pay all university bills shall release the univer
sity of any obligation to continue to provide the applicable 
educational benefits and services, to include statements of 
honorable dismissal, grade reports, transcript of records, diplomas, 
or pre-registrations. The student shall also be denied admit tance 
to classes and the use of university facilities. 

Financial clearance (payment in full or on an approved payment 
plan) is necessary. Failure to satisfy financial requirements by the 
established deadlines will result in the student being placed on 
financial hold with the university and being charged 1.5% monthly 
default interest on unpaid balances over 30 days old. 

Registration is not finalized until tuition and fees are paie!. 
Contact the Student Accounts Office for current charges if a 
comp'lete statement has not been received. Any currently enrolled 
student at  Pacific lutheran University whose prior owing balance 
is paid in full and who has an acceptable credit history with the 
Student Accounts Office can apply for payment option 112 and #3 
listed below under PAYMENT OPTIONS. 

Student accounts 60 days delinquent may be turned over to an 
outside collection agency. Accounts which are turned over for 
collections will have a 40% fee added to cover the cost of 
collections. 

PA YMENT OPTIONS 
1. Payment Before Term Begins 
2. PlU Budget Plan 
3. PlU Installment Plan 

1. PAYMENT BEFORE TERM BEGINS 
Early registrants will be sent a pre-billing of tuition, room, meal, 

and special fee costs less applicable financial aid. Students who 
select to pay ,in full before the start of the term will need to meet 
the following payment deadlines or contact the Student Accounts 
Office to set up alternative payment arrangements. The deadline 
for fall term is August 15, the deadline for interim is December 15, 
and the deadline for spring is January 15. 

Early payments are encouraged, and those who pay early may 
qualify for a ,lUTE BUCK coupon redeemable at the PlU 
Bookstore. LUTE BUCK participants will need to pay in full by 
July 31 for fall and by December 22 for spring. 

2. PLU BUDGET PLAN 
This plan estimates the cost for the entire academic year 

(tuition, room, meals and course fees), deducts allowable financial 
aid, and establishes an equal monthly payment amount without 
interest. The monthly payments are as follows: 
a. The full-year Budget Plan is eleven ( 1 1 )  payments beginning on 

June 15  and ending on April 15. Those starting the plan after 
June must make up all back payments plus pay the $25 per 
month late fee. 

b. The half-year Budget Plan is six (6) payments either June 15  
through November 1 5  (summer and fall) or November 15  
through April 15 (interim and spring). Again, those sl.arting the 
plan late are required to make up all back payments plus pay 
the $25 per month late set up fee. 

A Budget Plan contract may be obtained from the PlU Student 
Accounts Office by filling out a payment request form completely 
and ret urning it. All prior balances must be paid in full before the 
new plan can be approved. When the approved contract has been 
sent for signature, it must be ret urned immediately along with the 
designated payment(s) in order to finalize the Budget Plan. This 



contract remains in force as long as the student's account is in 
good standing with PLU, or until the student infonns PLU 
otherwise. Each academic year a new payment request fonn must 
be submitted so that new monthly payments can be calculated. A 
worksheet outlining the costs for the year and giving a new 
monthly payment amount will then be provided. Statement 
remittance stubs must be returned along with monthly payments 
to insure proper crediting of the account. I t  is always wise t o  put 
the STUDENT'S 10 number (social security number) and name on 
any payment remitted to the university. 

Budget Plan payments received after the 20th of the month will 
be assessed a $25.00 per month late fee. Failure to make monthly 
payments as agreed will resul t  in removal from the Budget Plan 
and the account being placed on financial hold with the university. 
After April 15 all accounts revert to open account status and are 
charged default interest at  a rate of 1 .5% monthly. Refer to the 
Budget Plan contract for more detailed information. 

3. PLU INSTALLMENT PLAN 
The PLU Installment Plan allows for payment of charges minus 

applicable financial aid in monthly installments for each term 
enrolled. The plan has a 1 % per month finance charge on amounts 
not paid within 30 days. This plan requires that all prior balances 
be paid in full before the plan can be approved. Since this plan 
functions like a revolving charge account, monthly payments will 
vary as the charges and credits vary. Financial aid is applied to the 
account as it becomes actual or when conditions for the aid have 
been met. Each monthly statement will reflect the minimum 
payment amount due at  the time. Larger payments will reduce 
finance charges. Statement remittance stubs must be returned 
along with payments in the statement return envelope. It is 
always wise to put the STUDENT'S ID number (social security 
numbe.r) and name on any payment remitted to the university. 
Those who register or sign up for campus housing or meal plans 
after the 15th of the month before the start of a term should contact 
the Student Accounts office for the first month's payment amount. 

The summer term is divided into three installments, June 15 
through August 15. Fall tenn is divided into four instaUments, 
September 1 5  through December 15. Interim and spring terms are 
combined and are divided into four installments, January 15 
through April 15. This plan ends after April 15  and all accounts 
revert to open account status and are charged the higher default 
interest rate of 1.5% monthly. Failure to make the minimum 
monthly payments as designated could result in removal from the 
plan and cause the account to be placed on financial hold with the 
university. 

An Installment Plan contract may be obtained from the PLU 
Student Accounts Office by filling out a payment request form 
completely and returning it for approval by a Student Accounts 
representative. Students will then receive a contract to sign and 
return along with a worksheet which will outline the costs for the 
year and give an estimated monthly payment amount for each term. 
The contract will remain in force as long as an account is in good 
standing with PLU or until the student informs PLU otherwise. 
Each academic year a completed payment request form must be 
submitted so that a new worksheet can be calculated indicating 

what t he L'Slimaled monthly payment amounts will be for each 
term. The PLU Installment Plan contract contains more detailed 
information. 

PAYMENTS 
Mail payments with the remittance portion of the statement to 

PLU, Box 21167, Seattle, WA 981 1 1 -3167, or deliver payments to the 
PLU Business Office in the Hauge Administration Building, Room 
1 1 0. 

Checks should be made payable to Pacific Lutheran University. 
The student's name and account number(social security number) 
should be included with all payments. A $15.00 fee is charged on 
all returned checks. 

VISA and MasterCard bank cards are accepted. Indicate card 
type, account number, and expiration date if transaction is done 
by mail. 

Please do not mail cash. A discount rate, which is periodicaUy 
adjusted, will be charged against Canadian funds. 

REFUNDS 
If a student officially drops a single class or completely 

withdraws from the term during the first two weeks of the fall or 
spring semester, a full tuition refund will be given. The Advance 
Payment is not refunded. A 10% per day charge will be assessed for 
complete wit hdrawals during the third and fourth week. No 
refunds are available after the fourth week for complete with
drawals or after the second week of the term for dropping 
individual courses. 

In the event of a withdrawal from interim during the first week, 
a full tuition refund will be given. No refund is available after the 
first week. 

Residence hall and meal plan refunds will adhere to the terms of 
the Residential Life Contract. 

Students who completely withdraw from the university will be 
refunded the semester room charge as follows: 

First two weeks of semester 
Third week of semester 
Fourth week of semester 
Fifth week of semester 
Sixth week of semester 

80% refund 
70% refund 
60% refund 
50% refund 

NO REFUND 

A pro-rata meal plan refund will be made for necessary 
withdrawal from the university. Meal plan refunds may be 
considered for meals missed due to working, but will not be made 
for any university t rips, such as choir, band, orchestra, athletics, 
and so forth. 

Student requests for a tuition refund related to a withdrawal for 
medical reasons are considered on an individual basis by the vice 
president for student life. Such requests require documentation 
from a physician or the director of the HeaHh Service. 

Notice of withdrawal must be made in writing to the regislrar of 
Pacific Lutheran University, and received before the deadlines 
given above in order to qualify for a refund. Oral requests are not 
acceptable. Charges will remain on the student's account until 
such not ice is received. 

Student Li 
The quality of life cultivated and fostered within the university 

is an essential component of the academic community. The 
environment produced is conducive to a life of vigorous and 
creative scholarship. It also recognizes that liberal education is for 
the total person and that a complementary relationship exists 
between students' intellectual development and the satisfaction 
of their other individuai needs. In teraction with persons of 
differing life st yles, application of classroom knowledge to per
sonal goals and aspirat ions, and co-curricular experiences are all 
valuable and vital components of education at PLU. In a time 
when there is a need for meaningful community, the campus 
facilitates genuine relationships among members of the university 
from diverse religiOUS, racial, and cultural backgrounds. All of the 
services and facilities provided are intended to complemen t the 
academic program. The services provided reflect changing student 
needs, and the opportunit ies for student participation include 
virtually all aspects of the university. Individual attention is given 

to students' concerns, including a variety of specific services 
outlined below. 

CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Pacific Lutheran University by its very nature is a place for the 

interaction between studies and the Christian faith. Opportunities 
for the mutual celebration of that faith on campus are rich and 
diverse. 

Chapel worship is held Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
mornings during each semester for all who wish to participate. 
The University Congregation meets in regular worship and 
celebrates the Lord's Supper each Sunday. Pastoral services of the 
university pastors are available to all students who desire them. 

Several denominations and religious groups have organizations 
on campus, and there are numerous student-initiated Bible study 
and fellowship groups. The Campus Ministry Council, an elected 
student and faculty committee, coordinates these activities in a 
spirit of openness and mutual respect. 
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMUNITY LIFE 

Within any community certain regulations are necessary. Pacific 
Lutheran University adopts only those standards believed to be 
reasonably necessary and admits students with the expectation 
that they will comply with those standards. All members of the 
university community are expected to respect the rights and 
integrity of others. Conduct which is detrimental to st udents, 
faculty, staff, or the university, or which violates loca� state, or 
federal laws, may be grounds for sanctions or for dismissal. The 
university prohibits the possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages on 
campus and limits tile hours when students may havevisiwrs of the opposite 
sex in their residence hall rooms. The Student Handbook contains the 
Code of Conduct for all students. 

NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION 
New student orientation endeavors to assist students and their 

families with the transition to PLU. The three-day fall program 
introduces students to many dimensions of PLU life. Fall orienta
tion includes meeting with a faculty adviser, working in small 
groups with other new students, becoming acquainted with 
campus services, and having some relaxed time with other 
students before classes begin. Special activities are also planned 
which respond to concerns of families of new students. While 
interim and spring orientations are more condensed, they also 
provide new students with an introduction to academic life and 
co-curricular activities. 

ACCESSIBILITY 
The university complies with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 

Act and provides reasonable accommodations to students with 
handicaps and/or disabilities. Coordination of services is handled 
by the Counseling and Testing Services. The Student Needs Advo
cacy Panel provides an avenue for student concerns. 

RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
Residential living is an integral part of the educational process at 

PLU. The university requires that all single fuD-time (12 or more 
semester hours) students room and board on campus unless the 
student is living at home with parentis) or legal guardian(s), is 21 
years of age Or older on or before October 15 for the academic year 
and March 15 for spring semester, or has senior status (90 semester 
hours). All exceptions to this policy must be requested from the 
Residential Life Office regarding room and t he Food Service 
regarding board. 

As a residential campus, Pacific Lutheran University offers 
students a valuable experience in community living. The univer
sity recognizes t he importance of non-classroom activities in 
providing an education. The aim of residential living is to help 
students grow personally, socially, culturally, and religiously. 

Campus residence halls are small. They are organized into 
communities in which each individual counts as a person. New 
knowledge shared with friends in the residence halls takes on a 
very personal meaning. Men and women of many backgrounds 
and cultures live on campus; therefore, students in residence have 
a unique opportunity to broaden t heir cult ural horizons. 

The university cares about the quality of life on campus. The 
attractive and comfortable residence halls enrich the quality of life 
and enhance the learning process. The university offers students 
high-quality housing opportunities including student leadership 
experiences, formal and' infonnal programs, and peer associations. 
The student governing bodies are strong and actively participate 
in campus life. 

A selection of modern, attractive halls, each with its own 
traditions and unique advantages, offers students the opportunity 

to establish a comfortable living pattern. All halls include informal 
lounges, study rooms, recreation areas, and common kitchen and 
laundry facilities. 

Most of the halls are co-educational. Although they are housed 
in separate wings, men and women in cooed halls share lounge 
and recrea tion facilities and common residence government, and 
participate jointly .in all hall activities. One all-men's hall and one 
all-women's hall are available for those who desire this type of 
living experience. 

Further information regarding residence halls can be obtained 
from the Residential Life Office. 

In addition to housing for single students, the university 
maintains a limited number of apartments on campus for family 
student housing. Two and three-bedroom units are available. 
Application for these apartments can be made through the 
Residential Life Office. 

STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
St udent activities are regarded as essential factors in higher 

education. Some are related to courses of instruction such as 
drama, music, and physical education; others a re connected more 
closely to recrea tional and social life. Involvement in student 
activities provides practical experience and at the same time 
develops an understanding of self in relation to others. Co
curricular programs include student government (Associated 

Students and Residence Hall Council), sports activities (varsity, 
intramural, and club sports), student media (newspaper, yearbook, 
artistic magazine, radio, and television), student clubs and 
organizations, and community service programs offered through 
the Volunteer Center. With Over 100 student activities in which to 
become involved, there is sure to be at  least one which will enrich 
a person's college experience. 

VOLUNTEER CENTER 
PLU's Volunteer Center, run by students and housed in the 

Campus Ministry Office (UC, lower level), seeks to give students 
the opportunity to put to work their dreams for a better world. 
Community organizations request student volunteers, or students 
dream up their own ways of serving-the VoJunteer Center helps 
with the coordination. Class projects, dorm group activities, one 
day or several, the VolunteerCente.r can help you help! Drop by or 
phone (x8318) and discover how easy it is to make a big difference 
in life! 

WOMEN'S CENTER 
The Women's Center provides services, referrals, and support 

to all students, faculty, and staff of the universHy. The climate of 
the center is such that all persons are valued and empowered to 
pursue their individual and collective goals. The Center offers 
peer-support groups, educational resources, and programs which 
celebrate the talents and creative expressions of women. The 
Women's Center also is the main sponsor of Women's History 
Month activities held every March. The Women's Center is 
located on the lower level of East Campus. 

ADULT STUDENT SERVICES 
Adult Student Services provides assistance to students over age 

25. Information for accessibility to student support services such 
as personal and career counseling, orientation, special facilities, 
and health care programs can be obtained from the office. Adult 
Student Services is located on the lower level of the University 
Center (MICA Office). 

MULTI-ETHNIC STUDENT SERVICES 
This program coordinates services that seek to provide for the 

academic and social needs of multi-ethnic students. Supportive 
services include academic and personal counseling, pre-admission 
advising, scholarship and financial aid information, book fund, 
faculty mentors, and culturaJ programs. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SERVICES 
International Student Services provides for the various needs of 

foreign students. Support services include orientation to the U.s. 
and PLU, the Host Family Program, a liaison with immigration 
offices, counseling, and advising the International Student Organi
zation, L.1.F.E. 

SERVICES FOR COMMUTING STUDENTS 
Over one-half of all PLU students commute to t he campus. 

Every effort is made to assure they enjoy the same university 
experiences as those in residence. First-year students make a 
special effort to participate in the orientation program. The 
student government (ASPLU) sponsors a committee to assist 
those who do not reside on campus and welcomes students 
desiring to participah.>. Specia[ facil ities include a commuter 
lounge located on the lower level of the University Center for all 
full-time commuters. Off-campus students are encouraged to 
participate in the varied and frequent activities available to all 
students. 

ENVIRONS 
The university's geographical setting affords students a wide 

variety of both recreational and cultural entertainment options. 
Recreationally, the grandeur of the Pacific Northwest encour

ages participation in hiking, camping, clim bing, skiing, boating, 
and swimming. 

The most conspicuous natural monument in the area is Mt .  
Rainier. In addition to Rainier, the distinctive realms of the 
Cascade and Olympic mountain ranges and forests of Douglas Fir 
complete one of the most naturally tranquil environments in the 
United States. 

St udents can also enjoy the aesthetic offerings of nearby Seattle 
and Tacoma. These city centers host a variety of performing and 
recording arts and provide dozens of galleries and museums as 
well as unique shopping and dining experiences. 

STUDENT SERVICES 
Health Services is staffed with two nurse practitioners and a 

registered nurse. A physician is available for consultation and 
referra l .  Services availa ble include outpatient hea l t h  care, 
alcohol/drug referra� laboratory tests, contracept ion/pregnancy 
counseling, and health education. All students may use the Health 
Services. 

Sickness and Accident Insurance is available to all students on a 
voluntary basis. The Health Service strongly urges all students to 
have medical insurance. The Group Accident and Sickness Plan 



offers coverage 24 hours a day, 12 months a year, anywhere in the 
world. This plan is available throughout the year. A brochure 
outlining the program is available from the Business Office and the 
Health Services. 

Counseling and Testing Services assist students in coping with 
developmental issues. Trained and experienced psychologists, 
counselors, and a consulting psychiatrist offer individual counsel
ing. Periodically, group counseling is also provided. A variety of 
interest inventories and psychological tests are available to assist 
students with career planning, educational adjustment, and 
personal problems. Coordination of services to students with 
disabilities is also available. 

Food Service, owned and operated by Pacific Lutheran Univer
sity, is available to all students, faculty, staff, and their guests. 
Students living on campus are required to take their meals in one 
of two cafeterias. No deductions are made for students eating 
fewer meals t han previously contracted for unless a conflict exists 
due to work. In case of a conflict, a student must contact the Food 
Se.rvice Office in the University Center to obtain approval for a 
deduction. 

Residential students are offered 3 meal options: ( 1 )  Breakfast, 
Lunch, and Dinner 7 days a week; (2) Breakfast, Lunch, and 
Dinner, Monday through Friday; (3) Lunch and Dinner 7 days a 
week. 

Students living off-campus are encouraged to select one of the 
meal plans offered. Students may sign up for either plan at the 
Food Service Office. 

Students with special dietary requirements, specifically 
approved in writing by a physician, can in most cases be 
accommodated by contacting the Food Service Registered Dieti
cians. This service i.s provided at no extra cost. 

The Food Service operates two coffee shops. One is located on 
lower campus in Columbia Center, and the other is located in the 
University Center. A discounted meal card is available at the 
Business Office and the University Center Coffee Shop, and is 
designed to be used in either coffee shop. Only the coffee shop in 
Columbia Center is open during vacation periods. 

Visitors may eat in any of the facilities. 
Scheduling Services for meeting rooms are maintained in the 

University Center. All university activities must be scheduled 
through this office. Sch.eduling student activities is a joint responsi
bility of the requesting group, scheduling coordinator, and director 
of the University Center. 

PLU Bookstore is owned and operated by Pacific Lutheran 
University for the benefit of students, faculty, and staff. The 

The university expects that all students, at one time or another, 
will need assistance in planning academic programs consistent 
with their needs and goals. To help students make their initial 
adjustment to the academic load at PLU and to provide occasional 
counsel throughout their academic careers, the university has 
established a network of faculty advisers and an Academic 
Advising Office. 

FACULTY ADVISERS 
All students in degree programs have faculty advisers whose 

overall responsibility is to guide academic progress. In their work 
with individual students, advisers have the assistance of personnel 
in a number of student services offices: the Academic Advising 
Office, the Academic Assistance Center, the Career Services 
Office, Counseling and Testing Services, MICA Services, the 
Campus Ministry, the international student adviser, and residence 
hall directors and resident assistants. 

General Advisers: At the time of entry, each student is assigned 
a general adviser, usually by matching student and adviser 
interests. Students who wish to explore the general curriculum 
before deciding on an interest area are assigned to exploratory 
advisers. 

During the first semester, an advising file for each student is 
sent to the adviser, and a Gold Book, the student's official record of 
academic progress, is issued to the student. 

Major Advisers: Upon formal declaration of a major, students 
are assigned major advisers to replace their general advisers. 
Major advisers guide students' progress toward their chosen 
degree goals. 

bookstore sells textbooks and supplies that are required or 
suggested by faculty members for their courses. Additional 
reading matter, supplies, gift items, greeting cards, clothing, film 
processing, toiletries, and other convenience items are also 
available. 

Ca.reer Services' goal is to provide a program of career develop
ment and life planning. Students are assisted in integrating their 
personal values and aptitudes with career choices through indi
vidual counseling, workshops, residence hall presentations, and a 
computerized career guidance program. The office staff assists 
students and alumni in developing job-search techniques by 
providing instructional videos, company literature, an extensive 
career library of opportunities in specific majors, industry 
directories, and employment forecasts. Additionally, the office 
coordinates a schedule of recruiters from industry, business, 
government, and graduate schools. 

Career Services coordinates and promotes all part-time and 
full-time employment opportunities for students. This consists of 
financial assistance programs such as work study, campus and 
community opportunities, updated listings of local jobs, and 
nation-wide internships and summer employment opportunities. 
Specially selected forums throughout the year also bring students 
and employers together, in order to help students to find work 
that is both financially and personally rewarding. 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
Policies and procedures at the university are intended to 

maintain an orderly educational environment conducive to stu
dent learning and development. In order to fulfill institutional 
responsibility and at the same time follow procedures that are fair, 
consistent, and protective of each person's rights, appropriate 
grievance procedures have been established. If a student has 
reason to believe that an academic or administrative action is 
unjust, capricious, or discriminatory, these procedures are avajl
able for the student to seek redress. 

The University has a team of grievance officers to facilitate the 
grievance process. The grievance officers are: Richard Seeger 
(Ramstad 112), Academic Grievance Officer; Cristina del Rosario, 
(University Center MICA Services), Student Grievance Officer; 
and Mary Piepe.r (Hauge Administration 107), Staff Grievance 
Officer. Any one of the three grievance officers may be contacted 
to receive assistance. If an officer cannot be reached, messages 
may be left by calling 535-7186. 

Copies of grievance procedures are available for review at the 
office of each grievance officer. 

• • 

Since their academic needs and interests may shift or change 
during four years of college, students are allowed to change 
advisers as may be appropriate or necessary, using a simple 
adviser change form. Students and advisers are expected to meet 
regularly, though the actual number of meetings will vary 
according to individual needs. Minimally, three meetings are 
required! during the freshman year and one each year thereafter, 
though all students are encouraged to meet with their advisers as 
often as seems necessary or useful. 

ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE CENTER 
The Academic Assistance Center provides a number of 

academic resources for students: 
1. tutoring by trained upper-division skills counselors is available 

for lower-division courses; 
2. study skills are taught either on a one-to-one basis or in one 

credit courses; 
3. group help sessions in several subject areas are scheduled on a 

daily or weekly basis each semester; 
4. academic counseling the director assures responsive and personal 

assistance with academic problems. 
Services are free to all PLU students. Students may also find 

up-to-date information on PLU policies, procedures, and programs 
in the Center. The office is open Monday through Thursday from 
9:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m., Friday from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., and 
Sunday from 2:00 until 9:00 p.m. 
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Structure 
COLLEGE OF ARTS 
AND SCIENCES 

Division of Humanities 
English 
Languages 
Philosophy 
Religion 

Division of Natural Sciences 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Computer Science 
Eart h Sciences 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
Physics 

Division of Social Sciences 
Anthropology 
Economics 
History 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Social Work and Marriage and Family Therapy 
Sociology 

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Art 
Communication and Theatre 
Music 

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRA nON 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 

OFFICE OF GRADUATE 
AND CONTINUING STUDIES 

DEGREES OFFERED 

Bachelor's Degrees 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Arts in Education 
Bachelor of Arts in Physical Education 
Bachelor of Arts in Recreation 
Bachelor of Busjness Administration 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
Bachelor of Music Education 
Bachelor of Musical Arts 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Bachelor of Science in Physical Education 

Master's Degrees 
Master of Arts in Computer Applications 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Arts in Music 
Master of Arts in Social Sciences 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Physical Education 
Master of Science in Computer Science 
Master of Science in Nursing 



MAJORS AVAILABLE 

BACHELOR OF ARTS (B.A.) 
Anthropology 
Art 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Chinese Studies 
Classics 
Communication 

(Broadcasting, Interpersonal Communication, Journalism. 
Public Relations, Theatre) 

Computer Science 
Earth Sciences 
Economics 
English 
French 
German 
History 
Honors 
Legal Studies 
Mathematics 
Music 
Norwegian 
Philosophy 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Religion 
Scandinavian Area Studies 
Social Work 
Sociology 
Spanish 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
Applied Physics 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Computer Engineering 
Computer Science 
Earth Sciences (Geology Specialty) 
Electrical Engineering 
Engineering Science (3-2) 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Psychology 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
EDUCATION (B.A.E .)  
Concentrations in: 
Anthropology 
Art 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Chinese 
Computer Science 
Drama 
Earth Sciences 
Economics 
English 
English/Language Arts 
French 
German 

Health 
History 
Journalism 
Latin 
Mathematics 
Music 
Norwegian 
Physical Education 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 

Science 
Social Studies 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Special Education 
Speech 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION (B.A.P.E . )  
Physical Education 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
RECREATION (B.A.Rec. ) 
Concentrations in: 
Administration 
Programming 
Health and Fitness Management 
Therapeutics 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRA nON (B.B.A.) 
Concentrations in: 
Accounting 
Finance 
Human Resource Management 
International Business 
Management Information Systems 
Marketing 
Operations Management 

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS (B.F.A.) 
Art 
Communication 

(Broadcasting, Theatre) 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC (B.M.) 
Piano Performance 
Organ Performance 
Vocal Performance 
Instrumental Performance 
Theory and Composition 
Church Music 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
EDUCATION (B.M.E .)  
K-12 Choral 
K-12 Instrumental (Band Emphasis) 
K-12 lnstrumental (Orchestra Emphasis) 

BACHELOR OF MUSICAL ARTS 
(B.M.A.) 
Music 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING (B.S.N.) 
NurSing 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (B.S.P.E.) 
Concentrations in: 
Exercise Science 
Health and Fitness Management 
Pre-therapy 

COMPLEMENT ARY MAJOR 
Global Studies 

MINORS AVAILABLE 
Anthropology 
Art 
Biology 
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Chinese Studies 
Communication 
Computer Science 
Earth Sciences 
Economics 
Education 

Cross Disciplinary Studies 
Reading 
Special Education 

Electrical Engineering 
English 

Literature 
Publishing and Printing Arts 
Writing 

Environmental Studies 
French 
German 
Global Studies 
Greek 
History 

Information Science 
Latin 
Legal Studies 
Mathematics 
Norwegjan 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 

Aquatics 
Coaching 
Dance 
Exercise Science 
Health 
Recreation 

Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Public Affairs 
Religion 
Sociological Data Analysis 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Statistics 
Theatre 
Women's Studies 
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Procedures 
REGISTRA TION 

The normal course load for full-time students is 13 to 17 hours 
per semester, including physical education. A normal student load 
during the interim is four hours with a maximum of five hours. The 
minimum semester load for a full-time student is twelve hours. 

Students registering full-time ( 1 2  hours or more) must be 
formally admitted to the university by the admissions office. Refer 
to the Admission section of this catalog for application procedures. 

Only a student with a "S" (3.00) average or higher may register 
for more than 1 7  hours per semester without the consent of the 
provost. A student engaged in much outside work for self-support 
may be rest.ricted to a reduced academic load. 

In the spring semester, students who plan to return in the fall 
are encouraged to pre-register. Students must register for each 
new semester on the designated days and are not officially 
enrolled until their registration has been cleared by the Student 
Accounts Office. 

COURSE NUMBERINGS 
1 00-200 Lower Division Courses: Open to freshmen and soph

omores' unless otherwise restricted. 
300-320 Interim Courses 
321-499 Upper Division Courses: Generally open to juniors and 

seniors unless otherwise specified. Also open to graduate students, 
and may be considered part of a graduate program provided they 
are not specific requirements in preparation for graduate study. 

500-599 Graduate Courses: Normally open to graduate stu
dents only. If, during the last semester of the senior year, a 
candidate for a baccalaureate degree finds it possible to complete 
all degree requirements with a registration of fewer than 16 
semester hours of undergraduate credit, registration for graduate 
credit is permissible. However, the total registration for under
graduate requirements and elective graduate credit shall not 
exceed 1 6  semester hours during the semester. A memorandum 
stating that all baccalaureate requirements are being met during 
the current semester must be signed by the appropriate depart
ment chair or school dean and presented to the dean of graduate 
studies at the time of such registration. This registration does not 
apply toward a higher degree unless it is later approved by the 
student's adviser andlor advisory committee. 

'Upon approval of their adviser and course instructors, lower 
division students may be assigned to upper division courses if 
prerequisites have been met. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
Most listed courses are offered every year. A system of alter

nating upper division courses is practiced in some departments, 
thereby assuring a broader curriculum. The university reserves 
the right to modify specific course requirements, to discontinue 
classes in which the registration is regarded as insufficient, and to 
withdraw courses. 

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS 
Most courses have the value of 4 semester hours. Parenthetical 

numbers immediately after the course descriptions indicate the 
semester hour credit given. 

Other symbols are explained as follows: 
I - Course offered first semester 
II - Course offered second semester 
1)1 - Course offered first and second semester in sequence 
I I I  - Course offered either semester 
S - Course offered in the summer 
aly - Course offered in alternate years 
als - Course offered in alternate summers 
G - Course may be used in graduate programs 

EARLY REGISTRATION PROGRAM 
FOR FRESHMEN 

Well in advance of arrival on campus for the first semester, all 
accepted freshmen are sent registration materials. Most students 

have the opportunity to work personally with an adviser as they 
plan their schedules. A limited number of students register by 
mail, and their course selections are verified by a counselor. 

Early registration for new freshmen occurs during june or 
january, depending on whether students begin in the fall or spring 
semester. Early registration is coordinated by ,the Office of 
Admissions. 

COURSE SELECTIONS FOR FRESHMEN 
Students should be thoroughly acquainted with all registration 

materials, including the current catalog and special information 
sent by the Admissions Office. I t  is important also to study the 
requirements of all academic programs in which one mayeventu
ally declare a major. 

First semester freshmen are advised to plan a class schedule that 
does not exceed 16 credit hours. A normal first semester schedule 
will include three courses of 4 credit hours each, plus One or two of 
the following: physical education activity course ( 1  credit hour), 
music ensemble (I credit hour), or a choice from among several 2 
credit hour courses. (NOTE: Unless otherwise stated in the catalog 
or class schedule, most courses are valued at 4 credit hours.) 

In order to insure appropriate academic progress, freshmen 
shotlld plan to take an interim course in january and to complete a 
total of 32-35 semester hours during their first year. The following 
will illustrate several first-year credit hour loads: 

( I )  
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Fall Interim Spring 
1 3  4 15 
1 4  5 14 
1 5  4 15 
1 5  5 1 5  

TOTAL 
32 
33 
34 
35 

The number of credit hours taken may vary from year to year, 
usually within a range of 30 to 34. However, in order to complete 
the 128 hours required for graduation within four years, an average 
of 32 credit hours a year is necessary. 
1. PLU does not have particular courses which are required of all freshmen. 

General university requirements, including a core curriculum 
(Core I or Core II), must be completed before graduation. The 
English writing requirement must be fulfilled before the senior 
year. 

2. Studmts are responsible for selecting their courses. Counselors and 
faculty advisers are always availa ble to assist with planning 
and to make suggestions. 

3. Students who are sure of their major should be careJul to include those 
courses which insure completion of that major within four years. Some 
departments or schools have prerequisite courses which must 
be taken before entering upon the major program itself. 

4. Students who are undecided about their major murse of study should take 
the opportunity to explore options. A good way to begin is to take 
some courses that meet general university or core requirements 
while selecting several others for exploration of special interests. 

CHANGES IN REGISTRA TlON 
Students may add or drop a class with full refund during the 

first two weeks after a class has begun. Necessary forms are 
available at the Registrar's Office. 

Students may officially withdraw from a class after the first two 
weeks by obtaining the instructor's signature on the dropladd 
form. The grade of W will appear on a student's grade report and 
transcript. 

Students may also completely withdraw for medical reasons. 
Written evidence from a physician must support a medical 
withdrawal. This evidence should be provided to the vice 
president and dean for student life. The grade of WM will appear 
on a student's grade report and transcript. 

An unofficial withdrawal from a course will be recorded as UW. 
No student may withdraw during final examination week. In 
courses that are completed before the normal ending date of a 
term, no student may withdraw after the final examination has 
been administered. 



CREDIT RESTRICTIONS 
Credit is not allowed for a mathematics or a foreign language 

course listed as a prerequisite when taken after the higher-level 
course. For example, a student who has completed Spanish 201 

cannot later receive credit for Spanish 102. 

WITHDRAWAL FROM THE TERM 
Students wishing to withdraw from the term must obtain a 

withdrawal form from the Office of the Registrar. IT IS ALWAYS 
TO THE STUDENT'S ADV ANT ACE TO WITHDRAW OFFICIAL
L Y. Students withdrawing for a specified period of time (for 
example, one semester to one year) may obtain a leave of absence 
form. Students are entitled to honorable dismissal from the 
university if their record of conduct is satisfactory and if all 
financial obligations have been satisfied. 

THE GRADING SYSTEM 
Students are graded according to the following designations: 
A+ - 4.00 grade points per hour, credit given 
A - 4.00 grade points per hour, credit given 
A- - 3.67 grade points per hour, credit given 
B+ - 3.33 grade points per hour, credit given 
B - 3.00 grade points per hour, credit given 
B- - 2.67 grade points per hour, credit given 
C + - 2.33 grade points per hour, credit given 
C - 2.00 grade points per hour, credit given 
C- - 1 .67 grade points per hour, credit given 
D+ - l .33 grade points per hour, credit given 
D - l .00 grade point per hour, credit given 
D- - 0.67 grade point per hour, credit given 
E - 0.00 grade points per hour, no credit given 

Registrar's notations: 
NC - No grade submitted by instructor 
UW - Unofficial withdrawal recorded by the registrar 

The grades listed below are not used in calculating grade point 
averages. No grade points are earned under these designations. 

H -credit given (honors); used only for courses unique to 
interim and courses open to high school students 

P -credit given (Passing) 
F -no credit given (Failure) 
I -no credit given ( lncomplete) 
IP -no credit given (In Progress; applicable only to certain 

courses whose work extends beyond a regular term) 
AU -no credit given (Audit) 
W -no credit given (Withdrawal) 
WM -no CJedit given (WithdJawalJMedical) 
Incomplete (I) grades indicate that students have been unable 

to complete their work because of circumstances beyond their 
control. To receive credit an Incomplete must be converted to a 
passing grade WITHIN THE FIRST SIX WEEKS OFTHE FOLLOW
INC SEMESTER. Incomplete grades which are not converted by 
removal are changed to the grade indicated by the instructor 
when the Incomplete is submitted. The Incomplete is not intended 
to be a permanent grade. An Incomplete does not entitle a student 
to sit in class again without re-registering. 

Medical Withdrawal (WM) is given when a course is not 
completed due to medical cause. The WM does not affect the grade 
point average. 

In Progress (lP) signifies progress in a course which normally 
runs more than one semester to completion. In Progress carries no 
credit until replaced by a permanent grade. 

Any course may be repeated by an undergraduate student. The 
higher of the two grades earned is used in computing the 
cumulative grade point average, but credit toward graduation is 
allowed only once. 

INTERIM GRADING SYSTEM 
The instructor of a 300-320 interim course will indicate in the 

catalog description which of two grading systems will be used: 
1. Honors (H)-for exceptional work; Pass (P); No Credit (NC). 

(These grades do not affect the grade point average.) 
2. The regular letter grades: A.B,C,D,E. (Such grades contribute to 

the grade pOint average.) Students in a "regular letter-grade" 
course may use one of their two pass-fail options. 

PASS-FAIL OPTION FOR UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENTS 

The pass-fail option permits students to explore subject areas 
outside their known abilities and to add a broader range of courses 
without being forced to compete with majors who are specializing 
in those areas of study. 
l .  The pass-fail option is limited to 8 credit hours (regardless of 

repeats, pass or fail). 

2. Not more than one course (4 credit hours) may be taken pass
fail in fulfillment of general university or core requirements, or 
of the foreign language requirement of the College of Arts and 
Sciences and of the School of Physical Education. 

3. The pass-fail option may not be applied to a course taken in 
fulfillment of a student's major or minor program, except for a 
first course in the major or minor field that is taken before the 
student's declaration of a major or minor program. 

4. To exercise the pass-fail option, students must file t heir 
intention with the Registrar's Office no later than the last day of 
the eighth week. In courses that meet less than the full length of 
the semester, the pass-fail agreement must be filed by the 
mid-point of the course. 

5. In the pass-fail option, only gJades of A+ through C- will be 
regarded as "pass"; grades of D+ through E will be regarded as 
"fail." Pass-fail grades do not affect the grade point average. 

EXCLUSIVE PASS-FAIL COURSES 
Departments or schools may offer courses in which only pass

fail grades are given. These courses should pursue goals primarily 
concerned with appreciations, value commitments, creative 
achievements, or the like. Decisions to offer exclusive pass-fail 
courses are reported to the provost and this fact is made known to 
students before they register for these courses. 

Exclusive pass-fail courses may not be used to meet major Or 
university requirements unless they have been approved as such 
by the faculty. Taking exclusive pass-fail courses in no way affects 
the student's personal pass-fail option. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
The university assumes that all registered students have freely 

accepted personal responsibility for regular class attendance. 
Course grades reflect the quality of students' academic per
formance as a whole, which normally includes regular participa
tion in the total class experience and is evaluated accordingly. 
Absences may lead to a reduction of a student's finalgrade. ln the 
event of unavoidable absence, students are encouraged as a 
matter of courtesy, as well as in their own best interest, to inform 
the instructor. Assignment of make-up work, if any, is at the 
discretion of the instructor. 

ACADEMIC HONESTY 
Both the value and the success of any academic activity, as well 

as of the entire academic enterprise, have depended for centuries 
on the fundamental principle of absolute honesty. The university, 
therefore, expects all its faculty and students to honor this 
principle scrupulously. 

Since academic dishonesty is a serious breach of the universally 
recognized code of academic ethics, it is every faculty member's 
obligation to impose appropriate sanctions for any demonstrable 
instance of such misconduct on the part of a student. 

ACADEMIC STATUS 
Most students make normal academic progress; however, some 

may from time to time be notified that they must improve their 
grades. The following terms are used at PLU to describe such 
students. Advisers make regular contact with academicaDy mar
ginal students, and monitor their progress closely. 

Admission with Probation. Each year PLU admits a few students on 
probation. These students, who do not meet all or part of 
admission requirements, are screened carefully and notified of 
their special status. These students must limit first semester loads 
to 14 credit hours, including study skills, and are assigned to 
probationary advisers. 

Mid-tenn Wantings. Warning grade reports are sent to any 
students who are doing "D" or "E" work at mid-semester. 
Advisers are sent copies of the grade reports and contact advisees 
who receive them. No transcript notation is made of this action. 

Academic Wanting. Students whose last term grade point average 
is below 2.0, but whose cumulative grade point average is above 
2.0, are sent notice of academic warning. No transcript notation is 
made. 

Academic Probation. Students, including first-term freshman stu
dents, are placed on academic probation with transcript notation 
if their cumulative grade point average falls below 2.0 or if they 
receive two successive term grade point averages below 20. Such 
students are required to meet with the director of advising in the 
first ten days of their probationary semester to draw up an 
agreement specifying actions they will take to improve their 
academic performance. Compliance with that agreement is moni
tored by the student's assigned adviser or an appointed proba· 
tionary adviser. Failure to draw up the agreement or to comply 
with its terms may result in denial of continued probation or 
dismissal from the university. In the case of first-term freshman 
students with no previous college· level credits, the probation 
notation will be removed from the transcript if the subsequent 
term's cumulative grade point average is above 2.0. 

Continued Probation. Probationary students whose probationary 
term grade point average is above 2.0, but whose cumulative grade 
point average remains below 2.0, may be granted an additional 
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term of probation at the discretion of the Committee on Admission 
and Retention of Students. 

Academic Dismissal. The enrollment of a probationary student 
who fails to earn a cumulative grade point average of 2.0 at  the end 
of a probationary semester is terminated. A terminated student 
may apply for reinstatement by securing a faculty sponsor and 
submitting a letter of petition to the registrar. The petition and 
letter of sponsorship are acted upon by the Faculty Committee on 
Admission and Retention of Students. A student whose petition 
for reinstatement has been denied may apply for readmission after 
one semester has elapsed unless informed otherwise. 

Second Academ ic Dismissal. The enrollment of a student who fails 
to earn a cumulative grade point average of2.0 after reinstatement 
with a faculty sponsor is terminated. A student dismissed for the 
second time may not be reinstated for at least one semester, and 
only if new evidence is presented that the student will probably 
succeed. 

ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
Any regularly enrolled, full-time student ( twelve hours) is 

eligible for participation in university activities. Limitations on a 
student's activities based upon academic performance may be set 
by individual schools, departments, or organizations. A student 
on academic probation is not eligible for certification in inter
collegiate competit ion and may also be advised to curtail 
participation in extra-curricular activities. 

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS 
Freshmen: students who have met entrance requirements. 
Sophomores: students who have satisfactorily completed 30 

hours. 
Juniors: regular students who have fulfilled lower division 

requirements and have satisfactorily completed 60 hours. 
Seniors: regular students who have satisfactorily completed 90 

hours. 
Graduates: students who have met entrance requirements and 

have been accepted into the Division of Graduate Studies. 
Non-Degree Undergraduates: undergraduate students who are 

attending part-time but are not officially admitted to a degree 
program. 

Non-Degree Graduates: graduate students who are attending 
part-time but are not offiCially admitted to a degree program. 

HONORS 
Honors al Ellimllce: These honors are conferred at Opening 

Convocation on the most highly qualified entering freshmen. 
Certificates are mailed in early May to high schools for presenta
tion to recipients. The granting of Honors at Entrance recognizes 
outstanding high school schievement and anticipates superior 
performance at the university level. These awards have no 
monetary value. 

Gradualion Honors: Degrees with honors of cum laude, magna cum 
laude, and summa cum laude are granted. A student must earn an 
average of 3.40 for CU/ll laude, 3.70 for magna cum laude, and 3.90 for 
summa cum laude. Physical education activities are not included in 
the determining of honors. 

HOllor Societies: Election to the Arete Society is a special recogni
iion of a student's commitment to the liberal arts together with a 
record of high achievement in relevant course work. This academic 
honors society was organized in 1969 by Phi Beta Kappa members 
of the faculty. The society'S fundamental purpose is to encourage 
and recognize excellent scholarship in the liberal arts. Elections for 
the society take place each spring. Both juniors and seniors are 
eligible for election, although the qualifications for election as a 
junior are more stringent. The faculty fellows of the society 
conduct the election after careful review of academic transcripts 
according to the following criteria. Students must: 
• attain a high grade point average (for seniors, normally above 

3.70; for juniors, normally above 3.90); 
• complete 110 credit hours in liberal studies; 
• demonstrate the equivalent of two years of college work in 

foreign language; and 
• complete one year of college mathematics (including statistics 

or computer science) or have taken an equivalent amount of 
high school math and college science. 

To be eligible for election, students must have completed a 
minimum of three semesters in residence at the university. 

The university has chapters of a number of national honor 
societies on campus, including the following: 

Alpha Psi Omega (Drama) 
Beta Gamma Sigma ( Business Administration) 
Mu Phi Epsilon (Music) 
Pi Kappa Delta (Forensics) 
Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics) 
Sigma Theta Tau (Nursing) 
Undergraduale Fellowships: A limited number of Undergraduate 

Fellowships are awarded annually to outstanding senior students 
with a view to encouraging recipients to consider college teaching 
as a career. An undergraduate fellow is given a variety of 
opportunities to sample the professional life and work of a faculty 

member in his or her major discipline. A tuition c.redit accompanies 
the appointment. 

CREDIT BY EXAMINATION (CHALLENGE) 
Students are permitted, within limits, to obtain credit by 

examination in lieu of regular enrollment and class attendance. No 
more than 30 semester hours may be counted toward graduation, 
whether from the College Level Examination Program or any 
other examination. Exceptions to this rule for certain groups of 
students or programs may be made, subject to recommendation 
by the Educational Policies Committee and approval by the 
faculty. Credit by examination is open to formally admitted, 
regular status students only and does not count toward the 
residency requirement for graduation. 

Arrangement for departmental credit examinations must be 
made by students with respective departmental chairs or deans. 
Evidence of approval and of payment of the fee should be 
presented by a student to the instructor who administers the 
examination. The instructor should attach a copy of the receipt to 
the grade sheet when submitting a grade for the examination. 

CLEP general examinations are given elective credit only. The 
various schools, divisions, and departments determine the specific 
CLEP subject examinations which may fulfill requirements for 
majors, programs, or general university requirements in their 
respective academic areas. These examinations are subject to 
recommendations by the Educational Policies Committee and 
approval by the faculty. 

The minimum passing level for CLEP examinations taken at 
Pacific Lutheran University is the fiftieth percentile. 

CLEP credits granted by other universities, colleges, and 
community colleges, which are earned before entrance, are 
honored by Pacific Lutheran University. The application of those 
credits toward majors, programs, and general university require
ments is consistent with school. divisional, and department 
policies and standards. 

The university does not grant credit for college level GED tests. 

INFORMAL STUDY 
To encourage liberal learning of all kinds, over and beyond 

enrollment in courses leading toward formal degrees, the univer
sity offers a variety of opportunities for informal study: 

Guest of University Status: Teachers and officials of other institu
t ions, visiting scholars and artists, and other professional persons 
who wish to use university facilities for independent study may 
apply to the provost for cards designating them as Guests of the 
University. Such persons, in their use of facilities, will defer to the 
needs of students and faculty members. 

Auditing Courses: To audit a course is to enroll with the 
permission of the instructor, on a non-credit basis. An auditor is 
encouraged to participate fully in class activities but is not held 
accountable for examinations or other written work and does not 
receive a grade. If the instructor approves, the course may be 
entered upon the transc.ript as "Audit." With the approval of the 
instructor or the department, the student may gain credit for an 
audited course by passing an examination set by the instructor or 
the department. Audit fees are the same as credit fees. 

Visiting Classes: Members of the academic community are 
encouraged to visit classes which interest them. No fee is charged 
for the privilege. Because regularly enrolled students must be 
given first consideration, persons desiring to visit classes are 
required to ask permission of the instructor. Visitors are guests of 
the classes and must conduct themselves accordingly. 

JUNIOR REVIEW 
All students who have accumulated 70 semester hours towa.rd 

graduation must complete a junior review before they may 
register for a subsequent term. The review includes progress 
reports on general university, major, and minor requirements, and 
a plan for the completion of any remaining requirements. Forms 
are available at school or department offices. 

GRADUATION 
Students expecting to fulfill degree requirements W1THIN THE 

ACADEMIC YEAR ( including August) are required to file applica
tion for graduation with the Office of the Registrar according to 
the following: 
Degree Date: Deadline: 

August 21. 1992 June 26, 1992 
December 12, 1992 September 25, 1992 
January 29, 1993 Septem'ber 25, 1992 
May 23, 1993 February 19, 1993 
There are four degree-completion dates (second summer 

session, end of fall semester, interim, and spring semester). 
Degrees are formally conferred at August, December, and May 
commencements. Students with interim degree dates are expected 
to take part in the December commencement. The actual date of 
graduation will be recorded on the permanent records. 

Students who plan to transfer back to Pacific Lutheran Univer
sity for a degree (math, physics, engineering programs) must 
apply for graduation before or during the first semester of their 



junior year so that deficiencies may be met before they leave 
campus. 

Attendance at commencement exercises is expected unless the 
candidate is excused by the provost. 

SECOND BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
A student may be awarded two different bachelor's degrees 

simultaneously, provided that at least 28 additional hours are 
earned for the secQnd degree. A total of 1 56  acceptable hours is 
required for two simultaneous baccalaureate degrees. 

GENERAL UNIVERSITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

The university is committed, in principle as well as historically, 
to providing a strong liberal arts base for all its baccalaureate 
degree programs. Accordingly, in addition to fulfilling certain 
specified requirements, all undergradute students must satis
factorily complete a core curriculum. 

SPECl.FIED REQUIREMENTS 
I. WRITING (4 hours): English 101 or an equivalent prose writing 

course. Students should fulfill this requirement early, preferably 
in t heir first or second semester. 

2. PHYSICAL EDUCATION (4 hours): Four I-hour activity 
courses, including PE 1 00. One hour of credit may be earned 
through approved sports participation. Students may not 
repeat activity courses at the same level for credit. All activities 
are graded on the basis of A. Pass, or Fail. 

3. INTERIM (8 hours): Only courses numbered 300-320 satisfy 
this requirement. Junior and senior transfer students need to 
complete only 4 hours from 300-320 interim courses. 

4. The completion of a minimum of 128 semester hours with a 
grade point average of 2.00 (2.50 in the Schools of Business 
Administration and Education). 

5. The completion of a minimum of 40 semester hours from 
courses numbered 321 or above. Courses from t wo-year 
institutions are not considered upper division regardless of 
subject matter parallels. At least 20 of the minimum 40 semester 
hours of upper division work must be taken at PLU. 

6. The final 32 semester hours of a student's program must be 
completed in residence at PLU. No transfer credit may be 
applied during a student's final 32 hours in a degree program. 
(Special programs such as 3-1, 3-2, and interim exchange study 
are excluded from this limitation.) 

7. The completion of a major as detailed by each school or 
department. At least 8 semester hours must be taken in 
residence. 

8. The completion of all courses counted toward a major or a 
minor with grades of C- or higher and with a cumulative grade 
point average of 2.0 or higher in those courses. Departments, 
divisions, or schools may set higher grade requirements. 

LIMIT A TIONS-ALL BACCALAUREATE 
DEGREES 
1 .  Not more than 40 hours earned in one department may be 

applied to the B.A., B.s., BAP.E., BARec., or B.5.P.E. degrees. 
Interim courses are excepted 

2. Non-music majors may count toward graduation requirements 
not more than 8 semester hours in music ensembles. 

3. A maximum of 24 hours in accredited correspondence or 
extension studies may be credited toward degree requirements, 
contingent on approval by the registrar. 

4. A maximum of 64 hours will be accepted by transfer from an 
accredited community college. All community college courses 
are transferred as lower division credit. 

5. No more than eight hours of physical education activity 
courses may be counted toward graduation. 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
REQUIREMENT 

All candidates for BA, B.5., BAP.E., BARec., or B.s.P.E. degrees 
must complete one of three options. See under College of Arts and 
Sciences. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY READING AND 
WRITING AT PLU 

Pacific Lutheran University is a community of scholars, a 
community of readers and writers. Reading informs the intellect 
and liberates the imagination. Writing pervades our academic 
lives as teachers and students, both as a way of communicating 
what we learn and as a means of shaping thought and ideas. 

Ouremphasis on literacy begins with courses designed to fulfill 
the university writing requirement, courses in which students 
learn t.o use various kinds of academic and personal writing. to 
read dIfferent kinds of texts more effectively, and to organize the 
powers ot clear thought and expression. 

The university'S commitment to excellent writing is reflected in  
The Writing Center, where trained student consultants from a 
variety of disciplines help students of varying abilit ies by reading 
and responding to papers still in draft. 

. 
All faculty members share the responsibility for improving the 

hteracy of their students. Faculty in every department and school 
make writing an essential part of their courses and show students 
how to ask questions appropriate to the kinds of reading done in 
their fields. Students write both formal papers and reports and 
Informal notes and essays in order to master the content and 
methods of the various diSCiplines. They are encouraged to 
prepare important papers in multiple drafts. 

Because errors are a distracti.on and a symptom of carelessness 
in all disciplines, students in aU courses are expected to observe 
the conventions of formal English in their finished work. But 
literacy is more

. 
than correctness. At Pacific Lutheran University 

readong and wntlng are part of the process of liberal education. 
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CORE CURRICULUM: ALTERNATIVES 

CORE I (DISTRIBUTIVE CORE) 

ARTS/lITERATURE (8 hours)-4 hours from each line: 
1. Art, Music, or Communication and Theatre-Any combination 

of four semester hours from Art, Music, or Communication, 
with the following exceptions: 

a. Only theatre/drama credits may be used from the Depart
ment of Communication and Theatre: 151,  160, 162, 241, 358, 
359, 363, 364, 458. 

b. Teaching methods courses may not be used. 
2. Literature-Any literature course from English or languages. 

(English courses in writing. language, and publishing do not 
fulfill this requiremenl.) 

NATURAL SCIENCES/MATHEMATICS (8 hours)-4 hours from 
each of two lines: 
1. Chemistry, Physics, Engineering. and Natural Sciences. 
2. Biology, Earth Sciences, and Natural Sciences. 
3. Mathematics (except 91 and 99) and Computer Science. 

PHILOSOPHY (4 hours)-Any Philosophy course except 100, 121. 
and 233. ( However, 226, 323, 325, 3Z6, and 328 count toward 
fulfillment of this requirement only when paired with 225; 341, 342, 
and 343 count only when taken in addition to 225 or 233.) 

REUGIOUS STUDIES (8 hours)-4 hours from each of two lines: 
1. Biblical Studies-Any of the following: 1 1 1, 211, 212, 330, 331, 

332, 333. 
2. Christian Thought, History, and Experience-Any of the fol

lowing: 121, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 360,361. 362, 363, 364, 365, 
366, 367, 368, 369. 

3. Integrative and Comparative Religious Studies-Any of the 
following: 131, 1 32, 133, 231, 390, 391, 392, 393. (Additional 
courses that relate religion toot her topics or disciplines and are 
approved to meet this requirement will be listed in the time 
schedule.) 

Junior and senior transfer students need to complete only 4 
hours at PLU (one course from lines 1 or 2). 

SOCIAL SCIENCES (8 hours)-4 hours from each line: 
1. Anthropology, History, and PoUtical Science. 
2. Economics, Psychology (except 1 10 and 1 1 1 ), Social Work, and 

Sociology. 

TOTAL: 36 hours, 9 courses. 

CORE II (INTEGRATED STUDIES PROGRAM) 
A coherent program of interdisciplinary courses that explores a 

central theme-THE DYNAMICS OF CHANGE. 
1. SEQUENCE I-THE IDEA OF PROGRESS (2 courses, 8 hours; 

normally taken in the freshmen year). 
INTG 1 1 1  Nature and Supemature 
INTG 112 From Finite to  Infinite 

2. TWO OF THREE 200-LEVEL SEQUENCES (2 courses each, 4 
total 16 hours) 
SEQUENCE II-HUMAN RESPONSIBILITY (Courses in the 
2205) 

INTG 221 The Experience of War 
INTG 222 Prospects for War and Peace 
INTG 223 The Emergence of Mind and Morality 
INTG 224 The Brain, Consciousness, and Transcendence 

SEQUENCE III-WORD AND WORLD (Courses in the 23Os) 
INTG 231 Creating Gender 
INTG 232 Experiencing Gender 
INTG 233 Imaging the Self 
INTG 234 Imaging the World 

SEQUENCE IV -TECHNOLOGY AND THE ENVlRONMENT 
(Courses in the 2405) 

INTG 241 Energy, Resources, and Pollution 
INTG 242 Population, Hunger, and Poverty 
INTG 243 Technology and Computers 
INTG 244 Computers and Models 
INTG 245 The Development of Third World 

Underdevelopment 
INTG 246 Cases in Third World Development 

3. CONCLUDING SEMINAR: INTG 351 (1 course, 4 hours) 
4. FRESHMAN SEMINAR: INTG 110  (2 hours) (elective) 

TOTAL: 28 hours, 7 courses 

For course descriptions and further details, see the Integrated 
Studies Program section of this catalog. A brochure is available 
from the Office of Admissions or the program coordinator in the 
Special Academic Programs Office. 
Core I requiremellts may be met by certain Core 1\ courses and/or 
seqUe/lces upon written authorization by the Integrated Studies 
Program coord.inator: 

Arts/Literature 
1. INTG 233-234 together 
2. INTG 1 12, 233-234 together 

Natural Sciences/Mathematics 
1. or 3. INTG 233-234 together 
1. INTG 241 -242 together 
2. I NTG 223, 241-242 together 
3. 1NTG 243-244 together 

Philosophy 
INTG 1 11 ,  223, 224, 221 -222 together 

Religious Studies 
2 or 3. 1NTG 1 1 1, 221-222 together, 241 -242 together 
3. INTG 233-Z34 together, 245-246 together 

Social Sciences 

See course descriptions for information about which Core I � 
requirements a given Core II course may fulfill. 

1. INTG 11 2, 221-222 together, 241-242 together, 243-244 
together, 245-246 together 

2. 1NTG 224, 241-242 together 

New Core 
New core requirements will become ellective in September 

1994. The following core requirements were adopted by the 
faculty on May 8, 1992, and will be presented to the Board of 
Regents for final approval. 

SPECIFIC CORE REQUIREMENTS -
ALL BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
1. The First-Year Program 

The Examined Life: Into Uncertainty and Beyond 
The first -year program provides a supportively challenging 

context in which to begin the quest for, and adventure of, a larger 
vision fur life. University education is about more than skills, 
though these should be developed through active, guided use. 
University education is about liberating students for critical and 
committed living. Particularly at PLU, the purpose of education is 
to combine well-developed critical capacities with compassion 
and vision for service. An education at PLU develops persons 
capable of sustained, reasoned, and creative conversation and 
commitment in a multicultural, ideologically plural world. 

In addition to Orientation and AdviSing programs, the first year 
is composed of three courses. One of the two seminars must be 
taken in the student's first semester. 

lA. Inquiry Seminar: Writing for Discovery (4 hours). 
These seminars focus on writing. thinking. speaking. and 
reading. They involve writing as a way of thinking. of 
learning. and of discovering and ordering ideas. Taught by 
faculty in any department or school. these seminars are 
organized around topics that engage students and faculty in 
dialogue and provide the opportunity to examine issues 
from a variety of perspectives. 

lB. Inquiry Seminar: Critical Conversation (2 hours). 
These seminars involve learning how to participate in the 
exchange of ideas through the experience of articulat ing 
questions, listening for meaning and nuance in what others 
write and say, seeing ideas and positions in context, arguing. 
moving to consensus, and living with connicl. Like the 1A 
writing seminars, these seminars are taught by faculty from 
various departments and schools. When taught in Interim, 
these seminars are 4 hours. 

Ie. First-Year Interim (4 hours). 
A course that fulfills one of the other core requirements 
(lines 1 -4 and 6). designed both for first-year students and to 
take advantage of the format and spirit of Interim. Such 
courses are numbered 180-199. 



2. One of two alternative cores: Core I or Core il 

CORE I: THE DlSTRIBUTlVE CORE (32 hours) 

A. Arts/Literature (8 hours, 4 from each line). 
1 .  Art, Music, or Theatre 
2. Literature (English or Languages) 

B. Philosophy (4 hours). 

C. Religious Studies (8 hours, 4 from each of 2 lines). 
1. Biblical Studies 
2. Christian Thought, History, and Experience 
3. Integrative and Comparative Religious Studies 

D. Social Sciences (8 hours, 4 from each line). 
1. Anthropology, History, and Political Science 
2. Economics, Psychology, and Sociology 

E. Natural Sciences, Computer Science, andi Mathematics 
(4 hours). 

OR 

CORE II: THE INTEGRA TED STUDIES PROGRAM (28 hours). 

A. 1 11 - 1 1 2  The Idea of Progress (8 hours) 
B. Two of three 2oo-level sequences ( 16  hours) 

Sequence II: Human Responsibility (220s) 
Sequence III: Word and World (23Os) 
Sequence TV: Technology and Environment (240s) 

C. 351 The Concluding Seminar (4 hours) 

NOTE: for details on courses and Core I equivalencies, see the 
Integrated Studies Program section of this catalog. 

3. Mathematical Reasoning (4 hours) 

A course in mathemat ics or applications of mathematics, with 
emphasis on numerical and logical reasoning and on using 
appropriate methods to formulate and solve problems. This 
requirement may also be sat isfied by the completion (withat  least 
a B average) of the equivalent of 4 years of college preparatory 
mathematics ( through mathematical analysis or calculus or 
equivalent) .  

4. Science and Scientific Method (4 hours) 
A science course that teaches the methods of science, illustrates 

its applications and limitations, and includes a laboratory com
ponent. At least one of the courses taken to meet line 4 Or line E of 
Core I must be a course in which the subject is natural science (Le., 
physical or biological science). 

5. Interim (4 hours) 
A January-term course numbered 300-320. 

6. Perspectives on Diversity (6-8 credit hours). 
A course in each of the following two lines. The only 2-hour 

courses that ca.n satisfy either ofthe following lines completely are 
the first-year Critical Conversation seminars (I B). 

A. Alternative Perspectives (2-4 hours). 
A course which creates an awareness and understanding of 
diversity in the United States, directly addressing issues 
such as ethnicity, gender, disability, racism, or poverty. 

B. Cross-Cultural Perspectives (2-4 hours). 
A course that enhances cross-cult ural understandings 
through examination of other cultures. This requirement 
may be satisfied in one of three ways: 

i) a course focusing on the culture of non-Euro-American 
societ ies, 

ii) a 201 or higher-level COurse in a language used to 
satisfy the admission requirement, or 8 credits in a 
language not previously stuclied, or 

iii) participation in an approved semester-long study 
abroad program. 

NOTE: Courses used to fulfill 6A-B may simultaneously fulfill 
another core requirement (lA-5) as follows: one line only (2-4 
hours) for the BA, B.A.E., B.AP.E., and BARee degrees, and both 
Hnes (6-8 hours) for the B.B.A., B.FA, B.M., B.MA, B.M.E., B.S., 
B5.M.T., B.S.N., and B.S.P.E. degrees. 

7. Physical Education (4 hours). 
Four I -hour activity courses, including PE 100. One hour of 

credit may be earned through approved sports participation. All 
activities are graded on the basis of A Pass, or Fail. 

8. Senior Seminar/Project (2-4 hours as designated by the 
academic unit of the student's major). 
A substantial project, paper, practicum, Or internship that 

culminates and advances the program of an academic major. The 
end product must be presented to an open audience and critically 
evaluated by faculty in the student's field. For certain students, 
interdisciplinary courses such as the  Integrated Studies 
Concluding Seminar, the Global Studies Seminar, or the Honors 
Program Challenge Seminar may fulfill this requirement. 

(UNDERSTANDING REGARDING ALL REQUIREMENTS. For 
those lines of the Core which refer to an academic discipline or 
units, selected COurses outside those units may count for the 
requirement when approved both by the units and by the 
committee overseeing the core requirements.) 

Anthropology 
Anthropology as a discipline tries to bring all of 
the world's people into human focus. Though 
anthropology does look at "stones and bones," it 
also examines the politics, medicines, fami'lies, 
arts, and religions of peoples and cultures in 
various places and times. This makes the study of 
anthropology a complex task, for it requires an 
understanding of many disciplines, from geology 
and biology to art and psychology. 

Regardless of the specific area that is studied, the 
essence of anthropology is the observation of 
different peoples and cultures-studying them as 
they really are instead of how people think they 
are or should be. It is through this detailed study 
of all people that we gain the full picture of what 
it really means to be human. 

Anthropology is composed of four fields. 
Cultural or social anthropology studies living 

human cultures in order to create a cross-cultural 
understanding of human behavior. Archaeology 
has the same goal, but uses data from the physi
cal remains of the past cultures to reach it. 
Linguistic anthropology studies human language 
to discover what it can tell about the human past 
and behaviors in the present. Physical anthro
pology studies the emergence and subsequent 
biological adaptations of humanity as a species. 

FACULTY 
Klein, Chair; Brusco, Cruz, Guldin, Huelsbeck. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 34 semester hours, including 
102, 103, 101 or 104, 480, 490, four hours chosen from 330 to 345 
(peoples courses>. four hours chosen from 350 to 465 (topical 
courses>. and eight additional hours in anthropology, at least 
four of which must be above 321. 
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MINOR: 20 semester hours, including 102, 101 or 103 Or 104, 

four hours from courses numbered 330 to 345, four hours from 
courses numbered 350 to 490, and four additional hours in 
anthropology. 

DEPARTMENTAL HONORS: In recognition of outstanding 
work, the designation WITH DEPARTMENTAL HONORS may 
be granted by vote of the anthropology faculty based on the 
student's performance in the following areas: 

1 .  Anthropology course work: 3.5 minimu.m grade point 
average. 

2. Demonstration of active interest in anthropological projects 
and activities outside of class work. 

3. Completion of a senior thesis. A paper describing 
independent research must be conducted under the 
supervision of departmental faculty. A proposal must be 
approved by the faculty by the third week of class of the fall 
semester for May and summer graduates, and the third week 
of class of the spring semester for December graduates. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
101 EXPLORING ANTHROPOLOGY: 

MONKEYS, APES, AND HUMANS 
Introduction to physical anthropology with a special focus on 
human evolution, the fossil evidence for human development, the 
role of culture in human evolution, and a comparison with the 
development and social life of the non-human primates. (4) 

102 EXPLORING ANTHROPOLOGY: 
CULTURE AND SOCIETY 

I ntroduction to social-cultural anthropology and cultural linguis
tics, concentrating on the exploration of the infinite variety of 
human endeavor in all aspects of culture and all types of societies; 
from tool-making to language, religion, politiCS, law, warfare, 
family kinship and art; from hunters and gatherers to industrialists. 
(4) 

103 EXPLORING ANTHROPOLOGY: 
ARCHAEOLOGY AND PREHISTORY 

Introduction to the ideas and practice of archaeology, used to 
examine the sweep of human prehistory from the earliest stone 
tools to the development of agriculture and metallurgy and to 
enrich our understanding of extinct societies. Local archaeological 
sites will be examined. (4) 

104 EXPLORING ANTHROPOLOGY: 
LANGUAGE AND SYMBOLS 

Introduction to anthropological linguistics and symbolism. An 
overview of the nature of human languages, including the origin 
of language; sound systems, structure and meaning; language 
acquisition; the social context of speaking; language change; 
nonverbal communication; and sex differences in language use. 
Exploration of the wider issues of symbolic communication: how 
symbols order the world and how transactions in meaning can be 
seen as forms of social action. (4) 

210 GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES: THE WORLD 
IN CHANGE 

A survey of global issues affecting the human condition in a 
rapidly changing and increasingly interdependent world: modern
ization and development; economic change and international 
trade; diminishing resources; war and revolution; peace and 
justice; and cultural diversity. These issues are examined in a 
multidisciplinary light using case studies drawn from non· 
Western and Western nations. Emphasis on the development of a 
global perspective which recognizes human commonalities as 
well as diversity in perceptions, values, and priOrities. (Cross· 
referenced with HIST 210 and POLS 210) (4) 

220 PEOPLES OF THE WORLD 
An exploration of the world's cultures through anthropological 
films, novels, and eye·witness accounts. Case studies chosen from 
Africa, Native America, Asia, the Pacific, and Euro-America 
provide an insider's view of ways of life different from our own. (2) 

225 PAST CULTURES OF WASHINGTON 
STATE 

Native Americans have lived in Washington State for at least the 
last 12,000 years. This Course explores the cultures of the people in 
coastal and interior Washington beginning with the first north· 
westerners. An examination of the ways that cultures change 
through time until the emergence of the distinctive cultures 
observed by the earliest European visitors to the area. (2) 

230 PEOPLES OF THE NORTHWEST COAST 
A survey of the ways of life of the native peoples of coastal 
Washington, British Columbia, and Southeastern Alaska from 

European contact to contemporary times. Of special interest are 
the traditional methods of fishing, arts, potlatches, status systems, 
and wealth and their impact on the modern life of the region. (2) 

330 CULTURES AND PEOPLES OF NATIVE 
NORTH AMERICA 

A comparative study of Native North American cultures from 
their arrival on the continent through today. Stress on traditional 
societies, their history under colonization and their emergence as 
vital contemporary societies. Examination of U.S. and Canadian 
laws, policies, and conflicts, including land and fishing claims, 
issues of sovereignty, and religiOUS rights. (4) 

332 PREHISTORY OF NORTH AMERICA 
An archaeological reconstruction of economic, social, politicaL and 
religious life in North America from the time the first settlers 
entered the continent during the Ice Ages to the Mound Builders 
of later times and ultimately to the first contact with European 
settlers. (4) 

334 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF 
CONTEMPORARY AMERICA 

An investigation of American social patterns and problems 
designed to give inSights from a cross-cultural perspective; 
exploration of Amer·ican solutions to common human problems; 
education, religion, politics, family and concepts of justice; a 
determination of what is unique about the "American Way." (4) 

336 PEOPLES OF LATIN AMERICA 
Millions of Americans have never been north of the equator. Who 
are these "other" Americans? This survey course familiarizes the 
student with a broad range of Latin American peoples and 
problems. What remains of the great Inca empire? What is life like 
in the Amazonian rain forests and in the high Andes? Case studies 
and films as a basis for discussion of themes ranging from visions 
of the supernatural to problems of economic development. (4) 

338 JEWISH CULTURE 
An exploration of American jewish culture through its roots in the 
lifeways of Eastern European Ashkenazic lews and its transforma
tion in the United States. jewish ethnicity and identity are related 
to questions of assimilation, jewish·Gentile relations, and cultural 
persistence. EmphaSiS on jewish history, religion, literature, 
music, and humor as reflections of basic Jewish cultural themes. (4) 

343 EAST ASIAN STUDIES 
A survey of the cultures and peoples of Eastern Asia, concentrating 
on China but with comparative reference to japan, Korea, and 
Vietnam. Cultural similarities as well as differences between these 
nations are stressed. Topics include religion, art, politics, history, 
kinship, and economics. (4) 

345 CONTEMPORARY CHINA 
An immersion into the culture and society of the People's 
Republic of China - geared to exposing the student to the ways of 
life of one-quarter of humanity; contemporary politics, kinship, 
folk religion, human relations; problems and prospects of 
development and rapid social change; relations with Hongkong, 
Taiwan, and other societies. (4) 

350 WOMEN AND MEN IN WORLD 
CULTURES 

An overview of the variation of sex roles and behaviors throughout 
the world; evolution of sex roles; theories of matriarchy, patriarchy, 
mother goddesses, innate inequalities; impact of European pat
terns in the world; marriage patterns from polygyny to polyandry; 
egalitarianism to feminism. (4) 

354 GEOGRAPHY AND WORLD CULTURES: 
PEOPLE, ptACES AND PROSPECTS 

Explorations of how societies in North America and around the 
world have adapted to their varied human and physical environ· 
ments. Cases drawn from widely different environments - from 
the desert to temperate woodlands to the arctic to urban 
neighborhoods. Global patterns of variation in life styles and 
social opportunities will be stressed and used for projections of 
future world patterns. Knowledge of locations and map reading 
will be emphasized. Prerequisite: 102 Or consent of instructor. (4) 

357 PRIMA TOLOGY 
A survey of the diverse order of mammals, the primate, which 
includes humans. Focus on a wide range of non-human primates 
and their evolutionary trends, social behavior, social organization, 
ecology, and anatomy. The important light that they can shine on 
human physical and social characteristics is investigated as well as 
their place in an increasingly hostile environment. Extensive 
observation of primate behavior at the zoo is an integral part of the 
course. (2) 



360 ETHNIC GROUPS 
An examination of the nature of ethnic groups in America and 
abroad; the varying bases of ethnicity (culture, religion, tribe, 
"race," etc.); problems of group identity and boundary main
tenance; ethnic symbols; ethnic politics; ethnic neighborhoods; 
and ethnic humor. (4) 

365 ARTIFACTS, ECOFACTS, AND 
ARCHAEOLOGY 

Laboratory interpretation of archaeological materials. Techniques 
used in interpreting past human ecology, technology, and 
economy. Analytical procedures for bone, stone, ceramic, and 
metal artifacts; analysis of debris from food processing activities. 
The class will work on the analysiS of materials from archaeological 
sites. (4) 

370 THE FIRST CIVILIZATIONS 
The origins of agriculture, writing, cities, and the state in many 
parts of the world, comparing and contrasting the great civiliza
tions of antiquity, including Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, Asia, 
Mesoamerica, and South America. (4) 

375 LAW, POLITICS, AND REVOLUTION 
A study of politics and law through the political structures and 
processes of traditional and contemporary societies; concepts of 
leadership, factionalism and feuds, power, authority, revolution, 
and other reactions to colonization; law and conflict resolution; 
conflicts of national and local-level legal systems. Examples from 
around the world: Burma, Pakistan, the Pacific, Africa, Latin 
America, and Native America. (4) 

380 SICKNESS, MADNESS, AND HEALTH 
A cross-cultural examination of systems of curing practices and 
cultural views of physical and mental illness and health; preven
tion and healing; the role of religious views; nature and skills of 
curers; definitions of disease; variation in diseases between classes 
and ethnic groups; impact of modem medical and psychological 
practitioners. (4) 

385 MARRIAGE, FAMILY, AND KINSHIP 
The idea of family has a wide range of meanings and expressions 
cross-culturally, but everywhere it  serves as a fundamental 
organizing principle and rationale for the allocation of valued 
resources, including power and status within domestic groups, 
and personal and social identities. Special attention to the 
expression of individual strategies and interests in various 
domestic contexts. Other topics include: the ways in which 
religion, myth, magic and folklore serve to articulate and control 
domestic life; how changing systems of production affect marriage 
and domestic forms; how class and gender systems intertwine 
with kinship, domestic forms, and the meaning of "family." (4) 

392 GODS, MAGIC, AND MORALS 
The anthropology of religion; a survey of humanity's concepts of 

In this time of rapid.ly changing concepts and an 
almost daily emergence of new media, emphasis 
must be placed on a variety of experiences and 
creative flexibility for the artist and the designer. 
Students with professional concerns must be 
prepared to meet the modem world with both 
technical skills and the capacity for innovation. 
The department's program therefore stresses 
individualized development in the use of mind 
and hand. A highly professional faculty, well
equipped studios, and a comprehensive 
curriculum offer diverse opportunities for study 
in the visual arts. 

Students may choose among a generalized pro
gram leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree; a more 
specialized program for the Bachelor of Fine Arts, 

and relationships to the supernatural; examination of the varying 
personal and g'roup functions that religions fulfill; exploration of 
rituals, beliefs, and systems of morality in religions both "primi
tive" and historical origins of religion; science "versus" religion; 
the nature of reality. (Cross-referenced with RELI 392) (4) 

465 ARCHAEOLOGY: THE FIELD 
EXPERIENCE 

A field class involving the excavation of a historic or prehistoric 
archaeological site, with emphasis on basic excavation skills and 
record keeping, field mapping, drafting, and photography. The 
laboratory covers artifact processing and preliminary analysis. 
Prerequisite: 101, 102, Or 1 03, or consent of instructor. (4) 

480 ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY 
An historic and thematic study of the theoretical foundations of 
sociocultural anthropology; research methods; how theory and 
methods are used to establish anthropological knowledge. Re
quired of majors in their junior or senior year. a/y (4)  

490 SEMINAR IN ANTHROPOLOGY 
Selected topic in contemporary anthropology to be investigated 
through student research and consultation. Required of majors 
and minors in their junior Or senior year. Prerequisite for other 
students: departmental consent. a/y (2) 

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY: 
UNDERGRADUATE READINGS 

Reading in specific areas or issues of anthropology under super
vision of a faculty member. Prerequisite: departmental consent. 
0 -4) 

492 INDEPENDENT STUDY: 
UNDERGRADUATE FIELDWORK 

Study of specific areas Or issues in anthropology through in-field 
methods of analysis and research supported by appropriate 
reading under supervision of a faculty member. Prerequisite: 490 
and departmental consent. ( ]-4) 

501 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fields Or areas for varying periods 
of time. (1 -4) 

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
Selected topics as announced. Prerequisite: consent of the instruc
tor. 0 -4) 

591 DIRECTED STUDY (1-4) 

595 GRADUATE READINGS 
Independent study card required. (4) 

598 RESEARCH PROJECT (4) 

599 THESIS (4) 

Art 
in which each candidate develops some area of 
competence; or a degree program in art education 
for teaching on several levels. 

Recent graduates are employed in a variety of 
fields. Several have become established as 
painters, printmakers, or sculptors; some are 
successful studio potters; others have gone into 
commercial photography or film animation-even 
the production of feature films. The television 
industry employs still others. A number are 
working in the design field as graphic designers, 
illustrators, package designers, or art directors in 
firms around the country, in New York, Chicago, 
Los Angeles, and Seattle. Alumni have been 
involved in museum work and serve on the 
faculties of various educational institutions, 
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including elementary, secondary, community 
college, and university levels. 

Some students go directly from the university 
into their field of interest. Others find it desirable 
and appropriate to attend a graduate school. 
Many alumni have been accepted into prestigious 
graduate programs, both in this country and 
abroad. 

The various fields of art are competitive and 
demanding in terms of commitment and effort. 
Nonetheless, there is always a place for those 
who are extremely skillful or highly imaginative 
or, ideally, both. The department's program 
stresses both, attempting to help each student 
reach that ideal. Instructional resources, when 
coupled with dedicated and energetic students, 
have resulted in an unusually high percentage of 
graduates being able to satisfy their vocational 
objectives. 

FACULTY 
Hallam, Chair; Cox, Geller, Gold, Keyes, Tomsic. 
Artists-in-Residence: Doyle, Wold. 

The department has sought to minimize prerequisites, 
enabling students to elect courses relating to their interests as 
early as possible, but majors are urged to follow course 
sequences closely. It is recommended that students interested 
in majoring in art declare their major early to insure proper 
advising. Transfer students' status shall be determined at their 
time of entrance. 

The department reserves the right to retain, exhibit, and 
reproduce student work submitted for credit in any of its 
courses or programs, including the B.FA candidacy exhibition. 

A use or materials fee is  required in certain courses. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: Minimum of 32 semester 
hours, including 160, 250, 230 Or 350, 365, 370, and the art history 
sequence (180, 181, 380); 110 and 116 or courses in teaching 
methods may not be applied to the major. A maximum of 40 
hours may be applied toward the degree. Candidates are 
registered in the College of Arts and Sciences and must sat isfy 
general university requirements, including a core curriculum 
(Core I Or Core II), and the foreign language/alternative 
requirement. 

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS MAJOR: A minimum of 60 
semester hours, including 160, 150 or 250; the art history 
sequence ( 180, 181, 380); 8 hours in 2-dimensional media, 8 
hours in 3-dimensional media, and 4 hours in art history or 
theory (381, 386, 390, or as approved by the department faculty); 
requirements and ele.ctives in area of emphasis; and 499 (B.FA 
candidacy seminar). 110, 1 16, or courses in teaching methods 
may not be included. Candidates are registered in the School of 
the Arts and must satisfy general univerSity requirements, 
including a core curriculum (Core I or Core II). 

B.F.A. in 2-Dimensional Media 
Areas of emphasis: a minimum of three 

courses required in one area 
Drawing/Painting: 

160 Drawing 
260 Intermediate Drawing 
360 Life Drawing (R) 
365 Painting I 
465 Painting II (R) 
Printmaking: 
370 Printmaking I 
470 Printmaking II (R) 

Film Arts: 
226 Black and White Photography 
326 Color Photography 
426 Electronic Imaging 

Independent Study (may be applied to 
any area): 
490 Special Projects (R) 
492 Studio Projects (R) 

(R)-may be repeated for credit 

B.F.A. in 3-Dimensional Media 
Areas of emphasis: a minimum of three 

courses required in one area 

Ceramics: 
230 Ceramics I 
330 Ceramics II 
430 Ceramics III (R) 

Sculpture: 
250 Sculpture I 
350 Sculpture II (R) 

Crafts: 
238 Stained Glass I 
255 Jewelry I 
338 Stained Glass II (R) 
355 Jewelry II (R) 

Independent Study (may be applied to 
any area): 
490 Special Projects (R) 
492 Studio Projects (R) 

(R)-may be repeated for credit 

B.F.A. in Design 
Required basic sequence: 

1 % Des,ign I:  Fundamentals 
296 Des,ign II: Concepts 
396 Design: Graphics I 
491 Design: Workshop 

Elective courses: 
150 Three·Dimensional DeSign 
398 Drawing: Illustration (R) 
496 Design: Graphics I I  
Supporting courses i n  art may b e  chosen i n  accord with indi

vidual interests. Supporting courses from other departments 
and schools may also be elected ( for example, Business Adminis
tration 370 or 472 and Communication Arts 374 or 380). 
Applicable courses will be recommended by advisers. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: See School of 
Education. 

The Publishing and Printing Arts minor is cross-referenced 
with the Department of English. See the description of that 
minor under English. 

MINOR IN STUDIO ART: 20 semester hours, including 380, 4 
hours in 2-dimensional media, 4 hours in 3-dimensional media, 
and 8 hours of studio art elect ives drawn from upper division 
courses. Courses in teaching methods (341, 440) may not be 
applied to the minor. 

MINOR IN ART HISTORY: 24 semester hours, induding 180 
and 181,  12 hours in art history/theory electives, and 4 hours in 
studio electives. Non-concentration courses ( 1 1 0  and 116), 
practical design courses (150, 196, 296, 395, 396, 398, 491, 496), 
and courses in teaching methods (341, 440) may not be applied 
to the minor. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 

STUDIO 

150 THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN 
160 DRAWING 
196 DESIGN I: FUNDAMENTALS 
226 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY 
230 CERAMICS I 
238 STAINED GLASS I 
250 SCULPTURE I 
255 JEWELRY I 
260 INTERMEDIATE DRAWING 
296 DESIGN II: CONCEPTS 
326 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
330 CERAMICS II 
338 STAINED GLASS II 
341 ElEMENTARY ART EDUCATION 
350 SCULPTURE II 
355 JEWELRY II 
360 LIFE DRAWING 
365 PAINTING I 
370 PRINTMAKING I 
396 DESIGN: GRAPffiCS I 
398 DRAWING: ILLUSTRATION 
426 PROJECTS IN PHOTOGRAPHY 
430 CERAMICS III 
465 P AINTlNG II 
470 PRINTMAKING IT 



490 SPECIAL PROJECTS/INDEPENDENT 
STUDY 

491 DESIGN: WORKSHOP 
492 STUDIO PROJECTS/INDEPENDENT 

STUDY 
496 DESIGN: GRAPlflCS II 
499 B.F.A. CANDIDACY SEMINAR 

HISTORY AND THEORY 

1 1 0  INTRODUCTION TO ART 
1 1 6  DESIGN IN THE CONTEMPORARY 

WORLD 
1 80 HISTORY OF WESTERN ART I 
181 HISTORY OF WESTERN ART II 
380 CONTEMPORARY ART 
390 STUDIES IN ART HISTORY 
440 SEMINAR IN ART EDUCATiON 
497 RESEARCH IN ART HISTORY -THEORY 

1 10 INTRODUCTION TO ART 
Art in the modern world seen in relation to history; a search for 
meaning in an age of science, industrialization, and nationalism. 
Not intended for majors. (4) 

1 16 DESIGN IN THE CONTEMPORARY 
WORLD 

An examination of contemporary design with a focus on trends in 
advertising, fashion, automotive, product and interior design. 
Includes a section on color theory and perception and the basic 
elements of design. Requires no art isiic/design background. (4) 

150 THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN 
An introduction to the concept of three-dimensional forms and 
their use in structures; emphasis on use of design elements 
including planes, masses, volumes, and textures. Various materials 
used in problem solutions. (4) 

160 DRAWING 
A course dealing with the basic techniques and media of drawing. 
(4) 

1 80 HISTORY OF WESTERN ART I 
A survey t,racing the development of Western art and architecture 
from prehistory to the end of the Middle Ages. (4) 

1 81 HISTORY OF WESTERN ART II 
A survey of Western art and architecture from the Renaissance to 
the 20th century. (4) 

196 DESIGN I: FUNDAMENTALS 
An introduction to design through the study of basic techniques, 
color theory, and composition. (4) 

226 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY 
A studio class in photography as an art form.Primary concentration 
in basic camera and darkroom techniques. Students produce a 
portfolio of prints with an emphasis on creative expression and 
experimentation. (4) 

230 CERAMICS I 
Ceramic materials and techniques including hand-built and 
wheel-thrown methods, clay and glaze formation. Includes a 
survey of ceramic art. (4) 

238, 338 STAINED GLASS I, II 
A survey of glass working techniques and materials.Integrates 
historical styles, their origins and evolution, with contemporary 
types and new technology. 238 must be taken before 338. 338 may 
be taken twice. (4,4) 

250, 350 SCULPTURE I, II 
Concentration on a particular medium of sculpture including 
metals, wood, or synthetics; special sections emphasizing work 
from the human form as well as opportunity for mold making and 
casting. 250 must be taken before 350; 350 may be taken t wice. (4.4) 

255, 355 JEWELRY I, n 
A study of form and technique in the design and execution of 
jewelry objects. Includes stone setting, fabrication, and casting. 
255 must be taken before 355; 355 may be taken twice. (4.4) 

260 INTERMEDIATE DRAWING 
Drawing taken beyond the basics of 160. Expansion of media 
forms, and solutions to compOSitional problems. Possibility of 
pursuing special individual interests, with permission. Prerequi
site: 160 or consent of instructor. (4) 

296 DESIGN II: CONCEPTS 
An investigation of the process of creative problem solving in a 
methodical and organized manner. Includes projects in a variety 
of design areas. Prerequisite: 196 or consent of instructor. (4) 

326 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
Exploration of the issues of both painters and photographers. 
Students learn to make color prints and process color negatives. 
Includes a historical survey of color photography as well as 
perspectives of contemporary artists. Prerequisite: 226 or consent 
of instructor.(4) 

330, 430 CERAMICS II, III 
Techniques in ceramic construction and experiments in glaze 
formation. 330 must be taken before 430; 430 may be taken twice. 
Prerequisite: 230. (4. 4) 

331 THE ART OF THE BOOK I 
See Engush 331. (4) 

338 STAINED GLASS II 
(See 238) 

341 ELEMENT ARY ART EDUCATION 
A study of creative growth and development; art as studio project; 
history and therapy in the classroom. (2) 

350 SCULPTURE II 
(See 250) 

355 JEWELRY II 
(See 255) 

360 LIFE DRAWING 
An exploration of human form in drawing media. May be repeated 
for credit. Prerequisite: 160 or consent of instructor. (2) 

365, 465 P AINTIN G I, II 
Media and techniques of painting in oil or acrylics. 365 must be 
taken before 465; 465 may be taken twice. Prerequisite: 160. (4, 4) 

370, 470 PRINTMAKING I, II 
Methods and media of fine art printmaking; both ha.nd and photo 
processes involving lithographic, intaglio and screen printing. 370 
must be taken before 470; 470 may be taken twice. Prerequisite: 160 
or consent of instructor. (4, 4) 

380 CONTEMPORARY ART 
The development of art from 1900 to the present, with a brief look 
at European and American antecedents as they apply to con
temporary directions. (4) 

390 STUDIES IN ART HISTORY 
A selected area of inquiry, such as a history of American art, Asian 
art, the work of Picasso, or similar topics. May be repeated for 
credit. (4) 

396, 496 DESIGN: GRAPHICS I, II 
Design and execution of printed materials; emphasis on technical 
procedures and problems in mass communication. 496 explores 
advanced techniques with multiple color, typography, and other 
complex problems. 396 must be taken before 496. Prerequisite: 160 
and 296 or consent of instructor. (4, 4) 

398 DRAWING: ILLUSTRATION 
Advanced projects in drawing/illustration. Exposure to new con
cepts and techniques adaptable to fine art and commercial 
applications. Prerequisites: 160 and 196. May be repeated once. (4) 

426 ELECTRONIC IMAGING 
An introduction to computer-assisted photography in which 
students learn applications, develop aesthetic strategies, and 
engage the ethical issues of this new technology. Emphasis on 
creative exploration and problem solving within the Macintosh 
environment. Prerequisites: 226 and 326 or consent of instructor. 
(4) 

430 CERAMICS III 
(See 330) 

440 SEMINAR IN ART EDUCATION 
A study of instruction in the secondary school including appro
priate media and curriculum development. a/y (2) 

465 PAINTING II 
(See 365) 

470 PRINTMAKING II 
(See 370) 
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490 SPECIAL PROJECTS/INDEPENDENT 

STUDY 
Exploration of the possibilities of selected studio areas, including 
experimental techniques. Emphasis on development of individual 
styles, media approaches, and problem solutions. May be repeated 
for credit. Prerequisites: junior status, minimum of two courses at 
200 level or above in affected medium with minimum 25 GPA, 
consent of instructor and department chair. (2 or 4) 

491 DESIGN: WORKSHOP 
A tutorial and internship course which may deal with any of 
several aspects of the design field with particular emphasis on 
practical experience and building a portfolio. (2) 

492 STUDIO PROJECTS/INDEPENDENT 
STUDY 

A tutorial program for students of exceptional talent. In-depth 
individual investigation of a particular medium or set of technical 
problems. Only one project per semester may be undertaken. May 
be repeated for credit. Prerequisites: declared major in art, senior 
status, consent of instructor, written proposal, program approval 
by department faculty. Students meeting the above requirements 
but with less than a 3.0 GPA in the major may be required to 
present additional evidence of eligibility. ( 1 -4) 

School of 

496 DESIGN: GRAPHICS II 
(See 396) 

497 RESEARCH IN ART HISTORY -THEORY 
A tutorial CourSe for major students with research into a particular 
aspect of art history or theory. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisites: senior status, consent of instructor, and program 
approval by department faculty. ( 1 -4) 

499 B.F.A. CANDIDACY SEMINAR 
A COurSe designed to help the graduating senior ;make the 
transition into the professional world or to prepare for graduate 
school. Topics may include professional interests (e.g., portfolio 
development, exhibition design) as well as business-related con
cernS (e.g., tax information, marketing). A major portion of the 
seminar will involve preparation for the B.FA exhibition, par
ticipation in which is the final requirement for the degree. 
Students have primary responsibility for design of the exhibition, 
but are expected to work closely with their major advisers. Must 
be taken in the student's final semester. Prerequisites: declared 
major in art, senior status, reasonable expectation of completion of 
all departmental and university requirements for graduation. (4) 

The Arts 
The School of the Arts of Pacific Lutheran Uni
versity is a community of artists dedicated: 

to provide energies and facilities for the focused 
refinement of creative activity; 

to operate in the vanguard of artistic understand
ing and to assume an additive rather than imita
tive position relative to that understanding; 

to pursue study of both the historical and 
theoretical aspects of our creative legacy; 

to recognize change in artistic criteria without 
devaluating the traditional concepts of discipline, 
craftsmanship, and academic professionalism; 

to foster activity free from the caprice of the 
marketplace but, by virtue of its substance, not 
aloof from nor incompatible with practical 
concerns; 

to animate and "humanize" the academic climate 
of Pacific Lutheran University via the creative 
presence by sponsoring a rich and varied pro
gram of events in the arts; 

and to provide the students of Pacific Lutheran 
University an opport unity to experience first hand 
the unique "chemistry" of the creative process. 

FACULTY 
Moe, Dean: faculty members of the Departments 
of Art, Communication and Theatre, and Music. 

Degrees offered by the School of the Arts include the B.FA 
(Bachelor of Fine Arts) in art and communication and theatre; 
the B.M. (Bachelor of Music), the B.MA (Bachelor of Musical 
Arts); the B.M.E. (Bachelor of Music Education); MA (Master of 
Arts) in Music. Students may also earn the BA (Bachelor of 
Arts), but this degree is awarded through the College of Arts 
and Sciences. Candidates for all degrees must meet general 
university requirements and the specific requirements of the 
Departments of Art, Communication and Theatre, or Music. 

For details about the B.AE. (Bachelor of Arts in Education) in 
art, communication and theatre, or music, see the School of 
Education. 

For courSe offerings, degree requirements, and programs in 
the School of the Arts, see: 

ART 
COMMUNICA nON AND THEATRE 
MUSIC 



The Department of Biology is dedicated to a teach
ing process, not merely to delivery of facts. Facts 
form the foundation of science, but to be a science 
student requires more than accumulating facts. 
The biology faculty stresses gathering informa
tion, processing new information in the context of 
that already available, retrieving appropriate 
information, and interpreting observations. 

To learn science is more than to learn about 
science: it is to learn how to ask questions, how 
to develop strategies which might be employed 
to obtain answers, and how to recognize and 
evaluate answers which emerge. The department 
is therefore dedicated to encouraging students to 
learn science in the only way that it can be 
effectively made a part of their think ing: to 
independently question it, probe it, try it out, 
experiment with it, experience it .  

Members of the department faculty are trained 
across the total spectrum of modern biology, from 
population biology through molecular biology, 
and have professional teaching and research 
expertise with a full range of organisms: viruses, 
bacteria, fungi, plants, and animals. The diversity 
of courses in the curriculum provides broad 
coverage of contemporary biology and allows 
flexible planning. Each biology major completes a 
three-course sequence in the principles of 
biology. Planning with a faculty adviser, the 
student chooses upper division biology courses 
to meet individual needs and career objectives. 
Extensive facilities are available, including: 
herbarium, invertebrate and vertebrate museums, 
greenhouse, research microscopy room, growth 
chambers, containment facilities for recombinant 
DNA research, darkroom, walk-in cold room for 
low-temperature experiments, electronic instru
ment room, various research laboratories, a field 
station located in Manchester State Park, and a 
boat equipped for studies of Puget Sound. 
Students are invited to use these facilities for 
independent study and are encouraged to 
participate in ongoing faculty research. 

Career avenues for biology majors are numerous. 
Faculty members are committed to helping 
students investigate career opportunities and 
pursue careers which most clearly match their 
interests and abilities. The department maintains 
a comprehensive career information file, as well 
as a file devoted to graduate training in the 
biological sciences. 

FACULTY 
Carlson, Chair; Alexander, Boyd, Crayton, Gee, 
Hansen, J. Jensen, Lerum, Main, D.J. Martin, 
Matthias, McGinnis. 

Biology 
BACHELOR OF ARTS or BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

MAJOR: The major in biology is designed to be flexible in 
meeting the needs and special interests of students. Several 
options for major programs are available. In each plan the 
student must take the principles of biology sequence (161, 162, 
323). Completion of this sequence (or an equivalent general 
biology sequence at another institution) is required before 
upper division biology courses can be taken. Courses not 
designed for biology majors (J I I, 1 1 2, 201, 205, 206) cannot be 
used to satisfy major requirements unless those courses are 
taken before completion of Biology 161; under no circu mstances 
can more than 8 hours from courses deSigned for non-majors be 
counted toward completion of major requirements. 
Independent study (491, 492, 495) and cooperative education 
may be used for no more than six of the upper division biology 
hours required for the B.s. degree, and for no more than four of 
the upper div ision biology hours required for the BA degree. 
Interim courses (300-320) cannot be counted toward the major. 
At least 12 hours in biology must be earned in residence at PLU. 
Each student must consult with a biology adviser to discuss 
selection of electives appropriate for educational and career 
goals. Basic requirements under each plan for the major are 
listed below. 

Plan I-Bachelor of Arts: 32 semester hours in biology, 
including 161, 1 62, and 323, plus 19 additional hours. Required 
supporting courses: Chemistry lOS or Chemistry 115 and Math 
140. Recommended supporting courses: Physics 125 (with 
laboratory 135) and Physics 126 (with laboratory 136). 

Plan II-Bachelor of Arts-Comprehensive: 36 semester hours 
in biology, including 161, 162, and 323, plus 23 additional hours. 
Required supporting courses: Chemistry l IS, Chemistry 1 1 6, 
and Math 140. Recommended supporting courses: Chemistry 
331 (with laboratory 333); Physics 125 (with laboratory 135) and 
Physics 126 (with laboratory 136). 

Plan III-Bachelor of Arts-Chemistry Emphasis: 28 semester 
hours in biology, including 161, 162, and 323, plus 15 additional 
hours. Required supporting courses: Chemistry 1 1 5, Chemistry 
1 16, Chemistry 331 (with laboratory 333), Chemistry 332 (with 
laboratory 334), and either Chemistry 321 or Chemistry 403; 
Math 140. Recommended supporting courses: Physics 125 (with 
laboratory 135) and Physics 126 (with laboratory 136). 

Plan IV -Bachelor of Science: 40 semester hours in biology, 
including 161, 1 62, and 323, plus 27 additional hours. Required 
supporting courses: Chemistry 1 15, Chemistry 1 1 6, and 
Chemistry 331 (with laboratory 333); Math 151; PhYSics 125 
(with laboratory 135) and Physics 126 (with laboratory 136), or 
Physics 153 (with laboratory 163) and Physics 154 (with 
laboratory 164). 

Plan V -Bachelor of Science-Research Emphasis: 40 semester 
hours in biology, including 161, 162. 323, and 495, plus 25 addi
tional hours. Required supporting courses: Chemistry 115, 
Chemistry 116, Chemistry 331 (with laboratory 333), and 
ChemistTY 332 (with laboratory 334); Math 1 51; Physics 125 
(with laboratory 135) and Physics 126 (with laboratory 136), or 
PhYSics 153 (with laboratory 163) and Physics 154 (with 
laboratory 164). 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: Students interested 
in this degree develop their biology program through the 
Biology Department in conjunction with the School of Educa
tion. Such students should have a biology adv iser. See the 
School of Education section of the catalog for recommended 
biology courses and other pertinent information. 

MINOR: At least 20 semester hours selected from any biology 
Courses except those numbered 300-320 (interim courses). A 
grade of C or higher must be earned in each course. Prerequi
sites must be met unless written permission is granted in 
advance by the instructor. Applicability of non-PLU biology 
credits will be determined by the department chair. At least 
eight credit hours in biology must be earned in residence at 
PLU. Consult the department chair for assignment of a minor 
adviser. 
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COURSE OFFERINGS 
1 1 1  BIOLOGY AND THE MODERN WORLD 
An introductio.n to. bio.lo.gy, designed primarily fo.r no.n-bio.lo.gy 
majo.rs. Fundamental co.ncepts cho.sen fro.m all areas o.f mo.dern 
bio.lo.gy including the environment, po.pulatio.n, human anato.my 
and physio.lo.gy, genetics, evo.lutio.n and bio.lo.gical co.ntrols. Lec
tures, labo.rato.ries, and discussio.n. I II (4) 

1 1 2  HUMANISTIC BOTANY 
An introductio.n to. the basic principles o.f bio.lo.gy with an 
emphasis o.n plants and their impact o.n peo.ple. To.pics included 
are: basic plant structure and functio.n; po.iso.no.us plants; medicinal 
plants; fo.od plants; propagatio.n o.f ho.use plants; ho.me care o.f 
plants; plant identificatio.n. Includes labo.rato.ry. II (4). 

161 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY I: CELL 
BIOLOGY 

Cellular and mo.lecular levels o.f bio.lo.gical o.rganizatio.n; cell ultra
structure and physio.lo.gy, Mendelian and mo.lecular genetics, 
energy transductio.n. Required o.f all bio.lo.gy majo.rs. Includes 
labo.rato.ry and a o.ne ho.ur faculty seminar o.n current to.pics in 
bio.lo.gy. Co.-registratio.n in chemistry (104 Dr 1 15) reco.mmended. I 
(5). 

162 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY II: 
ORGANISMAL BIOLOGY 

An introductio.n to. animal and plant tissues, anato.my, and 
physio.lo.gy, with special emphaSis o.n f1o.wering plants and 
vertebrates as model systems, plus an intro.ductio.n to. animal and 
plant develo.pment. Includes labo.rato.ry. Prerequisite: 161. II (4). 

201 INTRODUCTORY MICROBIOLOGY 
The growth, co.ntrol, physio.lo.gy, iso.latio.n, and identificatio.n o.f 
micro.o.rganisms, especially tho.se which affect human beings. 
Includes labo.rato.ry. Prerequisite: CHEM 105 Dr co.nsent o.f instruc
to.r. I (4). 

205, 206 HUMAN ANATOMY AND 
PHYSIOLOGY 

First semester: matter, cells and tissues; nervo.us, endo.crine, 
skeletal, and muscular systems. Labo.rato.ry includes cat dissectio.n 
and experiments in muscle physio.lo.gy and reflexes. Seco.nd 
semester: circulato.ry, respirato.ry, digestive, excreto.ry, and repro
ductive systems; metabo.lism, temperature regulatio.n, and stress. 
Labo.rato.ry includes cat dissectio.n, physio.lo.gy experiments, and 
study o.f develo.ping o.rganisms. 205 (I) prerequisite to. 206 (II). (4, 4) 

323 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY III: ECOLOGY, 
EVOLUTION AND DIVERSITY 

Evo.lutio.n, eco.lo.gy, behavio.r, and a systematic survey o.f life o.n 
earth. Includes labo.rato.ry. Prerequisite: 162 Dr co.nsent o.f depart
ment chair. I (4). 

324 NATURAL HISTORY OF VERTEBRATES 
Classificatio.n, natural histo.ry, and eco.no.mic impo.rtance o.f verte
brates with the exceptio.n o.f birds. Field trips and laborato.ry. 
Prerequisite: 323. a/y 1991-92 I (4) 

326 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 
Descriptio.n, classificatio.n, cau·se, functio.n, and develo.pment o.f 
the behavio.r o.f animals. Lectures emphasize an etho.lo.gical 
approach to. the study o.f behavio.r fo.cusing o.n co.mpariso.ns 
amo.ng species, as well as physio.lo.gical, eco.lo.gical, and evo.lu
tio.nary aspects o.f behavio.r. Labo.rato.ry is no.t rigidly scheduled 
and will co.nsist o.f a behavioral investigatio.n o.f the students' 
cho.o.sing. Prerequisite: 323 Dr co.nsent o.f instructo.r. II (4) 

327 ORNITHOLOGY 
The study o.f birds with emphasis o.n lo.cal species; designed fo.r 
students with ho.bby interests as well as fo.r advanced bio.lo.gy 
students. Field trips. Includes labo.rato.ry. Prerequisite: 323 Dr 
co.nsent o.f instructo.r. II (2) 

328 MICROBIOLOGY 
The structure, physio.lo.gy, genetics, metabo.lism, and eco.lo.gy o.f 
microo.rganisms. Includes labo.rato.ry. Prerequisite: 323 Dr co.nsent 
o.f instruct Dr; o.ne semester o.rganic chemistry reco.mmended. II (4) 

331 GENETICS 
Basic co.ncepts including co.nsideratio.n o.f mo.lecular basis o.f gene 
expressio.n, reco.mbinatio.n, genetic variability, and co.nsideratio.n 
o.f cyto.genetics and po.pulatio.n genetics. Includes laborato.ry. 
Prerequisite: 323 II (4) 

340 PLANT DIVERSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 
A systematic introductio.n to. plant diversity. Interactio.n between 
plants, theo.ries o.f vegetatio.nal distributio.n. Emphasis o.n higher 
plant taxo.no.my. Includes laborato.ry and field trips. Prerequisite: 
323. II (4) 

346 CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY 
Deals with ho.w cells are functio.nally o.rganized; enzyme kinetics 
and regulato.ry mechanisms, bio.chemistry o.f macromo.lecules, 
energy metabo.lism, membrane structure and functio.n, ultra
structure, cancer cells as model systems. Prerequisites: 323 and 
o.ne semester o.f o.rganic chemistry Dr co.nsent o.f instructo.r. II (4). 

347 CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY 
A labo.rato.ry experience in techniques and types o.f instrumenta
tio.n o.ften enco.untered in bio.chemical and cellular research 
including animal cell culture, cell fractio.natio.n, use o.f radio.tracers, 
bio.chemical assays, membrane pheno.mena, spectropho.to.metry, 
respiro.metry. May be elected o.nly by students with a serio.us 
interest fo.r this type o.f training; no.t required with 346. Co.requi
site/prerequisite: 346 o.r CHEM 403 and co.nsent o.f instructo.r. II (1 ) .  

359 PLANT ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY 
Higher plant structure and functio.n fro.m germinatio.n to. senes
cense, including basic anato.my, seed germinatio.n, water relatio.ns, 
respiratio.n, mineral nutritio.n, pho.to.synthesis, growth regulato.rs, 
and repro.ductio.n. Includes labo.rato.ry. Prerequisites: 323 and o.ne 
semester o.f o.rganic chemistry. I (4) 

361 COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE 
VERTEBRATES 

After a histo.ry o.f the vertebrate bo.dy (the evo.lutio.nary sto.ry o.f 
the vertebrates is better kno.wn than any o.ther animal gro.up) and 
an introductio.n to. embryo.lo.gy, the structural and functio.nal 
anato.my o.f the vertebrates is presented. Includes labo.rato.ry 
dissectio.ns fo.llo.wing a systems approach. Mammals are featured 
plus so.me o.bservatio.nal and co.mparative study with a human 
cadaver is included. Kno.wledge o.f vertebrate structure is o.f 
practical value to. wo.rkers in many fields o.f bio.lo.gy. Prerequisite: 
323. II (4) 

385 IMMUNOLOGY 
Immuno.lo.gy is the study o.f the bio.lo.gical properties which enable 
an o.rganism to. respo.nd to. changes within itself when the changes 
represent the presence o.f fo.reign substances, either from the 
external enviro.nment Dr self-induced. Co.nsideratio.n o.f the bio.lo.gy 
and chemistry o.f immune respo.nse: the specificity o.f the o.rgan
ism's immune reactio.ns, the types and roles o.f lymphatic cells, 
chemical and functio.nal characteristics o.f immuno.glo.bulins and 
co.mplement, genetic co.ntrol o.f the immune respo.nse, hyper
sensitivity reactio.ns, and immuno.deficiency diseases. Practical 
ramificatio.ns include methods o.f immuno.chemical analysis and 
clinical applicatio.ns. Prerequisites: 328, 346, Dr CHEM 403. I (2) 

403 DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY 
The develo.pment o.f multicellular o.rganisms, emphasizing the 
mo.lecular bases fo.r develo.pment. Majo.r to.pics include interactio.n 
o.f egg and sperm to. initiate the develo.pmental program, the o.rigin 
o.f cell differences in early develo.pment, genetic co.ntrol o.f develo.p
ment, cellular differentiatio.n, mo.rpho.genetic processes, and ho.w 
rules fo.r cell behavio.r go.vern the fo.rmatio.n o.f specific patterns in 
develo.ping organisms. Labo.rato.ry includes cellular and mo.lecular 
experimental problems. Prerequisite: 323. I (4) 

407 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
An introductio.n to. mo.lecular bio.lo.gy, emphasizing the central 
role o.f DNA in eukaryo.tic cells. To.pics include: fo.undatio.ns (DNA 
structure as genetic sto.reho.use, central do.gma o.f mo.lecular 
bio.lo.gy, reco.mbinant DNA techno.lo.gy); functio.n (regulatio.n o.f 
gene expressio.n, geno.me organizatio.n and rearrangement); 
fro.ntiers (cancer, develo.pment, evo.lutio.n, genetic engineering -
metho.do.lo.gy, applicatio.ns, trends, implicatio.ns). Labo.rato.ry 
features an introductio.n to. basic reco.mbinant DNA techniques. 
Prerequisite: 323. I (4) 

411  HISTOLOGY 
Microsco.pic study o.f no.rmal cells, tissues, o.rgans, and o.rgan 
systems o.f vertebrates. The emphasis is mammalian. This study is 
bo.th structurally and physio.lo.gically o.riented. Prerequisite: 323. I 
(4) 

424 ECOLOGY 
Organisms in relatio.n to. their enviro.nment, including o.rganismal 
adaptatio.ns, po.pulatio.n gro.wth and interactio.ns, and eco.system 
structure and functio.n. Prerequisite: 323. 1(4) 

425 BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
The o.cean as enviro.nment fo.r plant and animal life; an introduc
tio.n to. the structure, dynamics, and histo.ry o.f marine eco.systems. 
Lab, field trips, and term project in additio.n to. lecture. Prerequisite: 
323. II (4) 

426 FIELD METHODS IN ECOLOGY 
Sampling techniques and analysis o.f natural eco.systems. Inde
pendent project required. Prerequisites: 323 and 424 Dr co.nsent o.f 
instructo.r. II (2) 



441 MAMMALIAN PHYSIOLOGY 
Functions of principal mammalian organ systems emphasizing 
control mechanisms and homeostatic relationships. Human-ori
ented laboratory includes work in circulation, cardiography, 
psychophysiology, temperature regulation, and other areas. Stu
dents are required to design and execute a major experiment of 
their own. Prerequisites: 323 and CHEM 331. Anatomy and 
biochemistry recommended'. I (4) 

475 EVOLUTION 
Evolution as a process: sources of variation; forces overcoming 
genetic inertia in populations; speciation. Evolution of genetic 
systems and of life in relation to ecological theory and eart h 
history. Lecture and discussion. Term paper and mini-seminar 
required. Prerequisite: 323. I a/y 1990-91 (4) 

490 SEMINAR 
Selected .topics in biology based on literature and/or original 
research. Open to junior and senior biology majors. ( I )  

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Investigations or research in areas of special interest not covered 
by regular courses. Open to qualified junior and senior majors; 
students should not elect independent study unless they know in 
advance the specific area they wish to investigate and can 
demonstrate a serious interest in pursuing that investigation. It is 
suggested t .hat  the student spend one semester searching 
pertinent literature and writing a proposal (for one credit hour) 
and a second semester actually carrying out the project (for one 
more credit hour). Prerequisite: written proposal for the project 
approved by a faculty sponsor and the department chair. I II (I -4) 

495 DIRECTED STUDY 
Original experimental or theoretical research open to upper 
division students intending to graduate with a Bachelor of 
Science-Research Emphasis. Requires a written proposal approved 
by a faculty sponsor and the department chair. (2) 

School o/Business 
• •  • 

mznzstratwn 
The School of Business Administration provides 
business curricula of high quality to help the 
school's graduates become enlightened leaders in 
responsible positions in business, education, and 
government. Curricula are designed to give a 
modem background for the competent executive 
or staff specialist. Preparation includes a funda
mental base of values, and a deep appreciation of 
the service opportunities and obligations in a 
changing ethical, social, political, and economic 
environment for business. In addition to a global 
framework, analytical techniques, and informa
tion technology, a thorough understanding of 
incisive and sensitive decision-making in 
complex business organizations is included. 

FACULTY 
McCann, Dean; Polcyn,Associate Dean; Ahna, Arvey, 
Bancroft, Barndt, Barnowe, Berniker, Finnie, 
Gibson, Hegstad, Kibbey, MacDonald, McNabb, C. 
Miller, Myers, Ramaglia, Sepic, Stoller, Sumner, 
Thrasher, Van Wyhe, Yager, Zulauf. 

ADMISSION 
The professional Bachelor of Business Administration degree 

program is composed of an upper division business curriculum 
with a strong base in liberal arts. 

To be admitted to the School of Business Administration, a 
student must: 
1 .  Be officially admitted to the university, and 
2. Have successfully completed 24 semester hours, and 
3. Have a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50, and 
4. Have completed and/or be currently enrolled in: MATH 1 28, 

CSCI 220, ECON 150, STAT 231 and BUSA 281; and 
5. Declare a major or minor in business administration. 

Access to upper division business courses is limited to 
students with a cumulative grade pOint average of 2.50 or above 
who have met the required prerequisites. 

Students considering graduate-level study should seek early 
planning advice from the faculty concerning appropriate 
undergraduate course selection. 

Graduate students are admitted to the School of Business 
Administration when they meet the requirements specified in 
the M.B.A. Catalog. 

AFFILIA nONS 
The School of Business Administration of Pacific Lutheran 

University is a member of the American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business. The B.BA., M.B.A., and accounting pro
grams are nationally accredited by the Accreditation Council of 
the MCSB. Pacific Lutheran University is accredited regionally 
by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges. The 
School is privileged to have a student chapter of Beta Gamma 
Sigma, the national business honorary society recognized by the 
MCSB. 

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
The Bachelor of Business Administratio·n degree program 

consists of a minimum of 128 semester hours completed with an 
over-all grade point average of 2.50 or above as well as a 2.50 
grade point average separately in business courses. C- is the 
minimal acceptable grade for business administration courses. 

At least one-half of the minimum total degree requirements 
are taken in fields outside the School of Business Administration. 
At least 40 semester hours are taken in required and elective 
business subjects. A minimum of 20 semester hours in business 
must be taken in residence at PLU. 

Business degree and concentration requirements are 
established at the time of major declaration. Students with a 
declared major in business who have not attended the 
university for a period of three years or more will be held to the 
business degree requirements in effect at  the time of re·entry to 
the university. 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRA nON 
Required supporting courses: Math 128 (or lSI and 230) (or 

151, 152, and 331), Economics 150, Computer Science 220 (or 144, 
270, and 367), Statistics 231 or Math 341, and four semester 
hours of upper division economics electives. Required Business 
Administration courses: 230, 281, 282, 350, 354, 364, 370, 455, and 
at  least eight semester hours of upper division business 
electives or concentration courses. (Economics 130 may be 
substituted for Economics 150 with approval from the School of 
Business Administration.) 
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CONCENTRA nONS 

A student may elect to complete one or more concentrations 
within the Bachelor of Business Administration program. 
(Courses taken to fulfill concentration requirements will also 
meet general B.BA. requirements.) The concentration, which is 
noted on the student's transcript, must be completed with at 
least a 3.00 grade point average. C- is the minimal acceptable 
grade for concentration courses. A minimum of eight semester 
hours of the total required for a concentration must be taken in 
residence at PLU. 

Accounting 
BUSA 281 Financial Accounting 
BUSA 282 Management Accounting 
BUSA 380 Accounting Systems 
BUSA 381 Intermediate Financial Accounting 
BUSA 382 Advanced Financial Accounting 
BUSA 385 Cost Accounting 
BUSA 483 Income Taxation 
BUSA 484 Auditing 

Finance 
BUSA 364 Managerial Finance 
BUSA 462 Investments 
BUSA 463 Portfolio Analysis and Management 
BUSA 464 Financial Analysis and Strategy 
BUSA 381 Intermediate Accounting 

OR 465 International Financial Management 
ECON 352 Intermediate Micro Economic Analysis 

OR ECON 361 Money and Banking 

Human Resource Management 
BUSA 354 Human Resource Management 
BUSA 454 Organizational Change and Development 
BUSA 457 Productivity and the Quality of Work Life 
BUSA 458 Advanced Human Resource Administration 
ECON 321 Labor Economics 

International Business 
BUSA 340 International Business 
BUSA 465 International Finance 
BUSA 474 International Marketing 
ECON 331 International Economics 
Two years of one college level foreign language (or 
equivalent} 
Travel and study abroad, additional courses in other cultures, 
and international experiences are recommended. 

Management Infonnation Systems (Completion of this 
concentration also fulfills the requirements for an Information 
Science minor within the Department of Mathematics and 
Computer Science.) 

CSCI 144 Introduction to Computer Science 
CSC! 270 Data Structures 
CSC! 367 Data Base Management 
BUSA 325 Information Systems in Organizations 
BUSA 380 Accounting Systems 
BUSA 421 Systems Design and Analysis 
BUS A 428 Seminar in Management Information Systems 

Marketing 
BUSA 370 Marketing Systems 
BUSA 471 Marketing Research 
BUSA 475 Marketing Management 
Two of the foUowing: 

BUSA 472 Advertising and Sales Management 
BUSA 473 Industrial Marketing and Purchasing 
BUSA 474 International Marketing 
PSYC 430 Consumer Psychology 

Operations Managment 
BUSA 350 Management 
BUSA 385 Cost Accounting 
BUSA 450 Production and Operations Management 
BUSA 473 Industrial Marketing and Purchasing 

MINOR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRA nON: Required 
supporting courses: Economics I SO; Math 128 (or l S I  and 230) 
(or lSI, 152, and 331); Computer Science 220 (or 144, 270, and 
367); Statistics 23l or Math 341; Required Business 
Administration courses: 281, 350, 364, 370. A grade point average 
of 2.50 in the business courses is required for the minor 

(Economics 1 30 may be substituted! for Economics ISO with 
approval from the School of Business Administration.) 

ACCOUNTING CERTIFICATE PROGRAM: The accounting 
certificate program is available for students who already hold a 
baccalaureate degree and wish to complete the educational 
requirements to sit for the CI' A. examination. Contact the 
School of Business Administration for further information. 

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRA nON: See Graduate 
Catalog. 

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION COURSES 
Courses numbered 100-299 are available to all students. 
Courses numbered 321 -499 are open to students with junior 

standing, the required prerequisites, and a 2.50 cumulative g.p.a. 
Courses numbered 500-599 are reserved for students in the 

M.B.A. program and students in other PLU graduate programs 
who have an approved field in business. 

The middle digit of the course number indicates th.e field of 
concentration: 

2-management information systems 
3-law 
4-general service 
5-management 
6-finance 
7-marketing 
8-accounting 
9-specialized and independent studies 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
230 LA W AND SOCIETY 
A study of the American legal system and the legal relationships 
among the natural environment, individuals, groups, business 
organizations, governmental agencies, and the judicial system. 
Current business and social problems are addressed from a global 
perspect ive with an emphasis on business ethics and social 
responsibility. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. (4) 

281 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 
An introduction to accounting concepts and principles. Valuation 
theories in the U.s. compared to those in other nations. Prepara
tion (manual and computer) and analysis of financial reports. 
Sophomore standing. (4) 

282 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING 
Introduction to the use of accounting data in planning, control, 
and decision making. Topics indude cost-volume-profit relation
ships, cost accounting methods, management accounting systems, 
and budgeting; spreadsheet applications; International applica
tions of performance evaluation systems. Prerequisites: 281; 
MATH 1 28, CSC! 220 (or equivalents). Sophomore standing. (4) 

325 IN FORMA TION SYSTIEMS IN 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Introduction to the fundamental concepts of systems and infor
mation as they apply to decision-making in organizations. A focus 
on complex systems and the assumptions, models, and thinking 
processes used in their design and management. Ethical and 
decision -making implications of information systems will be 
explored. Prerequisites: MATH 1 28, CSCI 220 (or 1 44 )  (or 
equivalents); Junior standing. (4) 

340 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
Integrated study of international business functions, and related 
concepts, practices, and policies, using project and case analyses. 
This is the principal business administration course for students in 
the Global Studies International Trade minor. Prerequisites: 281, 
350; ECON I SO; STAT 231; ECON 331. (4) 

350 MANAGEMENT 
A critical examination of the principles and processes of adminis
tration in an increasingly international context. Management 
techniques and the functions of planning, organizing, leading and 
directing, and controlling are discussed from the das.sical, be
havioral, and more recent integrative points of view. Included is 
the study of concepts and characteristics related specifically to the 
operations function. Introduction to case analYSis and problem 
solving techniques. Prerequisites: 281, ECON ISO, STAT 231 (may 
be concurrent). Junior standing. (4) 

354 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Detailed examination of the behavior of individuals and groups in 
business organizations, with emphasis on policies and practices 
for solving problems. Fundamentals of personnelihuman resource 
procedures in the U.s. and other countries. International aspects 
of huma n resource management will provide insight into the 
problems of managing foreign operations. Prerequisites: 281, 350; 
ECON ISO; STAT 231. (4) 

364 MANAGERIAL FINANCE 
Introduction to the principal problems, theories and procedures of 
financial management: valuation, financial planning, financial 
statement analysis, capital asset acquisition, cost of capital, 
financing strategies (induding capital structure theory and divi-



dend policy), management of working capital accounts, and 
financial dimensions of international trade (including foreign 
exchange risk, country risk, translation gains and losses). Pre
requisites: 281; MATH 1 28, CSC! 220, (or equivalents); ECON 1 50; 
STAT 231. Junior standing. (4) 

370 MARKETING SYSTEMS 
The flows of goods and services in t he U.s. and global economies; 
economic and behavioral approaches to the analysis of domestic 
and international demand; the role of marketing functions in 
business and not-for-profit organizations. Determination of a 
marketing mix: product policy, pricing, channels and phYSical 
distribut ion, and marketing communications. Prerequisites: 
281; MATH 128 (or equivalent); ECON 1 50; STAT 231. Junior 
standing. (4) 

380 ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS 
Study of the design, implementation, and operation of manual and 
computerized accounting information systems. Prerequisites: 281, 
282; MATH 1 28, CSC! 220, (or equivalents). (4) 

381 INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL 
ACCOUNTING 

Concentrated study of the conceptual framework of accounting, 
valuation theories in the U.S. and abroad, asset and income 
measurement, financial statement disclosures, and foreign cur
rency translation for multinationals. Prerequisites: 281, 282, 380; 
MATH 1 28, CSC! 220, (or equivalents). (4) 

382 ADV ANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 
Concentrated study of equity measurement including the account
ing aspects of partnerships, corporations, and consolidations. Also 
includes accounting for multinational corporations and not-for
profit organizations. Prerequisites: 281, 282, 380, 381; MATH 1 28, 
CSC! 220, (or equivalents). (4) 

385 COST ACCOUNTING 
Development and analysis of cost information for management 
use in decision mak ing, income determination, and performance 
evaluation, using a variety of computer and quantitative tech
niques. International implications arising from the use of tradi
tional inventory models. Prerequisites: 281, 282; MATH 1 28, CSC! 
220, (or equivalents); STAT 231. (4) 

392 INTERNSHIP 
A program of full-time experience closely related to the student's 
specific career and academic interests. The student is expected to 
develop the internship opportunity with a firm or organization, 
and the School will provide an internship agreement .  This 
agreement identifies the problems to be researched, experience to 
be gained, and related readings to be accomplished. Monthly 
progress reports and other measures of achievement will be used 
to determine the grade. Not more than 2 hours of credit will be 
granted for a full month of internship, and not more than 8 hours 
of accumulated credit will be granted for the internships taken. 
The internship must be taken for a grade i f  used to meet oneof the 
required upper division business elective courses. Prerequisites: 
281, 282, 350; MATH 1 28, CSC! 220, (or equivalents); ECON 150; 
STAT 231; one additional course in the student's area of concen
tration. (2 or 4) 

393 STUDY ABROAD 
Credit is offered for PLU-sponsored academic or experiential 
study in other countries. Students may spend a summer, semester, 
interim term, or full academic year abroad. 

421 SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
Information systems analysis and design for management decision 
making. Emphasis is on the organiztion of the systems analysis 
and development process. Exercises and case studies deal with 
information analysis and with the logical specification of a project. 
Prerequisites: 281, 325 (may be concurrent); MATH 128, CSC! 220, 
(or equivalents). (4) 

428 SEMINAR IN MANAGMENT 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Exploration of current topics in the development and use of 
management information systems and decision support systems. 
Emphasis on information systems projects which are applicable to 
functional areas of business or government. Prerequisites: 281, 282, 
325, 380, 421; MATH 128 (orequivalent); CSC! 220 (or CSC! 144, 270, 
367). (4) 

435 BUSINESS LAW 
An in-depth study of the legal principles governing business 
entities and commercial transactions. Study includes transactions 
governed by the Uniform Commercial Code including sales, 
secured transactions, negotiable instruments and letters of credit, 

both in the u.s. and in international transactions. Among federal 
statutes studied are those dealing with securities, employment 
and antitrust as well as state laws on real estate, estates, trusts and 
wills. Junior standing. (4) 

450 PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS 
MANAGEMENT 

Study of key concepts, quantitative techniques, and practices 
applied by domestic and foreign management to the production of 
goods and services. Includes examination of facility design; work 
design and measurement; quality assurance techniques; and 
production planning, cont.rol, and scheduling methods. Prerequi
sites: 281, 350; MATH 1 28, CSC! 220 (or equivalents); ECON 150; 
STAT 231. (4) 

454 ORGANIZA TIONAL CHANGE AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

Examination of the need for change in organizations, using a 
diagnostic approach and employing appropriate strategies to  
develop human resources v i ta l  to  every organization's economic 
viability. Emphasis on developing the skills of an internal change 
agent with knowledge of evaluation methods and interventions 
that facilitiate planned change. Prerequisites: 281, 350, 354; ECON 
150; STAT 231. (4) 

455 BUSINESS POLICY 
Study of organizational administration from top management 
perspective. Formulation and execution of strategies and policies 
to integrate all management and business functions in support of 
organizational objectives. Implications of resource availability, 
technology, and t he economy; education, religion, ethics, and 
personal values; social responsibility; public policy; and inter
national relations for top management decisions. Includes compre
hensive case analyses. Required for business administration 
majors. Prerequisites: 281, 282, 350, 354, 364, 370; MATH 1 28, CSCI 
220, (or equivalents); ECON 150, STAT 231 . Senior standing. (4) 

456 HONORS SEMINAR 
Integrative capstone experience for senior students in business 
administration. Comprehensive case analysis and field study 
drawing on the student's knowledge of all business functions. 
Formulation of plans and policies reviewing relevant social, 
ethical, religious, economic, legal, and international issues. This 
Course can substitute for business policy, BUSA 455, but requires a 
higher grade point average. Prerequisites: 281, 282, 350, 354, 364, 
370; MATH 128, CSCl 220, (or equivalents); ECON 1 50; STAT 231 .  
Senior standing. (4) 

457 PRODUCTIVITY AND THE QUALITY OF 
WORK LIFE 

Examination of the sociotechnical determinants of organizational 
and individual productivity, with subsequent exploration of 
issues that affect quality of work life in service and manufacturing 
industries. Comparison of US. and foreign firms and cultures will 
provide reasons for differences in productivity and QWL. Pre
requisites: 281, 350, 354, 454; ECON 150; STAT 231. (4) 

458 ADVANCED HUMAN RESOURCE 
ADMINISTRA nON 

Detailed coverage of modern human resource procedures: job 
analysis, employee selection, training and career development, 
compensation, safety and health, labor relations. Review of the 
U.s. legal context of employment practices in other countries. 
Prerequisites: 281, 350, 354; ECON 1 50; STAT 231. (4) 

462 INVESTMENTS 
Emphasis on concepts, principles, and issues relating to individual 
securities: risk, return, and valuation of bonds, preferred stock, 
common stock, options, warrants, convertibles, and futures; 
determination and term structure of market interest rates; market 
transactions structure; capital market efficiency. PrerequiSites: 
281, 364; MATH 128, CSC! 220, (or equivalents); ECON 1 50; STAT 
231. (4) 

463 PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS AND 
MANAGEMENT 

The implications of modern investment theory for bond portfolio 
management. Emphasis on management of interest rate risk and 
clientele effects in the bond markets and on modern portfolio 
theory and its implication for individual investment decisions. 
Methods for evaluating portfolio performance. Description of 
existing equilibrium asset pricing models in finance. Prerequisites: 
281, 364, 462; MATH 1 28, CSCI 220, (or equivalents); ECON 150; 
STAT 231. (4) 
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464 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY 
An extension of the conceptual and analytical principles and 
procedures of managerial finance (valuation, capital budgeting, 
planning and control, growth strategies, financing strategies, 
leverage and capital structure theory), as well as treatment of 
selected special topics. Context is both mu�tinational and 
domestic. Extensive use of  computerized financial models and 
cases. Prerequisites: 281, 364; MATH 128, CSCl 220, (or equiva
lents); ECON 150; STAT 231. (4) 

465 INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT 

Analysis of direct and indirect international invest ments; inter
national regulatory environment; international money flows and 
capital markets; international risk. Prerequisites: 281, 364; MATH 
128; CSCI 220 (or equivalents); ECON 150; STAT 231; ECON 331 
(may be concurrent). (4) 

471 MARKETING RESEARCH AND 
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

Techniques and uses of marketing research in the business 
decision-making process. Emphasis on research design, various 
survey methods, research instruments, and sampling plans as 
they relate to marketing consumer products and services in 
domestic and international environments. Contemporary behav
ioral science concepts to be examined and incorporated in selected 
markeling projects. Prerequisites: 281, 370; MATH 1 28, CSCl 220, 
(or equivalents); ECON I SO; STAT 231 . (4) 

472 ADVERTISING AND SALES 
MANAGEMENT 

The role of promotion activities (advertising, persona� selling, 
sales promotion and publicity) in the domestic and international 
marketing of goods and services; analysis of target markets; 
developing market potentials; media selection; designing the 
promotional message; evaluation and control of the promotional 
mix. Prerequisites: 281, 370; MATH 128 (orequivalent); ECON I SO; 
STAT 231. (4) 

473 INDUSTRIAL MARKETING AND 
PURCHASING 

Analysis of the industrial buying and selling process in domestic 
and international business exchanges; purchasing policies and 
procedures; selection of sources of supply, including international 
sourcing; ethical standards; marketing problems of manufacturers 
and suppliers of industrial goods and services; developing and 
implementing domestic and global industrial marketing strategies. 
Prerequisites: 281, 370; MATH 128 (or equivalent); ECON I SO; 
STAT 231 .  (4) 

474 INTERNA TlONAL MARKETING 
Introduction to marketing problems and opportunities facing US. 
firms in an international marketing context. Covered are the 
changes necessary in marketing programs whenever business 
transactions cross international boundaries; the economic and 
cultural forces that make these changes necessary. Prerequisites: 
281, 370; MATH 1 28 (or equivalent); ECON 1 50, 331; STAT 231 .  (4) 

475 MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
Analytical approaches to the solution of domest ic, international, 
and multinational marketing problems. Developing strategies, 
planning, and administering comprehensive marketing programs; 
use of computer models; evaluation and control of marketing 
operations. Prerequisites: 281 370, two 400 level marketing courses; 
MATH 128; CSCl 220 (or equivalents); ECON 150; STAT 231. (4) 

483 INCOME TAXA nON 
Comprehensive study of income tax concepts. regulations, and 
tax planning principles. Emphasis on individual and business 
income taxation. Prerequisite: 281. (4) 

484 AUDITING 
Comprehensive study of auditing concepts and procedures; 
analysis of risk through the study and evaluation of internal 
controls, and through the study and evaluation of account 
balances; reporting of risk; review of the development and 
meaning of professional responsibility and ethics; review of 
operational auditing. Prerequisites: 281, 282, 380, 381, 382 (may be 
concurrent); MATH 128, CSCl 220, (or equivalents). (4) 

487 ACCOUNTING IN FORMA TlON 
SYSTEMS SEMINAR 

Contemporary development in accounting systems. Topics may 
include analysis anel design, controls, audit of computerized 
systems, and systems for large concerns. Prerequisites: 281, 282, 
380; MATH 128, CSCI 220, (or equivalents). (4) 

490 SEMINAR 
Seminar on specifically selected topics in business. Offered on 
demand. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. (4) 

491 DIRECTED STUDY 
Individual studies; readings on selected topics approved and 
supervised by the instructor. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. 
( 1 -4) 

501 FUNDAMENTALS OF ACCOUNTING 
AND FINANCE 

Fundamental assumptions, principles, and procedures underlying 
accounting; transaction analysis and the fundamental accounting 
model; matching of expenses with revenue; measurement and 
reporting of income statement and balance sheet accounts; 
consolidated statements; and accounting implications of basic 
international transactions. Theoretical framework for financial 
decisions; decision theory relative to working capital manage
ment, short and intermediate-term financing, capital investments 
and valuation, capital structure and dividend policy, long-term 
financing, and multinational financing and investing. (4) 

502 FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT 
AND MARKETING 

Principles and processes of administration. Techniques and func
tions of planning, organizing, directing, and controlling. The flows 
of goods and services in the economy; economic and behavioral 
approaches to the analysis of demand; the marketing functions in 
business firms. Determination of the marketing mix. An examina
tion of the cultural and economic implications of international 
business transactions on the management and marketing func
tions of U.S. firms. (4) 

505 MANAGEMENT USE OF COMPUTERS 
An introduction to computer systems and their uses by managers 
in industry. Topics include hardware components of micro and 
mainframe systems; current issues surrounding computer usage; 
use of application software to aid in managerial decision-making 
(wordprocessing, spreadsheets, data base packages, statistical 
packages); and elementary programming techniques. (4) 

520 PROGRAMMING FOR MANAGERS 
Computer programming including branching, looping, subscripts, 
input/output, character manipulation, subroutines, file manipula
tions, data storage and retrieval. Advanced work with software 
packages. Prerequisite: 505. (4) 

521 INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN 
Information systems development processes. Emphasis placed on 
the analysis and design of information systems for support of 
management decision making. Case studies and systems design 
projects focus on solutions to problems of systems design. 
Prerequisites: SOl, S05. (4) 

535 LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE 
MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

A survey of federal and state law affecting business decision
making. Areas covered include employment relations, consumer 
protection, investor protection, worker protection, environmental 
protection, and organizational and managerial liability. The 
purpose is to help prepare the student for imaginative and 
ethically responsible cit izenship and leadership roles in business 
and society, domestic and worldwide. (4) 

550 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND 
ENVIRONMENT 

The study of open sociotechnical systems within which a manager 
must operate. Three major perspectives are encompassed: the 
external organization environment, including legal, ethicaI, social, 
economic, political, and international influences; the organization 
itself as an entity; and the internal organization environment. 
Comparisons with administrative practices in other countries and 
cultures. Prerequisite: 502. (4) 

551 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
ln tensive study of key concepts, practices, and techniques applic
able to management of production of goods and services including 
work-fac ility-design, planning, scheduling, quality control, and 
materials management and advanced internationally competitive 
manufacturing practices. Organizational impacts of production 
systems. Case analyses used to address complex situations. 
Prerequisites: 502, 505, 550; ECON 500, 543. (4) 

553 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN 
MANAGEMENT 

Investigation of the roles of managers in modern society. The 
exploration may include, but is not limited to, the topics of 



corporate responsibility, ethical issues in management, the impact 
of technological change on organizations and society, and the 
challenges posed by international competition and management 
innovations in other countries. The workshop approach to these 
topics combines the use of cases, readings, d iscussions, and 
simulations. Prerequisite: 550. (4) 

554 PLANNED ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE 
Detailed examination of techniques for diagnosing administrative 
problems requiring change, and for planning, implementing, and 
evaluating changes undertaken through systematic programs of 
individual, group, and organization development. Emphasis on 
the problem assessment skills of internal change agents and on 
interventions aimed at structural changes, management training, 
and career development. Comparative organization development 
practices in other countries. Prerequisite: 550. (4) 

555 BUSINESS STRATEGY AND POLICY 
An integrated management approach based on decision-making 
analysis in complex cases and comprehensive field situations. 
Advanced readings and library research integrate concepts of 
management and business functions including consideration of 
legal, social, and internat ional aspects of the business environ
ment. Prerequisites: 551, 564, and 570, any one of which may be 
taken concurrently with 555. (4) 

561 INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND 
MANAGEMENT 

Analysis of the general problem of portfolio managemen t .  
Emphasis is  placed on the  application of investment theory in 
portfolio construction and risk management. Issues d iscussed 
include fundamental valuation, managing interest rate risk, option 
pricing, modern portfolio theory, and current equilibrium asset 
pricing models in finance. Prerequisites: 501; ECON 500, 543. (4) 

564 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
Analysis of optimal financial policies. Intensive investigation of 
the valuation process and its resulting impact on firm investment, 
financ.ing, and dividend policies. Discussion of the implications of 
international financing and investing activities. Extensive use of 
the case method. Prerequisites: 501, 505, ECON 504, 543. (4) 

570 MARKETING MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
Introduction to marketing strategy decisions in both domestic 
and international contexts; marketing resource allocation deci
sions in a competitive selling environment; marketing alternatives 
for both consumer and industrial goods and services. Prerequi
sites: 502, 505; ECON 504, 543. (4) 

582 ACCOUNTING INFORMATION AND 
CONTROl. 

Applications of accounting information, services, and systems to 
management problems. Impact on decision making by inter
national accounting pract ices. Prerequisites: 501, 505. (4) 

590 SPECIAL SEMINAR 
Selected advanced topics; offered on demand. (4) 

591 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Individual reading and studies on selected topics; minimum 
supervision after initial planning of student's work. Prerequisite: 
consent of instructor. ( 1 -4) 

593 THESIS 
Research study to meet Thesis Option requirement for elective in 
the M.BA degree program. (4) 

Chemi 
The history of civilization is inseparable from the 
history of chemistry. Everything that occurs in 
nature-from mental processes and behavior, to 
the furniture we live around, to the tools we use 
for work or play, to the problems of pollution-is 
chemically based. Chemistry seeks to understand 
the fundamental nature of matter, the changes in 
its composition, and the energy changes accompany
ing these changes. Use of this knowledge influences 
our lives in many profound ways. W hether inter
ested in the chemical profession itself, including 
biochemistry, polymer chemistry, radiation chem
istry, and other specialties, or in chemistry in 
conjunction with other fields such as business, 
the social sciences, and the humanities, students 
will have suitable programs available to meet 
their interests at PLU. Diversity in career plan
ning is a key concept in the chemistry depart
ment. Programs are available which are broadly 
applicable to the health, biological, physical, 
environmental, behavioral, and fundamental 
chemical sciences. 

The chemistry department's courses, curriculum, 
faculty, and facilities are approved by the American 
Chemical Society. The staff of eight persons with 
doctorates has composite expertise in virtually 
every field of pure and applied chemistry. The 
faculty are very active in basic and applied research, 
and most are also significantly involved in the 
community, applying their expertise to enhance 
the quality of life of the citizens. 

The department uses numerous scientific instru
ments in the laboratories. Such major research 
and teaching equipment includes: 300 MHz Fourier 
transfoml nuclear magnetic resonance, Fourier transfonn 
infrared, ultra-violet, visible, atomic absorption, emission, 
and electron spin resonance spectrometers; X-ray crystal
lographic diffractometer; gas and liq u id chromatographs; 
gas ch romatograph-mass spectrometer; precision refrac
tometer; dipolometer; short path distillation apparatus; 
scintillation counter; zone refiner; and a fluorometer. 

Faculty research projects involving student par
ticipation are in pro gress in many important fields 
of chemistry. Some of the areas are: polymer 
structure and properties, laser spectroscopy, toxicology of 
tribulytin, synthesis of heterocyclic compounds, chemical 
cleavage of lignin, environmental monitoring, structural 
and magnetic studies of inorganic complexes, organ ic 
kinetics, photochemical reactions, characterization of 
fungal enzymes, the role of nutrition ill health, and the 
biochemistry of drug actions. 

FAC[]LTY 
Tonn, Chair; Fryhle, Giddings, Huestis, Nesset, 
Swank, Waldow. 

Degrees in chemistry are the Bachelor of Arts and the 
Bachelor of Science for students wishing to structure their 
undergraduate education around a full chemistry major. The 
BA program is the minimum preparation suitable for further 
professional studies and is often combined with extensive study 
or a second major in an allied field. The B.s. program involves 
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additio�nal chemistry courses and serves both students going 
directly into employment on graduation and those going into 
graduate programs. It is offered with emphasis in chemistry, 
biochemistry, or chemical physics. The first option is an 
American Chemical Society certified program. The latter two 
options are offered in cooperation with the biology and physics 
departments for students wishing to work at the interfaces 
between chemistry and biology or physics. 

Students contemplating a major in chemistry are invited to 
discuss their in terests and plans with members of the chemistry 
faculty at  the earliest possible time. Opportunit ies for honors 
work in chemistry are described below. 

Students deciding to major in chemistry should officially 
declare their intent as soon as possible and not later than after 
having completed Chemistry 331 and after consultation with a 
faculty adviser in the chemistry department. Transfer students 
desiring to major in chemistry should consult a departmental 
adviser no later than the beginning of the junior year. 

The foreign language requirement of the College of Arts and 
Sciences should be met by Option I, preferably in German. 

The chemistry department considers computer usage to be an 
increasingly important tool in professional and personal activi
ties. Further, IJboratory work in the department places consider
able emphasis on computer use. Therefore, the department 
strongly recommends that a student planning to major in 
chemistry take at least one two-credit hour course in computer 
science. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: Chemistry 115, 116, 321, 331, 

332, 333, 334, 341, 342, 343, 460. Required supporting courses: 
Physics 153, 154, 163, 164; Math 151, 152. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MAJOR ( three alternatives): 
1. General-leads to American Chemical Society certification; 

Chemistry 115, 1 1 6, 321, 331, 332, 333, 334, 341, 342, 343, 344, 

405 or 450 or 456, 410, 435, 460; Physics 153, 154, 163, 164; 

Math 151, 152. For American Chemical Society certification, 
450 and either 405, 456, or Cooperative Education 476 are 
required. 

2. Biochemistry emphasis: Chemistry 1 15, 116, 321, 331, 332, 333, 

334, 341, 343, 403, 405, 410, 435, 460; Biology 161, 162, 323; four 
hours seJected from Biology 326, 328, 331, 346, 359, 385,407, 

441 or Chemistry 342; Physics 153, 1 5'l 163, 164; Math 151, 
152. 

3. Chemical-physics emphasis: Chemistry 1 1 5, 116, 331, 332, 333, 

334, 341, 342, 343, 344, 460; Physics 153, 154, 163, 164, 331, 332, 

336, 356; Math 151, 152, 253. 

Generalized Chemistry Curriculum for the B.S. Degree 

FALL 

Freshman ( ] )  
Chem 115 

Math 1 5 1  

Physics 1 53, or Biology 161 

for biochemistry emphasis (2) 

Optional fourth course (3) 

PE 100 or activity 

Sophomore 
Chern. 331, 333 

Physics 1 53 or Biology 161 (2) 

Two additional courses 

Junior 
Chern. 341, 343 

Chern. 321 

Core coursers) 
Electives 

Senior 
Chern. 460 

Electives 

SPRING 

Chern. 1 1 6  

Math 152 

Physics 1 54 or Biology 162 (2) 

(or core course) 
PE 100 or activity 

Chern . . ,32, 334 

Physics 1 54 or Biology 162 (2) 

Two additional courses 

Chern. 342, 344 

Chern. 410 

Core coursers) 
Electives 

Chern. 435 

Electives 

(1) Refer to the Division of Natural Sciences section of this 
catalog for other beginning curriculum options. 

(2) The department stresses the importance of taking physics 
during either the freshman year or the sophomore year. This 
permits a better understanding of chemistry and enables a 
student to complete degree requirements with no schedul
ing difficult ies in the jun ior and senior years. Students 
interested in the Bachelor of Science with biochemistry 
emphasis should plan to take biology in the alternate year. 

(3) Students desiring to fulfill the College of Arts and Sciences 
foreign la.nguage requirement under Option I, or who desire 
to altain or maintain a language proficiency, should take a 
language course as part of their optional courSe selections. 

DEPARTMENTAL HONORS: In recognition of oustanding 
work, t he designation with Departmelltal HOllars may be granted 
by vote of the faculty of the chemistry department, based on 
the student's performance in these areas: 
0) Course work: The grade point average in chemistrv courses 

must be at least 3.50. 
' 

(2) Written work. From the time a student declares a major in 
chemistry, copies of outstanding work (e.g., laboratory, semi
nar, and research reports) will be kept for later summary 
evaluation. 

(3) Oral commu llicatioll. Students must evidence ability to com
municate effectively as indicated by the sum of their partici
pation in class discussions, seminars, help session leader
ship, and teaching assistantship work. 

(4)  Illdepelldent chemistry-rclatru activities. Positive considerations 
include the extent and quality of extracurricular work done 
in background reading, independent study, and research; 
assisting in laboratory preparation, teaching, or advising; 
any other chemistry-related employment, on campus or 
elsewhere; and participation in campus and professional 
chemistry-related organizations. 

The departmental honors designation will appear on a 
graduating chemistry major's transcript. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: Students interested 
in this degTee develop their chemistry program through the 
department in conjunction with the School of Education. See 
School of Education section. 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: Students interested in pursu
ing studies in chemical engineering should see the course out
line in t he Engineering section of this catalog. The department 
chair should be consulted for assignment of a program adviser. 

MINOR: 22 semester hours, including 1 1 5, 116, 321, 331, 332, 

333, and 334, completed with grades of C or higher. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
104 ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY 
Basic principles of chemical structure and reactions, with applica
tions to human activitjes and the n.atural environment. No 
prerequisite; students without high school chemistry are encour
aged to take 104 before taking 105 or 1 1 5. Also suitable for 
environ mental studies, general science teac hers, B.A. in earth 
sciences, and general university core requirements or College of 
Arts and Sciences option III. I (4) 

105 CHEMISTRY OF LIFE 
Organic and biochemistry pertinent to chemical processes in the 
h uman organism; suitable for liberal arts students, nursing 
students, and prospective teachers. Students who have not 
completed high school chemistry should take 104 before taking 
105. I I  (4) 

1 1 5, 1 1 6  GENERAL CHEMISTRY 
First semester topics include the structure of matter, atomic and 
molecular theory, states of matter and quantitative relationships. 
Second semester topics include kinetics, chemical equilibrium, 
thermochemistry, study of the elements grouped according to the 
periodic table, radio-chemistry, and inorganic qualitative analysis. 
Designed primarily for students who want to major in chemistry, 
biology, engineering, geology, or physics. Students interested in 
health sciences should refer to the Preprofessional Programs 
section of this catalog. High school chemistry required. Students 
with nO high school chemistry or weak mathematical background 
should take 104 before this course. Corequisite: MATH 140. 

Prerequisite: 115 or 116; 1 for 1 15, II for 1 16. (4, 4) 

210 NUTRITION, DRUGS, AND THE 
INDIVIDUAL 

An introduction to basic metabolic interactions, general endocrin
ology, mind and body in terachons, and roles of drugs in modifying 
biological and behavioral functions. Nutrition topics include food 
prepara tion, "the balanced meal philosophy," nutritional myths, 
the effects of stress, environmental and societaJ influences on diet. 
Prerequisites: one year of h.igh school chemistry or equivalent 
suggested. Meets general university core requirements. I (4) 

321 ANAL YTiCAL CHEMISTRY 
Chemical methods of quantitative analysis, including volumetric, 
gravimetric, and selected instrumental methods. Prerequisites: 
116 and MATH 140. 1 (4) 

331, 332 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
An interpretation of I' -operties and reactions of aliphatic and 
aromatic compounds on the basis of current chemical theory. 
Prerequisite: 116. Corequisites: 333, 334. I II (4, 4) 
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333, 334 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
LABORATORY 

Reactions and conv('ntional and modern techniques of synthesis, 
separation, and analysis of organic compounds. Must accompany 
"'11, 332. 1 11 n, 1 )  

336 ORGANIC SPECIAL PROJECTS 
LABORATORY 

Individual projects emphasizing current professional-level 
methods of synt h('sis and property determination of organic 
compounds. This course is an alternative to 334 and typically 
requires somewhat more time commitment. Students who wish to 
prepare for careers in chemistry or related areas should apply for 
departmental approval of their admission to this course. 

341 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
A study of the r('\ationship between the energy content of 
systems, work, and th(' physical and chemical properties of 
matter. Topics include classical and statistical thermodynamics, 
thermochemistry, solution properties, and phase equilibria. Pre
requisites: CHEM l i S, MATH 152, PHYS 154. I (4) 

342 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
A study of the physical properties of atoms, molecules and ions, 
and their correlation with structure. Topics include classical and 
modern quantum mechanics, bonding theory, atomic and molecu
lar structure, spectroscopy, and chemical kinetics. Prerequisites: 
CHEM 1 1 5, MATH 1 52, PHYS 154. 11 (4) 

343, 344 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
LABORATORY 

Experiments in thermodynamics, solution behav ior, and molecu
lar structure designed toacguaint students with instrumentation, 
data handling, correlations with theory, and data reliability. 
Computer usage is encouraged. Corequisite or  prerequisite: 341, 
342, 343 or consent of instructor required for 344. I II (1, 1 )  

403 BIOCHEMISTRY 
An overview, including biochemical structure, mechanisms of 
reactions, metabolism, genetics, and the biochemistry of the cell. 
Majors are encouraged to take both 403 and 405 for a more 
complete understand.ingofbiochemistry. Also for B.A. majors and 
non-majors in terested in biochemistry as a supporting field of 
knowledge. Laboratory designed to stimulate creativity and 
problem-solving abilities through the use of modern biochemical 
techniques. Prerequisites: 332, 334. I (4) 

405 BIOCHEMISTRY 
A study of chemical reactions and struct ures in living cells. Topics 
include enzyme kinetics and mechanisms of catalysis, metabolism, 
and biochemical genetics. Concepts introduced in Physical Chem
istry and Biochemistry will be applied in this course. Designed for 
students interested in graduate school or research. Prerequisites: 
332, 334, 341 andlor 342 or permission, 40:1. II (2) 

410 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH 
A course designed to introduce the student to laboratory research 
techniques, use of the chemical literat ure, including computerized 
litemture searching, research proposal and report writing. 
Emphasis on the student developing and mak ing progress on an 

independent chemical research problem chosen in consultation 
with a member of the chemistry faculty. Students will attend 
seminars as part of the course requirement. Corequisite: 342. I ( 1 )  

435 INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS 
Theory and practice of instrumental methods along with basic 
electronics. Special emphasis placed on elect ronics, spectrophoto
metric, radiochemical. and mass spectrometric methods. Prerequi
sites: 321, 34 1 andlor 342, 343. 11 (4) 

440 ADV ANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Students will develop a repertoire of synthetic methodology and a 
general  un derstanding of a varie t y  of orga n i C  react i o n  
mechanisms. Topics may include, for example, synthetic organic 
strategies and design, the analysis of classic and recent total 
syntheses from the literature, and advanced applications of 
instrumentation in organic chemistry. Prerequisite: 332. n (2) 

450 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Techniques of structural determination (lR, UV, VIS, NMR, X-ray, 
EPR), bonding principles, non-metal compounds, coordination 
chemistry, organometallics, donorlacceptor concepts, reaction 
pathways and biochemical applications are covered. Laboratory 
includes synthesis and an in-depth exploration of the physical 
properties of non-metal, coordination and organometallic com
pounds. Prerequisites: 331, 332, 341; corequisite 342. aly II (3) 

456 POL YMERS AND BIOPOL YMERS 
A course presenting the fundamentals of polymer synthesis, 
solution thermodynamic properties, molecular characterization, 
molecul�r weight distribut ions. and solution kinetics. Free radical. 
condensation, ionic, and biopolymer systems are covered, with 
illustrated applications taken from the medical. engineering. and 
chemical fields. The one-credit laboratory examining polymer 
synthesis through experiments is optional. Prerequisite: 341; 
corequisite, 342. a/y II (3) 

460 SEMINAR 
Presentat ion by students of knowledge gained by personal library 
or laboratory research, supplemented with seminars by practicing 
scientists. Participation of all senior chemistry majors is required 
and �11 other chemistry-oriented students are encouraged to  
participate. Seminar program will be  held d u ring the  entire year 
but credit will be awarded in the spring semester. I II ( 1 )  

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Library andlor laboratory study oftopics not included in regularly 
offered courses. Proposed project must be approved by depart
ment chair and supervisory responsibility accepted by an instruc
tor. May be taken more than once. I II ( 1, 2, or 4) 

497 RESEARCH 
Experimental or theoretical investigation open to upper division 
students with consent of department chair. May be taken more 
than once. Generally consists of an expanded study of the research 
project developed in 490. I II 0, 2 or 4)  

597, 598 GRADUATE RESEARCH 
Open to master's degree candidates only. Prerequisite: consent of 
department chair. I II (2-4) 

Chinese Studies 
The Chinese Studies program is an interdis
ciplinary program which is designed to provide 
students interested in China a broad foundation 
in Chinese language, culture, and history, and an 
opportunity to focus on the religious-philo
sophical world view and the economic structure 
of China. The program requires that major and 
minor students complete coursework in at least 
three different disciplines: Chinese language, 
history, and anthropology, with optional work in 
religion, business administration, and, for 
applicable students, integrated stud ies. 

Students who participate in the university's 
China exchange programs (currently at the 
Chengdu University of Science and Technology, 
Tunghai University, and Zhongshan University) 
may request that credits earned through these 
programs be counted toward the major or minor. 
With the approval of the program d irector, 
selected interim, summer, and experimental 
courses may be included in the major or minor. 
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FACULTY 
A committee of faculty administers this program: 
Clausen, Director; Barnowe, Giddings, Guldin, 
Hua. 

BACHElOR Of ARTS MAJOR: 36 semester hours (24 
required, 12 elective); students must take at least one Chinese 
history course. 

Required Courses: (24 semester hours) 
Anthropology 343 - East Asian Cultures 
Chinese 101 - Elementary Chinese 
Chinese 102 - Elementary Chinese 
Chinese 201 - Intermediate Chinese 
Chinese 202 - Intermediate Chinese 

Senior seminar, project, or internship - selected in 
consultation with the Chinese Studies program director. 
(Possible choices for a senior seminar include History 496 and, 
for students in the Integrated Studies Program, Integrated 
Studies 351.) 

Electives: (! 2 semester hours) 
Anthropology 345 - Contemporary Chinese Culture 
Business Administration 340 - International Busi.ness (') 
Chinese 351 - Composition and Conversation 
Chinese 371 - Chinese Literature in Translation 
History 338 - Modern China 

History 339 - Revolutionary China 
History 496 - Seminar: The Third World (NY on China) ( .. ) 
Religion 132 - Religions of East Asia 
Religion 390 - Studies in the History of Religions: 

Philosph ical-Religious Traditions of China (NY) (" ) 
Integrated Studies 351 - Integrated Studies Seminar (') 

MINOR: 20 semester hours (8 required, 12 elective). 

Required Courses: (8 semester hours in Chinese language) 
Chinese 101 - Elementary Chinese 
Chinese 102 - Elementary Chinese 
(Or one equivalent year of university level Chinese, upon 

approval of the program director) 

Electives: (12 semester hours. from at least two addit ional 
departments. 

Anthropology 345 - Contemporary Chinese Culture 
Chinese 371 - Chinese Literature in Translation 
History 338 - Modern China 
History 339 - Revolutionary China 
Religion 390 - Studies in the History of Religion: 

Philosophical-Religious Traditions of China (AIY) ( .. ) 

, Business Administration 340 and Integrated Studies 351 may 
count for program credits only when the individual student's 
course project is focused on China and is appra[Jed by the program 
director. 

History 496 and Religion 390 may be counted taward program 
requirements when these courses /rxus specifically upon China. 

College 0 Arts 
and Sciences 
Division of Humanities 
English 
Languages 
Philosophy 
Religion 

Division of Natural Sciences 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Computer Science 
Earth Sciences 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
Physics 

Division of Social Sciences 
Anthropology 
Economics 
History 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Social Work and Marriage and Family Therapy 
Sociology 

Degrees Offered 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Science 

MAJOR REQUIREMENT 
A major is a sequence of courses in one area, usually in one 

department. A major should be selected by the end of the 
sophomore year. The choice must be approved by the department 
chair (or in case of special academic programs, the program 
coordinator). Major requirements are specified in this catalog. The 
quality of work must be 2.00 or better. D grades may be counted 
toward graduation but not toward a major. 

Recognized majors are: 

Anthmpology 
Applied Physics 
Art 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Chinese Studies 
Classics 
Communication 
Computer Engineering 
Computer Science 
Earth Sciences 
Economics 
Electrical Engineering 
Engineering Science (3-2) 
English 
French 
German 

History 
Honors 
Legal Studies 
Mathematics 
Music 
Norwegian 
Philosophy 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Religion 
Scandinavian Area Studies 
Social Work 
Sociol'ogy 
Spanish 
Theatre 

Not more than 40 semester hours earned in one department 
may be applied toward the bachelor's degree in the College. 



COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES REQUIREMENTS 
In addition to meeting entrance requjrements and general 

university requirements, candidates in the College must meet the 
requirements of Option I,  II ,  or 1II: 

I. 16 semester hours in one foreign language' 
II. 8 semester hours in one foreign language' 

4 semester hours in history, literature, or language (must be 
a different language or intennediate level of the language 
used in line 1 )  
4 semester hours i n  logic, math (except MATH 9 1  and 99), 
computer science, or statistics 

I I I. 4 semester hours in history, literature, or language 
4 semester hours in social science, which may include 
geography 
4 semester hours in natural science, excluding math, com
puter science, and geography 
4 semester hours in logic, math/computer science (except 
MATH 91 and 99) or statistics 

'Option I may be sat isfied by four years of high school study in 
one foreign language. If students have less than four years, 
placement and credit should be determined by examination. 
Freshmen planning to continue in a foreign language begun in 

high school should take the College Board Placement Test offered 
during orientation. (This test is required of those freshmen who 
plan to study German, French, or Spanish.) Continuation of a 
foreign language should not be deferred. 

Students with 2-3 years of high school language who wish to 
continue should register for the second year course. Students may 
receive credit for any language course in which they are placed 
without regard to high school credit. Final decision of placement is 
made by the Department of Languages. Students may not receive 
credit if they voluntarily select a course level lower than that in 
which the department places them. 

The foreign language requirement in Option II may be met by 
satisfactory scores on a proficiency examination or by more than 
two years of high school work in a single language. Two years are 
sufficient if the grade point average for the total units in that 
language is 3.00. 

Candidates for the B.A. in English, or for the BA in Education 
with concentration in English, must meet Option I. 

No course will be allowed to meet both general university 
req uirements and College of Arts and Sciences requirements. 
Where possible, courses taken to fulfill such requirements shall be 
in different are,lS. 

Communication 
and Theatre 

The faculty o f  the Department of Communication 
and Theatre is committed to a philosophical 
perspective on communication as the process by 
which shared understandings are created be
tween audiences through the use of symbols. 
Implicit within this understanding is agreement 
upon the assumption that people interact with 
one another for the purpose of achieving out
comes, and that this interaction is accomplished 
through a variety of media. 

Teaching must balance the need to prepare 
students with specific skills as com municators 
with the need to locate the learning of those skills 
in the broader context of the liberal arts tradition. 
We strive to produce students who have mastered 
the competencies demanded in their field of com
munication study. We also endeavor to insure 
that our students have an appreciation of all 
aspects of the communication spectrum as well as 
a broader understanding of the process by which 
shared meanings are created. 

Within the Department of Communication and 
Theatre, five distinct, yet interrelated areas of 
human communication may be explored: broad
casting, interpersonal communication, jo urnalism, 
public relations, and theatre. Students majoring in 
any of these areas articulate and test their ideas, 
develop their individual abilities, and gain compe
tence in various strategies for improving effective 
communication. They acquire knowledge and 
skills that apply to nearly every aspect of their 
private and publiC lives. 

Career prospects for students trained in com 
munication and theatre are excellent. A person's 
career may ultimately turn o ut to be quite differ
ent from what was originally anticipated, of 
course, but in a rapidly changing world, certain 
fundamental sk ills and resources are necessary 
for adaptation and success. As the work environ
ment in the coming decades becomes increasingly 
oriented toward communications, it will be 
critically important for students to have the 
ability to co mmunicate clearly and effectively, 
both orally and in writing. Those who major or 
minor in one of the communication arts will be 
far ahead of their contemporaries who neglect to 
prepare for the world of tomorrow. 

FACULTY 
Bartanen, Chair; Becvar, Ewart, Harney, Inch, 
Morgan, Parker, Rowe, Spicer, Wills, Wilson. 

CORE REQUIREMENT: Only the following courses from 
Communication and Theatre may be used to meet the general 
university core requirement in the arts: lSI, 160, 162, 163, 241, 
358, 359, 363, 364, 458. 

COMMUNICATION CORE SEQUENCE 
Broadcast, journalism, interpersonal communication, and 

public relations majors must take an initial core of courses as 
follows: 123, 271, 283, and 333. NOTE: 123, Z71, and 333 must be 
taken in the sequence listed. They cannot be taken concurrently. 
A student may take 283 concurrently wit h 271 or 333. 

DECLARATION OF MAJOR 
Students who want to declare a communication major with 

an emphasis in broadcasting. interpersonal communication, 
journalism, or public relations: 
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1. Will, at the time of declaration, have a cumulative grade point 

average of at  least 2.5. 
2. Will have successfully completed the Communication Core 

(123, 27L 283, and 333) with a grade pOint average of 2.5 or 
higher. Transfer students will be given the opportunity to 
pass a pre-test on material taught in 123, 271, and 283. 333 
will be required of all transfer students regardless of their 
performance on the pre-test examinations for the other three 
courses. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 40 semester hours in any of 
the areas of concentration: 
1. Broadcasting-Required Courses: 123, 271, 283, 333, 373, 374, 

378, and 381, plus 8 additional hours from 300 and 400 level 
communication courses selected after consultation with 
adviser. Requjred supporting areas: 4 hours each in 
economics, his tory, and political science plus 8 additional 
hours in one of those areas. Students must earn a grade of B 
in 283 or have the instructor's permission in order to advance 
in the sequence. 

2. Interpersonal Communication-Required Courses: 123, 271, 
283, 333, 328, 330, 437, plus 12 additional hours from 300 and 
400 level communication courses selected after consultation 
with adviser. 

3. Journalism-Required Courses: 123, 271, 283, 333, 380, 381, 384, 
480, plus 8 additional hours from 300 and 400 level 
communication courses selected after consultation with 
adviser. Required supporting areas: 4 hours each in 
economics, history, and political science plus 8 additional 
hours in one of those areas. Students must earn a grade of B 
in 283 or have the instructor's permission in order to advance 
in the sequence. 

4. Public Relations-Required Courses: 123, 271, 283, 333, 385, 435, 
plus 16 additional hours from 300 and 400 level 
communication courses selected after consultation with 
adviser. 

5. Theatre-ActinglDirecting Emphasis-Required Courses: 151,  
160, 225, 250, 352, 357, 363, 364, 425, plus 6 hours from 
communication and theatre courses in consultation with 
adviser. 

6. Theatre-Design/Technical Emphasis-Required Courses: 
151, 160, 225, 250 or 454, 352, 356, 363, 364, 425, 452 or 453, plus 
6 hours from communication and theatre courses in 
consultation with adviser. 

In addition to requirements listed above, candidates for the 
BA degree must meet the option requirements in  the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS MAJOR: At least 54 semester 
hours in any of the two areas of concentration: 

Broadcasting-Required Courses: 123, 271, 333, 283, 373, 374, 
378, and 381, plus 22 hours selected in consultation with adviser. 

Theatre-Acting/Directing Emphasis-Required Courses: 123, 
151, 241, 250, 352, 357, 363, 364, 454, plus 1 8  hours selected in 
consultation with adviser. 

Theatre-Design/Technical Emphasis-Required Courses: 151, 
225, 250 or 454, 352, 356, 363, 364, 425, 452 or 453, plus 18 hours 
selected in consultation with adviser. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: See School o f  
Education. 

MINORS 
Interpersonal Communication: 20 semester hours, including 

123, 333, 437, plus 8 hours from 300 and 400 level communica
tion courses selected in consultation with adviser. 

Public Relations: 20 semester hours, including 123, 271, 283, 
385, plus 4 hours from 400 level communication courses selected 
in consultation with adviser. 

Theatre: 20 semester hours, including 151, 160, 241, 250, plus 4 
hours from communication and theatre courses selected in 
consultation with adviser. 

The Dance Minor is cross-referenced with the School of 
Physical Education. See the description of that minor under 
Physical Education. 

The Pub.lishing and Printing Arts Minor is cross-referenced 
with the Department of English. See the description of that 
minor under English. 

COURSE OFFERINGS
Communication 
123 FUNDAMENTALS OF HUMAN 

COMMUNICATION 
Foundations Course that introduces the student to a variety of 
communication contexts. Emphasizes three areas: communication 
concepts, interpersonal communicat ion, and public speaking. I 11 
(4) 

225, 425 COMMUNICATION PRACTICUM 
One semester hour credit may be earned each semester, but only 4 
semester hours may be used to meet university requirements. 
Students put classroom theory to practical application by indi
vidually completing a project relating to an aspect of communica
tion. An instructor in the area of interest must approve the project 
and agree to provide guidance. I 11. 

234 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH IN 
COMMUNICA TION 

The study of methods of gathering, interpreting, and evaluating 
data in the study of human communication. Both quantitative and 
qualitative research methods. (2) 

271 MASS MEDIA 
Survey of the mass media. History, organization, and mechanics of 
print and broadcast media. Role of mass communication in 
developing the political, social, and economic fabrics of a demo
cratic society. Analysis of the journalist's audience, journalistic 
vocations, and social and legal responsibilities of the media. 
Prerequisite: 123. II (4) 

283 NEWS WRITING 
Basic news and feature writing for print and broadcast media with 
special attention to  clarity, accuracy, and deadlines. Most writing 
done in class under deadline. Techniques of interviewing and 
fact-gathering. News staff organization and procedures. Pre
requisite: 123. I,ll (4) 

321 THE BOOK IN SOCIETY 
See English 321. (4) 

322 PUBLISHING PROCEDURES 
See English 322. (4) 

324 NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 
Focus on the nonverbal aspects of communication within the 
framework of interpersonal inkraction. Prerequisite: 123 or con
sent of instructor. (2) 

326 GROUP COMMUNICATION 
Survey and analysis of small group communication theory and 
research. II (4) 

328 ARGUMENTATION 
The study of reason-giving in social decision-making. Analysis of 
the genres, forms, and techniques of arguers. Particular emphasis 
is given to studying academic, legal, and public policy debates. 
1 (4)  

330 PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Focus on a variety of speaking situations and presentational 
methods. Topics vary according to the skill level of course 
participants. Potential topics include audience analysis, technical 
reporting, using visual aids, and persuasion. Open to both majors 
and non-majors. I II (4) 

333 FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNICATION 
THEORY 

An introduction to the theoretical concepts and research tools of 
interpersonal and mass communication research. Prerequisites: 
123, 271, or consent of instructor. I I.I (4) 

373 AUDIO PRODUCTION 
Elements of audio production; analysis of program design, script
ing, and production tools and techniques. Lecture and laboratory. 
Prerequisite: 283 or consent of instructor. (4 )  

374 VIDEO PRODUCTION 
Analysis and application of program design, writing and produc
tion tools and techniques. Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite: 
283 or consent of instructor. (4) 

378 BROADCAST JOURNALISM 
Techniques of broadcast journalism. Applications of news gat her� 
ing, writing, and reporting in a broadcast context. News and 
feature assignments using broadcast equipment in the field and 
studio. Prerequisite: 374. (4) 



380 NEWSPAPER EDITING, LAYOUT, 
AND DESIGN 

Selection and editing of news copy and headline writing. Selection, 
sizing, and cropping of photos. Functions of layout. Principles of 
newspaper design and their practical applications. Prerequisite: 
283. (4) 

381 MEDIA LAW AND PRINCIPLES 
The theory and application of law in news gathering, publishing, 
and broadcasting. (4) 

384 ADVANCED NEWS REPORTING 
Reporting of politics and police, courts and other governmental 
functions. Investigative reporting and writing. Blend of field trips 
and writing exercises. Prerequisite: 283. (2) 

385 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC 
RELATIONS 

Introduction to the theory, research, and practical aspects of 
public relations. Problem-solving toward creating shared under
standings between profit and non-profit organizations and their 
various constituencies. Strong emphasis on writing. Prerequisite: 
Completion of communication core (123, 271, 283, 333) and a grade 
of B- or higher in 283 or consent of instructor. I II (4) 

388 EDITORIAL WRITING 
Research and writing of editorials and commentaries for news
papers and broadcast. Function of the editorial and editorial pages 
in the news media. Prerequisite: 283. (2) 

390 ETHICS IN COMMUNICATION 
Starting from basic principles of moral philosophy, students 
explore ethical issues involving those engaged in communications 
professions, such as journalism, public relations, broadcasting, 
and advertising, both from the standpoint of the individual and 
from that of the profession. Class discussion centers on case 
studies as students learn to recognize ethical dilemmas and create 
strategies for dealing with them. II (4) 

435 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION 
Communication systems and studies within formal organizations. 
Focus on theory and research of informational and directive 
communication as related tochannels, structures, status, involve
ments, morale, and leadership. Prerequisite: 333 or consent of 
instructor. (4) 

436 PERSUASION 
Analysis and evaluation of the d imensions of persuasion in 
communication emphasizing contemporary theoretical models 
and research. Investigation of how research and models may be 
applied in contemporary settings. Prerequisite: 333 or consent of 
instructor. (4) 

437 ADVANCED INTERPERSONAL 
COMMUNICATION 

The study of the theories, concepts, and applications of communi
cation at  the dyadic level. How people interact at  this level and 
how the qualities of those interactions influence their communi
cation competence and success. Prerequisite: 333 or consent of 
instructor. (4) 

438 ADVANCED PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Through case studies, students examine current issues in public 
relations research and practice. Emphasis on research models, 
issues management, influence of organizational culture on the 
public relations function, and public relations management. 
Prerequisite: 385, or consent of instructor. (4) 

450 WORKSHOP IN EFFECTIVE PUBLIC 
SPEAKING 

Audience analysis, topic selection, organization of ideas for 
various audiences, types of speeches, use of visual aids, and 
delivery. Designed for both novices and those who have had some 
experience as speakers. A week-long series of lectures, discussions, 
readings, exercises, and practical applications to help participants 
become more comfortable and effect ive as speakers. (2) 

475 ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTION 
Producing, scripting, directing, performing and evaluatingsophis
ticated audio and video programming. Prerequisite: 374. (4) 

480 IN-DEPTH AND 
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING 

Group reporting in depth on a single issue. Students select the 
subject, organize the staff, research and interview, provide illus
trations, edit copy, and lay out the completed work. Submission of 
students' work to the Mast for possible publication. Prerequisites: 
380, 384. (4) 

485 INTRADISCIPLINARY 
PERSPECTIVES IN COMMUNICATION 

A seminar to acquaint senior level communication arts majors 
with the relationship of communication theory, mass communica
t ion, and theatre as parts of the discipline of human communica
tion. Limited to 16s tudents who have completed the bulk of their 
major requirements. Discussion of research and philosophical 
issues common to the three areas. Students complete a research 
paper covering some application of the intradisciplinary nature of 
communication. (4) 

491, 492, 493 SPECIAL STUDIES IN 
COMMUNICA TION 

Investigations or research in area of special interest not covered by 
regular courses; open to qualified junior or senior students. A 
student should not begin registration for independent study until 
the specific area for investigation has been approved by a 
departmental sponsor. (1-4) 

596-598 RESEARCH IN 
COMMUNICATION 

For graduate students only. (1 -4) 

COURSE OFFERINGS
Theatre 
151 STAGE TECHNOLOGY 
Basic theory and procedure of all backstage elements in the 
theatre, costumes, scenery, props, lights, makeup, and manage
ment. 1 (4) 

160 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE 
Study of both practical and theoretical aspects of theatre. Exposure 
to theatre and its numerous offshoots (e.g., film, television, rock 
concerts) through audience participation and personal contact. 
Development of heightened awareness and appreciation of what 
makes for good theatre. (4) 

162 HISTORY OF AMERICAN FILM 
Concentrates on the development and growth of the motion 
picture in the United States from 1895 to the present. Emphasis on 
the film director, whose implementation of film technique and 
theorv serves as the formative artistic force in the cinema. Societal 
influ';nces such as economic factors, publiC attitudes and mores, 
and political positions reflected in t he United States throughout 
the past 75 years, which provide the film media with shape and 
thematic focus, will provide parallel points of reference. (4) 

163 HISTORY OF THE FOREIGN FILM 
Concentrates on the development and growth oi international 
film. Societal influences such as economic factors, public attitudes 
and mores, and political positions reflected in the world through. 
out the past 75 years. (4) 

225, 425 THEATRE PRACTICUM 
One semester hour credit may be earned each semester, but only 4 
semester hour, may be used to meet university requirements. 
Students put classroom theory to practical application by indi
vidually completing a project relating to an aspect of theatre. An 
instructor in the area of interest must approve the project and 
agree to provide guidance. I 11. 

241 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF 
LITERATURE 

The art of communicating the essence of a piece of literature to an 
audience; interpreting it experientially, logically. and emohonally. 
Individual and group performance. I II (4) 

250 FUNDAMENTALS OF ACTING 
An examination of the work of actors and actresses, their natural 
and learned skills; exercises in memory, imagination, and observa
tion; improvisations and scenes from modern plays. (4) 

351 ST AGE MAKEUP 
Specialized work in planning and application techniques from 
straight makeup through aging, three dimensional, and special 
effects. (4) 

352 ST AGE MANAGEMENT 
All of the facets of managing a theatrical production: planning, 
scheduling, rehearsal process, documentat ion, and interpersonal 
relationships. (4) 

356 STAGE LIGHTING 
Stage lighting from the basic development of electricity and 
lighting instruments to the complete design of lighting a show. II  
(4) 
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357 INTERMEDIATE ACTING, 
THE ACTOR AT WORK 

Study of the actor on today's stage. Work on the analysis and 
performance of the modern realistic play. Practical experience in 
the art of the actor through performance of scenes from plays of 
the modern theatre, emphasis on the importance of play analysis 
by the actor, and examination of current acting theory. Prerequi
site: 250. (4) 

358 ADVANCED ACTING 
Study of the work of an actor; character analysis and embodiment, 
using scenes from plays; includes styles of acting as defined by 
historical period. Prerequisite: 357. I I  (4) 

359 ACTING FOR THE NON-ACTOR 
Study of the actor's craft and the implementation of theory. 
SpecificaUy designed for those who have nourished a curiosity to 
explore the art of acting but have been intimidated by a lack of 
k nowledge or prior experience. Introduction of acting theory to 
those who have never participated in any theatrical endeavor. 
Emphasis on individual awareness and interest. Not open to 
theatre majors or minors. (4) 

363 HISTORY OF THE THEATRE: 
AESCHYLUS THROUGH TURGENIEV 

Theatre as it evolved from its primitive origin through representa
tive societies; Ancient Greece, Rome, Renaissance, modem Euro
pean and American. Emphasis on religious, philosophical, and 
political thought as reflected in the drama of each period. I (4) 

364 HISTORY OF THE THEATRE: 
IBSEN THROUGH TO THE PRESENT 

(See description for 363.) II (4) 

452 SCENIC DESIGN 
Development of artistic and technical abilities in the field of scenic 
design incorporating many periods and styles as well as prepara
tion of models, renderings, and draftings. (4) 

453 COSTUME DESIGN 
Development of artistic and technical abilities in the field of 
costume design incorporating history, patterns, and renderings. 
(4) 

454 PLA Y DIRECTION 
The role of the director, historically and critically; an intensive 
study t hat is both practical and theoretical in its approach to the 
art of the play director. Study of many different directing 
phi losophies. Each student is required to direct scenes from plays 
representative of all periods of theatre history. A final project, 
consisting of a contemporary scene, will culminate the course. 
Prerequisites: 151, 250, and junior status. II (4) 

458 CREATIVE DRAMA TICS 
Designed to acquaint the student with materials, techniques, and 
theories of creative dramatics. Students participate in creative 
dramatics. Intended for elementary and junior high school teach
ers or prospective teachers, theatre majors, religious leaders, 
youth  and camp counselors, day care workers, social and psycho
logical workers, and community theatre leaders interested in 
working with children. S (4) 

491, 492, 493 SPECIAL STUDIES IN THEATRE 
Investigations or research in area of special interest not covered by 
regular courses; open to qualified junior or senior students. A 
student should not begin regist.ration for independent study unt il 
the specific area for investigation has been approved by a 
departmental sponsor. (1-4)  

5%-598 RESEARCH IN THEATRE 
For graduate students only. (1 -4)  

Computer Science 
Computer science deals with manipulating 
stored information, both textual and numerical. 
By using the ideas of computer science along 
with a computer system people can actually 
amplify their thought processes. Already many 
new ideas in mathematics, physics, engineering, 
chemistry, economics, and other fields were 
either suggested, verified, or expanded by the use 
of computer science. The exploration of the solar 
system using space probes would have been 
impossible without computer science. The list of 
significant advances in knowledge aided by 
computer science seems endless. 

Computer science students study the theory, 
design, and application of computing systems. 
The program covers various programming 
languages, the development and analysis of 
algorithms, hardware and software design and 
special topics in such areas as graphics, pattern 
recognition, data base management, and fault
tolerant computing. 

The Bachelor of Science degree in computer 
science has been accredited by the Computer 
Science Accreditation Commission of the 
Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, Inc. 

C omputer science is a part of the Department of 
Mathematics and Computer Science. 

FACULTY 
Edison, Chair; Beaulieu, Blaha, Brink, C. Domer, 
Hauser, Rosenfeld, Spillman. 

BEGINNING CLASSES 
There are several beginning level classes in computer science: 

Computer Science 1 10 is programming in BASIC and Computer 
Science 144 is programming in Pascal. Students intending to 
major in computer science or mathematics or who intend to 
take more computer science classes are advised to take Compu
ter Science 144 first. Computer Science 1 1 0  is for those who 
want only an introduction ,to programming. Computer Science 
220 is a more general introduction to computers, programming. 
and applications. Computer Science 1 1 5  (MATH 1 15) is a general 
introduction to mathematics and computer science. 

COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR 
The program is designed to provide sufficient backgrounds 

for advanced study at  the graduate level or for entering a pro
fessional career. All computer science majors take a core cur
riculum consisting of an introd uction to programming in PASCAL, 
data structures, digital electronics, and assembly language and 
computer organization (Computer Science 144, 270, 380 and 
Engineering 346). 

The core courses form a foundation for upper division work, 
which may include the study of microprocessors, computer 
architecture, operating systems, modeling and simulation, and 
compilers as well as other topics. 

The program is supported by PlU's V AX 621016220 cluster 
computing systems, along with approximately 40 18M-PC 
microcomputers, which are available for general student use. In 
addition, the department operates a lab which contains NeXT 
and SUN workstat ions, MSOOS and Macintosh 
microcomputers, an HP 9000 system, and an Intel hypercube. 



A typical computer science major program is as follows: 
Freshman year: Computer Science 144, 270 

Math 151, 1 52 
Sophomore year: Engineering 346 

Computer Science 380 

Junior & Senior years: 

a one-year laboratory science 
Math 245 and either Math 230 or 
331 
Computer science electives 
(Computer Science 490 may be 
taken several times with 
different topics) 
Math 345 

Careers in computer science include designing computers and 
computer systems and applying computers to areas such as 
business administration, economics, and the sciences, as well as 
teaching an.d research. Students interested in business admin
istration should take courses in the School of Business Admin
istration (including 281, 282, and 487) as well as COBOL. 
Students interested in the design of computers should consider 
courses from Engineering 271, 341, 347, and 352 (along with 
Physics 1 53 and 154). For students interested in the more 
theoretical aspects of computer science, courses in logic are 
recommended (Philosophy 233, 341, 342). 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: At least 24 semeste.r hours of 
computer science including 144, 270, 380, Engineering 346, a 
second computer language (240, 242, 243 or 343 are suggested). 
The remaining hours are from computer science courses 
numbered above 329 (excluding 449). Engineering 346, 446, 480 
and 481 count as computer science courses. Up to 4 hours may 
be substituted from Math 341, 345, and 346. Required 
supporting: Math 151, 1 52, 230 or 331, 245. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MAJOR: 40 semester hours 
including 1 44, 270, 343, 375, 380, 486, Engineering 346 and one of 
the two paths described below. Engineering 346, 446, 480, and 
481 count as computer science courses. Required supporting: 30 
hours in math and science including: 
I .  Math 1 51, 1 52, 245, 230 (or 331), 345 (or 341). 
2. A minimum of 1 2  hours of approved Science/Quantitative 

Methods which includes a year's sequence of a laboratory 
science (Physics 1 53-154 with 163-164, Chemistry 1 15-1 16, 
Biology 161- 162, Earth Sciences 131 - 132), and two additional 
science courses, 

3. The remaining hours, if any, may be chosen from any math 
course numbered above 329 (except 446) or any natural 
science/quantitative methods course. 

Artificial 
Intelligence Path 
requirements 

CSCI 330 (4 hrs.) 
CSCI 436 (4 hrs.) 
CSCI 438 (4 hrs.) 

Electives (2 hrs.) 

General Path 
Requirements 

Any three of: 
CSCI 330 (4 hrs.) 
CSCI 420 (4 hrs.) 
CSCI 444 (4 hrs.) 
CSCI 455 (2 hrs.) 
ENGR 480 (4 hrs.) 
Electives (2-4 hrs.) 
(Total - 14  hrs.) 

The electives may include any upper division computer 
science course numbered above 329 except 449 or hours from 
Math 341 and 346 not counted toward the 30 hours of required 
supporting courses. 

The Bachelor of Science degree in computer science has been 
accredited by the Computer Science Accreditation Commission 
of the Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, Inc. 

MINOR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE: Computer Science 144, 
270, 380, and Engineering 346 plus 2 hours of a second computer 
language. Required suporting: Math 151  or 1 28. 

MINOR IN IN FORMATION SCIENCE: Computer Science 
144, 270, 367, Business Administration 281, 325, plus 4 hours 
from Business Administration 282, 364, 421, 487. Strongly 
recommended: Computer Science 242. 

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER APPLICATIONS: See 
Graduate Catalog. 

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE: See 
Graduate Catalog. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
A grade of C or higher is strongly recommended 
in all prerequisite courses. 

110  BASIC 
Introduction to interactive computing, branching, looping, sub
scripts, functions, input/output, subroutines and simple file tech
niques in the context of the BASIC language and system develop
ment. 110  and 220 may not both be taken for credit. Not normally 
taken by computer science majors. Prerequisite: high school 
algebra. (2) 

115  INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD OF 
MA THEMA TICS AND COMPUTERS 
(MATH 115) 

A study of mathematics and computers in the modern world with 
a wide variety of applications and a historical perspective. This 
class is designed for students without extensive knowledge of 
mathematics, but who want to acquire a basic understanding of 
the nature of mathematics and computers. Not intended for 
majors in science Or mathematics or computer science. Some 
BASIC and/or LOGO programming is included. Prerequisite: one 
year of high school algebra. I II (4) 

144 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
SCIENCE 

An introduction to computer science including algorithm design, 
structured programming, numerical! non-numerical applications 
and use of data files. The PASCAL programming language will be 
used. Required for computer science majors or minors. Pre
requisites: MATH 140 Or MATH 1 28 or equivalent. I II (4) 

199 DIRECTED READING 
Supervised study of topics selected to meet the individual's needs 
or interests; primarily for students awarded advanced placement 
in computer science. Admission only by department invitation. 
( 1 -2) 

210 COMPUTERIZED IN FORMA TION 
SYSTEMS 

Introduction to computers and their use including management 
information systems development, operating systems, spread
sheets, graphics and database management. Examples on IBM 
Pc's .  Students wil l  demonstrate use of a word processor. (Addi
tional class sessions on word processing are available, if needed.) 
Students cannot take both 210 and 220 for credit. Prerequisites: 
CSCI 1 1 0  and (MATH 128, MATH 1 40), or equivalent. (2) 

220 COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS WITH BASIC 

Introduction to computers and their use including management 
information systems development, BASIC language programming, 
operating systems, spreadsheets, graphics, and database man
agement. Examples on IBM PC's. Students will demonstrate use of 
a word processor. (Additional class sessions on word processing 
are available, if needed.) Students cannot take both 220 and either 
1 10 and 210 for credit. Prerequisites: MATH 1 28, MATH 140, or 
equivalent. I I I  (4) 

240 FORTRAN 
An accelerated introduction to the FORTRAN programming 
language. Study of the rules of statement formation. Topics 
include input/output, computation, branching, looping, data 
types, and subprograms. Numeric and non-numeric problems will 
be solved. Some previous experience with programming is recom
mended. (2) 

242 COBOL 
Presentation and application of the COBOL programming lan
guage to business problems. Prerequisite: 144, 110-210, 220, or 
consent of instructor. a/y 1992-93 II (2) 

243 PROGRAMMING 
A workshop in the C programming language for experienced 
programmers of other high-level languages. Prerequisite: 270 or 
equivalent knowledge of a high level programming language. 243 
and 343 cannot both be taken fo.r credit. II ( I )  

270 OAT A STRUCTURES 
Continuation of Pascal programming techniques and a study of 
basic data structures including linked lists, trees, queues, stacks 
and graphs. Applications of these forms to sorting, searching, and 
data storage will be made. Prerequisite: a grade of C- or higher in 
144. I II (4) 
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322 MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE 

CLASSROOM 
Introduction to the use of microcomputers in educational settings. 
Topics: I )  The computer as a teacher tool using word processing, 
spreadsheet, and grading programs, 2 )  Computer assisted instruc
tion, 3) Software evaluation, 4 )  Integrating software into the 
curriculum, 5) Copyright laws and public domain software, and 6) 
Software currently used in education settings. Pre or co-requisite.: 
EDUC 251 or 253. Does not count  toward degrees in computer 
science. (2) 

330 INTRODUCTION TO 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

An introduction to concepts of artificial intelligence, including 
expert systems, natural language processing, image understand
ing, and problem solving techniques. The AI programming 
language LISP will be taught and used in several projects. 
Prerequisite: 270, MATH 245 I (4)  

343 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
CONCEPTS 

A study and comparison of features found in different computer 
languages. Imperative (including C), object-oriented, functional, 
and declarative languages will. be studied. Programs will be 
written in seve.ral of the languages. Prerequisite: 270. 11 (4) 

348 MODELING AND SIMULATION 
An applications structured progTamming course solving various 
problems. Statistics, data structures, mathematical modeling, 
simulation, documentation, and team programming techniques 
will be applied. Prerequisite.s: MATH 245, CSC! 270 and either 
MATH 230 or MATH 331, and either MATH 345 or MATH 341. a/y 
1 993-94 1 1 (4)  

367 DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
Data structures and storage methods are reviewed. The hier
archical, network, and relational modes are studied. PrerequiSite: 
270. 1 1 (4) 

375 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF 
ALGORITHMS 

Basic data structures reviewed and applied to the analysis of 
problems associated with searching, sorting, strings, and minimal 
paths. Study of the complexity and storage requirements of the 
algorithms. Use of top-down and structured programming. Pre
requisite: 270, MATH 245. I (4) 

380 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE AND 
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION 

Computer assembly language applied to various problems. Topics 
include data forms, instruction formats, addressing, linking, 
macro definition, and computer architecture. Prerequisite: 270. 
Strongly recommended: ENGR 346. 1 II (4) 

385 COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 
An introduction to the structUTe and operating of large computer 
systems. Topics include data representation, memory structure, 
I/O processing, multi-processing systems such as parallel, pipe
line, and stack machines. Examples of the architecture of several 
large systems are analyzed including TI ASC, Cray and Intel 
Hypercube. Prerequisite: 380, MATH 245 (2) 

386 COMPUTER NETWORKS 
An introduction to computer networks and computer communi
cation. Topics include system topology, message and packet 
switching, bus structures and data-link transmission. Prerequisite: 
ENGR 346. a/y 1 993-94 (2) 

391 PROBLEM SOLVING AND 
PROGRAMMING SEMINAR 

This course is designed to improve advanced problem solving and 
programming skills, including advanced data structures. A goal of 
the course is participation in the regional ACM programming 
competition. Pass/Fail only. Students may take this course more 
than once. PrerequiSite: 270 Or consent of instructor. I ( 1 )  

412 COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
Exploration of techniques used to generate and interpret computer 
graphics. Transformation, restoration, enhancement software, and 
other topics, depending upon available equipment and instructor. 
Prerequisite: 270, MATH 245 and 230 or 331. a/y 1992-93 I (4) 

420 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
An engineering approach to the development of large software 
packages. Topics include software requirements definition, struc
tured programming, software design, specifications, and software 
testing. Prerequisite: 270, MATH 245. a/y 1992-93 II (4) 

436 PAITERN RECOGNITION 
The use of the computer to recognize patterns in data. Topics 
indude artificial intelligence, duster analysis algorithms, learning 
algorith ms, and pattern processing. PrerequiSites: 270, MATH 245. 
a/y 1993-94 II (4) 

438 EXPERT SYSTEMS 
The development of AJ systems which operate at  the level of a 
human expert. Students will explore the structure of expert 
systems and use an expert system development tool such as OPS 
5. Prerequisite: 330 or consent of instructor. a/y 1992-93 II (4) 

444 OPERATING SYSTEMS 
An introduction to computer operation including batch processing 
systems, interacting systems, multi-programming systems, stor
age management tec.hniquesand resource control. In addition, the 
course includes an analysis of the deadlock problem and basic file 
systems. Prerequisite: 380, MATH 245 I (4) 

449 COMPUTER SCIENCE IN THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 

Methods and materials in secondary school computer science 
teaching. LOGO, PILOT, etc., may be considered. Does not count 
toward a major in computer science. Prerequisite: 144. a/y 1992-93 
II (2) 

455 COMPILERS 
An introduction to the organization, specification, and analysiS of 
programming languages. Topics including parsing, data repre
sentation, object code, run-time machine structures and optimiza
tion. Prerequisite: 380. MATH 245 I (2)  

475 THEORY OF COMPUTING 
Study of the theory of computation. Turning machines, formal 
languages, recursive theory, complexity. NP-completeness, and 
the halting problem may be considered. Prerequisites: 375. a/y 
1993-94 II (4) 

486 SENIOR SEMINAR 
Written and oral presentation of a topic of in terest by the student 
under the supervision of a faculty member. Discussion of the skills 
needed for good technical communication. Study of the social 
implications of computing. Prerequisites: Senior computer science 
major or consent of department chair. II. (2) 

490 SEMINAR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Selected topics from the list below or topics of current interest. II 
0-4) 
a. FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTING 

An introduction to the methods of fault detection and location 
in digital systems and to techniques for the reliable design of 
computing systems. Topics include: the D-Algorithm, Boolean 
Differences, Path Testing, Triple Modular Redundancy Design 
and the design of self-checking checkers. Prerequisite: ENGR 
346. (4) 

b. SWITCHING THEORY 
Advanced applications of Boolean algebra to digital system 
design. Topics include decoding networks, harmonic analysis, 
ULM's, and cellular logic circuits. Prerequisite: ENGR 346. 

c. COMPUTER SECURITY 
The study of the protection of data and program access to 
computer systems. Topics include data encryption, code break
ing techniques, access controls and inference controls. Pre
requisite: 270, Math 245. (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Prerequisite: consent of department chair. ( 1 -4 )  

495 COMPUTER SCIENCE RESEARCH 
The student becomes involved in an ongoing research project in 
computer science under the supervision of a faculty member. 
Prerequisite: consent of instructor. ( I  -4) 

503 WORKSHOPS IN EDUCATIONAL 
TECHNOLOGY 

Workshops designed to expand teachers' knowledge about the 
application of new computer and related technology in educa
tional settings. Does not count toward degrees in computer 
science. (I -4) 

520 ADV ANCED DIGITAL DESIGN 
Continuation of topics in 362. The design of digital control 
systems; asynchronous circuits; digital signal processors; digital 
filters; timing considerations; use of computer-aided design tools. 
Prerequisite: ENGR 346, MATH 152. (4) 

538 EXPERT SYSTEMS 
Same as 438. Requires students to generate an expert system. 
Prerequisite: 330 or consent of instructor. a/y 1 1 1992-93 (4) 



544 ADV ANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS 
Continuation of topics in 444 leading to the development of an 
operating system. Emphasis on the interaction between the 
hardware structure and the operating system; operating data 
structures; and operating system security. Prerequisite: 444. I I  (2) 

570 MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTER 
SCIENCE 

The techniques of proof commonly employed in computerscience 
(constructive, induction, and recurrence relations), scheduling 
problems, sets, relations, po sets, grammars, computability, selected 
topics from algorithmic graph theory, probabilistic and approxi
mation algorithms, groups and finite fields (applications to coding 
theory and cryptography), and NP-Completeness. Prerequisite: 
375. II (4) 

580 MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEMS 

Development of software on 8 and 16 bit microprocessors; 
microprocessor applications; interfacing; microprocessor organi
zation; interrupt structures. Pr .. requisites: 380, ENGR 346 (2) 

586 GRADUA TE DESIGN SEMINAR 
Written and oral presentation of a topic ot' interest to the student 
under the supervision of a faculty member. Discussion of methods 
and techniques appropriate to the discipline. Students may not 
receive credit for this course if they receive credit for 593, Thesis. 
Prerequisite: Full graduate standing and the completion of at least 
one gTad uate level course. (2) 

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
Selected topics from the list below Or topics of current interest. 
Possible topics include Theory of Computing, Fault -Tolerant Com
puting, Switching Theory, Microprocessor Interface, Computer 
Security, and Compiler Implementation. ( 1 -4) 

591 INDEPENDENT READING AND 
RESEARCH 

Individual reading and research on select topic. Intended for 
advanced graduate students. Minimum supervision after initial 
planning of student's project. Prerequisite: Consent of depart
ment. ( 1 -6) 

593 THESIS 
Research study to meet thesis option requirement for M.A. or MS. 
degree. ( 1 -6) 

Cooperative 
Education 

Cooperative education assumes that experiential 
learning can be an appropriate component of any 
quality educational program. Though it shares this 
assumption with other experiential teaming strate
gies such as internships, fieldwork placements, and 
practica, it differs in several respects. Cooperative 
education introduces students to an educational 
work experience early in their academic careers 
and weaves opportunities for work and learning 
throughout their undergraduate programs, rather 
than concentrating on practical course work at 
the end_ As the name suggests, cooperative 
education represents a systematic cooperation 
between the university and a variety of 
employers in the community. 

Although the program's career-related 
advantages are obvious, its main benefits are 
educational. Students gain an appreciation of the 
relationship between theory and application, and 
may learn, both early and first-hand, about new 
developments in a particular field- Cooperative 
education provides timely and extended oppor
tunities for developing communication skiIls 
orally and in writing. 

A cooperative education program can enable 
students to become aware of opportunities to 
contribute creatively to the changing dimensions 
of work in present-day society. 

The university and employers benefit as well. 
The university develops stronger and more crea-

tive connections with its community. Employers 
derive a more efficient device for training and 
recruiting. More importantly, the partnership 
provides a unique opportunity for employers to 
participate in an important educational service to 
the community. 

TWO MODElS 
The Cooperative Education Program accommodates both 

part-time and full-time work modes. Part -time work, which 
allows students the opportunity to take on-campus COUTSes 
concurrently, is labeled the "Parallel Model." A full-time work 
experience fits under the "Alternating Model." In most cases 
students will follow one or the other, but some departments Or 
schools may develop sequences that combine both paraUel and 
alternating work modes. 

Full-time summer work, for example, would be classified as 
an alternating cooperative education experience, and many 
summer jobs provide for learning that relates to students' 
academic objectives. 

THE PROCESS FOR STUDENTS 
In order to be eligible for admission into the Cooperative 

Education Program a student must have completed 30 semester 
hours and be in good standing. 

Students who wish to participate apply to either the Co-op 
Office in Ramstad Hall or to a Co-op faculty coordinator or 
sponsor serving this function in specific departments, divisions, 
or schools. Both written application and personal interview are 
required in order to determine eligibility, terms for placement, 
areas of interest, academic requirements, and kinds of positions 
available. 

Students are responsible for their learning .ctivities during 
their cooperative education position. Each student must seek 
out and arrange for academic supervision from a faculty coordi
nator or sponsor. Faculty are responsible for insuring that the 
work experience provides appropriate learning opportunities, 
for helping to establish the learning agreement, and for 
determining a grade. 
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Learning is facilitated thro.ugh: ( I )  use o.f a "Learning 

Agreement"; (2) co.mpleting an academic project; (3) periodic 
co.ntact with the faculty spo.nso.r; (4) attendance at o.ne 
wo.rksho.p during the wo.rk experien.ce; and (5) an o.n-site 
superviso.r who. accepts the responsibility to. functio.n in a 
resource role. 

The learning agreement, develo.ped by each student with the 
assistance o.f a faculty spo.nso.r, lists learning o.bjectives with 
measurable indicato.rs o.f learning, and also. incurpo.rates supple
mentary reso.urces such as reading materials and participatio.n 
in wurk-related training sessions. The learning agreement is 
signed by the student, the faculty spunso.r, the pro.gram 
directo.r, and the wo.rk superviso.r, each o.f who.m receives a 
co.py. 

Co.ntact between the faculty sponso.r and the student must be 
sufficient to. allo.w the spo.nso.r to. serve as a reso.urce and pro.
vide academic supervisio.n. Typically this can be acco.mptished 
during o.ne Dr two. site visits. Students in a "parallel" 
co.o.perative educatiun program may arrange to. meet with the 
spo.nso.r o.n campus. Tho.se invo.lved in "alternating" programs 
sume distance fro.m campus may maintain cuntact thro.ugh 
peri.udic pho.ne co.nferences, when site visits are impractical. 

Emplo.yers are respo.nsible to.: ( I )  provide uppo.rtunities fo.r 
students to. achieve their learning o.bjectives within the limits uf 
their wurk settings; (2) help students develup skills related to. 
the co.ntextual aspects 0.1 the wo.rk wo.rld (such as relatiunships 
with cu-wo.rkers); and (3) facilitate students' integratio.n into. 
their wo.rk setting so. that their emplo.yment proves valuable 
and productive. 

Students are required to. register fo.r at  least o.ne credit ho.ur 
after accepting a Co.-o.p po.sitio.n. Througho.ut an undergraduate 

academic career a student may receive a maximum o.f 16 
semester ho.urs o.f credit in cooperative educatio.n. 

Martinson, Director. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
376 WORK EXPERIENCE I 
A supervised educatiunal experience in a wurk setting. Requires 
the cumpletiun uf a Cuuperative Educatio.n Learning Agreement 
in cunsultatiun with a faculty spo.nso.r. ( 1 -8) 

476 WORK EXPERI.ENCE II 
A supervised educatio.nal experience in a wurk setting providing 
fo.r an advanced level uf responsibility. Requires the co.mpletiun uf 
a Co.o.perative Educatio.n Learning Agreement in co.nsultatiun 
with a faculty spunso.r. ( 1 -8) 

477 INTERNATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE 
A supervised educatiunal experience in a fo.reign setting. Requires 
co.mpletion o.f the Internatio.nal Co.o.perative Educatio.n Agree
ment, co.mpletiun uf a clearance checklist, and an appro.ved plan o.f 
repurting in cunsultatiun with the faculty spo.nso.r. ( 1 -12) 

576 WORK EXPERIENCE III 
A supervised educational experience at the graduate level. 
Requires completio.n o.f a Coo.perative Educatiun Agreement in 
cunsultatiun with a faculty spo.nso.r and the student's graduate 
pro.gram adviser. ( 1 -4) 

Earth Sciences 
Earth Sciences explore the components of the 
physical universe from humanity's existing habi
tat to t he foundations of the earth, and beyond to 
the planets and the stars. A program of studies in 
these fields acquaints students with their physical 
world and provides perspedive on human develop
ment in time and space. Environmental problems 
also are approached through the earth sciences, 
which impart a realistic appreciation of society'S 
dependence on earth's physical resources. 

In providing such a perspective, the department 
fulfills the needs of a variety of students seeking 
to broaden their liberal arts education, and also 
provides more specialized knowledge in support 
of several fields, particularly for m inor or major 
studies leading to careers in resources and environ
mental management or scientific research. 

Situated between the Olympic Mountains and the 
Cascade Range, the department is ideally located 
to examine geologic and marine environments. 
Field trips are thus a routine part of many 
courses. 

Graduates in earth sciences hold positions in the 
National Park Service, the U.s. Geological Survey, 
oil and mining groups, and geotechnical engineer
ing, as well as education. The demand for quali
fied graduates in pollution management and 
geotechnical applications continues. 

Most fields require post-graduate degrees, and to 
this end, a number of PLU graduates have pursued 
master's and doctoral programs at major univer
sities. 

FACULTY 
Benham, Chair; Foley, Lowes, Whitman; assisted by 
Huestis. 

The department's pro.grams remain flexible, allo.wing fairly 
easy scheduling o.f co.urses. Ho.wever, students shuuld no.tice 
that upper divisio.n co.urses are o.ffered un a twu-year cycle. 
Early declaratio.n uf majo.rs Dr minurs in earth sciences will 
facilitate develo.pment uf individual programs and avo.id 
scheduling cunflicts. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (GEOLOGY) MAJOR: 40 semester 
ho.urs; courses include: 131, 132, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 329, 335, 
and 425, plus two. fro.m 328, 330, 334, Dr 341; at least 2 ho.urs in 
490 Dr 497. Necessary suppo.rting co.urses include: Chemistry 
1 15, 1 16; Physics 125, 126 ( 147 and 1 48 labs)(o.r Physics 153, 154 
and labs); Mathematics lSI, 152 ur Co.mputer Science :UO. 
Bio.lo.gy 323 and additiunal cuurses are recommended when 
paleunto.lugy is a majo.r interest. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 32 semester huurs; cuurses 
include 131  plus at least two. luwer divisiun frum 132, 133, 202, 
222; 324, 325, 326, 327, 329; two. upper divisio.n from 323, 328, 334, 
335, 341. Recommended: o.ne fro.m 330, 425. Attendance at 
departmental seminars is required during juniur and senio.r 
years. Required supporting cuurses include: Chemistry 104, 1 05, 
or 1 15, 1 16. Optiuns reflect a student's interests and are 
discussed with an adviser. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: See Schuo.l o.f 
Education. 

MINOR: 20 semester hours of earth science courses, exclud
ing interim courses, co.mpleted with grade of C or higher. 
Required: 131 and at  least three upper division courses. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
131 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY 
An introductory course dealing with the human geologic habitat, 
both at  present and as it has developed through time; materials of 



earth (and lunar) crusts, their derivation through major earth 
processes and formation of surface fea tures-with emphasis on 
their significance to cultural development and civilization; labora
tory study of rocks, minerals, and geologic mapping; field trips are 
arranged. I II (4) 

132 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 
A sequel to 1 31 which concentrates on earth history, particularly 
the forma tion of the North American continent: sedimentary 
rocks, fossils, and stratigraphic record are relat ed to tectonic 
upheaval and growth; field trips are arranged. I I  (4) 

133 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY 
Study of the geologic environment and its relationship to humans, 
with emphasis on geologic feat ures and processes that create 
hazards when encroached upon by human activity, including 
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides and avalanches, and 
solutions t o  problems created by t hese hazards. I I  (4) 

202 GENERAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
Oceanography and its relationship to other fields; physical, 
chemical, biological, climatic, and geological aspects of the sea; 
field trips. I, II (4) 

222 CONSERVATION OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

Principles and problems of public and private stewardship of our 
resources with special reference t o  the Pacific Northwest. I II (4) 

323 MINERALOGY 
Crystallography and mineralogy, both ore and rock-forming 
minerals. Prerequisites: 1 31 Or consent of instructor. Interim 1992 
(4) 

324 IGNEOUS PETROLOGY 
Applied and theoretical study of the genesis, nature, and distri
bution of igneous rocks, at microscopic to global scales. Emphasis 
on rocks and processes of Washington volcanoes and intrusions, 
with many examples from elsewhere. Prerequisites: 131, 326, or 
consent of instructor. aly II 1991 -92 (2) 

325 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
The form and spatial relationships of various rock masses and an 
introduction to rock deformation; consideration of basic processes 
to understand mountain building and continental formation; 
laboratory emphasizes practical techniques which enable students 
to analyze regional structural patterns. Prerequisite: 131 or consent 
of instructor. I aly 1992-93 (3) 

326 OPTICAL MINERALOGY 
Theory and practice of mineral studies using the petrographic 
microscope, including immersion oil techniq ues, production of 
thin sections, and determination of minerals by means of their 
optical properties. This provides an introduction to the broader 
subject of petrography. Prerequisite: 131 or consent of instructor. I 
aly 1991-92 (2) 

327 STRATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTATION 
Formational principles of surface-accumulated rocks, and their 
incorporation in the stratigraphic record. This subject is basic to 
field mapping and structural interpretation. 1 aly 1991-92 (3) 

328 PALEONTOLOGY 
A systematic study of the fossil record, combining principles of 
evolutionary development, paleohabitats and preservation, with 
practical experience of specimen identification. These st udies are 
fundamental to the understanding of stratigraphy and the geologic 
time scale. I aly 1992-93 (3) 

329 METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY 
Consideration of the mineralogical and text ural changes that 
rocks undergo during orogenic episodes, including physical
chemical parameters of the environment as deduced from experi
mental studies. These include both "regional" and "contact" 
metamorphism, metamorphic facies, rock fabrics, the role of fluids, 
and metasomatism. Prerequisites: 131, 326, or consent of instructor. 
aly I I  1991 -92 (2) 

330 SURVEY AND MAPPING PRINCIPLES 
Introduction to techniques and instrumentation of basic survey
ing and cartography. Includes leveling and transit traverses, 
baseline measurements, and triangulation; also, applications of 
aerial photos and their interpretation for geologic mapping. 
Techniques for compiling geologic data and construction of 
geologic maps are among the essential skills covered. aly 1992-93 
11 (2) 

334 GROUNDWATER 
The origin of groundwater, flow in aquifers, groundwater resource 
evaluation and development, wells, water quality, including 
pollution, and geothermal resources. Emphasis on problems with 
groundwater in the Puget Sound area, with additional examples 
from diverse geologic environments. Prerequisite: 1 31 or consent 
of instructor. II aly 1 992-93 (3) 

335 GEOPHYSICS 
Study of the physical nature of the earth, the properties and the 
processes, employing techniques from seismology, heat flow, 
gravity, magnetism, and electrical conductivity. Emphasis on 
understanding the earth's formation, structure, and plate tectonics 
processes as well as geophysical exploration techniques. Labora
tories include data collection in the field, processing, interpre
tation, and modeling with emphaSis on applications of computers 
to geophysical problems. Prerequisites: 131, one semester of 
calculus, physics (high school level or above), or consent of 
instructor. aly II 1992-93. (3) 

341 ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 
FOR THE FUTURE 

A survey of the world's energy and mineral resources comprising 
the raw materials of industrialized societies. Studies include 
geological occurrence, global distribution, and quantities of such 
reserves; also, their fundamental technologies and economics, as 
well as the political framework in which they are developed. I aly 
1992-93 (3) 

350 MARINE GEOLOGY 
Study of the 70% of the earth beneath the oceans, focusing on the 
extensive discoveries of the past few decades. Emphasis on marine 
sediments, sedimentary processes, plate tectonic processes, and 
the historical geology of the oceans. Laboratory use of sedi
mentological and geophySical techniques to investigate selected 
regions of the oceans. Prerequisite: 1 31, 202, or consent of 
instructor. II aly 1993-94 (3) 

425 GEOLOGIC FIELD MAPPING 
Combining a survey of regional field geology with a series of local 
mapping projects, this course introduces field techniques of 
geologic map-making. l nduded are traversing and data assembly, 
map construction, section measurements, structural analysis, and 
chronological synthesis. Graphics techniques are also covered. 
Prerequisites: previous geology courses and consent of instructor. 
S (5) 

490 SEMINAR 0 -2) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1 -4) 

493 SEMINAR IN TECTONICS 
Reviews of books and journal articles dealing with various aspects 
of large·scale movements of the earth's crust. II (1 ·2) 

494 SEMINAR IN GEOCHEMISTRY 
Reviews of literature on the chemical aspects of sediments, 
magmatism, metamorphism, lithification, andlor hydrothermal 
systems. 1 1991 ·92 ( 1 -2) 

496 SEMINAR IN ECONOMIC MINERAL 
DEPOSITS 

Selected readings on the nature, origin, occurrence of, and 
exploration for concentrations of metallic and industrial minerals 
in crustaI rocks. Class discussions wiH be held twice week ly. I ( l -2) 

497 RESEARCH (1-4) 
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Economics 
Want is a grawing giant whom the coat of Have was 
never large enough to cover. " -Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Economics is the study of how people establish 
social arrangements for producing and distributing 
goods and services to sustain and enhance human 
life. Its main objective is to determine a wise use of 
limited economic resources so that people receive 
the maximum possible benefit at the lowest cost. 

The economics discipline embraces a body of tech
niques and conceptual tools that are useful for 
understanding and analyzing our complex eco
nomic system. Career avenues for graduates are 
numerous, since their understanding of the econ
omy and their problem-solving and thinking abili
ties are applicable to a wide range of activities in 
business and/or government. 

FACULTY 
N. Peterson, Chair; Brue, R.  Jensen, M.  Miller, 
Nugent, Reiman, Vinje, Wentworth. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: (A) Minimum of 36 semester 
hours, including 150, 351, 352, 486, 12 hours of electives in eco
nomics, and 8 hours selected from the following: Economics 244, 

343, (if not used as economics electives), Statistics 231, Math 341, 

348, Business Administration 281, or up to 4 hours in computer 
science. (B) A grade point average of 2.5 in all classes included in 
the 36 semester hours toward the major. With departmental 
approval, Economics 130 may be substituted for Economics ISO 
for purposes of major and minor requirements. 

For students planning graduate work in  economics or busi
ness, additional math preparation will be necessary. For specific 
courses, consult your major adviser. 

HONORS MAJOR: Outstanding students may choose to pur
sue graduating in economics with honors. In addition to meet· 
ing all other major requirements, in order to be granted depart
mental honors a student must: (A) have an overall university 
grade point average of 3.5 or better; (B) take four hours beyond 
the standard major in 495, HOllars Thesis, (Students apply for 
admission to this course in the second semester of their junior 
year. The department grants admission to 495, Honors Thesis, 

based on the student's prior work in economics and the quality 
of the general research proposal.); (e) present the results of the 
work completed in 495,Honors Thesis, at a meeting of Omicron 
Delta Epsilon (the economics honorary). 

MINOR: 20 semester hours, including ISO, 351 or 352, and 12 

additional hours of electives, 4 of which may be in stat istics. 

ECONOMICS HONORARY: The department offers member
ship in Omicron Delta Epsilon, the International Economics 
Honorary, to qualified majors. For specific criteria, see any 
departmental faculty member. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: See School of 
Education. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
130 GLOBAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES 
\-\'hat is the "correct" amount of pollution? What is the value of an 
ancient cedar tree? \-\'hat does pop music have in common with 
U.s. auto production? Macro- and micro-economic principles are 
used to analyze these and other environmental and global issues. 
Analysis of public policy and private behavior; appropriate 
pricing, resource valuation, taxes and subsidies, trade policies, 

sustainable development, and income growth and distribution. 
Students cannot take both 130 and ISO for credit. (4) 

150 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 
Introduction to the scope of economics, including macro and 
micro economics; analysis of U.s. economic system; emphasis on 
current economic policy. Students cannot take both 130 and ISO 
for credit. (4) 

244 ECONOMETRICS 
Introduction to the methods and tools of econometrics as the basis 
for applied research in economics. Specification, estimation and 
testing in the classical linear regression model. Extensions of the 
model and applications to the analysis of economic data. Prerequi
site: STAT 231 or equivalent. (4) 

321 LABOR ECONOMICS 
Analysis of labor markets a.nd labor market issues; wage determina
tion; investment in human capital unionism and collective 
bargaining; law and public policy; discrimination; labor mobility, 
earnings inequality, unemployment; and wages and inflation. 
Prerequisite: 150 or consent of instructor. (4) 

331 INTERNA TlONAL ECONOMICS 
Regional and int·ernational specialization, comparative costs, 
international payments and exchange rates; national policies 
which promote or restrict trade. Prerequisite: ISO. (4) 

341 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: 
COMPARATIVE THIRD WORLD 
STRATEGIES 

Analysis of the theoretical framework for development with 
applications to alternative economic development strategies used 
in the newly emerging developing countries. Emphasis on com
parisons between count ries, assessments  of t h e  relat ive 
importance of cultural  values, historical experience, and govern
mental policies in the development process. Prerequisite: 150 or 
consent of instructor. (4) 

343 OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
Quantitative met.hods for decision problems. Emphasis on linear 
programming and other deterministic models. Prerequisite: STAT 
231 or equivalent. (2) 

345 MATHEMATICAL TOPICS IN 
ECONOMICS 

An introduction to basic applications of mathematical tools used 
in economic analysis. Topics include simple linear models of 
supply and demand, single and multivariable maximization 
models, and linear difference and differential equation models of 
economic growth. Prerequisites: 150 and MATH 128 or lSI or 
equivalent. (4) 

351 INTERMEDIATE MACRO ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS 

National income determination including policy implications 
within the institutional framework of the U.s. economy. Pre
requisites: ISO and MATH 128, 140, or 151 .  (4) 

352 INTERMEDIATE MICRO ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS 

Theory of consumer behavior; product and factor prices under 
conditions of monopoly, competit ion, and intermediate markets; 
welfare economics. Prerequisites: ISO and MATH 128, 1 40, or lSI .  
(4) 

361 MONEY AND BANKING 
The nature and role of money; monetary theory; tools and 
implementation of monetary policy; regulation of intermediaries; 
banking activity in financial markets; international consequences 
of and constraints on monetary policy. Prerequisite: ISO. (4) 

362 PUBLIC FINANCE 
Public taxation and expenditure at all governmental levels; the 
incidence of taxes, the public debt and the provision of public 
goods such as national defense, educat ion, pure air, and water. 
Prerequisite: 150. (4) 



371 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION AND 
PUBLIC POLICY 

An analysis of the structure, conduct, and performance of Ameri
can industry and public policies that foster and alter industrial 
structure and behavior. Topics include the economics of firm size, 
motivations of the firm, concentration, mergers, patents, antitrust, 
public utility regulation, public enterprise, and subsidization. 
Prerequisite: 150 or consent of instructor. (4) 

381 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 
An analysis and comparison of contemporary economic systems. 
The course includes examination of the capitalist, mixed and 
centrally planned models, including an historical perspective. The 
economic systems of selected countries will also be studied. 
Prerequisite: 150 or consent of instructor. (4) 

399 INTERNSHIP 
A research and writing project in connection with a student's 
approved off-campus activity. The primary goal is to gain insight 
into applications of the ideas and methodologies of economics. 
Prerequisite: sophomore standing plus one course in economics, 
and consent of the department. (1 -4) 

486 EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 
Economic thought from ancient to modern times; emphasis on the 
period from Adam Smith to 1M. Keynes; the classical economists, 
the socialists, the marginalists, the neoclassical economists, and 
the Keynesians. PrerequiSite: 351 or 352 (may be taken con
currently). (4) 

490 SEMINAR 
Seminar in economic problems and policies with emphasis on 
encouraging the student to integrate problem-solving method
ology with tools of economic analysis. Topic(s) selected by class 
participants and instructor. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. 
( 1 -4) 

491, 492, 493 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Prerequisile: consent of the department and completion of two 
courses in economics. (] -4) 

495 HONORS THESIS 
Independent research supervised by oneor more faculty members. 
Research proposal and topic developed by the student in the 
junior year.Application to enroll is mad.e i.n the second semester of 
the junior year.Prerequisite: economics major and consent of the 
department. (4) 

500 APPLIED STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
An intensive introduction to statistical methods for graduate 
students who have not previously taken introductory statistics. 
Emphasis on the application of inferential statistics to  concrete 
situations. Topics include measures of location and variation, 
probability, estimation, hypothesis tests, and regression. (4) 

501 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fields or areas for varying periods 
of time. ( 1 -4) 

504 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND POLICY 
DECISIONS 

Basic economic concepts applied to policy formation and operating 
decisions in a gJobal framework. (4) 

543 QUANTITATIVE METHODS 
The concepts of probability, sampling, statistical decision theory, 
linear programming. and other deterministic models applied to 
managerial problems. Prerequisite: STAT 231 or 34 1 .  (4) 

590 GRADUA TE SEMINAR 
Selected topics as announced. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. 
( 1 -4) 

591 DIRECTED STUDY 0-4) 

595 GRADUATE READINGS 
Independent study card required. (4) 

598 RESEARCH PROJECT (4) 

599 THESIS (4) 

School of Education 
The School o f  Education offers programs of study 
leading to certification for elementary and secon
dary teachers, counselors, nurses, administrators, 
and personnel in special education. The curricu
lum is designed to provide graduates with a 
blending of the liberal arts and a variety of 
practical exposures to guided field experiences 
beginning early in the educational sequence_ The 
faculty is committed to the development of 
educational personnel sensitive to the varied 
individual needs of learners. 

FACULTY 
Muld er, Dean; Baughman, Churney, Gerlach, 
Glasgow, Hayden, John ston, Lewis, Mathers, 
Minetti, Moe, Mosher, G. Nelson, Nokleberg, F_ 
Olson, Owens, Reisberg, Rickabaugh, Wentworth, 
Williams, Yetter_ 

The School of Education is accredited by the National Council 
for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCA TEl, the Northwest 
Association of Schools and Colleges, and the Washington State 
Board of Education for the preparation of elementary and secon
dary teachers, principals, program administrators, special educa
tion teachers, and guidance counselors, with the Master of Arts 
in Education the highest degree approved. The accreditation 
gives PLU graduates reciprocity  with many other states. 

Programs for the preparation of school administrators, school 
counselors, and school librarians are available. The School offers 
course work toward the conversion, renewal, or reinstatement 
of teaching certificates. For preparation of school nurses, see 
School of Nursing section of this catalog. 

The School of Education offers graduate degrees in Classroom 
Teaching, Counseling and Guidance, Educational 
Administration, Educational Psychology, Literacy Education, 
and Special Education. Information regarding these programs is 
available from the director of graduate programs in the School 
of Education (535-7272). 

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL 
STUDIES 

Students seeking to register for Education 253 or for 
Educational Psychology 2611Education 262 must make an 
appointment with an education faculty adviser in the School of 
Education, in order to receive a tally card for registration. 
Official transcripts of all college/university work and official 
documentation of college admission test scores must be 
submitted to the university admissions office and a copy to the 
School of Education before issuance of a tally card to determine 
if the following requirements have been met. 

Requirements include: 
1) Evidence of verbal and quantitative ability as illustrated by 

one of the following test scores:' 
- Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) 

Verbal 425 or above; Total 910 or above" 
- Washington Pre-College Test (WPCTI or (TETEP) 

Verbal 48 Or above; Total 103 or above" 
- American College Test Assessment (ACT) 

Verbal 20 or above; Composite 23 or above" 
• This requirement shall be waived for persons who have 
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completed a baccalaureate degree; or who have completed 
two or more years of college level coursework, demonstrated 
competency through college level coursework, and are over 
the age of twenty-one. 

"Test score requirements are set by the State of Washington 
and are subject to change. 

2) Sophomore standing (30 or more semester hours) 
3) Cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2.50 
4) Psychology 101:  grade of C or higher 
5) English 101: grade of C or higher 

Application forms and procedures for admission to 
professional studies in education are available from the School 
of Education. Students who do not meet all the requirements 
may exercise the appeal process for admission to Education 253 
or Educational Psychology 26l1Education 262. Admission appeal 
process forms are available from an adviser in the School of 
Education. 

All students admitted to Education 253 or Educational 
Psychology 2611Education 262 are admitted provisionally to a 
program of professional studies, subject to conditions and 
procedures ident ified in the Elementary/Secondary Init ial Level 
Certification Handbooks, available in the School of Education. 
Continuation in the program of professional studies is subject to 
continuous assessment of student development and 
performance. 

BAE andlor CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
Students become candidates for certification when they have 

completed the following: 
I. All course work with a cumulative grade point average of 

2.50 or above. 
2. Professional Education Sequence for elementary or secondary 

teaching. 
3. An approved teaching major(s) or concentration(s) (see 

requirements as listed under Academic Preparation). 
4. All courses in education and in major and minor fields with 

grades of C or higher (for secondary education, B- or higher 
required in education courses). 

5. Achievement of proficiency in writing and math skills. 
6. Anthropology 210/HistNY 210 or Anthropology 1 02 for 

secondary teaching and Anthropology 102 for elementary 
teaching. 

7. Coursework or courses on the issues of abuse, as approved 
by the School of Education. 

TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
Initial Teaching Certificate. Students who successfully 

complete a program of professional studies in the School of 
Education, and who meet all related academic requirements for 
a degree and or a certificate, will be recommended by the 
School of Education for a Washington initial teaching certificate. 
Additional state requirements for the certificate include a 
Washington State Patrol check, an FBI fingerprint check, and. 
beginning September, 1 993, a passing score on state entry-to
practice tests. Information regarding all state requirements and 
procedures for certification is available in the School of 
Education. State requirements are subject to immediate change. 
Students should stay in close contact with their School of 
Education advisers for updates in program or application 
requirements. 

Initial Teaching Certificate Renewal. Under state regulations 
in effect at the publication of this catalog. the In.itial Certificate 
is valid for four years, and may be renewed for an additional 
three years by meeting the following requirements: 
I. In order to be eligible to renew or have an initial certificate 

reissued, an individual must have completed all coursework 
requirements for continuing certification or have completed 
10 semester (15 quarter) hours of study since the issuance of 
the MOST RECENT initial certificate in the role for which 
renewal or reissuance is being sought. (WAC 180-79-(65)(lXa) 
The individual must also meet the recency requirement 
described below. In some cases the same credits may apply 
to both the renewallreissuance requirement and the recency 
requirement. 

2. In order to be eligible to obtain, renew, or have an initial 
certificate reissued, the individual must have completed 10 
semester ( 1 5  quarter) hours within the seven years preceding 
application for the initial certificate. The recency requirement 
does not apply to individuals who are seeking the continuing 
certificate. (WAC 1 80-79-065)(3) 

3. An individual must file an approved Continuing Certificate 
Study Plan in the School of Education. 

4. An individual must complete the renewal application form 
and send it to the School of Education, with the $15 renewal 
fee (check should be made payable to Pacific Lutheran University). 

5. An individual must have a copy of his or her Initial 
Certificate on file in the School of Education. 

Converting to the Continuing Certificate. At the time of 
publication of this catalog. the state requirements for the 
continuing certificate were being reviewed and adjusted. The 
School of Education provides continuously updated infonnation 
and advising regarding state requirements. Although the 
master's degree is no longer required, any School of Education 
MAE degree can be used to meet the academic requirements for 
the continuing certificate. Other means by which the School of 
Education can help persons meet continuing certification 
requirements will be considered as they become known. 

ELEMENTARY PREPARATION 
General requirements. In addition to the general university 

and core requirements in all curricula, certain specific 
requirements in general education must be met. 
1. Anthropology 102, Exploring Anthropology: Culture and 

Societ y (recommended) or Anthropology 21O/History 210, 
Global Perspectives; or the equivalent must be taken. 

2. Biology I I I  or another life science course must be taken. 
3. Natural Science 106 or another physical science course must 

be taken. 
4. Mathematics 323 or equivalent must be taken. 

A year course in one laboratory science may be substituted 
by those who have adequate background from high school in 
the other science area. 

Professional Education Sequence, Elementary Program. 
SPED 190 Exceptional Children and Adults, 3 hours (no 

prerequisite) 
EDUC 253 Child Development and Schools, 4 hours (250 GPA 

and sophomore status required; prerequisites: 
ENGL 101 and PSYC 1OJ)  

EDUC 322 General Methods, Primary, 4 hours 
OR 

EDUC 323 

EDUC 324 

EDUC 421 
EDUC 430 

EDUC 432 

EDUC 434 

EDUC 435 

General Met hods, Upper Elementary, 4 hours 
OR 
General Methods, Elementary, 4 hours 
(Prerequisites for all General Methods courses: 2.50 
GP A, junior standing. EDUC 253 or 321, 
applicat ion, screening. and acceptance into the 
School of Education). 
Teachers and the Law, I hour. 
Student Teach ing. Primary, 10 hours (single) 
OR 
Student Teaching. Upper Elementary, 10 hours 
(single) 
Student Teaching. Elementary, 8 hours (dual) 
(For Student Teaching a GPA of 2.50 and senior 
standing are required along with positive field 
evaluations from EDUC 253 and EDUC 322-4. Pre
requisites: EDUC 253, 322-4, 325, 326, 408, 410, and 
412 and methods in art, music, and physical 
education; all conditions to full admission met; 
satisfactory writ ing. spelling. and math sk ills.) 
Professional Seminar, 2 hours (must be taken 
concurrently with EDUC 430 or 432) 
Students in elementary education who do not 
complete all necessary procedures before April IS 
for fall student teaching or November IS for spring 
student teaching may expect a delay of one 
semester in being placed for student teaching. 

Professionalized Subject MaHer Minor (16-20 hours required of 
all elementary candidates) 

Required-16-20 semester hours 
EDUC 325 Reading in the Elementary School (4) 
EDUC 326 Mathematics in the Elementary School (2) 
EDUC 408 Language Arts in the Elementary School (2) 
EDUC 410 Science/Health in the Elementary School (2) 
EDUC 412 Social Studies in the Elementary School (2) 
ARTD 341 Elementary Art Education (2) 

or 
EDUC 457 
MUSI 341 
PHED 322 

The Arts, Media and Technology (2) 
Music in the Elementary School ( 1 -4) 
Physical Education in the Elementary School ( 1 -4) 

SECONDARY PREPARATION 
General requirements 

In addition to the general university requirements in all 
curricula, certain specific requirements for general education 
must be met. 
1. Anthropology/History 210, Global Perspectives 

(recommended) or Anthropology 1 02, Culture and Society, 
must be taken. 

2. Computer Science 322, Microcomputers in the Classroom, 
must be taken (Physical Education and Music Education 
degree majors excepted). 

3. Minimum grade requirements include a cumulative grade 
point average of 2.50 for the following: 



a. Entrance to professional sequence. 
b. Enrollment in any course in professional education. 
c. Graduation and/or certification. 

4. Grades of C or higher in the following: 
a. All courses in majors and minors. 
b. English 101, Psychology 101, Anthropology/History 210 or 

Anthropology 102. 
c. Computer Science 322. 

5. Grades of B- or higher in Secondary Professional Sequence 
courses in order to continue in the program. 

Professsional Education Sequence, Secondary Education 
(minimum of 30 semester hours) 
EPSY 261 Human Relations Development (3) (Prerequisite: 

Admission to the sequence) 
EDUC 262 Foundations of Education (3) (Prerequisite: 

Admission to the sequence and concurrent 
enroll men t in EPSY 261) 

EDUC 263 School Observation ( 1 )  ( Prerequisite: Admission to 
the sequence and concurrent enrollment in EDUC 
262) 

EPSY 361 Psychology for Teaching (3) (Prerequisite: EPSY 
261) 

SPED 362 Teaching for Individual Differences-Secondary (4) 
(Prerequisite: EPSY 261) (not required for special 
education majors or minors) 

EDUC 44X Subject Area Methods (3) (Prerequisites: EDUC 
262, 263, EPSY 261, 361, SPED 362) 

EDUC 461 General Teaching Methods - Secondary (3) 
(Prerequisites: EPSY 261, EDUC 262, concurrent 
enroUment in EDUC 462) 

EDUC 462 Teacher Assisting - Secondary ( 1 )  (Prerequisites: 
EPSY 261, EDUC 262, concurrent enrollment in 
EDUC 46l) 

EDUC 468 Student Teaching - Secondary (9) (Prerequisites: 
EPSY 261, 361, EDUC 262, 263, 461, 462, SPED 362, 
senior standing. cumulative GPA of 2.50 or higher; 
a valid first aid card must be on file before student 
teaching placement can be finalized) 

Recommended Sequences 
Undergraduate Students 

EPSY 261, EDUC 262, 263 
EPSY 361, SPED 362 
EDUC 461, 462, 44X 
EDUC 468 

Graduate Students (with B.A.lB.S. degrees) 
EPSY 261, EDUC 262, 263 
EPSY 361, EDUC 461, 462, SPED 362 
EDUC 44X, 468 

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 

7 hours 
7 hours 
7 hours 
9 hours 

7 hours 
I I  hours 
12 hours 

A major from those listed must be completed. Completion of a 
teaching major/minor in a second academic area is strongly 
recommended. (Students do not major in education.) Teaching 
majors are offered in the following areas: anthropology, art, 
biology, chemistry, Chinese, computer science, drama, e.arth 
sciences, economics, English, French, German, health, history, 
journalism, language arts, Latin, mathematics, music, 
Norwegian, physical education, physics, political science, 
psychology, science, social studies, sociology, speech, and 
Spanish. 

The majors and minors in the elementary and secondary 
education programs have been revised' because of changes in 
the Washington Administrative Code. Except in the areas of 
English/language arts, science, and social studies, the 
elementary major fulfills areas of study required by the State for 
endorsement. See an education adviser for current information. 

PREPARATION FOR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING: 
Students preparing for senior high teaching must complete 
approximately 32-69 semester hours in the academic area in 
which they plan to teach. A minor in a second teaching area is 
recommended. Students may also find it advantageous to their 
career goals to 1) develop skills in one or more coaching areas in 
.response to Title IX legislation, and 2) develop competencies in 
special education in response to federal special education 
legislation. In all cases, students must discuss their program 
with an adviser from the School of Education. 

PREPARATION FOR K-12 TEACHING: Students preparing 
for K-12 teaching in art, music, or physical education must have 
student teaching experience and course work in methodology 
on both the elementary and secondary levels. Detailed 
information regarding K-12 certification is available in the 
School of Education office. 

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MINOR 
Students preparing for elementary classroom teaching should 

choose one of the following options: 

Cross-Disciplinary Studies 
12 hours required 
Select 12 hours from: 

Children's Literature 
Speech 
Geography 
Computers in Education 
Child Development 

Special Education 
18 hours required 

(see listing for Minor under SPECIAL EDUCATION K-12) 

Reading 
16 hours required 

EDUC 325 
EDUC 408 
EDUCI 
SPED 513 

Reading in the Elementary School (4) 
Language Arts in the Elementary School (2) 

Language/Literacy Development: Assessment and 
Instruction (4) 

EDUC 538 Strategies for Whole Literacy Instruction/K-12 (2) 
Elective(s) minimum of 4 semester hours chosen in consultation 

with an adviser before registration: 
ENGL 363 Children's Literature (4) 
OR Any combination of the following to equal 4 semester 
hours: 
EDUC 456 Storytelling (2) 
EDUC 528 Children's Literature in K-8 Curriculum (2) 
EDUC 529 Adolescent Literature in the Secondary 

Curriculum (2) 

Mathematics 
12 hours in Mathematics required (possibly including Computer 
Science), selected in consultation with School of Education 
adviser. 

SPECIAL EDUCATION (K-12) 
The 26 semester hour teaching major and 18 semester hour 

minor must be taken in conjunction with an academic teaching 
major. Students completing this major along with the required 
professional education sequence for elementary or secondary 
teachers will be recommended for an endorsement in special 
education. Students not majoring in education may be excused 
from the requirements of taking Education 253 or Educational 
Psychology 2611Education 262. 

Major - (26 hours minimum) 

I. Required Courses - Minimum of 21 hours 
SPED 190 Exceptional Children and Adults (3) 
SPED 290 Introduction to Learning Disabilities (3) 
SPED390 Introduction to DeveJopmental Disabilities (3) 
SPED 393 Introduction to Behavior Disorders (3) 
SPED 398 Assessment in Special and Remedial Education (3) 
SPED 399 Practicum in Special Education (2) 
SPED 407 Curriculum and Instruction for Learners 

with Special Needs (4) 

n. Elective Courses - Minimum of 5 hours 
SPED 191 Observation in Special Education ( 1 )  
SPED 296 Introduction. to Health and Physical 

SPED 395 

SPED 403 

SPED 408 

SPED 475 
SPED 479 
SPeD 490 

SPED 492 

SPED 494 

Disabilities (2) 
Introduction to Language Development and 
Disorders (2) 
Parent/Professional Partnership in Special 
Education (2) 
Career and Vocational Education for 
Students with Special Needs (2) 
Supervising Para-Professionals and Volunteers (])  
Special Techniques in Reading (4) 
Early Learning Experiences for Special Needs 
Children (2) 
Methods oneaching Special Needs 
Children (2) 
Computer Application in Special Education (2) 

m. Student Teaching (Required) - Minimum of 6 hours 
SPED 438 Student Teaching in Elementary Special 

Education (6) 
SPED 439 Student Teaching in Secondary Special 

Education (6) 

Minor - (18 hours minimum) 

I. Required Courses - Minimum of 14 hours 
SPED 190 Exceptional Children and Adults (3) 
SPED 290 Introduction to Learning Disabilities (3) 
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SPED 398 
SPED 399 
SPED 407 

Assessment in Special and Remedial Education (3) 
Practicum in Special Education (] )  
Curriculum and Instruction for Learners 
with Special Needs (4) 

II. Elective Courses - Minimum of 4 hours 
SPED 296 lntrod uction to Health and Physical 

SPED 390 
SPED 393 
SPED 395 

Disabilities (2) 
Introduction to Developmental Disabilities (3) 
Introduction to Behavior Disorders (3) 
Introduction to Language Development and 
Disorders (2) 

SPED 399 Practicum in Special Education ( 1 )  
SPED 403 PMentlProfessional Partnership in Special 

Education (2) 
SPED 408 Career and Vocational Education for 

Students with Special Needs (2) 
SPED 475 Supervising Para·Professionals and 

Volunteers ( 1 )  
SPED 490 Early Learning Experiences for Special Needs 

Children (2) 
SPED 494 Computer Application in Special Education (2) 

Please note -Special Education 190 is a prerequisite to ALL 
special education coursework. Education 253 or Educational 
Psychology 261/Education 262 is a prerequisite for ALL courses 
beyond Special Education 1 90. Students not majoring in 
education may be excused from this requirement. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD-SPECIAL EDUCATION 
See graduate catalog. 

LIBRARY LEARNING RESOURCE SPECIALIST (Preparation 
of School librarians; 
16 semester hours 

Students interested in preparing for the responSibility of 
administering a school library may meet suggested standards 
through the following program: 

Prerequisite: EDUC 253 Or EPSY 261/EDUC 262, Or teacher 
certification. 
Required: 
EDUC 506 Foundations of School Library Media Center 

Managcnwnt (2) 
EDUC 507 Principles of Information OrganiUltion. Retrieval 

EDUC 508 
EDUC 509 
EDUC 537 

and Service (2) 
Principles of Bibliographic Analysis and Control (2) 
Foundations of Collection Development (2) 
Media ,md Technology for School Library Media 
Specialists (2) 

EDUC 538 Strategies for Whole Literacy Instruction (K-12) (2) 
EDUC 580 Curriculum Development (2) 
Electives: One of the following: 
EDUC 528 Children's Literature in K-8 Curriculum (2) 
EDUC 529 Adolescent Literature in the Secondary 

Curriculum (2) 
EDUC 456 Storytelling (2) 

PRINCIPAL'S AND PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR'S 
CERTIFICATE 

Preparation programs Icading to certification at the initial and 
continuing levels for school and district-wide program adminis
t rators are available through the School of Education. Specific 
requ irements for the certificates are identified in handbooks 
available upon request. Master's degrees in  educ.ational 
administration are described in the Graduate Catalog, which 
can be obtained from the Office of Graduate and Continuing 
St udies . 

CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL 
COUNSELORS AND SCHOOL NURSES 

Educational Staff Associate certification for school counselors 
or for school nurses is individually designed through a Profes
sional Educat ion Adv isory Board consisting of a school district, 
related professional associations, and Pacific Lutheran 
University. For information regarding counselor certification, 
contact the Schoul of Education . For information regarding 
school nurse certiiication, contact the School of Nursing 
(535-8872). 

TEACHING MAJOR/MINOR REQUIREMENTS 

ANTHROPOLOGY 
State endorsement requirements: I) Cult-ural anthropology, 

2) Physica l anthropology, 3) Archaeology . 
Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 

Anthropology 101,  102, 354, 480. 4 hours from Anthropology 220, 
230, 270, 330, 336, 340, 345. 4 hours from Anthropology 210, 350, 
360, 375, 380, 392. 8 hours from Anthropology 103, 332, 365, 370, 
465. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required. 
Anthropology 101, 102. 8 hours from Anthropology 210, 220, 230, 
270, 330, 336, 340, 345, 354. 4 hours from Anthropology 103, 332, 
365, 370, 465. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. 
Anthropology 101, 102, 354. 8 hours from An thropology 210, 220, 
230, 270, 330, 336, 340, 345. 4 hours from Anthropology 103, 332, 
365, 370, 465. 

ART 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Art history or crit icism, 

2) Aesthetics or philosophy of art, 3) Drawing, 4) Painting, 
5) Sculpture, 6) Instructional methods in art. 

K-12 teaching major: 32 semester hours required. Art 160, 226, 
230, 250, 365. 8 hours from Art 196, 255, 326, 328, 355, 370. 4 hours 
from Art 1 1 0, 1 80, 181, 380, 386. 

Art minor: 24 semester hours required. Art 1 60, 250, 365. 4 
hours from Art 1 96, 230, 255, 326, 328, 335, 370. 4 hours from Art 
180, 181 . 4 hours from Art 1 10, 380, 386. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as art minor. 

BIOLOGY 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Genetics, 2) Ecology or 

evolution theory, 3) Botany, including laboratory experience, 
4) Zoology, including laboratory experience, S) Laboratory 
management and safety, 6) Science tech.nology and society or 
bioeth ics. 

Secondary teaching major: 41 semester hours required . 
Biology 161,  162, 323, 340. Biology 201 or 328, 424 or 475, 324 or 
326, 331 or 346 or 407. 4 hours of electives from Biology 205 or 
above. Required supporting: Chem istry lOS or 1 1 5. 

Secondary teaching minor: 25 semester hours required. 
Biology 161, 162, 323. 8 hours of electives from Biology 201 or 
above. Required supporting: Chemistry lOS or 1 15. 

Elementary teaching major: 25 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor. 

CHEMISTRY 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Organic chemistry, 

including laboratory experience, 2) Inorganic chemistry, includ
ing laboratory experience, 3) AnalytiC chemistry, including 
laboratory experience, 4) PhYSical chemistry, S) Laboratory 
management and safety . 

Secondary teaching major: 54 semester hours required. 
Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 1 6, 321, 331, 332, 333, 334, 341, 342, 343, 344, 403. 
Required supporting: Math 151, 152, Physics 1 53, 154, 1 63, 1 64. 

Secondary teaching minor: 26 semester hours required. 
Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 1 6, 210, 331, 332, 333, 334. 4 hours from 
Chemistry 321 or 403. 

Elementary leaching major: 24 semester hours required. 
Chemistry 1 04, 105, 1 1 5, 1 16, 210. 4 hours of electives from Earth 
Sciences. 

CHINESE 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Writing/composition in 

the designated foreign language, 2) Conversation in the 
designated foreign language, 3) Reading in the designated 
foreign language, 4) History and culture of the designated 
foreign language. 

Secondary teaching minor: 24 semester hours required . 
Chinese 101, 102, 201, 202, 351, 371. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor. 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Siale endorsement requirements: 1) Computers and society, 

2) Computer software, 3) Data structures, 4) Assembly language, 
5) Structured programming in BASIC or logo, 6) Structured 
programming in one of the high level languages: LISP, C. Pascal, 
PROLOG, FORTRAJ'J, PL 1, Smalltalk, COBOL, Modula 2, 
FORTH, RPG. 

Secondary teaching minor: 24 semester hours required. 
Computer Science 144, 270, 322, 380, 449. Required supporting: 
Math 128 or 151 .  4 hours from Computer Science 1 1 0-210 or 220. 

Elementary teaching major: 26 semester hours. Same as 
secondary teaching minor, plus 2 hours from Special Education 
494. 

DRAMA 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Acting skills, 2)  Theatre 

production, 3) Theatre history or history of drama, 4)  Creative 
drama, 5) Theatre directing. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 
Theatre 151, 160, 241, 250, 352, 357, 363 or 364, 454. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required. 
Theatre 151, 250. 4 hours from Theatre 160, 363, 364. 8 hours 
from Theatre 351, 352, 454, 458. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. 
Theatre 151 ,  160, 250. 8 hours from Theatre 351, 352, 454, 458. 4 



hours of electives. 

EARTH SCIENCES 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Physical geology, 

2) Historical geology, 3) Environmental geology, 
4) Oceanography, S)  Astronomy, 6) Meteorology. 

Secondary teaching major: 45-46 semester hours required. 
Earth Sciences 131 ,  132, 202, 222, Natural Science 206. 12-13 
hours from Earth Sciences 323, 324, 325, 327, 328, 330, 333, 334, 
341 .  Chemistry 1 04 or 1 1 5. Physics 125, 135. 4 hours from Math 
140 or Computer Science 115 or Computer Science 144 or 
Computer Science 220. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required. Earth 
Sciences 1 31 ,  1 32, 202, 222, Natural Sciences 206. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor with 4 additional hours uf earth 
sciences electives. 

ECONOMICS 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Macroeconomics, 

2} Microeconomics, 3) History and/or development of economic 
thought. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 
Economics 150, 351, 352, 486. 8 hours from Economics 343, 344, 
Statistics 231, Math 334, 341, Business Administration 281, or an 
elective in computer science. 8 hours of electives in economics, 4 
hours of which may be statistics and/or including Economics 
399, 490, 491, 492, 493 for variable credit . 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required . 
Economics 150, 351, 352, 486. 4 hours of electives in economics, 
which may include statistics. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor with 4 additional hours of electives 
in economics or statistics. 

ENGLISH 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  American literature, 

2} English literature, 3) Comparative literature, 4) Linguistics or 
structure of language, S)  Writing/composition. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required 
beyond English 101 .  English 241, 251, 252, 328, 403. 4 hours from 
English 342, 343, 381, 384, 389, 390, 391, 392. 4 hours from English 
382, 383, 440, 451, 452. 4 hours from English 216, 217, 218, 231, 
345, 363, 365. All majors must present two years of one foreign 
language at the college level or show equivalent profiCiency. 

Secondary teaching m inor: 20 semester hours required 
beyond English 101 . English 241, 251 or 252, 328, 403. 4 hours 
from English 216, 217, 218, 231, 345, 363, 365. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours req uired 
beyond English 101 . English 241, 251 or 252, 328, 363, 403. 4 
hours of electives in English. 

ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Drama, 2) Speech, 

3) Journalism. 
Secondary Teaching major: 44 semester hours required. 

English 241, 251 or 252, 328. 4 hours from English 403 or 
Languages 200. 4 hours from English 216, 217, 218, 231, 365. 8 
hours in speech from Communication 1 23, 328, 330, 436, 450, 
Theatre 241 .  8 hours in drama from Theatre 1 51, 250, 352, 458. 8 
hours in journalism from Communication 283, 380, 381, 388. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. 
English 241, 25 1 or 252, 328. 4 hours from English 403, Languages 
200. 4 hours from English 363, 365. 4 hours from Communication 
123, 330, 450, Theat re 241, 458. 

FRENCH 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Writing/composition in 

the designated foreign language, 2) Conversation in the 
designated foreign language, 3) Reading in the designated 
foreign language, 4)  History and culture of the deSignated 
foreign language. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required 
beyond French 101 - 102. French 201, 202, 321, 351, 352, 421, 422, 
431 or 432. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required 
beyond French 101 · 102. French 201, 202, 321, 351, 352. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours requ ired 
beyond French 101 - 102. French 201, 202, 321, 351, 352. 4 hours 
from upper division French elective. 

GERMAN 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Writing/composition in 

the designated foreign language, 2) Conversation in the 
designated foreign language, 3) Reading in the deSignated 
foreign language, 4) History and culture of the designated 
foreign language. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required 
beyond German 101 -102. German 201, 202, 321, 322, 351, 352, 421, 
422. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required 
beyond German 10 1 -102. German 201, 202, 321 or 322, 35 \, 352. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required 
beyond German 101 -102. German 201, 202, 321 or 322, 351, 352. 4 
hours from upper division German elective. 

HEALTH 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Substance use and abuse, 

2) Wellness and illness, 3} Nutri.!ion, 4} Human physiology, 
5) Safety education. 

Secondary teaching m inor: 16  semester hours required. 
Health 260, 270, 292, 295, 32 \, 323, 325, 327. 2 hours of electives 
approved by health coordinator. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester h('urs required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor. Physical Education 329 and 6 
hours of electives in health education. 

HISTORY 
State endorsement requirements: Il Washington State or 

Pacific Northwest history and government, 2) United States 
history, 3) World, Western, or Pacific Rim history or civilizations. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 8 
hours from History 251, 252, 253. History 107 or 108, 460 or 461, 
Senior Seminar. 4 hours of electives from non-Western h.istory 
and 8 hours of upper division electives in history. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required. 4 
hours from History 2.51, 252, 253. History 107 or 108, 460 or 461 .  4 
hours of electives from non-Western history and 4 hours of 
upper division electives in history. . 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours reqUITed. Same 
as secondary teaching minor. Anthropology 354. 

JOURNALISM 
State endorsement requirements: Il News and feature writing, 

2) Copy editing, 3) News product ion, 4) Copy makeup and 
deSign, 5} Legal rights and liabilities of the press. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 
Communication Arts 1 23, 233, 271, 283, 380, 381, 384, 388. 4 hours 
of electives. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required. 
Communication Arts 1 23, 271, 283, 380, 381 .  

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. 
Communication Arts 1 23, 271, 283, 380, 381, 384, 388. 

LATIN 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Writing/composition in 

the designated foreign la nguage, 2} Conversation in the 
deSignated foreign language, 3} Reading in the designated 
foreign language, 4) History and culture of the designated 
foreign language. 

Secondary teaching minor: 24 semester hours required . Latin 
101, 1 02, 201, 202. Classics 250 or 322. 4 hours from upper 
division Latin elective. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Latin 
101,  1 02, 201, 202, Classics 250, 322. 

MATHEMATICS 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Euclidean geometry, 

2) Non-Euclidean geometry, 3) Differential calculus, 4) Integral 
calculus, S} Discrete mathematics (a combination of at least two 
of the following: probability, statistics, combinatorics, business 
applications, logic, set theory, functions). 

Secondary teaching major: 41 semester hours required. Math 
15 1 ,  1 52, 203, 245, 321, 331. 4 hours oi electives from Math 325 or 
above or Computer Science 320 or above (not Math 446; not 
Computer Science 322). 4 hours from Math 341 or 433. Required 
supporting: Computer Science 144, Physics 153, 163. 

. 
Secondary teaching minor: 22-24 semester hours reqUITed. 

Math 151 ,  1 52, 321, Computer Science 1 44.  2-4 hours from Math 
230 or 331. 4 hours from Math 245, 341, 433. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor with additional elective hours in 
mathematics, if necessary. 

MUSIC 
State endorsement requirements: 1 )  Score reading, 2) Music 

theory, 3) Music history and/or culture, 4} Conducting. 
5) Instructional music, 6) Instructional methods in general 
music. 

See the requirements for the degree Bachelor of Music 
Education (B.M.E.), as listed under Music in this catalog: 

B.M.E. - K-12 Choral 
B.M.E. - K-12 Instrumental (Band Emphasis) 
B.M.E. - K-12 1nstrumental (Orchestra Emphasis) 
Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. 

Music 121,  1 23, 1 25, 221, 230, 248, 326 or 353, 341, 345, 348. 2 
hours from Music 241-246. 2 hours from Music 360-380. 2 hours 
of private instruction . 
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NORWEGIAN 

State endorsement requirements: 1) Writing/composition in 
the designated foreign language, 2) Conversation in t he 
designated foreign language, 3) Reading in the designated 
foreign language, 4) History and culture of the designated 
foreign language. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 
Norwegian \01, \02, 201, 202, 351, 352. 4 hours from upper 
division elective in Scandinavian culture and 4 hours from 
upper division elective in Scandinavian literature. 

Secondary teaching minor: 24 semester hours required. 
Norwegian \01, 102, 201, 202, 351. 4 hours from upper division 
elective in Scandinavian culture. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor. 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Care and prevention of 

student injury, including first aid, 2) Kinesiology, 3) Exercise 
physiology, 4) School physical education, sports, Or athletic law, 
5) Sociology and/or psychology of sports, 6) Instructional 
methods in physical education for the handicapped, 7) Instruc
tional methods in physical education. 

K-12 teaching major: 53 semester hours required. Biology 205, 
206, Health Education 281, Physical Education 277, 283, 285, 286, 
287, 288, 322, 328, 329, 345, 478, 480, 481, 482, 484, 485. 

K-12 teaching minor: 18 semester hours required. Health 
Education 281, Physical Education 283, 322, 328, 334, 345. 4 hours 
from Physical Education 285, 286, 287. 

Elementary academic major: 23 semester hours required: 
Health Education 281, Physical Education 283, 288, 322. 328, 334, 
345. 8 hours from Physical Education 285, 286, 287. 

PHYSICS 
State endorsement requirements: I) Mechan ics, including 

laboratory experience, 2) Electrici ty and magnetism, including 
laboratory experience, 3) Light and sound, including laboratory 
experience, 4) Thermodynamics, modern phYSics, or astronomy. 

Secondary teaching major: 42 semester hours required. 
Physics 153, 154, 163, 164, 223, 331. 336, 351, 354, Math 151, 152, 
253. 

Secondary teaching minor: 25-26 semester hours required. 10 
hours from Physics 125, 126, 135, 136 or 153, 154, 1 63, 164. 7-8 
hours from Physics 205, 223, 331, 336, 341/347, 351 Or Chemistry 
341, Physics 354, Natural Sciences 2.06. Required supporting: 
Math lSI, 152. 

Elementary academic major: 25-26 semester hours required. 
Same as secondary teaching minor. 

POLmCAL SCIENCE 
State endorsement requirements: 1) American government, 

2) International relations or studies, 3) Comparative government 
or political systems, 4) Political t heory. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 
Political Science 101, 1 51. 8 hours from Political Science 345, 354, 
361, 363, 364, 368, 371. 372, 373. 4 hours from Political Science 
2\0, 231, 331, 338. 4 hours from Political Science 381, 384, 385, 
386, 387. 4 hours from Political Science 325, 326. 4 hours of 
electives in political science. 

Secondary teaching minor: 24 semester hours required. 
Political Science 101, lSI. 4 hours from Political Science 345, 354, 
361, 363, 364, 368, 371, 372. 373. 4 hours from Pols 210, 231, 331, 
338. 4 hours from Political Science 381, 384, 385, 386, 387. 4 hours 
from Political Science 325, 326. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor. 

PSYCHOLOGY 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Human behavior, 

2) Learning theories, 3) Developmental psychology, 
4) In terpersonal psychology. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 
Psychology 101, 243. 4 hours from Psychology 342, 348. 4 hours 
from Psychology 352 or 444. 4 hours from Psychology 325, 354, 
462, 464, 471. 12 hours of electives in psychology. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required. 
Psychology 101, 243. 4 hours from Psychology 342, 348. 4 hours 
from Psychology 352 or 444. 4 hours from Psychology 325, 354, 
462, 464, 471. 

Elementary teaching major. 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor with 4 additional hours of electives 
in psychology. 

SCIENCE 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Chemistry, 2) Physics, 

3) Biology, 4) Earth sciences. 
Secondary teaching major: 63-69 semester hours required. 

Biology 161, 162, 323, Chemistry 104, lOS, Earth Sciences 222, 
Physics 1 25, 1 26, 135, 136 or Physics 153, 154, 163, 164. 8 hours 

from Earth Sciences 131. 132. 333, 334. A minor is required in one 
of the following: biology, Chemistry, earth sciences, Or physiCS. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required, 
including 8 hours in life science, 8 hours in physical science, and 
8 hours of electives. 

SOCIAL STUDIES 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Economics, 

2) Anthropology, sociology, or psychology, 3) Geography, 
4) Political science. 

Secondary teaching major: 44 semester hours required. 
Anthropology 354, Economics 150, History 107 or 108, 251 or 252 
or 253, 460, Political Science 151, Sociology 101, 4 hours in non
Western history, 4 hours of upper division political science. 8 
hours of upper division electives chosen from two of the 
following disciplines: anthropology, economics, psychology, or 
sociology. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. 
Anthropology 354, History 251 or 252 or 253, 460. 4 hours from 
History 107 or 1 08 or non-Western history. 8 hours of electives 
from anthropology, economics, political science, psychology, or 
sociology. 

SOCIOLOGY 
State endorsement requirements: I) Group behavior, 2) Social 

institutions, 3) Social process, 4) Theory and history of sociology. 
Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required. 

Sociology 101, 396, 397. 8 hours from Sociology 240, 336, 386, 440. 
8 hours from Sociology 330, 351, 380, 391, 412, 443. 4 hours from 
Sociology 260, 341, 350, 395. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required. 
Sociology \01, 3%, 397. 4 hours from Sociology 330, 336, 351, 380, 
391, 412, 443. 4 hours from Sociology 234, 240, 336, 386, 395, 440. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 
as secondary teaching minor with 4 additional hours of electives 
in sociology. 

SPANISH 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Writing/composition in 

the designated foreign language, 2) Conversation in the 
designated foreign language, 3) Reading in the designated 
foreign language, 4) History and culture of the designated 
foreign language. 

Secondary teaching major: 32 semester hours required 
beyond Spanish 101-102. Spanish 201, 202, 321. 322, 351, 352. 8 
hours from Spanish 421, 422, 431, 432. 

Secondary teaching minor: 20 semester hours required 
beyond Spanish 101-\02. Spanish 201. 202, 321 or 322, 351, 352. 

Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required 
beyond Spanish \01-102. Spanish 201, 202. 321, 322, 351, 352. 

SPECIAL E DUCJ\TION 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Exceptionality, 

2) Alternative delivery system and strategies for special 
education, 3) Student assessment and evaluation, 4) Procedural 
and substantive legal issues in special education, 5) Instructional 
methods in special education. 

K-12 teaching major: 26 semester hours required. Special 
Education 1 90, 290, 390, 393, 398, 399, 407. 5 hours from Special 
Education 191, 2%, 395, 403, 408, 475, 479, 490, 492, 494. Majors 
must also register for 6 hours of special education student 
teaching (Sped 438 or 439) in addition to 8 hours of elementary 
or secondary student teaching (Educ 434 or 466). 

Special education minor: 18 semester hours required. Special 
Education 190, 290, 398, 399, 407. 4 hours from Special Education 
2%, 390, 393, 395, 399, 403, 408, 475, 490, 494. 

SPEECH 
State endorsement requirements: 1) Public speaking. 

2) Debate, 3) Group process, 4) Interpersonal communication. 
Secondary teaching major: 34 semester hours required. 

Communication 123, 283, 326, 328, 330, 333, 435, 436. 
Secondary teaching minor: 18 semester hours required. 

Communication 123, 326, 328, 330, 333. 
Elementary teaching major: 24 semester hours required. Same 

as secondary teaching minor with six additional hours of 
electives. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
253 CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND SCHOOLS 
Introduction to the nature of schools and teaching in contempor
ary society; overview of human development with special empha
sis on intellect ual. social. emotional. and physical development of 
elementary age children in a school setting. Weekly public school 
observations required with students responsible for their own 
transportation. Prerequisites: ENCL 101, PSY 101, sophomore 
standing. 2.50 CPA, writing and math skills assessment. (4) 



262 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION 
Introduction to teaching; historical, philosophical, social, polit ical, 
eth ical, and legal foundat ions. Federal and state legislation for 
special populations. Prerequ isites: ENCL 101, PSYC 101, test 
scores, sophomore standing, cumulative CPA of 2.50. (3) 

263 SCHOOL OBSERVATION 
Craded observation in schools. Concurrent with 262. ( 1 )  

321 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Emotional social, intellectual, and physiological development 
from infancy through adolescence. A weekly four-hour observa
tion in the public school is required . (Ind ividually assigned.) 
Students responsible for their own transportation. Prerequisites: 
PSY 101, ENCL 101, junior stand ing, 2.50 CPA. (2-4) 

322 GENERAL METHODS-PRIMARY 
Competencies will be developed for teach ing in grades K-3, with 
observation and participation in public schools. Prerequ isites: 253 
or 321. 2.50 CPA (4) 

323 GENERAL METHODS-UPPER 
ELEMENTARY 

Competencies will be developed for teaching in grades 4-6, with 
observation and part icipation in public schools. Prerequisites : 253 
or 321. 2.50 CPA. (4) 

324 GENERAL METHODS-ELEMENTARY 
Competencies will be developed for teaching in grades K-6. 
Extended experience and participation in public school classrooms 
will be provided . Prerequisites: 253 or 321, MATH 323, and 
concurrent enrollment in courses 325, 326, 408, 410, 412. 250 CPA. 
(4) 

325 READING IN THE 
ELEMENT ARY SCHOOL 

Teaching reading in elementary grades, includ ing modern 
approaches, materials, methods, techniques, procedures, and 
some diagnosis of reading difficult ies. Prerequisites: 322-324 or 
concurrently with 322-324. 2.50 CPA. (4) 

326 MATHEMATICS IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Basic mathematical skills and abilities needed by the elementary 
school teacher; recent developments and materials. Prerequisites: 
253, MATH 323 or equivalent. 2.50 CPA. (2) 

341 PHILOSOPHY OF VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION 

Objectives of high school business education programs, the 
business curriculum, layout and facil it ies planning, the evaluation 
of business teachers and competence for business occupations. 
Exami.nation of information resources and current thought in 
business education, cooperative education, and distributive edu
cation. Prerequisite: EDUC 425 is recommended. (2) 

342 METHODS OF TEACHING TYPING 
Application of research findings and psychological principles to 
the teaching of typing. Prerequisites: advanced typing and EDUC 
425 (may be concurrent). (2) 

343 METHODS OF TEACHING 
BOOKKEEPING 

Application of research findings and psychological principles to 
the teaching of bookkeeping. Prerequ is ites: EDUC 425 (may be 
concurrent ) and BA 281. ( 1 )  

344 METHODS OF TEACHING GENERAL 
BUSINESS SUBJECTS 

Application of research findings and psychological principles to 
the teachjng of general business, consumer economics, economics, 
business law, business mathematics, and business communica
tions subjects. Prerequisites: EDUC 425 (may be concurrent), 
ECON 1 50, and BA 281. ( 1 )  

345 METHODS OF TEACHING 
SECRET ARIAL SUBJECTS 

Applica tion of research findings and psychological principles to 
the teaching of shorthand, office practice, simulation, word 
processing, and rela ted subjects.Prerequisites:EDUC 4.25 (may be 
concurrent), advanced typing, and advanced shorthand. ( 1 )  

401 WORKSHOPS 
Workshops in special fields for varying periods of time. (1 -6) 

408 LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

The functional teaching of communication skills, grades K-6; areas 
include oral and written expression, listening, read ing, literature, 

dramatization, spelling, grammar, handwriting, children's lan
guage study, vocabulary development, and lexicography. Pre
requisite: 253. 2.50 CPA and 322-324 or concurrently with 322-324. 
(2) 

410 SCIENCE/HEALTH IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Incorporates materials and methods necessary to illustrate inter
active, process-oriented teaching of science and health. Two-day, 
overnight field trip included. (2) 

412 SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL 

Objectives, materials, and methods of teaching the social studies; 
recommended to student teachers and experienced teachers. 
Prerequisite: 253. 2.50 CPA. (2) 

421 TEACHERS AND THE LAW 
A brief study of students', parents', and teachers' rights and 
respsonsibilities with some emphasis on the question of liability. 
( I )  

430 STUDENT TEACHING-PRIMARY 
(SINGLE) 

Teaching in classrooms of local public schools under the direct 
supervision of the School of Education faculty and classroom 
teachers. PrerequiSites: 253 or 321, 322 or 324, 325, 326, 408, 410, 412, 
art, music, and physical education methods. 2.50 CPA. concurrent 
enrollment in 435. (10) 

432 STUDENT TEACHING-UPPER 
ELEMENTARY (SINGLE) 

Teaching in classrooms of local publiC schools under the direct 
supervision of School of Education faculty and classroom teachers. 
Prerequisites: 251 or 321, 323 or 324, 325, 326, 408, 410, 412, art, 
music, and physical education methods. 2.50 CPA. Concurrent 
enrollment in 425. (l0) 

434 STUDENT TEACHING-ELEMENTARY 
(DUAL) 

Designed for persons who do dual student teaching. Ten weeks of 
teaching in classrooms of local public schools under the direct 
supervision of School of Education facu lty and classroom teachers. 
PrerequiSites: EDUC 253 or 321; 322, 323, or 324; and 325, 326, 408, 
410, and 412, art, music, and physical education methods. 2.50 
CPA. Concurrent enrollment in 435. (8) 

435 PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR 
An opportunity for students t oshare experiences with an exchange 
of ideas on pupil behavior, curriculum practices, and ways of 
improving teaching performance. (Must be taken concurrently 
with 430 or 432.) (2) 

436 ALTERNATE LEVEL STUDENT 
TEACHING-ELEMENTARY 

A course designed to give some knowledge, understanding, and 
study of children, subject matter fields, and materials in the 
student's alternate teaching level plus student teaching on that 
level. Students who have completed secondary preferred level 
student teaching should enroll in this course. (6) 

437 ALTERNATE LEVEL STUDENT 
TEACHING-SECONDARY 

A course designed to give some knowledge, understanding, and 
study of chi.ldren, subject matter fields, and materials in the 
student's alternate teaching level plus student teaching on that 
level. Students who have completed elementary preferred level 
student teaching should enroll in this course. Independent study 
card required. (6) 

44X SUBJECT AREA METHODS 
Instructional strategies, long and short range planning, cur
riculum, and other considerations specific to the disciplines. 
Prerequisites: 262, 263, EPSY 261, 361, SPED 362. 

440 ART IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL (3) 

444 ENGLISH IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 
(3) 

445 FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL (3) 

446 MA THEMA TICS IN THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL (3) 

447 SCIENCE IN THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL (3) 
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448 SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE SECONDARY 

SCHOOL (3) 

449 COMPUTER SCIENCE IN THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL (2) 

456 STORYTELLING 
A cumbinatiun ufd iscovery and practicum in the art of storytelling. 
Investigates the values and background of storytelling. the 
various types and forms of stories, techniques of choosing and of 
teUing stories. Some off-campus practice. Demonstrations and 
joint storytelling by and with instructor. (4) 

457 THE ARTS, MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY 
Students use a variety of techniques, equipment, and materials to 
explore ways of seeing and expressing how they see and experi
ence their environment. Exploration of ways to incorporate these 
techniques into the classroom. Computers, video cameras, book
production, models, a nimation, cartoons, photography, and 
posters, along with the standard fare of tape recorders, slide 
shows, movies, film strips, and overheads are manipulated as 
media to express a view of the world creatively. (2)  

461 GENERAL TEACHING 
METHODS-SECONDARY 

Sk ills and understandings related to decision-mak ing, instruc
tional techniques, evaluation and testing, classroom management, 
and discipline. Prerequisites: 262, 263; concurrent with 462. (3) 

462 TEACHER ASSISTING-SECONDARY 
Guided instructional assistance and tutoring in schools; con
current with 461 .  ( 1 )  

466 STUDENT TEACHING-SECONDARY 
( DUAL) 

Designed for persons who do dual student teaching. Ten weeks of 
teaching in the public schools under the direction and supervision 
of classroom and university leachers. Prerequisites: 251, 425, and 
EPSY 368. 2.50 GPA. May be taken concurrently with 467. (8) 

467 EVALUATION 
Evaluation of school experiences; problems in connection with 
development, organization, and administration oftests (standard
ized and teacher-made). Required of fifth-year students. Prerequi
site: student teaching or teaching experience; 251, 253, EPSY 368. 
May be taken concurrently with student teaching. C (2) 

468 STUDENT TEACHING-SECONDARY 
Teaching in public schools under the direction of classroom and 
university teachers. Prerequisites: 262, 263, 461, 462; EPSY 261, 361; 

SPED 362; senior standing; cumulative CPA of 2.50 or higher. (9) 

473 PARENT-TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS 
Issues and skills important in conferencing and parent-teacher 
relationships. EmphasiS on effective communication skills. Special 
education majors and teachers examine relevant placement pro
cesses and parent needs. (2) 

479 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES IN READING 
Individual diagnostic assessment of reading problems using both 
formal and informal testing techniques. Special instructional 
methods for remediation for children with reading difficulties. 
Practicum required. PrerequiSite: 325 or equivalent. (4) 

485 THE GIFTED CHILD 
A study of the gifted child, characteristics and problems, and 
school procedures designed to further development. C (2) 

496 LABORATORY WORKSHOP 
Practical course using elementary-age children in a classroom 
situation working out specific problems; provision will be made 
for some active participation of the university students. Prerequi
site: conference with the instructor or the dean of the School of 
Education. G 

497 SPECIAL PROJECT 
Individual study and research on education problems or additional 
laboratory experience in public school classrooms. PrerequiSite: 
consent of the dean. G 0-4) 

501 WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fie.1ds for varying lengths of time. 
0-4 )  

503 ON CAMPUS WORKSHOPS IN 
EDUCATION 

On campus graduate workshops in education for varying lengths 
of time; enrollment subject to adviser's approval. 

505 ISSUES IN LITERACY EDUCATION 
In itial course required for all students in the master's program in 

literacy education. Overview of historical and current t heory, 
pract ice, definitions, and research in language and literacy acquisi
tion and development in and out of schools. Discussion of 
possibilities for program involvement, projects, goals, and collabor
ation. Prerequisite to all other courses; required of any track 
option selected. (2) 

506 FOUNDATIONS OF SCHOOL LIBRARY 
MEDIA CENTER MANAGEMENT 

Functions of the school library media center in the school with 
particular emphasis on the roles and responsibilit ies of the school 
library media specialist with.in instructional and administrative 
arenas. The taxonomies of school library media center manage
ment including the planning, delivery, and evaluation of 
programs. (2) 

507 PRlNCIPLES OF INFORMATION 
ORGANIZATION, RETRlEV AL, AND 
SERVICE 

Exploration of a broad range of data and information in primary 
and secondary sources inc.Juding document, bibliographic, full
text, statist ical, visual, and recorded formats. Access points and 
strategies for effective information retrieval in print, media, and 
electronic resOurces. Information in terviewing techniques, 
instructional s trategies for library media center information 
resources, and local, regional, and national information networks. 
(2) 

508 PRlNCIPLES OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC 
ANAL YSIS AND CONTROL 

The organization and structure of a broad range of information 
formats with an emphasis on the analysis of standard bibliographic 
components p rescribed by national bibliographie databases. 
Techniques to construct bibliographic records using national 
standards including MARC (Machine Readable Cataloging), 
AACR2 (Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, Second Edition), and 
the Dewey Decimal Classification System. The selection, genera
tion of data, and maintenance of electronic bibliographic database 
systems. (2) 

509 FOUNDATIONS OF COLLECTION 
DEVELOPMENT 

The philosophical bases and parameters of collection development 
in the school library media center. Techniques for community 
analysis, collection evaluation, and collection maintenance. 
Bibliographic resources for selection of materials with special 
emphasis on the criteria for evaluation of print, media, and 
electronic formats. The acquisition process for instructional 
materials in the K-12 system. A major emphasis is the analysis of a 
school library media center's support of school/district curricular 
goals and objectives. (2) 

510 THE ACQUISITION AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE AND 
LITERACY 

Investigation of how young children acquire their first language 
and what they k now as a result of this learning. Emphasis on the 
relationships among meaning, function, and form in  language 
acquisition as well as the relationships between cognition and 
language and t heir parallels to literacy acquisition. The basis for 
promoting a school environment t hat maximizes language 
learning/teaching potential. Prerequisite: Literacy Foundations. 
(2) 

51 1 STRA TEGIES FOR 
LANGUAGE/LITERACY DEVELOPMENT 
IN CLASSROOMS 

The developmental nature of literacy learning with emphasis on 
the vital role of language and the interrelatedness and in ter
dependence of listen ing, speak ing. reading, and writing as 
language processes. Emphasison developing strategies for putting 
an understanding of language acquisition and development into 
effective classroom practices that will promote continual, success
ful teaching and learning. Focus on stages of literacy development 
in read ing and wri t ing through the elementary grades. 
Prerequisites: 505, 510. (2) 

513 LANGUAGE/LITERACY DEVELOPMENT: 
ASSESSMENT AND INSTRUCTION 

Understanding of a wide variety of strategies and tools for 
assessing and facilitating students' development in reading, 
writing, liste.ning, and speaking. Emphasis on a broad range of 
possibilit ies in assessment, evaluation, diagnosis, and instructional 
implementation. Topics include an overview of testing resources 
and their appropriate use, the use of portfolios, techniques for 
observation/anecdotal records, experiences with miscue analysis, 
and the teaching and  learning of appropriate intervention 
strategies to promote the development of readers and writers at  all 



levels. The major course project includes assessing a reader, 
developing a profile of appropriate reading s trategies, and 
designing and implementing an instructional plan to help the 
reader develop effective, efficient reading strategies. Prerequisites: 
505, 510; highly recommended to be taken at the end of the track 
sequence. (4) 

515 PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR; 
CONTINUING LEVEL, TEACHERS 

The preparation and sharing of selected topics related to the 
minimum generic standards needs of the individual participants. 
Required for the continuing level certification of teachers. (2) 

516 TEACHER SUPERVISION 
Identification and development of supervisory sk ills for teachers 
who work with other adults in the classroom. Supervision of 
student teachers, consultants and reSource specialists, parent 
volunteers, classified aides, and peer and cross-age tutors. ( 1 )  

525 CURRENT PRACTICES AND ISSUES IN 
READING 

To examine current practices and issues in the field of reading as 
described through educational research. Research findingsappJied 
to current classroom practices. Students encouraged to pursue 
specific a reas of interest within the broad area of reading instruc
tion. Prerequisite: 3250r equivalent and teaching experience. (2-4) 

528 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE IN K-8 
CURRICULUM 

Investigation of genres of contemporary children's literature and 
development of a personal repertoire for classroom use. Current 
issues and trends in ch ildren's litera t u re and professional 
resources availoble for teachers and library media specialists to 
eva.luate and select appropria te literature. Possibilities for the 
integration of literature as curricular text to enhance/extend K-8 
curriculu m. Strategies include t he use of literat ure circles, writing, 
and fiction and non-fiction in the content areas. Techniques for 
introducing children's literature into the classroom and library 
media center. (2) 

529 ADOLESCENT LITERATURE IN THE 
SECONDARY CURRICULUM 

Genres in adolescent literature and exploration of strategies for 
integration of young adult materials across the middle and 
secondary school curriculum. Current issues and trends in 
adolescent literature and professional resources available for 
teachers and library media specialists to evaluate and select 
appropriate literature. Techniques for introducing adolescent 
literature into the c lassroom and library media center. (2) 

530 CHILDREN'S WRITING 
Current theory and practice in the teaching and learning of 
writing in elementary classrooms. Implementation strategies, 
including the importance of models and demonstration, the place 
of talk and dialogue in the teaching/learning process, t he use of 
conferencing and response, appropriate developmental spelling 
expectations, the role of children's literature, and writing across 
the curriculum. Particular emphasis on a process approach and 
the setting up of a Writing Workshop based on current research. 
(2) 

537 MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY FOR 
SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALISTS 

The management of media and technology services in the school 
library media center, the function and operation of media equip
ment and materials used in school library media centers, and the 
trends and issues involved in media and technology. Special 
emphasis on emerging technologies used in K-J2 instructional 
programs (CD-ROM), interactive video, distance learning, com
puter technologies). (2) 

538 STRATEGIES FOR WHOLE LITERACY 
INSTRUCTION ( K-12) 

The use of language as a tool for learning across the curriculum, 
and the roles of language in a1l kinds of teaching and learning in 
K-12 classrooms. Strategies for reading/writing in content areas, 
thematic teaching, topic study, and integrating curriculum. The 
concept of information literacy and models of instruction with 
emphasis on Washington State Information Skills Curriculum 
Model. Prerequisite: 505_ (2) 

544 RESEARCH AND PROGRAM 
EVALUATION 

Knowledge of student and class evaluation techniques; the ability 
to select and interpret tests; knowledge of research design; the 
ability to interpret educational research; the ability to identify, 
locate, and acquire topical research and related literature; and the 
ability to use the results of research or evaluation to propose 
program changes. (2) 

545 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES O F  
RESEARCH 

Seminar in research methods and techniques in education with 
emphasiS on designing a research project in the student's area of 
interest. Required for M.A. Prerequisites: Admission to the 
graduate program; 544; minimum of24 semester hours of COurse
work leading to the M.A.; consultation with student's adviser. (2) 

550 SCHOOL FINANCE 
Local, state, and federal contributors to school finance, its philo
sophy and development; the development and administration of a 
school budget. Prerequisites: Admission to the graduate program; 
544. (2) 

551 EDUCATIONAL LAW 
Study of contemporary federal, state, and local statutes, regula
tions, and case law and their application to public and private 
schools ( K-12). Prerequisites: Admission to the graduate program; 
544. (2) 

552 E DUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
Administration and supervision of school personnel, facilities, and 
programs; with emphasis on the human relationships in that 
setting. Prerequisite: consultation with the student's adviser. (3) 

554 SEMINAR IN EDUCATIONAL 
ADMINISTRATION 

The preparation and sharing of selected presentations related to 
needs of individual participants. Required for continuing certifica
tion of principals and program administrators. Registration must 
take place in the fall semester and participation will be continuous 
for the academic year. (2) 

555 ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
WORKSHOP 

Differentiated models of supervision based on clinical supervisory 
models. Supervision of instruction, curriculum, in-service and 
staff development, support services, and personnel. Teacher 
evaluation. Prerequisites: Admission to the graduate program; 
552; 544; consultat ion with the student's adviser. (2) 

556 SECONDARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM 

A variety of facets of secondary and middle school programs: 
finance, curriculum, discipline, eva.iuation, classroom manage
ment, the basic education bill, legislative changes, and special 
education. Development of secondary and middle schools from 
their beginnings to the present. Critical issues in the education 
scene today. (3) 

558 INTERNSHIP IN E DUCATIONAL 
ADMINISTRATION 

Internship in educational administration planned with the School 
of Education in cooperation with selected public school educa
tional administrators. PrerequiSite: Admission to the graduate 
program; completion of the 17-hour Educational Administration 
Concentration; consultation with the student's adviser. (2-4) 

579 DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION IN 
READING 

Causative factors relating to reading difficulties; some opportunity 
to apply remediation techniques; open to those with teaching 
experience. (2) 

580 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
Types of curriculum organizations, programs and techniques of 
curriculum development .  Prerequisites: Admission to the graduate 
program; 544; consultation with the student's adviser. (2) 

585 COMPARATIVE EDUCATION 
Comparison and investigation of certain materials and cultural 
systems of education throughout the world. (2) 

586 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
The nature and functioning of the educational system examined 
from a sociological perspective. Topics include: education, stratifi
calion, and social change; the school as a complex organization; 
the school as a social institution; and the sociology of learning. (4) 

587 HISTORY OF E DUCATION 
Great educators, educational t heories, and educational systems 
from antiquity to the present. (2) 

589 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
Philosophical and theoretical foundations of education. (3) 

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
A workshop for all Master of Arts candidates in the School of 
Education which provides a forum for exchange of research ideas 
and problems; candidates should register for this seminar for 
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assistance in fulfilling requirement. No credit is given, nor is 
tuition assessed. (0) 

597 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Projects of varying length related to educational issues or concerns 
of the individual participant and approved by an appropriate 
faculty member and the dean. ( 1 -4) 

598 STUDIES IN EDUCATION 
A research paper or project on an educational issue selected 
jOintly by the student and the graduate adviser. Prerequisites: 
Admission to the graduate program; 544, 545; minimum of 26 
hours of coursework leading to the M.A.; consultation with the 
student's adviser. (2)  

599 THESIS 
For Master of Arts candidates who elect to write a thesis. The 
thesis problem will concern an educational issue from the candi
date's major field of concentration and will be selected jointly Or 
approved by the candidate's graduate adviser. Prerequisites: 
Admission to the graduate program; 544, 545; minimum of 26 
hours of coursework leading to the M.A.; consultation with the 
student's adviser. (3-4) 

EDUCATIONAL 
PSYCHOLOGY 
261 HUMAN RELATIONS DEVELOPMENT 
Study and laboratory experiences in the development of human 
relations skills, especially the core skills of helping needed to 
facilitate problem-solving and personal academic growth. Pre
requisites: ENGL 101, PSYC 101, test scores, sophomore standing. 
cumulative GPA of 2.50. (3) 

361 PSYCHOLOGY FOR TEACHING 
Principles and research in human development and learning. 
especially related to teaching and to the psycholOgical growth, 
rela tionships, and adjustment of individuals. Prerequisites: EDUC 
262, 263; EPSY 261 .  (3) 

368 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Principles and research in human learning and their implications 
for curriculum and instruction. Prerequisite: EDUC 251, 253. (4) 

501 WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fie lds for varying lengths of time. 
( 1 -4) 

512 GROUP PROCESS AND THE 
INDIVIDUAL 

A human interaction laboratory to facilitate the exploration of the 
self concept through t he mechanisms of interpersonal interactions 
and feedback. Emphasis placed on the acquisition of skill in self
explorat ion, role identification, and climate-making. G (2) 

535 FOUNDATIONS OF GUIDANCE 
The focus is on developing an understanding of the services and 
processes available to assist individuals in making plans and 
decisions according to their own life pattern. G (4) 

536 AF FECTIVE CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES 
Exploration of various techniques designed to facilitate under
standing of self and others; methods for working with students. 
Prerequisite: studtmt teaChing or graduate status. Laboratory 
experience as arranged. G (2) 

550 BEGINNING PRACTICUM 
Learn and practice the basic counseling skills in a structured and 
closely supervised environme.n t .  Learn through role-plays, 
observat ion, counseling clients and feedback via pee.rs, instructor, 
clients, transcript ions, audio and video tapes. Clients used in this 
practicum will be relatively high functioning and will usually be 
seen in an observation room. (3) 

555 PRACTICUM 
In addition to those skills learned in Beginning Practicum, learn 
and practice various counseling approaches, skills and techniques 
with individuals from diverse populations in a community or 
various school settings. In  addition to university faculty, there will 
be on-site supervision by counselors. Prerequisites: EPSY 550 and 
561. (3) 

561 BASIC RELATIONSHIPS IN 
COUNSELING 

A study of the theory, process, techniques, and characteristics of 
the counseling relationship. A basic course for M.A students in the 
Counseling and Guidance program. (4) 

563 PRACTICUM IN GROUP PROCESS AND 
LEADERSHIP 

A human interaction laboratory which explores interpersonal 
operations in groups and faci l itates the development of self
insight; emphasis on leadership and development of skill in 
diagnosing indiv idual, group, and organizational behavior pat
terns and influences. Students will co-facilitate a laboratory group. 
Prerequisite: EPSY 512. (2) 

565 ADVANCED HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
A comparative study of human development at  various levels 
through observational assessments using non-standardized 
instruments: e.g., sociometric scales, autobiographies, interviews, 
interaction analysis and other appropriate measurements. A 
practicum (a minimum of one hour each week) is required in a 
school or appropriate agency. Prerequisite: Fifth year or graduate 
status. (4) 

569 CAREER GUIDANCE 
A study of careers, theories of choice, and guidance techniques. (4) 

570 FIELDWORK IN COUNSE LING AND 
GUIDANCE 

A culminating practicum of field experience in schools or agencies 
using theory, skills, and techniques previously learned. A variety 
of work experiences with both individuals and groups. Students 
incorporate consultation experience following the Adlerian model. 
(4) 

575 MENT AL HEALTH 
Basic mental health principles as related to interpersonal relation
ships. Focus on self-understanding. Laboratory experiences as 
arranged. (4) 

578 BEHA VIORAL PROBLEMS 
Adlerian concepts provide the basis for observation, motivation, 
modification, and life style assessment. Skills for assisting people 
in developing responsibility for their own behavior. Laboratory 
experience as arranged. (4) 

583 CURRENT ISSUES IN EXCEPTIONALITY 
The characteristics of exceptional students and the counselor's 
role in dealing with a variety of problems they may have. Learning 
disabilities, emotional problems, physical problems, and the gifted 
student. Offered every other interim. G (2-4) 

597 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Projects of varying length related to educational issues or concerns 
of the individual participant and approved by an appropriate 
faculty member and the dean. ( 1 -4) 

598 STUDIES IN EDUCATION 
A research paper or project on an educational issue selected 
jointly by the student and the graduate adviser. It will be reviewed 
by the student's graduate committee. (2) 

599 THESIS 
The thesis problem will be chosen from the candidate's major field 
of concentration and must be approved by the candidate's 
graduate committee. Candidates are expected to defend their 
thesis in a final oral examination conducted by their committee. 
(3-4) 

SPECIAL EDUCATION 
190 EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN AND 

ADULTS 
Introduction to the needs and characteristics of exceptional 
children and adults. Federal and state legislation, current issues, 
and practices of delivering services to individuals with disabilities. 
Prerequisite for all special education coursework. Required for all 
elementary education majors. (3) 

1 91 OBSERVATION IN SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 

Observation in special education settings in the local area. ( 1 )  

290 INTRODUCTION TO LEARNING 
DISABILITIES 

Overview of the field of learning disabilit ies, including concepts, 
assessment, and instructional practices. Prerequisite: EDUC 253 or 
EPSY 2611EDUC 262 Or consent of instructor. (3) 

2% EDUCA TING THE PHYSICALLY 
CHALLENGED AND MEDICALLY 
fRAGILE 

The course focuses On meeting the psychological, social, and 
educational needs of individuals who are physically challenged 



andlor medically fragile. An overview of the most common 
medical problems and necessary modifications of curriculum and 
instructional techniques. (2) 

NOTE: PREREQUISITES FOR 3001400 LEVEL SPECIAL EDUCA
TION: EDUC 253 or EPSY 261/EDUC 262 or consent of 
instructor. Students not majoring in education may be 
excused from this requirement. 

362 TEACHING FOR INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFERENCES-SECONDARY 

Curriculum modification and teaching and management methods 
for working effectively with exceptional learners in regular 
classrooms. (4) 

390 INTRODUCTION TO DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES 

A study of the emotional, social, physical, and mental character
istics of individuals with developmental disabilities, including 
methods of assessing and teaching from medical, psychological, 
social, and educational points of view. (3) 

393 INTRODUCTION TO BEHAVIOR 
DISORDERS 

Examination of current problems and issues as they relate to the 
instruction and management of learners with behavior disorders. 
Includes study of behavioral and academic characteristics for this 
population. (3) 

395 INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE 
DEVELOPMENT AND DISORDERS 

Introduction to language disorders, assessment, and intervention. 
Focus on theories of language development and normal language 
acquisition. (2) 

398 ASSESSMENT IN SPECIAL AND 
REMEDIAL EDUCATION 

Study of a variety of informal and formal assessment tests and 
procedures. Curriculum based assessments, systematic classroom 
observation, norm-referenced tests, task analysis, and criterion
referenced tests and procedures are examined. Includes the role of  
assessment in eligibility and program planning. (3) 

399 PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Experience with children and youth who have special needs. 
hour credit given after successful completion of45clock hours and 
specific course competencies. Prerequisite: SPED290orconsent of 
instructor. ( 1 -2) 

403 PARENT/PROFESSIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
IN SPECIAL EDUCA nON 

Methods for communicating effectively with parents of special 
needs children. (2) 

407 CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION FOR 
LEARNERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 

Focus on teaching academic, social, and adaptive skills to  learners 
with special needs. Includes writing individual education plans, 
data based instruction, task analysis, and instructional sequenc
ing. Prerequisites: General Methods, SPED 290, or consent of 
instructor. (4) 

408 CAREER AND VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION FOR STUDENTS WITH 
SPECIAL NEEDS 

Focus on career education curricula, assessment, life adjustment, 
and vocational instruction for learners with special needs. Includes 
community transition programs, su pervised work and living 
arrangements, and assessment of occupational skills. (2) 

438 STUDENT TEACHING IN ELEMENTARY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 

Teaching in special education programs under the direction and 
supervision of school and university personnel. 8 weeks. Pre
requisite: consent of instructor. (6) 

439 STUDENT TEACHING IN SECONDARY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 

Teaching in special education programs under the direction and 
supervision of school and university personnel. 8 weeks. Pre
requisite: consent of instructor. (6) 

475 SUPERVISING PARA-PRO FESSIONALS 
AND VOLUNTEERS 

Emphasis On the effective management of para-professionals and 
volunteers in the classroom. ( I )  

485 THE GIFTED CHILD 
A study of the gifted learner's characteristics and needs. Focus on 

instructional procedures designed to further development. (2) 

490 EARLY LEARNING EXPERIENCES FOR 
SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN 

Implications of normal and atypical child development to the 
learning procesfi. (2) 

492 METHODS OF TEACHING EARLY 
CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION 

Early childhood methods, materials, curriculum, and techniques 
for teaching children with special needs. Prerequisite: SPED 490 or 
consent of instructor. (2) 

494 COMPUTER APPLICATION IN SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 

An introduction into the application of computer technology for 
learners with special needs. Focus on current issues and uses of 
computer technology including computer assisted instruction, 
software evalua tion, pupil and data management, and assifitive 
devices. (2) 

499 SEMINAR IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Current topics On the education of children and adults with 
disabilities. (2) 

SOl OFF CAMPUS WORKSHOPS IN SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 

Off campus graduate workshops in special education for varying 
lengths of time. (1-4) 

503 ON CAMPUS WORKSHOPS IN SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 

On campus graduate workshops in special education for varying 
lengths of time. (1-4). 

513 LANGUAGE/LITERACY DEVELOPMENT: 
ASSESSMENT AND INSTRUCTION 

See Education 513. 

520 TEACHING SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS 
IN ELEMENTARY PROGRAMS 

Introduction and overview of services for special needs students 
in elementary programs. Includes procedural and substantive 
legal issues in special education, program modification, and 
classroom management. (2) 

521 TEACHING SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS 
IN SECONDARY PROGRAMS 

Introduction and overview of services for special needs students 
iA secondary programs. Includes procedural and substantive legal 
issues in special education, program modification, and classroom 
management. (2) 

522 THE ROLE OF HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS IN SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 

This course introduces health professionals in the school to 
learners with special needs. Topics include roles of parents as well 
as medical concerns, early intervention, teaming, su bstance abuse, 
and suicide prevention. (3) 

530 CURRENT ISSUES IN ASSESSMENT 
Current issues in the use of assessment information for making 
educational decisions about students. Prerequisite: SPED 398 or 
consent of instructor. (2) 

531 SEVERE AND PROFOUND DISABILITIES 
Introduction to the physical, social, and education needs of 
individuals with severe and profound disabilities. (2) 

532 EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
INDIVIDUALS WITH SEVERE AND 
PROFOUND DISABILITIES 

1m-depth study of educational prescription and programming for 
learners who are severely and profoundly disabled. Emphasisi will 
be placed on teaching strategies and curriculum modification as 
they apply to this population. (2) 

533 CURRENT ISSUES IN DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES 

Current issues related to the education of individuals with 
developmental disabilit ies. Prerequisite: SPED 390 or consent of 
instructor. (2) 

534 CURRENT ISSUES IN BEHAVIOR 
DISORDERS 

Current issues related to the education of individuals with 
behavior disorders. Prerequisite: SPED 3930rconsent of instructor. 
(2) 
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535 CURRENT ISSUES IN LEARNING 

DISABILITIES 
Current issues related to the education of individuals with 
learning disabi l i t ies. Prerequisite: SPED 290 or consent of instruc
tor. (2) 

537 CURRENT ISSUES IN LANGUAGE 
DISORDERS 

Current issues and approaches in assessing and remediating 
children with language disorders. Prerequisite: SPED 395 or 
consent of instructor. (2) 

538 CURRENT ISSUES IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION 

Current issues related to young children with special needs. 
Prerequisite: SPED 490 or permission of instructor. (2) 

539 ADMINISTRATION OF EARLY 
CHILDHOOD/SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS 

In-depth study of the administration of early childhood programs 
with "mphasis on remediation techniques and transdisciplinary 
approaches. Prerequisite: SPED 538. (2)  

540 EARL Y INTERVENTION PROGRAMS 
Current practices in medical, therapeutic, and educational inter
vention techniques used in the rehabilitation of special needs 
children from birth to age six. (2) 

541 ASSESSMENT OF INFANTS AND 
PRESCHOOLERS 

Use of appropriate tools and procedures in diagnosing and 
evaluating young children's needs, leading to relevant educational 
programming. Prerequisites: SPED 492, 540. (2) 

570 APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS FOR 
TEACHERS 

A survey of the principles and techniques of applied behavior 
analysis. Includes behavior modification and its ethical applica
tion, self-control techniques, cognitive behavior modification, 
organization, and research design: (2) 

575 INTRODUCTION TO COLLABORATIVE 
CONSULTATION 

In troduction to the principles and practices of a consulting teacher 
model in special education. Focus on instructional delivery 
appropriate for providing direct and indirect services to learners 
with special needs in mainstream classes. (2) 

576 COMMUNICATION SKILLS FOR 
COLLABORATIVE CONSULT A TION IN 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 

EmphasiS on the interpersonal skills necessary for the consulting 
teacher in special education. The course wi1i explore variable 
involved in developing cooperation between professional edu
cators. (2) 

588 ADMINISTRATION OF SPECIAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS 

Investigation of existing special education administrative units, 
pupil placement procedures, student staffings, program reim
bursement procedures, and federal funding models. (3) 

590 RESEARCH IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Review of current research on selected topics in special education. 
( 1 )  

591 RESEARCH IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD/SPECIAL EDUCATION 

A combination of organized cou<sework and independent study 
in early childhood/special education. Specialized study in a 
selected topic. Prerequisite: SPED 490 or consent of instructor. ( 1 )  

592 RESEARCH I N  LEARNING DISABILITIES 
A combination of organized coursework and independent study 
in early learning disabilities. Specialized study in a selected topic. 
Prerequisite: SPED 535 or consent of instructor. ( 1 )  

593 RESEARCH I N  BEHAVIOR DISORDERS 
A combination of organized coursework and independent study 
in behavior disorders. Specialized study in a selected topic. 
Prerequisite: SPED 534 or consent of instructor. ( 1 )  

594 RESEARCH I N  DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES 

A combination of organized cOllrsework and independent study 
in developmental disabilities. Specialized study in a selected topic. 
Prerequisite: SPED 533 or permission of instructor. ( I )  

595 SPECIAL EDUCATION: INTERNSHIP 
Internship in special education settings under the direction and 
supervision of classroom and univerSity faculty. PrerequiSite: 
Teaching credential and consent of instructor. (4) 

597 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Projects of varying length related to trends and issues in special 
education and approved by an appropriate faculty member and 
the dean. ( 1 -4)  

598 STUDIES IN EDUCATION 
A research paper or project on an educational issue selected 
jointly by the student and the graduate adviser. It will be reviewed 
by the student's graduate committee. (2) 

599 THESIS 
For Master of Arts candidates who elect to write a thesis instead of 
two research papers. The thesis problem will be chosen from the 
candidate's major field of concentration and must be approved by 
the candidate's graduate committee. Candidates are expected to 
defend their thesis in a final oral examination conducted by their 
committee. (3-4) 

Engineering 
E ngineering, a practical art and profession, is 
more than 50 centuries old. Its heritage boasts a 
vast spectrum of achievements, including the 
pyramids of ancient Mesopotamia (2000 B.C.), the 
Colosseum of Rome (75 A.D.), and more recently, 
the 16-megabit random-access memory chip (1990 
A.D.). Engineering uses materials and knowledge 
from science and mathematics with experience, 
imagination, creativity, and inspiration to provide 
benefit to our daily lives. At the same t ime, 
engineering must be practiced with an appro
priate awareness and concern for its potential 
adverse effects on human beings and the environ-

ment. The engineering code of ethics states the 
purpose of engineering-Uto safeguard life, 
health, and property and to promote the public 
welfare." The goal of engineering education at 
Pacific Lutheran University is to combine the 
skills of mathematics, the k nowledge of science, 
and the techniques of engineering design, along 
with an appreciation of ,the broader areas of 
human interest and concern, to produce compe
tent and responsible engineering. 

PLu's programs in engineering provide a strong 
base in mathematics, physics, and engineering. 
Such a foundation will enable PLU graduates to 



adapt readily to future changes in technology. 
PLU programs are based on the premise that the 
engineering profession requires life-long learning. 

In the development and implementation of 
technology, engineers are responsible for project 
conceptualization, design, study, testing, construc
tion, and maintenance. Such projects usually 
involve economics, personnel management, and 
administration. Often technical projects require 
communication with peers, managers, and govern
ment representatives. PLU is uniquely qualified 
to educate engineers for such responsibilities 
because it combines technical courses with the 
liberal arts curriculum. 

The Department of Engineering offers four-year 
Bachelor of Science (B.5.) degree programs in 
Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineer
ing. The department also offers a five-year 3-2 or 
dual-degree program which leads to a B.s. in 
Engineering Science from PLU and an engineering 
degree from a second institution. At the second 
institution, the engineering specialty may be 
chosen from a variety of engineering disciplines. 

Closely associated with these three programs is a 
B.s. in Applied Physics. This program offers 
concentrations in Mechanical Engineering and 
Electrical Engineering. 

Students interested in an engineering degree 
program should contact a member of the 
engineering faculty for assistance and advice. 

FACULTY 
Upton, Chair; Haueisen, MacGinitie, Spillman. 

ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 

Electrical Engineering is the largest single diSCipline within 
engineering education and the engineering profession. It 
encompasses " number of areas of specific interest. Electrical 
Engineering at PLU includes study in electrical circuits, devices, 
systems, and electro-optics. The curriculum involves a sub
stantial component of both classroom and laboratory experi. 
ence. It seeks to balance the student's knowledge of current 
engineering practice with an understanding of the underlying 
science and engineering design principles, allowing gradu�tes to 
keep pace with evolving technology. 

B.S. MAJOR IN ElECTRICAL ENGINEERING: 
Engineering 131, 132, 245, 246, 345, 346, 445, 446, 491; 

Mathematics 151, 1 52, 253; Physics 153, 154, 163, 164, 331, 354; 
Computer Science 144; Chemistry 1 1 5; Technical electives-four 
hours from Engineering 233, 234, 333, 334, 434; one course from 
Mathematics 230, 331, 345, Physics 223, 332; eight additional 
hours from upper division engineering or approved physics or 
computer science courses. 

A typical electrical engineering program is as follows: 
Freshman Engineering 131,  1 32 

PhYSics 1 53, 154, 163, 164 
Mathematics 151, 152 

Sophomore Engineering 245, 246 
Mathematics 253 
Physics 354 
Computer Science 144 
Technical elective 

Junior Engineering 345, 346 
Physics 331 
Chemistry 1 15 
Technical electives (2) 

Senior Engineering 445, 446, 491 
Technical elective 

MINOR IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: 
Engineering 1 31, 132, 245, 246, and 345 or 346; Physics 1 25, 126, 

135, 136 or Physics 153, 1 54, 163, 164; Physics 354; Mathematics 
151, 152, 253; Computer Science 144 Or 240. 

COMPUTER 
ENGINEERING 

Computer Engineering is a relatively new engineering 
specialty that has grown out of rapidJy evolving micro· and 
mini-computer technology. The curriculum consists of essential 
and advanced elements from computer science and electrical 
engineering, developing both hardware and software expertise. 
Electives permit concentration in areas such as integrated 
circuit design, microprocessor applications, computer design, 
application software development, and artificial intelligence. 

B.S. MAJOR IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING: 
Engineering 131, 132, 245, 246, 345, 346, 491; Mathematics 151,  

152, 253, and either 245 or 331; Computer Science 144, 270, 380; 
Physics 153, 1 54, 163, 1 64; Technical electives- 13 hours from 
Engineering 445, 446, 480, 481, 492, Computer Science 348, 367, 
375, 385, 444, 455, Mathematics 345, 346, Physics 331, 332, 354; 
technical electives must include four hours from Physics 354, 
Mathematics 345, 346. 

A typical computer engineering program is as follows: 
Freshman Engineering 131,  132 

Physics 153, 154, 163, 164 
Mathematics 151, 152 
Computer Science 144 

Sophomore Engineering 245, 246, 346 
Mathematics 253 
Computer Science 270 
Physics 354 

Junior Engineering 345 
Computer Science 3RO 
Mathematics 331 

Senior 
Technical elective 
Technical electives (2) 

ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
The degree in Engineering Science is awarded in the 3-2 

Engineering program. The 3-2 or dual-degree program consists 
of three years of introductory science and engineering at PLU 
followed by two years of study at a secund school offering a 
desired engineering specialty, resulting in one degree from each 
institution. The 3-2 program is appropriate for students 
interested in a wide variety of engineering disciplines including 
mechanical, chemical, civil, aerunautical. and others. PLU has 
formal 3-2 agreements with Culumbia University (New York 
City) and Washington University (51. Louis); transfers to other 
engineering schools can easily be arranged. 

The five-year, 3-2 program provides the opportunity to 
integrate an excellent liberal arts background along with study 
in engineering in a variety of disciplines. The student has the 
further advantage of beginning study in the atmosphere of a 
smaller school where emphasiS is On teaching and attention is 
given to individual students. 

B.S. MAJOR IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE: 
Engineering 131. 132, 382; Mathematics 151, 152, 253; Physics 

153, 154, 163, 1 64, 354; Computer Science 144 or 240; Chemistry 
1 1 5  (Chemistry 1 16 is recommended for students attending 
Columbia); technical electives-three courses from Engineering 
245, 246, 345, 346 (electrical specialty) and Engineering 233, 234, 
333, 434 (mechanical speCialty). 

A typical engineering science program is as follows: 
Freshman Engineering 1 31 .  132 

PhySics 153, 154, 163, 1 64 
Mathematics 151, 152 

Sophomore Engineering 233, 234 or 
Engineering 245, 246 

Mathematics 253 
Physics 354 
Computer Science 144 ur 240 

Junior Engineering 245 or 233 
Engineering 334 
Chemistry 1 1 5  
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For 3-2 chemical engineering. required courses dre 

Engineering 131, 132, 233, 334; Mathematics 151, 1 52, 253; 
Physics 153, 1 54, 163, 164, 354; Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 1 6, 331, 333, 341, 
343. Chemistry 332, 334, and 456 are recommended. The 
following is a typical program: 

Freshman Engineering 131, 132 
Physics 1 53, 1 54, 1 63, 164 
Mathematics 1 51, 152 
Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 1 6  

Sophomore Engineering 233 
Mathematics 253 

Chemistry 331, 332, 333, 334 
Junior Physics 354 

Engineering 334 
Chemistry 341, 343, 456 

In this program Engineering 333 may be substituted for 
Chemistry 341. lt is also recommended that Chemistry 321 be 
taken if time permits. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
131, 132 INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING 
An introduction to the engineering profession and development 
of basic sk i l ls important to the profession, including problem 
solving. engineering design, and graphics. 131 offered I; 132 offered 
11 (2,2) 

233 STATICS 
Engineering stat ics  using vector algebra; cond i t ions for 
equilibrium, resultant force systems, centroid and center of 
gravity, methods of virtual work, friction, kinematics of particles. 
Prerequisite: PHYS 153. I (2) 

234 MECHANICS OF SOLIDS 
Mechanics of deformable solid bodies; deformation, stress, consti
tutive equations for elastic materials, thermoelasticity, tension, 
flexure, torsion, stability of equilibrium. Prerequisite: ENGR 233. 11 

(4) 

245 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I 
Introduction to the fundamental concepts of DC circuits including 
Ohm's and Kirchoff's Laws and the function of inductive and 
capacitive elements. Prerequisite: PHYS 154. I (4) 

246 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS II 
Theory of electrical circuits including transient response, AC 
steady state - single and three phase, frequency and time domain 
analysis, computer analysis of steady state and transient response 
using SPICE. Laboratory work is part of the course. Prerequisite: 
245. II (4) 

333 THERMODYNAMICS 
Concepts and equations of classical, macroscopic thermody
namics; thermodynamic cycles, flow and non-flow systems, 
properties and mathematical relations of pure substances, mix
tures and solutions, phase transition and chemical reactions; an 
elementary treatment of statistical thermodynamics. Prerequisite: 
PHYS 1 54. I (4) 

334 MATERIALS SCIENCE 
Fundamentals of engineering materials including metals, poly
mers, ceramics, and semiconductors. The course focuses on how 

English 
E nglish offers excellent preparation for any 
future requiring integrative thinking, skill in  
writing, discernment in reading, an appreciation 
of human experience and aesthetic values, and 
the processes of critical and creative expression. 
Business, government, education, and publishing 
are areas where our graduates frequently make 
their careers. 

the useful properties of these materials can be altered by changing 
their microstructure. Prerequisites: PHYS 1 54, CHEM 1 1 5. II (4) 

345 ANALOG ELECTRONICS 
An introduction to analog integrated circuit design techniques, 
including single and multistage amplifiers, frequency response 
and feedback methods. Laboratory work is part of this course. 
Prerequisite: 246. I (4) 

346 DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 
Analysis of digital design techniques, including a review of 
combinational logic, flip flops, registers, counters, and timing 
circuits. I, II (4) 

434 TRANSPORT: MOMENTUM, ENERGY, 
AND MASS 

Unifying concepts of the t ransport of momentum, energy, and 
mass in planar, cylindrical and spherical geometries; mathematical 
aspects of fluid mechanics; boundary layers; transport coefficients
viscosity, thermal conductivity, mass diffusivity; an elementary 
treatment of turbulent flow. Prerequisite: 333 or consent of 
instructor. II (4) 

445 LINEAR SYSTEMS AND CONTROL 
AnalySis of llinear systems in continuous and discrete time using 
different ial equations, discrete time difference equations. Impulse 
response, convolution representation, and Z-transform methods. 
Continuous and discrete-time steady-state response to periodic 
inputs, Fourier series and Fourier transforms, spectral concepts, 
and the sampling theorem are also studied. These concepts and 
methods are used to study control systems. Prerequisite: 246. I (4) 

446 VLSI DESIGN 
An introduction to the design of very large scale integrated 
systems using computer-aided design methods. Topics include 
MOS devices, fabrication procedures, chip architecture, chip 
topology, and system timing. Prerequisite: 346. II (2) 

480 MICROPROCESSORS 
Study of microprocessors and their use in microcomputer systems. 
Data representation, programming. interrupts, I/O interfacing. 
data communications, available software, and program develop
ment studied in lecture and laboratory sessions. Prerequisites: 346, 
380. 1 (4) 

481 COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

An introduction to use of CAD systems for digital design. Basic 
principles of combinational and sequential logic design are 
reviewed. Simulators, computer hardware description languages, 
and other computer-aided design tools are developed. Prerequi
site: 346. IJ (2) 

491 SENIOR DESIGN PROJECT 
Individual or small team project that takes a design concept from 
the proposal stage to the testing stage. Each student/team will 
work closely with a faculty adviser. The design problem must be 
approved before enrollment by the faculty adviser and the 
department chair. I II (2) 

492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Projects of varying length related to a student's major. Students 
may expand their Senior Design Project by taking one to fOllr 
hours. The project must be approved before enrollment by the 
faculty adviser and the department chair. I II ( 1 -4) 

Our program offers concentrations in literature, 
writing, and publishing. The English Department 
also supports the study abroad programs, and we 
offer interim study tours to such places as 
Europe, Australia, and the Caribbean. 



FACULTY 
Jansen, Chair; M. Benton, P .  Benton, Bergman, 
Brown Carlton, Cady, Campbell, Eyler, Jones, 
Marek, D. M. Martin, Rahn, D. Seal, Temple
Thurston. Assisted by Johnson, E. Nelson. 

ENGLISH MAJOR: 
At least 32 hours in English beyond 101, including three 

surveys (241, 251, 252); at least one course in a historical period 
(342, 343, 345, 3Rl, 384, 3R9, 390, 391, 392); at least one course in a 
major author (382, 383, 440, 451, 452); and 12 hours of electives, 
excluding interim courses and internships. 

All majors must complete at least two years of a foreign 
language at the university level, or the equivalent (See Col lege 
of Arts and Sciences Foreign Language Requirement, Option I.) 

An English major with an emphasis on writing is currently 
being developed. Consult with an adviser for details. 

CERTIFICATE IN WRlTING: Majors are encouraged to in
clude courses in writing in their program. Those majors who 
take three writing courses beyond lUI and complete an 
approved portfolio of their work will receive a Certificate in 
Writing. 

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE: Students completing 363 and 8 
hours from 362, 365, 366, or other approved courses (all with 
grades of B or higher) will be recognized for special competence 
in children's literature. 

MlNOR (EMPHASIS ON LITERATURE): 20 semester hours, 
(excluding 101 and courses for interim credit), of which at least 8 
hours should be upper division. These courses should include 4 
hours in American literature, 4 hours in British literature before 
1700, 4 hours in British literature after 1700, and at least 4 
additional hours in literature. 

MlNOR (EMPHASIS ON WRITING): 20 semester hours, 
(excluding 101 and courses for interim credit), of which at least 8 
hours should be upper division. These courses should include 4 
hours in British literature before 1700, 4 hours in American or 
British literature after 1700, and 12 hours in writing courses 
drawn from 201, 225, 227, 324, 327, 328, 351, 366, 421, or other 
approved courses in writing. 

MINOR (EMPHASIS ON PUBLISHING AND PRINTING 
ARTS): 24 semester hours as follows: 
l. Requirements: 

a. A 12-hour core of three required courses (COMA/ENGL 
321, 322, ARTD/ENGL 331). 

b. Three elective courses (12 hours) from two or three of t hese 
groups: 
WRITING/EDITING: Approved courses in English (201, 225, 
227, 324, 327, 328, 351, 366) or Communication (283, 384, 480) 
MARKETING/MANAGEMENT: Approved courses in 
Business Administration (370, 472, 475) or Communication 
(381, 385, 390) 
DESIGN/PRODUCTION: Approved courses in English (332, 
if taken for 4 credit hours) Communication (380), or Art 
(226, 326, 370, 396, 426, 4%) 

c. Approved publishing-related experience 
d. Demonstrated word processing efficiency 

2. No more than two courses (8 hours) counted for the 
Publishing and Printing Arts minor may be used to meet 
other requirements (major, another minor, or general 
university requiremen ts). 

3. Students not major in English must take 321, 322, and 331 for 
English credit. 

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS: Students preparing to teach in 
junior or senior high school may earn either a Bachelor of Arts 
in English with certification from the School of Education, or a 
Bachelor of Arts in Education with a teaching major in English. 
See the School of Education section of this catalog for the 
additional requirements for certification or the Bachelor of Arts 
in Education. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
AMERICAN LITERATURE 

241 AMERICAN LITERATURE 
342 TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN 

POETRY 

343 TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN 
FICTION AND DRAMA 

345 CANADIAN FICTION 
440 SEMINAR-A MAJOR AMERICAN 

AUTHOR 

BRITISH LITERATURE 

251 ENGLISH LITERATURE: 
BEGINNINGS TO 1750 

252 ENGLISH LITERATURE: AFTER 1750 
381 STUDIES IN MEDIEV AL LITERATURE 
382 CHAUCER AND HIS AGE 
383 SHAKESPEARE 
384 ENGLISH RENAISSANCE LITIERATURE 
389 RESTORATION AND EIGHTEENTH 

CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE 
390 THE ENGLISH ROMANTIC MOVEMENT 
391 VICTORIAN UTERA TURE 
392 TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITISH 

LITERATURE 
451 SEMINAR-A MAJOR BRITISH AUTHOR 

BE FORE 1750 
452 SEMINAR-A MAJOR BRITISH AUTHOR 

SINCE 1750 

GENRE AND SPECIAL STUDIES 

216 POETRY 
217 SHORT STORY 
218 DRAMA 
230 CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE 
231 MASTERPIECES OF EUROPEAN 

LITERATURE 
232 WOMEN'S LITERATURE 
233 POST -COLONIAL LITERATURE 
350 THE WRITER AS READER 
363 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
364 SPECIAL TOPICS IN CHILDREN'S 

LITERATURE 
365 FANTASY AND FAIRY TALES 
381 STUDIES IN MEDIEV AL LITERATURE 
491, 492 INDEPENDENT READING AND 

RESEARCH 
597 GRADUA TE RESEARCH 

All courses above fulfill the general university 
core requirement in literature. 

WRITING, LANGUAGE, AND PUBLISHING 

099 BASIC WRITING SKILLS 
101 "COLLEGE ENGLISH 
201 "INTERMEDIATE WRITING 
225 "AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITING 
227 IMAGINA TIVE WRITING I 
321 THE BOOK IN SOCIETY 
322 PUBLISHING PROCEDURES 
324 "FREE-LANCE WRITING 
327 IMAGINATIVE WRITING II 
328 "ADVANCED COMPOSITION 
331 THE ART OF THE BOOK I 
332 THE ART OF THE BOOK II 
351 THE WRITER'S CRAFT 
366 WRITING FOR CHILDREN 
403 MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
421 TUTORIAL IN WRITING 
428 CONTEMPORARY RHETORICAL AND 

LITERARY THEORY 

.. Indicates courses that fulfill the general 
university writing requirement. 
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099 BASIC WRITING SKILLS 
An intensive review and practice of mechanics, the fundamentals 
of grammar, and the structure of sentences and paragraphs. 
Credits do not apply toward a degree, general university require
ments, major, or minor. Summer only. (2) 

101 COLLEGE ENGLISH 
Develops a student's powers to read, th ink, and write effectively. 
Emphasis on short papers and guided revi.sion. Includes a unit on 
library research techniques. Fulfills general university writing 
requirement. I II (4) 

201 INTERMEDIATE WRITING 
Opportunities to practice and develop writing by exploring 
selected topics from various disciplines. Some emphasis on 
rewriting-focusing the material and adjusting the style for different 
audiences. (Prerequisite: 101 or its equivalent, Advanced Place
ment, or consent of instructor.) Fulfills general university writing 
requirement. I II (4) 

216 POETRY 
A study of poems and conventions of poetry from the Greek 
classics to modern projective verse. Intended to develop the 
reader's ability to respond with sensitivty and discrimination to a 
rich variety of poetic forms. Fulfills general university core 
requirement in literature. I (4) 

217 SHORT STORY 
Examines the development of short fiction, concentrating on 
themes and techniques of the genre. Includes stories by American, 
British, Continental, and Latin American writers. Fulfills general 
university core requirement in literature. I II (4) 

218 DRAMA 
A survey of masterpieces from classical Greece to the present, with 
emphasis on the basic elements of drama (plot, character, lan
guage) and on the traditional genres (tragedy, comedy). Fulfills 
general university core requirement in literature. I I  (4) 

225 AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITING 
Reading autobiography and writing parts of one's own, with an 
emphasis on how writing style and personal identity complement 
each other. Fulfills general university writing requirement. I II (4) 

227 IMAGINATIVE WRITING I 
A beginning workshop in writing poetry and short fiction. 
Includes a study of techniques and forms to develop critical 
standards and an understanding of the writing process. (Prerequi
site: 101  or its equivalent, Advanced Placement, or consent of 
instructor.) Does not fulfill general university requirements. I II (4) 

230 CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE 
Emphasis on American fiction since 1950. Fulfills general univer
sity core requirement in literature. I (4) 

231 MASTERPIECES OF EUROPEAN 
LITERATURE 

Representative works of the literature of Western Europe, especial
ly classical, medieval, and Renaissance. Fulfills general university 
core requirement in literature. I (4) 

232 WOMEN'S LITERATURE 
Fiction, poetry, and other literature in English (British, American, 
Canadian, Commonwealth) by women writers, with emphasis on 
t he twentieth century. Includes an introduction to feminist 
theories of reading and writing. Fulfills general university core 
requirement in literature. (4) 

233 POST -COLONIAL LITERATURE 
A survey of literature in English from areas once part of the British 
Empire in Africa, India, the Caribbean, Australia, and New 
Zealand. (4) 

241 AMERICAN LITERATURE 
The continuity of themes and forms in American prose, poetry, 
andl fiction from colonization to the First World War. Emphasis on 
major works of the 1 9th  century. Fulfills general university core 
requirement in literature. I II (4) 

251 E NGLISH LITERATURE: 
BEGINNINGS TO 1750 

Emphasis on the continuity and variety of English literature from 
Beowulf through Neo-classicism and the early novel. FulfilJs 
general university core requirement in literature. I (4) 

252 ENGLISH LITERATURE: 
A FTER 1750 

English literature, especially poetry, from the emergence of 

romanticism to the 20th century. Fulfills general university core 
requirement in literature. I[[ (4) 

321 THE BOOK IN SOCIETY 
A critical study of the role of books in our history, society, and 
daily lives. Topics include the paperback revolution; gender issues 
in books and publishing; censorship and manipulation, especially 
in books for children; small presses and "alternative" publishing; 
technological horizons; and tensions between the cultural and 
commercial dimensions of book publishing. I (4) 

322 PUBLISHING PROCEDURES 
A workshop introduction to the world of book publishing, 
involving students in decisions about what to publish and how to 
produce it .  Editing, designing, and preparing a manuscript for 
production. Plans for marketing a finished product. II (4) 

324 FREE-LANCE WRITING 
A workshop in writing ior publication, with primary emphasis on 
t he feature article. Intended to help students produce writing that 
is info.rmative and expressive; to enhance their sense of audience; 
and to introduce them to procedures for submitting for magazine 
publication II (4) 

327 IMAGINATIVE WRITING II 
An advanced workshop in writing poetry and short fiction. Some 
attention will be given to procedures for submitting manuscript 
for publication. Does not fulfill general university requirements. I 
II (4) 

328 ADVANCED COMPOSITION 
A stud y of rhetorical principles used in writing persuasively and 
imaginatively. Required for certification by the School of Educa
tion. I II (4) 

331 THE ART OF THE BOOK I 
The combination studio course and seminar explores the visual 
properties of language. I t  introduces t he history, principles, and 
techniques of typography, printing, and the book arts through 
both classroom study and a variety of studio projects. I II (4) 

332 THE ART OF THE BOOK II 
Individual projects to explore further typography and fine book
making. Production of a small edition of an original text-selected, 
edited, designed, illustrated, printed, and bound by one or a team 
of students. I II (1 -4) 

342 TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN 
POETRY 

Representative poets from the generation of Robert Frost and Ezra 
Pound to our contemporaries. aly 1I (4) 

343 TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN 
FICTION AND DRAMA 

Literature and society to the 1950s, with emphasis on major 
authors between the Wars, including Hemingway, Faulkner, 
O'Neill. aly II (4) 

345 CANADIAN FICTION 
Novels and short stories by Anglo-Canadians, with some attention 
to French-Canadian literature in translation. II (4) 

350 THE WRITER AS READER 
A course in which PLU's Distinguished Writer-in-Residence leads 
students through a series of readings to explore how a professional 
writer reads and how one's own writing benefits from close 
attention to literary texts. Fulfills general university requirement 
in literature, but not in writing. (4) 

351 THE WRITER'S CRA FT 
A master-class in which student writers study under PLU's 
Distinguished Writer-in-Residence. Close attention to student 
drafts in a workshop sett ing, with emphasis on the methods of the 
visiting writer. Includes considerable reading to establish context 
and standards. With the permission of the chair, this course may 
be repeated for credit. Meets neither the general university 
requirement in writing nor in literature. (4) 

363 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
An introduction to a rich literary tradition, with analysis in depth 
of such authors as H. C. Andersen, Tolkien, Lewis, Potter, Wilder, 
and LeGuin. I (4) 

364 SPECIAL TOPICS IN CHILDREN'S 
LITERATURE 

Content varies each year. Possible topics include genres, themes, 
historical periods, and traditions. May be repeated for credit with 
different topic. II (4) 



365 FAIRY TALES AND FANTASY 
Selected fairy tales are told, and various ways to interpret them are 
explored. Fantasy is studied as a gen re, with emphasis on kinds of 
fa ntasies, such as pure fantasy, sword and sorcery, the detective 
novel, science fiction, and horror fiction. I (4) 

366 WRITING FOR CHILDREN 
A workshop in writing fiction and non-fiction for children and 
teenagers, with an introduction to the varieties of contemporary 
children's literature. Does not fulfill general university require
ments. 1 I  (4) 

381 STUDIES IN MEDIEVAL LITERATURE 
Studies in t he literature of Western Europe from 700 to 1500, 
excluding Chaucer. Consideration of genres, t hemes, and the 
place of literature in medieval life. aly I (4) 

382 CHAUCER AND HIS AGE 
A study of Chaucer's major works, especially The Canterbury Tales, 
in their lively 14th century setting. Includes an introduction to the 
development of the English language. aly II (4) 

383 SHAKESPEARE 
Ten to twelve representative plays, as well as se.lected poems and 
sonnets. Recommended as background: 251 .  I (4) 

384 ENGLISH RENAISSANCE LITERATURE 
Studies the Golden Age of English literature. Selected poets from 
Wyatt to Marvell, including Sidney, Spenser, Shakespeare, Donne, 
and Jonson; selected playwrights from K yd to Webster; selected 
prose from More to Bacon and Browne. I (4) 

389 RESTORA TION AND EIGHTEENTH 
CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE 

A study of neo-classic writings and the developing social aware
ness of the preroman t ic age: Dryden and Pope to Johnson and 
Blake. Examination of the beginnings of the novel in Defoe, 
Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, and Sterne. II (4) 

390 THE ENGLISH ROMANTIC MOVEMENT 
A study of the romantic awakening in England: Blake, Words
worth, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Byron, and ot hers. Attention also 
to novelists of the period such as Austen and Scott. II (4) 

391 VICTORIAN LITERATURE 
Selected authors (including Carlyle, Tennyson, Dickens, and 
Hardy) and topics from a period of rapid and momentous social 
change. I (4) 

392 TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITISH 
LITERATURE 

Selected playwrights from Shaw to Beckett; poetry of Yeats, 
Hardy, Thomas, and Auden; fiction of Joyce, Woo l f, Lawrence, 
Greene, Lessing, and others. I (4)  

403 MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
A study of three major approaches to grammar: the traditional, the 
structural, and the transformational. Includes introduction to the 
history of the English language. I (4) 

421 TUTORIAL IN WRITING 
Guided work in an individual writing project . A plan of study 
must be approved before the student may register for the course. 
(J -4) 

428 CONTEMPORARY RHETORICAL AND 
LITERARY THEORY 

An introduction to current theories of textuaJity and discourse, 
with an emphasis on their relation to composit ion and literary 
studies. Includes such influential movements as deconstruction, 
reader-response theory, feminism, psychoanalyt ic theory, cultural 
studies, and post-modernism as it intersects all of these. Repre
sentative topics: the reading and writing processes, and the 
politics of interpretat ion, literacy, and discourse. (4) 

440 SEMINAR-A MAJOR AMERICAN 
AUTHOR 

Concentrated study of the work, life, influence, and critical 
reputation of a major American author, including substantial 
library research. 1987-Dickinson. 198B-Poe, Hawthorne. 1 989, 
1 990-Faulkner. I (4) 

451 SEMINAR-A MAJOR BRITISH AUTHOR 
BEFORE 1750 

Concentrated study of the work, life, in fluence, and critical 
reputation of a major British author from the Renaissance to the 
age of Fielding and Dr. Johnson, including substantial library 
research. 1 987-Donne. 1 989-Milton, 1991 -Malory . aly I I  (4) 

452 SEMINAR-A MAJOR BRITISH AUTHOR 
SINCE 1750 

Concentrated study of the work, l ife, influence, and critical 
reputation of a maj�r British author from the age of Blake to the 
present, including substa nt ial library research. 1 988-Lawrence. 
1 989-Woolf, Mansfield, 1 990-Conrad, 1991-Achebe, Gordimer. 1I (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT READING AND 
RESEARCH 

An intensive course in reading. May include a thesis. Intended for 
upper division majors. I II ( 1·4) 

597 GRADUATE RESEARCH 0-4) 

English as a 
-Second Language 

The Intensive English Language Institute (operated 
by the American Cultural Exchange) is an affiliate 
of PLU offering intensive English classes, which 
are designed to prepare international students for 
studies in US. colleges and universities. IELl also 
offers classes for students who are coming to 
study with the primary goal of improving their 

language skills. The institute is authorized to 
grant 1-20 forms; however, admission to the 
institute does not constitute admission to the 
university, and no transferable credit is given for 
institute courses. 

The primary goal of the Intensive English Language 
Institute (JEll) at Pacific Lutheran University is to 
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prepare students for successful academic careers 
at American colleges and universities by providing 
them with a strong background in English and 
academic study skills. The skills-based curricu
lum covers listening, reading, writing, grammar, 
and speakin.g a modular format. 

LISTENING READING WRITING 
LECTURE PREPARATION 

AUDIT/AUDIT REVIEW 

When new students enter the Institute, they are 
given a series of skills placement tests. On the 
basis of these tests, students are placed either in 
one of the three modules or in Lecture Prep or 
Audit/Audit Review. Students progress through 
the modules, studying the skills they are weakest 
in with the option of work in other skill areas. As 
students master each skill area they move on to 
the next. This Focal Skills program was developed 
by Dr. Ashley Hastings, and has proved very 
successful in allowing students to work through 
the various skill areas at their own pace. All 
students receive 20 hours per week of instruction. 

COURSES 
LISTENING MODULE ( 1 5  hours per week) 
READING MODULE ( 1 5  hours) 
WRlTING MODULE ( 1 5  hours) 

LECTURE PREPARATION (5 hours)-A course covering nOle· 
taking skills, summarization, identifYing main and supponing ideas 
of a lecture, and giving opinions about the Iccmre. Srudents com· 
plete a "mock" college· level academic course, including r�"3ding in a 
college text, taking quizzes and exams, and completing a special 
project for the course. (This course is a prerequisite for 
Audit/Audit Review.) 

AUDIT/AUDIT REVIEW ( 1 5  bours)-The studelll and his/her 
ESL instruclOr will audit a course at PLU, taking nOles on daily Icc· 
rures, reading required teXls, and taking quizzes and exams with 
Olher PLU srudents. Duri ng the olher three hours, the srudents go 
over the lecnIre notes from the course, discuss text and supple. 
mentary reading assignments, explore ditlicuit or dillcrent concepts, 
prepare for exams, refine writing skills, and learn 10 write a college 
research paper. Complet ion of Lecrure Preparation is prerequisite 10 
enroll ing in this course. 

ELECfIVES (5 hours) - Elective classes include TOEFL 
preparation, research skills, English through Songs, Busi ne&, 
English, Grammar, Pronunciation, etc. Call the ollice for specific 
information, 

SPECIAL STUDIES ( 5·20 hours)-All levcls 
Courses are designed 10 help those who wish to improve their 
English for professional or personal reasons. Under cenajn circum· 
stances, a less intensive schedule or private nltorials may be 
arranged. 

CREDIT COURSES 
Qualified advanced level srudents may request permission 10 take 

regular universiry classes for credit. This provides srudents an oppor· 
runiry 10 cam credits IOward their degree while completing their 
advanced courses in Engl ish as a second language. 

When students have met IELrs standards of proficienC')'-dcter' 
mined by exit examinations-in all skill areas of English, they arc 
ready 10 do universiry level \Vori<, and the IELI staff assists in plac· 
ing them in a suitable academic program. PLlJ's English language 
proficiency requirement for admission can be sati sfied with a 
recommendation from the IELI director. A srudent must have a B 
or better in the Audit/Audit Review course to qualifY for this 
recommendation. Srudents who are nO! planning to attend a college 
or universiry after their language snldies are not required to take the 
I S·hour Audit/Audit Review course and will receive IELI's 
certificate of program completion after finishing the advanced leve l 
courses. 

FACULTY 
Cothren, Director; Avery, Biggs, Clifthorne, Gillis, 
Hodges, McBride, J. Poulshock. 

The faculty at IELI has extensive training and experi
ence in teaching English as a Second Language, and 
all hold the terminal degree of M.A. in TESL or its 
equivalent. Having lived, travelled, and taught Eng
lish in many countries throughout the world, both 
the faculty and staff have gained all. awareness of 
other peoples, their languages, and their cultures. 

To enhance forma'l educational experien.ce, the fol
lowing activities are also available to lELI students: 

RESOURCE CENTER: Students are encouraged to take 
advantage of the resource center whi.ch is equipped with audio 
and video tapes and equipment, textbooks, reading materials, and 
computerss to help students work on their language skills 
outside oi the regular classroom assignments. A professional tutor 
is available 1 0  hours per week to guide students with their study 
goals. Community members can also make use of the resource 
center for a monthly fee. 

CONVERSATION PARTNERS: English language students are 
encouraged to sign up for a conversation partner with whom 
they can meet on a regular basis (once or twice a week ) for coffee, 
lunch, or more extensive activities. The American students who 
participate in the Conversation Partners Program are often 
students who are preparing for careers in global studies, 
languages, education, and other fields. Some of these students 
have lived abroad or are from families who have hosted 
international students and all have expressed interest in learning 
more about other people and cultures. Conversation partners are 
recruited and screened by the Institute and receive orientation 
materials from [ELI. 

HOST FAMIlIES: lEU has a long-established community· 
based host family program for students who wish to live with a 
U.s. family for one or more semesters. The American families-all 
screened by the Institute-provide students with room or room 
and board at reasonable rates. In addition to the standard bed· 
room furniture, the rooms are provided wit h a desk, chair, and 
good lighting; family rules are agreed upon in advance and a 
formal written agreement is drawn up. The student completes a 
questionnaire that indicates preferences such as: children in 
family, urban or suburban setting, likes and dislikes, etc. The host 
family is also given an opportunity to express preferences or 
expectations. This information is then used to place students in 
the home most suitable for both parties. Weekend and/or holiday 
visits with an American family can also be arranged. 

COUNSELING: lEU assists its students with career choices, 
coUege placement, imm.igration matters, medical and dental 
referrals, and personal concerns. 

ACTIVITIES: Special cultural and social activities are planned 
regularly for students. In addition, field trips add significantly to 
the cultural enrichment of the students. lEU students and staff 
take trips to Mt. Rainier, local museums of natural h istory, art 
galleries, zoos, children's day care centers, retirement homes, the 
Pons of Tacoma and Seattle, and the Seattle Center. lEU students 
can also participate in intramural sports activities such as soccer, 
volleyball and basketball. Six tennis courts, a goU course, a 
swim.ming pool, and several gymnasiums give students 
additional opponunities for recreation. 

The Intensive English Language Institute is located on Park 
Avenue just north of 121st Street. 

Telephone Number: (206) 535-7325 
FAX Number: (206) 535-8794 



Environmental 
Studies Program 

The Environmental Studies Program at PLU 
provides students the opportunity to link 
environmental themes to any area of the 
curriculum they select for major study. The 
integrative approach of this minor, essential to 
the development of an understanding of the 
global impact of human civilization on the natural 
environment of our planet, encourages students 
to blend many perspectives on environmental 
issues into their coursework. 

This program examines the relationship between 
humans and the environment through a wide 
variety of perspectives within the university cur
riculum, in disciplines as varied as art, business, 
education, nursing, engineering, theatre, as well 
as the natural sciences, social sciences, and 
humanities. 

The program is overseen by an interdisciplinary 
faculty committee. Students interested in the 
Environmental Studies minor should meet with 
the chair of the Environmental Stud ies 
Committee. 

FACUL1Y 
A committee of  faculty administers this program: 
Whitman, chair; Ahna, Bergman, Hallam, Hansen, 
Hansvick, Nugent, OIufs, Stivers, Tonn. 

MINOR REQUIREMENTS: 24 semester hours 

1.  Earth Sciences 222 - Conservation of Natural Resources 
(4 hours) 

2 .  Chemistry 104 - Environmental Chemistry (4 hours) 
Students majoring in a natural science diSCipline who 
have taken a higher level Chemistry COurse ( l IS or above) 
will be allowed to substitute another course in consulta· 
tion with the Environmental Studies Committee. 

3. Values and Meaning (4 hours) 
Students select one course from the following which 
examine values, perception, and expression as they relate 
to environmental issues:' 

Art 226 - Black and White Photography 
English 324 - Free·lance Writing 
Integrated Studies 241 - Energy, Resources and 

Pollution 
Psychology 464 - Environmental Psychology 
Religion 365 - Christian Moral Issues (Environmental 

Ethics only) 

, Students musl nolify Ihe instrucwr of Iheir inlenl 10 complele a 
minor in Environmenlal Studies so Ihal ll,ey can focus Iheir 
independenl work ill each course (wriling. arl, lenn paper . .  .) on 
an environmenlal lheme or issue. Olher courses may be 
subsliluted or added to lire curriculum per/ding approval of Ihe 
commiHee. 

4. Systems and Implementation (4 hours) 
Students select one course from the following which 
pursue the study of institutions where environmental 
perspectives and policies are applied:' 

Business Administration 230 - Law and Society 
(Environmental Studies only) 

Economics 130 - Global and Environmental Economic 
Principles 

Political Science 354 - State and Local Government 

, Sluder,ls musl nolify lire instruclor of Iheir inlenl lo complete a 
minor in Environmenlal Siudies so liral lhey can focus Iheir 
independenl work in each course (wriling. arl, lenn paper . .  .) on 
an environmenlal lireme or issue. Olher courses may be 
substiluted or added 10 Ihe curriculum pending approval of Ihe 
committee. 

5. Natural Sciences 350 - Environmental Methods of 
Investigation (4 hours) 

6. Capstone Project (4 hours) 
Research project of the student's design which should 
incorporate material and methods from earUer COurses but 
have a focus selected to reflect the specific interest of the 
student. To be taken as Independent Study in the 
student's department or program of choice. A "public" 
presentation of results is reqttired. The project must be 
approved in advance by the Environmental Studies 
Committee. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
NATURAL SCIENCES 350: ENVIRONMENTAL 
METHODS OF INVESTIGA nON 
Focus on the methodology of data collection, analysis, and 
application for environmental studies. Use and integration of 
the techniques and principles of environmental biology, 
chemistry, and geology as well as application to public issues. 
Students participate in an ongoing study of a nearby watershed 
which will include: collecting data at regular intervals, 
reviewing the appropriate literature, managing applied 
statistics, mapping data distribution, studying related 
toxicology, incorporating land use patterns, designing and 
implementing a project safety plan, participating in hypothesis 
testing. A final presentation of the results of the study, in a 
seminar and written format, will be required. (4) 
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Global Studies 
Program 
The Global Studies Program is a response to 
global trends which increasingly affect our lives. 
The program focuses on the formation and emer
gence of the modern world and its growing eco
nomic, cultural, poLitical, and ecological interde
pendence. By combining academic learning with 
language sk ilIs and practical experience, the 
Global Studies Program provides students with 
the knowledge, perspectives, and skills they need 
to understand and to function effectively in 
today's world. 

FACULTY 
A committee of faculty administers this program: 
Clausen, Program Director; Benham, Brusco, Carr, 
Kibbey, Nugent, Predmore, Temple-Thurston. 

GLOBAL STUDfES COMPLEMENTARY MAJOR 
The Global Studies major is termed a "complementary" major 

because it is a second major in addition to a regular disciplinary 
major. Students electing the Global Studies major are required 
to declare a traditional d isciplinary major before they declare a 
Global Studies major. 

In addition, the Global Studies major is multidisciplinary, 
drawing both its courses and faculty from departments of the 
Divisions of Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences 
and from the Schools of the Arts and Business Administration. 

Students may not apply more than two courses (8 semester 
hours) from their primary major or from courses taken to fulfill 
general university COre requirements to the complementary 
major. However, such special crediting of courses from the pri
mary major to the complementary major must be approved by 
the Global Studies program director. 

M AJOR REQUIREMENTS 
As the title of this program implies, it approaches the world as 

a whole in assessing both problems and solutions arising in this 
age of transition. The fundamental changes taking place in our 
contemporary world are studied systematically in the Global 
Studies Program's COre courses while its five issue area 
concentrations allow students to choose one general world 
problem for specialized study. Students take a minimum of 32 

semester hours balanced evenly between core requirements and 
an issue area concentration. 

A. Global Studies Core (16 semester hours). 
1. ANTHROPOLOGY/HISTORY/POLITICAL SCIENCE 210, 

Global Perspectives (4 semester hours). This course 
provides a conceptual basis for defining global issues, 
explaining historical trends giving rise to these issues, and 
analyzing alternative perspectives and related responses. 

2. ANTHROPOLOGY 1 02, Exploring Anthropology: Culture 
and Society (4 semester hours). This course assists 
students in defining their own perceptions as derived 
from a specific cultural context and in assessing how their 
views relate to those of other people in this world. 

3. ECONOMICS 1 30, Global and Envrionmental Economic 
Principles (4 semester hours). What is the "correct" 
amount of pollution? What is the value of an ancient cedar 
tree? What does pop music have in common with U.S. 
auto production? Macro· and micro·economic principles 

are used to analyze these and other environmental and 
global issues. AnalysiS of pub�c policy and private 
behavior; appropriate pricing. resource valuation, taxes 
and subsidies, trade policies, sustainable development, 
and income growth and distribution. 

4. GLOBAL STUDIES SEMINAR, divided into GLOBAL 
STUDIES 410, Global  Futures: Theory and Methods and 
411, Research Seminar (2 semester hours each). The first 
segment analyzes alternative theories as to future 
directions of contemporary events. The second enables 
students to put into practice concepts, data, and 
perspectives learned during their course of study by 
producing original research using primary sources, either 
human or written. Field work for this last requirement 
may be done overseas while students are participating in 
a study abroad program. Penmission and direction must be 
given by t he program director. 

B. Issue Area Concentrations (16 semester hours). 
Four courses must be taken from one of the five concentra
tions outhned below. Upon approval of the program director, 
students may choose to take three courses from one 
concentration and one from another. 

C. Students must demonstrate proficiency in a language 
relevant to their coursework and at  a level consistent with 
Option 1 of the College of Arts and Sciences foreign language 
requirement. This may be accomplished through proficiency 
examjnation or through the equivalent of 16 semester hours 
of coursework. 

D. Experiential Component. 
The general goals of this program entail both intellectual 
conceptualization and practical application. Students must be 
able to link theoretical analysis with experience in order to 
acquire the knowledge, skills, and perspectives needed in 
this interconnected yet d iverse world. Such learning can only 
come through involvement; therefore students are 
encouraged to participate in an experiential program 
preferably overseas, but local internships are also possible. 
Credit equivalent to one course of the student's issue area 
concentration may be taken under the direction of a Global 
Studies faculty member. 

ISSUE CONCENTRA nONS 

1. Global Environment 
a. Required 

Earth Sciences 222 . Conservation of Natural Resources 
b. Electives 

At least two electives must be upper division courses. Independsmt 
studies are available upon the approval of the instructor and the 
Global Studies director. 
Biology 424 . Ecology 
Biology 425 . Biological Oceanography 
Chemistry 104 . Environmental Chemistry 
Earth Sciences 341 . Energy and Mineral Resources for the 

Future 
Integrated Studies 241 - Energy, Resources, and Pollution 
Integrated Studies 242 - Population, Hunger, and Poverty 

2. International Trade 
a. Required 

Business Administration 340 · International Business 
Economics 331 - International Economics 

b. Electives 
Business Administration 474 - International Marketing 
Business Administration 475 - Marketing Management 



Political Science 331 - International Relations 
Political Science 347 - Political Economy 

3. International Relations 
a. Required 

Political Science 331 - In ternational Relations 
b. Electives 

Anthropology 375 - Law, Politics, and Revolution 
History 356 - American Diplomatic History 
Integrated Studies 221 - The Experience of War 
Political Science 338 - American Foreign Policy 
Political Science 347 - Political Economy 

4. Third World Development 
a. Required 

Integrated Studies 245 - The Development of Third World 
Underdevelopment 

or 
Integrated Studies 246 - Cases in Third World Development 

b. Electives 
Anthropology 345 - Contemporary China 
Anthropology 375 - Law, Politics, and Revolution 
Economics 341 - Economic Development: Comparative Third 

World Strategies 
English 233 - Post-Colonial Literature 
Historv 205 - Islamic Middle East to 1945 
History 2 1 1  - The World Since 1945 
History 335 - Latin American History: Central America and 

the Caribbean 
History 336 - Southern Africa 
History 338 - Modern China 
History 339 - Revolutionary China 
Integrated Studies 246 - Cases in Third World Development 

or Integrated Studies 245 - The Development of Third 
World Underdevelopment 

5. Cultural Diversity 
a. Required 

Anthropology 360 - Ethnic Groups 
b. Electives 

AI leas I two eleclives musl be upper division courses. Independenl 
Siudies are available Ilpol1 Ihe approval of Ihe inslruclor and Ihe 
Clobal Studies direclor. 
Anthropology 336 - Peoples of Latin America 
Anthropology 343 - East Asian Cult ures 
Anthropology 345 - Contemporary China 
Anthropology 392 - Gods, Magic, and Morals 
Economics 381 - Comparative Economic Systems 
English 233 - Post-Colonial Literature 
History 380 - Asian American History and Culture 
Languages 271 - Literature and Society in Modern Europe 
Languages 272 - Literature and Social Change in Latin 

America 
Music 432 - Music of the World's Peoples 
Political Science 381 - Comparative Legal Systems 
Religion 131 - The Religions of South Asia 
Religion 132 - The Religions of East Asia 
Religion 133 - The Religions of the West 
Religion 364 - Theological Studies 
Religion 390 - Studies in History of Religions 
Spanish 322 - Latin American Civilization and Culture 

MINOR REQUIREMENTS 
A. Global Studies Core 

1. Anthropology/History/Political Science 210 
Global Perspectives (4 semester hours) 

Required of all students. 

2. Global Studies 410 
Global Futures: Theories and Methods (2 semester hours) 

Or 
A fourth course in the student's concentration (4 semester 
hours). To be decided in consultation with the program 
director. 

B. Concentration 
1. Third World Development (3 courses) 

Anthropology 345 - Contemporary China 
Economics 341 - Economic Development 
English 233 - Post-Colonial Literature 
History 205 - Islamic Middle East to 1945 
History 21 1 - The World Since 1945 
History 335 - Latin American History: Central America and 

the Caribbean 
History 336 - Southern Africa 
History 338 - Modern China 
History 339 - Revolutionary China 
[ntegrated Studies 245 - The Development of Third World 

Underdevelopment 

Integrated Studies 246 - Cases in Third World Development 
Political Science 386 - African Political Systems 
Political Science 387 - The Middle East 
Spanish 322 - Latin American Civilization and Culture 
Spanish 432 - Modern Spanish - American Literature 

2. International Relations (3 courses) 
a. Required 
Political Science 331 - International Relations 
b. Electives 
Anthropology 375 - Law, Politics, and Revolution 
History 356 - American Diplomatic History 
Integrated Studies 221 - The Experience of War 
Political Science 338 - American Foreign Policy 
Political Science 347 - Political Economy 

3. International Trade (3 courses) 
a. Required 
Economics 331 - International Economics 
b. Electives 
Business Administration 340 - International Business 
Business Administration 474 - I nternational Marketing 
Political Science 331 - International Relations 

4. Global Environment (3 courses) 
Biology 424 - Ecology 
Biology 425 - Biological Oceanography 
Chemistry 104 - Environmental Chemistry 
Earth Sciences 222 - Conservation of Natural Resources 
Earth Sciences 34 1 - Energy and Mineral Resources for the 

Future 
Integrated Studies 241 - Energy, Resources, and Pollution 
Integrated Studies 242 - Population, Hunger, and Poverty 

5. Cultural Diversity (3 courses) 
Anthropology 336 - Peoples of Latin America 
Anthropology 343 - East Asian Cultures 
Anthropology 345 - Contemporary China 
Anthropology 360 - Ethnic Groups 
Anthropology 392 - Gods, Magic, and Morals 
Economics 381 - Comparative Economic Systems 
English 233 - Post-Colonial Literature 
History 380 - Asian American History and Culture 
Language 271 - Literature and Society in Modern Europe 
Language 272 - Literature and Social Change in Latin 

America 
Music 432 - Music of the World's People 
Political Science 381 - Comparative Legal Systems 
Religion 1 31 - The Religions of South Asia 
Religion 1 32 - The Religions of East Asia 
Religion 1 33 - The Religions of the West 
Religion 364 - Theological Studies 
Religion 390 - Studies in  History of Religions 
Spanish 322 - Latin American Civilization and Culture 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
410 GLOBAL FUTURES: 

THEORY AND METHODS (2) 

411  RESEARCH SEMINAR (2) 
Required of all  students majoring in global studies. I n  the first 
semester (410), an analysis of major theories advanced by t hinkers 
involved in the study of or attempts to change patterns of global 
interaction. Examination of both primary documents and secon
dary sources, learning how to  read them and how to assess their 
worth, and discovering thei.r methods of analySis. In the second 
semester (4 1 1 ), completion of a major research paper drawing on 
Or adding to the theories and methods discussed in 410. Offered 
every two years. Prerequisite for 410: ANTH/HIST/POLS 210. 
Prerequisite for 4 1 1 :  410. (2, 2) 
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Graduate 
Studies 
The Office of Graduate and Continuing Studies 
coordinates graduate admissions and the 
administrative support for graduate programs. 
The university offers the following graduate level 
programs': 

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
This program is of special interest to students who wish to 

develop expertise in computer science as it relates to another 
field, such as the natural sciences, business, or the social 
sciences. This degree program allows students to study 
advanced applications of computers in their chosen field. 

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
This program is designed for students whose main interest is 

advanced study in computer science or computer eng"ineering. 

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Six concentrations) 
1. Classroom Teaching: a program designed to provide advanced 

preparation in subject matter and professional education for 
elementary and secondary teachers. 

2. Counseiillg and Gu idance: a program designed to prepare prac· 
tit ioners for work as professional counselors in elementary 
and secondary schools, mental health agencies, and clinics. 

3. £dueational Admin istration: a program designed primarily for 
teachers who desi.re to enter the field of school administra· 
tion. The student who wishes to qualify for the provisional Or 
standard principal's credential (elementary, secondary, Or 
general) will take a major in this field and complete courses 
in a supporting academic area of the university. Students 
may major in this field without qualifying for a principal's 
credential. 

4. £duclltional Psychology: a program designed to assist school 
personnel to deal with contem porary problems within the 
school system and society. 

5. Literacy £dueation: a program designed to prepare edu.cators
specifically classroom teachers, school librarians, and reading 
specialists-to encourage literacy acquisition and develop
ment appropriate to students' needs and interests. 

6. Special £ducat ion: a program designed to expand the qualifica
tions of persons who serve children and youth with special 
needs in a variety of educational or rehabilitative settings. 
Two separate areas of specialization are offered: K-12 and 
early childhood special education. 

MASTER OF ARTS IN MUSIC 
This degree program is intended for qualified students to 

broaden and deepen musical k nowledge and, with its required 
summer courses, to serve the needs of music educa tors. 

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES (three 
concentrations) 
1. The Organizational Systems concentration em phasizes a social 

sciences approach to organizational theory, behavior, and 
change. The program enables students to become more 
effective in dealing with problems facing complex 
organizations. 

2. The Marriage and Family Therapy concentration emphasizes 
academic study, rigorous evaluation, and direct superv ision 
of clinical competencies in order to train individuals in the 
scholarship and clinical practice of marriage and family 
therapy. Accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for 
Marriage and Family Therapy Education of the American 
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy. 

3. The Individualized Study concentration is designed for students 
who want to pursue their own personal education goals, 
prepare for further graduate study, or prepare for careers or 
career advancement in a variety of fields, ranging from public 
service to social science research. 

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMlNISTRA TION 
This graduate deg'ree program is centered on the develop

ment of skms and k nowledge required for professional 
management, and provides a strong foundation for responsible 
leadership in business, government, and non-profit 
organizations. 

MASTER OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
This graduate degree program is designed to provide 

continuing certification for teachers, to enhance the preparation 
of those involved with exercise and fitness programs in various 
settings, and to provide for the preparation of those 
administering sports programs. 

M ASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (three concentrations) 
1. Continuity of Care: In this program students gain skills as 

nurSe specialists to assume leadership roles in designing 
pathways to facilitate clients' transitions through and among 
health care systems. Graduates occupy positions in primary, 
secondary, and tertiary care facilities in the public and 
private health care systems. 

2. Nursillg Admin istration: This program is intended to prepare 
nurses for leadership and administrative positions in the 
health care delivery system. 

3. School Nursing: This program provides a curriculum which is 
consistent with the State of Washington Administrative Code 
and which meets the requirements for continuing certifica
tion of school nurses as Educational Staff Associates. 

• Details of these programs, including admission requirements, 
procedures, degree and research requirements, are contained 
in the Graduate CatalOg, which is available from the Office of 
Graduate and Continuing Studies, (206) 535-7141 . 



Through the study of history at Pacific Lut heran 
University students gain an understanding and 
appreciation of the historical perspective. Oppor
tunities for developing analytical and interpre
tative skil ls  are provided through research and 
writing projects, internships, class presentations, 
and study tours. The practice of the historical 
method leads students off campus to their home
towns, to Europe or China or the American West, 
and to community institutions, both private and 
public. The department emphasizes individual 
advising in relation to both self-directed studies 
and regular courses. The university library hold
ings include significant collections in American, 
European, and non-Western history. The 
Nisqually Plains Room of the library specializes in 
Pacific Northwest community studies. Career 
outlets for majors and minors are either direct or 
supportive in business, law, teaching, pu blic 
service, news media, and other occupations. 

FACULTY 
Clausen, Chair; Bermingham, Browning, Carp, 
Kraig, Lee, Martinson, Nordquist. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: Minimum of 32 semester 
hours, including 4 hours·American field, 4 hours·European field, 
and 4 hours·non·Western field. Students are expected to work 
closely with the department's faculty advisers to insure the 
most personalized programs and instmction possible. Majors 
are urged to meet the foreign language requirement of the 
College of Arts and Sciences under either Option I or Option II . 
Those majors who are preparing for public school teaching can 
meet the state history certification requirement by enrolling in 
History 460. All senior majors are required to take four hours of 
seminar credit. 

MINOR: 20 semester hours, 1 2  hours from courses numbered 
above 300. The minor in history emphasizes a "'program focus" 
and a "program plan," which is arranged by the student in 
consultation with a departmental adviser. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCA nON: See School of 
Education. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
Courses in the Department of History are offered 
in the following areas: 

AMERICAN FIELD 

251 COLONIAL AMERICAN HISTORY 
252 NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICAN 

HISTORY 
253 TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN 

HISTORY 
294 THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1945 
352 THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 
355 AMERICAN POPULAR CULTURE 
356 AMERICAN DIPLOMA TIC HISTORY 
359 HISTORY OF WOMEN IN THE UNITED 

STATES 
451 AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY 

History 
460 WEST AND NORTHWEST 
471 HISTORY OF AMERICAN THOUGHT 

AND CULTURE 
494 SEMINAR: AMERICAN HISTORY 

EUROPEAN FIELD 

107, 108 HISTORY OF WESTERN 
CIVILIZA TION 

321 GREEK CIVILIZATION 
322 ROMAN CIVILIZATION 
323 THE MIDDLE AGES 
324 RENAISSANCE 
325 RE FORMATION 
328 NINETEENTH CENTURY E UROPE 
329 EUROPE AND THE WORLD WARS: 

1914-1945 
332 ENGLAND: TUDORS AND STUARTS 
334 MODERN GERMANY, 1848-1945 
341 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANCE 
342 THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 
495 SEMINAR: EUROPEAN HISTORY 

NON-WESTERN FIELD 

1 09 EAST ASIAN SOCIETIES 
205 ISLAMIC MIDDLE EAST TO 1945 
210 GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 
211 THE WORLD SINCE 1945 
335 LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY: CENTRAL 

AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 
336 SOUTHERN AFRICA 
338 MODERN CHINA 
339 REVOLUTIONARY CHINA 
340 MODERN JAPAN 
380 ASIAN AMERICAN HISTORY AND 

CULTURE 
496 SEMINAR: THE THIRD WORLD 

ALL FIELDS 

399 INTERNSHIP 
401 WORKSHOPS 
492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
501 G RADUATE WORKSHOPS 
590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
591 DIRECTED STUDY 
595 GRADUATE READINGS 
598 RESEARCH PROJECT 
599 THESIS 

107, 108 HISTORY OF WESTERN 
CIVILIZATION 

Analysis of institutions and ideas of selected civilizations. Meso
potamia, Egypt, the Hebrews, Greece, Rome, the rise of Christ
ianity, and Medieval Europe in the first semester; Europe from the 
Renaissance to the present in the second semester. 1 11 (4, 4) 

109 EAST ASIAN SOCIETIES 
A historical overview of the traditional cultures, traditions, and 
lives of the people of China and Japan. Discussion of the lives of 
peasants, emperors, merchants, and warriors in each society. 
Attention to the great technological and artistic developments in 
each society. (4) 
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205 ISLAMIC MIDDLE EAST TO 1945 
An introductory survey course on the history of the Middle East 
from the time of Muhammed in the 7th century through World 
War II. The course emphasizes two key concurrent components: 
First, the origins and development of lslamic civilizat ion, including 
study of religion, philosophy, science, art, government, and 
society. Secondly, assessment of the changing political landscape 
of the Islamic empires, including Arab, Turkish, and Persian units. 
The course will end with a review of the establishment of modern 
Egypt, Turkey, and Iran. (4) 

210 GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES: THE WORLD 
IN CHANGE 

A survey of global issues affecting the human condition in a 
rapidly changing and increasingly interdependent world: modern
ization and development; economic change and international 
trade; diminishing resources; war and revolution; peace and 
justice; and cultural  diversity. These issues are examined in a 
multidisciplinary light using case studies drawn from non
Western and Western nations. Emphasis on the development of a 
global perspective which recognizes human commonalities as 
well as diversity in perceptions, values, and priorities. (Although 
cross-referenced with ANTH 210 and POLS 210, students may 
receive history credit only when this course is scheduled as a 
history class.) (4) 

21 1 THE WORLD SINCE 1945 
A historical survey on how Third World nations have sought 
independence in the post-World War II period. Emphasis on 
events in  the Western world leading to World War \ I  and the 
effects of that war on the Third World. Case studies of countries 
from Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East as examples 
of the diversity inherent in quests for independence. (4) 

251 COLONIAL AMERICAN HISTORY 
American institutions from colonial times to the 1790's; the growth 
of the colonies and their relationship to the British imperial 
system. (4) 

252 NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICAN 
HISTORY 

From Jefferson to Theodore Roosevelt; interpretation of eras from 
social, political, economic, and biographical viewpoints. (4) 

253 TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN 
HISTORY 

Trends and events in domestic and foreign affairs since 1900; 
affluence, urban growth, and social contrasts. (4) 

294 THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1945 
This seminar examines selected topics in recent U.s. history such 
as the Cold War, the Civil Rights Movement, the Vietnam War, the 
Women's Movement, Watergate, and the Iran-Contra Affair. The 
topics provide a means to address the nature of the study of 
history and of its research methodologies. Enrollment restricted to 
freshmen and sophomores. (4) 

321 GREEK CIVIUZA TlON 
The political, social, and cultural history of Ancient Greece from 
the Bronze Age to the Hellenistic period.special attention to the 
literature, art, and intellectual history of the Greeks.(Cross
referenced with CLAS 321) (4) 

322 ROMAN CIVIUZA TlON 
The history of Rome from the foundation of the city to A.D. 337, the 
death of Constantine. Emphasis on Rome's expansion over the 
Mediterranean and on its constitu tional history.Attention to the 
rise of Christianity within a Greco-Roman context.(Cross-refer
enced with CLAS 322) (4) 

323 THE MIDDLE AGES 
Europe from the disintegration of the Roman Empire to 1300; 
reading and research in medieval materials. (4) 

324 RENAISSANCE 
Europe in an age of transition-1300 to 1S00. (4) 

325 RE FORMATION 
Political and religious crisis in the 16th century: Lutheranism, 
Zwinglian ism, Anglicanism, Anabaptism, Calvinism, Roman 
Catholic reform; Weber thesis, the beginnings of Baroque arts. (4) 

328 NINETEENTH CENTURY EUROPE 
The expansion of European civilization from 1800 to 1914. (4) 

329 EUROPE AND THE WORLD WARS: 
1914-1945 

World War I; revolution and return to "normalcy"; depression and 
the rise of fascism; World War II. (4) 

332 ENGLAND: TUDORS AND STUARTS 
Political, social, economic, legal, and cultural developments. (4) 

334 MODERN GERMANY, 1848-1945 
The Revolutions of 1848 and unification of Germany; Bismarckian 
and Wilhemian empires; Weimar Republic and the rise of National 
Socialism; the Third Reich. (4) 

335 LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY: CENTRAL 
AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

Survey of the major aspects of Central American and Caribbean 
history from colonial to modern times. Use of selected casestudies 
to illustrate the region's history. Study in inter-American rela
tions. (4) 

336 SOUTHERN AFRICA 
Examination of the history of pre-colonial African kingdoms, 
Western imperialism, settler colonialism, and the African struggle 
for independence. Emphasis on the period since 1800. Focus on 
the countries of South Africa, Namibia, Angola, Mozambique, 
Zimbabwe, and on the issues of nationalism, racism, and revolu· 
tion. (4) 

338 MODERN CHINA 
The beginning of China's modern history, with special emphasis 
on the genesis of the Chinese revolution and China's position in 
an increaSingly integrated world. Lecture, discussion, films, and 
guest speakers. Limited class size. (4) 

339 REVOLUTIONARY CHINA 
While History 338 is not a prerequisite, this course picks up where 
it leaves off. Beginning in 1911, an examination of the course of the 
Chinese revolution, China's liberation, and the changes since 
1949. Lecture, discussions, films, and guest speakers. Limited class 
size. (4) 

340 MODERN JAPAN 
Study of how Japan became the modern "miracle" in East Asia. 
Primary focus on traditions that enabled Japan to change rapidly, 
the role of the challenge of the West in that change, the 
industrialization of japan, the reasons for war with the U.s., and 
the impact of the war on contemporary japan and its social and 
economic institut ions. (4) 

341 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANCE 
Structure of society, development of absolutism, protest of popular 
classes, role of France in international affairs, origins of the 
Enlightenment. (2) 

342 THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 
Structure of society, origins and course of the Revolution, and its 
impact on France and Europe. (2) 

352 THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 
The American Revolution as a series of essentially political events 
stretching from the Seven Years War in 1763 through Thomas 
Jefferson's defeat of john Adams in the Presidential election of 
1800. The Colonists' initial resistance to the reorganizat ion of the 
British Empire after 1763; the evolution of active resistance into 
revolution; the decision to declare independence; the experience 
of war; the struggle to establish legitimate and effective govern· 
ments; the framing and rat ification of the Constitution; and the 
Federalist-Republican battles of the 179Os. Emphasis on the role of 
political thought and ideology in the development of republican 
government in the United States. (4) 

355 AMERICAN POPULAR CULTURE 
Study of motion pictures, popular music, radio and television 
programs, comic strips, and paperback fiction. Insights into the 
values and ideas of American culture from watching it at play. 
Examination of popular entertainment arts and the ways they 
reflect and influence American attitudes and actions. No pre· 
requisites. (4) 

356 AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC HISTORY 
The practice, function, and structure of American foreign policy 
with particular emphasis on the twentieth century. (4) 

359 HISTORY OF WOMEN IN THE UNITED 
STATES 

A focused, thematk examination of issues and evidence related to 
women's experiences from the colonial period to the present. 
Provides a broad historical context for evaluating the nature, 
impact, and influence of women's contributions to culture and 
society. (4) 

380 ASIAN AMERICAN HISTORY AND 
CULTURE 

An introductory survey of Asian American history and culture, 
focusing on Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Filipino, Asian Indian, 
Indochinese, and Pacific Islander experiences in the period 1840-



-

1990's. Topics include: ]) the emigrant-immigrant process; 2) 
immigrant community culture; 3) the Anti-Asian movement; 4) 
ethnic politics and political culture; 5) ethnic enterprise and 
economic development; 6) t he challenge of accultura t ion/ 
assimilation; and 7) a brief survey of contemporary Asian American 
issues. (4) 

399 INTERNSHIP 
A research and writing project in connection with a student's 
approved off-campus work or travel activity, or a dimension of it. 
Prerequisite: sophomore standing plus one curse in history, and 
consent of the department. 0 -6) 

401 WORKSHOPS 
Workshops in special fields for varying periods of time. 0-4) 

451 AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY 
Dimensions of American law as it relates to changing historical 
periods. (4) 

460 WEST AND NORTHWEST 
The American West in the 19th and 20th centuries. Frontier and 
regional perspectives. Interpretive, illustrative history, and oppor
tunities for off-campus research. (4) 

471 HISTORY OF AMERICAN THOUGHT 
AND CULTURE 

Dimensions of American social and intellectual history. (4) 

492 INDEPENDENT STUDY ( 1 -4) 

494 SEMINAR: AMERICAN HISTORY (4) 

495 SEMINAR: EUROPEAN HISTORY (4) 

496 SEMINAR: THE THIRD WORLD 
This research seminar alternates its focus from East Asia one year 
to Africa and Caribbean/Latin America the next. (4) 

502 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fields or areas for varying periods 
of time. 0 -4) 

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
Selected topics as announced. Prerequisite: consent of the instruc
tor. 0 -4) 

591 DIRECTED STUDY 0 -4) 

595 GRADUATE READINGS 
Independent Study Card Required. (4) 

598 RESEARCH PROJECT (4) 

599 THESIS (4) 

Honors Program 
The Honors Program at Pacific Lutheran 
University is designed to enrich the educational 
experience of a select group of academically 
accomplished and highly motivated undergradu
ate students. It challenges students to perform at 
the highest level of their academic potential in 
specially designed honors foundation classes and 
also in a challenge seminar. 

ORGANIZA nON 
I. Honors Foundation Courses 

a. Elective Honors Courses/Sections 
b. Creative Expression 
c. Models of Thought and Their Evaluation 

2. Preparation for the Challenge Seminar 

(8 hours) 
(4 hours) 
(4 hours) 

a. Honors Program retreat to determine Challenge Seminar 
topics 

b. Specific preparatory courses for the seminar (optional) 
c. Preliminary reading list for the seminar 

3. Challenge Seminar (4 hours) 

The Honors Foundation Courses are designed and organized 
to provide early opportunit ies for students to interact with their 
in tellectual peers in especially challenging settings. These 
courses, approved by the Honors Council are also intended to 
help prepare students for the Challenge Seminar. 

The Challenge Seminar, taken when students are seniors or 
second semester juniors, will address some significant problem 
of our contemporary and future world. Seminar participants will 
be expected to produce individually and collectively 
outstanding research which will be presented to the university 
community. 

ADMISSION CRITERIA 
Admission into the honors program is by application to the 

Honors Council. The council is responsible for establishing the 
criteria for initial admission and subsequent continuation in the 
program. 

All President's Scholars are invited to apply. The Honors 
Council will also invite other incoming students to apply upon 
the suggestion of the dean of admissions. All continuing PLU 
students with a 3.5 grade point average can apply, as well as 
entering transfer students with a 3.5 incoming grade point 
average. Other exceptional students may initiate their own 
application into the program. In all cases the council will make a 
global judgment about the student's likely success in the 
program and not limit its admission decisions strictly on the 
basis of grade point average or other test scores. 
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Division of 

Humanities 
The Departments of English, Languages, Philo
sophy, and Religion comprise the Division of 
Humanities. They share a central concern about 
language, literature, and world views. As 
academic majors and minors, and in support of 
professional programs and preparation for other 
fields, studies in humanities are at the heart of a 
liberal education. They also serve generally as a 
means to realizing excellence in one's life. 

The division is committed to superb undergrad
uate instruction. Humanities classes emphasize 
communication skills, rigorous analysis of texts 
and ideas, critical assessment of arguments, and 
thoughtful reflection. The potential for creative 
service to the community is nurtured in a variety 
of ways, including internships in the Publishing 
and Printing Arts program (a minor in English), 
study abroad, tutorial assignments, the outreach 
programs of the Scandinavian Cultural Center, 
and collaborative projects with local school 
districts. 

Faculty members of the division participate 
extensively in the Chinese Studies, Environ
mental Studies, Global Studies, Integrated 
Studies, Legal Studies, and Women's Studies 
programs, as well as provide leadership for the 
interdisciplinary Classics and Scandinavian Area 
Studies majors and for the Writing Center. The 
division also enriches campus life through the 
Humanities Film Series, public lectures and 
colloquia, and an annual publication, Prism, that 
features faculty research. 

The charge of the humanities is to think and act 
perceptively, humanely, and creatively in a 
complex and ever-changing society. To that end, 
divisional faculty strive to serve as models for 
lifelong learning, inspired scholarship, and 
engaged citizenship. 

FACULTY 
Menzel, Divisional Dean; faculty members of the 
Departments of English, Languages, Philosophy, 
and Religion. 

As a division within the CoUege of Arts and Sciences, the 
Division of Humanities offers programs in each constituent 
department leading to the BA. degree. Course offerings and 
degree requirements are listed under: 

ENGLISH 
LANGUAGES 
PHILOSOPHY 
RELIGION 

See also the sections of this catalog on Chinese Studies, 
Environmental Studies, Global Studies, Integrated Studies, 
International Education, Legal Studies, Scandinavian Area 
Studies, and Women's Studies. 

Individualized 

Supervised by the Faculty Council for Individu
alized Majors, this program offers j unior and 
senior students the opportunity to develop and 
complete a personally designed, interdisciplinary, 
liberal arts major. The course of study culminates 
in a senior thesis, to be agreed on by the Council, 
the student, and his or her adviser. 

Successful applicants to this program will 
normally have a cumulative grade point average 

of 3.30 or higher, although in exceptional cases 
they may demonstrate their potential in other 
ways to the Faculty Council for Individualized 
Majors. 

Admission to the program is granted by the 
Council on the basis of a detailed plan of study, 
proposed and written by the student, and submitted 
to the Council any time after the beginning of the 
second semester of the student's sophomore year. 



The proposal must outline a complete plan of 
study for the time remaining until the granting of 
a degree. Study plans may include any of the 
traditional elements from a standard B.A. or B.S. 
degree program. 

Once approved by both the faculty sponsor and 
the Faculty Council for Individualized Majors, the 
study plan supplants usual degress requirements, 
and, when completed, leads to conferral of the 
B.A. degree with Special Honors. 

Study proposals must include the foUowing: 

1. A Statement of Objectives, in which the student describes 
what the degree is expected to represent and why the 
individualized course study is more appropriate than a 
traditional degree program. 

2. A Program of Study, in which the student describes how the 
objectives will be attained t hrough sequences of courses, 
reading programs, regular COUJse work, independent study, 

travel, off·campus involvement, personal consultation with 
faculty members, or other means. 

3. A Program of Evaluation, in which the student describes the 
criteria to be used to  measure achievement of the objectives 
and specifies the topic of the senior thesis. 

4. A Statement of Review, in which the student describes how 
previous course work and life experiences have prepared 
him or her for the individualized study program. 

5. Letters of Recommendation. The study proposal must be 
written in close consultation with the chair of the Faculty 
Council for Individualized Majors and with a faculty member 
who agrees to act as primary sponsor and adviser to the 
student throughout the course of study. The faculty sponsor 
must comment on the feasibility of the proposal and on the 
student's ability to carry it out. It is strongly recommended 
that a secondary faculty sponsor be asked to co-sponsor and 
endorse the proposal. 

All subsequent changes in the study plan or the senior thesis 
must be submitted in writing to the Faculty Council for 
Individualized Majors for approval. 

Further information is available from the Provost's Office. 

Integrated 
Studies Program 

The Integrated Studies Program (Core II) is 
designed as an alternative mode of satisfying core 
curriculum requirements. Consisting of a constella
tion of interdisciplinary courses, the program 
explores a central theme-The Dynamics of Change
from a variety of academic perspectives. The pro
gram stresses critical thinking and writing. And it 
encourages the growth of camaraderie as students 
progress together through its sequences. 

A brochure is available from the Admissions 
Office or the program coordinator in the Office of 
Special Academic Programs. 

FACULTY 
Selected from Anthropology, Art, Biology, Chemis
try, Earth Sciences, Economics, English, History, 
Languages, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, 
Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Religion, 
and Sociology. 
Integrated Studies Committee: P. Benton, Chair; 
Gold, M. Jensen, Killen, Lejeune, McDade, 
McGinnis, Whitman. 
Integrated Studies Coordinator: Carr. 

REQUIREMENTS 
1. SEQUENCE I: THE IDEA OF PROGRESS (2 courses, 111 - 1 12 )  

Normally taken in the  freshman year. 
2. TWO OF THREE 200-LEVEL SEQUENCES (2 courses each, 4 

total) 
SEQUENCE II (2 courses in the 220s): 

221: The Experience of War 
222: Prospects for War and Peace 
223: The Emergence of Mind and Morality 
224: The Brain, C;>nsciousness, and Transcendence 

OR SEQUENCE III (2 CourSeS in the 230s) 
231: Creating Gender 
232: Experiencing Gender 
233: Imaging the Self 
234: Imaging the World 

OR SEQUENCE IV (2 courses in the 2405) 
241 :  Energy, Resources, and Pollution 
242: Population, Hunger, and Poverty 
243: Technology and Computers 
244: Computers and Models 
245: The Development of Third World Underdevelopment 
246: Cases in Third World Development 

3. CONCLUDING SEMINAR (1 course): 351 
Taken after Or along with the final 200-level course. 

TOTAL: SEVEN COURSES (28 hours) 

ELECTIVE 
1. 1 10: Freshman Seminar (2 hours) 

Honors in Integrated Studies may be awarded upon 
application to students who have at least a 3.5 average in INTG 
courses, who present a portfolio of outstanding papers from 
200-level INTG courses, who create an exemplary seminar 
project, and who are recommended by program faculty. 
Students selected for honors are encouraged to make a public, 
oral presentation of their seminar work. The Integrated Studies 
Committee will determine who qualifies for honors. 

POUCIES AND GUIDELINES FOR CORE IT 
1 .  Students may begin in any sequence, although Sequence I 

(the required sequence) is usually taken first. 
2. Because the sequences are designed as consecutive, two

course series, students should begin in the first course ( fall), 
if possible. However, the second courSe may be taken before 
the first with the consent of the instructors. 

3. Sequences may be taken concurrently and in any order. 
4. As the program evolves, alternatives are being added under 

each sequence ( \[:220s, 1lI:230s, IV:240s). Students should 
complete two courses that have been designed together (for 
example, 241-242 on "Technology and the Environment" or 
221-222 on ''War and Peace"). lf necessary, however, any two 
courses from the same sequence series may be used with the 
permission of the program coordinator. 
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5. No more than two courses from any one sequence (lI :220s, 

1I l:230s, IV:240s) may be counted toward the seven-course 
Core II requirement. Additional courses from a sequence 
may be taken as elect ives. 

6. Not every 200-level sequence will be offered each year; 
generally four will be available in any given year. 

7. The seminar (35 1 )  is taken as the concluding COurse in the 
program, either after or concurrently with the last course of 
the student's third sequence. 

8. Students entering Core II with appropriate previous course
work at  the college level may have certain requirements 
waived. Students with certain combinations of Core I 
courses, for example, may have 1 1 1  or 112 waived. See the 
program coordinator for details. 

9. All Core 11 courses (except the seminar) may be taken as 
electives by any student. 

10. Most Core I I  courses may be taken to fulfill certain Core I 
requirements, as indicated in the course descriptions, 
subject to the approval of the faculty. 

1 L Students transferring from Core I I  to Core I may use their 
Core I I  courses to meet certain Core I requirements after 
consulting with the program coordinator. 

12. The Integrated Studies Program is directed by a seven
person committee of faculty representing the academic areas 
participating in the program. The committee elects a chair 
and is supported by the associate dean for special academic 
programs as program coordinator. 

13. Students are encouraged to coordinate their Integrated 
Studies curriculum with any of the university's programs 
abroad. Students are to submit a formal proposal to the 
Integrated Studies Committee and the Study Abroad Office. 
With prior approval from the committee before the experi
ence abroad, an appropriate combination of COurses taken 
abroad along with specially designed integrative projects 
can be used to replace an Integrated Studies course or 
sequence. A one-course substitution for a semester abroad 
and a one-sequence substitution for a year abroad may be 
arranged. 

1 10 ISP FRESHMAN SEMINAR 
A general. participatory and informal introduction to univerSity 
academic life and to the underlying purposes of higher education 
with emphasis on: (J) close relationsh ips in a small group of 
students, (2) strong connections with an Integrated Studies 
Program faculty member, (3) stimulat ing, lively discussions about 
important topics, including the relevance of integrative studies, 
(4) exposure to a modest number of provocative books and 
contem porary issues, and (5) focused but brief written assign
ments. The seminar is an elective which does not fulfill general 
university core requirements. (2) 

SEQUENCE I: THE IDEA OF PROGRESS 
( 1 1 1 -1 1 2) 
A survey of Western culture from the Renaissance through the 
19th century, emphasizing the interaction of religious, philo
sophicaL and political beliefs with the emergence of new arts and 
sciences. 

1 1 1  NATURE AND SUPERNATURE 
A study of the emergence of modern science, the development of 
democratic political ideas, the renewal of the arts, and the 
reformulations of religious belief in the Renaissance, Reformation, 
and Enlightenment. The ideas and accomplishments of Luther, 
Galileo, Newton, Locke, and Hume are given speCial emphasis, 
together with developments in literature, the visual arts, and 
politics. Meets Core I requirements in philosophy or in religious 
studies ( l ines 2 or 3). I (4) 

112  FROM FINITE TO INFINITE 
Developments in literature and science, politics and industrializa
tion in the 18th and 19th centuries. Emphasis is given to the 
influence of the Enlightenment, the American and French revolu
tions, the Romantic {I1ovement, the impact of Darwinism and 
Marxism. Prerequisite: 1 1 1  or permission. Meets Cure I require
ments in literature or in social sciences (Hne 1 ). n (4) 

SEQUENCE II: HUMAN RESPONSIBILITY 
( Courses numbered in the 220s) 

WAR AND PEACE (221 -222) 
This sequence explores the complexity of war and the difficulties 
of achieving and maintaining a just peace. It considers the fact of 
some important wars in Our century, investigates the deeper 
causes of war, and raises the issues of personal and social ethics 
during a war and in a society that prepares for war in a time of 
peace. When taken as a whole, this two-course sequence meets 
the Core I requirement in social sciences (line 1) and either 
philosophy or religious studies (lines 2 or 3). 

221 THE EXPERIENCE OF WAR 
Essential background is established by studying the complex 
history of several major wars of our time (e.g., World War II, the 
Vietnam War, the conflict in the Middle East). Emphasis is placed 
on the persona l experience of war as soldier, civilian, and citizen. 
The ethical decisions individuals must make in war-time are 
considered as well as the society's decisions about when and how 
to go to war. Particular attention is given to the t heory of "just and 
unjust" wars. I (4) 

222 PROSPECTS FOR WAR AND PEACE 
A study of the institutions and situations (politicaL economic, 
religious, psychologicaL historical) that keep the modern world on 
the brink of war and make a stable, just peace so elusive. 
Consideration is given to pacifism and the "just war" tradition, as 
well as to the technology and politics of nuclear war and its 
balance of terror. Students complete an independent project on 
topics such as the draft, the econDmics Df a military state, arms 
control, the competitions for resources, anti-colonialism and 
Marxism. Prerequisite: 221 or permission. II (4) 

MIND AND BRAIN (223-224) 
This sequence explores hDw specifically human qualitieS-includ
ing morality, sense of self. and the capacity for religious experience 
and belief-are rooted in our biology and to what extent we can 
transcend that physical heritage. 

223 THE EMERGENCE OF MIND AND 
MORALITY 

A survey of genetics and evolution, with emphasis on the brain 
and the emergence of social behavior in animals, prepares for a 
critical study of the claims of sociobiology that human culture and 
morality can be explained in terms of our biological origins. Meets 
Core I requirements in natural sciences (line 2) or philosophy. I (4) 

224 THE BRAIN, CONSCIOUSNESS, AND 
TRANSCENDENCE 

A study of the brain as the center of perception, emotion, 
consciousness, and knowledge. Includes a study of the brain's 
functions, an investigation of spiritual. mystical, and other self
transcending experiences, and an exploration of the relationship 
between mind and brain, materialistic and non-materialistic 
explanations, and the nature of personal commitment. Prerequi
site: 223 or permiSSion. Meets Core I requirements in social 
sciences (line 2) or philosophy. Prerequisite: 223 or permission. 
II (4) 

SEQUENCE III: WORD AND WORLD 
(Courses numbered in the 230s) 

REALIZING GENDER (231-232) 
This sequence explores the various ways that gender is con
cept ualized and t reated in societies, both historically and in the 
present, integrating comparative materials from diverse cultures 
and contexts. The two courses focus on t heories, belief systems, 
identity information, and collective responses regarding gender as 
well as Dn the specific influence of gender in the development of 
societal roles, responsibilities, and institutions. 

231 CREATING GENDER 
This course will trace the development in history and con
temporary writing, of ideas about gender differences and similari
ties. Gender as a principle of social organization, a concept 
influencing intellectual inquiry and religious understanding, and 
a primary factor shaping individual identity will be explored. 
Contributions from theology, literat ure, biology, and anthro
pology will be examined with an eye toward how gender has 
served as the basis for inequality and equality, complementarity 
and subordination between men and women. A range of ideas 
about gender will be placed within the context of a succession of 
theoretical/philosophical movements from the Enlightenment to 
existentialism, psychoanalysis, Marxism and evolutionism. Meets 
Core I requirements in social sciences (!ine 1) or literature. I (4) 

232 EXPERIENCING GENDER 
This course examines the relevance that societies place on the 
concept of gender in different areas of life. Division of labor and 
power according to gender designations in kinship, employment, 
art, and health are discussed. Specific examples about the roles of 
both men and women in the family, world of work, expressive 
realms, and health and welfare are used. In each the variation 
within gender roles and interaction of the genders will be key. 
Course material drawn from studies, novels, music, and the visual 
arts. Meets CDre I requirements in social sciences (line 2) or art. 
Prerequisite: 231 or permission. I I  (4) 

IMAGING SELF AND WORLD (233-234) 
This sequence explores how we come to know and partially create 
various kinds of self and world through the images of ordinary life 
and through their elaboration in the symbols of the arts and 



sciences. When taken as a whole, this two-course sequence meets 
the Ore I requirements in art or literature and natural sciences 
(lines I or 3) or religious studies (line 3). 

233 IMAGING THE SELF 
A series of exercises in the visual and literary arts that reveal how 
the self is discovered and constructed in our daily world through 
many kinds of images, including dreams, costumes, songs, child
hood memories, houses, church services, dances, television, 
poetry, skteching, and constructing models. The emphasis is on 
doing or making, followed by reflective analysis. I (4) 

234 IMAGING THE WORLD 
An exploration of how humans perceive, interpret, and shape t.heir 
own worlds. Following an introduction to symbols, symbol 
systems, and the creating of meaning, the construction of world 
images in science and theology through myth, model, and 
paradigm are studied. The model of symbolic logic is built to 
organiz.e language and thought. Science is then considered as a 
process of the application of logic to empirically gathered data. 
Views of a variety of scientists and philosophers on the way 
science is done and the way scientists come to  know are 
considered. Theological language, experience, and use of myth 
and parable in theological models are examined. Finally, some 
images of the world through the eyes of poets are compared to  
these scient ific and theological representations. Prerequisite: 233 
or permission. II (4) 

SEQUENCE IV: TECHNOLOGY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
(Courses numbered in the 240s ) 

RESOURCES, POLLUTION AND POPULATION 
(241-242) 
This sequence considers energy, natural resources, pollution, 
population and food issues. Scientific, social scientific, and ethical 
perspectives will be used to explore current problems, to project 
current trends into the futune, and to suggest new possibilities. 
When taken as a whole, this two-course sequence meets the Core I 
requirements in natural sciences (lines 1 or 2), and either the social 
sciences (lines 1 or2) or religious studies (lines 2 or 3) requirements. 

241 ENERGY, RESOURCES, AND 
POLLUTION 

Energy, natural resources, and pollution are the subject matter. 
Scientific, social scientific, and ethical methods will be studied and 
then applied to the practical and political problems of sustaining 
energy and natural resource production and limiting pollution 
with a maximum of justice and participative decision-making. I (4) 

242 POPULATION, HUNGER, AND POVERTY 
Population, food, and poverty are the subject matter. Methods 
learned in the first course will be reviewed and applied to the 
practical problems of sustaining food production and reducing 
population growth and poverty. A major Third World country, 
e.g., Mexico, will serve as a case study for class analysis and 
student projects. Prerequisite: 241 or permission. n (4) 

TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTERS, AND SOCIAL 
CHANGE (243-244) 
A study of modern technology, its historical context, its machines, 
and its consequences. The computer, as one in a long line of 
technologies, is the special focus. When taken as a whole, this 
two-course sequence meets the Core I requirement in natural 
sciences (line 3) and social sciences (line 1) .  

243 TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTERS 
Modern technology is the production of sweeping changes in 
Western civilization. The computer must be seen within the 
context of these changes. Thus the shift from traditional to 
technological society, the convergence of forces which produced 
the shift, and the consequences of the shift on institutions, ideas, 
and values will be the object of study. Once this context i s  
established, students will study the  computer, i t s  creation and 
uses, what it is, and what it can and cannot do. I (4) 

244 COMPUTERS AND MODELS 
The modeling of social processes and the programming of models 
for the computer are two important tools used by planners in 
ed ucat ion, business, and government. The use of models and 
computers necessitates the making of assumptions and the 
reduction of reality. Two or three illustrative models will be 
developed to demonstrate the skiUs of modeling and programming 
and to assess advantages and limitations. Simultaneously, stu
dents will study the implications of using models and computers 
and the ethical and philosophic issues which emerge from their 
use. Returning to the larger context of technology, students will 
address the questions of technology, "out of control," artificial 
intelligence, the impacts of modern technology on the Third 
World, and the future. A student project will conclude the 
sequence. Prerequisite: 243 or permission. 11 (4) 

THIRD WORLD DEVELOPMENT AND 
TECHNOLOGY (245-246) 
This sequence is a study of the emergence of the Third World and 
the genesis of development and underdevelopment. When taken 
as a whole, this two-course sequence meets the Core I require
ments in social sciences (line 1) and religious studies (line 3). 

245 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIRD WORLD 
UNDERDEVELOPMENT 

This course traces the origins and growth of the concept 'Third 
World" and the models, v iews, contexts, and approaches in 
interpreting this phenomenon. Particular attention is focused on 
understanding social and cultural changes in the Third World in 
terms of development/underdevelopment. Political economic, 
literary and religous analyses will be used in trying to determi.ne 
how the Third World thinks about itself. I (4) 

246 CASES IN THIRD WORLD 
DEVELOPMENT 

How people in the Third World think and act to bring about social 
change, and the value they give it, is the focus on this course. 
Building upon the theories and methods presented in the first 
course, issues such as education, health, population, resource 
management, urbanization, and industrialization will be examined 
using case studies. The case studies will be organized regionally so 
that common and distinctive features can be evaluated. Pre
requisite: 245 or permission. U (4) 

CONCLUDING SEMINAR 

351 INTEGRATED STUDIES SEMINAR 
A recapitulation and integration of themes from the pnevious 
sequences, with additional readings and discussion. Students 
investigate an individual topic from an interdisciplinary perspec
tive, make a formal oral presentation, and complete a substantial 
paper. Prerequisite: 1 1 1 - 1 1 2  and two additional sequences. May be 
taken concurrently with the last course of the final sequence. I 1 1  
(4) 

InterimProgram 
The "interim" term of four weeks in January pro
vides opport unity for focused and intensive study 
of a single subject or topic Students are encour
aged to choose courses outside their major fields, 
and together with their instructors to develop 
their potential for creativity and to broaden their 
intellectual horizons by exploring unfamiliar areas 

of study as well as by trying ways of learning or 
teaching to which they may not be accustomed. 
The range of academic offerings is wide and in
cludes a variety of specially-designed courses in 
all major disciplines, as well as a number of inter
departmental cou rses and studies abroad. A 
separate catalog is published for the interim term. 
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The theme of the 1993 interim is "SOLUTIONS 
AS PROBLEMS." A complete interim catalog will 
be available in the faIl of 1992. The preliminary 
listing of courses to be offered in the 1 993 interim 
is as follows: 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

302 Vanished Peoples and Lost Civilizations: An 
Introduction to Popular Anthropology (4) 

ART 

301 Calligraphy (4) 
313 Making Tracks (4) 
316 Replication-Generation: Ceramic Art from 

Molds (4) 
318 Studio Art (4) 

BIOLOGY 

31 1 Salmonid Ecology and How To Fool Them 
With An Artificial Fly (4) 

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

303 Law and the Consumer (4) 
305 Managers at Work (4) 
307 Strangers in Paradise? The Role of Business 

in Environmental Protection (4) 
308 Personal Financial Management (4) 
535 Legal Aspects of the Management 

Process (4) 

CHINESE 

301 Intensive Chinese: An Introduction to 
Chinese Language and Culture (4) 

COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE 

304 Television and Culture: You Are What You 
Watch (4) 

314 Communities and Community Newspapers 
(4) 

316 PR in America: Information or Propaganda? 
(4) 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

313 Microcomputer Database Management and 
Design (4) 

317 Computers in Education (4) 
385/590 Computer Architecture (2) 
490/590 Object - Oriented Design and 

Programming (2) 

EARTH SCIENCES 

305 Living on the Edge: Natural Events and 
Human Disasters (4) 

309 Introduction to Weather (4) 

EDUCATION 

316 Stress in Children and Adolescents (4) 

SPECIAL EDUCATION 

399 Practicum in Special Education (1-2) 
475 Supervising Para-Professionals and 

Volunteers (1 )  

ENGINEERING 

315 The Art of Electronics (4) 

ENGLISH 

300 Innocents Abroad in London and Paris (4) 
304 Faith in Fiction (4) 
311 D.H. Lawrence: Modern Solutions/Post

Modern Problems (4) 
317 Island of Festivals: Interim in Trinidad! (4) 
342 20th Century American Poetry 

HEALTH EDUCATION 

311 Family Centered Childbirth (4) 

HISTORY 

301 The Vietnam War and American Society (4) 
313 History of Women in the U.S. (4) 

INTEGRATED STUDIES 

351 Seminar (4) 

MATHEMATICS 

301 MATH! ( Mathematics and Your 
Emotions) (4) 

307 Financial Mathematics 

MUSIC 

301 A Cultural Tour of New York City (4) 
304 Intensive Study and Performance of Choral 

Music (4) 
308 Beethoven: The Artist in Society (4) 
310 Intensive Study and Performance of Wind 

Literature (4) 
313 On Creativity (4) 
315 Les Miserables: Shouldn't Singing Be Fun? (4) 

NURSING 

312 Perioperative Nursing Role (4) 

PHILOSOPHY 

101 Philosophical Issues: Constructing a 
Worldview (4) 

125 Moral Philosophy (4) 
310 Reproduction and Death - Moral 

Philosophy at the Edges of Life (4) 
320 Taking the Mystery Out of Murder (4) 
323 Health Care Ethics - Infants and Children (1)  

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

100 Personalized Fitness Program (1)  
151 Beginning Golf (1)  
1 57 Personalized Defense (1 )  
1 70 Skiing (1)  
177 Weight Training (1) 
183 Power Impact Aerobics (1)  
192 Intermediate Tennis (1)  
244 Co-ed Volleyball (1)  
301 Interim on the Hill (4) 
306 The Expedition Experience (4) 
308 Sports Motivation (2) 
313 Health and Fitness in the Workplace (4) 
315 Body Image (4) 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

303 Problems of Policy and Organizational 
Failure 

314 Exploring Futures (4) 

PSYCHOLOGY 

302 Why are Johnny and Janie Racist? (4) 

RELIGION 

211  Religion and Literature of the Old 
Testament (4) 

300 A Good God In An Evil World: Problems 
With the Solutions (4) 

312 Solutions as Problems in Christian Art (4) 

SOCIOLOGY 

302 Why are Johnny and Janie Racist? (4) 

STATISTICS 

231 Introductory Statistics (4) 



International 
Programs 

PLU's international programs encourage 
students to expand their understanding of 
humanity's global condition in a changing and 
increasingly interdependent world. Multi-focused 
international programs provide opportunities for 
on-campus study of global issues and of the 
world's regions, cultures, and societies. Global 
issues include, for example, modernization and 
development; global resources and trade; and 
peace, j ustice, and human rights. Cultural foci are 
Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America, the Middle 
East, and Scandinavia, among others. Off-campus 
study of these issues and regions is made possible 
by diverse opportunities for study abroad and 
international student exchange. 

To pursue a program in international or 
intercultural studies, students may enroll in 
courses offered by departments such as 
Languages, Political Science, and History, or 
choose among the special multi-disciplinary 
programs listed below which offer majors and 
minors in international studies. 

General information about PLU's international 
programs is available from the Study Abroad 
Office. 

CHINESE STUDIES 
The Chinese Studies program is an interdisicplinary program 

designed to provide students interested in China a broad 
foundation in language, culture, and history. For specific 
information see the Chinese Studies section of this catalog. 

GLOBAL STUDIES 
Students interested in diverse cultures and international, global 

issues may undertake a multi-disciplinary major or minor 
program designed to reflect their geographic, thematic, or 
disciplinary interests. 

A. MAJOR. The Global Studies major is termed a 
"complementary" major because it is taken as a second 
major in addition to a regular diSciplinary major. For specific 
information see the Global Studies section of this catalog. 

B. MINOR. The theoretical orientation and requirements 
parallel those for the major and are detailed in the Global 
Studies section of this cataIog. 

Courses credited toward a minor cannot be credited toward a 
major. Interim and new courses approved by the Global Studies 
Committee may be included in the various clusters. For specific 
information see the Global Studies section of this catalog. 

SCANDINA VIAN AREA STUDIES 
The Scandinavian Area Studies major is a flexible program in 

which the study of Scandinavia is enhanced through a crOSs
disciplinary approach. For specific information see the Scandi
navian Area Studies section of this catalog. 

STUOY ABROAO 
To encourage students to expand their visions of the world, 

PLU makes available various opportunities to study and travel 
in other countrie,. Students are encouraged to spend the 
summer, semester, interim, or full academic year abroad, either 
in a purely academic setting or in an experiential setting. The 

Study Abroad Office has information to assist students in 
selecting and preparing for study abroad programs. The inter
dependence of all nations of the world and the need to gain 
basic knowledge of peoples, their cultures, and their inter
relationships cannot be overemphasized in the late 20th 
century. With this focus in mind, PLU supports several cate
gories of programs. 

a. PLU-sponsored program: 
( 1 )  Independent Liberal Arts Colleges Abroad 

(a) England: Students may choose to spend a 
semester studying in England through PLU's 
London and Watford programs. These programs 
are hosted by the Independent Liberal Arts 
Colleges Abroad (ILACA), a consort ium of Pacific 
Northwest schools including PLU, Gonzaga 
University, the UniverSity of Puget Sound, 
Whitman CoUege, the University of Portland, and 
WiUamette University. Offered in both fall and 
spring semesters, the London program provides 
students with a study experience in one of the 
most exciting cities of the world. Courses taught 
both by Northwest professors with experience in 
London and by native British professors make 
extensive use of museums, cultural activities, and 
sites of London. Students live with British families 
and commute by subway to classes. Several 
excursions take students outside London for a 
look at other parts of England. Additionally, 
during spri.ng semester a second program site is 
available to students in Watford, England. In a 
more suburban setting within minutes of London, 
students in Watford participate in a program 
format parallel to the London program. 

(b) Spain: PLU, along with other schools in the 
lLACA consortium, sponsors a one-semester 
program at the University of Oviedo during the 
spring semester each year. Oviedo, capital of the 
Principality of Asturias in northwestern Spain, is a 
lively, beautiful city with a twelve hundred year 
old history. The university, founded in 1608, is 
located in the heart of the city. This provides an 
excellent setting for a semester designed for 
advanced study in Spanish language and culture. 
A minimum of two years of Spanish language 
study is required for participation. Students live 
with Spanish families, take speCial classes at the 
univerSity, and participate in extracurricular activ
ities with Spanish students. 

(2) Reciprocal Programs 
PLU currently offers eight exchange programs. 

These academic programs provide a limited number of 
exchanges each year. In aU cases, the PLU student is 
integrated into the local univerSity and culture. 
(a) Norway: PLU students may participate in an 

exchange program with Agder CoUege in Kristian
sand, Norway. Criteria used for selection of partici
pants include proficiency in a Scandinavian lan
guage, a strong academic record, motivation, and 
personal adaptability. PLU students live in uni
versity housing and study Norwegian language 
and literature. This is a full academic year 
program. 

(b)  Norway: In addition to the program i.n Kristian
sand, PLU students may participate in an 
exchange with Nordland College in Bodo, Nor
way. Scandinavian language proficiency is 
required for this fuU year program. 
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(c)  Sweden: A student exchange program between 

PLU and the University of Linkoping began in 
the fall of 1982. Criteria used in the selection of 
participants include proficiency in a Scandinavian 
language, a strong academic record, motivation, 
and personal adaptability. PLU students live in 
dormitories and study Scandinavian history, 
modern Scandinavian literature, Scandinavian 
political and social structure, and Swedish lan
guage. This is a full academic year program. 

(d) People's Repubijc of China-Zhongshan 
University: PLU students may spend a full year or 
semester in the People's Republic of China 
through an exchange with Zhongshan University 
in Guangzhou (Canton). At Zhongshan, students 
live in university housing and take intensive 
studies in Mandarin Chinese as well as courses in 
Chinese culture. Students should have had at 
least one year of Chinese language before 
applying. 

(e) People's Republic of China-Chengdu University 
of Science and Technology: Students may spend 
a semester or year at Chengdu University of 
Science and Technology (CUST) in Chengdu. At 
CUST, in addition to classes in Mandarin and 
Chinese culture, students may take assorted 
science courses that are taught in English. A PLU 
professor will accompany the group and teach 
one of the courses. Extensive study tours are 
included. Fluency in Mandarin is not required. 

(I) Republic of China (Taiwan): PLU students may 
spend a semester or year studying at Tunghai 
University, a Christian university in Taichung. 
Applicants must be malure and flexible, and well 
prepared by cou.rse wo.rk and life experiences. 
Fluency in the Chinese language is not required. 
Students may study in a variety of disciplines at 
Tunghai University. 

(g) Tanzania: In a consortium effort with other 
colleges and universities of the Lutheran Church, 
PLU offers a six-month exchange opportunity at 
the Institute of Development at the University of 
Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. Following an 
orientation, students depart as a group for 
London, then Arusha and Dar es Salaam, Tan
zania. Students may select from among a wide 
offering of courses at  the Institute of 
Development Studies. 

(h) Baltic Studies Program: A PLU exchange program 
between PLU and the Baltic Republic of Latvia. 
This spring semester option allows students to 
take Russian and the host republic's language, 
history, political science, independent research 
projects, and business courses. No previous 
language instruction is required. 

(3) Denmark's International Studies (DIS) provides for 
semester or year-long study in English in Copenhagen. 
The instructors are Danish, representing faculty from 
nearby universities and schools. This program is 
Europe's largest study center for American students, 
allowing a wide variety of course offerings in liberal 
arts} international business, and architecture and 
design. A rich immersion in Danish culture is provided 
through living with the Danes, daily contact with 
Danish faculty, and optionaI language instruction. PLU 
students live with a Danish family. 

(4) Institute of European Studies (IES)lInstitute of Asian 
Studies (lAS) offers semester, year-long, or summer 
study at various centers throughout the world. PLU 
students may choose to  study in London or Durham, 
England; Dijon, Paris, or Nantes, France; Milan, Italy; 
Madrid or Salamanca, Spain; Freiburg or Berlin, 
Germany; Vienna, Austria; Tokyo or Nagoya, japan; 
Singapore; Thailand; Adelaide, or Canberra, Australia; 
Indonesia; China; and the USSR. Studies include a 
combination of local universitv courses and classes 
taught expressly for Institute ;tudents. Courses are 
taught in the language of the country where the center 
is located, except in Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, 
Nagoya, Tokyo, Vienna, and the European Common 
Market program in Freiburg, where instruction is in 
English. In all other cases, PLU students need to be 
conversant in the language of the country. Living 
arrangements vary from full room and board to 
independent housing. Each center allows for 
integration into the local culture through housing, 
student activities, field trips, and travel. Scholarships 
are available to qualified students at all iES/lAS 

centers. 
(5) Other Opportunities 

(a) Un iversity of Oslo, Oslo, Norway - Applicants 
must have one year of college Norwegian and 
have junior standing at  the program start date. The 
"Oslo Year" incorporates Norwegian language, 
literature, and culture and is an excellent oppor
tunity for the Scandinavian Studies student. 

(b) Cuernavaca, Mexico-Fall and spring semester 
programs are offered in Cuemavaca. The fall 
semester programs are: "Social Policy in Latin 
American Context," focusing on the issues facing 
Latin America in the areas of education and social 
services; and 'Women and Development: Latin 
American Perspective," exploring women's role in 
development, liberation theology, and historical 
concepts of gender roles in Latin America. The 
spring program, "Program in Global Community," 
studies the issues related to Global justice and 
Human Liberation in light of the Christian 
proclamation. Some Spanish language background 
is advised for these programs. 

(c) The School for Field Studies provides summer and 
semester environmental field research courses 
throughout the world, immersing students directly 
in the eco-system they are studying and teaching 
the sk ills they will need to address critical environ
mental issues. Program sites include: Kenya 
(wildlife biology), Virgin Islands (marine biology, 
coral reef ecology), Australia (biogeography), 
Alaska (harbor seals, bald eagles), Ecuador 
(medicinal botany), North Atlantic (humpback 
whale ecology), Switzerland (endangered species), 
Costa Rica (deforestation), Panama (primate 
biology), Hawaii and Gulf of Mexico (dolphin 
biology), Germany (acid rain). 

(d) University of lancaster, lancaster, England - This 
semester Or full year program allows students to 
be integrated into a British University. There are 
over 500 courses offered by the University and 
special consideration is given to American 
students in pre-medical and other pre-professional 
fields. 

(6) Service Learning Programs (Experiential Education). 
The Partnership for Service-Learning provides 

semester, full year, or summer programs in Britain, 
Mexico, Ecuador, jamaica, France, South Dakota, and 
India. (The India program is only a january term 
program.) Through ties with several universities and 
educational programs, the Partnership will help the 
student a rrange an experience that combines academic 
pursuits with study, observation, and social service in 
non-traditional settings. 

(7) International Cooperative Education (Work/Study). 
A unique opportunity to become acquainted with 

the work, language, and culture of a foreign country is 
provided through the In ternational Cooperative Educa
tion Program. At present, ten-week summer work 
stations are available in England, Germany, Turkey, 
Thailand, japan, China, and the Philippines. 

In most locations, one or two years of a foreign 
language are required. Students successfully 
completing the screening process are provided a work 
contract for their stay and depart only after securing 
both employment and housing. During the ten-week 
program, which extends from mid-june through 
August, participants complete a 4-credit independent 
study, which is to be su pervised by PLU instructors. 
The student's monthly salary depends on the position 
and the country. 

(8) Study Tours. 
(a) Interim. PLU also emphasizes travel courses 

during the january interim. Preliminary notices 
about the tours are available in May of each year, 
and the final sign-up is in November. Students 
should contact the instructor of each tour or the 
interim director for more information. 

(b) Summer. PLU often offers travel courses during 
the summer. Coordinating offices for these tours 
include Summer Studies, Alumni, and Q Club. 
Also on file in the Study Abroad Office is 
information on summer study and travel 
programs around the world. 

b. In addition to the PLU-sponsored programs, there are 
countless other opportunities for study abroad. Many U.s. 
colleges and universities have programs throughout the 
world, and PLU students may study through these 
programs by special arrangement. Information and 



application forms for several programs are available in the 
Study Abroad Office, Credits awarded by an accredited 
U.S, college or university are transferable to PLU, 
However, direct aid from PLU cannot be transferred to 
other coUeges, Credits tran sferred to PLU after a study 
abroad experience sponsored by a U.s. accredited college 
or university will be recorded with a letter grade, Credits 
for studies directly in a foreign university will be recorded 
as pass/fai\' 

c, PLU students who plan to study directly in a foreign 
school (not in a program sponsored by a college in the 
US.A) must be sure to file a letter of intent with the study 
abroad director and with the chair of their major 
department before leaving PLU, This letter must include 
what classes will be taken, where and for what length of 
time they will study abroad, and how the international 
experience will relate to their academic program, On the 
basis of this information, plus a record of lectures attended 
and examinations completed, academic credit may be 
given by PLU, Students are advised to save all papers and 
other materials relating to cOUIsework taken abroad, All 
credits transferred to PLU will be pass/fai\' PLU reserves 
the right to require examina tions covering the subjects 
studied, 

Credits 
PLU awards PLU credit for all programs listed in section a, 

PLU-sponsored programs, All courses taken on a PLU
sponsored program will be listed on the PLU transcript with 
appropriate department numbers assigned, Grades will also be 
posted, although they will not be included in the PLU 
cumulative grade point average, 

Program Costs and Financial Aid for PLU-Sponsored Programs 
The PLU comprehensive fee (tuition, room, and meal costs) 

will be charged on all PLU-sponsored programs, Because of 
variations in individual program suppot, appropriate study 
abroad adjustments are credited to the student's account to 

help with additional housing. meal and travel expense, 
Also on PLU-sponsored programs, students eligible for 

financial aid may transfer their aid awards (with the exception 
of some talent awards) to their student accounts, 

Foreign Languages 
It is recommended that, before embarking. students acquire a 

solid foundation in the language of the country where they will 
be studying, Students may, with the assistance of the chair of 
the Department of Languages and the study abroad director, 
prepare a written request for academic credit in recogn ition of 
their advanced facility in a foreign language, 

Interim Requirement 
Students who participate in full-year PLU study abroad 

programs will be exempt from their second interim term 
requirement. The experience in another country provides the 
opport unity for focused and intensive study in the context of 
total immersion in the cult ure of that country, This broadens 
intellectual horizons in a manner similar to the intent of the 
Interim Program at PLU, Students request ing exemption from 
their second interim requirement must complete the 
appropriate form available in the Study Abroad Office, 

Financial Aid 
Financial aid is available to qualified students who are 

studying through PLU -sponsored programs, Government loans 
can apply toward affiliated progra ms and other specially 
arranged programs, 

General Information 
In a\l cases, a student who is considering study in another 

country should first discuss plans with the study abroad 
director and, before departing. complete a leave of absence form 
from the Office of the Registrar. This will facilitate return to PLU 
at the conclusion of a foreign study program, 

Attendance at a foreign university does not waive graduation 
requirements of PLU, 

Languages 
Learning foreign la nguages opens windows to 
the world, Meeting another people brings us to 
understand their culture, their hopes, and the 
way they see us. We discover how their language 
helps shape thei.r world-view. And as we become 
able to think and live within that language, we 
gain the experience to look through their window 
back at our own culture. Knowledge of foreign 
languages has always been a mark of an educated 
person, and today foreign languages are as 
important as ever. 

KnOWing a foreign language can open doors to 
new experiences and challenging careers. A 
foreign language is useful and often necessa.ry for 
careers in education, law, government services, 
medicine, and journalism, Knowing a foreign 
language can provide more flexibility in choosing 
a profession and can allow greater mobility 
within in. Students considering a career in 
education should note that the demand for 
foreign language teachers continues to rise. 

The department encourages students to study 
abroad as part of their undergraduate programs. 
Cooperation with foreign universities insures a 
range of such opportunities in Austria, China, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Mexico, NOlWay, Spain, 
and Sweden. Language students may also earn 

credit in the International Cooperative Education 
Program, which places students in summer jobs 
in several European countries, For information on 
study abroad see the International Programs section 
of this catalog. 

Majors are available in Classics, French, German, 
Norwegian, Scandinavian Area Studies, and 
Spanish, Minors are offered in Chinese, French, 
German, Greek, Latin, Norwegian, and Spanish. 
Instruction is also given in Japanese and 
American Sign Language. 

FACULTY 
Webster, Chair; R. Brown, Faye, Hua, M. Jensen, 
Predmore, Ramon-Lacabe, Snee, Swenson, Toven. 
Assisted by Breslow, Curtis, K. Hanson, Linkletter, 
Maeno, E. Nelson, Sharon. 

LITERATURE CORE REQUIREMENT: The department 
offers literature cOurses in English translat ion, as well as in the 
original langudge, AU such courses meet the general university 
literature requirement (Core 1) , 

PLACEMENT IN LANGUAGE CLASSES: There are no 
departmental prerequisites for the study oi foreign languages, 
Students with previous experience in a language may qualify 
for placement into intermediate or advanced courses, To 
determine the appropriate level. students take the language 
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placement examination at  the beginning of the fall semester and 
consu l t  with the appropriate faculty member. 

Potential majors are encouraged to obtain as much high 
school preparation as possible. Those qualifying for advanced 
placement may be allowed to waive certain major or minor 
requireme.nts. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJORS: Requirements for the 
various majors are listed below under the individual languages. 
Majors must complete at least 12 semester hours in residence a t  
PLU, four of which must be taken either in the  senior year or  
upon return from a study abroad program. 

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS: A full range of teaching majors 
and minors is offered. The required professional methods 
courses is Languages 445. Students preparing to teach in junior 
or senior high school may earn either a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in French, German, or Spanish along with certification from the 
School of Education, or a Bachelor of Arts in Education d.egree 
with a teaching major in French, German, or Spanish. In Scandi
navian Studies, an elementary teaching major and secondary 
and elementary teaching minors are available. 

See the School of Education section of this catalog for the 
certification requirements and the Bachelor of Arts in Education 
requirements. 

HONORS MAJOR: Requirements for an honors major in 
languages are as follows: ( 1 )  a major in one foreign language; (2) 
a minor in a second foreign language; (3) a minimum grade 
point average of 3.5 in all courses taken in PLU's Department of  
Languages; (4 )  at least one departmentally approved term 
abroad; and (5) completion of an approved senior project. 

MINOR PROGRAMS: Requirements for the various minors 
are listed below under the individual languages. At least 8 
semester hours must be taken in residence. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
Courses in the Department of Languages are 
offered in the following general fields in addition 
to elementary, intermediate, and advanced 
language: 

CULTURAL HISTORY 

A. In English 
Classics 2SO-Classical Mythology 
Classics 321-Greek CiviHzation 
Classics 322-Roman Civilization 
Scan ISO-Introduction to Scandinavia 
Scan 322-Contemporary Scandinavia 
Scan 323-The Vikings 
Scan 324-The Emigrants 

B. In Respective Language 
French 321 -French Civilization and Culture 
German 321 -German Civilization to 1750 
German 322-German Civilization Since 1750 
Spanish 321 -Spanish Civilization and Culture 
Spanish 322-Latin American Civilization and Culture 

LITERATURE 

A. In English 
Languages 271-Literature and Society in Modern Europe 
Languages 272-Literature and Social Change in Latin America 
Chinese 371-Chinese Literature in Translation 
Classics 25O-Classical Mythology 
Scan 2SO-Masterpieces of Scandinavian Literature 
Scan 421 -lbsen and Strindberg 
Scan 422-Twentieth Century Scandinavian Literature 

B. In Respective Language 
French 421, 422-Masterpieces of French Literature 
French 431, 432-Twentieth Century French Literature 
German 421 -German Literature from the Enlightenment to 

Realism 
German 422-Twentieth Century German Literature 
Spanish 421, 422-Masterpieces of Hispanic Literature 
Spanish 431, 432-Twentieth Century Hispanic Literature 

LANGUAGES 
100 ENGLISH FOR NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS 
Intensive study and practice in reading, writing, and speaking 
English. Focus on the writing process, with particular emphasis on 
revising and editing. Critical reading, basic research skills, con
versation, and cultural orientation will also be stressed. Does not 
meet general university requirement in writing. Tally card re
quired. I 11 (4) 

271 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY IN 
MODERN EUROPE 

Reading and discussion of works in English translation by authors 
like Flaubert, .Ibsen, and Th. Mann, who exemplify Realism and 
Naturalism in various European literatures. Emphasis on social 
themes, including life in industrial society, the changing status of 
women, and class conflict. No prerequisite. Satisfies the general 
university core requirement in literature. (4) 

272 LITERATURE AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN 
LATIN AMERICA 

Readings in English translation of fiction from modern Latin 
America. Discussions focus on social and historical change and on 
literary themes and forms. Authors include major figures like 
Carlos Fuentes, Mario Vargas Llosa, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and 
Jorge Luis Borges. No prerequisite. Satisfies the general university 
core requirement in literature. (4) 

445 METHODOLOGY OF TEACHING 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Theory and techniques of foreign language teaching; emphasis on 
developing proficiency in a second language; attention paid to 
special problems in the individual languages. (3) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-4) 

597, 598 GRADUATE RESEARCH ( 1 -4) 

CHINESE 
Minor in Chinese: 20 semester hours which may include 
101 -102. The major and minor in Chinese Studies are described 
in their own section of this catalog. 

101, 1 02 ELEMENT ARY CHINESE 
Introduction to Mandarin Chinese. Basic skills in listening, spea k 
ing, reading, a n d  writing. Laboratory practice required. I, II (4, 4 )  

201, 202 INTERMEDIATE CHINESE 
Develops further the ability to communicate in Mandarin Chinese, 
using culturally authentic material. Laboratory practice required. 
Prerequisite: 102 or equivalent. I, II (4, 4) 

351 COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION 
Review of grammar with emphasis on idiomatic usage; reading of 
contemporary authors as models of style; conversation on topics 
of student interest. Conducted in Chinese. Prerequisite: 202 or 
equivalent. 1 (4) 

371 CHINESE LITERATURE IN 
TRANSLATION 

An introduction to the most important works and writers of the 
Chinese literary tradition, from early times to the modern period. 
Poetry, prose, drama, and fiction will be included. Slide and film 
presentations supplement the required readings. No knowledge 
of  Chinese required. (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-4) 

CLASSICS 
The Classics Program is a cooperative effort among the Depart
ments of Languages, History, Philosophy, Religion, and Art. Its 
goal is to unite the "heart of the liberal arts" with the mind, 
through history and philosophy, and the soul, through religion, 
and to embellish this trinity of themes with the visual experience 
of art. 

Tllis interdepartmental major requires the completion of 40 
semester hours, including at least one year of one of the classical 
languages and two of the other (Greek and Latin). The remaining 
courses are selected from the list below in consultation with the 
program coordinator. 

Latin 101 -202-Elementary 
Latin 201 -202-lntermediate 



Greek 101 - 102-Elementary 
Greek 201-202-lntermediate 
Art 1 1 0-Introduction to Art 
Art 180-History of Western Art I 
Art 386-lmagery and Symbolism 
Classics 250-C1assical Mythology 
Classics 321-Greek Civilization 
Classics 322-Roman Civilization 
English 231 -Masterpieces of European Literature 
Natural Sciences 20 1-History of Science Through the Scientific 

Revolution 
Philosophy 331 -Ancient Philosophy 
Religion 21 I -Religion and Literature of the Old Testament 
Religion 212-Religion and Literature of the New Testament 
Religion 221 -Ancient Church History 
Religion 330-0Id Testament Studies 
Religion 331-New Testament Studies 
Independent Study Courses 
Selected Interim Courses 

Students are expected to become familiar with the reading list for 
that part of the program (art, literature, history, philosophy, or 
religion) in which their interest lies. 

The program is designed to be flexible. In consultation with the 
Classics Committee, a student may elect a course or courses not on 
the classics course list. 

250 CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY 
lntroduction to classical mythology; study of the major myths of 
Greece and Rome through the texts of Homer, Hesiod, the Greek 
t ragedians, Appollonius, Vergil, and Ovid; emphasis on the 
traditions of myt hology, going back to pertinent Mesopotamian 
and Hittite materials, and forward to influences of classical myths 
on later literature and arts; attention to  modern interpretations of 
ancient myths. All readings in English; satisfies the general 
university core requirement in literature. (4) 

321 GREEK CIVILIZATION 
The polit ical, social, and cultural history of Ancient Greece from 
the Bronze Age to the Hellenistic period. Special attention to the 
literature, art, and intellectual history of the Greeks. (Cross
referenced with HIST 321 ) (4) 

322 ROMAN CIVILIZATION 
The history of Rome from the foundation of the city to A.D. 337, the 
death of Constantine. Emphasis on Rome's expansion over the 
Mediterranean and on its constitutional history. Attention to the 
rise of Christianity within a Greco-Roman context. (Cross-refer
enced with HIST 322) (4) 

GREEK 
Minor in Greek: 20 semester hours, which may include 101 -1 02. 

101, 102 ELEMENTARY GREEK 
Basic skills in reading classical, koine, and patristic Greek. t il (4, 4) 

201, 202 INTERMEDIATE GREEK 
Review of basic grammar; reading in selecte.d classical and New 
Testament authors. I, I I  aly (4, 4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 0 -4) 

LATIN 
Minor in Latin: 20 semester hours, which may include 101- 102. 

101, 102 ELEMENTARY LATIN 
Basic skills in reading Latin; an introduction to Roman literature 
and culture. I, II (4, 4) 

201, 202 INTERMEDIA TE LA TIN 
Review of basic grammar; selected readings from Latin authors. I, 
II aly (4, 4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 0-4) 

FRENCH 
Major in French: A minimum of 32 semester hours beyond 1 01 -
102, including 201 -202, 321, 351-352 and three 400-level courses. 

Minor in French: 20 semester hours, excluding 101 -102 and 
including 201 -202, 351, and two additional upper division 
courses. 

101, 102 ELEMENTARY FRENCH 
Essentials of pronunciation, intonat ion, and structure; basic skills 
in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Laboratory at tendance 
required. I, 11 (4, 4) 

201, 202 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 
Review of basic grammar; development of vocabulary and em
phasis on spontaneous, oral expression. Reading selections which 
reflect France's cultural heritage and society. Laboratory atten
dance required. I, II (4,4) 

321 CIVILIZA TION AND CULTURE 
Present-day France as reflected in current literature, periodicals, 
television and films, written compositions and oral reports; 
conducted in French. 'Prerequisite: 202. (4) 

351, 352 COMPOSITION AND 
CONVERSATION 

Advanced grammar, stylist ics, composit ion, and conversation on 
current topics; conducted in French. Prerequisite: 202. I, II (4, 4) 

421, 422 MASTERPIECES OF FRENCH 
LITERATURE 

Authors representative of major periods from the Middle Ages 
through the nineteenth century; the style and structure and the 
moral and artistic intentions of such authors as Rabelais, Mon
taigne, Moliere, Corneille, Pascal, Voltaire, Rousseau, Hugo, and 
Baudelaire. Prerequisite: 202. I, n aly (4, 4) 

431, 432 TWENTIETH CENTURY FRENCH 
LITERATURE 

Selected twentieth century writers from France and other franco
phone countries. May include Gide, Camus, Sartre, Beckett, Aimee 
Cesaire, and Anne Hebert. Prerequisite: 202. I, I I  aly (4, 4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 0-4) 

GERMAN 
Major in German: A minimum of 32 semester hours beyond 1 0 1 -
1 02, including 201-202, 321 -322, 351-352, and two 400-level 
courses. 

Minor in German: 20 semester hours, excluding 101-102 and 
including 201-202, 351, and two additional upper division 
courses. 

101, 102 ELEMENTARY GERMAN 
Introduction to  the German language. Basic skills of oral and 
written communication in classroom and laboratory practice. Use 
of materials reflecting contemporary German life. Meets five hours 
weekly. I, 11 (4, 4) 

201, 202 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 
Continued practice in oral and written communication in class
room and laboratory. Use of materials which reflect contemporary 
life as well as the German cultural heritage. Meets four hours 
weekly. I, II (4, 4) 

321 GERMAN CIVILIZATION TO 1750 
From the Middle Ages to the Enlightenment. A survey of German 
culture and its expression in creative works ot art, music and 
l iterature, with particular emphasiS on Martin Luther and the 
Protestant Reformation. Conducted in German. Prerequisite: 202. 1 
aly (4) 

322 GERMAN CIVILIZATION SINCE 1750 
From the Enlightenment to the present. This survey covers 
representative works and trends in Getman polit ics, philosophy, 
literature, art and music, with emphasis on the Age of Goethe and 
Beethoven. Conducted in German. Prerequisite: 202. 11 aly (4) 

351, 352 COMPOSITION AND 
CONVERSATION 

Intensive review of grammar with emphasis On idiomatic usage; 
use of contemporary authors as models of style. Conversation on 
topics of student interest. Conducted ,i n German. Prerequisite: 202 
or equivalent. I, II (4, 4) 

421 GERMAN LITERATURE FROM THE 
ENLIGHTENMENT TO REALISM 

Representative works of German literature from about 1750 to  
1 890, including S ilmn  und Drang, Classicism and Romanticism. 
Reading will include such authors as Goethe, Schiller, Buchner 
and Keller. Prerequisite: 202. I aly (4) 

422 TWENTIETH CENTURY GERMAN 
LITERATURE 

Represen tative works from Nat uralism to the present, including 
Expressionism and Socialist Realism. Readings will cover works 
from -both east and west, and will include such authors as Brecht, 
Kafka, Thomas Mann, Rilke and Seghers. Prerequisite: 202. 11 aly 
(4) 
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451 ADV ANCED COMPOSITION AND 

CONVERSATION 
Emphasis on idiomatic German using newspapers and other 
current sources for texts. Strongly recommended for students 
planning to obtain a credential to teach German in public 
secondary schools. Students should take this course in the junior 
or senior year. Conducted in German. Prerequisite: 352. (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 0 -4) 

NORWEGIAN 
Major in Norwegian: A minimum of 32 semester hours, including 
101 -102, 201-202, 351 -352, and Scandinavian 421 or 422. 

Minor in Norwegian: 20 semester hou.rs, which may include 
101-102. 

1 01, 1 02 ELEMENTARY NORWEGIAN 
Introduces the students to the pleasure of speaking, reading, and 
writing a foreign language. These skills are developed through a 
conversa tional approach, using songs and other cultural materials. 
t il (4, 4) 

201, 202 INTERMEDIATE NORWEGIAN 
Develops a command of the language while further acquainting 
students with the Norwegian cultural heritage. Reading selections 
introduce Norwegian folklore and daily life. I, II (4, 4) 

351 CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION 
Increases student ability for self-expression, both orally and in 
writing. Contemporary materials are selected as models of style 
and usage. Prerequisite: 202 or equivalent. I (4) 

352 ADVANCED CONVERSATION AND 
COMPOSITION 

Emphasizes the finer po;nts of structure, style, and good taste. 
Prerequisite: 351 or equivalent. II (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1 -4) 

SCANDINAVIAN 
Major in Scandinavian Area Studies: 40 semester hours: A cross
disciplinary approach to the study of Scandinavia_ See the section 
of this catalog on Scandinavian Area Studies. 

1 50 INTRODUCTION TO SCANDINAVIA 
An overview of the Nordic countries, highlighting contributions 
in art and music and the cultural life of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, 
Norway, and Sweden. The roads to parliamentary democracy and 
current issues in the five nations are also outlined. (2) 

250 MASTERPIECES OF SCANDINAVIAN 
LITERATURE 

A survey of major authors and works from the Scandinavian 
countries, beginning with the prose and poetry of the Viking Age. 
The contributions of Hans Christian Andersen, Knut Hamsun, 
Selma Lagerlof, and others are discussed. All readings in English 
translation. Satisfies the general university core requirement in 
literature. (4) 

322 CONTEMPORARY SCANDINAVIA 
Neutrality and occupation; the emergence of the welfare state; 
social reforms, planned economies, and cultural policies; Scandi
navia and the European community. Readings in the original for 
majors; class conducted in English. aly (4) 

323 THE VIKINGS 
The world of the Vikings; territorial expansion; interaction of the 
Vikings with the rest of Europe. In English. (2) 

324 THE EMIGRANTS 
The mass emigration from Scandinavia to North America; reasons 
for the exodus; life in the new homeland . In English. (2) 

421 IBSEN AND STRINDBERG 
The great writers of nineteenth century Scandinavian literature
Henrik Ibsen and August Strindberg-are stud it'd against the 
backdrop of their time and the work of other authors who 
contribu ted to the breakthrough of modern forms and themes. 
Emphasis on drama. Class conducted in English; readings in 
translation for non-majors. Satisfies the general univerSity core 
requirement in literature. aly (4) 

422 TWENTIETH CENTURY 
SCANDINA VIAN LITERATURE 

Recent trends in Scandinavian literature are illustrated by leading 
writers like Isak Dinesen, TafJei Vesaas, and Par Lagerk vis!. 
EmphasiS on prose fiction and poetry. Class conducted in English; 
readings in translation for non-majors. Satisfies the general 
university cOre requirement in literature. a/y (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY ( 1-4) 

SIGN LANGUAGE 
1 01, 1 02 SIGN LANGUAGE 
An introduction to the structure of American Sign Language and 
to the world of the hearing-impaired . Basic signing skills and sign 
language vocabulary; fingerspelling; the particular needs and 
problems of deaf people. Material presented through demonstra
tions, drills, mime, recitals, lectures, and discussions_ I, I I  (4, 4) 

SPANISH 
Major in Spanish: A minimum of 32 semester hours beyond 101-
102, including 201 -202, 321, 322, 351 -352, and two 400-level courses. 

Minor in Spanish: 20 semester hours, excluding 101-102 and 
including 201 -202, 351, and two addit ional upper division courSes. 

1 01, 102 ELEMENTARY SPANISH 
Essentials of pronunciation, intonation, and structure; basic skills 
in listening, speaking, reading; and writing. Laboratory attendance 
required . I, n (4, 4) 

201, 202 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH 
A continuation of elementary Spanish; reading selections which 
reflect the Hispanic cultura l  heritage as well as contemporary 
materials. Laboratory attendance required. l II (4, 4) 

321 CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE 
Historic and artistic elements which have shaped Spanish thought 
and behavior from the beginnings to the present; conducted in 
Spanish. Prerequisite: 202. 1 (4) 

322 LA TIN AMERICAN CIVILIZATION AND 
CULTURE 

Historic, artistic, literary, sociological, and geographic elements 
shaping the development of the Spanish-speaking New World. 
Both Hispanic and non-Hispanic elements will be studied. Pre
requisite: 202 or equivalent. I I  (4) 

351, 352 COMPOSITION AND 
CONVERSATION 

Advanced grammar, stylistics, and composition; conversation 
based on everyday sit uations, current events, and pertinent 
literary selections. Conducted in Spanish. Prerequisite: 202 or 
equivalent. I, I I  (4,4) 

421, 422 MASTERPIECES OF HISPANIC 
LITERATURE 

All genres of major literary works from the Poema del Cid, to 1898; 
forces which produced the literature; appreCiation oflitereture as a 
work of art .  Prerequisite: 202. I, II aly (4, 4) 

431 TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE OF 
SPAIN 

Drama, novel and essay of Spain from the "Generation of 1898" to 
the present. Prereq uisite: 202 or equivalent. (4) 

432 MODERN SPANISH-AMERICAN 
LITERATURE 

Development of the literature of Mexico, Central and South 
America from the "Modernista" movement (1888) to the present. 
Emphasis on period will vary. (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY ( 1 -4) 



Legal Studies 
Program 

Legal Studies is an interdisciplinary degree pro
gram focusing on the nature of law and j udicial 
processes. Consistent with the purposes of the 
American Legal Studies Association, the Legal 
Studies Program at  PLU provides alternative 
approaches to the study of law from the academic 
framework of the social sciences, the humanities, 
business, and education. The program empha
sizes the development of a critical understanding 
of the functions of law, the mutual impacts of law 
and society, and the sources of law. Students in 
Legal Studies pursue these goals through courses, 
directed research, and internships in offices and 
agencies involved in l itigation and legal 
processes. 

FACULTY 
Atkinson, Director; Brue, Dwyer-Shick, Jobst, Lee, 
MacDonald, Menzel. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 32 semester hours. 
1. Required courses (12  hours): 

Introduction to Legal Studies (POLS 170) 
Judicial Process (POLS 371) 
Legal Research (POLS 374) 

2. General electives (8 hours): Two courses from the following: 
American Legal History (HIST 451)  
Comparative Legal Systems (POLS 381) 
Philosophy of Law (PHIL 328) 
Sociology of Law (SOC 351 )  

3 .  Special electives (12 hours): Three COurses from the foUowing 
(also, COurses in group 2 not taken to fulfill general elective 
requirements may be used to fulfill special elective 
requirements in group 3): 
Business Law (SA 435) 
Civil Liberties (POLS 373) 
Constitutional Law (POLS 372) 
Industrial Organization and Public Policy (ECON 371 ) 
Internsh ' . ;n Legal Studies (POLS 471) 
Law and Jociety (BA 230) 

MINOR: 20 semester hours, including Political Science 170 and 
four additional courses selected in consultation with the 
program director. 

Marriage and 
Family TlJerapy 
The Marriage and Family Therapy program is a 
graduate program leading to the M.A. in Social 
Sciences. 45 semester hours are required in the 
program. For further information, consul t  the 
Grad uate Cata log. 

The Marriage and Family Therapy program is 
accredited by the Commission on Accreditation 
for Marriage and Family Therapy Education of 
the American Association for Marriage and 
Family Therapy (AAMFT). 

FACULTY 
York, Coordinator; Keller, Storm. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
500 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Individual personality development, normal and ,lbnormal mani· 
festations, over the life span. The course, which is integrated with 
systems content, also surveys how personality relates to social 
relationships, especially within the family. (4) 

501 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fields or areas for varying periods 
of time. ( 1 ·4) 

503 SYSTEMS APPROACH TO 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY 

An introduction to the systems theory approach for treatment 
strategy and intervention. Exploration of the family l ife cycle and 
family systems oriented assessment models. Strategies for initial 
interviews, hypothesis formulation, designing a strategy of inter· 
vention, and the process of termination. (4) 
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504 FAMILY DEVELOPMENT 
The study of family interaction from a developmental viewpoint.  
The course explores how family life cycle stages are affected by 
divorce, remarriage, ethnicity, feminist issues, and other un
planned events. Students participate in a one-hour lab in the 
Family and Children's Center. (4) 

507 COMPARA TIVE MARRIAGE 
AND FAMILY THERAPY 

In tensive comparative study of the theoretical rationale of the 
prominent schools of thought within the field of marriage and 
family therapy. St udies include the range of strategies, techniques 
and research of structura l, behavioral communication, and ana
lytical approaches to marriage and family therapy. Prerequisite: 
503. (4) 

510 HUMAN SEXUALITY AND SEX 
THERAPY 

Basic principles and strategies of treatment for the six most 
common sexual dysfunctions. The nature of sexual health, a brief 
review of anatomy and physiology of the sexual response, and the 
biological and psychological determinants of sexual dysfunction. 
Prerequisite or corequisite: 503. (2) 

511 PSYCHOSOCIAL PATHOLOGY: 
RELA TlONSHIP TO MARRIAGE AND 
THE FAMILY 

The assessment of psychosocial pathology and its relationship to 
family interpersonal structures and dynamics. Exploration of the 
treatment techniques and assumptions of leading family therapists 
regarding such psychosocial dysfunctions as divorce, family 
violence, delinquency, psychosomatic symptoms, drug addiction, 
and disturbed adolescents. Prerequisite: 503. (4) 

512 PROFESSIONAL STUDIES IN MARRIAGE 
AND F AMIL Y THERAPY 

Professional ethics and Washington State laws which affect 
clinical practice are studied, including family law, legal responsi
bilities, rules of confidentiality and interprofessional cooperation. 
Further study explores licensure, certification, and the role of 
professional organizations. (3) 

519 PRACTICUM I (4) 
PrerequiSite: 503. 507 and 512 may be taken concurrently when 
schedule allows. 512 may also be taken concurrently with 521, 
Practicum II, with faculty approval. 

521 PRACTICUM II (2) 

523 PRACTICUM III (2) 

525 PRACTICUM IV (4) 
The four semesters of practica are part of a continuous process 
toward developing specific therapeutic competencies in work 
with marriages and families. The practica present a competency
based program in whic,h each student is evaluated regarding: 1) 
case management skills; 2) relationship skills; 3) perceptual skills; 
4) conceptual skills; and 5) structuring skills, 

Practica requirements include 100 hours of supervision of 500 
client contact hours. Faculty are AAMFT -approved supervisors 
and use "live supervision and video tapes of student sessions" as 
the primary methods of clinical supervision. 

520 THEORY I (2) 

522 THEORY II (2) 

524 THEORY III (2) 
The three semesters of theory taken in conjunction with 519, 521, 
and 523 constitute an in-depth study of One approach toward 
marriage and family therapy with an emphasis on applying theory 
in practice. 

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
Selected topics as announced. Prerequisite: consent of the instruc
tor. (J -4) 

591 DIRECTED STUDY ( 1-4) 

595 GRADUATE READINGS 
Independent study card required. (4) 

598 RESEARCH PROJECT (4) 

599 THESIS (4) 

Mathematics 
Mathematics is a many-faceted subject that is 
extremely useful in its application, but at the same 
time is fascinating and beautiful in the abstract. It 
is an indispensable tool for industry, science, 
government, and the business world, while the 
elegance of its logic and beauty of form have 
intrigued scholars, philosophers, and artists since 
earliest times. 

The mathematics program at Pacific Lutheran 
Unjversity is designed to serve five main objec
tives: ( 1 )  To provide backgrounds for other disci
plines, (2) to provide a comprehensive pre-profes
sional program for those directly entering the 
fields of teaching and applied mathematics, (3) to 
provide a nucleus of essential courses which will 
develop the breadth and maturity of mathematical 
thought for continued study of mathematics at 
the graduate level, (4) to develop the mental skills 
necessary for the creation, analysis, and critique 
of mathematical topics, and (5) to provide a view 
of mathematics as a part of humanistic behavior. 

FACULTY: 
Dollinger, Chair; Batker, Benkhalti, B_ Domer, C. 
Domer, J. Herzog, M. Herzog, N.C. Neyer, c.L. 
Nelson, G. Peterson, Yiu. 

BEGINNING CLASSES 
A placement test and background survey are used to help 

ensure that students begin in mathematics courses which are 
appropriate to their preparation and abilities. Enrollment is not 
permitted in any of the beginning mathematics courses (Math 
91, 1 1 1, 1 1 2, 1 28, 140, 151) until the placement test and 
background survey are completed. 

Majors in mathematics, computer science, engineering. and 
other sciences usually take Math lSI and 152 (calculus). Math 
151 is also appropriate for any student whose high school 
mathematics preparation is strong. Those who have had 
calculus in high school may omit Math 151 and enroll in Math 
152 after consultation with a mathematics faculty member. 
Those who have less mathematics background may begin with 
Math 140 before taking Math 151. Math 1 1 1  and 112 provide 
preparation for Math 140, 

Business administration majors may satisfy the mathematics 
requirement for that degree in any of three ways, Those with 
strong mathematics background may take Math 151 followed 
either by Math 230 or by both Math 152 and 331. Alternatively, 
Math 128 alone will satiSfy the mathemat ics requirement for 
business administration, Math 1 1 1  serves as preparation for 
Math 128 for those whose high school background is not strong. 



For students who plan only one mathematics course, a choice 
from Math 115, 1 28, 1 40, 151 is advised, depending on interest 
and preparation. 

Remedial: Math 91 (Intermediate Algebra) is available for 
those who are not ready for other classes. Math 91 does not 
count toward graduation requirements. 

MATHEMATICS MAJOR 
The foundation of the mathematics program for majors is the 

three semester sequence of calculus (Math 1 51, 152, 253) and 
linear algebra (Math 331). These courses are usually taken in 
sequence in the first four semesters. Students with a calculus 
background in high school may receive advanced placement 
into the appropriate course in this sequence. 

Upper division work includes courses in modern algebra, 
mathematical analysis, applied mathematics, mathematical 
statistics, and geometry. Required upper division courses 
include Abstract Algebra (Math 433), Mathematical Analysis 
(Math 455), Mathematical Statistics (Statistics 341 ), and Senior 
Seminar (Math 486). Math 433 should be taken in the junior year 
and Math 455 in the senior year. Statistics 341 may be taken in 
either the junior or the senior year. Math 486 extends over two 
semesters beginning in the fall semester; June graduates begin 
this capstone experience course in the fall semester of the senior 
year, while December graduates must begin this course in the 
fall semester of their junior year. 

Students majoring in mathematics are encouraged to include 
work in computer scie.nce since many careers applying 
mathematics will require computer experience. I t  is also a good 
idea to study one or more subjects outside of mathematics 
(perhaps leading to a minor) which make substantial use of 
mathematics. While many subjects are appropriate, some of the 
more common are as follows: economics, business, physics, 
engineering, chemistry, and biology. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: Minimum of 34 semester 
hours of mathematics courses numbered above 150, including 
151, 152, 253, 331, 433, 455, 486 and MathlStat 341. Required 
supporting: Computer Science 144, which should be taken in 
the freshman year. Physics 153-163 Or Computer Science 375 or 
Economics 345 is strongly recommended. (Math 230, 323, and 
446 may not be counted toward the major.) 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MAJOR: Students may either 
complete one of the concentrations listed below or satisfy the 
following general criteria. Required supporting courses for both 
the general criteria and for the concentrations are: Computer 
Science 144, Statistics 341, and one of Physics 153-163 or 
Computer Science 375 or Economics 345. 

GENERAL CRITERIA: At least 40 hours of mathematics 
courses numbered above 1 50, including 253, 331, 433, 455, 486 
and at  least one of 434, 456 or MathlStat 342. (Math 230, 323, and 
446 may not be counted toward the major.) 

CONCENTRATIONS: 
Actuarial: 151, 152, 253, 331, 356, 433, 455, 486, Statistics 342 and 

Statistics 348. (Economics 345 is strongly recommended as a 
supporting course). This concentration includes a minor in 
statistics. 

Applied Mathematics: 151, 152, 253, 331, 351, 356, 433, 455, 456, 
and 486. 

Graduate School: 1 51, 152, 253, 331, 433, 434, 455, 456, 486 and 
one upper division elective. 

Mathematics for Computer Science: 151, 152, 245, 253, 331, 433, 455, 
486, Computer Science 348 and Computer Science 475. 

Mathematics for Physics: 151, 152, 253, 331, 351 or 356, 433, 455, 
456, 486, Physics 354 and Physics 356. 

Secondary Education: 151, 152, 203, 245, 253, 321, 331, 433, 446, 
455, 486. Also requires completion of certification requirements 
in School of Education. 

Statistics: 151, 152, 253, 331, 433, 455, 486, one upper division 
elective, Statistics 342 and Statistics 348. This concentration 
includes a minor in statistics. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: See School of 
Education section of this catalog. 

MINOR IN MATHEMATICS: 20 semester hours of 
mathematics courses, including 151, 152, 253 and 8 hours of 
upper division mathematics courses excluding 323, 446 and 
Interim courses. Strongly recommended: Computer Science 144 
or l iD. 

MINOR IN STATISTICS: See Statistics Program section of 
this catalog. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
A grade of C or higher is strongly recommended in 
all prerequisite courses. A placement test and 
background survey are required before registering 
for beginning mathematics courses if prerequisites 
have not been completed at PLU. 

91 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 
A review of high school algebra: solving linear and quadratic 
equations, factoring, simplifying expressions, exponents and 
graphing. Designed for students whose mathematical preparation 
is inadequate for Math I l l .  Does not count toward graduation 
requirements. I (4) 

99 DIRECTED STUDY IN FUNDAMENTAL 
MATHEMATICS 

Designed for stude.nts who need further help with the basics in 
mathematics to prepare them for higher level courses. Enrollment 
by arrangement with instructor. Does not count toward gradua
tion requirements. 0 -4) 

1 1 1  COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
A review of algebra emphasizing problem solving skills and 
applications to business problems. This class is appropriate as 
preparation for Math 1 28 or 112 (and then 140). Prerequisite: Two 
years of high school algebra or Math 91 . I II (2) 

1 1 2  PLANE TRIGONOMETRY 
Trigonometric and inverse t rigonometric functions, identities, 
graphing, solution of t riangles; logarithmic and exponential func
tions and other tools such as complex numbers. For students who 
are proficient in algebra but do not know trigonometry. Pre
requisite: at least two years of high school algebra. I I I  (2) 

115  INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD OF 
MATHEMA TICS AND COMPUTERS 

A study of mathematics and computers in the modern world with 
a wide variety of applications and a historical perspective. This 
class is designed for students without extensive knowledge of 
mathematics, but who want to acquire a basic understanding of 
the nature of mathematics and computers. Not intended for 
majors in science or mathematics or computer science. Some 
BASIC andlor LOGO programming is included. Prerequisite: two 
years of college preparatory mathematics. I II (4) 

1 28 LINEAR MODELS AND CALCULUS, AN 
INTRODUCTION 

Matrix theory and linear programming, introduction to differential 
and integral calculus. Concepts are developed stressing appli
cations. This course is primarily for business administration 
majors but is open to all students interested in business, 
economics, and behavioral science applications. Prerequisite: two 
years of high school algebra or Math 1 1 1  or equivalent. Cannot be 
taken for credit if Mat h 151 (or the equivalent)  has been previously 
taken with a grade of C or higher. I II (4) 

140 FUNCTIONS, ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 
AND PROBABILITY 

Problem solving and analytic geometry are emphasized. Topics 
include systems of equations, matrices, induct ion, the binomial 
theorem, and probability (including an introduction to expected 
value and standard deviation). Additional topics may be selected 
from inequalities, trigonometry, complex numbers, and the theory 
of equations. This course will also prepare students for calculus 
and computer science. Prerequisites: Math 1 1 1  and 1 1 2  or equiva
lent high school material. J II (4) 

151 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND 
CALCULUS 

Analytic geometry, funct ions, limits, derivat ives and integrals 
with applications. Prerequisite: Math analysis Or precalculus in 
high school or Math 140 or equivalent. I I I (4) 

152 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND 
CALCULUS 

Applications and techniques of integration, transcendental func
tions, polar coordinates, improper integrals, and infinite sequences 
and series. Prerequisite: 1 51 .  I II (4) 

199 DIRECTED READING 
Supervised study of topics selected to meet the individual's needs 
or interests; primarily for students awarded advanced placement. 
Admission only by departmental invitation. ( l -2) 

203 HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
A study in the vast adventure of ideas that is mathematics from 
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92 
ancient cultures to the 20th century. The evolution of concepts of 
number, measurement, demonstration, and the various branches 
of mathematics in the contexts of the varied cultures in which they 
arose. Prerequisite: Math 151 orequivalent or consent of instructor. 
Satisfies line 3 of natural sciences/mathematics requirement in the 
d istr ibut ive core. Sat isfies mathematics/computer science 
requirement il1 options II and III of the College of Arts and 
Sciences foreign language/alternative requirements. a/y I I  1992-93 
(4) 

230 MATRIX ALGEBRA 
A survey of matrix algebra and determinants with applications, 
such as linear programming. A first look at abstract methods 
including some techniques of proof. Prerequisite: 1 5 1 .  I II (2) 

245 DISCRETE STRUCTURES 
Provides the mathematical background necessary for upper 
division work in computer science. Sets, relations, functions 
combinatorics, and graph theory and their relation to topics in 
computer science. Techniques of logical reasoning including 
methods of quant ified logic, deduct ion, induct ion, and contra
dict ion will be taught and applied throughout the course. 
Prerequisite: 152. I (4) 

253 MULTIVARIABLE CALCULUS AND 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

An introduction to vectors, multidimensional calculus, partial 
differentiation, vector analysis, differential equations, and applica
tions. Emphasis on using these topics as tools for solving physical 
problems. Prerequisite: 152. I I I  (4) 

321 GEOMETRY 
Foundations of geometry and basic theory in Euclidean, projective, 
and non-Euclidean geometry. Prerequisite: 152 or consent of 
instructor. I (4) 

323 MODERN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS 
Concepts underlying traditional computational techniques; a 
systematic analysis of arithmet ic; an intuitive approach toalgebra 
and geometry. In tended for elementary teaching majors. Pre
requisite to EDUC 326. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. I n (4) 

331 LINEAR ALGEBRA 
Vectors and abstract vector spaces, matrices, inner product 
spaces, linear transformations. Proofs will be emphasized. Pre
requisite: 152. I II (4) 

341 INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL 
STATISTICS 

Description of data ( u nivariate and bivariate), introduction to 
probability (axioms, discrete and continuous random variables, 
expectations), special distributions (binomial. Poisson, normal, 
gamma), statements of law of large numbers and central limit 
theorem, elements of experimental design (control. randomization, 
blocking), sampling distributions, point estimators (bias efficiency, 
methods of moments and maximum likelihood), confidence 
intervals, hypothesis tests, regression (if time permits). Prerequi
site: 152. I (4) 

342 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL 
THEORY 

Continuation of Math/Stat 341. Topics may include: joint, marginal 
and conditional distributions, correlations, distributions of func
t ions of random variables, moment generating funct ions, 
Chebyschev's inequality, convergence in probability and limiting 
distributions, introduction to inference in regression and one-way 
analysis of variance, in troduction to Bayesian and non-parametriC 
statist ics, power test and likelihood ratio tests. Prerequisite: 341. 
a/y 1993-94 I I  (4) 

345 COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY AND 
STATISTICS 

An introduction to concepts from probability and statistics and 
their relationship to computing. Topics include both discrete and 
continuous distributions, descriptive statist ics and regression, 
together with the use of the computer for solving problems in 
these areas, and application of these areas to problems in 
computing. MATH 345 cannot be taken for credit after 341. 
Prerequisites: 152 and CSC! 144. Recommended: MATH 245. II (2) 

348 APPLIED REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND 
ANOVA 

Linear, multiple and nonlinear regression, regression diagnostics 
and violations of model assumpt ions, analYSis of variance, 
experimental design including randomization and blocking, 
multiple comparisons, analysis of covariance. Substantial use of a 
statistical computer package and an emphasis on exploratory 
analysis of data. Prerequisite: 341 or consent of instructor. a/y 
1992-93 II (4) 

351 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
An introduction to differential equations emphasizing the applied 
aspect. First and second order differential equations, boundary
value and eigenvalue problems, power series solutions, nonlinear 
differential equat ions, numerical methods, the laPlace transfor
mation. PrerequiSite: 253. II a/y 1 992-93 (4) 

356 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
Numerical theory and application in areas of solution of nonlinear 
equat ions, m a t rix t h eory, in terpolat ion, approximat ions, 
numerical differentiation and integration, solution of differential 
equations, and Fourier t ransforms. Prerequisites: 253 or (152 and 
either 230 or 331); CSC! 144 or other computer language. a/y 
1993-94 II (4) 

381 SEMINAR IN PROBLEM SOLVING 
This course is designed to improve advanced problem solving 
skills in mathematics. A goal of the course is participation in the 
Putnam Mathematics Competition. Students will work on prob
lems from past mathematical competitions and other sources; 
they will present solutions to the group and discuss problem 
solving techniques. Pass/Fail only. Students may take this course 
more than once. Prerequisite: Math 152 or consent of instructor. I 
( 1 )  

433, 434 ABSTRACT ALGEBRA 
Topics from groups, rings, modules, fields, field extensions, and 
linear algebra. Prerequisite: 331; 433 I (4); 434 a/y 11 1 993-94 (4) 

446 MATHEMATICS IN THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL 

Methods and materials in secondary school math teaching. Basic 
mathematical concepts; principles of number operation, relation, 
proof, and problem solving in the context of arithmetic, algebra, 
and geometry. Prerequisite: 253 or 331 or equivalent. I (3) 

455, 456 MATHEMA TICAL ANALYSIS 
Extended treatment of topics introduced in elementary calculus. 
Prerequisite: 253 and 433 (with consent of instructor 433 may be 
taken concurrently). 455 I (4); 456 II (4) 

486 SENIOR SEMINAR 
Oral and written presentation by students of information learned 
in individual research under the direction "f an assigned professor. 
Discussion of methods for communicating mathematical knowl
edge will be inc luded. Required of all senior mathematics majors 
seeking a B.A. or B.s. degree. The course lasts two semesters 
beginning in the fall semester; students graduating in June should 
start the course in the fall of their senior year and students 
graduating in December should begin the course in the fall of their 
junior year. A grade of In Prog'fess ( lP) will be given after the first 
semester. Final written and oral presentations by the students will 
be given in the spring semester after which regular grades will be 
assigned. Prerequisite: senior (or second semester junior) math 
major or consent of department chair. I- I I  (2) 

490 TOPICS IN MATHEMATICS 
Selected topics from the list below or of current interest. II (1 -4) 
a. Combinatorics 

Elementary counting methods, inclusion-exclusion principle, 
recurrence relations, generating functions, introduction to 
Polya counting theory and Ramsey theory. Prerequisite: 152 
and either 230 or 331 .  

b .  Complex Analysis 
Complex numbers, functions of a complex variable, contour 
integration, Cauchy Integral Theorem, power series, 
residues. Prerequisite: 253. 

c. Dynamical Systems: Chaos and Fractals 
The mathematical theory of chaotic dynamical systems and 
fractal geometry. Topics: bifurcation, quadratic maps, 
strange att ractors, Cantor sets, symbolic dynamics, 
Sarkovskii's theorem, fractals, fractal dimension, Julia sets, 
Mandelbrot set, iterated function systems, escape time 
algorithm, collage t heorem. Use of computer graphics. 
Prerequisites: 331 and consent of instructor. Recommended: 
455. I I  

d. Graph Theory 
Paths, cycles, trees, planar graphs, Hamiltonian graphs, 
coloring, 4-color theorem, digraphs, applications. 
Prerequisite: 152 and either 230 or 331. 

e. Group Representations 
In troduction to groups, point groups, space groups, 
representations of groups, applications to problems in 
phYSics and phySical chemistry. PrerequiSite: 331. II 
Number Theory 
Prime numbers, divisibility, modular arithmetic, 
introduction to Diophantine equations, applications. 
Prerequisite: 1 52. 

g. Operalions Research 
Optimization problems, linear programming, network flow 



analysis, stochastic models, queueing theory. Prerequisite: 
1 52 and either 230 or 331. 

h.  Partial Differential Equations 
Solutions and behavior of LaPlace, wave and heat equations, 
Fourier series and integrals, laPlace t ransform. Prerequisite: 
253. II 1993 
Topology 
Metric spaces, topological spaces, con tinuity, compactness, 
connectedness, homotopy. Prerequisite: 253 Or 331. 

j .  Transform Methods 
Transform methods, induding continuous and discrete 
Fourier transforms, fast Fourier transforms, applications. 
Prereq uisites: 152 and 331. 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Prerequ isite: consent of department chair. I II ( 1 -4) 

597, 598 GRADUATE RESEARCH 
Open t o  master's degree candidates only. Prerequisite: consent of 
department chair. 1 11 0-4) 

Medical 
Technology 

Medical Technology is a professional program in 
clinical laboratory sciences for which the univer
sity provides pre-profess ional preparation as well 
as a Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
( B.5.M.T.). This degree is customarily awarded as 
a second baccalaureate degree in addition to a 
degree in either biology or chemistry after 
completion of one year of clinical training in a 
program accredited by the Committee on Allied 
Health Education and Accreditation of the 
American Medical Association in addition to the 
fulfillment of pre-professional requirements. 
Upon completion of the combined academic and 
clinical program, the student is eligible to take the 
medical technology certificate examination given 
by the Board of Registry of Medical Technologists 
of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. 

Although the minimum requirements for medical 
technology are as outlined below, many of the 
clinical internship programs require or strongly 
recommend a baccalaureate degree in biology or 
in chemistry before admission to clinical training. 
Therefore, a student should consider hrst earning 
a bachelor's degree with either of these majors. 

The minimum academic requirements for entry 
into clinical training as p ublished by the National 
Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory 
Sciences (NAACLS) are 16 semester hours each of 
biology and chemistry and one course in college 
level mathematics or the equivalent. The biology 
courses must include microbiology and immun
ology. The chemistry must include at least one 

course in organic chemistry or biochemistry. Both 
the biology and chemistry course must be con
sidered acceptable toward majors in those fields. 
The mathematics requirement must be met by 
courses recognized as prerequisites for admission 
to physics courses. In addition to thse specific 
requirements, the student must have acquired a 
minimum of 90 semester hours of academic credit 
before admission to clinical training. 

Requiremen ts for the B.S.M.T. degree 
I. Biology 

Biology 161, 162, 323 - Principles of Biology I, II, III 
Biology 328 - Microbiology 
Biology 385 - Immunology 
Biology 407 - Molecular Biology 

II. Chemistry 
Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 16  - General Chemistry 
Chemistry 321 - Ana lyt ical Chemistry 
Chemistry 331, 332, 333, 334 - Organic Chemistry 

Ill. Mathematics 
Mathematics 140 - Functions, Analytic Geometry, and 

Probability 

Very strongly recommended: Physics 1 25, 126, 1 35, 136 -General 
PhysiCS. Also recommended: Biology 331 - Genetics, Biology 346 
- Cellular Physiology, Biology 441 - Mammalian Physiology, and 
Chemist ry 403 - Biochemistry. 

The remainder of the requirements for a major in biology or 
chemistry should also be fulfilled. 
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Music 
The s tudy of music is, in these times of stress 
and rapid change, a type of investment that can 
provide enduring satisfaction. 

The staff and facilities of Pacific Lutheran Univer
sity are such that st udents may pursue studies in 
many branches of music leading to academic de
grees as well as lifelong enjoyment. Degree pro
grams include the Bachelor of Arts, the Bachelor 
of Fine Arts, t he Bachelor of M usic, and the Master 
of M usic, which is offered with concentration in 
either conducting, composition, education, or per
formance. The Bachelor of Arts in Education with 
a major in music is offered for those intending to 
become teachers in the public schools. 

Both the undergraduate and graduate programs 
are accredited regionally and nationally. Pacific 
Lutheran University is an associate member of 
the National Association of Schools of Music. 

PLU music graduates find places for themselves 
as teachers of music in public and private schools 
and colleges, and as conductors, composers, pri
vate teachers, and classroom teachers. A consider
able number contribute greatly to church worship 
as organists, choir directors, or full-time ministers. 
Some have found satisfying careers in music 
merchandising, others in concert management. 
Still others, with emphasis on performance, are in 
opera and on the concert stage, as well as in 
popular entertainment, vocally and 
instrumentally. 

Facilities include space and instruments for indi
vidual practice and recital. Private study in key
board is available in piano, organ, and harpsichord. 
Other private study includes voice and all string, 
wind, and percussion instruments, taught by regu
larly performing musicians. Professional-quality 
experience is available to qualified performers in 
band, orchestra, choir, jazz, and chamber ensembles. 

Exposure to musical literature is to be gained not 
only through intensive course work in history 
and literature, but also in attendance at the large 
number of concerts annually presented by the 
performing organizations as well as by students, 
faculty, and guest artists in recital. 

It must be emphasized that music majors form 
but a part of the multi-faceted program of music 
at PLU. All students are eligible to audition for 
the performing organizations and constitute 
perhaps half of the membership. Introductory 
music courses during both the regular semesters 
and the interim are designed for exploration and 
self-fulfil lment. 

FACULTY 
Robbins, Chair; Bradley, Dahl, Farner, Frohnmayer, 
Gard, Grieshaber, Hoffman, C. Knapp, Kracht, L. 
Meyer, Nance, B. Poulshock, Sparks, SzIubowska-

Kirk, Vaught Farner, Youtz; assisted by Agent, 
Boughten, Eby, Field, Habedank, O. Hanson, 
Harrold, Harty, Hill, Holloway, Houston, B. 
Johnson, S. Knapp, Moore, Nierman, F. Peterson, 
N. Poulshock, Pressley, Shapiro, Terpenning, 
Timmerman. 

For introductory courses to the field of music, see the descrip
tions of Music 101, 102, 103, and 104. 

Students intending to major in music should begin the major 
music sequences in the first year. Failure to do so may mean an 
extra semester or year to complete the major program. 

Following is the program for all entering freshmen who 
intend to major in music: 

Courses 
Theorv: 1 21, 122, 123, 124 
Music

" 
History: 130 

Ear Training: 125, 126 
Private Instruction: 
Large Ensemble (performance majors in 

some area may postpone this) 
Phvsical Education 
Ge�eral University Requirements 

MUSIC MINOR 

Fall Spring 
4 3 

4 
1 
1 

1 1 
1 1 
4 4 

MINOR: 22 semester hours, including Music 121, 123, 125; 
Music 1 26; Music 1 22. 124 or 127; 4 hours of Private Instruction 
(Music 202-219); 4 hours of Ensemble (Music 360·384); one of the 
foUowing: Music 101. 102, 103, 104, 130, 230. 439 - or two of the 
following: Music 331. 335, 353, 354, 431. 432. 436, 437. 438; 1 hour 
of music elective. 

UNDERGRADUATE 
MUSIC MA]ORDEGREES 

ENTRANCE AUDITION: To be admitted to a music major 
program, prospective students must audition for the music 
faculty. 

Music majors should fill out a declaration of major form dur
ing their first semester of enrollment in the program and be 
assigned to a music faculty adviser. 

Only grades of "C-" or better in music courses may be 
counted toward a music major. Courses in which the student 
receives lower than a "C-" must be repeated unless substitute 
course work is authorized by the department. 

M USIC CORE: The following COre is required in all music 
degree programs: 

Theory: 121, 1 22. 1 23. 124, 223 
Music History: 130, 2j{) 
Ear Training: 125, 126, 225, 226 
20th Cen tury: 227 

9 hours 
8 hours 
4 hours 
3 hours 

24 hours 

The Music Core is fundamental to the pursuit of the music 
major and should be completed in sequence in t he first four 
semesters of study. Music Core requirements must be fulfilled 
by enrollment in specific courses and may not be taken by 
means of independent study. 

ENSEMBLE REQUIREMENT: Music majors are required to 
panticipate each semester in a music ensemble. 

KEYBOARD PROFICIENCY: Basic keyboard skills are 
required in all music majors (B.M., B.M.E., B.MA, BA). 
Attainment of adequate keyboard sk ills is 1) adjudicated by the 
Keyboard Proficiency Jury, administered each term and 2) for 
Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Music Education students, a 
prerequisi te to their sophomore juries (see below). Consult the 
Music Student Handbook for details. 



LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT: Vocal performance majors dIe 
required to. take at least one year of language study in French Or 
German (see department handbook). 

MUSIC MAJOR JURIES: Students pursuing Bachelor of 
Music and Bachelor of Music Education degrees are required to 
pass sophomore and degree recital juries. Consult the Music 
Student Handbook for details. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: Maximum of 40 semester 
hours including Music Core (24 hours), plus 4 hours of ensemble; 
439; 8 hours of private inst ruction. Keyboard proficiency required. 
In addition to requirements listed above, candidates for the BA 
degree must meet the foreign language/alternative requirement in 
t he College of Arts and Sciences. 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION: 
.Bachelor of Music Education-K-12 Choral 
Bachelor of Music Education-K-12 

Instrumental (Band Emphasis) 
Bachelor of Music Education-K - l 2  Instrumental 

(Orchestra Emphasis) 
Consult the School of Education section of this catalog. 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
K-12 CHORAL 
Mu�ic + 
Music 360-363 

204/404/ 
420" 
240+ 
248+ 
340+ 
342+ 
345+ 
348+ 

421/422+ 
442+ 
443+ 

445+ 
453t 

Core 
Large Ensemble 
Private Instruction: Voice 

24 
7 

6(6 semesters') 

Foundations of Music Education 3 
Guitar Laboratory 1 
Fundamentals of Music Education 2 
Materials in K-9 Music 2 
Basic Conducting 2 
Practicum in Music Education 1 
Advanced Keyboard Skills IJII 2 
Methods in K-9 Music 2 
Methods and Materials for 

Secondary Choral Music 2 
Advanced Conducting 2 
Vocal Pedagugy 2 

Total 58 
Keyboard proficiency required. 
Sophomore and degree ju ries required. 

+ Prerequisite for student teaching. 
, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 

" Half recital. 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATlON
K-12 INSTRUMENTAL (BAND EMPHASIS) 
Music t Core 
Music 370/371/ 

380 
375/376 

240t 
245+ 

2411242t 
243/244t 

246t 
326t 
340t 
345t 
348t 

Large Ensemble 
jazz Ensemble 
Foundations of Music Education 
Percussion/Brass Laboratory 
String Laboratory 
Woodwind Laboratory 
Brass Laboratory 
Orchestration 
Fundamentals of Music Education 
Basic Cond ucting 
Practicum in Music Education 

24 

7 
1 
3 

2 
2, 4 
1 

2 
2 
2 
1 

2--/4--
420" 
444t 

Private Instruction 6(6 semesters') 

445+ 

Methods and Materials for School 
Band Music 

Advanced Conducting 

Keyboard proficiency required. 
Sophomore and degree juries required. 

+ Prerequisite for student teaching. 
, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 

.. Half recital. 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCA TION-
K-12 INSTRUMENTAL (ORCHESTRA EMPHASIS) 
Music t 
Music 370/371 /  

380 
381 

240t 
245t 

241/242t 
243/244t 

246t 
326+ 
340t 
345+ 

Core 

Large Ensemble 
Chamber Ensemble 
Foundations of Music Education 
Percussion/Brass Laboratory 
String Laboratory 
Woodwind Laboratory 
Brass Laboratory 
Orchestration 
Fundamentals of Music Education 
Basic Conducting 

Total 

3 
2 

58 

24 

7 
1 
3 
1 

2 
2, 4 
1 

2 
2 
2 

348+ 
2--/4--

420" 
445+ 
454+ 

Practicum in Music Education 
Private Instruction 6(6 semesters') 

Advanced Conducting 
Methods and Materials for 

String Teachers 
Total 

2 

3 
58 

Keyboard profiCiency required. 
Sophomore and degree juries required. 
Prerequisite for student teaChing. 

, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 
.. Half recital. 

BACHELOR OF MUSICAL ARTS 
Music 
Music 

2--/4--
345 
423 

Core 
Large Ensemble 
Private Instruction 
Basic Conducting 
Form I 
Theory Electives 

jazz Theory 
Counterpoint 
Orchestration 
Composition 
Arranging 
Form II, I I I  

Performance Electives 
Private Instruction 
Ensembles 
Laboratory Classes 
Pedagogy Classes 
Improvisation 
Electronic Music Practicum 
Accompanying 
Organ Improvisation 
Advanced Keyboard Skills 

24 
8 
8 
2 
2 
4 

4 

439 Senior Seminar: Topics in Music Literature 4 
Music Electives 6 

Total 62 

Keyboard proficiency required. 
In a cognate field outside of music, an academic minor or second 
major required. 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Bachelor of Music in Instrumental Performance 
Bachelor of Music in Organ Performance 
Bachelor of Music in Piano Performance 
Bachelor of Music in Vocal Performance 
Bachelor of Music in CompOSition 
Bachelor of Music in Church Music 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
Music 
Music 370/3711 

380 
323 
326 
345 
214 

420" 
381 
384 
423 

424 or 425 
439 
448 

Core 

Large Ensemble 
Cou nterpoin t 
Orchestration 
Basic Conducting 
Private Instruction 

24 

8 
2 
2 
2 

22(8 semesters') 

Chamber Ensemble 4 
Contemporary Arts Ensemble 1 
Form I 2 
Form II or 1Il 2 
Senior Seminar: Topics in Music Literature 4 
Practicum in Studio Pedagogy 1 
Music Elective 1 

Total 75 
Keyboard proficiency required 
Sophomore and degree juries required. 

, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 
.. Half recital. 

ViolinlViola majors will take an additional 2 semester hour of 
Music491 1ndependent Study: String Pedagogy. Recommended: 
Music 324 Advanced Counterpoint. 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC-ORGAN PERFORMANCE 
Music 

323 
331 
345 
352 
384 

203/403 
420" 

218 

�re M 
Ensemble (to include Chamber Ensemble) 7 
Counterpoint 2 
Music of j.S. Bach 2 
Basic Conducting 2 
Organ Improvisation 1 
Contemporary Arts Ensemble 1 
Private Instruction: Organ 21(8 semesters') 

Private Instruction: Harpsichord 2 
(2 semesters) 

95 



96 
423 

424 or 425 

436 

438 

439 

448 

�m l 2 

Form II or HI 2 

History of Organ Building 2 

Hymnology and Music of the Liturgy 2 
Senior Seminar: Topics in Music Literature 4 

Practicum in Studio Pedagogy 1 
Total 75 

Keyboard proficiency required. 
Sophomore and degree juries required. 

, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 
•• Full recital. 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC-PIANO PERFORMANCE 
Music 
Music 

323 

345 

202/402/ 

420" 

218 
351 

383 

384 

423 

424 Or 425 

431 

451 
439 
421 

Core 
Large Ensemble 
Counterpoint 
Basic Conducting 
Private Instruction: Piano 

24 

2 

2 

2 

22(8 semesters') 

Private Instruction: Harpsichord 1 
Accompanying'" 2 
Two Piano Ensemble 2 

Contemporary Arts Ensemble 1 
Form I 2 

Form Il or III 2 

History of Piano Literature 
and Performance 2 

Piano Pedagogy'" 4 

Senior Seminar: Topics in Music Literature 4 
Advanced Keyboard Skills I 1 
Piano Ensemble/Accompanying Electives 2 

Total 75 
Keyboard proficiency required. 
Sophomore and degree juries required. 

, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 
.. Full recital. 

'''Piano performance majors may elect additional emphasis in 
accompanying or pedagogy. Those seeking emphasis in 
accompanying shall elect two additional hours of Music 351 

and shall accompany two full vocal or instrumental recitals. 
Those seeking emphasis in pedagogy shall elect four 
additional hours of Music 451 . 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC-VOCAL PERFORMANCE 
Music 

360-363 

323 

345 

204/404/ 

420" 

253 
254 

353 

354 

366 

421 /422 

423 

424 Or 425 

453 

439 

Core 
Large Ensemble 
Counterpoint 
Basic Conducting 
Private Instruction: Voice 

24 

8 

2 

2 

19(8 semesters') 

Diction I 1 
Diction II 1 
Solo Vocal Literature 2 
History of Music Theater 2 

Opera Workshop 2 
Advanced Keyboard Skills 1111 2 

Form I 2 
Form II or I I I  2 
Vocal Pedagogy 2 
Senior Seminar: Topics in Music Literature 4 

Total 75 
Keyboard proficiency required. 

Sophomore and degree juries required . 
, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 
.. Fun recital. 
Recommended: Music 324 Advanced Counterpoint 

PE 241 Modern Dance 
COMA 250 Fundamentals of Acting 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC-COMPOSITION 
Music 

249 

323 
326 

327 

345 

2/4 

384 

4211422 

423 

424 

425 

432 

439 

Core 24 

Ensemble 6 
E l ectronic Music Laboratory 1 
Counterpoint 2 
Orchestration 2 
Composition (private study) 16 
Basic Conducting 2 

Private Instruction: Principal Instrument 6 
Contemporary Arts Ensemble 2 

Advanced Keyboard Skills IIII 2 

Form I 2 

Form I I  2 

Form I I I  2 

Music of the World's People 2 

Senior Seminar: Topics in Music Literature 4 

Total 75 

Keyboard proficiency required. 
Sophomore and degree juries required . 

BACHELOR OF MUSIC-CHURCH MUSIC 
Music 

360-363 
203/403 

or 204/404 

420" 

204/404 

or 203/403 

352 or 421 

323 

331 

335 

345 

351 

365 

381 

384 

423 
424 or 425 

437 

438 

445 

439 

Core 
Choral Ensemble 

Principal Instrument 
(Organ or Voice) 

Secondary Instrument 

24 

6 

14(8 semesters') 

(Voice or Organ) 4(4 semesters') 
Organ Improvisation or 
Advanced Keyboard Skills I 1 
CounterpOint 2 
Music of 1.5. Bach 2 
Church Music 2 

Basic Conducting 2 
Accompanying 1 
Chapel Choir 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 

Contemporary Arts Ensemble 1 
Form I 2 
Form II or III 2 
Masterpieces of Sacred Music 2 
Hymnology and Music of the Liturgy 2 

Advanced Conducting 2 

Senior Seminar: Topics in Music Literature 4 

Total 75 
Keyboard proficiency required. 
Sophomore and degree juries required. 

, Consecutive fall/spring semesters. 
.. Full recital. 
Strongly Recommended: Additional religion courses beyond the 
required courses of Core I or II .  

MASTER OF ARTS IN 
MUSIC DEGREE 

Consult the Graduate Catalog for details of the Master of Arts in 
Music program. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
101 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC 
Introduction to music l i terature with emphasis on listening, stnlC
ture, period, and style. Designed to enhance the enjoyment and 
understanding of music. Not open to majors. I (4) 

1 02 UNDERSTANDING MUSIC 
THROUGH MELODY 

Introduction to the musical arts through exploration of melody as 
a primary musical impulse in a variety of musical styles. Designed 
to enhance the enjoyment and understanding of all music through 
increased sensitivity to melody. Not open to majors. II (4) 

103 HISTORY OF JAZZ 
Survey of America's unique art form: jazz. Emphasis on history, 
listening, structure, and style from early developments through 
recent trends. Meets Core I requirement in arts/literature, line I . ll 
(4) 

104 MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY 
Survey of the impact of technology on the musical arts, &om the 
evolution of musical instruments and the acoustic space through 
the audio/video/computer technology of today. Meets Core I 
requirement in arts/literature, line 1 .  I (4) 

121 THEORY AT THE KEYBOARD I 
Laboratory application of principles learned in 123 Theory I. 
Corequisite: 123. I 0 )  

122 THEORY AT THE KEYBOARD U 
Continuation of 121 .  Corequisite: 1 24. II (1) 

123 THEORY I 
An introduction to the workings of common-practice music, 
beginning with scales, keys, intervals and triads and culminating 
in four-part chorale writing and elementary formal analysis. 
Corequisite: 1 2 1 .  I (3) 

-

124 THEORY II 
A continuation of 1 23. Corequisite: 1 22. II (2) 

125 EAR TRAINING I 
Development of aural skills in simple rhythmic dictation, inter
vals, sightsinging using progressive exercises consisting of short 
melodies. I ( 1 )  



1 26 EAR TRAINING II 
Continued development of aural skills in sight-singing, melodic 
and rhythmic dictation. Elementary harmonic dictation. n ( 1 )  

127 JAZZ THEORY 
Introduction to the theoretical basis of jazz, including melodic, 
harmonic, and formal aspects as well as ear training. Prerequisite: 
123, 125, or consent of instructor. aly 1 (3) 

130 HISTORY I 
The evolution of Western music in the Classic and Romantic eras. 
Prerequisite: 123. II (4) 

201 BEGINNER'S PIANO 
Group instruction for beginning pianists. I, II ( 1 )  

202 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: PIANO ( 1-4) 

203 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: ORGAN (1-4) 

204 PRIV ATE AND CLASS INSTRUCTION: 
VOICE (1-4) 

205 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: 
VIOLINIVIOLA (1-4) 

206 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
CELLO/BASS (1-4) 

207 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: FLUTE ( 1-4) 

208 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: 
OBOE/ENGLISH HORN (1-4) 

209 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: BASSOON ( 1-4) 

210 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: CLARINET ( 1-4) 

21 1 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
SAXOPHONE (1-4) 

21 2 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: TRUMPET (1-4) 

213 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
FRENCH HORN ( 1-4) 

214 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
TROMBONE (1-4) 

215 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
BARITONE/TUBA (1-4) 

21 6 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
PERCUSSION ( 1-4) 

217 pruv A TE AND CLASS INSTRUCTION: 
GUITAR (1-4) 

218 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: HARP (1-4) 

219 PRIV A TE INSTRUCTION: 
HARPSICHORD ( 1-4) 

1 Credit 
Fall and Spring Semesters: One half-hour private or two one-hour 
class lessons per wt!ek in addition to daily practice. Interim: Two 
45-minute lessons per week in addition to  daily practice. Summer: 
6.5 hours of instruction TBA in addition to daily practice. Students 
in piano, voice, and guitar may be assigned to class instruction at 
the discretion of the music faculty. 

2-4 Credits 
rail and Spring Semesters: Two half-hour lessons per week in 
addition to daily practice. Summer: 1 3  hours of instruction TBA in 
addition to daily practice. 

Special fee in addition to tuition. 

221 KEYBOARD PROFICIENCY 
Development of keyboard literacy and skills requisite for majoring 
in music. May be repeated for credit. I, II ( 1 )  

223 THEORY III 
Systematic study of emergent theoretical constructs from the 18th 
and 19th century as represented i n  literature of that period. I (2) 

225 EAR TRAINING III 
Advanced aural skills through extended rhythms and melodies. 
EmphaSiS on harmonic dictation. I ( 1 )  

226 EAR TRAINING N 
Sight-si nging. including pan-tonal melodies. Harmonic dictation 

of modulatory chord progressions involving chromatic alteration. 
Advanced rhythmic dictation. II ( 1 )  

227 20TH CENTURY MUSIC 
The evolution of Western art music in the 20th century from early 
developments to current trends, including study of emergent 
theoretical constructs. Prerequisites: 223, 230. 11 (3) 

230 HISTORY II 
The evolution of Western music from the early Christian era 
through the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Baroque eras. Pre
requisite: 123. I (4) 

240 FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
Introduction to the basic of teaching music, including philosophy, 
content, student characteristics, and the nature and organization 
of musical learning. For students preparing to become music 
specialists (music education majors only). I (3) 

241-242 STRING LABORATORY 
Methods and materials of teaching and playing string instruments 
in the public schools. aly I, I I  0, 1 )  

243-244 WOODWIND LABORATORY 
Methods and materials of teaching and playing woodwind instru
ments in the public schools. aly I, II (l, 1 )  

245 PERCUSSION/BRASS LABORATORY 
Methods and materials of teaching and playing percussion and 
brass instruments in the pub�c schools. aly I ( l )  

246 BRASS LABORATORY 
Continuation of brass instrument instruction from Music 245. aly 
II ( 1 )  

248 GUITAR LABORATORY 
Methods and materials of teaching and playing guitar in the public 
schools. I ( I )  

249 ELECTRONIC MUSIC LABORATORY 
A laboratory experience dealing with materials and methods of 
elementary electronic music synthesis. Real-time experience in 
the electronic music studio, as well as discussion of various 
popular synthesizers, electronic music aesthet ics, and the use of 
electronic instruments in secondary education. aly II ( 1 )  

253 DICTION I 
Rules and techniques of accurate pronunciation, enunciation, and 
projection of Italian and German; class discussions, performances, 
and critiques. aly 1 ( 1 )  

254 DICTION II 
Rules and techniques of accurate pronunciation, enunciation, and 
projection of French; class discussions, performances, and cri
tiques. aly I I  ( 1 )  

323 COUNTERPOINT 
Introduction to the concept, historical evolution and composi
tional craft of counterpoint. Majoremphasis on eighteenth century 
style of Bach and his contemporaries. aly I (2) 

326 ORCHESTRATION 
The range, transposition, sound, and technical characteristics of 
instruments. Notation, scoring. and arranging for conventional 
and unique inst'rument groupings. Prerequisite: 223. aly 1 (2) 

327 COMPOSITION 
A systematic approach to  contemporary musical composition; 
students create and notate works for solo, small and large 
ensembles. May be repeated for additional credit .  Special fee in 
addition to tuition. ( 1 -4) 

328 ARRANGING 
Study of orchestrational techniques applied to commercial music. 
Prerequisite: 326 or consent of instructor. aly I (2) 

331 MUSIC OF JOHANN SE BASTIAN BACH 
A study of selected works representing each oi the primary areas 
of the creative genius of j.5. Bach. aly (2) 

335 CHURCH MUSIC 
Survey oi choral music related to the church year suitable for the 
parish choir. Particular emphasis on building the parish music 
library. aly (2) 

340 FUN DAMENTALS OF MUSIC 
EDUCATION 

Offered spring semester for students planning to be music special
ists, this course provides detailed planning of curricula for various 
musical skills at different grade levels. Group, individual, and 
small group inst ruction, sectionals and large group management 
also discussed. Evaluation, grading. written not ices, objectives, 
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goals, course goals, and IEP's for special education, observation of 
a class at two different situations, interviewing for a job, working 
with parents, faculty, administrat ion, and community. Prerequi
site: 240. II (2) 

341 MUSIC FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
Methods and procedures in teaching elementary school music as 
well as infusing the arts in the curriculum. Offe�d for students 
preparing for elementary classroom teaching (non-music educa
tion majors). II (2) 

342 MATERIALS IN K-9 MUSIC 
Study of skill acquisitions, music concepts, and analyzing the 
range of available resources, including ethnic music and computer 
assisted instruction. Offered for students preparing to become 
music specialists (music education majors only). Prerequisite: 240, 
340. 1 (2) 

344 BEGINNING JAZZ IMPROVISATION 
Introduction to small group jazz performance emphasizing indi
vidual improvisation in a variety of jazz styles. aly I ( 1 )  

345 BASIC CONDUCTING 
Introduction to basic patterns, gestures, and conducting tech
niques; application to appropriate vocal and instrumental scores. I 
(2) 

348 PRACTICUM IN MUSIC EDUCATION 
Field experience including observation and limited teaching in the 
schools. Discussion and analysis complements field work. Pre
requisite: 340; recommended EDUC 251 or 253. I (1 )  

349 ELECTRONIC MUSIC PRACTICUM 
Application of electronic techniques t.o compositional process. 
Assigned studio time on a regular basis. Prerequisite: 249. (1 -3) 

351 ACCOMPANYING 
Practice in accompanying representative vocal and instrumental 
solo literature from all periods. Special fee in addition to tuition. ( 1 )  

352 ORGAN IMPROVISATION 
Basic techniques of improvisation, particularly as related to hymn 
tunes. a/y (1)  

353 SOLO VOCAL LITERATURE 
Survey of solo vocal literatu�. aly II (2) 

354 HISTORY OF MUSIC THEATER 
A general survey of the evolution of "Drama per Musica" from 
opera to musical comedy including in depth study of selected 
scores. aly (2) 

360 CHOIR OF THE WEST 
A study of a wide variety of choral literature and technique 
through �hearsal and performance of both sacred and secular 
music. Auditions at the beginning of fall semester. ( 1 )  

361 UNIVERSITY CHORALE 
A study of choral literature and technique through rehearsal and 
performance of both sacred and secular music. Emphasis on indi
vidual vocal and musical development through choral singing. 
Auditions at the beginning of fall semester. (1 )  

362 UNIVERSITY MEN'S CHORUS 
The study and performance of repertoire for men's voices. Empha
sis on individual vocal and musical development. ( 1 )  

363 UNIVERSITY SINGERS 
The study and performance of repertoire for women's voices. 
Emphasis on individual vocal and musical development. (1 )  

365 CHAPEL CHOIR 
Repertoire experience with appropriate literature for ongoing 
church music programs of a liturgical nature. Regular perform
ances for University Chapel Worship. Participation without credit 
available. ( 1 )  

366 OPERA WORKSHOP 
Production of chamber opera and opera scenes. Participa t ion in all 
facets of production. P�requisite: consent of instructor. (1 )  

368 CHORAL UNION 
Rehearsal and performance of major works in the choral/orches
tral repertoire. Open to the community as well as PLU students; 
membership by audition. Special fee in addition to tuition. ( 1 )  

370 WIND ENSEMBLE 
Study and performance of selected wind and percussion literature 
using various size ensembles. Membership by audition. ( 1 )  

371 CONCERT BAND 
Study of selected band literature through rehearsal and perform
ance. Designed for the general university student. Prerequisite: 

having played instrument through at  least junior year of high 
school or consent of instructor. ( 1 )  

375 UNIVERSITY JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Study of selected big band literature through rehearsal and 
performance. Membership by audition. ( 1 )  

376 JAZZ LABORATORY ENSEMBLE 
Study of the basic style of playing jazz t hrough rehearsal and 
performance. Membership by audition. ( 1 )  

378 VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Study of selected vocal jazz literature through rehearsal and 
performance. Membership by audition; concurrent registration in 
360, 361, 362, or 363 req uired. ( 1 )  

380 UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Study of selected orchestral literature through rehearsal and per
formance. Membership by audition. ( 1 )  

381 CHAMBER ENSEMBLE 
Reading, rehearsal, and performance of selected instrumental 
cham ber music. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. (1) Section 
A-String; Section B-Brass; Section C-Woodwind; Section D-Early 
Instruments; Section E-Guitar; Section F-Percussion. 

382 CONTEMPORARY DIRECTIONS 
ENSEMBLE 

Public and laboratory performance of contemporary music. ( 1 )  

383 TWO PIANO ENSEMBLE 
Techniques and practice in the performance of two-piano and 
piano duet literature; includes sight reading and program plan
ning. ( 1 )  

384 CONTEMPORARY ARTS £NSEMBLE 
A performance ensemble integrating all the arts-literary, visual 
and performing. Original performance pieces are conceived, 
developed and performed by the ensem ble using techniques from 
story and song to electronics and video. Prerequisite: consent of 
instructor. ( 1 )  

401 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: JAZZ 0-4) 

402 PRIVA TE INSTRUCTION: PIANO 0-4) 

403 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: ORGAN (1-4) 

404 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: VOICE 0-4) 

405 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
VIOLINIVIOLA 0-4) 

406 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
CELLO/BASS 0-4) 

407 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: FLUTE (1-4) 

408 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
OBOE/ENGLISH HORN (1-4) 

409 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: BASSOON 0-4) 

410 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: CLARINET (1-4) 

41 1  PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: SAXOPHONE 
( 1-4) 

412 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: TRUMPET 0-4) 

413 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: FRENCH 
HORN (1-4) 

414 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
TROMBONE 0-4) 

415 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
BARITONE/TUBA (1-4) 

416 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
PERCUSSION 0-4) 

41 7 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: GUITAR 0-4) 

418 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: HARP 0-4) 

419 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
HARPSICHORD 0-4) 

420 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
DEGREE RECITAL (1-4) 



1 Credit 
Fall and Spring Semesters: One half-hour private lesson per week 
in addition to daily practice. Interim: Two 45-minute lessons per 
week in addition to daily practice. Summer: 6.5 hours of instruction 
TBA in addition to daily practice. 

2-4 Credits 
Fall and Spring Semesters: Two half-hour private lessons per week 
in to daily practice. Summer: 13 hours of instruction TBA in 
addition to daily practice. 

Special fee in addition to tuition. 

421/422 ADVANCED KEYBOARD SKILLS 1111 
Focused study of specialized keyboard skills required in various 
music major programs. Sections offered for particular types of 
music students. Prerequisite: Successful completion of the Key
board Proficiency Jury and B.M. or B.M.E. Jury. aly (I, 1 )  

423 FORM I 
Advanced analysis of literature from Classic, Early and Middle 
Romantic styles in representative genres and media. I I  (2) 

424 FORM II 
Advanced analysis of literature from late Romantic, ImpreSSionist, 
and Nationalistic styles in representative genres and media. Pre
requisite: 423. aly I (2) 

425 FORM 1II 
Advanced analysis of literature from Modern and Contemporary 
styles in representative genres and media. Prerequisite: 423. a/y I 
(2) 

427 ADV ANCED 
ORCHESTRA TION/ ARRANGING 

Continuation of326 or 328 on an individual basis. Prerequisite: 326 
Or 328. May be repeated for additional credit. Special fee in 
addition to tuition. ( 1 -2) 

431 HISTORY OF PIANO LITERATURE AND 
PERFORMANCE 

A study of representative piano compositions of all periods. aly (2) 

432 MUSIC OF THE WORLD'S PEOPLE 
In troduction to ethnomusicology; techniques of studying music 
within cultural contexts. In-depth Case studies of one American 
Indian musical cult ure, followed by music of urban American 
blues, Ghanian, Black American, Balkan, Russian, and Indian 
styles. Includes field study project of one musical culture. aly (2) 

436 HISTORY OF ORGAN BUILDING 
A two-fold study, involving both the technical evolution of the 
pipe organ (key-actions, windchest designs, pipework varieities 
and construction, the organ case) as well as the historical 
evolution of the various concepts of tonal design as these relate to 
the performance of organ literature. aly (2) 

437 MASTERPIECES OF SACRED MUSIC 
LITERATURE 

A survey of Judeo-Christian music through the study of represent
ative major vocal/choral works. aly (2)  

438 HYMNOLOGY AND THE MUSIC OF THE 
LITURGY 

A survey of Christian hymnody, considered from both a musical 
and poetic viewpoint. Also considered will be the concept and 
performance of music for the liturgy, both historic and contempor
ary, primarily from the Roman, Anglican, and Lutheran traditions. 
aly (2) 

439 SENIOR SEMINAR: TOPICS IN MUSIC 
LITERATURE 

Directed study of seLected topics in music literature. Prerequisite: 
senior standing. Open to juniors for non-degree credit. I (4) 

442 METHODS IN K-9 MUSIC 
Orff-Schulwerk and Kodaly techniques for upper elementary and 
middle school children. Offered for students preparing to become 
music specialists (music education majors ony). Prerequisite: 342. 
II (2) 

443 METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR 
SECONDARY CHORAL MUSIC 

The organization and administration of the secondary school 
music curricufum with particular attention to the needs of the 
choral program. Organizat;on, management, teaching methods, 
rehearsal techniques, and choral literature appropriate for the 
various age and experience levels of students in grades 7-12. 11 (2) 

444 METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR 
SCHOOL BAND MUSIC 

The organization and administration of the secondary school 
music curriculum with particular attention to the needs of the 
band program. Organization, management, teaching methods, 
rehearsal techniques, and wind-percussion literature appropriate 
for the various age and experience levels of students in grades 
4-12. Prerequisite: 340, 348. 11 (3) 

445 ADVANCED CONDUCTING 
Refinement of patterns, gestures, and conducting techniques; 
application to appropraite vocal and instrumental scores. Prerequi
site: 345. Section A-Instrumental; Section B-Choral. I I  (2) 

448 PRACTICUM IN STUDIO PEDAGOGY 
Study of pedagogical techniques in the private lesson setting. 
including opportunities for application in teaching situations. 
May be repeated for additional credit. Prerequisite: consent of 
instructor. Special fee in addition to tuition. ( I )  

451 PIANO PEDAGOGY 
Teaching techniques for prospective teachers of piano, including 
techniques of private and class piano instruction. Methods and 
materials from beginning through advanced levels. (2) Section 
A-Basic; Section B-Lower Elementary; Section C-Upper Ele
mentary; Section D-Advanced. 

453 VOCAL PEDAGOGY 
Physiological, psychological, and pedagogical aspects of singing. 
aly I (2) 

454 METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR 
STRING TEACHERS 

Methods and techniques of teachLng strings to all ages and levels, 
from the beginner to the advanced student. Special emphasis on 
the physiological and psychological approach to the instrument. 
Study of string pedagogy in  the classroom as well as individual 
instruction. Prerequisite: 340, 348 or consent of instructor. I I  (3) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Prerequisite: consent of instructor. May be repeated for additional 
credit. ( 1 -4)  

502 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: PIANO (1-4) 

503 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: ORGAN (1-4) 

504 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: VOICE (1-4) 

505 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
VIOLINiVIOLA (1-4) 

506 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: 
CELLO/BASS (1-4) 

507 PRIV A TE INSTRUCTION: FLUTE (1-4) 

508 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
OBOE/ENGLISH HORN (1-4) 

509 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: BASSOON (1-4) 

510 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: CLARINET (1-4) 

511 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
SAXOPHONE (1-4) 

512 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: TRUMPET (1-4) 

513 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: 
FRENCH HORN (1-4) 

514 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
TROMBONE ( 1-4) 

515 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
BARITONE/TUBA (1-4) 

516 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: 
PERCUSSION (1-4) 

517 PRIV ATE INSTRUCTION: GUITAR (1-4) 

518 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: HARP (1-4) 

519 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
HARPSICHORD (1-4) 

520 PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: 
CONDUCTING (1-4) 
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1 Credit 
Fall and Spring Semesters: One half-hour private lesson per week 
in addition to daily practice. Interim: Two 45-minute lessons per 
week in add.ition to daily practice. Summer: 6.5 hours of instruction 
TBA in addition to daily practice. 

2-4 Credits 
Fall and Spring Semesters: Two half· hour private lessons per week 
in addition to daily practice. Summer 13 hours of instruct ion TBA 
in addition to daily practice. 

Special fee in addition to tuition. 

527 COMPOSITION 
A systematic approach to contemporary music composition; 
students create, notate, and perform works for solo, small and 
large ensembles. May be repeated for credit. ( 1 -4 )  

529 TOPICS IN MUSIC THEORY 
aly summer only. (4) 

532 MUSIC BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESEARCH 
TECHNIQUES 

Survey of the main research tools available for advanced work in 
music. aly summer only. (2) 

539 TOPICS IN MUSIC HISTORY 
aly summer only. (4) 

545 SEMINAR IN ADVANCED CONDUCTING 
Directed study of selected scores for large and small ensembles, 
vocal and instrumental. May be repeated for credit. (2) 

549 ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIS 
Directed study of electronic music literature, techniques, and 
composition. May be repeated for credit. ( 1 -2) 

551 ACCOMPANYING 
Practice in accompanying representative vocal and instrumental 
solo literature from all periods. Accompanying in performance will 
be required. Special fee in addition to tuition. ( I )  

560 CHOIR OF THE WEST 
A study of choral ensemble rehearsal techniques with emphasis 
on score analysiS. ( 1 )  

561 UNIVERSITY CHORALE 
A study of choral ensemble rehearsal techniques with emphasis 
on vocal pedagogy in the rehearsal. ( I )  

565 OPERA WORKSHOP 
Production of chamber opera and opera scenes. Participation in all 
facets of production. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. ( 1 )  

Division of 

568 CHORAL UNION 
Rehearsal and performance of major works in the chorallorches
tral repertoire with emphasis on scare analysis. Special fee in 
addition to tuition. ( I )  

570 WIND ENSEMBLE 
A study of band rehearsal techniques with emphasis on score 
analysis. ( I )  

575 UNIVERSITY JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
A study of jazz ensemble rehearsal techniques with emphasis on 
stylistic considerations. ( I )  

578 VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Stud y of vocal jazz ensemble rehearsal techniques with emphasis 
on stylistic considerations. Membership by audit ion; concurrent 
registra tion in 560 or 561 required. ( I )  

580 UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
A study of orchestra ensemble rehearsal techniques with emphasis 
on score analySis. ( I )  

581 CHAMBER ENSEMBLE 
AnalysiS, rehearsal, and performance of selected instrumental 
chamber music. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. ( I )  Section 
A-String; Section B-Brass; Section C-Woodwind; Section D
Early Instruments; Section E-Guitar; Section F-Percussion. 

583 CONTEMPORARY DIRECTIONS 
ENSEMBLE 

Public and laboratory performance of contemporary music. 
Emphasis on score analysis. ( I )  

583 TWO-PIANO ENSEMBLE 
Performance of two-piano and piano duet literature, including 
score analysis. ( I )  

584 CONTEMPORARY ARTS ENSEMBLE 
A multi-arts ensemble with emphasis on composition techniques, 
repertoire, and performance. ( I )  

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
aly summer only. ( 1 -4 )  

596 RESEARCH IN MUSIC ( 1-4) 

599 THESIS (2-4) 

Natural Sciences 
E ducation in the natural sciences at Pacific 
Lutheran University is directed toward both 
undergraduate preparation of future science 
professionals and the creation of critical scientific 
awareness for liberally educated citizens in all 
walks of life. 

Scientific studies foster in students a whole new 
sense of perception and curiosity about the 
world. They begin to see natural features and 
events in more questioning ways, ask themselves 
about precise details, wonder what might be the 
underlying causes and how t hese might relate to 
similar events elsewhere in t heir experience. 
Ultimately, however, the models that spring from 
their imaginations must be responsive to the 
constraints of basic scientific principles that direct 
this exciting approach to discovery. 

The teaching of science considers a number of 
facets, including fundamental principles, groups 
of concepts, and actual bodies of knowledge. The 
resulting understanding provides a means for 
solving myriad problems. Moreover, global 
problems may well demand holistic solutions that 
require the ability to interrelate technological 
knowledge with human values. This viewpoint 
represents a fundamental tenet of liberal arts 
education. 

Concern for how science is used must not 
obscure the motivation for pursuit of the best 
scien tific work: the joy of trying and succeeding, 
the elation of discovery and understanding. 



FACULTY 
Lowes, Divisional Dean; faculty members of  the 
Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Computer 
Science, Earth Sciences, Engineering, Mathe
matics, and Physics. 

As a division within the College of Arts and Sciences, the 
Division of Natural Sciences offers programs in each department 
leading to the B.A. and B.S. degrees. The B.S. in Medical 
Technology and M.A. and MS. degrees in Computer Science are 
also offered. Course offerings and degree requirements are listed 
under: 

BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
EARTH SCIENCES 
ENGINEERING 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 

See also the sections of this catalog on the Environmental 
Studies Program and on the Health Sciences (under Pre-profes
sional Programs). 

Courses suitable for meeting Core I requirements in Natural 
Sciences/Mathematics may be found within each department or 
below: 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
The fo llowing courses, mostly of an 

interdisciplinary narurc, are offered under the 
NaruraJ Sciences rubric: 

1 06 COSMOS, EARTH, AND LIFE 
Consideration of the beginnings, evolut ion, and possible fates of 
the universe as revealed by present evidence. The formation and 
development of planet earth, geologic processes through geologic 
time. The impact of civilization on global resources. The atomic 
and molecular view of chemical prerequisites for life. The origin 
and formation of the atmosphere and potential threats of altering 

its constituents. Study of the development and diversification of 
life by focusing on unifying concepts and control systems. 
Laboratory experiences to reinforce understanding of how hypo· 
theses are built and critically tested. Fulfills Natural Sciences/ 
Mathematics core requirement, line 1 or 2. (4) 

201 HISTORY OF SCIENCE THROUGH THE 
SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 

A global survey of the history of science from ancient times 
through the scientific revolution of the 17th century. Study of the 
areas of astronomy, biology, medicine, physics, geology, chem· 
istry, mathemat ics, and technology; their relations to each other; 
their development over time. Laboratory demonstrations of 
selected experiments. Discussion of the relation of science to the 
rest of society. Fulfills Natural Sciences/Mathematics core 
requirement, line 1 ,  2, or 3. (4) 

202 HISTORY OF SCIENCE SINCE THE 
SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 

Continuation of 201. A global survey of the history of science from 
the scient ific revolution to the present. Fulfills Natural Sciences/ 
Mathematics core requirement, line 1, 2, or 3. (4) 

206 DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY 
Stars and t heir evolut ion, galaxies and larger s t ructures, 
cosmology, and the solar system. Emphasis on observational 
evidence. Evening observing sessions. No prerequisite courses in 
science or mathematics. Fulfills Natural Sciences/Mathematics 
COre requirement, line 1 or 2. a/yo 1 I 1991-92 (4) 

350 ENVIRONMENTAL METHODS OF 
INVESTIGATION 

Focus on the methodology of data collection, analysis, and 
application for environmental studIes. Use and integration of the 
techniques and principles of environmental biology, chemistry, 
and geology as well as application to public issues. Students 
participate in an ongoing study of a nearby watershed which will 
include: collecting data at  regular intervals, reviewing the  
appropriate literature, managing applied statistics, mapping data 
distribution, studying related toxicology, incorporating land use 
patterns, designing and implementing a project safety plan, 
participating in hypothesis testing. A final presentation of the 
results of the study, in a seminar and written format, will be 
required. This course is part of the Environmental Studies minor 
(see Environmental Studies Program). (4) 

School otNursing 
Nursing offers opportunities for a rewarding pro
fessional career. It affords a wide choice of loca
tion, environment, and type of service. The physi
cal, mental, social, and spiritual health of people is 
a universal concern, and those prepared to help 
others maintain their good health are in constant 
demand. 

The School of Nursing is a professional school 
which com bines professional and liberal arts studies 
in assisting students to develop a sense of responsi
bility for acquiring the attitudes, knowledge, and 
skills necessary for meeting nursing needs of indi
viduals, groups, and communities. 

Degree programs within the School of Nursing 
include the Bachelor of Science in Nursing for 
basic nursing students, licensed practical nurses, 
and registered nurses, and the Master of Science 
in Nursing with areas of concentration in Nursing 
Administration, School Nursing, and Continuity 
of Care. 

A program leading to Education Staff Associate 

certification is available for school nurses. Course 
work is offered by Pacific Lutheran University 
School of Nursing in collaboration with the 
School of Education and the office of the 
Washington State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. 

Workshops and short courses for nurses and 
others involved in health care are offered through 
the Continuing Nursing Education Program. 

FACULTY 
KeDmer-Langan, Dean; Hirsch,Assistant Dean; Aikin, 
Allen, Ellis, Fanslow, Fink, Fitzgerald, Gaspar, 
Goodwin, Hefty, Herman-Bertsch, Hughes, Kelly, 
Klisch, Mahoney, Minahan, L. Olson, Pass, Philichi, 
Reinhardt, Schultz, Vancini; assisted by Rinehart 
and Schaffler. 

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
The basic undergraduate program is designed for students 

with no previous preparation in nursing. Graduates who 
successfully complete the program are eligible to write the 
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NCLEX examination for licensure as registered nurses. They are 
prepared for beginning professional nursing positions in 
hospitals and other health agencies. A special sequence of study 
is available which awards credit and provides credit by 
examination options for licensed practical nurses. There also is a 
sequence for registered nurse students, graduates from diploma 
or associate degree programs, who wish to earn the Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing degree. These undergraduate programs 
provide a foundation for graduate study in nursing. 

Under the direct supervision of its faculty members, the 
School uses facilities of hospitals, health agencies, and schools in 
the community to provide optimal clinical learning experience 
for its students. 

The School of Nursing is approved by the Washington State 
Board of Nursing and accredited by the National League for 
Nursing. It is a charter member of the Western Council on 
Higher Education for Nursing. 

ADMISSION AND CONTINUATION POLICIES 
High School Preparation 

It  is strongly recommended that applicants complete a 
program in high school which includes: English, 4 years; 
mathemat ics, 2 years (preferably algebra and geometry); social 
sciences, 2 years; one foreign language, 2 years; laboratory 
sciences, 2 years (including chemistry); electives, 3 years. 

ADMISSION TO THE UNIVERSITY 
Pacific Lutheran University welcomes applications from all 

students who have demonstrated capacities for success at the 
baccalaureate level. Students who present appropriate academic 
records and personal qualities are admitted either fall or spring 
semester. Application procedure and other details are found 
elsewhere in this catalog. (Students must be accepted by the 
university before acceptance by the School of Nursing.) 

ADMISSION TO THE SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Students seeking admission to the basic program, the LPN to 

BSN sequence, or the RN to BSN sequence must make formal 
application to both the university and the School of Nursing. 
Basic students are admitted to the School of Nursing to begin 
nursing courses each fall and spring semester. Students enrolled 
in the LPN or RN to BSN sequences generally begin in the fall 
only. Both full-time and part-time programs of study are 
available. 

Applications for admission to the nursing major are available 
from the School of Nursing. Applications are reviewed by the 
School of Nursing Admissions and Academic Progress 
Committee after receiving all the necessary materials including 
official transcripts. 

Students requesting admission for the fall semester of the 
next academic year should submit applications by March 1 .  
Applications for fall which are submitted before December I will 
be reviewed as part of the early admission process. Those 
candidates will be notified of acceptance by January 30. 
Applications received after December I will be acted on by April 
IS. Late applications/admissions will be considered on a space 
available basis. 

Applications for spring semester admission should be on file 
in the School of Nursing by May I and candidates will be 
notified of acceptance by June 30. Late applications/admissions 
will be considered on a space available basis. 

All potential or pre-nursing students are urged to seek early 
academic advisement from the admissions, retention and 
recruitment coordinator in the School of Nursing in order to 
enroll for appropriate prerequisites and avoid unnecessary loss 
of time. The School of Nursing reserves the right of curriculum 
modification and revision as long as it does not hinder the 
students' progress toward graduation. 

ADMISSION CRITERIA' 
Minimum criteria for admission to the School of Nursing 

include: 

1. Admission to Pacific Lutheran University. Applicants must 
have been admitted to Pacific Lutheran University before 
consideration of their application to the School of Nursing. 
Admission to the university does not guarantee admission to 
the School of Nursing. 

2. Com pletion, or pend ing satisfactory com pletion of 26 
semester credit hours of specified prerequisite course work 
at PLU, a community college or another accredited 
university (comparable course listings are available on 
request) including Psychology 101 (Introduction to 
Psychology), Biology 205, 206 (Human Anatomy and 
Physiology), and Chemistry 105 (Chemistry of Life). RNs and 
LPNs should also have completed Psychology 352 
(Development: Infancy to Maturity) and Sociology 330 (The 
Family) if they plan to fulfill requirements for the nursing 
sequence within the described time frame. 

3. A minimum grade of 2.00 in each nursing prerequisite course. 

4. A cumulative grade point average of 2.5 or higher. 
5. Completion of the university  graduation math requirement 

(two years of college prep math or one semester of 
intermediate algebra at the college level). 

6. Physical health and emotional stability sufficient to meet the 
demands of nursing and provide safe patient care. 

7. Fluency in speaking, reading, and writing English. Students 
for whom English is a second language must pass the SPEAK 
test before acceptance. 

8. Washington State Patrol Criminal History clearance relative 
to Child/Adult Abuse Information Act as required of health 
care workers. 

9. Submission of all documents to the School of Nursing by the 
designated deadlines. Transcripts should be submitted to the 
School of Nursing in addition to those submitted to the 
university Office of Admissions. 

, When the number of qualified applicants exceeds the 
enrollment limits, the following factors are used to prioritl.ie the 
admission decisions: grade point average, number of 
prerequisite course requirements completed, and admission 
date to t he university. Preference will be given to applicants 
who entered PLU as beginning freshmen. Applicants who have 
chronic health conditions or disabilities which require 
alterations to the program of study as approved by the 
Washington State Board of Nursing, or which prevent the 
practice of nursing with reasonable skill and safety, should be 
aware of the possibility that they may not be eligible to sit for 
the NCLEX licensing examination or obtain a license to practice 
nursing. Questions should be addressed directly to the 
Washington State Board of Nursing Nurse Practice Manager at 
206-586-8\86. 

CONTINUATION POLICIES 
1. Completion of approved CPR class - adult and pediatric -

before beginning nursing classes with yearly updates. 
2. Completion of approved first aid course before beginning 

nursing classes (waived for RNs and LPNs), 
3. Nursing courses all have prerequiSites and must be taken in 

sequence and/or concurrently as identified in the curriculum 
plan. 

4. A minimum grade of 2.0 (C) must be achieved in all required 
nursing courses. A student receiving a grade of less than 2.0 
in any course which is a prerequisite to another nursing 
course may not continue in the nursing sequence until the 
prerequisite course is repeated with a grade of 2.0 or above. 
(Other policies regarding progression/continuation can be 
found in the Nursing Student Handbook.) 

5. Nursing majors may have no more than 4 semester credit 
hours of non-nursing courses to be completed at the time of 
enrollment in the final semester of nursing courses. 

6. Incomplete grades in nursing courses must be converted to a 
passing grade (2.0 or above) before the first day of class of the 
subsequent semester. 

7. Students taking medical or other withdrawals from nursing 
courseS may return to the School of Nursing in accordance 
with policies listed in the Nursing Student Handbook on a 
space available basis. 

8, The School of Nursing reserves the right to request with
drawal of nursing students who fail to demonstrate academic 
or' clinical competence or who fail to maintain professional 
conduct. Unsafe practice constitutes grounds for immediate 
dismissal from the clinical component. 

HEALTH 
Nursing students are responsible for maintaining optimal 

health and are teachers of health. Physical examinations, x-rays, 
and immunizations are required before admission to the cUnical 
areas, and periodically thereafter, and are the responsibility of 
students. All students must carry personal health insurance. 

ENGLISH PROFIOENCY 
A certain level of English proficiency is necessary for 

academic success in nU,rsing as well as for patient safety. 
Students who are identified by the university as needing the 
ESL sequence of courses will be required to take the ESL 
courses before entrance to the School of Nursing or to take the 
TOEFL and score at  least 580. 

All students for whom English is their second language must 
also take and pass the SPEAK test before admission to the 
major. The test is given through the Intensive English Language 
Institute at  the university for a nominal cost to the student. The 
test consists of seven sections measuring pronunciation, 
grammar, and fluency. A minimum score of 2.0 (out of a possible 
3) in each area and a minimum of 2.2 in all the pronunciation 
sections is considered passing. Students scoring below these 
levels on pronunciation will be required to obtain additional 
course work or assistance before retaking the SPEAK. 

ESL students should also be aware that they may not be able 
to complete the program of study within the described 



timeframe. Individual advising is available and is directed 
toward assisting students to be successful. 

ADDITIONAL COSTS 
In addition to regular university costs, students must provide 

their own transportation between the university campus and 
the clinical laboratory areas beginning with the first nursing 
Course. Available public transportation is limited, so provision 
for private transportation is essential. Students are required to 
carry professional liability insurance in specified amounts 
during all periods of clinical experience. 1'his is available W1der a 
group plan at a nominal cost to the student. Health examination 
fees, student uniforms and equipment (wristwatch, scissors, 
stethoscope) are also the responsibility of the student. 

A learning Resources Fee of $45 per semester is charged to 
cover practice and laboratory materials, equipment and 
supplies. The fee is identified with specific courses and is 
payable to the Business Office along with university tuition. 

Standardi,.ed testing fees of approximately $35.00, payable 
directly to the School of Nursing, a.re assessed at the time of 
enrollment in the final semester of nursing studies. 

PROGRAMS OF STUDY 

Prerequisite Courses to Nursing Major 
Prerequisite courses to be completed before enrollment in the 

nursing sequence include: 

Biology 205, 206 (Anatomy and Physiology) 
, Biology 201 (Microbiology) 

Chemistry 105 (Chemistry of life 
, Sociology 330 (The Family) 

Psychology 101 (Introduction to Psychology) 

Semester 
Credit Hours 

4,4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

, Psychology 352 (Development: Infancy to Maturity) 
Intermediate Algebra 

4 
4 

(if two years college prep math nol completed in high schoo/) 
'Basic students - corequisite - see curriculum plan. 

GENERAL UNIVE RSITY CORE REQUIREMENTS 
General university requirements for undergraduate programs 

(Basic, lPN, RN) include the following: 

Anthropology/History/Political Science 
Fine Arts 
English 101 (Composition) 
Literature 
Philosophy (not logic) 
Religion (4 sem. hrs. must be taken at PlU) 
Interim 
PE 
Elective 
Foreign Language 
(if two years nol completed ill high school) 

Semester 
Credit Hours 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 or 8 
4 or 8 

4 
4 
8 

Prerequisite courses may be taken at PlU or at most 
junior/community colleges. Course equivalency sheets are 
available. 

BSN BASIC PROGRAM 
The curriculum plan and its implementation are designed to 

foster growth and to encourage initiative and seli-direction on 
the part of students. In addition to nursing requirements, stu
dents are expected to meet W1iversity requirements. 

Nursing courses must be taken concurrently and in sequence 
as indicated in the sample curriculum, and, if enrolled full-time, 
normally extend over six semesters. Part-time enrollment also is 
possible. For spring semester enrollment the curriculum 
generally follows the fall semester format with modifications as 
necessary to assure completion of all prerequisite courses by the 
time they are needed. 

FIRST YEAR-Pre Nursing 
Fall Semester 

Biology 205 Human Anatomy and Physiology 
Psychology 101 Introduction to Psychology 
English 101 College English 
CURiCore 

Semester 
Credit Hours 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Physical Education 100 Personalized Fitness Program_s ___ l 

1 7  

Interim (optional) 0-4 

Spring Semester 
Chemistry 105 Chemistry of life 
CUR/Core ( Religion) 
Biology 206 Human Anatomy and Physiology 
Elective 
PhySical Education 

SECOND YEAR 
Fa II Semester 

Biology 201 Introductory Microbiology 
CUR/Core 
Psychology 352 Development: Infancy to Maturity 
Nursing 212 Introduction to Heahh Care 
Nursing 251 Commonalities in Nursing I 
Physical Education 

Interim 
Elective 

Spring Semester 
Nursing 232 Pharmacology in NurSing 
Nursing 252 Commonalities in Nursing II 
Nursing 263 Health Assessment 
Nursing 273 Pathophysiology 
CURiCore 
Physical Education 

TIfIRD YEAR 
Fall Semester 

NurSing 322 Psychosocial NurSing: Clinical 
Nursing 324 Psychosocial Nursing 
Nursing 333 Physiological Nursing I 
NurSing 342 Physiological Nursing I: Clinical 
Sociology 330 The Family 

Interim (optional) 

Spring Semester 

4 
4 
4 
4 

__ 1 

17 

4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
1 

17 

4 

4 

2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
1 

1 4  

2 
4 
3 
2 
4 

1 5  

0-4 

Nursing 352 Nursing in the Childbearing Years 2 
Nursing 362 Nursing in the Childbearing Years: Clinical 2 
NurSing 372 Nursing of Children 2 
Nursing 382 Nursing of Children: Clinical 2 
Nursing 392 Nursing Research 2 
CUR/Core ___ 4 

FOURTIf YEAR 
Fall Semester 

NurSing 423 Physiological Nursing II 
Nursing 433 Physiological Nursing II: Clinical 
Nursing 436 Community Health Nursing: Families 
NurSing 453 Community Health Nursing: Clinical 
CUR/Core 

Interjm 
Elective 

Spring Semester 
Nursing 462 Leadership in Nursing 
Nursing 472 Issues and Trends in Nursing 
Nursing 473 Community as Client 
Nursing 474 Nursing Synthesis 

'CUR - general university requirement 

14 

3 
3 
3 
3 

__ 4 

16  

___ 4 

4 

2 
2 
3 

__ 4 

1 1  

A minimum of 128 semester credit hours is required for the 
baccalaureate degree. The sequence of required nursing courses 
comprises 57 semester credit hours. 

BSN SEQUENCE FOR LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES 
This sequence of study is designed to provide career mobility 

for the experienced licensed practical nurse desiring the 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree. The program allows 
students the opportunity to validate prior knowledge and 
clinical competence, enabling progression through the BSN 
curriculum within a twenty-four month period following 
completion of prerequisite courses, when enrolled full-time. 
Part-time enrollment options also are available. 

Prospective students are encouraged to seek early 
advisement to reduce time spent in completing prerequisites 
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and facilitate progress. Some of the courses have special 
sections for enrolled LPNs. Also, efforts are made to arrange 
class times to accommodate sc.hedules of LPNs who are 
working. 

Admission/Transfer 
Admission to PLU is required before making formal 

application to the School of Nursing. Licensed practical nurses 
who began their higher education at other accredited colleges or 
universities may apply for admission with advanced standing. A 
grade point average of 2.5 is required by the Sc.hool of Nursing. 
The university graduation math requirement (two years of 
college prep math or an approved math course at the 
baccalaureate level) must be met before admission. 

Transfer Credit 
A minimum grade of C in college courses is required for 

transfer of credit. Transfer into PLU with junior standing (60 
semester credit hours) reduces the Religion and the Interim 
requirements ITom 8 to 4 semester credit hours each. A 
maximum of 64 semester (96 quarter) credit hours of community 
college work is tran�ferable. A quarter credit hour is the 
equivalent of two-thirds a semester credit hour.  To qualify as 
degree candidates, students must take the final 32 semester 
hours in residence at PLU. 

Advanced Placement 
Non-nu.rsing 
Advanced placement may be available through national 

standardized or departmental examinations. Inquiries should be 
directed to the Office of Admissions or the department or school 
offering the particular subject. 

Nursing 
LPNs may receive credit by examination for selected courses. 

Each student is individually counselled regarding the 
appropriateness of seeking such credit .  Eligibility for the clinical 
proficiency examination is determined by the faculty and is 
based on documentation of significant work and/or student 
experience in the specific area. Exams must be successfully 
passed to receive the credit .  

The following ACT/PEP' standardized tests are available and, 
if successfully completed (45 or above), provide credit for the 
nursing course(s) indicated: 

1. Fundamentals of NurSing - Exam #403 -Nursing 251 
(Commonalities in Nursing I) 

2. Commonalities in Nursing Area B - Exam #478 - see #3 
3. If  Exams #403 and #478 are successfully passed, the LPN 

student is eligible to take a Nursing Clinical Proficiency 
Exam which will allow credit for Nursing 252 (Commonalities 
in Nursing II) .  

• ACTIPEP exams are offered at specific testing sites throughout 
the state and country including PLU On scheduled dates as well 
as by the military ""vices. Pre-registration is required. Study 
guides, testing dates, and registration packets are available in 
the School of Nursin,:;. 

FIRST YEAR 

LPN to BSN Program of Study 
Full-Time Sequence' 

Credil by examination (Polmlial) 
Nursing 251 Commonalities I 
Nursing 252 Commonalities IJ 
(Complete during spring before �innillg classes) 

Fall 
Nursing 212 Introduction to Health Care 
Nursing 263 Health Assessment 
Nursing 273 Pathophysiology 
Nu.rsing 232 Pharmacology in NurSing 
General University Requirement (GUR) 

Interim 
Interim Requirement 

Spring 
Nursing 324 Psychosocial NurSing 
Nursing 322 Psychosocial Nursing: Clinical 
Nursing 333 Physiological Nursing 1 
Nursing 342 Physiological Nursing I: Clinical 
GUR 

Summer 
GUR and/or Sociology 330 The Family 

Semester 
Credit Hours 

2 
2 

2 
2 
3 
2 

4 

4 
2 
3 
2 
4 

4 

SECOND YEAR 
Fall 

Nursing 352 Nursing in the Childbearing Years 
Nursing 362 Nursing in the Childbearing Years: 

Clinical 
Nursing 372 Nursing of Children 
Nursing 382 Nursing of Children: Clinical 
Nursing 392 Nursing Research 
GUR 

Interim 
Interim Requirement or GUR 

Spring 
Nursing 423 Physiological Nursing I I  
Nursing 433 Physiological Nursing I I :  Clinical 
Nursing 436 Community Health NurSing: 

Families 
NurSing 453 Community Health Nursing: 

Clinical 

Summer 
Nursing 462 Leadership in Nursing 
Nursing 472 Issues and Trends in Nursing 
Nursing 473 Community as Client 
Nursing 474 Nursing Synthesis 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
4 

3 
3 

3 

3 

2 
2 
3 
4 

Part-time programs of study are available according to 
student need within the ITamework of the curriculum. An 
appointment should be made with the LPN-BSN Coordinator to 
develop an individualized plan for program completion. 

BSN SEQUENCE FOR REGISTERED NURSES 

Registered nurses, graduates ITom NLN and state-approved 
associate degree and diploma programs, are encouraged to 
pursue the Bachelor of Science in Nursing at Pacific Lutheran 
University. RN students meet the same requirements as basic 
students. Most are admitted with advanced standing, having 
completed academic coursework elsewhere. A number of the 
required nursing courses have special sections for enrolled RN 
students. Schedules are arranged to accommodate the working 
nurse with many courses being taught in concentrated blocks of 
time. 

Prospective students are encouraged to seek early 
advisement to reduce time spent in completing prerequisites 
and facilitate progress. Once general university requirements 
and prerequisites have been met, the prognm may be 
completed in 12 months with full-time enrollment. Various part
time options are available. 

Transfer Credit 
Registered nurses who began their higher education at other 

accredited colleges or universities may apply for transfer credit .  
A grade point average of 2.5 is required by the School of 
Nursing. A minimum grade of C in college courses is required 
for t ransfer of credit. A maximum of 64 semester (96 quarter) 
credit hours of community college work is transferable. A 
quarter credit hour is the equivalent of two-thirds of a semester 
credit hour. To qualify as degree candidates, students must take 
the final 32 semester hours in residence at PLU. A total of 128 
semester credit hours are required for graduation. 

Advanced Placement 
Non-Nursing 
Advanced placement may be available through national 

standardized or departmental examinations. Inquiries should be 
directed to the Office of Admissions and/or the department or 
school offering the particular subject. 

Nursing 
The following cOurses are waived for registered nurse 

students: 
Nursing 232 Pharmacology in Nursing 2 
Nursing 251 Commonalit ies in NurSing I 2 
Nursing 252 Commonalities in Nursing I I  2 

6 

RN students may earn credit by examination for the following 
courses: 

Nursing 322 Psychosocial: Clinical 
Nursing 324 Psychosocial: Theory 
Nursing 352 Nursing in Childbearing Years 
Nursing 362 Nursing in Childbea.ring: Clinical 
Nursing 372 Nursing of Children 
Nursing 382 Nursing of Children: Theory 
Nursing 333 Physiological Nursing I 
Nursing 342 Physiological Nursing I: Clinical 
Nursing 423 Physiological Nursing II 

Semester 
Credit Hours 

2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
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Nursing 433 Physiological Nursing II: Clinical 
Nursing 474 Nursing Synthesis 

3 
4 

29 

Other opportunities to earn credit by examination may be 
available on an individual basis based on prior coursework and 
experience, but at least 32 semester credit hours must be taken 
at PLU. 

The following ACT/PEP standardized tests are available and, 
if successfully completed, provide credit for t he nursing cou.rse 
is indicated: 

I. Health Support: Area II - Exam #577 - Nursing 333/342 
(Physiological Nursing I: Theory and Clinical) 

2. Maternal and Child Nursing (Baccalaureate Level) - Exam 
#457 - Nursing 3521362 (Nursing in the Childbearing Years: 
Theory and Clinical) and NurSing 3721382 (N ursing of 
Children: Theory and Clinical) 

3. Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing - Exam #503 - Nursing 
324/322 ( Psychosocial Nursing: Theory and Clinical) 

4. Adult NurSing - Exam #554 - Nursing 423 (Physiological 
Nursing II: Theory) 

If Exam #554 is successfully passed, the RN student is eligible 
to take a Nursing Clinical Proficiency Exam which will allow 
credit for Nursing 433 (Physiological Nursing II: Clinical). 

Receipt of credit by examination for NurSing 474 (N ursing 
Synthesis) involves the development of a portfolio documenting 
prevIous work experiences which meet the course objectives. 

jf a "Pass" grade or above (45 if ACT/PEP) is not achieved on 
the deSignated test or if the RN student elects not to seek credit 
by examination, the student must enroll in the course as offered. 

ACTIPEP exams should be taken before beginning the RN 
sequence or, if such a plan is not possible, before the 
subsequent courses for wh ich they are prerequisite. The tests 
are available at a number of testing sites throughout the state 
and country including PLU with pre-registration required. 
Specific registration materials, study guides, and testing dates 
are available from the School of Nursing. (The proficiency exam 
for Nursing 433 and development of the portfolio for Nursing 
474 will take place at the designated time during the program 
sequence.) 

Program of Study 
Full-Time Sequel/c£ 

Fall Semester 
Enroll 

Semester 
Credit Hour 

Nursing 263 Health Assessment 
Nursing 273 Pathophysiology 
Nursing 212 Introduction to Health Care 
Religion or Sociology 330 The Family 

or Psychology 352 Development: Infancy to Mat urity 

Clinical Proficiency Exam 
NurSing 433 Physiological Nursing U: Clinical 

Interim 
Interim Requirement 

Spring Semester 
Enroll 
Nursing 392 Nursing Research 
Nursing 436 Community Health Nursing 

2 
3 
2 
4 

1 1  

4 

2 
3 
3 NurSing 453 Community Health Nursing: Clinical 

Religion or Elective -----1.:i 
10- 12 

Complete Portfolio 
Nursing 474 Nursing Synthesis 

Summer 
Enroll 
Nursing 462 Leadership in Nursing 
NurSing 472 Issues and Trends 
NurSing 473 Community as Client 

Various part-time options are available and can be worked 
out on an individual basis. 

OTHER SCHOOL OF NURSING PROGRAMS 

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Consult the Graduate Catalog for details of the program 

leading to the degree of Master of Science in Nursing and/or 

2 
2 
3 
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contact the School of Nursing Graduate Program (535-8872). 

SCHOOL NURSE CERTIFICATION 
Contact the School of NurSing School Nurse Program (535-

8872). 

WORKSHOPS AND SHORT COURSES 
Contact the School of Nursing Continuing Nursing Education 

Program (535-7683). 

The infonnation contained herein reflects an accurate picture of 
the program of study leading to a Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing degree from Pacific Lutheran University at the time of 
publication. However, the universit y reserves the right to make 
necessary changes in procedures, policies, and curriculum. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
100 MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY 
Study of over 350 word elements and the application of those 
terms in understanding over 10,000 complex medical words in 
t heir appropriate context. Application of these terms to anatomical 
and pharmacological references. ( 1 )  

212 INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH CARE 
Socio-cultural political, economic, ethical, and legal issues influ
encing contemporary health care. Focus on major health problems 
and health Care delivery systems. Historical perspectives and 
trends in professional nursing and nursing education. Prerequi
site: Sophomore standing in Nursing. (2) 

232 PHARMACOLOGY IN NURSING 
Focuses on pharmacological principles of the major drug classes 
using a systems approach. Emphasis on pharmacokinet ics, 
mechanisms of action, undesirable effects, and nursing implica
tions. Discussion of client teaching and nursing responsibilities 
regarding the administration of medication. Prerequisite: 251. Pre
or corequisite: 273. (2) 

251 COMMONALITIES IN NURSING I 
Introduction to the use of the nursing process and psychomotor 
skills in client care. Opportunities to practice nursing skills in the 
nursing laboratory and selected clinical settings. Prerequisites: 
BIOL 205-206, CHEM 1 05, PSYC 101. (2) 

252 COMMONALITIES IN NURSING II 
Emphasis on the role of the professional nurse in implementation 
of the nursing process. Selected clinical experiences with adults in 
extended health care facilities. Prerequisites: BIOL 201, PSYC352, 
NURS 251. Prior or concurrent enrollment in NURS 232, 273. (2) 

263 HEALTH ASSESSMENT 
HeaIth assessment of ch ildren and adults. Emphasis on inter
viewing skills a_nd physical, developmental, and psychosocial 
assessment techniques as part of the nursing process. Prereq ui
sites: BIOL 205, 206, CHEM 105, NURS 212, 251. (2) 

273 PATHOPHYSIOLOGY 
Pathophysiological concepts associated with human responses to 
real and potential threats to health. Immune response, reaction to 
injury and infection, pain, disturbances of circulation and respira
tion, neurological dysfunction and abnormal cell growth as 
clinical manifestations of selected disorders organized around a 
framework of categories of human functioning. Open to non
majors. Prerequisites: BIOL 201, 205, 206. (3) 

322 PSYCHOSOCIAL NURSING: CLINICAL 
Clinical application of the nursing process to promote optimal 
mental health for clients along the mental health-illness con
tinuum. Emphasis on implementing a variety of therapeutic 
techniques and nursing interventions including therapeutic 
communication. Prereq uisites: PSYC 352, prior or concurrent 
enrollment in NURS 324. (2) 

324 PSYCHOSOCIAL NURSING 
Use of the nursing process in the promotion of mental health for 
clients along the mental health-illness continuum. A holistic 
approach to understanding a variety of nursing interventions and 
other contemporary therapeutic modalities in the treatment of 
clients with mental health problems. Introduction to selected 
acute and chronic psychiatric disorders. Prerequisites: 232, 252, 
263, 273, PSYC 352. (4) 

333 PHYSIOLOGICAL NURSING I 
Basic interruptions in the bio-psychosocial processes with resul
tant health deviations. Focus on selected pathophysiologic dis
orders of adults with nursing interventions to facilitate adaptation 
and restoration to maximum level of well ness. Holistic approach 
to meeting needs of clients and families. Teaching and learning 
strategies for health promotion, restoration, and maintenance. 
Prereq uisites: 232, 252, 263, 273. (3) 
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342 PHYSIOLOGICAL NURSING I: CLINICAL 
Clinical application of concepts of pathophysiology and psycho
pathology to the care of adult clients in hospital settings. The 
nursing process as framework for professional practice. Prerequi
sites: Prior Or concurrent enrollment in 333. (2) 

352 NURSING IN THE CHILDBEARING 
YEARS 

Individual and family adaptations throughout the pregnancy 
cycle. Physiological and psychosocial-cultural aspects of child
bearing. Prerequisites: 322, 32'l. 333, 342; SOCI 330 (2) 

362 NURSING IN THE CHILDBEARING 
YEARS: CLINICAL 

Clinical application of maternal newborn theory and skills in 
hospital. clinic, community and home environments. Prerequi
sites: Prior or concurrent enrollment in 352. (2) 

372 NURSING OF CHILDREN 
Nursing and health care of children from infancy t hrough adole
scence. Childhood needs, childbearing practices, and parental 
roles. Prerequisites: 322, 324, 333, 342, SOCI 330. (2) 

382 NURSING OF CHILDREN: CLINICAL 
Clinical application of pediatric t heory and skills in acute, primary 
care, and community facilities. Prerequisites: Prior or concurrent 
enrollment in 372. (2) 

392 NURSING RESEARCH 
Ilntroduction to the research process and basic research skills. 
Includes purposes of nursing research, problem identification. 
hypothesis generation and testing. research design, critique 
process and use of research in nursing. Prerequisites: Have 
completed 3rd semester of nursing sequence or with permission of 
Admissions Committee. (2) 

423 PHYSIOLOGICAL NURSING II 
Selected complex pathophysiological disorders of a life t hreaten
ing or chronically disabling nature in adults. Nursing interventions 
based on understanding the bio-psycho-social disruptions and 
means of restoring balance to attain optimal level of functioning. 
Prerequisites: 322, 324, 333, 342. 352, 362. 372, 382. (3) 

433 PHYSIOLOGICAL NURSING II: 
CLINICAL 

Clinical application of bio-psycho-social, cult ural. and spiritual 
concepts in the care of adult clients in acute care settings. Use of 
the nursing process and emphasis on cognitive, interpersonal. and 
psychomotor/tech nological skills. Prerequisites: Prior or con
current enrollment in 423. (3) 

436 COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING: 
FAMILIES 

Application of family t heory and nursing models to the analysis of 
needs and care of family clients in community settings. Identifica
,tion of major public health problems, levels of prevention, health 
seeking behaviors, healt h screening. and nursing management of 
high-risk families. Prerequisites: 322, 324, 333, 342, 352. 362. 372. 
382. SOCI 330. (3) 

453 COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING: 
CLINICAL 

Clinical application of professional and technical skills in the care 
of families in community health agencies. Implementation of 
complex nursing intervent ions in the home and ambulatory care 
settings. Refinement of interviewing and case management skills. 
Opport unity for independent judgment and decision making. 
Prerequisites: Prior or concurrent enrollment in 436. (3) 

462 LEADERSHIP IN NURSING 
Analysis of professional roles and functions in health care delivery 
systems. Evaluation of the impact of organizational st ructures on 
professional nursing practice. Leadership and management styles, 
concepts of power and aut hority. Prerequisites: 423, 433, 436, 453. 
(2) 

472 ISSUES AND TRENDS IN NURSING 
Analysis and evaluation of the impact of selected socio-economic, 
ethico-legaL and political aspects on professional n ursing practice. 
Professional issues including entry level, credentialing. quality 
asurance, ethical decision-making and life-long learning. Pre
requisites: 423, 433, 436, 453. (2) 

473 COMMUNITY AS CLIENT (CLINICAL) 
Nursing strategies for problem solving in community or public 
'health environments. Focus on community assessment, health 
planning. application of the change process, and health education 
for high-risk groups. Prerequisites: 436, 453, prior or concurrent 
enrollment in 462. (3) 

474 NURSING SYNTHESIS 
SynthesiS of critical thinking. independent judgment, decision 
making. technical and leadership skills in the delivery of health 
care in acute or chronic situations. Prerequisites: 423, 433, prior or 
concurrent registration in 462. 473. (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Prerequisite: Permission of the dean. ( I  -4) 

493 INTERNSHIP ABROAD 

511 SCHOOL NURSING I 
Application of the nursing process to problems common to the 
K- 1 2  school age population and prevalent in the school environ
ment. Nurses' roles in the development and implementation of 
school health programs. Assessment of the school age child, 
growth and development, screening. the exceptional child, school 
administration, school law, role implementation. (3) 

512 SCHOOL NURSING II 
Leadership and management role development of the nurse in 
school health programs. Focus on development of strategies to 
assist students and teachers in preventing or identifying special 
problems as well as professional and community resources for 
support and treatment. Prerequisite: 52 1 .  (3) 

521 SCHOOL NURSING I PRACTICUM 
Integration of content from School Nursing I into the practice 
setting. Prerequisite: 5 1 1 .  (3) 

522 SCHOOL NURSING II PRACTICUM 
Integration of content from School Nursing II into the practice 
setting with accompanying one semester hour seminar to discuss 
ongOing development and analysis of the school nurSe role, and 
relevant issues. PrerequiSites: 5 1 2, 52"1 . (2) 

530 CONTINUITY OF CARE CLINICAL 
NURSE SPECIALIST ROLE 

Focus on continuity of care specialist role development empha
sizing subroles: expert practitioner, consultant, educator, leader, 
and research. In-depth study leads to development of a role 
specific practice framework. (2) 

531 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION FOR 
CONTINUITY OF CARE 

Critical analysis of nursing and other health related t heoretical 
models underlying advanced practice of the continuity of care 
nurse specialist. In-depth exploration of requisites pertaining to 
chronic conditions for advanced practice: clincial specialization 
skills, nursing case management, discharge planning. quality 
a.ssurance, and systems analysis. (3) 

532 FOCUSED STUDY IN CLINICAL 
SPECIALIZA TION 

In-depth study of the demographics and epidemiologic trends; 
clinical management and standards; and key agencies related to 
selected chronic conditions. Clinical experiences include applica
tion of a defined framework for practice in care delivery for 
chronically ill client/patient groups. (3) 

533 CONTINUITY OF CARE PRACTICUM 
Application of advanced practice skills with defined client groups. 
Focus on demonstration of expert practitioner and management 
skills for continuing care of clien ts and families during transitions 
along the wellness-illness continuum to insure quality, compre
hensive, accessible health care and effective/efficient organization 
of resources, and services. Prerequisite or concurrent with 532. (3) 

534 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR 
CONTINUITY OF CARE 

Synthesize theoretical models, clinical parameters, and program 
planning prinCiples. Develop a continuity of care model addressing 
access across agency boundaries within t h e  context of a 
client/family-oriented system. Prerequisite or concurrent with 
533. (3) 

540 ROLE OF THE NURSE SPECIALIST 
In-depth exploralion of the role of nurse specialists. Role theory 
examined and applied in the study of role components with 
emphasis on expert practitioner, administrator, educator, and 
researcher. (2) 

541 EPIDEMIOLOGY AND CONTINUITY O F  
CARE 

Presentation of epidemiological concepts and methodologies. 
Exploration of various approaches in the surveillance and control 
of chronic and communicable diseases. Focus on high-risk 
populations and problems of national and international concern. 
(2) 



542 COMPLEX CARE IN THE HOME 
Exploration of the utilization of current technology in providing 
increasingly complex care in a home setting. Methods for provid
ing nutrition, pain relief, chemotherapy, hydration, and psycho
social support within a therapeutic nursing framework. (2) 

543 NURSING CARE AND CULTURALLY 
DIVERSE POPULA nONS 

Comparative analysis of health beliefs and Care practices of 
western and non-western cultures. Seminar discussions focus on a 
cross-cultural view of nursing concepts and professional practices 
related to values, beliefs, and techniques. Exploration of trans
cultural caring and curing role behavior and the processes of 
socialization into those roles. Contemporary theory and research 
methods for the study of nursing care components are an 
important part of the course. (2) 

544 NURSING CARE OF THE CHEMICALLY 
DEPENDENT CLIENT 

Nursing care of individuals who are chemically dependent. Care 
within the framework of the nursing processess, including the 
dimensions of assessment, nursing diagnosis, planning, imple
mentation, and evaluation of care. The physical, social, psycho
logical, behavioral, and environmental dimensions of lifestyle as 
these relate to the pattern of dependency which clients and their 
families manifest. Community resources for primary, secondary, 
and tertiary care will be explored with respect to services 
provided and criteria for client access to these services. Inter
disciplinary interventions for chemical dependency will be 
presented as options for nursing referral or consultation. (2) 

545 LIFE, DEATH, AND PUBLIC POLICY 
A foundation course for nurses who will participate in all aspects 
of public policy and for those who strive to be public policy 
leaders. Focus on the interrelationships among the policy process, 
the role of the nurse, and the delivery of health care. Students 
analyze health care policy from socioeconomic, ideological, politi
cal, and technological perspectives. Students will acquire skills in 
policy analysis, strategic planning for improving health care 
policy, and political participation to advance the profession of 
nursing. (2) 

546 FAMILIES AND CHRONIC ILLNESS 
THROUGH THE LIFE SPAN 

Analysis of family theory and chronic illness literature using a life 
span approach. Critique of health care resources for families with 
chronic illness in relation to continuity of care. Exploration of 
family nursing principles and nursing research challenges. (2) 

547 SOCIAL SUPPORT AND NURSING CARE 
In troduction to the conceptual and research basis for social 
support as an important component in the delivery of nursing care 
of various consumer groups such as chronically ill, maternity, 
pediatric, and geriatric clients/patients. (2) 

548 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOR 
NURSING 

Examination of the theory and practice of curriculum develop
ment and evaluation. Students function in the role of a faculty 
member to plan a curriculum, develop individual courses, and 
explore methods for course and curriculum evaluation. (2) 

549 TEACHING IN SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
Theoretical and philosophical principles of the teaching/learning 
process. Teaching strategies for the classroom, clinical, and 
learning resources center settings will be examined. The process of 
se.If and student evaluations will be analyzed. Supervised teaching 
experience included. (2) 

556 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FOR 
HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS 

Concepts and processes of financial management for planning, 
control, and decision making for managers in health care organi
zations. Introduction to the language of financial management, 
economics; business plan and budget preparation; variance and 
trends analysis; issues of cost, quality, and productivity. Computer 
experience. (3) 

559 NURSING ADMINISTRA nON 
PRACTICUM 

Integration of content from area of concentration into practice. 
Focus on role development and analysis, issues related to the role, 
leadership and theory application in a practice setting. Prerequi
sites: 556, 575; BUSA 550, 554. (6) 

571 RESEARCH IN NURSING I 
An overview of the research process and its application to nurSing 
practice. Emphasis on evaluation of current research in nursing. 
Prerequisite or concurren t:  573. (2) 

572 RESEARCH IN NURSING II 
Cont inuat ion of Research in Nursing I .  Focus on research 
methodologies, data co.Ilection, statistical strategies, data analysis, 
computer use in nursing research, and proposal development. 
Prerequisite: 571 .  (3) 

573 MODELS AND THEORIES OF NURSING 
Focus on the current state of theory development in nursing. 
Includes the analysis and evaluation of nursing models and 
theories with discussion of their relevance to nursing science and 
practice. (2) 

574 ADVANCED NURSING CONCEPTS 
Exploration of advanced concepts affecting nursing and client 
care in the health care delivery system. Students conduct in-depth 
critical analysis of selected concepts in area of clinical interest. 
Prerequisite: 573. (2) 

575 NURSING LEADERSHIP AND 
MANAGEMENT 

AnalysiS of principles and processes of management in an 
increasingly complex health care context. Functions of planning, 
organizing, staHing, directing, and controlling, and selected issues 
in health care-communication, delegat ion, power, values, 
marketing and structure-are examined with emphaSiS on leader
ship skill acquisition. (3) 

599 THESIS 
Application of the research process under the guidance of a faculty 
committee. May involve replication of a previous study, secondary 
analysis of research data, an evaluation research project, or an 
original investigation. (2-6) 

Philosophy 
Philosophy is the parent academic discipline that 
gave birth to today's variety of arts and sciences. 
It examines basic issues in all fields and explores 
connections among diverse areas of life. In 
philosophy the most fundamental and enduring 
of questions are addressed: How can human 
beings gain knowledge about their world? What 
limits are there to that knowledge? What is the 
u ltimate nature of the universe? In particular, 
what is the nature of the human person, and 

what role or purpose is ours? How should we 
live? Are there moral, aesthetic, and religious 
values that can be adopted rationally and used to 
guide our decisions? Study in philosophy 
acquaints students with major rival views of the 
world, encourages them to think precisely and 
systematically, and helps them to see life 
critically, appreciatively, and whole. 
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FACULTY 
Cooper, Chair, Arbaugh, Corlett, McKenna, Menzel, 
Myrbo, Nordby. 

USES OF PHILOSOPHY 
Courses in philosophy meet the needs of a variety of stu

dents: ( 1 )  those who desire some knowledge of philosophy as a 
basic element in liberal education; (2) those who wish to pursue 
some special interest, for example, in ethics, science, religion, the 
history of thought, or the ideas of particuLar men or peoples; (3) 
those who wish to support their work in other fields, for example, 
literat ure, history, religion, the sciences, education, or business; 
(4) those who pLan to use a major in philosophy as preparation 
for graduate or professional study in another field, for example, 
theology, medicine, or law; and (5) those who plan to do gradu
ate work in philosophy itself, usually with the intention of teach
ing in the field. 

Undergrad uate study in philosophy does not train one speci
fically for a. first job. I t  does provide exposure to important 
perspectives, as well as basic skills in interpretat ion, critical 
think ing and problem solving, research, analysis, and writing. 
These-usually coupled with specia lized training in other 
disciplines-fit one for a great variety of positions of vocational 
responsibility. In most careers, persons with the highest 
potential for advancement are not t hose with the most 
specialized training, but those with the perspective, flexibility 
and depth, and skills in thought and communication provided 
by a liberal study such as philosophy. 

SUPPORTING PROGRAMS IN PHILOSOPHY 
FOR OTHER FIELDS 

Students using philosophy to support primary work in other 
fields may elect a minor or major or some other combination of 
courses of interest. On approval of the department, one course 
(4 hours) in another field of study may be used for the philo
sophy m.ajor if it has a direct relationship to the student's indi
vidual philosophy program. 

Both how philosophy relates to a variety of careers and what 
specific programs of study are recommended to support work 
in other disciplines are described in separate brochures avail
able in the departmental office. These include business, com
puter science, education, fine arts, health professions, law and 
public policy, social work, social and natural sciences, and 
theological studies. 

A DISTINGUISHED PROGRAM 
PLU's department of philosophy offers a distinctive course of 

studies. The permanent faculty all hold the doctorate, have 
studied at leading institutions in this country and abroad, and 
have participated in professional programs in the United States 
and Europe. All students, especially majors and minors, receive 
individual attention and assistance. 

INTERIM OFFERINGS 
Special interim courses at PLU explore a variety of philosophical 

topics. Courses are innovative and unusual, often interdisci
plinary in nature, and involve students in the expertly guided 
exploration of issues that do not always fit well into the regular 
school year. In recent years, on-campus studies have been con
cerned with social and legal philosophy, war and morality, bio
medical et hics, religion and science, and the computer 
revolution. 

UNIVERSITY CORE REQUIREMENT 
The general university core requirement of four hours in 

philosophy may be satisfied by any course offered except 100 
Reasoning, 121 Critical Thinking and Writing, and 233 In!roductio" to 
Logic. A variety of 2-4 credit hour courses dealing with moral 
issues, 226 Moral Problems, 323 Health Care Eth ics, 325 Bllsinrss 
Ethics, 326 Moral Problems in the Social Seroicrs, and 328 Philo
sophical lssues in the Law, satisfy this requirement only if 225 
Ethical Theory (2 hours) is also taken. The initial course in philo
sophy is customarily 101, 125, or 225, though rarely are these 
particular courses strictly a prerequisite for another course. 300-
level courses are especially suited for students with particular 
interests. Faculty consent may be required for registration in 
some courses. 

MINOIC 16 semester hours of approved philosophy courses; 
for transfer students, at least 8 hours must be taken at PLU. 
Students considering a minor should discuss their personal 
goals with departmental faculty. If they elect a minor, they 
should formally declare this with the registrar and the 
department chair. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: Minimum of 28 semester 
hours, including 233 Logic and any two of the four courses in the 
history of philosophy sequence (331 Ancient Philosophy, 332 

Medieval Philosophy, 333 Modem Philosophy, 335 Contemporary 
Philosophy). On approval of the department, one course (4 hours) 
in another field of study may be used for the philosophy major 
if it  has a direct relationship to the student's individual philo
sophy program. Transfer students will normally take 16 or more 
of their 28 hours at PLU. Students intending to major in philo
sophy must formally declare this with the registrar and the 
department chair, and choose a departmental adviser. 

HONORS MAJOR: 
1. 28 semester hours in philosophy, including 233 Logic, at least 

two courses in the history of philosophy (331, 332, 333, 335), 
and 493 Senior Research Seminar. 

2. a senior thesis (part of 493), a research paper under the 
s upervision of one or more faculty members. 

3. a comprehensive senior examination. Performance on this 
examination will determine One third of the student's grade 
in the Senior Research Seminar. 

4. completion of the departmental reading program of primary 
sources. Honors majors in philosophy are expected to read 
and discuss a number of classical works under the personal 
supervision of various members of the faculty. Not all works 
wil.! be additions to course materials; some will also be 
covered in regular courses, and these may be read and 
discussed simultaneously with class study. With 
departmental approval, the standard list may be modified in 
accordance with special needs or interests. The list should be 
secured at an early date from the departmental office. It is 
best that the reading program not be concentrated into a 
single semester but pursued at a leisurely pace over an 
extended period. 

5. at  least a 3.30 grade point average in philosophy courses. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
1 00 REASONING 
Development of reasoning skills and an appreciation for the 
diverse areas to which they apply, for example, in religion, 
literature, science, and computer language. Students learn how to 
ask clear questions, recognize and evaluate assumptions, and 
avoid errors of reasoning in arguments. Does not satisfy philoso
phy core requirement. I II (2) 

1 01 PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES 
Perennial philosophical issues, systems, and thinkers; the nature 
of knowledge, the function of science, values, human nature and 
its social implications, religion and k nowledge of God. Develop
ment of critical and systematic philosophical thinking about all 
issues. I I I  (4) 

121 CRITICAL THINKING AND WRITING 
Development of the ability to organize and write clear, direct 
English, and to evaluate explanations critically. The uses and 
abu.ses of language and argument among contentious, prejudiced, 
and superstitious people. Reasoning and writing about unusual 
natural p henomena, public policy decisions, and other topics of 
interest. Does not satisfy the philosophy core requirement. Does 
satisfy the English writing requirement. I U (4) 

125 MORAL PHILOSOPHY 
Major moral systems of Western civilization; intensive examina
tion of some contem porary moral ,theories; critical application to 
selected m oral problems. I II (4) 

225 ETHICAL THEORY 
Examination of major moral systems of Western civilization and 
some contemporary ethical theories. Must be taken concurrently 
with or before 226, 325, 326, 328, or 323-1, II, III, rv in order to use 
t hose courses for the philosophy core requirement. I II (2) 

226 MORAL PROBLEMS 
Critical application of major historic and contempoary ethical 
t heories to a broad range of selected moral problems. For 
philosophy core requirement only when paired with 225. U (2) 

233 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC 
A study of the principles of argument and proof using both nat ural 
deduction and axiomatic a pproaches. An introduction to the use 
of first order logic in ordinary reasoning and cognitive disciplines, 
and to the properties of ,formal systems such as consistency and 
completeness. Includes an introduction to inductive inference. 
Does not satisfy philosophy core requirement. I (4) 

323 HEALTH CARE ETHICS 
Moral problems in health care relationships and delivery systems, 
considered in relation to fundamental ethical themes and theories 
generally. Taught in 1 -2 hour units, in divisions such as: 

A Infonned Consent. Special settings of therapy, research, 
prisons, mental incompetence. 



B. Choosing Death. Valuing life, defining death, "extra
ordinary means," "killing" vs. '1etting die." 

C. Infants and Children. Consent and valuing life in new
born care, prenantal diagnosis, child research. 

D. Distributing Scarce Resources. Equal access rights, pre-
vention/treatment, life-style effects, etc. 

Not for philosophy core requirement unless paired with 225. I, II, 
and occasionally Interim 0-4). 

325 BUSINESS ETHICS 
An examination, in the context of various ethical th eories, of the 
moral va lues implicit and explicit in the free ent erprise system; an 
assessment of some particular moral problems confronted in 
employer-employee relations, advertising, managerial decisions, 
and corporate social responsibilities. For philosophy core require
ment only when paired with 225. I (2) 

326 MORAL PROBLEMS IN THE SOCIAL 
SERVICES 

An examination of governmental social services i n  relation to 
moral justiCl�, moral rights, and human well-being; particular 
issues such as abortion, suicide, welfare rights, and counseling 
methods. For philosophy core requirement only when paired with 
225. II a/y (2) 

328 PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES IN THE LAW 
An examination of philosophical issues in law using actual cases as 
well as philosophical writings. Topics include contract law, 
sentencing practices, tort liability, and various criminal law 
defenses. Philosophical themes include natural law and legal 
positivism, and moral reasoning about individual rights. For 
philosophy core requirement only when paired with 225. Pre- or 
co-requisite: one other course in philosophy or legal studies. I (4) 

331 ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY 
The development of philosophical thought and method from the 
Pre socratic period to the end of the fourth century A.D. Special 
emphasis is given to tbe philosophies of Plato and Aristotle. I a/y 
(4) 

332 MEDlEV AL PHILOSOPHY 
The development of philosophy from Augustine to Ockham. 
Scru tiny of the sources and nature of the Thomistic synt hesis, and 
the reaction to it i n  the work of Duns Scot us and William Ockham. 
I a/y (4) 

333 MODERN PHIWSOPHY 
The development of philosophy from the seventeenth through 
t he early nineteenth centuries; continental rationalism, British 
empiricism, and German idealism; Descart es, Spinoza, Leibniz, 
Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, Fich te, Schopenhauer, and Hegel. I I  
a / y  (4) 

335 CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY 
The development of philosophy from the late nineteenth century 
to the present; may include pragmatism, empiricism, process 
philosophy, existentialism and analysis as developed by Mill, 
James, Dewey, Whitehead, Sartre, Russell, Ayer, and Wittgenstein. 
Prerequisite: one previous philosophy course. II a/y (4) 

338 KIERKEGAARD AND EXISTENTIALISM 
Modern existentialism, its main t hemes, and their relation to other 
philosophical traditions; its impact on such fields as theology, 
literature, and psychology. ufe and thought of two key figures: 
Soren Kierkegaard and Jean-Paul Sartre; related thinkers including 
Nietzsche, Heidegger, Jaspers, Tillich, Buber, Camus, and Marcel. I 
a/y (4) 

340 PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 
The general charac ter, fundamental concepts, methods, and 
Significance of modern science; some attention to specific a reas of 
science: physical, biological, social; the implications of  science and 
scientific methodology forethica� aesthet ic, and religious values. I 
a/y (4) 

341 PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS: SET 
THEORY 

A study of the historical development and basic concepts of set 
theory and the foundations of  mathematics. The relationship of 
logic and set theory to the basic concepts of number and infinity; 
the philosophical implications of this rdationship. Set theoreticaI 
paradoxes and proposed solutions. Prerequisite: MATH 128 or 
higher math course. Counts 2 hours toward philosophy Core 
requirement when taken in addition to 225 or 233. \1 a/y (2) 

342 PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS: 
GODEL AND TRUTH 

A study of the traditional accounts of the nature of  mathematical 
entities and mathematicaI truth according t o  logicism, formalism, 
and intuitionism. A study ofGode!'s Incompleteness Proof and its 
significance for these accounts. Prerequisite: 233 or consent of  
instructor. Counts 2 hours toward philosophy core requirement 
when taken in addition to 225 or 233. II a/y (2) 

350 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION 
Classical and contemporary views of traditional religious prob
lems: the existence of God, religious experience, revelation, 
immortality, and oth ers. Prerequisite: one previous philosoph y  or 
religion course. 11 (4) 

351 THEORY OF VALUE 
The nature of human values, cont emporary discussion concerning 
the subjective or objective, absol ute or relative character of  such 
values as the good and the right, the beautiful and the holy; the 
origin of values, their place in a world of fact, human k nowledge of 
them; the character and use of the language of evaluation. 
Prereq uisite: 101, 125, or 225, or consent of instructor. II a/y (4) 

352 AESTHETICS 
Analysis of the aesthetic experience and its relationship to the fine 
arts, literature, science, and morality; the crite.ria and concepts 
employed in artistic expression and aesthetic evaluation. U a/y (4) 

435 ADVANCED SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY 
Topic to be announced at the time the course is offered, normally 
some aspect of contemporary philosophy. Prerequisite: consent of 
instructor. (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT READlNG AND 
RESEARCH 

Prerequisite: departmental consent. I 1 1  ( 1 -4) 

493 SENIOR RESEARCH SEMINAR 
The writing of a senior t hesis and taking of a comprehensive 
senior examination. The work on the thesis constitutes two-thirds 
of the course; the exam, one-third. Each spring all students in the 
seminar will meet period ically to discuss their projects and 
present their final papers to each other. Final copy of thesis due 
May 1 ;  examination to be taken May 10. For philosophy majors 
only. Prerequisite: at least 4 courses in philosophy. I IJ (4) 

501 TEACHING PHILOSOPHY TO CHILDREN 
An intensive workshop for training teachers and prospective 
teachers to introduce reasoning skills and the clarification of  ideas 
to elementary and middle school age children. Participants will be 
coached in the conduct of classroom philosophical discussions 
and will participate themselves in the sort of philosophical 
reflection that the curriculum is designed to foster. Not for 
philosophy core requirement. No prerequisites; teaching experi
ence preferred. (Cross-referenced with EDUC 501.) S (2-4) 
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School ofP hysical 
Education 
The university's physical education program seeks 
to ingrain in each student a fundamental respect for 
the role of physical activity in living. 

Instruction is offered in approximately 30 different 
physical education activities. The activity program 
is uniquely characterized by a timely response to 
student interests in recreational opportunities 
available in the Pacific Northwest. 

The school's professional programs prepare pro
spective leaders for careers in physicall education, 
health, recreation, athletics, and therapeutics. A 
master's degree program provides opportunities 
for advanced study in physical education, sports 
administration, and exercise science. 

Outstanding modern sports facilities include an 
all-weather 400 meter track, an Olympic-style 
swimming pool, six lighted tennis courts, a nine
hole golf course, two gymnasiums, racquetball 
and squash courts, a new fitness center, and an 
all-purpose astro-turf field house. 

FACULTY 
D. Olson, Dean; Chase, Evans, Fisher, Hacker, 
Hoseth, Kluge, Moore, Officer, M. Seal, F .  
Westering; assisted by Amidon, Applegate, Barnes, 
Benson, Boggs, Calvert, Dixon, Eschelman, Fox, 
Freitag, Haroldson, Hennessy, Jacobson, J. Johnson, 
L. Marshall, McCord, Nicholson, Poppen, Qin, 
Rice, Ryan, Simpson, Teodoro, Weekly, Weible, 
Scott Westering, Susan Westering. 

UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENT: Four one-hour courses (100-
259), including 100, are required for graduation. Eight one-hour 
activity COurses may be counted toward graduation. Students 
are encouraged to select a variety of activities at appropriate 
skill levels. All physical education activity courses are graded on 
the basis of "A," "Pass," or "Fail" and are taught on a 
coeducational basis. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
(B.S.P.E.): 74-79 hours, including completion of program core 
requirements and one of three concentrations. Core 
Requirements: 38-47 hours including Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 16; 
Biology (161, 1 62)", 205, 206; Physical Education 277, 399 (8 
hours), 480, 482, 485, and Psychology 101. "Not required for 
Health and Fitness Management Concentration. 

Exercise Science Concentration: 26 hours, including Physical 
Education 329, 478; Health Education 292; Math 128 or 140; Com
puter Science 220; Biology 323 or approved alternate; 
Psychology 221, 352. 

Pre-Therapy Concentration: 30 hours, including Health 
Education 281, 382; Biology 201 or 323 Or approved alternate; 
Math 128 or 140 or Statistics 231; Computer Science 220; PhySics 
125, 126, 135, 136, and 4 hours of electives in upper division 
psychology as approved by concentration adviser. 

Health and Fitness Management Concentration: 41 hours, 
induding Physical Education 288, 345, 380, 381, 425, 478, 484; 
Health Education 281, 325, 327; Recreation 287, 330, 483; 

Computer Science 220 and Business Administration 350. 
In addition to the requirements listed above, candidates for 

the BSP.E. degree must meet the option requ.irement as stated 
by t he College of Arts and Sciences. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RECREATION (B.A.Rec.): 64-69 
hours, induding completion of program core requirements and 
one of four concentrations. Core Requirements: 42 hours 
including, Physical Education 277, 345; Recreation 287, 330, 360, 
399 (8 Credits), 483; Business Administration 350; Psychology 
101, 352, and Computer Science 220 or approved alternate. 

Administration Concentration: 22 hours including, Business 
Administration 354, 370; Communicahon 330; Physical 
Education 331 plus 8 hours of electives approved by program 
coordinator. 

Programming Concentration: 23 hours induding, Physical 
Education 285, 286, 288, 322 (2 hours), 329, 334, 381 and 6 hours 
of electives approved by program coordinator. 

Health and Fitness Management Concentration: 27 hours 
including, Physical Education 288, 334, 380, 381, 425, 478, 482, 
484; Health Education 281, 325, 327 and Communication 123. 

Therapeutic Concentration: 26 hours, including Biology 205, 
206; Physical Education 329, 478, 480, 481, 482; Recreation 340 
and Special Education 2%, plus 2 hours of electives in special 
education approved by program coordinator. 

In addition to the requirements listed above, candidates for 
the B.A.Rec. degree must meet the option requirement as stated 
by the College of Arts and Scien.ces. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
(B.A.P.E.): 53 hours, including Biology 205, 206; Health 
Education 281; Physical Education 277, 283, 285, 286, 287, 288, 322 
(4 hours), 328, 329, 345, 478, 480, 481, 482, 484, 485. In addition to 
the requirements listed above, candidates for the B.A.P.E. degree 
must meet the option requirement as stated by the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 

Students wishing to receive a Primary Endorsement in 
Physical Education K-12 (Teacher Certification) must meet all 
requirements established by the School of Education for teacher 
certification in addition to the requirements listed above for the 
B.A.P.E. At least one supporting endorsement is strongly 
recommended. Students receiving a B.A.P.E. with certificatWn are 
not required to fulfill the option requirement as stated by the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (](-12) SUPPORTING 
ENDORSEMENT: 19 hours, including Health Education 281; 
Physical Education 283; one course from among the following 
(285, 286, Or 287); 288, 322 (2 hours), 328, 334, 345. 

HEALTH (4-12) SUPPORTING ENDORSEMENT: 16 hours, 
including Health Education 260, 270, 292, 295', 321, 323, 325, 327, 
and 2 hours of electives approved by the program coordinator. 
(' Students not pursuing an education endorsement will be 
required to take 2 additional hours of approved electives to 
replace this course.) 

RECREATION MINOR: 18 hours, including Recreation 287, 
330, 399 (4 hours), 483, and Physical Education 345. 

AQUATICS MINOR: 18 hours, including Physical Education 
275, 331, 399, Health Education 292, Business Administration 
281, plus 4 hours of electives approved by the aquatics director. 

COACHING MINOR: 16 hours, including Physical Education 
334, 345, 410, 485, and Health Education 281. Electives: 6 hours, 
including at least one course in coaching t heory, from among 
the following: Health Education 292 (required for non-education 
majors); Physical Education 308, 361, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 378, 
and 478. Interim and summer courses may be included as 
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electives with the approval of the dean. 285 TEACHING METHODS: INDIVIDUAL 

DANCE MINOR: 19 hours, including Physical Education 242, 
AND DUAL SPORTS 

247, 250, 282, and 462. Electives: 1 2  hours from Physical 286 TEACHING METHODS: TEAM SPORTS 
Education 300, 360, 401, 491, Theatre 356, Music 247, 249. Interim 288 TEACHING METHODS OF WEIGHT 
and summer courses may be included as electives with the TRAINING 
approval of the dance coordinator. 322 PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE 

EXERCISE SCIENCE MINOR: 22 hours, including Biology ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
205, 206; Physical Education 360/399 (2 hours), 478, 480, 482, 485. 328 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND 
Designed primarily for those with business backgrounds who METHODS 
might work in a fitness center. This program is not designed for 
education majors. 329 ADAPfED PHYSICAL EDUCATION � 

SPORTS MEDICINE (Specialization): 28 hours, including 
331 AQUA TICS MANAGEMENT 
334 SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR TRAINING � 

Biology 205, 206; Health Education 260, 270, 281, 327, 382, and 4 . �  
hours of electives in health education; Physical Education 329, 345 ADMINISTRATION OF SPORT � 
480, 481, 482. Also required are 1,500 hours of clinical experience, PROGRAMS � which may include a practicum Or internship as required by 360, 361 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM, 
NAT.A .. Recommended: A teaching major with the Professional 
Education Sequence and completion of all requirements for the COACHING PRACTICUM � 
Provisional Certificate. 370-379 COACHING THEORY � SPORTS ADMINISTRATION (SpeciaIization): 17 hours, 

380 EXERCISE TESTING AND PRESCRIPTION 
including Physical Education 345; Physical Education 302 (or 381 FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH FITNESS 
alternative with approval of adviser), 399 (8 hours), 410, and MANAGEMENT � 
Health Education 292. Students must have a major in business 399 INTERNSHIP 

� administration, communication, or economics. 401 WORKSHOP 
410 COACHING-THE PERSON AND THE . �  

COURSE OFFERINGS 
PROFESSION � 462 DANCE PRODUCTION 

Courses in the School of Physical Education are 478 MOTOR LEARNING AND HUMAN � offered in the following areas: PERFORMANCE 
480 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY 

� HEALTH EDUCATION 482 ANATOMICAL KINESIOLOGY 
� 

260 FOOD AND HEALTH 484 MEASUREMENT AND EV ALUA TION IN 

270 STRESS WITHOUT DISTRESS PHYSICAL EDUCATION � 

281 INJURY PREVENTION AND 485 BIOMECHANICS � 
THERAPEUTIC CARE 491 INDEPENDENT STUDY � 

292 FIRST AID 501 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS � 
295 SCHOOL HEALTH 510 ETHICS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND � 

321 FAMILY LI FE AND SEX EDUCATION ATHLETICS Col') 
'-- 323 EMOTIONAL HEALTH/DISEASE 512 MANAGEMENT OF SPORT PROGRAMS 

PREVENTION 514 SPORTS PROMOTION 

325 CONSUMER HEALTH 515 ADVANCED STUDIES IN ATHLETIC 

327 SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE TRAINING 

382 INJURY PREVENTION-ADVANCED 516 ADVANCED ADAPTED PHYSICAL 

399 INTERNSHIP EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

425 HEALTH PROMOTION/WELLNESS 520 RESEARCH DESIGN 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES 522 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT I 

491 INOEPENDENT STUDY 523 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT II 

501 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS 530 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PHYSICAL 

561 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM EDUCATION 

591 INDEPENDENT STUDY 535 HEALTH AND FITNESS IN 
597 GRADUATE RESEARCH CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 

RECREATION 
536 HEALTH AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT 
540 THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR PHYSICAL 

287 TEACHING METHODS: RECREATION ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITIES 545 MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND 

330 RECREATION PROGRAMMING AND LEARNING 
LEADERSHIP 560 PROJECT/SEMINAR 

340 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION 561 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM 
PROGRAMMING 565 ANALYSIS OF HUMAN MOVEMENT 

399 INTERNSHIP 570 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT 
483 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 591 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
491 INDEPENDENT STUDY 597 GRADUATE RESEARCH 
501 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS 599 INTERNSHIP 
561 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM 100 PERSONALIZED FITNESS PROGRAMS 
591 INDEPENDENT STUDY To stimulate student interest in functional personally designed 
597 GRADUATE RESEARCH programs of physical activity; assessment of phySical condition 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
and skills; recommendation of specific programs for maintaining 
and improving physical health. Should be taken as a freshman. I II 

275 WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION ( 1 )  

277 FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICAL 150 ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
EDUCATION An individua lized activity program designed to meet the needs, 

282 RHYTHMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL interests, limitations, and capacities of students who have had 

283 TEACHING METHODS: GYMNASTICS 
restrictions placed on their physical activity. 
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151-199 INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL ACTIVITIES 
151 (Beginning Golf), 1 53 (Archery), 155 (Bowling), 157 (Personal 
Defense), 159 (Beginning Gymnastics), 162 (Beginning Tennis), 163 
(Beginning Badminton), 165 (Racquetball/Squash), 167 (Roller 
Skating)' 168 (Ice Skating), 170 (Skiing), 171 (Canoeing), 172 
(Backpacking), 1 73 (Basic Mountaineering), 1 74 (Equita tion), 177 
(Weight Training), 1 78 (Body Toning), 180 (Bicycling), 182 (Low 
Impact Aerobics), 183 (Power Aerobics), 185 (Advanced Bowling), 
189 ( In termediate Gymnastics), 191 (Intermediate Golf), 192 
( Intermediate Te.nnis), 193 (Intermediate Badminton), 194 (Inter
mediate Equitation), 195 ( Intermediate Racquetball/Squash), 197 
(Advanced Weight Training). 

200-219 AQUATICS 
200 (Beginning Swimming), 203 (Synchronized Swimming), 205 
(Skin and Scuba Diving), 207 (Basic Sailing), 210 (,Intermediate 
Swimming), 212 (Conditioning Swimming), 214 (Advanced Swim
ming), 216 (Lifeguard Training). 

220-240 RHYTHMS 
220 (Beginning Modern Dance), 222 (Beginning Jazz Dance), 224 
(Current Dance), 226 (Folk and Social Dance), 230 (Intermediate 
Modern Dance), 232 (Intermediate Jazz Dance), 234 (Relaxation 
Techniques), 238 (Advanced Modern Dance). 

241 -259 TEAM ACTIVITIES 
241 ( Basketball and Softball), 243 (Soccer and Volleyball), 244 (Co
ed Vol leyball), 245 (Team Handball), 247 ( Lacrosse), 250 (Directed 
Sports Participation), 259 (Independent Study/Activity). 

260 FOOD AND HEALTH 
A study of the basic requirements necessary to maintain optimal 
health through wise food choices. Topics include nutrients and 
their metabolism, dietary guidelines, food fadism, labeling, addi
tives, vegetarianism, obesity, nutrition-related diseases, nutrition 
during pregnancy, and nutrition for athletes. I II (1) 

270 STRESS WITHOUT DISTRESS 
Consideration of stress, what people should know about stress, 
how to reduce the harmful effects of stress, and the relationship of 
increased stress to disease problems. II ( 1 )  

275 WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION 
The American Red Cross Water Safety Instructor's Course. Pre
requisite: swim test required. II (2) 

277 FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 

The relationship of physical education to education; the biological, 
sociological, psychological, and mechanical principles underlying 
physical education and athletics. Should be the initial professional 
course taken in the School of Physical Education. I I  (2) 

281 INJURY PREVENTION AND 
THERAPEUTIC CARE 

Prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation of all common injuries 
sustained in athletics; physical therapy by employment of elec
tricity, massage, exercise, light, ice, and mechanical devices. I II (2) 

282 RHYTHMS IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL 

Designing and conducting rhythmic activities for elementary 
school children. (2) 

283 TEACHING METHODS: GYMNASTICS 
Includes skill development. teaching opportunities, and safety 
techniques in tumbling and gymnastics. The course is designed 
for K-12 preparation. I (2) 

285 TEACHING METHODS: INDIVIDUAL 
AND DUAL SPORTS 

Planning. teaching, and evaluating these activities: tennis, bad
minton, track and field, bowling, archery, and golf. I (4) 

286 TEACHING METHODS: TEAM SPORTS 
Planning, teaching, and evaluating these team activities: basket
ball, soccer, volleyball, rugby, field hockey, softball, touch football, 
team handball. II (4) 

287 TEACHING METHODS: RECREATION 
ACTIVITIES 

Planning, teaching, and evaluating the following activities: out
door education, various recreational sports, and rope Skipping. II 
(4) 

288 TEACHING METHODS OF WEIGHT 
TRAINING 

Planning, teaching, spotting, and safety in teaching weight 
training. I ( 1 )  

292 FIRST AID 
This course meets requirements for the American Red Cross 
Standard First Aid and Personal Safety. I " (2) 

295 SCHOOL HEALTH 
Health concepts which relate to the total school health program, 
including instruction, services, and environment; relationships 
between health and all level, of ed ucation. II (2) 

321 FAMILY LIFE AND SEX EDUCATION 
A study of anatomy and phYSiology, sexual roles, reproduction, 
responsible relationships, respect for self and others, and physical 
and emotional well-being. Stress on responsible decision making 
concerning sexuality by providing accurate information and a 
variety of personal coping skills and by emphasizing a positive 
self-concept. Evaluation of school curriculum models. II (2) 

322 PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Organization and administration of a developmental program for 
grades K-6; sequential and progressive programming; large reper
toire of activities. Observation and/or practicum in public schools 
required. I, " (2 or 4) 

323 EMOTIONAL HEALTH/DISEASE 
PREVENTION 

Topics include interpersonal communication, cooperation, value
ing, techniques leading toward a healthier lifestyle through 
preventive medicine, and related disease problems. I I  (2) 

325 CONSUMER HEALTH 
Information about consumption as it affects personal health. 
Examination of consuming habits to achieve greater control over 
total health status. I (2) 

327 SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE 
A study of drug use and abuse and the effect on the human body 
and mind. I (2) 

328 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND 
METHODS 

Curriculum development and general methods in physicaleduca
tion. Developing curriculum, planning and teaching techniques in 
K-12 settings. I (4) 

329 ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The study of physical education for people with metabolic, 
neurologic, cardiac, respiratory, and emotional abnormalities. II (2) 

330 RECREATION PROGRAMMING AND 
LEADERSHIP 

Examines the principles, procedures, techniques and strategies 
essential to program leisure services successfully and to lead 
recreation experiences for diverse populations in a variety of 
settings. Prerequisite: 277 or consent of instructor. I (4) 

331 AQUATICS MANAGEMENT 
Topics inlcude training and supervising personnel, financing, 
programming, pool maintenance and operation, swim meet man
agement, and safety and emergency procedures. Study of pool 
chemistry, filter operat ions, and maintenance. Visitation to local 
pools. (2) 

334 SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR TRAINING 
Presents physiologic and kinesiologic applications to physical 
training. Topics include the development of muscular strength 
and endurance, and the relationship of nutrition, environment, 
sex, age, and ergogenic aids to athletic performance. I (2) 

340 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION 
PROGRAMMING 

Awareness and potentiality of leisure needs of the temporarily or 
permanently handicapped. Adaptation of rec.reation activities to 
provide opportunit ies for success and satisfaction by the handi
capped. Study of leadership techniques and programming 
methods. II (2) 

345 ADMINISTRATION OF SPORTS 
PROGRAMS 

Administration of sports programs including budgeting, facility 
development, promotion, legal implications, and personnel super
vision. II (2) 

360, 361 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM, 
COACHING PRACTICUM 

Assistant coaching teaching experiences; planning and conducting 
intercollegiate athletics and physical education instruction; stu
dents work under supervision of the head coach or physical 
education instructors. Prerequisite: departmental approval. I II (2) 



370-379 COACHING THEORY 
Techniques, systems, training methods, strategy, and psychology 
of coaching; 370 (Basketball), 371 (Football), 372 (Cross Countryl 
Track and Field), 374 (Soccer), 378 (Softball/Baseball). I II a/y (2) 

380 EXERCISE TESTING AND 
PRESCRIPTION 

Provides the theoretical and practical background necessary 
safely to conduct a variety of exercise testing techniques used to 
assess components of physical fitness (e.g., cardiovascular and 
muscular endurance, strength, flexibility, and body composition). 
Testing techniques that address the evaluation needs of health 
and symptomatic populations are included. Information will help 
students to evaluate the results of these assessments objectively 
and then to develop safe and accurate individualized exercise 
training programs. II (2) 

381 FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH AND 
FITNESS MANAGMENT 

Provides an overview of the fitness business industry and 
considers related theoretical and practical issues. Discussion of 
the roles of medical and allied health professionals, as well as 
various public and private agencies and organizations involved in 
health and fitness. Current trends in the organization and 
administration of health and fitness programs are included. I (2) 

382 INJURY PREVENTION-ADVANCED 
An advanced study in the recognition and treatment of specific 
athletic injuries and vulnerable body structures, with emphasis on 
evaluation, modalities of treatment, rehabilitation, and current 
issues. Prerequisite: 281. n (2) 

399 INTERNSHIP 
Experiences closely assigned to student's career and academic 
interests. Student identifies problems to be researched, experi
ences to be gained, and readings pertaining t o  this interest. An 
approved firm or organization is mutually agreed upon by the 
student and the coordinator of tf,is program. Monthly progress 
reports, evaluations by the supervisor, and other measures of 
achievement are used to determine the grade. Prereq uisites: 
declaration of major, at  least sophomore status, and completion of 
at least 10 hOllrs in the major. May be taken as Physical Education, 
Health Education, or Recreation credit. (2-8) 

401 WORKSHOP 
Workshops in special fields for varying periods. ( 1 -4) 

410 COACHING-THE PERSON AND THE 
PROFESSION 

Personal and professional requisites of successful sports programs, 
including coaching styles, development of leadership qualities, 
recruiting methods, developm.ent of a philosophy of athletics, 
organization of pre-lin-land post-season programs, award sys
tems, and program evaluation. Consideration of relationships 
with staff, parents, players, faculty, administration, and media. 
Budgeting, purchase of equipment and main tena nce, and facility 
planning and usage. I (2) 

425 HEALTH PROMOTION AND WELLNESS 
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES 

Examination of strategies for improving the state of wellness 
through healthier lifestyles. Topics include the holistic approach 
to health, behavioral intervention, nutrition and weight control 
strategies, health-related fitness, strategies to i mprove adherence 
to a fitness program, and the cost -effectiveness of health programs 
in business and industry. Includes compu terized assessments; 
appraisals of health risks; prescriptions for nutrition, health, and 
activity; and a monitoring system and weight management 
program. (2) 

462 DANCE PRODUCTION 
An advanced choreography course combining choreography, 
costume design, staging, and publicity techniques for producing a 
major dance concert. (2) 

478 MOTOR LEARNING AND HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE 

Provides basic theories, research, and practical implications for 
motor learning, motor control, and variables affecting skill acquisi
tion. I (4) 

480 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY 
Scient ific basis for training and physiological effect of exercise on 
the human body. Lab required. Prerequisite: BIOL 205-206. I (4) 

482 ANATOMICAL KINESIOLOGY 
Dea ls with the structural and mechanical function of the musculo
skeletal system. The kinesiological applications of anatomical 
information are given prime consideration. Prerequisite: BIOL 
205-206. II (2) 

483 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
Examines the principles, proced ures, techniques, and strategies 
essential to successful administration of leisure services, including: 
organizational excellence, networking, personnel management, 
motivation, team building, financial management, marketing and 
sales risk management and entrepreneurship. Prerequisites: 
RECR 330, 360, (PHED 345 may be taken concurrently) or consent 
of instructor. II (4) 

484 MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

The selection, construction, and interpretation of evaluation 
techniques related to the physical education program. Fulfills 
EDUC 467 certification requirement. II (2) 

485 BIOMECHANICS 
An application of physical laws to sports activities. Principles of 
motion, force, and equilibrium are stressed. Anal yses of various 
sports skills are made. II (2) 

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Prerequisite: consent of the dean. May be taken as Physical 
Education, Health Education, or Recreation credit. I II 5 0-4) 

501 WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fields for varying periods. May be 
taken as PhYSical Education, Health Education, or Recreation 
cred it.  (1 -4) 

510 ETHICS IN PHYSICAL E DUCATION AND 
ATHLETICS 

The study of ethics and ethical decision making in phySical 
eduction and at hletics. a/y II (3) 

512 MANAGEMENT OF SPORTS PROGRAMS 
Explores concepts in budgeti ng, scheduling, personnel and 
facilities in physical education, athletic and fitness program. a/y 5 
(3) 

514 SPORTS PROMOTION 
Designed for those interested in marketing sports and athletic 
programs. Comprehensive strategies for attracting and retaining 
sports participants and programs are included. (3) 

515 ADVANCED STUDIES IN ATHLETIC 
TRAINING 

A series of advanced seminars dealing with specific topics in 
sports medicine. Emphasis on in-depth study of theories, prob
lems, practices and techniques in the field. a/y 5 (3) 

516 ADVANCED ADAPTED PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Consideration of mainstreamed students with disabilities in 
physical education with specia J emphasis on disabling conditions, 
abilities, and contra-indications of physical activity. (3) 

520 RESEARCH DESIGN 
The study of various research designs and their im plications for 
phYSical education, at hletics, and fitness. (3) 5 

522 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT I 
Focus on psychological skills in sport emphasizing physio
logically based techniques, cognitively based techniques (cogni
tive restructurin� mental imagery and attention control) and 
behp.vioraJly based techniques (goal-setting and modeling). a/y II 
(3) 

523 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT II 
Focus on various aspects of individual and group motivational 
processes in sport and exercise settings. Topics include participa
tion motivation, intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, exercise adherence, 
achievement behavior, and self-confidence. a/y 5 (3) 

530 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 

A historical and philosophical framework to study the current 
issues in the profession today. a/y 5 (3) 

535 HEALTH AND FITNESS IN 
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 

Considers the influences of contemporary society on lifestyle 
choices that impact health and fitness. Emphasis on discussion of 
principles and concepts associated with developing, implement
ing, and evaluating school programs that can provide students 
with a foundation for lifelong health and fitness. Required for 
teacher candidates. a/y 5 (3) 

536 HEALTH AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT 
Considers the organizational administrati ve, and educational 
issues which are important in developing, implementing, and 
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evaluating health and fitness programs in various community 
settings. aly S (3) 

540 THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY 

Considers the influence of a variety of environmental and 
developmental variables on the physiological response to exercise 
and physical activity. Emphasis on ways in which teachers can 
apply the scient ific principlesassoicated with exercise to enhance 
human performance. aly I (3) 

545 MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND 
LEARNING 

Theoretical and practical information on physical growth as a 
factor accompanying motor development, fundamental motor 
skill acquisition, and performance. Required for teacher candi
dates. aly S (3) 

560 PROJECT/SEMINAR 
The students will meet as a class and work in a seminar format to 
present and defend individual projects. Prerequisite: 520. I (3) 

561 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICUM 
The practicum provides students with opportunities to develop, 
implement, and evaluate skills associated with their professional 
interest. In addition to interacting with university faculty, students 
will work with site supervisors. I II S ( 1 -2) 

Physics 
Physics is the scientific study of the material 
universe at its most fundamental level: the mathe
matical description of space and time, and the 
behavior of matter from the elementary particles 
to the universe as a whole. A physicist might 
study the inner workings of atoms and nuclei, the 
size and age of the universe, the behavior of high
temperature superconductors, or the life cycles of 
stars from interstellar gases to black holes. 

Physicists use high-energy accelerators to search 
for quarks; they design new laser systems for 
applications in medicine and communications; 
they heat hydrogen gases to temperatures higher 
than the sun's core in the attempt to develop 
nuclear fusion as an energy resource. From 
astrophysics to nuclear physics to optics and 
crystal structure, physics encompasses some of 
the most fundamental and exciting ideas ever 
considered. 

FACULTY 
Wrigley, Chair; Adams, Greenwood, Tang. 

PHYSICS 
The physics major offers a challenging program emphasizing a 

low srudent-teacher rario and the opporruniry to engage in indepen. 
dent research projects. There arc two introductory course sequences, 
College PhysUs and General PhysUs; the Gmeral PhysUs sequence 
incorporates calcullls, and is required for the Bachelor of Science 
major. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MAJOR: 36 semester hours: 1 53, 
1 54, 163, 164, 223, 33 1 , 332, 336, 354, 356, 42 1 , 422. 497-498 
may be substinIted for 42 I -422 with consent of the department. 
Srudents planning to continue in a graduate physics degree program 
arc strongly urged to take 401 and 406. 

565 ANALYSIS OF HUMAN MOVEMENT 
Considers the influence of anatomical and mechanical principles 
and concepts on the development of efficient movement. The 
application of these principles to enhance the movement efficiency 
of participants in physical activity and sports programs. aly II (3) 

570 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT 
Focuses on sport both as a social institution and as a socializing 
agent. Topics include sport and economics, gender, race, educa
tion, polit ics, and religion. aly S (3) 

591 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Independent investigations into areas of special interest to the 
student which are not covered by courses in the regular graduate 
program. The types of projects undertaken vary in length and 
content and are determined in consultation with a faculty adviser. 
I II S ( 1 -4)  

597 GRADUATE RESEARCH 
Open to graduate students whose minor is in the field of phYSical 
education. Prerequisite: consent of the instructor. May be taken as 
Physical Education, Health Education, or Recreation credit. I II S 
( 1 -4) 

599 INTERNSHIP (4-8) 

Required supporting courses: Math 1 5 1 ,  1 52" 253; Chemistry 
1 1 5; either Engineering 333 or Chemistry 34 1 .  

A typical B.S. physics major program i s  a s  follows: 
Freshman Physics 1 53, 154 

Physics 1 63, 164 
Math lSI,  152 

Sophomore Physics 223, 336 

Junior 

Senior 

Math 253 
Physics 354 
Physics 331, 332 
Chemistry 1 \5 
Physics 356 
Physics 401, 406 
Physics 421, 422 
Engineering 333 or Chemistry 341 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 24 semester hours: 1 53 or 1 25, 
1 54 or 126, 163 or 135,  164 Or 1 36, 223, plus ten semester hours 
in physics. Required supporting COurses: Math l S I ,  152. 

MINOR: 22 semester hours, including 1 53 or 125, 1 54 or 1 26, 
163 or 1 35, 164 Or 136; twelve additional hours, of which at least 
eight must be upper division. 

APPLIED PHYSICS 
Also available is a major in Applied Physics, which includes a 

substantial selection of courses from engineering, to provide a 
challenging and highly versatile degree. Applied Physics can 
lead to research or advanced study in such areas as: robotics
with applications in space exploration Or joint and limb 
prosthetics; growth of single-crystal metals, which would be 
thousands of times stronger than the best steels now available; 
mechanics of material failure, such as metal fatigue and fracture; 
turbulence in fluid flow; photovoltaic cell research for solar 
energy development; or applications of fluid flow and 
thermodynamics to the study of planetary atmospheres and 
ocean currents. 

While many Applied physics graduates pursue professional 
careers in industry immediately after graduation from PLU, the 
program also provides excellent preparation for graduate study 
in nearly all fields of engineering. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MAJOR IN APPLIED PHYSICS: 
50-52 semester hours: Physics 1 53, 154, 1 63, 1 64, 223, 331, 354, 



356, 421, 422; Engineering 131, 132, 334 plus four engineering 
courses, one of which must be upper-division, selected from 233, 
234, 333, 434, 245, 246, 345, 346. Physics 336 may be substituted 
for Engineering 234. Chemistry 341 may be substituted for 
Engineering 333. Required supporting courses: Math 151, 152, 
253; Chemistry 115; Computer Science 240. 

A typical applied physics program is as follows: 
Freshman Physics 153, 154, 163, 164 

Engineering 131, 132 
Math 151, 152 

Sophomore Physics 223, 354 
Engineering 233, 234 
Math 253 

Junior Physics 356 
Engineering 333 
Chemistry 1 1 5  
Computer Science 240 

Senior Physics 331, 421, 422 
Engineering 334, 434 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
125, 126 COLLEGE PHYSICS 
This course provides an introduction to the fundamental topics of 
physics. I t  is a non-calculus sequence, involving only the use of 
trigonometry and college algebra. Concurrent registration in 135, 
136 is required. I I I  (4, 4) 

135, 136 COLLEGE PHYSICS LABORATORY 
Basic laboratory experiments aTe performed in conjunction with 
the College Physics sequence. Concurrent registration in 125, 126 
is required. I II  (1,  1 ) .  

153, 154 GENERAL PHYSICS 
A calculus-level survey of the general fields of physics, induding 
c1assica} mechanics, wave motion, eLectricity and magnetism, and 
optics. Concurrent registration in 1 63, 164 and prior or concurrent 
registration in MATH 151, 152 is required. I II  (4,4) 

163, 164 GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY 
Basic laboratory experiements are performed in conjunction with 
the General Physics sequence. Concurrent registration in 153, 154 
is required. I II (1,  1 ). 

205 MUSICAL ACOUSTICS 
A study of musical sound using physical methods: vibrating 
sytems; simple harmonic motion; wave motion; complex waves; 
wave generation in musical instruments; physiology of hearing; 
architectural ilcoustics; electronic recording and reproduction. 
Laboratory and group tours. No prerequisite courses in either 
mathematics or physics are assumed. aly 1991 I I  (4) 

223 ELEMENTARY MODERN PHYSICS 
A selected treatment of various physical phenomena which are 
inadequately described by classical methods of physics. l.nterpre
tations which have been developed for these phenomena since 
approximately 1900 are presented at an elementary level. Pre
requisite: 154. I (4) 

331 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY 
Electrostatics, dipole fields, fields in dielectric materials, electro
magnetic induction, magnetic properties 01 matter, in conjunction 
with the development of Maxwell's equations. Prerequisites: 153, 
l54 and MATH 253. I (4) 

332 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND 
PHYSICAL OPTICS 

Proceeding from Maxwell's equations, the generation and propa
gation of electromagnetic waves is developed with particular 
emphasis on their application to physical optics. Prerequisite: 331. 
11 (4) 

333 THERMODYNAMICS 
See Engineering 333. aly 1 992 1I (4) 

334 MATERIALS SCIENCE 
See Engineering 334. I I  (4) 

336 MECHANICS 
Fundamental mechanics; a mathematical formulation of physical 
problems; particle motion lin one, two, Or three dimensions; 
motions of systems of particles; dynamics and statics of rigid 
bodies; moving coordinate systems; Lagrange's equations and 
Hamiltonian form ulation of mechanics. Prerequisite: 154; corequi
site: Physics 354 or consent of instructor. I I  (4) 

345 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS 
See Engineering 345. I (4) 

354 MATHEMA TICAL PHYSICS I 
Introduction to vector and tensor calculus, functions of a complex 
variable, Laplace and Fourier transforms, and undetermined 
multipliers. Comprehensive and illustrative examples from the 
fields of electromagnetism, waves, transport, vibrations, and 
mechanics. Prerequisites: 154 and MATH 253. II  (4) 

356 MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS II 
Boundary value problems, special functions, matrices and tensors, 
probability theory, eigenvalue problems, complex variables, con
tour integrat ion, and their applications to physics. Prerequisite: 
354. I (4) 

401 INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM 
MECHANICS 

The ideas and techniques of quantum mechanics are developed. 
Various quantum mechanical systems and phenomena are studied 
in order to demonstrate t hese ideas and techniques. Corequisite: 
356. aly 1992 I (4) 

406 ADVANCED MODERN PHYSICS 
Modern theories are used to describe topics of contemporary 
importance such as atomic and sub-atomic phenomena, plasmas, 
solid-state, and astrophysical events. The application of quantum 
mechanical techniques are used when appropriate. Prerequisite: 
401. a/y 1993 I J  (4) 

421 ADVANCED LABORATORY I 
Selected experiments from both classical and modern physics are 
performed using state of the art instrumentation. Corequisite: 331. 
1 ( 1 )  

422 ADVANCED LABORATORY II 
Continuation o f  421  with emphasis o n  design and implementation 
of a project under the guidance of the physics staff. Prerequisite: 
421. II ( ] )  

434 TRANSPORT: MOMENTUM, ENERGY, 
AND MASS 

See Engineering 434. aly 1993 II  (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-4) 

497, 498 RESEARCH (1-4) 

Political Science 
Political science addresses one of the most diffi
cult, yet fundamentally important human endeav
ors, the governance of people and societies. The 
student of politics seeks to understand how govern-

ments are organized and structured, how political 
processes are employed, and the relationship of 
structures and processes to societal purposes. 
Recognizing t hat government and political activity 
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may embody and reflect t he full range of human 
values, the study of politics must endeavor to 
understand the realities of politics while at the 
same time asking how well political systems work, 
what purposes are a nd ought to be served, and 
what effects result from political phenomena. 
Polit ical science encourages a critical understand
ing of government and politics in the belief that a 
knowledgeable, interested, and aware citizenry is 
the root strength and necessity of a democratic 
society. 

FACULTY 
Olufs, Chair; Atkinson, Dwyer-Shick, Green, 
Kelleher, Spencer; assisted by Bricker. 

The study of political science helps to prepare students for the 
exercise of their rights, duties, and opportunities as citizens by 
giving them a better understanding of American political pro· 
cesses and of alternative systems. Courses in political science 
explore various topiCS in American government and politics, 
international relations and foreign policy, comparative govern
ment and area studies, political philosophy and theory, and 
public policy and law. The department provides pre·profes
sional training leading to careers in teaching, law, government, 
and related fields. 

For the non-major, political science courses provide useful 
study for any student generaUy interested in public affairs and 
the workings of government. Moreover, the study of politics is 
supportive of any discipline oc professional program whose 
substance becomes a matter of public policy. As such, poLitical 
science complements such fields as the natural sciences, 
SOCiology, business, education, and economics. The study of 
politics touches upon other disciplines which inquire into 
human behavior and development, ranging from history and 
philosophy to psychology, communication, and cross-cultural 
studies. 

Students of political science have the opportunity to combine 
the academic study of government and politics with practical 
experience by participation in one of the internship programs 
sponsored by the department. At present these are available in 
public administration, public law, and the legislative process. 

The Department of Political Science is affiliated with several 
organizations providing for a variety of student involvement. 
These organizations include the Model United Nations, Center 
for the Study of Public Policy, and Political Science Club. The 
department further sponsors or otherwise encourages active 
student participation in political life through class activities and 
through such campus organizations as the Young Republicans 
and Young Democrats. 

The political science faculty at Pacific Lutheran University 
share a breadth of experience in teaching and research, in profes· 
sional associations and conferences in the United States and 
abroad, and in government decision making from the local to 
the international level. 

There are no prerequisites for political science courses, except 
as noted. Prior consultation with the instructor of any advanced 
course is invited. Students wishing to pursue a major or minor 
in political science are requested to declare the major or minor 
with the department chair as soon as possible. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 36 semester hours. 
Required courses: 101, lSI, 325, 495 ( 16  semester hours) 
Distributional requirement (8 credit hours): One course from 

each of Group A and Group B: 
Group A - American Government and Public Policy: 345, 354, 

357, 361, 363, 364, 368, 371, 372, 373. 
Group B - International Relations, Comparative 

Government, and Political Thought: 326, 331, 338, 347, 381, 384, 
385, 386, 387. 

Electives: Minimum of 12 semester hours selected from the 
Political Science curriculum. 

Major programs should be planned in consultation with a 
departmental adviser. In some instances, an internship (450, 458, 
464, or 471) may be substituted for 495; students must plan this 
option with the appropriate faculty intern supervisor, in 
consultation with the departmental chair. 

MINOR: Minimum of 20 semester hours including 101 and 
151. Minor programs should be planned in consultation with a 
departmental adviser. 

CONCURRENT ATTAINMENT: No more than 8 semester 

hours taken to satisfy other major or minor requirements may 
also be applied to the polit ical science major. No more than 4 
such semester hours may also be applied to the political science 
minor. 

RESIDENCY: A minimum of 12 semester hours for the major 
and 8 semester hours for the minor must be taken in residence. 

MINOR IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS: 24 semester hours, including 
345 ( required) and 20 hours from political science, economics, 
sociology, and business administration or statistics. 

This minor offers an interdisciplinary study designed to 
support many major pograms whose content has implications 
for public affairs, and is particularly useful to students contem· 
plating careers in public service or graduate study in public 
administration, public affairs, and related programs. 

The Public Affairs minor includes the following requirements: 
I} Political Science 345, Government and Public Policy; 2} at 
least 5 additional courses from three of the following groups 
(courses which are taken as part of a major program may not 
also count toward the Public Affairs minor): 

Political Science (minimum of 8 hours if this group is selected) 
lSI-American Government 
354-State and Local Government 
357 -American Bureaucracy 
363-Politics and the Media 
364-The Legislative Process 

Economics (minimum of 8 hours if this group is selected) 
ISO-Principles of Economics 
321-Llbor Economics, Labor Relations, and Human 

Resources 
362-Public Finance 
371 -lndustrial Organization and Public Policy 

Sociology (minimum of 4 hours if this group is selected) 
240-Social Problems and Policies 
386-Equality and Inequality 
412-Crime and Delinquency 
472-lssues in Crime/Deviance 

Business/Statistics (minimum of 4 hours if this group is selected) 
BUSA 281-Financial Accounting 
STAT 231 -lntroductory Statistics 
On approval by the Public Affairs adviser, up to 8 hours may 

be earned through partiCipation in an internship program as a 
substitute for courses listed above (except Political Science 345). 
Internship opportunities are offered through several depart
ments and provide students with actual work experience in 
state and local legislative and administrative agencies. Students 
interested in internships are urged to consult with their aca
demic advisers and with intern faculty advisers at an  early date. 

Students interested in the PubLic Affairs minor should declare 
the mi.nor in the Department of Political Science and consult 
with the department's Public Affairs adviser. 

MAJOR IN LEGAL STUDIES: 32 semester hours. For addi
tionaL information, see the section of this catalog on Legal 
Studies. 

MINOR IN LEGAL STUDIES: 20 semester hours. For addi
tional information, see the section of this catalog on Legal 
Studies. 

PRE-LAW: For information, see the section of this catalog on 
Pre'professional Programs. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: See School of 
Education. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
101 INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL 

SCIENCE 
An introduction to the major concepts, theories, ideas, and fields 
of study reLating to politics and governmental systems. Explores 
governmental structures and processes, political power and 
authority, conflict, decision-making, policy, and stability and 
change. (4) 

151 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
A survey of the constitutional foundations of the American 
political system and of institutions, processes, and practices 
relating to participation, deCision-making, and public policy in 
American national government. (4) 

170 INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL STUDIES 
An examination of the nature of law, judicial process, and 
participant  roLes in the legal system. Particular emphasis given to 



legal culture including cDmparative systems, assessments Df legal 
needs and legal services, the legal professiDn, philDSDphy Df law, 
and judicial decisiDn-making. (4) 

210 GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES: THE WORLD 
IN CHANGE 

A survey Df glDbal issues affecting the h u man cDnditiDn in a 
rapidly changing and increasingly interdependent wDrld; mDdern
izatiDn and develDpment; eCDnDmic change and internatiDnal 
trade; diminishing reSDurces; war and resDlutiDn; peace and 
justice; and cultural diversity. These issues are examined in a 
multi-disciplinary light using case studies drawn frDm nDn
Western and Western natiDns. Emphasis Dn the develDpment Df a 
glDbal perspective which recDgnizes h u man cDmmDnalities as 
well as diversity in perceptiDns, values, and priDrities. (CrDSS
referenced with ANTH 210 and HIST 210.) (4) 

231 CURRENT INTERNATIONAL ISSUES 
A survey cDurse in internatiDnal relations with emphasis Dn 
current events. ExaminatiDn Df ideDlDgy, eCDnDmic resDurces and 
develDpment, natiDnal rivalries, military pDwer, revDlutiDnary 
mDvements, pDpulatiDn pressures, alliance pD[itics, and multi
latera[ism. RelatiDn Df these factDrs to. internatiDna[ rela tiDns 
theDry. (4) 

325 POLITICAL THOUGHT 
A survey Df the Drigin and eVD[utiDn Df major pD[itical cDncepts in 
ancient, medieval, and early mDdern times. Such ideas as state, 
DbligatiDn, authDrity, cDmmunity, law, and freedDm will be 
studied develDpmentally. (4) 

326 RECENT POLITICAL THOUGHT 
A critical examinatiDn Df the majDr ideD[Dgies Df t he mDdern wDrld: 
dem Dcracy, cDnserv a t ism, capita lism, sDcialism, anarchD
syndicalism, cDmmunism, racial and pDlitical elitism, natiDnalism, 
liberalism, Christian pDlitical thDught, and cDntempDrary prDb
[ems. (4) 

331 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
A systematic analysis Df the internatiDnal system highlighting 
patterns ,in state interactiDn. Provides students with the theoretical 
cDncepts needed to. discern these pa tterns and make sense Df 
internatiDnal events. (4) 

338 AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 
The rDle Df the United States in internatiDna[ affairs. An ana[vsis Df 
the majDr factDrs in the fDrmulatiDn and executiDn Df United States 
fDreign pDlicy and its impact Dn Dther pDwers. (4) 

345 GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC POLICY 
An integrated approach to. the nature Df public pDlicy, with 
emphasis Dn substantive problems, the develDpment Df pDlicy 
respDnses by pDlitica[ institutiDns, and the impacts Df pD[icies. 
Special attention to. pDlicy at the American natiDnal Dr sub
natiDnal levels, in internatiDnal pD[itics, Dr frDm a cDmparative 
perspective, as annDunced by the department. (4) 

347 POLITICAL ECONOMY 
An examinatiDn Df the ways that pD[itics and eCDnDmics cDincide. 
TDpics include the develDpment Df capitalism, sDcialist approaches, 
internatiDnal issues, regiDnal examples, and methDds Df study. 
Prereq uisite: 101 Dr ECON ISO. (4) 

354 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
GDvernmenta[ structures, prDcesses, and pDlicy at  the state, [Dcal 
and regiDnal [evels Df the American system. Special attentiDn to' 
intergDvernmental re[atiDns and the role Df the natiDnal gDvern
ment. (4) 

357 AMERICAN BUREAUCRACY 
An examinatiDn Df the pDlitics Df bureaucracy as encDuntered by 
citizens and emplDyees. Topics include the growth Df bureaucra
cies, legal bases, factDrs Df leadership and pDwer, relatiDns 
between public and private DrganizatiDns, and the relatiDn 
between bureaucracy and demDcracy. (4) 

361 POLITICAL PARTIES AND ELECTIONS 
Study Df party and electDral systems with particular emphasis Dn 
American parties and electiDns. ExaminatiDn Df party roles in 
e[ectiDns and gDvernment; party financing; int erest grDups and 
pDlitical actiDn cDmmittees; and vDting behaviDr. (4) 

363 POLITICS AND THE MEDIA 
The role Df mass media in American gDvernment, politics, and 
pD[icy. Examines media cDverage in cDntexts Df news formatiDn, 
expressiDn, and effects. Attention to' pDlitica[ culture, public 
DpiniDn, pDlls and surveys, press freedDm and respDnsibility, and 
gDvernmental regu [atiDn, secrecy, and manipulatiDn. (4) 

364 THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 
A study Df theDry, DrganizatiDn, and procedure Df the CDngress 

and Dther legislative bDdies in the United States; special emphasis 
Dn the dynamics Df cDnflict and cDmpromise in the [egislative 
arena including citizen and interest group participatiDn and 
IDbbying. (4) 

368 THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY 
Study Df the natiDn's highest pDlitical Dffice in terms Df the roles 
and expectatiDns Df the Dffice, styles Df leadership, Presidential 
decisiDn-making; pDwers and IimitatiDns, and the interactiDn Df 
persDna [ity and institutiDn. (4) 

371 JUDICIAL PROCESS 
An examinatiDn Df[ega[ processes in variDus adjudicatDry settings. 
Primary attentiDn given to' juclicia[ prDcesses fDcusing Dn American 
civil and criminal law. Includes an examinatiDn of administrative 
law processes amDng Dther quasijudicial fDrms Df cDnflict resDlu
tiDn. (4) 

372 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
The cDnstitutiDnal basis Df gDvernmental pDwers in the United 
States with special emphasis given to' judicial review, separatiDn Df 
pDwers, federalism, and interstate CDmmerce. Includes an exami
natiDn of the pD[itical and cDnstitutiDnal restrictiDns Dn gDvern
mental pDwer. (4) 

373 CIVIL LIBERTIES 
CDnstitutional rights and liberties with special attentiDn given to' 
freedDm Df expressiDn and associatiDn, religiDus freedDm, rights in 
criminal procedure, due process, and equal protectiDn. (4) 

374 LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH 
IntrDductiDn to. variDUS methDds Df [egal analysis, research, and 
writing. Includes an examinat iDn Df primary and secDndary 
sDurces, autDmated and nDn-autDmated research systems, and 
research strategies for public pDlicy issues. (4) 

381 COMPARATIVE LEGAL SYSTEMS 
Study Df [egal systems around the wDrid as they actually work 
within their respective pDlit ical, eCDnDmic, sDcial, and cultural 
cDntexts. AttentiDn to. dispute definitiDn and settlement, juridical 
participants and processes, and concepts Dflaw and [egal activities. 
(4) 

384 COMMUNIST POLITICAL SYSTEMS 
CDmparative examinatiDn DfMarxist pDlitical systems, particularly 
the U.s.s.R., eastern Europe, China, and Cuba. Special attentiDn 
given to. ideDIDgy and to. the role Df the CDmmunist Party. (4) 

385 CANADIAN POliTICAL SYSTEM 
The gDvernment and pDlitics Df Canada, with special attentiDn to. 
federalism, national unity, political culture, and cDnstitutiDnal 
develDpment. CDnditiDns permitting; the CDurse will include a 
field trip to VictDria, provincial capital of British CDlumbia. (4) 

386 AFRICAN POLmCAL SYSTEMS 
CDmpa,rative examinatiDn Df the pDlitical systems Df Africa. 
EXPDsitiDn Df pre-cDIDnial, cDlonia[, and cDntempDrary influences 
with special attentiDn to. problems Df decDIDnizatiDn, nation
building; and develDpment. (4) 

387 THE MIDDLE EAST 
CDntrasts the histDry and aspirations Df the Arab NatiDn with the 
reality Df European dDminance and its legacy, the fDrmatiDn Df the 
present Arab states and Israel. Events in the regiDn are explained 
by examining five separate but Dverlapping cDnflicts: superpower 
rivalry, Arabs v. Israelis, progressive v .  traditiDnal Arab states, 
variDus interpretatiDns D f Islam, and agitatiDn by nDn-state actDrs. 
(4) 

401 WORKSHOPS AND SPECIAL TOPICS ( 1 -4) 

431 ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS 

Examines variDus theDries Df internatiDna[ cDnflict management 
including in-depth analysis Df historical examples. The develDp
ment Df international law and international governmental organi
zations are also cDnsidered. Prerequisite: 331. (4) 

450 INTERNSHIP IN POLITICS 
Internship in the political dimensiDns Df non-gDvernmental 
Drganizations. By departmental consent Dn[y. (4-12) 

458 INTERNSHIP IN PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRA nON 

An internship with a gDvernment department or agency. By 
departmental consent Dnly. (4-12) 

464 INTERNSHIP IN THE LEGISLATIVE 
PROCESS 

An oppDrtunity to. study the process frDm the inside by wDrking 
directly with legis[ative participants at  the state Dr IDcal level. By 
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department consent only. (Internships with the Washington State 
Legislature are open only to juniors and seniors with at  least one 
year at PLU who have taken or take concurrently 364.) (4-12) 

471 INTERNSHIP IN LEGAL STUDIES 
An internship with a private or public sector agency or office 
engaged in legal research, litigation, or law enforcement. (4) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT READING AND 
RESEARCH 

By department consent only. (I -4) 

495 SENIOR SEMINAR 
intensive study into topics, concepts, issues, and methods of 
inquiry in political science. Emphasis on student research, writing, 
and presentation. By departmental consent only. (4) 

501 GRADUA TE WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fields or areas for varying periods 
of time. ( 1 -4)  

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
Selected topics as announced. Prerequisite: consent of the instruc
tor. (1 -4) 

591 DIRECTED STUDY, (1-4) 

595 GRADUATE READINGS 
Independent study card required. (4) 

598 RESEARCH PROJECT (4) 

599 THESIS (4) 

Psychology 
Psychology is a scientific discipline that seeks to 
understand human and nonhuman behavior. 
Psychology is also a profession that attempts to 
change behavior for the betterment of human
kind. Through its curriculum, research activities, 
and use of community resources, the Department 
of Psychology provides students with a compre
hensive and balanced exposure to psychology as 
a scientific discipline and profession. 

The major in psychology (a) introduces students 
to scientific methods of psychology, to theories 
and research findings from the core areas of 
psychology, and to the history of psychology; (b) 
provides students with opportunities to explore 
advanced topics in scientific and professional 
psychology, conduct psychological research, and 
gain exposure to the practice of psychology in 
community settings; (c) helps prepare students 
for postgraduate work in psychology or in related 
professions, such as social work, education, 
medicine, law, and business administration. The 
major is also an excellent general preparation for 
employment in a variety of settings. 

The psychology program is designed to meet the 
needs of a variety of students. To this end, two 
majors are offered: the Bachelor of Arts and the 
Bachelor of Science. Either degree provides a solid 
foundation in psychology, and either can serve as 
preparation for postgraduate study or employ
ment. However, for those students who intend to 
pursue the Ph.D. in psychology following gradua
tion from PLU, the Bachelor of Science degree is 
likely to provide t he strongest preparation. The 
Bachelor of Science degree is also recommended 
as an excei'Ient pre-professional degree for those 
students who plan to enter the fields of dentistry, 
medicine (all branches, including psychiatry), 
public health, or veterinary medicine. 

FACULTY 
R. M. Brown, Chair; Adachi, Anderson, Baird, 
Hansvick, Lejeune, Moon, Moritsugu, Nolph, 
Severtson. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 32 semester hours in  
psychology including 101 ;  242; 493; one of 340, 342, 346, 348; one 
of 350, 352, 354; plus 12 hours of elective psychology courses. In  
addition to the  32 hours in psychology, Statist ics 241 (or 
equivalent) is required. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MAJOR: 40 semester hours in 
psychology including 101; 242; 493; 340 or 342; 346 or 348; one of 
341, 343, 347, 349; one of 350, 352, 354; 481; plus 12 hours of 
elective psychology courses. In addition to the 40 hours in 
psychology, Statistics 241 (or equivalent), and at least 20 
semester hours in mathematics and natural science are required. 
Of the 20 hours, at  least 4 hours must be in mathematics and at 
least 8 hours in biology. Those students who, after graduating 
from PLU, plan to enter schools of dentistry, medicine, public 
health, or veterinary medicine should note the specific pre
professional mathematics and science requirements in the 
appropriate sections of this catalog. 

The minor in psychology is designed to supplement another 
major in the liberal arts or a degree program in a professional 
school, such as business administration, education, or nursing. 

MINOR: 20 semester hours, of which at least 8 hours must be 
taken in residence. Statistics 241 (or equivalent) may be used as 
part of the 20 hour requirement. 

Psychology 1 10, I II, and 1 12 do not count toward the major 
or minor. Courses at the 500 level are primarily for graduate 
students; however, they may be taken by advanced 
undergraduates who receive the department's consent. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
101 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY 
An introduction to the scientific study of behavior; scient ific 
methods for studying the behavior of living organisms; topics 
such as motivation, learning. emotion, intelligence, personality, 
adjustment, and social behavior. I II (4) 

1 10 STUDY SKILLS 
Effective techniques for college study. Note-making. study 
methods, examination skills, t ime management, educational 
planning. Class work supplemented by individual counseling. 
(May not be applied to core, language, or psychology major or 
minor requirements.) I II ( ! )  

I I I  COLLEGE READING 
Improvement of college-level reading skills. Previewing, skim
ming. scanning, rapid reading. critical reading. and study reading. 
(May not be applied to core, language, or psychology major or 
minor requirements.) I " ( 1 )  

11 2 ADULTS IN COLLEGE 
Issues of adult growth and development, family dynamics, and 
personal adjustment which affect adults in transition; enhance
ment of study and communication skills to help adults face the 
rigors of academic life with greater confidence and success; 



a ttention to educational and career planning. as well as such 
practical issues a s  finances and stress and time management. 
Intended to serve students aged 25 years or older. May not be 
applied to core, language, or psychology major or minor require
ments. (2) 

221 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ADJUSTMENT 
Problems in personal adjustment in everyday living. Prerequisite: 
101. I II (2) 

242 ADVANCED STATISTICS AND 
RESEARCH DESIGN 

A continuation of Statistics 241. Topics include single and multi
factor experimental designs and analyses of variance, multiple 
regression, quasi-experiments, surveys, case studies, archival 
research, small-N research, and non parametric statistical tech
niques. Students will learn to use computer programs to carry out 
statistical analyses, and will have the opportunity to design and 
conduct t heir own research study. Lecture and laboratory. Pre
requisite: STAT 241 (or equivalent). (4) 

325 HUMAN SEXUALITY 
Study of the psychological biological and cultural componen t s of 
human sexual and emotional behavior. Topics include sexual 
identity, typical and atypical sexual behavior, reproduction, 
courtship, and affection. Prerequisite: 101. (4) 

340 HUMAN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY 
The study of brain-behavior relationships. Topics include neuro
anatomical and neurophysiological mechanisms underlying 
human behavior; psychological effects of brain damage; physio
logical correlates of language, sensory and motor functions, and 
emotion; electrical stimulation of the brain. Prerequisite: 101, 242 
(or equivalent); or consent of instructor. (4) 

341 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 
LABORATORY IN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY 

Experiments and demonstrations related to neuropsychological 
phenomena. Emphasis on methodology in research on the brain 
and behavior. Prereq,uisite: 340 (or concurrent enrollment in 340). 
aly (2) 

342 LEARNING: RESEARCH AND THEORY 
A critical overview of the research data on human and animal 
learning. and of the theoretical attempts to understand those data. 
Prerequisite: 101, 242 (or equivalent); or consent of instructor. (4) 

343 EXPERIMENT AL RESEARCH 
LABORATORY IN LEARNING 

Experiments and demonstrations related to condit ioning and 
learning in humans and animals. Emphasis on methodology in 
learning research. Prerequisite: 342 (or concurrent enrollment in 
342). aly (2) 

346 PERCEPTION 
The study of our interactions with the physical world and the 
nature of our understanding of it .  Includes such topics as color 
vision, dark adaptation, hearing music and speech, taste, smell, 
pain, and sensory p hysiology. Prereq u isites:  101, 242 (or 
equivalent); or consent of instructor. (4) 

347 EXPERIMENT At RESEARCH 
LABORA TORY IN PERCEPTION 

Experiments and demonstrations of perceptual events. Emphasis 
on methodology in perception research. Prerequisite: 346 (or 
concurrent enrollment in 346). aly (2) 

348 COGNITIVE PROCESSES 
The study of human mental activity. Topics include attention, 
perception, consciousness, memory, language, conceptual be
havior, developmental aspects of cognit ion, individual differences, 
and applications. Prerequisites: 101, 242 (or equivalent); or consent 
of instructor. (4) 

349 EXPERIMENT AL RESEARCH 
LA BORA TORY IN COGNITION 

Experiments and demonstrations related to human cognition. 
Emphasis on met hodology in research on cognition. Prerequisite: 
348 (or concurrent enrollment in 348). aly (2) 

350 PERSONALITY THEORIES 
Strategies for the study of personality theories. Techniques of 
measurement and implications for counseling andlor psycho
therapy. Prerequisite: 101. (4) 

352 DEVELOPMENT: INFANCY TO 
MATURITY 

Physical, intellect ual social, and emotional growth from infancy 
through adolescence to maturity. PrerequiSite: 101. (4) 

354 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Research and theory concerning the interaction between groups 
and the individual. Language, attitudes, aggression, leadership, 
person perception, and related topics are examined and their 
relationship to various types of social change and influences are 
discussed. Prerequisite: 101. (4) 

395 RESEARCH LABORATORY 
Experience in evaluating and conducting research in a designated 
area of psychology; may be offered from time to time as an elective 
to accompany various 300-level courses. Prerequisite: consent of 
instructor. (2) 

399 INTERNSHIP 
A practicum experience in the community in the clinicaL social, 
and/or experimental areas. Classroom focus on case conceptuali
zation and presentation. Prerequisite: sophomore standing plus 
one course in psychology and consent of the department. ( 1 -6) 

401 WORKSHOP 
Selected topics in psychology as announced. 

402, 403 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
A supervised reading. field, or research project of special interest 
for advanced undergraduate or graduate students. Prerequ isite: 
departmental consent. (1 -4) 

440 PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE 
The study of language as a means of communication and 
structured human behavior. Topics include: biological foundations 
ol language, psycholinguistics, speech perception and production, 
sentence and discourse comprehension, nonverbal cOlll1l1unica
t ion, language acquisition, bilingualism, language d isorders. Pre
requisite: 101. (4) 

442 DEVELOPMENT IN INFANCY 
Psychological development from the prenatal period through the 
beg-inning of language acquisition. Prerequisite: 352. (2) 

444 ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY 
Physical development, mental traits, social characteristics, and 
interests of adolescents; adjustments in home, school, and com
munity. Prerequisite: 352. (2) 

450 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 
Survey of standardized tests; methods of development, standard
ization; limitations and interpretations of tests. Prerequisites: !O1, 

STAT 241 (or equivalent); or consent of instructor. (4) 

453 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Etiology and treatment of abnormal behavior. Emphasis on 
treatment in community-based settings and institutions. Pre
requisite: 101 . (4) 

454 COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
Intervention strategies which focus primarily on communities 
and social systems. Particular stress on alternatives to traditional 
clinical styles of promoting the well-being of communities. Pre
requisite: 101 . (4) 

456 THEORIES AND METHODS OF 
COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY 

Introduction to basic met hods of counseling and psychotherapy, 
and examination of the t heories from which these methods derive. 
PrerequiSites: 350, 453, 450, or 454; or consent of instructor. (4) 

461 PSYCHOLOGY OF WORK 
Integrating career planning into the study of human behavior in 
work settings. Application and extension of psychological princi
ples to the individual operating within an organization context
including measuring and facilitating job performance, worker 
motivation, human factors, and group processes. Prerequisite: 101 .  
(4)  

462 CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGY 
Social psychological principles applied to consumer attitude
formation and decision-making-e.g., perception of advertise
ments, influence of reference groups and opinion leaders, and 
learning effects upon repeat purchasing. Emphasis on audience, 
message, and media factors. Prerequisite: 101. (4) 

464 ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Human behavior related to the physical environment. Behavioral 
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basis for  designing environments-including territorial behavior; 
environmental attitudes and perceptions; and stressors. AppLica
tions to built and natural settings ranging from rooms to the 
wi.lderness. Prerequisite: 101. (4) 

471 PSYCHOLOGY AND THE LAW 
An introduction to the issues, research, professional and judicial 
pract ices generated by the growing mutual influence between the 
law and psychology. Psychological investigations of juror selec
tion, eyewitness testimony and the jury process. Expert testimony 
by psychologists regarding the insanity defense, competence to 
stand trial sentencing. Effects of court rulings on the mental 
health system. Development of psychological career options. 
Prerequisite: 1 0 1 .  (4) 

472 PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICINE 
An introduction to the field of health care psychology. Psycho
social factors influencing health (e.g., stressors, personality, be
havior patterns). Psycho-social impact of illness and its treatment. 
The role of psychologists in the health care system. Prerequisite: 
101. (4) 

474 PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN 
Exploration of psychological issues pertinent to women. Includes 
such topics as sex differences; psychological ramifications of 
menarche, child bearing, menopause, sexual harassment, and 
rape; women's experiences with work and achievement, love and 
sexuality, and psychological disorders. Prerequisite: 101 .  (4) 

481 PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH SEMINAR 
An advanced course providing students the opportunity to 
design and cond uct ongOing research and review current research 
in psychology. Directed toward helping students perform research 
studies that may be suitable for submission to journals or 
presentation at conferences. Strongly recommended in the junior 
year for students with an interest in graduate studies. To 

maximize the effectiveness of the course, students are encourag.ed 
to give advance consideration to areas and designs for possible 
research.  Prerequisites: 101, 242 (or equivalent) and consent of 
instructor. (2-4) 

483 SEMINAR 
Selected topics in psychology as announced. Prerequisite: consent 
of instructor. (2-4) 

493 HISTORY AND SYSTEMS OF 
PSYCHOLOGY 

Historical development, contemporary forms, and basic assump
tions of the m<ljor psychological theories and traditions. Pre
requisites: 1 01 ;  242 (or equivalent); one of 340, 342, 346, 348; one of 
350, 352, 354. (4) 

495 RESEARCH LABORATORY 
Experience in evaluating and conducting research in a designated 
area of psychology; may be offered from time to time as an elective 
to accompany various 400-level courses. Prerequisite: consent of 
instructor. (2) 

510 INDUSTRIAL/ORGANIZATIONAL 
PSYCHOLOGY 

Human behavior in work settings. Applications or extension of 
psychological factors and principles to the problems of individuals 
operating within an organizational context-including human 
relations skills, human factors, individual and group differences, 
and role-related behaviors. (4) 

591 DIRECTED STUDY (1-4) 

598 RESEARCH PROJECT (4) 

599 THESIS (4) 

ligion 
Religion is an attempt to u nderstand the meaning 
of human existence. For Christians meaning is 
revealed in the love of God in Jesus Christ. The 
Department of Religion stands within and affirms 
this Christian context. 

In a university setting this means t he serious aca
demic study of the Bible, of the history of the 
Christian tradition, of attempts to u nderstand 
God's conhnuing activity, and of God's promises 
for the future. 

The revelation of God in Jesus Christ likewise 
calls for other roles. It calls for open and authentic 
dialogue with other religiOUS traditions, and thus 
seeks to understand a common humanity as each 
tradition adds its unique contribution. It  calls for 
a critical yet constructive interchange with con
temporary society. Finally, it calls for a sharing of 
insights with other disciplines in the university as 
each sheds Light on the human condition. 

To these ends the Department of Religion offers a 
wide range of courses and opportunities. Further
more it calls students, majors and non-majors 
alike, to consider questions of meaning, purpose, 
and value in a society which all too often neglects 
these questions. 

Lutheran Institute for Theological Education 
(LITE): The Department of Religion also partici
pates in a program of continuing theological 

education for clergy and laity in the Pacific 
Northwest. Dr. Walter Pilgrim directs the LITE 
program. 
For futher details contact Dr. Pilgrim. 

FACULTY 
Killen, Chair; Govig, Howell, Ingram, Lundeen, 
Oakman, Petersen, Pilgrim, Stivers. 

UNIVERSITY CORE REQUIREMENTS: 8 semester hours for 
students entering as freshmen or sophomores. Four lower 
division hours shall be taken before the end of the sophomore 
year. The second 4 hours may be selected from most of the 
other offerings in the religion curriculum. Transfer students 
entering as juniors or seniors are required to take 4 semester 
hours of religion unless presenting 8 transfer hours of religion 
from other accredited colleges or universities. 

The Core I requirement in Retigious Studies (8 hours) speci
fies that 4 hours must be taken from each of two lines, as 
follows: 
1. Biblical Studies-l 1 l,  2 1 1 ,  212, 330, 331, 332, 333. 
2. Christian Thought, History, and Experience-1 2I, 221, 222, 

223, 224, 225, 226, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369. 
3. Integrative and Comparative Religious Studies-13I, 132, 1 33, 

231, 390, 391, 392, 393. 
Junior and senior transfer students need to complete only one 

course at  PLU (4 hours) from lines I or 2. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 30 semester hours with at 
least 4 hours in each of the three lines plus either 404 or 405. 
Transfer majors will normally take 18 hours in residence. Majors 
should plan their program early in consultation with depart
mental faculty. Closely related courses taught in other depart-



ments may be considered to apply toward the religion major in 
consultation with the chair of the department. 

MINOR: 16 semester hours with no more than 8 hours in one 
of the lines listed a bove. Transfer minors must take at least 8 
hou.rs in residence. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
1 1 1  BIBLICAL LITERATURE: OLD AND NEW 

TESTAMENTS 
The Bible as a whole; survey of the story of salvat ion; selected 
passages interpreted in contemporary contexts. (4) 

121 THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION 
The study of selected theological questions and formulations 
examined in their social and historical contexts. (4) 

131 THE RELIGIONS OF SOUTH ASIA 
Hinduism, Buddhism, jainism, and Sikhism-their origins and 
development, expansion, and contemporary issues. Emphasis on 
primary sources in translation. (4) 

132 THE RELIGIONS OF EAST ASIA 
Confucianism, Taoism, Chinese and japanese Buddhism, Shinto, 
and the "new religions" of japan-their origins, development, and 
contemporary issues. Emphasis On primary sources in translation. 
(4) 

133 THE RELIGIONS OF THE WEST 
judaism, Christianity, and Islam-their origins and development, 
expansion, and contemporary issues. Emphasis on primary sources 
in translation. (4) 

21 1 RELIGION AND LITERATURE OF THE 
OLD TESTAMENT 

Literary, historical, and theological dimensions of the Old Testa
ment, including perspectives on contemporary issues. (4) 

212 RELIGION AND LITERATURE OF THE 
NEW TESTAMENT 

Literary, historical, and th eological dimensions of the New Testa
ment, including perspectives On contemporary issues. (4) 

221 ANCIENT CHURCH HISTORY 
The origins, thought, and expansion of the Christian Church; rise 
of the Papacy, expansion in Europe and the growth of Ouistian 
involvement in cult ure; to the end of the Papacy of Gregory I (604). 
(4) 

222 MODERN CHURCH HISTORY 
Beginning with the Peace of Westphalia ( 1648), interaction of the 
Christian faith with modem politics, science, and philosophy; 
expansion in the world, modem movements. II (4) 

223 AMERICAN CHURCH HISTORY 
Introduction to the major religious themes in American history 
through the study of selected topics and periods, exploring the 
ways in which religion has shaped American culture, as well as the 
ways in which social change has influenced the religious experi
ence of Americans. (4) 

224 THE LUTH.ERAN HERITAGE 
A study of Lutheranism as a movement within the church 
catholic: its history, doctrine, and worship in the context of 
today's pluralistic and secular world. ( Majors in religion who are 
in the Church Staff Worker Program will be given enrollment 
priority.) (4) 

225 FAITH AND SPIRITUALITY 
A reflection on various Christian life-styles and their expression 
and understanding of conunitment and discipleship. This course 
centers around the thological question, What does it mean to be a 
follower of Jesus? (4) 

226 CHRISTIAN ETIDCS 
An introduction to the personal and social ethical dimensions of 
Christian We and thought with attention to primary theological 
positions and specific problem areas. (4) 

231 MYTH, RITUAL, AND SYMBOL 
An examination of the nature of myth and its expression t hrough 
symbol and ritual. Attention given to pre-literate mythology, 
Asian mythology, and Occidental mythology and the role these 
myt hOlogical traditions have played in the development of 
modem eth ical, social, and religious values. (4) 

330 OLD TESTAMENT STUDIES 
Major areas of inquiry: the Prophets, Psalms, Wisdom Literature, 
Myt hology, Theology, or Biblical Archaeology. (4) 

331 NEW TESTAMENT STUDIES 
Major areas of inquiry: intertestamental, synoptic, johanrune, or 
Pauline literature, or New Testament theology. (4) 

332 THE LIFE OF JESUS 
A study of the life and teachings of jesus; a historical survey of 
"Life of jesus" research, form and redaction criticism of the Gospel 
tradition; the religious dimensions of Jesus' life and thought. 
Prerequisite: one lower division course or consent of instructor. (4) 

333 BIBLICAL STUDIES 
Study of a select Biblical theme, book, or group of books, such as 
theodicy (job), apocalyptic (Daniel, Revelation), or methods of 
interpretation. (2) 

360 STUDIES IN CHURCH MINISTRY 
The church in human service: the congregation, the church
related college, contemporary contexts of world mission, and 
inter-church cooperation. (4) 

361 CHURCH HISTORY STUDIES 
A selected area of inquiry, such as American-Scandinavian church 
history, religiOUS experience among American minority conununi
ties, and the ecumenical movement. (4) 

362 LUTHER 
The man and his times, with major emphasis on his writing and 
creative theology, such as the radical centrality of the Gospel and 
faith, the Word and Scripture, the sacraments, church and state. (4) 

363 CHRISTIAN CLASSICS 
Great classics of Christian literature, in such genres as devotion, 
theology, and poetry by such authors as Augustine, Thomas a 
Kemp is, Juliana of Norwi.ch, Luther, Calvin, Teresa of Avila, 
Wesley, Kierkegaard, Martin Luther King, Jr., and others. (4) 

364 THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
A selected topic or movement within Christian theology such as 
understandings of God, the problem of evil, liberation theology, 
feminist theology, narrative theology, Christology, or interreligious 
dialogue. (4) 

365 CHRISTIAN MORAL ISSUES 
An in-depth exploration from the perspective of Christian ethics 
of selected moral issues such as peace and violence, the environ
ment, sexuallty, political and economic systems, hunger, and 
poverty. (4) 

366 THE ARTS AND CHRISTIAN LIFE 
The relationship of Christian spirituality to artistic creativity, 
including literature, architecture, and films in popular culture. (4) 

367 MAJOR RELIGIOUS THINKERS 
An in-depth study of one or two major figures in Christian 
theology, non-Christian religious thought, or contributors to 
religiOUS understanding, e.g., Augustine, Bonhoeffer, Bu ber, 
Bultmann, Niebuhr, Gandhi, Radhakrishnan, Tillich, or Ricoeur. 
Fulfills either line 2 or 3 as appropriate. Prerequisite: consent of 
instructor. (4) 

368 FEMINIST THEOLOGY 
The study of major themes and issues in theology examined 
through questions of gender. Also includes exploration of race, 
class, and culture in relation to gender questions. (4) 

369 CHRISTIAN STUDIES 
The study of an historical theme, theological problem, Or ethical 
iss ue, such as salvation by grace, gender questions, world hunger. 
Cannot be combined with 333 to satiSfy the general university 
core requirement in religion. (2) 

390 STUDIES IN HISTORY OF RELIGIONS 
An historical study of specific non-Christian religions such as the 
traditions of India and China, Judaism, and Islam. (4) 

391 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 
A multi-cultural investigation of religious experience, belief, and 
ritual in relation to their social settings with particular attention to 
new forms of religion in America. (Cross-referenced with SOC 
391.) (4) 

392 GODS, MAGIC AND MORALS 
The anthropology of religion; a survey of humanity's concepts of 
and relationships to the supernatural; examination of the varying 
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personal and group functions that religions fulfill; exploration of 
rituals, beliefs, and systems of morality in religions both "primi
tive" and historical; origins of religion; science "versus" religion; 
the nature of reality. (Cross-referenced with ANTH 392.) (4) 

393 REUGION AND THE STAGES OF UFE 
Selected periods within the life cycle considered from a religious 
and social scientific viewpoint, e.g., healing and well-being. death 
and dying. (4) 

403 ADVANCED SEMINAR IN REUGION 
Selected topics to be announced. For majors, minors, and students 
with at least three courses in religion. Priority to majors and 
minors. (4) 

404 READING SEMINAR IN REUGION 
A survey of significant books in the area of contemporary religious 
studies, emphasizing recent books in Biblical theology, systematic 

and historical t heology, Christian ethics, and dialogue between 
Christianity and the world religions. Students will review assigned 
books and share results with members of the course. For majors 
and minors, others with permission of the instructor. (2) 

405 RESEARCH SEMINAR IN REUGION 
A faculty-directed research and writing project on a topic chosen 
by students in one of the methodological disciplines of religious 
studi.es, such as theology, historical studies, Biblical studies, 
ethics, history of religions, social scient ific st udies, or philosophy. 
For majors and minors, others with permission of the instructor. 
(2) 

491, 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Intended for religion majors, advanced and graduate students; 
consent of the department is required. 

Scandinavian 
Area Studies 
Scandinavian Area Studies is a flexible program 
which draws on many university departments. It 
offers a broad perspective on Scandinavia past 
and present, while developing usefu. analytical 
and communicative skills. The program reflects 
both the Scandinavian heritage of the university 
and the dynamic profile of Scandinavia within the 
world community today. 

Students enrolled in the Scandinavian Area Studies program 
are expected to demonstrate the equivalent of two years of 
Norwegian, Swedish, or Danish language instruction (16 hours). 
To gain a basic understanding of the region, they also take 6 
hours in Scandinavian cultural history and 4 hours in 
Scandinavian literature. 

Majors choose additional Scandinavian and cross-disciplinary 
courses in accordance with personal interests and goals and in 
consultation with the program director (4 hours in cross-disci
plinary courses, 2 hours in a senior project, and 8 hours of 
electives). A total of 40 semester hours is required. With the 
approval of the Scandinavian Studies director, selected interim, 
summer, and experimental courses may be induded in the 
major program. No more than 8 semester hours may be offered 
to meet both the Scandinavian Area Studies major and general 
university requirements Or requirements for a second major. 
Such cross-application of courses must be approved by the 
Scandinavian St udies director. 

The cross-disciplinary courses listed below offer an oppor
tunity to view the Scandinavian countries in comparison with 
other world regions. They are regular departmental offerings in 
which students enrolled in the Scandinavian Area St udies major 
focus their reading and work assignments to a significant extent 
on Scandinavia. Students must consult with the program 
director concerning registration for these courses. 

Students are encouraged, though not required, to study in 
Scandinavia as part of their program. Study opportunities are 
available at a variety of institutions in Norway, Sweden, and 
Denmark. Appropriate coursework completed abroad should be 
submitted to the Scandinavian Studies director for approval 
toward the major. 

Students interested specifically in Norwegian language study 
are referred to the description of the Norwegian major under 
the Department of Languages. All core SCilndinavian courses are 
taught out of this department. 

Scandinavian Courses 
Languages: 

Norwegian 101, 102-Elementary 
Norwegian 201, 202-lntermediate 
Norwegian 351-Conversation and Composition 
Norwegian 352-Advanced Conversation and Composition 

Cultural History: 
Scand.inavian l50-lntroduction to Scandinavia 
Scandinavian 322-Contemporary Scandinavia 
Scandinavian 323-The Vikings 
Scandinavian 324-The Emigrants 

Literature: 
Scandinavian 250-Masterpieces of Scandinavian Literature 
Scandinavian 421-lbsen and Strindberg 
Scandinavian 422-Twentieth Century Scandinavian 

Literature 

Cross-Disciplinary Courses Sometimes Applicable to the 
Scandinavian Area Studies Major. Consult with the program 
director to determine applicability. 

Anthropology 350-Women and Men in World Cult ures 
Anthropology 360-Ethnic Groups 
Art 381 -20th Century Design and Architecture 
Economics 331-lnternational Economics 
Economics 381 -Comparative Economic Systems 
English 331-The Art of the Book I 
English 364-Special Topics in Children's Literature 
English 381-Studies in Medieval Literature 
History 323-The Middle Ages 
History 325-Reformation 
History 495-Seminar: European History 
Philosophy 326-Moral Problems in the Social Services 
Philosophy 338-Kierkegaard and Existentialism 
Political Science 345-Govemment and Public Policy 
Political Science 347-Political Economy 
Religion 223-American Church History 
Religion 361-Ch urch History St udies 
Sociology 330-The Family 

Scandinavian Studies Committee: Toven, Chair & 
Program Director; M. Benton, Edison, R. Jensen, 
Vaught Farner. 



COURSE OFFERINGS 
495 SENIOR PROJECT 
A research paper, internship, or other approved project. For 
Scandinavian Area Studies majors. I II (2) 

- Division of Social Sciences 
The faculty within the Division of Social Sciences 
seek to provide a challenging education in the 
social sciences that critically analyzes the past and 
the present social history and structures of human 
beings, that is vibrant and relevant to the time 
and world in which we live, and that encourages 
responsible citizenship for today and tomorrow. 
Through classroom learning and applied settings 
such as supervised internships, students in the 
social sciences acquire an understanding of 
society while developing the analytical tools with 
which to provide solutions to a diverse range of 
social problems. 

Specialized programs supported by the Division 
of Social Sciences build links between students, 
faculty, and their community. Among these are 
the following: 

The Center for Social Research, which supports joint 
faculty-student researc h projects on a wide range 
of multidisciplinary topics including an annual 
Pierce County Quality of Life survey, and which 
is a regional affiliate of the Washington State 
Census Data Program; and 

The Center for Economic Education which works to 
raise the understanding of economic principles 
among teachers and students in the Pacific 
Northwest. 

The division's Graduate Programs offer concen
trations in the fields of organizational systems, 
marriage and family therapy, and individualized 
study (see Graduate CatalOg) . 

The Division of Social Sciences houses three 
Interdisciplinary programs: 

Legal Studies, offered as both a major and 
minor area of study, is a multidisciplinary 
program designed to study law as a body of 
knowledge within the context of a liberal arts 
education; 

Global Studies, a complementary major, is a 
multidisciplinary program that approaches the 
world as a whole in assessing both problems and 
solutions arising in this age of transition; 

Women's Studies, which may be pursued as an 
academic minor, is a multidisciplinary program 
that enriches the traditional liberal arts 
curriculum by adding new perspectives on 
women's lives and accomplishments. 

Social Sciences faculty also participate actively 
in other interdisciplinary programs, including 
Chinese Studies, Cooperative Education, and 
Environmental Studies. 

In addition, a vital link exists between the 
Family and Children's Center and the Division. 
Faculty and students in the Marriage and Family 
Therapy graduate program staff the MFT 
Counseling Center, housed in the Family and 
Children's Center. Community-based programs 
located in the Family and Children's Center 
provide rich opportunities for student 
internships, field placements, and volunteer 
activities. 

FACULTY 
Bermingham, Divisional Dean; faculty members of 
the Departments of Anthropology, Economics, 
History, Political Science, Psychology, Social Work 
and Marriage and Family Therapy, and Sociology. 

As a division within the College of Arts and Sciences, the 
Division of Social Sciences offers programs in t>ach constituent 
department leading to the BA degree. Additionally, a B.s. 
degrt>e is offered in psychology. Programs leading to the M.A. 
degree are also offered. Course offerings and degree 
requirements are listed under 

ANTHROPOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
HISTORY 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIAL WORK 
SOCIOLOGY 

See also the sections of this catalog on Legal Studies and 
International Education. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
502 SOCIAL SCIENCE THEORY 
An analysis of social explanation and the social science frame of 
refert>nce. (4) 

505 SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH METHODS 
Basic research concepts applied to laboratory, field, and biblio
graphic studies. Topics include formulating research questions, 
research designs, data gathering techniques, analysis of data, and 
theory construction. Emphasis on understanding and evaluating 
rather than conducting research. (4) 
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Social Work 
Within a program that is firmly based in the 
liberal arts, the social work major is designed to 
prepare students for beginning professional social 
work practice. The curriculum provides an under
standing of the roots and dimensions of social 
problems as weU as the basic skills and k nowl
edge necessary to work toward solving these 
problems. Social workers are involved in areas 
that are influenced by political and economic 
factors as well as social factors. To that end, the 
program stresses an understanding of social 
science theories and methods that adds an extra 
dimension to practical education. The result is a 
broad theoretical base to complement profes
sional skills. 

The social work fac ulty place a high value on the 
integration of academic and experiential learning. 
A major strength of the curriculum is the field 
experience component, and the program provides 
numerous opportunities for students to learn in 
community settings. In addition to field place
ments for advanced students, freshmen and sopho
mores are encouraged to test their interests in and 
aptitudes for socia'l work through experiences in 
community agencies. 

Social work majors are fortunate to have access 
to a rich variety of social service agencies in 
Tacoma and Pierce County that provide excellent 
placements for students. Students work with 
experienced, caring supervisors who help make 
placements a valuable learning experience. The 
Family and Children's Center, located in East 
Campus, provides social service programs for a 
variety of age groups and offers particularly con
venient placements for students. The Social Work 
Department sponsors "Second Wind," a health 
promotion school for older adults, through the 
Family and Children's Center. 

Social work majors should consuH with a depart
mental adviser in selecting a minor area of study 
which supports the social work curricu lum. Minors 
in psychology and sociology are particularly 
helpful. Students are also encouraged to include 
philosophy and foreign language courses in their 
studies as a k nowledge of ethical theories and a 
second language are valuable assets in the social 
work profession. The faculty encourages students 
to take advantage of learning opportunities that 
emphasize multi-cultural awareness and diversity. 
In addition to specific courses within the Division 
of Social Sciences, the Service Learning Program 
and Study Abroad Programs are beneficial to 
social work majors. 

The social work program is accredited by the 
Council on Social Work Education. 

FACULTY 
York, Chair; V. Hanson, Keller, Storm. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS MAJOR: 38 semester hours, including 
271, 332, 333, 377, 385, 472, 473, 475, 476, and 484. The following 
courses are prerequisites for entering the social work curric· 
ulum and may be taken to fulfill g�neral university core require· 
ments: Psychology 101, Sociology \01, and Biology I I  I. The Inte· 
grated Studies Program (Core II)  also satisfies this prerequisite, 
since content related to the sociaL biological, and behavioral 
sciences is built into its interdisciplinary approach. 

Unless otherwise stated, 271 or the consent of the instructor is 
a prereqllisite ior all courses in social work. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
222 COMMUNITY SERVICES 
Designed to provide an opportunity for freshman and sophomore 
level students to test their interest in the field of social work 
through a five to ten·hout week participant·observation experi· 
ence in a local agency. The purposes are to provide opportimity for 
a self·evaluation of one's aptitude for and interest in the field, and 
secondly, to introduce the idea of evaluating the effectiv�ness of 
the agency in terms of achieving its stated goals. No prerequisites. 
Will not meet general university core requirements. I 1 1 (2-4) 

271 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK 
The history, philosophical and value stance, practice methods and 
"settings" (i.e. services to children and youth, residential treat· 
ment, health care, corrections, services to older persons) of 
professional social work; opportunities for agencylinstitutional 
observational experiences. No prerequisites. I II (4) 

332 SOCIAL WORK VALUES 
An examination of the value system that underlies the practice of 
social work, such as client self-determination, regard for the worth 
of individuals, and an appreciation of the distinct characteristics of 
diverse populations. Students will have the opportunity to clarify 
their own values during the course. Prerequisite: 271. I II (2) 

333 INTERVIEWING 
A laboratory courSe that provides opportunity to learn basic 
interviewing skills and techniques through various experiential 
forms. Open to non·social work majors. Prerequisite for social 
work majors only: 271 and 332. I II (4) 

377 FAMILY AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
A social and psychological examination of family development 
using a systems approach. Study of family development through· 
out the life cycle. Consideration of emerging and alternative 
family structures. Prerequisite 271. I II (4) 

385 SOCIAL POLICY AND ORGANIZATION 
An examination of the impact that cultural values have on social 
policy and how organizational structures influence the implemen. 
tation of social policies. Consideration of the influence that 
economic and political systems have upon social poliCY and the 
way in which the values operating in those systems impact social 
policy. Study of the effect that administrative and organizational 
structures at various governmental levels have on social policy 
implementation. The place of social services as an institution in 
society and the role that the social work profession plays in value 
formation and influence. Prerequisite: 271 or consent of instructor. 
I II (4) 

399 INTERNSHIP 
A supervised learning experience in an agency setting with 
emphasis on acquiring a n  overview of the agency, in contrast to 
learning specific social work skills. Intended to provide the 
opportunity to apply and test out knowledge acquired in courses 
previously taken in the social sciences. Can be a useful comple· 
ment to 475 and 476, which are more skill oriented. Prerequisites: 
271, 333. 1 II ( 1 -4) 

472 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE I 
Provision of a theoretical base and requisite skills for direct service 
in social work. Within a generalist framework the follOWing 
intervention models will be presented: the systems model, the 



task -centered model, problem-solving theory and the common 
human needs model. Prerequisites: 271, 332, 333, 377. I II (4) 

473 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE II 
A continuation of 472 with general emphasis on direct service. 
Focus on family therapy, ethical and value considerations in social 
work, and knowledge and skills related to systems change within 
a group process approach. Prerequisites: 271, 332, 333, 377, 472. l l  
(4) 

475 FIELD EXPERIENCE 
Supervised field work within an agency or institution; applica
tion/integration of knowledge, theory, and understanding; develop
ment of techniques common to the social work field. Prerequisite: 
271, 332, 333, 377, 385 to be taken concurrently with 472, and 
consent of instructor. I I I  (4) 

476 FIELD EXPERIENCE 
Continuation of 475. I II (4) 

484 SOCIAL RESEARCH 
Principles of research design and assessment of various research 
methods. Evaluation research will be given special attention. 
Primary emphasis on understanding and critically examining 
actual research. Prerequisites: 271, 332, 333, 385. I (4) 

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Prerequisite: departmental consent. I II ( 1 -4) 

Sociology 
Sociology examines the processes and structures 
which shape social groups of all sizes, including 
friends, fami lies, workplaces, and nations. The 
study of sociology provides students with unique 
interpretive tools for understanding themselves 
and others in a changing world. Sociology has 
broad appeal to those who are interested in 
developing practical skills and analytic talents. 
Some of the practical pursuits enabled by socio
logical training are in the areas of planning, pro
gram development, counseling, research, criminal 
j ustice, employment and training, and marketing. 
The academic preparation is valuable to those 
interested in pursuing further degrees in law, 
administration, social work, theology, or the 
social sciences. 

The department's curriculum offers a wide 
variety of courses in sociological analysis while 
permitting an optional concentration in the 
specialized areas of family/gender or crime/devi
ance. The curriculum is deliberately flexible to 
permit students to study individual subject areas, 
or to pursue majors or minors in the field. Stu
dents majoring in business, nursing, education, 
and computer science find the sociology minor 
particularly useful for broadening their under
standing of social rules and relationships, 
programs and solutions, and continuity and 
change. 

The faculty is attentive to the individual needs of 
st,-,dents in their efforts to provide academic excel
lence to a diverse student body. Faculty members 
have gained recognition for their professional 
activit ies at t he community, regional, and national 
levels, and inv ite student participation in these 
activities. 

FACULTY 
Smith, Chair; Biblarz, Jobst, McDade, Oberholtzer. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS: 
General Major: 36 semester hours, including 101, 240, 396, 397, 

499; plus 1 2  semester hours in sociology approved by the depart
ment at the 300 and 400 levels; and Statistics 231. 

Major with Concentration in Family/Gender: 36 semester 
hours including 101, 330, 396, 397, 440, 499; plus 12 semester 
hours in sociology chosen in consultation with the department. 

Major with Concentration in Crime/Deviance: 36 semester 
hours including 101, 336, 396, 397, 412, 499; plus 12 semester 
hours of sociology chosen in consultation with the department. 

NOTE: 101 or consent of instructor are prerequisite to all 300 
and 400 level courses. 

MINOR: 20 semester hours, including 101 and 16 semester 
hours of sociology chosen in consultation with the department. 
Statistics 231 may be included in the minor. 

MINOR IN SOCIOLOGICAL DATA ANALYSIS: 20 semester 
hours: 1 01, 362, 397, 403, Statistics 231. 

BACHELOR O F  ARTS IN EDUCATION: See School of 
Education. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
101 AMERICAN SOCIETY 
How does the individual relate to the group? Why do some people 
"have" power, prest ige, or money while others "have not"? What 
contributes to social stability or social unrest? What is happening 
in schools, families, and religion? In answering, we turn the 
sociolOgical eye on American society using concepts l ike these: life 
styles, interact ions, groups, social structures, values, and change. 
(4) 

202 SOCIAL ISSUES 
Analysis of selected social problem and policy areas. Topics will 
vary and be announced in each semester's time schedule. No 
prerequisites. Will not satisfy department major Or minor 
requirements. (2) 

215 CONTEMPORARY MARRIAGE 
Examination of  the nature of marriage in the United States today. 
Some of the questions to be addressed include: How do people get 
into marriage? What is love all about? What do people expect of 
marriage? How do people make marriage work? What is required 
of persons in marriage? How do people solve t he problems that 
inevitably arise in marriage? Students will be given the oppor
tunity to test their readiness for the marriage relationship through 
three standard ized tests. Will not satisfy department major or 
minor requiremen ts. (2) 

221, 222 PERSPECTIVES AND APPUCA TIONS 
IN WOMEN'S STUDIES 

A multi-disciplinary overview of topics relevant to an historical 
and contemporary analysis of gender issues. Campus and com
munity speakers will  engage students in active discussion and 
consideration of a variety of topics, including theoretical perspec
tives, research findings, artistic expressions, and program applica-
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tions. This course serves as  a foundation for the  Women's Studies 
minor. No prerequisites. (1, 1 )  

234 GROWING UP IN AMERICA: FROM 
BIRTH TO DEATH 

An examination of how individuals learn social roles and identities 
through various agents of socialization, including family, religious, 
peer, media, and occupational settings. Emphasis on adolescent 
and adult socialization and resocializa tion. Prerequisite: 101 
recommended. a/y (4) 

240 SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND POLICIES 
Factual and evaluative considerations in the definition, explana
tion, and resolution of social problems. Analysis and criticism of 
current approaches to social problems focusing on logical pro
cedures and fallacies in thinking. Among issues to be included are 
mental health, poverty, crime, family disorganization, and work 
alienation. (4) 

260 RELATIONSHIPS 
A study of the relationships of lovers, friends, enemies, acquain
tances, couples, and st rangers, with particular attention to patterns 
and problems of communication, personal identity and growth, 
and social networks and power. Prerequisite: 101 recommended. 
(4) 

330 THE F AMIL Y 
Analysis of the changing nature of the family as a system of social 
positions and roles. Examination of the family from a socio
historical and cross-cultural perspective. Topics include love 
relationships, marriage, family positions and roles, family types, 
parenthood, socialization, retirement, divorce, and remarriage. 
Prerequisite: 101 or PSYC 335 or consent of instructor. (4) 

336 DEVIANCE 
A general introduction to a variety of nonconforming, usually 
secretive, and illegal behavior, such as corporate crime, drug 
dealing, prostitu tion, industrial spying, child abuse, and suicide, 
with emphasis on the conflict of values and life-experiences 
within a society .  Prerequisite: 101 or consent of instructor. (4) 

351 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW 
An examination of the social control of law and legal institutions; 
the influence of culture and social organization on law, legal 
change, and the administration of just ice. Includes examples of 
how law functions within the major theoretical models. Pre
requisite: 101 or consent of instructor. (4) 

362 APPLIED DEMOGRAPHY 
An introduction to applied demography with an emphasis on 
basic information resources and a non-technical overview of 
estimation and projection methods. Includes the use of demo
graphic information in business and government activities. Pre
requisite: 101 or consent of instructor. a/y (4) 

380 THE CHANGING WORKPLACE 
Approaches work experiences and organizational designs with 
sociological insights. Emphasis on issues like satisfaction, rewards, 
decision making, unemployment, and effects On families. Pre
requisite: 101 or consent of instructor. (4) 

386 EQUALITY AND INEQUALITY 
Examination of the nature, origins, forms, and consequences of 
social equalities and inequalities. Focus on material circumstances, 
life styles, and life changes in social classes, including racial groups 
and other minorities. Prerequisite: 101 or consent of instructor. a/y 
(4) 

391 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 
An investigation of the American religious scene with particular 
emphasis on the new religious movements featu.ring insider 
accounts, along with attention to social settings and processes 
which these new religions reflect and produce. Prerequisite: 101, 
one previous religion course, or consent of instructor. (Cross
referenced with RELI 391 )  a/y (4) 

395 POLITICAL/SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 
Social, political, cultural, and other kinds of movements, and their 
relationship to established institutionalized behavior, to collective 
behavior, and to social change. Modern mass movements and the 
role of individuals and small groups within them. Theory of social 
movements, social reform, and revolution. Prerequisite: 101 or 
consent of instructor. a/y (4) 

396 MAJOR THEORIES 
An analysis of the most famous and influential sociological 
t heories of the 19th and 20th centuries with attention to the classic 
t heories of Marx, Durkheim, and Weber, to the recent multitude of 

contemporary schools, and to the underlying patterns of thought 
which both unite and divide the sociological tradition. Required 
for junior majors. Prerequisite: 101, junior declared major/minor, 
Or consent of instructor. (4) 

397 RESEARCH METHODS 
An overview of the techniques sociologists use to collect, organize, 
and interpret information. A variety of research designs will be 
discussed, including surveys, observations, experiments, content 
analysis, and historical analysis. Students will learn how to 
conduct their own research and how to be informed consumers of 
others' research. Required for junior majors. Prerequisite: 101 ,  
junior declared major/minor, or consent of instructor. (4) 

399 INTERNSHIP 
Demonstration of the implications of sociology, combining on-site 
work with in-class learning. The artful  skill of using theory to solve 
problems and of handling the practicalities of working in agencies 
and businesses. Placements: criminal just ice system, private and 
public social service organizations, local and state governmental 
agencies, businesses, and social research. Prerequisite: depart
mental consent. (J -4) 

401 UNDERGRADUATE WORKSHOPS 
Workshops in special fields or areas for varying periods of time. 
Prerequisite: 101 or consent of instructor. ( 1 -4) 

403 COMPUTERS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Introduction to computer usage in social and behavioral analySis. 
Topics include information management, systems simulation, 
statistical packages, and communication languages. Hands-on 
experience will be included in the course. No previous computer 
or statistics course is required. Prerequisite: 101 , 397, or consent of 
instructor. (4) 

408 WOMEN AND WORK 
An examination of the historical development of women's work 
roles both inside and outside the home. A discussion of current 
issues related to women in the workplace, including labor market 
segmentation, pay equity and comparable worth, safety and 
health, and women and unions. In conclusion, a comparison will 
be made between the work experiences of American WOmen and 
women in other parts of the world. Prerequisite: 101, 380, or 
consent of instru.ctor. (4) 

412 CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 
A close look at adult crime and juvenile delinquency with 
attention to their social roots, development, social impact, and 
relationship to a society which both abhors and nurtures them. 
Prerequisite: 101, 336, or consent of instructor. (4) 

423 PSYCHOANAL YSIS AND SOCIETY 
A study of psychoanalytic theory and application to the under
standing of various aspects of society and social behavior, 
including sex roles and the family, deviant behavior, social 
change, art and literature, religion, and power. Prerequisite: 101 ,  or 
PSYC 101,  or consent of instructor. (4) 

434 MINORITY AND ETHNIC FAMILIES 
An examination of the character of families and family life outside 
the dominant mainstream in America, including the realities of 
black, Hispanic, and Asian families, as well as working class 
families and families in other societies. EmphasiS on similarities 
and differences among various kinds of famil ies, on the social 
causes of these characteristics, and On the consequences of 
different types of family life for both the individual and society as a 
whole. Prerequisite: 101, 330, or consent of instructor. (4) 

440 SEX, GENDER, AND SOCIETY 
An examination of the impact of sex and gender on personality 
formation, intellectual ability and achievement, labor force par
ticipation, family roles and responsibilities, and social behavior. 
Biological, psychological, and sociological perspectives will be 
used to examine the differences and similarities between women 
and men in contemporary societ y. Prerequisite: 101, 330, or 
consent of instructor. (4) 

443 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
Examination of schools and other educational institutions from a 
sociological perspective. Topics include such issues as c lass, race, 
religion, sex, and handicap, and how these characteristics influence 
education. Prerequisite: 101 , or declared junior or senior education 
major, or consent of instructor. (Cross-referenced with EDUC 586). 
(4) 

462 SUICIDE 
An examination of the different aspects of suicide and suicidal 
behavior. Begins with a cross-cultural and historical overview, 



looking at variations and changes in attitudes toward suicide. 
Review of the scope of the problem and careful analysis of theories 
that attempt to explain why people commit suicide. Examination 
of the influence of the mass media and the general phenomenon of 
contagion. Discussions of intervention in suicidal behavioral and 
the question of the right to suicide. Prerequisites: 101 and consent 
of instructor. (4) 

471 ISSUES IN FAMILY/GENDER 
In-depth analysis of selected family and gender issues. Both 
contemporary and historical sociological analysis will be involved. 
Students will be expected to pursue a specific aspect oHamily and 
gender issues in depth for class presentation and discussion. 
Topics will vary and be announced in each semester's time 
schedule. Prerequisites: 101, 330, or consent of instructor. (4) 

472 ISSUES IN CRIME/DEVIANCE 
In-depth analysis of selected crime and deviance issues. Both 
contemporary and historical sociological analysis will be involved. 
Students will be expected to pursue a specific aspect of crime and 
deviance issues in depth for class presentation and discussion. 
Topics will vary and be announced in each semester's time 
schedule. Prerequisites: 101, 336, or consent of instructor. (4) 

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Readings or fieldwork in specific areas or issues of sociology under 
supervision of a faculty member. Prereq uisite: departmental 
consent. (1-4) 

499 SENIOR SEMINAR 
A recapitulat ion and integration of themes from previous sociology 
courses with additional readings and discussion. Students 
investigate an individual topic, make formal presentations, and 
complete a substantial research paper. Prereq uisite: Senior 
sociology major or minor and departmental consent. (4) 

501 GRADUATE WORKSHOPS 
Graduate workshops in special fields or areas for varying periods 
of time. (1 -4) 

514 ORGANIZATIONAL AND SYSTEMS 
THEORY 

Examination of the nature, origins, and struct ures of organizations 
and bureaucracies. Classic and contemporary theories of organi
zations are reviewed and critiqued. The influence, power, and 
social responsibilities of large organizations are examined from a 
historical as well as a contemporary perspective. (4) 

530 GROUP DYNAMICS: 
THEORY AND PRACTICE 

Examination of concepts and principles of human behavior in 
groups. Topics considered include membership, leadership, 
authority, cohesiveness, goals, norms, and processes. The applica
tion and use of theory in applied settings are explored. (4) 

534 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK: 
QUALITY OF LIFE 

Evaluation of job satisfaction in terms of occupational stress, fair 
compensation issues, job enrichment, career advancement and 
performance. Exploration of techniques of job redesign and 
enrichment along with trends for future workplaces. (4) 

551 INTERVENTIONS PRACTICUM I 
Application of organizational change theory within an applied 
setting. Emphasis on identifying work situations for change and 
developing techniques for implementing change. (2) 

552 INTERVENTIONS PRACTICUM II 
Implementation and analysis of actual intervention within an 
organizational system or laboratory simulation with applied 
emphasis. Prerequisite: 55!. (2) 

590 GRADUATE SEMINAR 
Selected topics as announced. Prerequisite: consent of the instruc
tor. ( 1-4) 

591 DIRECTED STUDY (1-4) 

595 GRADUA TE READINGS 
Independent study card required. (4) 

598 RESEARCH PROJECT (4) 

599 THESIS (4) 

Statistics Program 
Statistics, a "branch of applied mathematics, 
studies the methodology for the collection and 
analysis of data and the use of data to make 
inferences under conditions of uncertainty_ 
Statistics plays a fundamental role in the social 
and natural sciences, as well as in business, 
industry, and government. 

Statistical practice includes: collection, 
exploration, summarization, and display of data; 
design of experiments and sampling surveys; 
drawing inferences and making decisions based 
on data and assessing the uncertainty of such 
inferences and decisions; and the construction of 
mathematical models for analysis of random 
processes. Probability forms the conceptual 
foundation and mathematical language for the 
inferential aspects of statistics. 

The statistics program is offered cooperatively by 
the Departments of Economics, Mathematics, 

Psychology, and Sociology. The program is 
administered by an Interdisciplinary Statistics 
Committee headed by the Statistics Program 
director, who is appointed by the dean of the 
Division of Social Sciences. The statistics minor is 
administered by the Department of Mathematics. 
Students interested in a statistics minor are 
encouraged to discuss course selection with a 
statistics faculty member from any discipline. 

FACULTY 
Selected faculty from the Departments of Eco
nomics, Mathematics, Psychology, and Sociology. 

STATISTICS MINOR: A minimum of 16 semester hours to in
clude Statistics 341, at least 8 hours from among the other 
statistics courses, and Computer Science 1 1 0, 220, or 144. 

The statistics courses chosen for a statistics minor will vary 
with the interests of the student. Some typical programs leading 
to a statistics minor are listed below; a computer science course 
must be added to each list. 
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For students interested in mathematics, graduate Or professional 
work in statistics, or an actuarial career: 

Statistics 341, 342. 348 

For students interested in economics or business: 
Statistics 231, 341, 244 or Statistics 341, 342, 244 

For students interested in other social sciences: 
Statistics 231. 341, 244 or Statistics 231, 341, 348 

For students interested in natural sciences: 
Stat istics 341, 342, 348 or Statistics 231, 341. 348 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
231 INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS 
Descriptive stat istics: measures of central tendency and disper
sion. Inferential statistics: generalizations about populat ions from 
samples by parametric and non parametric techniques. Methods 
covered will include estimation, hypothesis-testing. simple COrre
lation analysis, linear regreSSion and chi square analysis. (May not 
be taken for credit after STAT 341 has been taken.) I II (4) 

244 ECONOMETRICS (ECON 244) 
Introduction to the methods and tools of econometrics as the basis 
for applied research in economics. Specification, estimation, and 
testing in the classical linear regression model. Extensions of the 
model and applications to the analysis of economic data.  
Prerequisite: STAT 231 or equivalent. (4)  

341 INTRODUCTION TO MA THEMA TICAL 
STATISTICS (MATH 341) 

Description of data (univariate and bivariate), introduction t o  
probability (axioms, discrete and continuous random variables, 
expectations), special distributions (binomial. Poisson, normal 
gamma). statements of law of large numbers and central limit 
theorem, elements of experimental design (control. randomization, 
bloc k i ng), sampling dist rib u t ions, pOint estimators (b ias, 
efficiency, methods of moments and maximum lik elihood). confi-

dence intervals, hypothesis tests, regression (if time permits). 
Prerequisite: MATH 152. 1 (4) 

342 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL 
THEORY (MATH 342) 

Continuation of MathiS tat 341. Topics may include: jOint, marginal 
and conditional distributions, correlations, distributions of func
tions of random v ariables, moment generating functions, 
Chebyschev's inequality, convergence in probability and limiting 
distributions, introduction to inference in regression and one-way 
analysis of variance, introduction to Bayesian and non-parametric 
statistics, power test and likelihood ratio tests. Prerequisite: 
MATHISTAT 341. aiy 11 (4) 

343 OPERATIONS RESEARCH (ECON 343) 
Quantitative methods for decision problems. Emphasis on linear 
programming and other deterministic models. Prerequisite: STAT 
231 or equivalent. 11 (2) 

348 APPLIED REGRE SSION ANALYSIS AND 
ANOVA (MATH 348) 

Linear, multiple and nonlinear regression, regression diagnostics 
and violations of model assumptions, analysis of variance, 
experimental design including randomization and blocking. 
multiple comparisons, analysis of covariance. Substantial use of a 
statistical computer package and an emphasis on exploratory 
analysis of data. Prerequisite: 341 or consent of instructor. aly 11 (4) 

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-4) 

500 APPLIED STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
(ECON 500) 

(Will not count for Statistics Minor) An intensive introduction to 
statistical methods for graduate students who have not previously 
taken Introductory Statistics. Emphasis on the application of 
inferential statistics to concrete situations. Topics covered include 
measures of location and variation, probability, estimation, hypo
thesis tests, and regression. (4) 

Women)s Studies 
The Women's Studies minor is a multidisciplinary 
program which enriches the traditional liberal 
arts curriculum by adding new perspectives on 
women's lives and accomplishments. Based on 
the study of women in culture, society, and 
history, the minor incorporates gender into other 
basic categories of analysis including the 
dynamics of social change, the creation and 
transmission of culture and the arts, the legacy 
and cultural construction of our physical and 
intellectual characteristics, and the origins and 
nature of current theories and social issues. 
Women's Studies can broaden the education of 
both mare and female students and enhance their 
career preparation and professional opportunities 
wherever there is a need to understand women 
and the new roles they are playing in society. 

FACULTY 
Women's Studies Executive Committee: Brusco, 
Chair; D. Anderson, Brown Carlton, Cruz, Hacker, 
Howell, Kraig, Marek, McDade. 

MINOR: 20 semester hours, including two core courses (4 
hours) in Women's Studies (WMST 101 and 490); two courses (8 

hours) from the approved list of departmental core COurses from 
two different divisions, or the Integrated Studies ''Realizing 
Gender" sequence (8 hours); and two elective courses from two 
different divisions. 

I. Women's Studies Core Courses (required-4 hours) 
WMST 101: Introduction to Women's Studies 
WMST 490: Capstone Seminar 

U. Departmental Core Courses (8 hours) 
Students choose two courses from the following 
departmental courses which introduce the study of 
gender in respective disciplines. Selections must be from 
two different divisions. 
Anthropology 350 - Women and Men in World Cultures (4) 
English 232 - Women's Literature (4) 
History 359 - History of Women in the United States (4) 
Psychology 474 - Psychology of Women (4) 
Religion 364 - Feminist Theology (4) 
Sociology 440 - Sex, Gender, and Society (4) 

III. Elective Courses (8 hours) 
Students choose two (or more) courses from the following 
options. Selections must be from two different divisions. 
A. Additional COurse from II above. 
B. Courses from an approved list published in each 

semester's class schedule. 
C. Courses from any diSCipline for which part of the 

courSe requirements can be fulfilled with a research 
paper On gender issues. This allows the integration of 
Women's Studies perspectives into courses which are 
not explicitly structured around those perspectives. 
Permission of the Women's Studies Committee and 
consent of instructor required. 



COURSE OFFERINGS 
101 INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S 

STUDIES 
An introduction to Women's Studies as an academic discipline 
and a way of learning. The interdisciplinary course explores the 
richness and diversity of women's lives and experiences from a 
variety of perspectives, including the social sciences, humanities, 
and arts. This course is open to all students and serves as the 
foundation of the Women's Studies minor. No prerequisites. (2) 

CHOICE 
The Center for Human Organization in Changing Environ

ments is the community service and outreach branch of Pacific 
Lutheran University. The acronym, CHOICE, suggests its func
tion and style: to initiate processes and programs both on and 
off campus which assist people to participate in making choices 
which may lead to improved quality of life. 

CHOICE assists communities and organizations by providing 
linkages between the univerSity and the public sector and com
munity service agencies, and by offering channels for service 
involvement by faculty and students. 

Chief vehicle for CHOICE in pursuing its objectives is the 
Family and Children's Center, which is housed in the univer
sity's East Campus. Faculty and students from many schools 
and departments participate in public services for the community. 
These include a Marriage and Family Therapy Center, "Second 
Wind" -an educational program for adults over SO, University 
Child Care, and the Wellness Clinic. 

In the "changing environments" of the 1990s, CHOICE con
tinues to serve as a vehicle to combine the teaching. research, 
and community service hmctions of the univerSity. 

KPLU-FM, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO 
KPLU at 88.5 FM is licensed by the Federal Communications 

Commission to the UniverSity Board of Regents. 
A member station of Nat ional Public Radio, KPLU provides 

music and news seven days a week, 24 hours a day, with a 
professional staff augmented by qualified students. 

PLU is the only independent university in the Northwest 
operating a hIll power NPR station. 

The KPLU main transmitter &om West Tiger Mountain covers 
the Puget Sound area and translators cover the major 
population centers of western Washington from Bellingham to  
Vancouver. 

490 SEMINAR IN WOMEN'S STUDIES 
A seminar for students who will do either an internship Or a 
research project in Women's Studies. Students will discuss 
assigned readings, prepare class presentations, write summary 
reports, and interact with guest lecturers. (2) 

491 INDEPENDENT STUDY: 
UNDERGRADUATE READINGS 

Reading in specific areas or issues of Women's Studies under the 
supervision of a faculty member. ( 1 -4) 

iliate 
Jources 

C E NTER FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH 
The Center for Social Research provides an opportunity for 

faculty and students to engage in resea.rch that provides 
information and insight into public issues. The center hmctions 
under the auspices of the Division of Social Sciences. 

The center sponsors three types of activity. Community 
Research includes two functions: the Tacoma-Pierce County 
annual survey, a research project identifying factors and trends 
important to shaping local public policy; and faculty and 
student research interests. Symposia are held to facilitate 
community discussion of issues affecting society. Contract 
Research is a program that seeks social research opportunities 
through groups and organizations external to the university. 

The Center for Social Research is an affiliate of the 
Washington State Census Data Program. The Center maintains 
past and current State census data. 

THE E LLIOTT PRESS 
The Elliott Press is PLU's studio-laboratory for the publishing 

arts. With the Press's large collection of letterpress type and 
equipment, students design and produce printed texts using the 
hand-controlled techniques that flourish today in the lively art 
form known as "fine printing." In  addition to its own publish
ing program, the Press houses a growing collection of innova
tive book works and is a workinG museum, where visitors may 
watch and try their hands at the technology pioneered by 
Gutenberg. 
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Pre-pro essional 
Programs 
!HEAL TtH SCIENCES 

The Division of Natural Sciences health science committee 
advises students aspiring to careers in the health sciences. 
Students having such interests are encouraged to obtain a 
health sciences adv iser. Details are available in Room 159 of the 
Rieke Science Center. Summarized below are pre-professional 
requirements for many health science areas; additional infor
mation is available through the health science committee. 

Dentistry, Medicine, and Veterinary Medicine 
The overwhelming majority of students entering the profes

sional schools for these careers have earned baccalaureate 
degrees, securing a broad educational background in the 
process. This background includes a thorough preparation in 
the sciences as well as study in the social sciences and the 
humanities. There are no pre-professional majors at PLU; rather 
students should select the major which best matches their 
interests and which best prepares them for alternative careers. 
In addition to the general university requirements and the 
COurses needed to  compete the student's major, the following 
are generally required for admission to the professional 
program: Biology 161, 1 62, 323; Chemistry 1 1 5, 116, 331 and 332 
(with all laboratories); Mathematics 1 40; Physics 125 and 126 or 
Physics 153 and 154 (with appropriate laboratories). Check with 
your health science adviser for exceptions or for additions 
suggested by specific professional schools. 

Optometry 
Although two years of pre-optometry study is the minimum 

required, most students accepted by a school of optometry have 
completed at least three years of undergraduate work. A large 
percentage of students accepted by schools of optometry have 
earned a baccalaureate degree. For those students who have not 
completed a baccalaureate degree, completion of such a degree 
must be done in conjunction with optometry professional 
studies. 

The requirements for admission to the schools of optometry 
vary. However, the basic science and mathematics requirements 
are generally uniform and include: Biology 161, 162, 323; 
Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 1 6; one year of college mathematics, including 
calculus (at least through Mathematics 151 ); Physics 125 and 126 
or Physics 153 and 154 (with appropriate laboratories). In addi
tion, each school of optometry has its own specific require
ments; check with your health science adviser. 

Medical Technology 
The university provides academic preparation suitable for 

students who choose to enter schools of medical technology. 
Students may also prepare for post-bachelor's degree training in 
specialty programs leading to certification in hematology or 
clinical chemistry. Students may earn a Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Technology (B5.M.T.) customarily by successful 
completion of pre-medical technology coursework at PLU, the 
fulfillment of requirements for either a biology or chemistry 
major, and one year of clinical training. The B5.M.T. is uSaily 
earned as a second degree. The details of the degree program 
and the minimum requirements for admission into medical tech
nology training are described under Medical Technology. 

Pharmacy 
Although the pre-pharmacy requirements for individual 

schools vary (check with your health science adviser), the 
following courses are usually required: one year of general 
chemistry; one year of organic chemistry, with laboratory; 
college level mathematics (often including calculus); one year of 
English composition and literature. Other COurses often required 
include microbiology, quantitative analysis, and introductory 
courses in communication arts, economics, and political science. 

For example, the University of Washington School of Pharmacy 
has approved the following courses as being equivalent to the 
first two years of its S-year program leading to the Bachelor of 
Science degree in pharmacy: Biology 161, 162, 201 (or 328 as a 
substitute for 201); Chemistry 1 15, 1 16, 331 (with laboratory 333), 
and 332 (with laboratory 334), English 101 and 201, Mathematics 
140 and 151, Statistics 231, electives from humanities and social 
sciences. Total credits should not be less than 60 semester 
hours. 

Physical Therapy 
Acceptance to schools of physical therapy has become increas

ingly competitive in recent years, and students interested in 
physical therapy are strongly encouraged to meet with a health 
science adviser as early as possible to determine prerequisites 
for specific schools. Most physical therapy programs are 
master's degree programs. Therefore, potential applicants 
should plan on completing a baccalaureate degree in conjunc
tion with satisfying admission requirements. 

The requirements for admission to schools of physical therapy 
vary. However, the basic science and mathematics requirements 
are generally uniform and include: Biology 161, 162, 323; 
Chemistry 1 1 5, 1 16; Mathematics 140; Physics 125 and 126 (with 
laboratories). (Note: there are a few schools which accept 
Chemistry 104-105 and some that also require Chemistry 331 
and 332). In addition to the principles of biology sequence, appli
cants must complete courses in anatomy and physiology. This 
admission requirement is met by either the combination 205 
and 206 Or the combination 361 and 441; biology majors should 
take 361 and 441, the clear preference of several schools of 
physical therapy. In addition to the science and mathematics 
requirements, the various schools have specific social science 
and humanities requirements. Check with your health science 
adviser regarding these requirements. 

PRE-LAW 
Pre-law at  PLU is an advising system, not a prescribed major 

Or curriculum. A major reason for this approach is that law 
schools generally prefer individuals with a sound liberal 
education. Therefore, regardless of their major, students 
conSidering applying to law school are encouraged to pursue a 
broad range of liberal arts courses. Students are advised to 
undertake work in anthropology, economics, English, history, 
philosophy, political science, psychology, natural sciences, 
sociology, speech, and accounting. It is also recommended that 
students take one Or two courses, chosen in consultation with 
the pre-law adviser, that will help them specifically to develop 
perspectives on the nature of law and the legal profession. 

Students interested in law should register at the Pre-Law 
Center in the Department of Political Science. Information on 
the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), a circulating library of 
law school catalogs, a newsletter, and other resource materials 
are available. In addition, students should discuss their program 
with the pre-law adviser in the Department of Political Science. 

TtHEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
Pre-theological students should complete the requirements 

for the Bachelor of Arts degree. Besides the general degree 
requirements, the Association of Theological schools 
recommends the following: 

English-literature, composition, speech, and related studies. 
At least six semesters. 

History-ancient, modern European, and American. At least 
three semesters. 

Philosophy-orientation in history, content, and methods. At 
least three semesters. 

Natural Sciences-peferably physics, chemistry, and biology. 
At least two semesters. 



Social Sciences-psychology, sociology, economics, political 
science, and education. At least six semesters, including at least 
one semester of psychology. 

Foreign Languages-one or more of the following: Latin, Greek, 
Hebrew, German, French. Students who anticipate post
graduate studies are urged to undertake these disciplines as 
early as possible (at least four semesters). 

Religion-a thorough knowledge of Biblical ·content together 
with an introduction to major religious traditions and 
theological problems in the context of the principal aspects of 
human cult ure as outlined above. At least three semesters. 
Students may well seek counsef from the seminary of their 
choice. 

Of the possible majors, English, philosophy, religion, and the 
social sciences are regarded as the most desirable. Other areas 
are, however, accepted. 

A faculty adviser will assist students in the selection of 
courses necessary to meet the requirements of the theological 
school of their choice. At the present time, increasing numbers 
of women are enrolling at selected Protestant seminaries in 
pursuit of the Master of Divinity degree. Consult the Religion 
Department chair for further information. 

ARMY ROTC (MIUiARY SCIENCE) 
The objectives of the Army ROTC (Reserve Officer Training 

Corps) are to prepare academically and physically qualified 
college women and men for the rigor and challenge of serving 
as an officer in the United States Army-Active, National Guard, 
or Reserve. To that end, the program stresses service to country 
and community through an enhancement of leadership compe
tencies which support and build on the concept of "service 
leadership." 

Army ROTC is offered to PLU students on campus. The lower 
division courses are open to all students and do not require a 
military commitment for non-scholarship students. The upper 
division courses are open to qualified students. ROTC is tradi
tionally a four-year program, but individuals with prior service, 
] ROTC in high school, and summer basic camp attendees may 
complete the program in only two years. Normally, all students 
participate in one class day per week (two-three hours), three 
workshops (leadership labs) per semester, and one overnight 
field training exercise per semester. Physical fitness of all 
students is monitored. 

Financial assistance in the form of two and three-year 
scholarships is available to qualified applicants. The 
scholarships pay 80% of tu ition and provide a book allowance as 
well as a monthly subsistence of $100. Students in upper divi
sion courses not on scholarship receive $100 subsistence 
allowance. 

To be commissioned a student must complete the military 
science curriculum, including successful completion of a six
week advanced camp during the summer before the senior year. 

Additional information on the Army ROTC program may be 
obtained by writing Army ROTC, Pacific Lutheran University, 
Tacoma, WA 98447, or by calling (206) 535-8740. 

Faculty: Captain Henry, Captain Pitts. 
The curriculum is designed to prepare students to become 

future leaders by developing their ability to demonstrate accept
able behavior in each of the following leadership dimensions: 
Initiative, Oral and Written Communications, Judgment, 
Decisiveness, Sensitivity, Technica! Competence, Planning and 
Organizing, Administrative Control Delegation, and Problem 
Analysis. Behavioral development occurs through course work 
in the areas of Professional Military Education, Military 
Knowledge, and Military Skills. 

Professional Military Education courses are designed to 
deve.lop the student's ability to communicate appropriately in 
writing, to understand the human aspects of command, and to 
become acquainted with the evolution of warfare and military 
theory with a particular emphasiS on the place of military 
institutions in society. Courses meeting these requirements are 
taught by other departments in the university but are required 
to complete the ROTC program. 

Military Knowled.ge courses provide a foundation in such 
areas as leadership theory, ethics, roles and responsibilities of 
the officer, and military operations. Military skills are developed 
during the conduct of leadership workshops and field t raining 
exercises. 

Leadership development occurs both in and out of the 
classroom by placing students in � variety of leadership 
positions. Oral presentations and writing requirements are 
incorporated in all classes as another means of developing 
desirable leadership behavior. 

The Basic Course consists of two to three hours of academic 
instruction and military training per week each semester of the 
freshman and sophomore years. Students beginning the course 
as sophomores can compress the Basic Course by attending 
additional academic instruction. There is no military 
commitment for non-scholarship students in the Basic Course. 

The Advanced Course consists of additional academic 
instruct'ion and physical cond.itioning plus a six-week advanced 
summer camp at Fort Lewis, Washington. 

Students are furnished with uniforms and necessary 
textbooks for Military Science courses. 

Basic Course 
MS 1 1 1, 1 1 2  lntrodllction to Military Science 
An introduction to military science, roles of active and reserve 
units, and special programs associated with Army ROTC. 
Development of written and oral communication skills for the 
military leader. (2) 
MS 211, 212 Introduction to Leadership 
An introduction to leadership and military ethics and values. 
Through classroom simulations students are evaluated on their 
potential as leaders and managers. (2) 

Advanced Course 
MS 311, 312 Leadership and Management 
A survey of leadership/management and motivational theories. 
An orientation on the competencies required of the small unit 
leader. Includes tactics, communications, and land navigation. 
(3) 
MS 411, 412 Professionalism and Ethics 
Covers Army values, ethics, and professionalism, responsibilities 
to subordinates, sell, and country, law of land warfare, and the 
resolution of ethical/value dilemmas. Also covers logistic and 
justice systems and the interaction of special staff and command 
functions. (3) 

NOTE: A maximum of 24 semester hours earned in ROTC 
programs may be applied toward a baccalaureate degree at  PLU. 
Students receiving more than 12  semester hours of ROTC credit 
toward a PLU degree are required to take one of the following: 

a) Philosophy 225 (Ethical Theory) 2 hours, and Military Ethics 
(Philosophy), 2 hours, 

b) Religion 365 (Christian Moral Issues), 4 hours, 
c) Integrated Studies 221 (The Experience of War), 4 hours, or 
d) Integrated Studies 222 (The Prospects for Peace), 4 hours. 
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The Board 0 

OWNERSHIP, SUPPORT, GOVERNMENT 
The university is owned and operated by Pacific Lutheran 

University, Inc., a Washington corporation whose purpose is to 
maintain a Christian institution of higher learning. 

With the formation of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in 
America (ELCA) on Janua.ry 1, 1988, the PLU Corporation was 
reconstituted. The corporation meets annually on the PLU 
campus to elect regents and to conduct other business. The 
corporation consists of 37 regents and 125 delegates from the six 
synods of Region I of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in 
America. The Board of Regents includes eighteen representa
tives from the ELCA, nine regents-at-Iarge, t hree regents 
representing the Alumni Association, six bishops from the 
synods of Region I, and the Wliversity president. 

The policy-making and governing body of the university is 
the Board of Regents. On the basis of recommendations made 
by the president, it charts a COurse for the development of the 
total program of the university and strives to provide essential 
funds. The student body and the faculty have non-voting 
representatives who meet with the board. 

OFFICERS 
REV. DR. DAVID WOLD, Chairman 

MR. FRANK JENNINGS, Vice Chairman 

DR. CHRISTY ULLELAND, Secretary 

EX-OFFICIO 
DR. LOREN j ,  ANDERSON, President, PLU, Tacoma, WA 98447, 
PLU 
BISHOP ROBERT KELLER, 326 Shore Road, Nine Mile Falls, WA 
99026 

BISHOP LOWELL E. KNUTSON, 766 B john St., Seattle, WA 98109 

BISHOP DONALD PARSONS, 1 1 720 Wranglers Way, Anchorage, 
AK 99516 

BISHOP MARK RAMSETH, 2415 13th Ave. S., Great Falls, MT 
59405 

BISHOP PAUL SWANSON, 2801 N. Gantenbein, Portland, OR 
97207 

BISHOP DAVID WOLD, 420 121st St. 5., Tacoma, WA 98444, 
(Chainnan) 

1991-1994 TERM 
MRS. CONNYE HAGER, 1 50 Norris, Billings MT 59105, Regent-at
Large 

MR. ROBERT HOWARD, 153 Dome Road, Fairbanks, AK 99709, 
ELCA 

MR. FRANK JENNINGS, 25637 Marine View Drive S., Kent, WA 
98032, ELCA (Vice Chainnan) 
DR. JOHN OAKLEY, 1813 142nd St. SE, Mill Creek, WA 98012, 
ELCA 

MR. JON OLSON, 10337 Normandy Crest, Eden Prairie, MN 55347, 
Alumni 

DR. WILLIAM RAMSTAD, 3261 Caminito Ameca, La jolla, CA 
92037, Regent-at-Large 

DR. RICHARD ROUSE, 62 1 1  l%th SW., Lynwood, WA 98036, 
£LCA 

MRS. JANE RUSSELL, P.O. Box 1616, Tacoma, WA 98401, Regent-at
Large 

DR. OTTO STEVENS, N. 7110 G. St., Spokane, WA 99208, £LCA 

DR. DONALD WILSON, 13874 Taylor's Crest, Lake Oswego, OR 
97035, ELCA 

1989-1992 TERM 
MRS. LINDA BEMILLER, 4915 N. Orchard St., Tacoma, WA 98407, 
Alumni 

DR. RONALD D. GREWENOW, 17 Scarborough Dr., Lake Oswego, 
OR 97034, £LCA 

MRS. ANNE LONG, 17520 SE 60th, Issaquah, WA 98027, ELCA 

MR. WALLACE G. McKINNEY, 600 Adair Circle, Hutchinson, KS 
67502, Regent-at-Large 

MR. DONALD MORKEN, 831-228th SE, Issaquah, WA 98027, 
Regent-at-Large 

REV. RICHARD E. MUELLER, 1305 Webster Forest Ct., Webster 
Groves, MO 63119, Regent-at-Large 

M R  ARTHUR M. PETERSON, KAO, P.O. Box 30558, Billings, MT 
591 1 4, £LCA 

REV. DAVID STEEN, 2717 Raint ree Ct. SE, Olympia, WA 98501, 
ELCA 

DR. CHRISTY ULLELAND, 1 5424 9th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98166, 
£LCA (Secretary) 

MR GEORGE WEHMANN, Box 539, Idaho FAlls, ID 83402·0539, 
ELCA 

1990-1993 TERM 
MR. THOMAS R. ANDERSON, P.O. Box CS2259, Tacoma, WA 
98401, Regent·at-Large 
MR. JEROLD ARMSTRONG, 958 Western Ave., joliet, IL 60435, 
Regent-a.t-Large 

MRS. PETRA ON ELLA BRUNNER, 1 91 3  Dike Rd., Mt. Vernon, WA 
98273, £LCA 

MR. NEIL R. BRYANT, P.O, Box 1 1 51, Bend, OR 97709·1151,  ELCA 

DR. CYNTHIA WILSON EDWARDS, 3806 West Soundview Dr., 
Tacoma, WA 98406, ELCA 

MR. THEODORE L. JOHNSON, 20803 Marine View Dr. S.W., 
Seattle, WA 98166, Alumni 

REV. BARRY ROGGE, 524 S. L Tacoma, WA 98405, ELCA 

MR. WAYNE p, SAVERUD, 315 1st  Ave. E, Kalispell, MT 59901, 
ELCA 

MR. GARY SEVERSON, P.O. Box #160 FIC·47, Seattle, WA 98111, 
Regent-at-Large 

MR. DONALD M. WICK, 505 Road 38, Pasco, WA 99301, ELCA 

ADVISORY 
DR. JAMES UNGLAUBE, Director for Colleges and Universities, 
Division for Education, Evangelical Lut heran Church in America, 
8765 W. Higgins Rd., Chicago, IL 60631 

ADVISORY -PlU 
REV. HARVEY NEUFELD, Vice President for Church Relations 

DR. S. ERVING SEVERTSON, Vice President for Student Life 

MR. DONALD STURGILL, Vice President for Finance and Opera. 
tions (Treasurer) 

DR. j. ROBERT WILLS, Pravost 

DR. CHRISTOPHER BROWNING, History, Faculty 

DR. DENNIS M. MARTIN, English, Faculty 

DR. DONALD WENTWORTH, Economics, Faculty 

MS. CYNTHIA WATTERS, President, ASPLU, Student 

MS. LORI GROSLAND, Executive Vice President, ASPLU, Student 

MR. TRENT ERICKSON, Chair, Residence Hall CounciL Student 

MS. ROBERTA MARSH, Board Recorder 



CHURCH OFFICIALS 
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH 
IN AMERICA 
BISHOP HERBERT W. CHILSTROM, 8765 W. Higgins Rd., Chicago, 
IL 60631 

KATHY J. MAGNUS, Vice·President 

REV. LOWELL G. ALMEN, Secretary 

MR RICHARD L. MCAULIFFE, Treasurer 

DIVISION FOR EDUCA nON OF THE EVANGELICAL 
LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA 
Rev. Paul H Andrews, Columbus, OH 
Rev. Stephen Paul Bouman, Bogota, NJ 
Rev. Dennis H. Dickman, Waverly, lA, Chair 
Mr. Kirk Downey, Williamsport, MD 
Rev. David L .  Echelbarger, Marinette, WI  
Mr. Richard S. Froiland, Hendricks, MN 
Mr. Carl Fynboe, Fox Island, WA 

Mr. Richard Green, Minneapolis, MN 
Ms. Solveig Gregory, Cedar Falls, 1A 
Ms. Mary Ellen Herbert, Staten Island, NY 
Ms. Gladystine Hodge, Teaneck, NJ 
Dr. David C. Johnson, Morris, MN 
Rev. Wi Jo Kang, Dubuque, 1A 
Rev. John K. Luoma, Youngstown, OH 
Ms. Maxine O'Kelly, Burlington, NC 
Rev. Karen Parker, Englewood, CO 
Rev. H. Frederick Reisz, jr., Cambridge, MA 
Ms. Mary Ellen Schmider, Moorhead, MN 
Ms. Mary Ann Shealy, Newberry, SC 
Mr. Adolph Streng, Jr., Mesquite, TX 
Ms. Kathryn Swanson, Thousand Oaks, CA 

Rev. W. Robert Sorenson, Exeel/tive Director 

• •  • 

mznzstratzve 

PRESIDENT 
Loren J. Anderson . . . . . .  President 

Roberta Marsh . . . . . . . . .  Assistant to tlte President 

John Adix . . . . . . . . . . . .  Assistant to tlte President and 
Acting Alumni Director 

Cynthia Michaels . . . . . . .  Director of Alumni and Clturch 
Admissions 

CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Susan Briehl . . . . . . . . . .  University Pastor 

Daniel Erlander . . . . . . . .  Univcrsity Pastor 

Martin Wells . . . . . . . . . . Univcrsity Pastor 

COMPUTER CENTER 
Robert Paterson . . . . . . . . Dean for Computing 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 
J. Robert Wills " " " ' " Provost 

David C. Yagow . . . . . . . . Associate Provost 

SPECIAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
Judith W. Carr . . . . . . . . . Dean 

Janet Moore . . . . . . . . . . . Coordinator for lntcrnational 
Programs 

GRADUATE AND CONTINUING STUDIES 
David M. Atkinson . . . . . Dean 

DIVISION OF HUMANITIES 
Paul T. Menzel . . . . . . . . .  Deal! 

Susan Young . . . . . . . . . .  Administrative Assistant 

• 

0 ............ zees 
DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
Brian E.  Lowes . . . . . . . . . Dean 

Nancy D. Scott . . . . . . . . .  Administrative Assistant 

Terrence Nicksic . . . . . . . Laboratory Supervisor, 
Chemistry 

C. Lennard Nelson . . . . . .  Administrative Assistant, 
Mathematics and Computer 
Science 

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Jack Bermingham . . . . . . . Dean 

Janice Barker . . . . . . . . . .  Administrative Associate 

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
OFFICE OF SUMMER STUDIES 
Richard D. Moe . . . . . . . .  Dean 

Marilyn Cragin . . . . . . . .  Assistant to the Dean 

Maxine Pomeroy . . . . . . . Administrative Assistant, Music 

Barney McClure . . . . . . . . Director of Promotion and 
Outreach, Music 

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRA nON 
Joseph E.  McCann III . . . . Dean 

Laura J. Polcyn . , . . . . . . .  Associate Dean; Director, 
M.B.A. Program 

Janette Dempsey . . . . . . . Coordinator of Undergraduate 
Programs 

Susan Martensen . . . . . . .  Coordinator of External 
Relations 

Catherine Pratt . . . . . . . .  Program Manager, Center for 
Executive Development 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Robert L. Mulder . . . . . . . Dean 

Nan G. Nokleberg " " "  Director of Graduate Programs 
and Fifth Year Adviscr 
(on leave) 
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SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Dorothy KeUmer-Langan . . . Dean 

Anne Hirsch . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Dean 

Sophia Porter . . . . . . . . . . Admissions, Retention, and 
Recruitment Coordinator 

Cynthia Mahoney . . . . . . Director of Continuing Nursing 
Education 

Ruth Schaffler . . . . . . . . . Learning Resources Center 
Coordinator 

SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
David M. Olson . . . . . . . .  Dean 

LIBRARY 
John W. Heussman . . . . .  Director 

Susan J. McDonald . . . . . Supervisor of Reference Services 

Gail Egbers . . . . . . . . . . . Reference/Bibliographic 
Instruction Librarian 

C. Rebecca Harner . . . . . . Reference Librurian 

Sharon G. Chase . . . . . . . Supervisor of Distributive 
Services 

Jeanine Barndt . . . . . . . . .  Supervisor of Technical Services 

Nicholas Koenig . . . . . . . Technical Semices Librarian 

Layne Nordgren . . . . . . . . Supervisor of Media Services 
and Coordinator of Automated 
Systems 

Virginia Gilmore . . . . . . . Media Services Librarian 

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AND PLANNING 
Larry W. Nelson . . . . . . . .  Director 

ADMISSIONS 
David S. Hawsey . . . . . . . Dean of Admissions and 

Enrollment Management 

David Gunovich . . . . . . .  Associate Dean 

Kathleen North . . . . . . . . Assistant Dean 

Lisa Dean-Erlander . . . . .  Assistant Dean 

Elizabeth Appel . . . . . . . .  Admissions Counselor 

Carol Cochran . . . . . . . . . Admissions Counselor 

Sharon Freeman . . . . . . . Admissions Counselor/ 
Coordinator of Ethnic 
Community Outreach 

Donald Lofton . . . . . . . . .  Admissions Counselor 

FINANCIAL AID 
Kay Soltis . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Financial Aid 

Lewis Dibble . . . . . . . . . .  Associate Director 

Mark Duris . . . . . . . . . . .  Associate Director 

Joan Riley . . . . . . . . . . . .  Assistant Director for 
Information Management 

Barbara Brocker . . . . . . . .  Financial Aid Counselor 

Leann Dahl . . . . . . . . . . . Financial Aid Counselor 

Lisa McCullough . . . . . . . Financial Aid Counselor 

Lorie Staab . . . . . . . . . . . Financial Aid Counselor 

REGISTRAR 
Charles T. Nelson . . . . . . Registrar 

Nancy Steinberg . . . . . . .  Assistant Registrar 

Camille Eliason . . . . . . . .  Transfer Coordinator 

Leanna Long . . . . . . . . . . Evaluator 

Polly Lorenz . . . . . . . . . .  Evaluator 

ADVISING AND ASSISTANCE 
Richard Seeger . . . . . . . . . Director, Academic Advising 

and Assistance 

Wanda Wentworth . . . . . . Director, Academic Assistance 
Programs (on leave) 

Patricia Roundy . . . . . . . . Director, A URA Program 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
Arthur Martinson . . . . . . Director 

CHOICE/FCC 
Faye Anderson . . . . . . . . Director, Center for Human 

Organization in Changing 
Environments (CHOICE) and 
Family and Children's Center 

LITE 
Walter Pilgrim . . . . . . . . .  Director, Lutheran Institute for 

Theological Education (LITE) 

Patricia Witt . . . . . . . . . . . Administrative Assistant 

CHURCH RELATIONS 
Harvey J. Neufeld . . . . . .  Vice President for Church 

Relations 

DEVELOPMENT 
Jan F. Brazzell . . . . . . . . . Vice President for Development 

and University Relations 

John D. Aakre . . . . . . . . . Executive Director, Annual 
Fund 

David Berntsen . . . . . . . .  Director of Development 

Molly Edman . . . . . . . . . . Director of Corporate and 
Foundation Relations 

Linda Dubay . . . . . . . . . . Administrative Assistant 

Dean Johnson . . . . . . . . . Matching Gifts Assistant 

Jim Kittilsby . . . . . . . . . .  Director of Special Funds 

Edgar Larson . . . . . . . . . . Director of Charitable Estate 
Planning 

Ronald Tellefson . . . . . . . Director of Major Gifts and 
Church Support 

James Van Beek . . . . . . . . Director of Scholarship 
Endowment 

Dorothy Werner . . . . . . . .  Research and Grants 
Coordinator 

UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS 
Martin J. Neeb . . . . . . . . . Executive Director 

Sharon Harrison . . . . . . .  Administrative Assistant 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
Kenneth Dunmire . . . . . .  Chief Photographer 

Janet Goleeke . . . . . . . . . Director of Media Relations 

James Peterson . . . . . . . .  Director of University Relations 

Paul Porter . . . . . . . . . . .  Director of Graphics and 
Publications 

Dean Driskell . . . . . . . . .  Assistant Director, Graphics 
and Publications 

KPLU-FM 
Mel Baer . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Director of Development and 

Promotion 

David C hristian . . . . . . . .  Chief Engineer/Radio 

Joseph Cohn . . . . . . . . . . Director, Music 

Roger Johnson . . . . . . . . . Director, Program and Station 
Operations 

TELEVISION 
David Christian . . . . . . . .  Chief Engineer 

Kirk Isakson . . . . . . . . . .  Producer/Director 

Victor Nelson . . . . . . . . . Production Executive 

AUDIO SERVICES 
Robert Holden . . . . . . . . .  Director 



FINANCE AND OPERATIONS 
Donald A. Sturgill . . . . . .  Vice President-Finance and 

Operations 

BUSINESS OFFICE 
Janet Rutledge . . . . . . . . .  Director of Fiscal Affairs 

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Assistant Director 

Diana Seeley . . . . . . . . . .  Manager of Purchasing 

Hilloah Creigh . . . . . . . . .  Superoisor of Receivables 

Trudy Hale . . . . . . . . . . .  Accountant 

CENTRAL SERVICES 
Larry Allen . . . . . . . . . . .  Director, Central Seroices 

Teresa Baumgarten . . . . .  Assistant Director 

William Smith . . . . . . . . .  Printshop Supervisor 

CAMPUS SAFETY AND INFORMATION 
Ronald Garrett . . . . . . . . .  Director, Campus Safety and 

Telecomm u n ication s 

Walt Huston . . . . . . . . . .  Assistant Director 

PHYSICAL PLANT 
Frank Felcyn . . . . . . . . . .  Director, Physical Plant 

Louis Ternstrom . . . . . . .  Maintenance Superoisor 

Heloise Dudley . . . . . . . .  Custodial Superoisor 

PERSONNEL OFFICE 
Mary Pieper . . . . . . . . . . .  Director, Personnel 

Alvarita Allen . . . . . . . . .  Assistant Director 

FOOD SERVICE 
Robert M. Torrens . . . . . .  Director, Food Seroices 

Carrie Millner . . . . . . . . .  Administrative Manager 

Toni Destefano . . . . . . . .  Administrative Manager 

Jeannie Rose . . . . . . . . . .  Food Services Manager 

Sharon Druschba . . . . . . .  Food Seroices Manager 

BOOKSTORE 
Laura Nole . . . . . . . . . . .  Director, Bookstore 

Mark Stevens . . . . . . . . .  Operations Manager 

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
David M. Olson . . . . . . . .  Director of Athletics 

Larry Marshall . . . . . . . . .  Assistant Director 

Michael Benson . . . . . . . .  Athletic Facilities Coordinator 

Pam Semrau . . . . . . . . . .  Sports Information Director/ 
Assistant Director, Athletics 

James Johnson . . . . . . . . .  Director of Aquatics 

Gary Nicholson . . . . . . . .  Athletic Trainer 

Scott Westering . . . . . . . .  Staff Assistant, Physical 
Eduention and Athletics 

Darrell Eshelman . . . . . . .  Manager, Golf Course 

STAGE SERVICES 
David Wehmhoefer . . . . .  Director 

STUDENT LIFE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE 
S. Erving Severtson . . . . .  Vice President and Dean 

Anne Christianson . . . . . .  Administrative Assistant 

CAREER SERVICES 
Beth Ahlstrom . . . . . . . . .  Director 

Michael Quatsoe . . . . . . .  Manager, Student Employment 
Programs 

Lisa Gray . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coordinator, Recruiting/Career 
Adviser 

COUNSELING AND TESTING SERVICES 
Gary Minetti . . . . . . . . . .  Director, Psychologist 

Alene Klein . . . . . . . . . . .  Associate Director/Coordinator, 
Services for Students with 
Disabilities/ Coordinator, 
Testing Seroices 

Seiichi Adachi . . . . . . . . .  Psychologist/Counselor 

Ada Van Doren . . • • . . . .  Consulting Psychiatrist 

HEALTH SERVICES 
Ann Miller . . . . . . . . . . .  Director/Nurse Practitioner 
Bonnie Sharpe . . . . • . • • .  Nurse Practitioner 

Barbara Herbig . . . . . . . .  Registered Nurse 

Patricia Kennedy . . . . . . .  Coordinator, Substance Abuse 
Prevention and Education 
Program 

Diane Rognaldson . . . . . .  Certified Medical Assistant 

Vicki Winters . . . . . • . . .  Administrative Assistant 

MESA 
Brenda Tisdale-Walker . • .  Manager, MESA Program 

MINORITY, INTERNATIONAL, COMMUTER, 
AND ADULT STUDENT SERVICES (MICA) 
Cristina del Rosario . . . • .  Director/Multi-Ethnic Student 

Coordinator 

Bonnie Mudge . . . . . . . . .  Associate Director 

David Gerry . . . . . . . . . .  Assistnnt Directorllntemational 
St udetlt Services 

RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
Lauralee Hagen . . . . . . . .  Director 

Jeffrey Jordan . . . . . . . • .  Ac;sistant Director/Student 
Conduct Coordinator 

Thomas Huelsbeck . . • . .  Manager, Housing and 
Facilities 

Toni Schwartz Hartsfield . . .  Coordinator, Programs 

Nancy Martin . . . . . . . . .  Administrative Assistant 

Valerie Seeley . . . . . . . . .  Coordinator, Accounts and 
Assignments 

UNIVERSITY CENTER 
Rick Eastman . . . . . . . . . .  Director 

Sharon McGuire . . . . . . .  Assistant Director 

Amy Jo Mattheis . . . . . . .  Coordinator, Student Activities 

James Cadungug . . . . . . .  Manager, Conferences and 
Events 
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The Faculty 
LOREN J. ANDERSON, 1992-, President; BA, Concordia 
College, Moorhead, 1967; M.A, Michigan State University, 
1 968; Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1971. 

SEIICHI ADACHI, 1967-, Associate Professor of Psychology; 
Counselor, Counseling and Testing Services; B.A, Jamestown 
College, 1946; B.D., McCormick Seminary, 1951; MA, 
Columbia University-Union Theological Seminary, New 
York, 1957; Ed. D., Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1960. 

uHARRY S. ADAMS, 1947-51, 1962-, Profcssor ofPhysics; 
B.5., M.s., Kansas State University, 1945, 1947; PhD., Uni
versity of Minnesota, 1962. 

BARBARA AHNA, 1987-, Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration; BA, University of Oklahoma, 1967; J.D., 
University of Puget Sound School of Law, 1978. 

SHIRLEY E. AIKIN, 1974-, Assistant Professor of Nursing; 
B.S.N., BA, MA, Pacific Lutheran University, 1971, 1971, 
1978. 

,. ANGELJA G. ALEXANDER, 1971-, Professor of Biology; 
18.5., Juniata College, 1 962; MA, University of California, 
Davis, 1 966; PhD., U niversity of Wash.ington, 1 979. 

MERRILY J. ALLEN, 1 982-1988, 1991-, Associate Professor of 
Nursing; B.5.N., M.N., University of Washington, 1 959, 1984; 
D.N.S., University of San Diego, 1 990. 

DANA D. ANDERSON, 1984-, Associate Professor of 
Psychology; BA, Antioch College, 1971; MA, Ph.D., Ohio 
State University, 1974, 1981. 

GEORGE E. ARBAUGH, 1959-, Professor of Philosophy, 
Regency Professor, 1979-80; BA, Augustana College, Rock 
Island, 1 955; MA, PhD., University of Iowa, 1958, 1959. 

RICHARD E. ARVEY, 1992-, Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration; AB., Washington University, 1 968; MAT., 
University of Chicago, 1 970; M.BA, PhD., University of 
Washington, 1981, 1 983. 

DAVID M. ATKINSON, 1976-, Associate Professor of 
Political Science; Dean of Graduate and Continuing Studies; BA, 
University of Puget Sound, 1965; PhD., University of 
Maryland, 1 972. 

BRIAN N.R. BAIRD, 1 986-87, 1988-, Assistant Professor of 
Psychology; B.5., University of Utah, 1 977; M.S., Ph.D., 
University of Wyoming, 1980, 1 984. 

D. STUART BANCROFT, 1967-68, 1971-, Professor of 
Business Administration; B.5., M.BA, Arizona State University, 
1963, 1 965; MA, PhD., University of Pennsylvania, 1971, 
1973. 

STEPHEN E. BARNDT, 1978-, Professor of Business 
Administration; B.5., Washington State University, 1 957; 
M.BA, PhD., Ohio State University, 1967, 1971. 

*J. THADDEUS BARNOWE, 1977-, Professor of Business 
Administration; BA., University of San Francisco, 1 966; M.A, 
Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1971, 1973. 

MICHAEL D. BARTANEN, 1979-, A<;sociate Professor of 
Communication; BA, M.A, Western Washington University, 
1 974, 1 976; PhD., University of Southern California, 1981. 

KENNETH E. BA TKER, 1966-, Professor of Mathematics; 
BA, Wartburg College, 1 957; M.A., PhD., University of 
Colorado, 1961, 1971. 

MYRA J. BAUGHMAN, 1970-, Professor of Education; BA, 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1 962; M.Ed., Western Washmg
ton University, 1 969; Ed.D., Un iversity of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, 1 975. 

*JOHN E. BEAULIEU, 1985-, Assooate Professor of�mp�ter 
Science; BA, Loretto Heights College, 1 975; MA, University 
of Colorado, 1 976; Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1985. 

WILLIAM BECVAR, 1973-, Professor of Theatre; BA, 
University of Northern Iowa, 1961; M.A, State University of 
South Dakota, 1964; PhD., University of Kansas, 1975. 

STEVEN R. BENHAM, 1982-, Professor of Earth Sciences; 
B.5., Washington State University, 1968; MA, PhD., Indiana 
University, 1971, 1979. 

RACHID BENKHALTI, 1987-, Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics; Maitrise, Diplome D'Etudes Approfondies, 
Doctorat de I'Universite, University of Pau, France, 1981, 
1983, 1986. 

MEGAN BENTON, 1986-, Adjunct Professor of English; 
BA, Pacific Lutheran University, 1 976; MA, The College of 
William and Mary, 1981; Ed.5., University of Alabama, 1984. 

PAUL F. BENTON, 1969-, Associate Professor of English; 
BA, Whitworth College, 1965; Ph.D., Princeton University, 
1970. 

"CHARLES A. BERGMAN, 1977-, Professor of English; 
BA (Economics), BA (English), University of Washington, 
1969, 1970; MA, PhD., University of Minnesota, 1973, 1 977. 

JACK R BERMINGHAM, 1983-, Associate Professor of 
History; Dean, Division of Social Sciences; BA, MA, California 
State University, Northridge, 1972, 1973; PhD., University 
of California, Santa Barbara, 1979. 

ELI BERNIKER, 1982-, Associate Professor of Business Admin
istration; B.5., Wayne State University, 1961; PhD., University 
of California, Los Angeles, 1 985. 

ARTURO BIBLARZ, 1977-, Professor of Sociology; BA, 
MA, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 1955, 
1 960, 1 968. 

KENNETH D. BLAHA, 1989-, Assistant Professor of Com
puter Science; BA, University of Minnesota, Morris, 1 978; 
M.5. (Mathematics), M.5. (Computer SCience), Ph.D., Uni
versity of Oregon, 1981, 1984, 1989. 

RICHARD A. BOYD, 1990-91, 1992-, Visiting Assistant 
Professor of Biology; B.S., M.S., California State University, Los 
Angeles, 1 975, 1977; MA, PhD., University of California, 
Los Angeles, 1989, 1990. 

RA YDELL C. BRADLEY, 1992-, Visiting Assistant Professor 
of Music; B.M.E., M.A, Northeast Missouri State University, 
1981, 1986; D.MA cand., University of Washington. 

JAMES E. BRINK, 1970-, Professor of Computer Science; A B., 
Hope College, 1 965; M.5., Ph.D, Iowa State University, 1967, 
1970. 

R. MICHAEL BROWN, 1982-, Associate Professor of Psy
chology; BA, Seattle University, 1 967; M.5c., University of 
Calgary, 1 972; PhD., University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, I974. 

ROBERT A S. BROWN, 1 979-, Associate Professor of 
Languages (French); BA, Stanford University, 1967; MA, 
University of Oregon, 1 969; Ph.D., University of California, 
Los Angeles, 1981. 

CHRISTOPHER R BROWNING, 1974-, Professor of 
History; AB., Oberlin College, 1967; MA, PhD., University 
of Wisconsin, Madison, 1968, 1975. 

"STANLEY L. BRUE, 1971-, Professor of Econom.ics; BA, 
Augustana College, Sioux Falls, 1 967; PhD., University of 
Nebraska, 1971. 

ELIZABETH E. BRUSCO, 1988-, Assistant Profcssor of 
Anthropology; BA, Boston University, 1 974; MA, Hunter 
College, 1982; PhD., City University of New York, 1986. 

JACK CADY, 1987-, Adjunct Professor of English; B.5., 
University of Louisville, 1961. 



---

THOMAS J. CAMPBELL, 1984-, Associate Professor of 
English; B.s., Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1%8, 1981; MA, 
Portland State University, 1976. 

JOHN T. CARLSON, 1975-, Professor of Biology; B.A., 
Carleton College, 1966; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 
1976. 

SUSAN BROWN CARLTON, 1991-, Assistant Professor of 
English; BA, Mount Holyoke College, 1 971; MA, Butler 
University, 1982; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1991. 

E. WAYNE CARP, 1 986-, Associate Professor of History; B.A., 
MA, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1972, 1973, 
1981. 

JUDITH W. CARR, 1979-, Dean for Special Academic 
Programs; B.s., Pacific Lutheran University, 1970; Ph.D., 
University of Washington, 1974. 

GARY A. CHASE, 1970-, Associate Professor of Physical 
Education; B.s., M.s., Washington State University, 1%2, 
1%4. 

MARIE CHURNEY, 1974-, Associate Professor of Education; 
BA, B.s., Western Washington University, 1%1, 1964; 
M.Ed., Ed.D., University of FLorida, 1966, 1 970. 

EDWIN G. CLA USEN, 1983-, Associate Professor of History; 
BA, University of California, Riverside, 1970; MA, PhD., 
University of California, Santa Barbara, 1972, 1979. 

KEITH J. COOPER, 1 984-, Associate Professor of Philosophy; 
B.A., Gordon College, 1976; M.T.S., Gordon-Conwell Theo
logical Seminary, 1979; M.A., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, 1981, 1988. 

J. ANGELO CORLETT, 1 992-, Assistant Professor of 
Philosophy; BA, Azusa Pacific University, 1979; M.Div., 
Southern Seminary, 1982; M.A, University of Louisville, 
1985; MA, University of California, Santa Barbara, 1988; 
MA, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1990, 1992. 

DENNIS L. COX, 1972-, Associate Professor of Art; BA, 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1967; MFA, Washington State 
University, 1972. 

MICHELE A. CRAYTON, 1 977-, Professor of Biology; B.s., 
M.s., University of Missouri, Kansas City, 1967, 1%9; Ph.D., 
Oregon State University, 1974. 

MARIA L. CRUZ, 1992-, Assistant Professor of Anthropology; 
B.s., University of Puerto Rico, 1984; MA, Ph.D., Rutgers 
University, 1987, 1991. 

DAVID P. DAHL, 1969-, Professor of Music; BA, Pacific 
Lutheran University, 1960; Associateship, American Guild 
of Organists, 1961; MA, University of Washington, 1%2. 

MICHAEL B. DOLLINGER, 1981-, Professor of Mathe
matics; BA, University of Rochester, 1963; M.s., Ph.D., 
University of lIIinois, 1965, 1%8. 

BRYAN C. DORNER, 1980-, Associate Professor of Mathe
matics; B.s. (Physics), B.s. (Mathematics), Oregon State 
University, 1966, 1969; M.s., Ph.D., University of Oregon, 
1971, 1977 

CELINE A. DORNER, 1984-, Adjunct Professor of Mathe
matics and Computer Science; M.s., University of Oregon, 1974. 

SUSAN DWYER-SHICK, 1 984-, Assistant Professor of 
Legal Studies; BA, Western Michigan University, 1967; AM., 
Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1%9, 1 979; J.D., Univer
sity of Puget Sound School of Law, 1986. 

LARRY A. EDISON, 1982-, Professor of Compu ter Science; 
BA, Whitman Col lege, 1958; Ph.D., M.s., Stanford Univer
sit y, 1 %5, 1982. 

GAIL L. EGBERS, 1992-, RefercrlcelBibliographic Tllstruction 
Librarian; BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1 973; MAL.S., 
University of Denver, 1973. 

NANCY ELLIS, 1992-, Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing; 
B.s.N., Northern lIIinois University, 1979; MS., University 
of lIlinois, Chicago, 1982. 

ANTHONY J. EVANS, 1988-, Associate Professor of Physical 
Education; B.s., M.s., Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1968, 1 969, 
1972. 

JOJEAN EWART, 1 990-, Assistant Professor of Commullica
tion; B.s., University of South Dakota, 1973; MA, Purdue 
University, 1 980; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1985. 

AUDREY S. EYLER, 1981-, Associate Professor of English; 
BA, Houghton College, 1964; MA, Alfred University, 1968; 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1978. 

JULIA E. FANSLOW, 1 985-90, 1992-, Visiting Associate 
Professor of Nursing; B.s.N., University of Texas, Fort Worth, 
1 976; M.s.N., University of Texas, Arlington, 1 978; Ed.D., 
Gonzaga UniverSity, 1983. 

KATHLEEN A. V AUGHT FARNER, 1978·, Associate 
Professor of Music; B.M., Temple University, 1968; MM., New 
England Conservatory of Music, 1971. 

RICHARD A. FARNER, 1976-, Associate Professor of Music; 
B.M, Oberlin College, 1%8; MM., University of Michigan, 
1974. 

*LOUISE SAND FAYE, 1969-, Professor of umguages 
(Spanish); BA, MA, Florida State University, 1949, 1951; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1958. 

AlLEEN L. FINK, 1991-, Clinical Assistant Professor of 
Nu rsing; B.s.N., Pacific Lutheran University, 1976; M.N., 
University of Washington, 1985. 

BRUCE W. FINNIE, 1989-, Assistant Professor of Business 
Admin istration; B.s., Augustana College, Sioux Falls, 1970; 
Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1 975. 

LESLEE A. FISHER, 1992-, Assistant Professor of Physical 
Eduction; B.s., M.s., University of Michigan, 1980, 1982; Ph.D., 
University of California, Berkeley, 1992. 

SHANNON FITZGERALD, 1992-, Clinical Assistant 
Professor of Nl/rsing; B.s.N., University of Portland, 1976; 
M.s.N., Yale University, 1980. 

DUNCAN FOLEY, 1986-, Associate Professor of Earth 
Sciences; BA, Antioch College, 1971; M.s., Ph.D., Ohio State 
University, 1973, 1978. 

MIRA J. FROHNMAYER, 1980-, Associate Professor of 
Music; BA, University of Oregon, 1 960; M.M, New England 
Conservatory of Music, 1%3. 

CRAIG B. FRYHLE, 1 986-, Associate Professor of Chemistry; 
BA, Gettysburg Col lege, 1979; Ph.D., Brown University, 
1985. 

ROGER GARD, 1974-, Associate Professor of Music; BA, 
Luther College, 1%2; M.M, University of Wisconsin, Mil
waukee, 1972. 

PATRICIA H. GASPAR, 1 987-88, 1991-, Clinical Assistan t  
Professor of Nursing; B.s.N., MN., Emory University, 1975, 
1978. 

ARTHUR GEE, 1968-, Professor of Biology; B.s., M.s., Ph.D., 
Purdue University, 1%2, 1964, 1 970. 

BEA TRICE GELLER, 1984-, Associate Professor of Art; 
B.FA, New York University, 1974, MFA, Rochester insti
tute of Technology, 1979. 

KENT P. GERLACH, 1980-, Associate Professor of Education; 
B.s., University of Nebraska, 1%7; MA, University of South 
Dakota, 1972; Ed. D., University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 1980. 

LINDA K. GIBSON, 1989-, Assistant Professor of Business 
Admill istratiol1; B.A, Texas Christian University, 1%7; MA, 
Ph.D., University of Missour� 1985, 1 989. 

WILLIAM P. GIDDINGS, 1 962·, Professor of Chemistry; 
BA, DePauw University, 1954; AM., Ph.D., Harvard Univer
sity, 1956, 1 959. 

VIRGINIA K. GILMORE, 1988-, Media Services Librarian; 
B.s., University of Florida, 1958; M.L.S., University of 
Maryland, 1976. 

ELLENE K. GLASGOW, 1 990-, Assistant Professor of 
Education; BA, B.Mus., PhD., University of Washington, 
1 976, 1990; MEd., Western Washington University, 1982. 

LA WRENCE B. GOLD, 1 984-, Associate Professor of Art; 
BA, Northeastern Illinois University, 1971; M.FA, Univer
sity of Wisconsin, Madison, 1 976. 

+SHEILA D. GOODWIN, 1987-, Assistant Professor of 
Nursing; B.s.N., University of Michigan, 1983; M.5.N., Wayne 
State University, 1987. 

**FERN A. GOUGH, 1971-, Associate Professor of Nursing; 
B.5.N., Wheaton College, 1956; MN., University of Washing. 
ton, 1961. 
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STEWART D. GOVIG, 1 958-60, 1961-, Professor of Religion, 
B.A., 51. Olaf College, 1948; M.Div., Luther Theological 
Seminary, 1952; M.Th., Princeton Theological Seminary, 
1 954; Ph.D., New York UniverSity, 1966. 

DECEMBER GREEN, 1992-, Assistant Professor of Political 
Science; B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of South Carolina, 1982, 
1983, 1 988. 

WILHAM G. GREENWOOD, 1981-, Associate Professor of 
Physics; B.s., University of Washington, 1 972; MS., Ph.D., 
Oregon State University, 1974, 1 97B. 

KATE GRIESHABER, 1984-, Associate Professor of Music; 
B.A., UniverSity of Minnesota, 1968; M.A., Ph.D., University 
of Washington, 1 971, 1990. 

·GREGORY E. GULDIN, 1 979-, Associate Professor of 
Anthropology; B.A., Brooklyn College, City UniverSity of New 
York, 1971; M.A., Ph.D., UniverSity of Wisconsin, Madison, 
1973, 1977. 

COLLEEN M. HACKER, 1979-, Associate Professor of 
Physical Education; B.S., Lock Haven State College, 1978; MS., 
University of Arizona, 1 979; Ph.D. cand., University of 
Oregon. 

JOHN S. HALLAM, 1990-, Associate Professor of Art; BA., 
Sea t t le University, 1970; M.A., Ph.D., University of 
Washington, 1 974, 1980. 

DAVID H. HANSEN, 1974-, Professor of Biology; BS., 
Oregon State UniverSity, 1%8; MS., University of Utah, 
1970; Ph.D., University of California, Irvine, 1 974. 

VERNON R. HANSON, 1970-, Associate Professor of Social 
Work; B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, 1955; B.D., Luther 
Theological Seminary, 1962; AM., University of Chicago, 
1970. 
·CHRISTINE L HANSVICK. 1979-, Associate Professorof 
Psychology; B.A., Southwest State University, 1971; MA., 
Ph.D., University of Windsor, 1975, 1977. 

C. REBECCA HARNER, 1988-, Reference Librarian; B.A., 
University of Northern Colorado, 1984; M.L.S., University of 
Arizona, 1988. 

DIANE M. HARNEY, 1992-, Assistant Professor of Com
munication; BS., Indiana University, 1984; MS., Florida State 
University, 1987; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1992. 

DONALD C. HAUEISEN, 1977-87, 1990-, Professor of 
Engineering; B.A., College of Wooster, 1967; Ph.D., Cornell 
University, 1972; MS.E.E., University of Washington, 1986. 

GEORGE HAUSER, JR., 1 987-, Associate Professor of 
Computer Science; BS. (Physics), BS. (Computer Science), 
Washington State University, 1971, 1972; M.S., University of 
Oregon, 1980; Ph.D., University of Rochester, 198B. 

RICHARD J. HAYDEN, 1991-, Visiting Assistant Professor 
of Education; BS., M.A., California State Polytechnic Univer
sity, San Luis Obispo, 1972, 1978; Ph.D. cand., University of 
Arizona. 

LUELLA V. HEFTY, 1973-, Assistant Professor of Nursing; 
BS.N., Pacific Lutheran University, 1 %9; M.A., University of 
Washington, 1 973. 

LARRY P. HEGSTAD, 1 979-, Associate Professor of Business 
Administration; B.A., The College of Idaho, 1%3; M.B.A., 
Washington State University, 1965; Ph.D., University of 
Washington, 1978. 

tJANET L HERMAN-BERTSCH, 1984-, Assistant Pro
fessor of Nursillg; B.s.N., University of California, San 
Francisco, 1 975; M.s.N., University of Washington, 1981. 

JOHN O. HERZOG, 1 967-, Professor of Mathematics; B.A., 
Concordia College, Moorhead, 1 957; M.A., Ph.D., University 
of Nebraska, 1959, 1%3. 

MARGARET HERZOG, 1980-, Adjunct Professor of Mathe
matics; BA., William Jewell College, 1 957; M.A., University of 
Nebraska, 1 959. 

JOHN W. HEUSSMAN, 1976-, Director of the Library; BS. 
in Ed., Concordia Teachers College, Seward, 1 950; M.A.L.S., 
UniverSity of Denver, 1 953; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 
1970. 

• ANNE M. HIRSCH, 1983-, Associate Professor of Nursing; 
Assistant Dean, School of Nlirsing; BS.N., Washington State 
University, 1 974; M.N., University of Washington, 1 978; 
D.NS., Indiana University, 1983. 

DAVID L HOFFMAN, 1975-, Associate Professor of Music; 
B.M., Northwestern University, 1%7; M.M.A, Yale Univer
sity School of Music, 1971 . 

PAUL E. HOSETH, 1 968-, Professor of Health and Physical 
Education; B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, 1%6; M.s., 
South Dakota State University, 1 %7; Ed.D., University of 
Oregon, 1977. 

NANCY R. HOWELL, 1 990-, Assistant Professor of Religion; 
B.s., College of William and Mary, 1975; M.Div., Th.M., 
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1 982, 1 984; 

M.A., Ph.D., Claremont Graduate School, 1 986, 1990. 

WEI HUA, 1 988-, Assistant Professor of Languages (Chinese); 
B.A., National Taiwan University, 1 977; M.A., Ph.D., Univer
sity of California, Berkeley, 1980, 1991. 

DAVID R. HUELSBECK, 1989-, Associate Professor of 
Anthropology; B.A., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1974; 
MA., Ph.D., Washington State University, 1980, 1983. 

LAURENCE D. HUESTIS, 1961-, Professor of Chemistry; 
BS., University of California, Berkeley, 1956; Ph.D., Univer
sity of California, Davis, 1%0. 

PATRICIA HUGHES, 1 992-, Assistant Professor of Nursing; 
BSN., University of Alabama, Birmingham, 1974; MS.N., 
University of Texas, San Antonio, 1980; Ed.D., University of 
Georgia, 1992. 

EDWARD S. INCH, 1 986-, Associate Professor of Communi
cation; B.A., Western Washington University, 1982; M.s., 
University of Oregon, 1984; Ph.D., University of Washing
ton, 1992. 

PAUL O. INGRAM, 1 975-, Professor of Religion; B.A., 
Chapman College, 1961; ThM., School of Theology at 
Claremont, 1964; Ph.D., Claremont Graduate School, 1968. 

SHARON L JANSEN, 1 980-, Associate Professor of English; 
B.A., California Lutheran University, 1972; M.A., Ph.D., 
University of Washington, 1973, 1980. 

JO ANN S.  JENSEN, 1967-, Professor of Biology; AB., M.A., 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1 954, 1 977; M.A., University of 
Southern California, 1957; Ph.D., Iowa State University, 
1961. 

MARK K. JENSEN, 1 989-, Assistant Professor of Languages 
(French); B.A., Princeton University, 1 974; M.A., Ph.D., 
University of California, Berkeley, 1983, 1989. 

ROBERT J .  JENSEN, 1 968-, Associate Professor of EcO/wmics; 
B . A ., D a n a  C o l l e g e ,  1 964; M . A.,  U n i v e r s i t y  of  
Nebraska, 1%7. 

RICHARD J. JOBST, 1967-, Associate Professor of Sociology; 
B.A., University of San Francisco, 1964; M.A., University of 
California, Davis, 1%7. 

"KENNETH A. JOHNSTON, 1964-, Professor of Educa
tion; B.A., Western Washington University, 1 947; M.A., 
Stanford University, 1 953; Ed.D., Washington State Univer
sity, 1964. 

RICHARD P. JONES, 1969-, Associate Professor of English; 
B.A., Harvard University, 1964; M.A., M.F.A., University of 
Massachusetts, 1%9. 

• ANN KELLEHER, 1981-, Associate Professor of Political 
Science; B.A., Hope College, 1964; M.A. Northeastern Univer
sity, 1966; Ph.D., University of Denver, 1 973. 

JODEE G. KELLER, 1989-, Assistant Professor of Social Work 
and Marriage and Family 171erapy; B.A., Hope College, 1974; 
A.M., University of Chicago, 1 976; Ph.D., University of 
Illinois, Chicago, 1987. 

DOROTHY M. KELLMER-LANGAN, 1 989-, Professor 
of Nursing; Dean, School of Nursing; BS., Whitworth College, 
1961; MS., University of Maryland, 1973; Ed.D., Gonzaga 
University, 1984. 

FRECIA M. KELLY, 1990-, Associate Professor of Nursing; 
BS.N., M.S.N., University of Texas, 1968, 1 971; Ph.D., 
University of Washington, 1986. 



DA VID T. KEYES, 1%9-, Professor of Art; B.F.A., Univer· 
sity of Arizona, 1%4; M.A., Ohio State University, 1966. 

RICHARD E. KIBBEY, 1988-, Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration; B.s., M.A., Ohio State University, 1965, 1968; 
M.s., PhD.cand., Portland State University, 1987. 

PATRICIA O'CONNELL KILLEN, 1 989-, Associate 
Professor of Religion; B.A., Gonzaga University, 1974; M.A., 
PhD., Stanford University, 1976, 1987. 

DIANNE M. KINZEL, 1992-, Clinical Assistant Professor of 
Nursing; B.s.N., M.N., Eastern Washington University, 1980, 
1988. 

"LAURA F. KLEIN, 1979-, Associate Professor of Anthro
pology; B.A., M.A., PhD., New York University, 1968, 1 970, 
1975. 

"MARY LOU KUSCH, 1 986-, Assistant Professor of Nursing; 
B.S.N., M.s.N., The Catholic University of America, 1966, 
1 976. 

MARY ANN KLUGE, 1 985-, Assistant Professor of Physical 
Education; B.S., University of Rhode Island, 1977; M.S., 
University of Oregon, 1 978. 

"CALVIN H. KNAPP, 1959-, Professor of Music; B.S., M.S., 
Juilliard School of Music, 1949, 1950; Ed.D., Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1973. 

NICHOLAS W. KOENIG, 1 989-, Technical Services 
Librarian; B.A., University of Montana, 1970; PhD., M.L.S., 
University of Washington, 1980, 1985. 

JERRY KRACHT, 1967--68, 1969-, Professor of Music; B.M., 
M.A., M.F.A., D.MA, University of Iowa, 1963, 1965, 1967, 
1974. 

BETH M. KRAIG, 1989-, Assistant Professor of His/my; BA, 
San Francisco State University, 1979; M.A., Western 
Washington University, 1981; A.M., University of Chicago, 
1984; Ph.D., University of Washington, 1987. 

DOUGLAS W. LEE, 1 992-, Associate ProfL'Ssor of History; 
B.A., Lewis and Clark College, 1967; M.A., University of 
Michigan, 1969; Ph.D., University of California, Santa 
Barbara, 1979; J.D., Northwestern School of Law, 1988. 

JEROME P. LE JEUNE, 1 972-, Associate Professor of 
Psychology; BA, Gonzaga University, 1964; M.A., Ph.D., 
UniverSity of Victoria, 1 970, 1974. 

JERROLD LERUM, 1973-, Professor of Biology; BA, Luther 
College, 1963; M.s., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1965; 
PhD., Northwestern University, 1 973. 

MARILYN A. LEVINSOHN, 1 992-, Associate Professor of 
Nursillg; B.s.N., M.P.H., University of Minnesota, 1968, 1978. 

JAN PATRICIA LEWIS, 1989-, Assistant Professor of 
Educatioll; B.A., Oregon State University, 1976; M.A.T., Lewis 
and Clark College, 1 979; Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1989. 

BRIAN E. LOWES, 1 968-, Professor of Earth Sciences; Dean, 
Division of Natural SCieIlCes; B.s., University of London, 1957; 
M.s., Queens University, 1 963; Ph.D., University of 
Washington, 1 972. 

LYMAN T. LUNDEEN, 1 988-89, 1 990-, Professor of 
Religion; B.A., Augustana College, Rock Island, 1952; M.Div., 
Augustana Theological Seminary (Lutheran School of 
Theology at Chicago), 1960; S.T.M., Ph.D., Union Theological 
Seminary, New York, 1961, 1 969. 

DIANE B. MAC DONALD, 1987-, Associate Professor of 
Business Administration; B.A., M.B.A., Loyola University, 
Chicago, 1970, 1 974; ].D., John Marshall Law SchooL 1980. 
LAURA A. MACGINITIE, 1993-, Assistant Professor of 
Engineering; B.s., M.s., Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, 1 980, 1 982, 1988. 

CYNTHIA MAHONEY, 1981-, Director of Continuing 
Nursillg Education; B.s.N., Simmons College, 1958; M.Ed., 
EdD., Seattle University, 1 973, 1985. 

JOHN L. MAIN, 1 971-, Professor of Biology; B.S.Ed., MS.Ed., 
Chadron State College, 1 965, 1966; Ph.D., University 
of Washington, 1 970. 

.... D. MOIRA MANSELL, 1982-, Professor of Nursing; 
B.5.N.Ed., St. Mary College, 1946; M.s., University of Oregon 
Medical School, 1959; Ph.D., University of Washington, 
1974. 

LAUREEN MAR, 1992-, Visitillg Assistant Professor of 
English; B.A., University of Washington, 1977; M.F.A., 
Columbia University, 1979. 

JAYNE E. MAREK, 1 988-, Assistallt ProfL'Ssor of English; 
BA, 51. Olaf College, 1976; MA, Washington State Univer
sity, 1980; PhD., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1991. 

DENNIS J. MARTIN, 1 975-, Associate Professor of Biology; 
B.S., Illinois State University, 1969; M.s., University of New 
Mexico, 1971; PhD., Utah State University, 1975. 

DENNIS M. MARTIN, 1 976-, Associate Professor of Engl ish; 
B.5., Edinboro State College, 1%4; M.A., Purdue University, 
1966; Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 1973. 

ARTHUR D. MARTINSON, 1 966-, Professor of History; 
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, 1957; M.A., PhD., Wash
ington State University, 1961, 1966. 

.... MARJORIE I. MATHERS, 1964--66, 1968-, Associate Pro
fessor of Education; B.A., M.A., Central Washington Univer
sity, 1953, 1961; M.A., Pacific Lutheran University, 1974; 
Ed. D., Seattle University, 1980. 

DIXIE MATTHIAS, 1 975-, Adjunct Professor of Biology; B.S., 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1962; M.S., University of 
Washington, 1965. 

JOSEPH E. McCANN, ill, 1992-, Professor of Business 
Administration; Dean, School of Business Administratioll; B.A., 
M.B.A., University of Washington, 1968, 1 975; MA, PhD., 
The Wharton School University of Pennsylvania, 1980. 

KATHERINE M. McDADE, 1 989-, Assistallt Professor of 
Sociology; B.s., Duquesne University, 1966; MS., Ph.D., 
UniverSity of Oregon, 1978, 1985. 

SUSAN J. McDONALD, 1975-, Supervisor of Library 
Reference Services; B.A., M.LS., University of Washington, 
1969, 1970. 

RICHARD McGINNIS, 1972-, Professor of Biology; B.s., 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1963; Ph.D., University of 
Southern California, 1974. 

ERIN McKENN A, 1 992-, Assistant Professor of Ph ilosophy; 
BA, Claremont McKenna College, 1987; M.A., Ph.D., 
Purdue University, 1 990, 1 992. 

DAVID E. McNABB, 1 979-, Professor of Busillcss Admillis
tration; B.A., California State University, Fullerton, 1965; 
M.A., University of Washington, 1968; Ph.D., Oregon State 
University, 1981. 

PAUL T. MENZEL, 1971-, Professor of Philosophy; Dean, 
Division of HumanitU'S; B.A., College of Wooster, 1%4; B.D., 
Yale UniverSity, 1967; PhD, Vanderbilt University, 1971. 

.. .... LAWRENCE J. MEYER, 1 969-, Professor of Music; B.A., 
EdD., University of Northern Colorado, 1954, 1%4; M.M., 
University of Oregon, 1955. 

N. CHRISTIAN MEYER, JR., 1970-, Professor of Mathe
matics; BA, Reed College, 1966; M.A., PhD., University of 
Oregon, 1967, 1970. 

CHIP E. MILLER, 1991-, Assistant Professor of BusinL'Ss 
Administration; B.A., M.B.A., MA, University of Kansas, 1976, 
1980, 1987; PhD., University of Washington, 1990. 

MARLEN F. MILLER, 1970-, Professor of Economics; B.s., 
M.s., Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1962, 1965, 1967. 

SUE P. MINAHAN, 1 992-, Clinical Assistallt Professor of 
Nursillg; B.5.N., Texas Woman's University, 1962; M.N., 
University of Washington, 1974. 

GARY L. MINETTI, 1970-, Associate Professor of Education, 
Director of Counseling and Testing Services; B.s., Washington 
State University, 1 960; MA, Pacific Lutheran University, 
1967; PhD., University of Washington, 1976. 

RICHARD D. MOE, 1 965-, Professor of Education; Dean of 
Summer Studies; Dean, School of the Arls; B.A., Concordia 
College, Moorhead, 1951; M.Ed., EdD., University of Colo
rado, 1953, 1962. 

C HRISTINE MOON, 1 989-, Assistant Professor of 
Psychology; B.A., Whitman College, 1 971; M.A., Ph.D., 
Columbia University, 1983, 1985 . 

BRADFORD L. MOORE, 1 980-, Associate Professor of 
Physical Education; B.s., Portland State University, 1974; M.S., 
University of Oregon, 1978. 
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PAUL C. MORGAN, 1992-, Visitil/g Assistant Professor of 
Communication; B.A, University of Mississippi, 1961; M.A, 
Louisiana State University, 1972. 

JOHN N. MORITSUGU, 1975-, Associate Professor of 
Psychology; B.A., University of Hawaii, 1971; M.A., Ph.D., 
University of Rochester, 1 974, 1 977. 

DARLEAN A. MOSHER, 1984-, Associate Professor of 
Educ.ation; B.5., Indiana Central University, 1 966; M .5., 
Eastern IUinois University, 1981; Ph.D., Southern T llinois 
University, Carbondale, 1984. 

ROBERT L. MULDER, 1987-, Professor of Education; Dean, 
School of Education; B.A., Calvin College, 1 969; M.A., Ph.D., 
Michigan State University, 1 972, 1 983. 

GERALD M. MYERS, 1982-, Associate Professor of Business 
Administration; B.5., University of Massachusetts, 1965; M.5., 
University of Missouri, Columbia, 1 975; Ph.D., University of 
Iowa, 1 983. 

"GUNNULF MYRBO, 1970-, Associate Professor of Philo
sophy; B.A., University of British Columbia, 1 962; Ph.D., 
University of Cambridge, England, 1 972. 

L. RICHARD NANCE, 1992-, Assistant Professor of Music; 
B.M.E., M.A., West Texas State University, 1 977, 1 982; 
D.M.A., Arizona State University, 1 992. 

C. LENNARD NELSON, 1984-, Adjunct Professor of 
Mathematics; B.A.E., Pacific Lutheran University, 1954; M.A., 
Washington State University, 1 966. 

CHARLES T. NELSON, 1 967-, Registrar; B.5., Dakota 
State College, 1963; M.A., Adams State College, 1 964. 

GREGORY D. NELSON, 1992-, Assistant Professor of 
Education; B.A., Rice University, 1973; M.A., Ph.D., University 
of Washington, 1 987, 1991. 

BURTON L. NESSET, 1967-, Associate Professor of Chemis
try; B.A., St.  Olaf College, 1957; M.S., Ph.D., Purdue Univer
sity, 1 960, 1 962. 

HARVEY J. NEUFELD, 1965-, Vice President for Church 
Relations; B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, 1954; M.Div., 
Luther Seminary Saskatoon, 1957; Certificate of Graduate 
Studies, Vancouver School of Theology, 1974. 

JESSE D. NOLPH, 1968-, Associate Professor of Psychology; 
B.A., George Washington University, 1 964; Ph.D., Cornell 
University, 1971. 

JON J. NORDBY, 1977-, Associate Professor of Philosophy; 
B.A., St. Olaf College, 1 970; M.A., Ph.D., University of 
Massachusetts, 1975, 1 977. 

PHILIP A. NORDQUIST, 1963-, Professor of History; B.A., 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1 956; M.A., Ph.D., University of 
Washington, 1 960, 1 964. 

RACHEL A. NUGENT, 1991-, Assistant Professor of 
Economics; B.A., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1 978; 
M.Phil., George Washington University, 1 986. 

DOUGLAS E. OAKMAN, 1988-, Assistant Professor of 
Religion; B.A., University of Iowa, 1975; M.Div., Christ 
Seminary-Seminex, 1979; Ph.D., Graduate Theological 
Union, Berkeley, 1 986. 

W. DWIGHT OBERHOLTZER, 1969-, Professor of Soc i
ology; AB., Wittenberg University, 1961; M.Div., Lutheran 
School of Theology at Chicago, 1965; Ph.D., Graduate 
Theological Union, Berkeley, 1 969. 

SARA A. OF FICER, 1967-, Professor of Physical Education; 
B.5., Oregon State University, 1958; M.5., Indiana University, 
1965; Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1981. 

DAVID M. OLSON, 1968-, Professor of Physical Education; 
Dean, School of Physical Education; Director of Athletics; B.A., 
Concordia College, Moorhead, 1 956; M.A., University of 
Minnesota, 1957; Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1966. 

FRANKLIN C. OLSON, 1971-, Professor of Education; B.5., 
University of South Dakota, 1958; M.5., Oregon State 
University, 1964; Ed.D., University of Nebraska, 1971. 

LINDA N. OLSON, 1967-, Professor of Nursing; B.S.N., 
M.N., Ph.D., University of Washington, 1959, 1964, 1 986. 

DICK W. OLUFS, 1982-, Associate Professor of Political 
Science; B.A., University of Washington, 1974; M.A., Ph.D., 
Pennsylvania State University, 1 976, 1 979. 

"HELMI OWENS, 1985-, Professor of Education; B.A., 
M.A., Ed.D., University of Northern Colorado, 1972, 1 973, 
1 975. 

"WILLIAM E. PARKER, 1970-, Professor of Theatre; B.5., 
Memphis State University, 1966; M.s., Ph.D., Southern 
Illinois University, Carbondale, 1968, 1 974. 

CLEO M. PASS, 1990-, Associate Professor of Nursing; B.5., 
Pace University, 1 975; M.A, M.Ed., Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1 976, 1 977; D.5.N., University of 
Alabama, 1983. 

ROBERT L. PATERSON, JR., 1985-, Dean for Computing; 
B.5., University of Miami, 1 969; M.5., Central Michigan 
University, 1 975; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University, 1981. 

JOHN E. PETERSEN, 1967-, Professor of Religion; BA, 51. 
Olaf College, 1958; B.D., Luther Theological Seminary, 1963; 
M.A., Ph.D., New York University, 1 965, 1 970. 

GARY D. PETERSON, 1967-, Professor of Mathematics; 
B.s., Iowa State University, 1960; M.5., Western Washington 
University, 1967; Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1973. 

NORRIS A. PETERSON, 1981-, Associate Professor of 
Economics; B.A, Pacific Lutheran University, 1975; Ph.D., 
University of Minnesota, 1981. 

LISA PHILICHI, 1991-, Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing; 
B.5.N., University of Washington, 1983; MN., University of 
California, Los Angeles, 1987. 

WALTER E. PILGRIM, 1971-, Professor of Religion, Director 
of Lutheran Institute of TheolOgical Education; BA, Wa.rtburg 
College, 1956; B.D., Wartburg Theological Seminary, 1960; 
Th.M., Ph.D., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1966, 1971. 

LAURA J. POLCYN, 1975-, Associate Dean and Director, 
M.BA. Program, School of Business Admi'listration; B.BA, 
M.BA, Pacific Lutheran University, 1 974, 1 979; Ed.D., 
Seattle University, 1 986. 

"BARBARA POULSHOCK, 1976-, Assistant Professor of 
Music; B.M., Pacific Lutheran University, 1 977. 

JAMES R. PREDMORE, 1 977-, Associate Professor of 
Languages (Spanish); B.A., Swarthmore College, 1967; M.A., 
Middlebury College, 1969; Ph.D., University of Washington, 
1 977. 

SUZANNE RAHN, 1981-, Associate Professor of English; 
B.A., Scripps College, 1966; Ph.D., University of Washington, 
1 985. 

JUDITH RAMAGLIA, 1982-, Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration; AB., Smith College, 1 966; M.A., University of 
Colorado, 1968; Ph.D., University of Washington, 1 982. 

MARIA RAMON-LACABE, 1992-, Visiting Assistant 
Professor of Languages (Spanish); B.A., M.A., Ph.D. cand., 
University of Washington, 1982, 1984. 

MARK A. REIMAN, 1988-,Assislant Professor of Economics; 
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, 1979; Ph.D., University of 
Washington, 1988. 

ANITA C. REINHARDT, 1992-, Clinical Assistant Professor 
of Nursing; B.5N., M.5N., University of California, San 
Francisco, 1984, 1985. 

LEON E. REISBERG, 1981-, Associate Professor of Education; 
B.5. Ed., University of Texas, 1971; M.Ed., UniverSity of 
Arkansas, 1972; Ed.D., University of Kansas, 1981. 

KARL R. RICKABAUGH, 1975-, Professor of Education; 
B.5., Montana State University, 1963; M.5., P h.D., University 
of Utah, 1970, 1 975. 

DAVID P. ROBBINS, 1969-, Professor of Music; BM., M.M., 
University of Michigan, 1968, 1969. 

"MOSHE ROSENFELD, 1986-, Professor of Computer 
Science; M.5c., Ph.D., Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1963, 
1 967. 

CLIFFORD G. ROWE, 1980-, Associate Professor of Com
munication; B.A., Pacific University, 1958; M.S.J., North
western University, 1 963. 

CAROLYN W. SCHULTZ, 1974-79, 1982-, Professor of 
Nursing; B.5N., University of Illinois, 1 968; M.A., Pacific 
Lutheran University, 1974; Ed.D., Seattle University, 1982. 



*DA VID O. SEAL, 1977-, Associate Professor of English; B.A., 
St. Olaf College, 1%8; AM., Ph.D., University of Chicago, 
1%9, 1977. 

*MAUREEN E. McGILL SEAL, 1 977-, Associate Professor 
of Physical Education; B.F.A., University of Utah, 1974; M.A., 
Western Washington Universiy, 1977. 

RICHARD A. SEEGER, 1973-, Director, Academic Advising 
and Assistance; B.A, M.A, Ph.D., University of Washington, 
1%6, 1968, 1974. 

F. THOMAS SE Ple, 1 979-, Professor of Business 
Administration; B.s.B.A., Denver University, 1964; M.B.A., 
Seattle University, 1972; Ph.D., University of Washington, 
1 979. 

S. ERVING SEVERTSON, 1 966-83, 1 986-, Vice President 
and Dean for Student Life, Professor of Psychology; B.A., Pacific 
Lutheran University, 1955; B.D., Luther Theological Semi
nary, 1 959; M.A., University of Wyoming, 1960; Ph.D., 
University of Utah, 1 966; Diplomate in Clinical Psychology, 
American Board of Professional Psychology, 1 977. 

EARL SMITH, 1 992-, Professor of Sociology; B.A., State 
University of New York, 1972; M.A., Ph.D., University of 
Connecticut, 1974, 1984. 

ROCHELLE E. SNEE, 1981-, Associate Professor of lAnguages 
(Classics); B.A., University of Maryland, 1969; M.A., Ph.D., 
University of Washington, 1972, 1981. 

RICHARD A. SPARKS, 1 983-, Associate Professor of Music; 
B.M., M.A., University of Washington, 1976, 1980. 

WALLACE H. SPENCER, 1974-, Assistant Professor of 
Political Science; B.A., M.A., University of Arizona, 1963, 1 968; 

Ph.D., University of Washington, 1977. 

*CHRISTOPHER H. SPICER, 1 978-, Professor of Com
munication; B.A., University of Virginia, 1 970; M.A., Ph.D., 
University of Texas, 1975, 1978. 

RICHARD J. SPILLMAN, 1 981-, Professor of Computer 
Science and Engineering; B.A, Western Washington Univer
sity, 1971; M.A., University of Utah, 1975; Ph.D., Utah State 
University, 1978. 

ROBERT L. STIVERS, 1 973-, Professor of Religion; B.A., 
Yale University, 1962; M.Div., Union Theological Seminary, 
New York, 1%9; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1 973. 

STEPHEN D. STOLLER, 1990-, Associate Professor of 
BusinessAdministration; AB., Harvard University, 1965; Ph.D., 
M.P.H., University of California, Berkeley, 1971, 1982. 

CHERYL LEE STORM, 1 985-, Associate Professor of Social 
Work and Marriage and Family Therapy; B.A., University of 
Minnesota, 1 972; M.A. in Ed., College of SI. Thomas, 1 977; 

Ph.D., Purdue University, 1982. 

DONALD A. STURGILL, 1987-, Vice President for Finance 
and Operations; B.5., Portland State University, 1966; M.P.A, 
University of Washington, 1968. 

JEANIE G. SUMNER, 1989-, Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration; B.5., M.B.A., M.T., Ph.D., Portland State 
University, 1976, 1977, 1986, 1 989. 

*DUANE D. SWANK, 1970-, Professor of Chemistry; B.5., 
Washington State University, 1 964; Ph.D., Montana State 
University, 1969; M.B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, 1982. 

RODNEY N. SWENSON, 1968-, Professor of lAnguages 
(Gennan); B.A., Bemidji State College, 1952; M.A., Ph.D., 
University of Minnesota, 1956, 1967. 

MARTA SZLUBOWSKA-KIRK, 1992-, Assistant Pro
fessor of Music; B.M., Peabody Conservatory of Music, 1987; 

M.M., University of Massachusetts, 1992. 

KWONG-TIN TANG, 1 967-, Professor of Physics; B.5., 
M.A., University of Washington, 1958, 1959; Ph.D., Columbia 
University, 1965. 

BARBARA TEMPLE-THURSTON, 1990-, Assistant 
Professor of English; B.A, Uni,versity of Witwatersrand, 1971; 

M.s.Ed., Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1979, 1985. 

STEVEN D. THRASHER, 1980-, Professor of Business 
Administration; B.B.A., M.B.A., University of Michigan, 1963, 

1964; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1974. 

WALTER L. TOMSIC, 1970-, Associate Professor of Art; 
B.s.E., Arkansas State University, 1 %5; M.F.A., University of 
Colorado, 1%7. 

SHERIJ. TONN, 1 979-, Associate Professor of Chemistry; B.s., 
Oregon State University, 1971; Ph.D., Northwestern Uni
versity, 1976. 

* A UDUN T. TOVEN, 1967-, Associate Professor of lAnguages 
(Norwegian); B.A., University of Oslo, 1964; M.A., University 
of Washington, 1967. 

JOSEPH W. UPTON, II, 1988-, Associate Professor of 
Engineering; B.5., Princeton University, 1958; Ph.D., Univer
sity of California, Berkeley, 1969. 

MARGARET A. VANCINI, 1 991-, Associate Professor of 
Nursing; B.5., M.5., University of Colorado, 1 966; Ph.D., 
University of Texas, Austin, 1991. 

GLENN A. VAN WYHE, 1979-, Associate Professor of 
Business Administration; B.A, University of South Dakota, 
1968; M.Div., Westminster Theological Seminary, 1974; 

M.A, University of Iowa, 1 977, Ph. D., University of 
Washington, 1991. 

*DA VID L. VINJE, 1970-, Professor of Economics; B.5., 
North Dakota State University, 1 %2; M.S., Ph.D., University 
of Wisconsin, 1964, 1 970. 

DEAN A. WALDOW, 1 992-, Ass istant Professor of 
Chemistry; B.A., Augustana College, Sioux Falls, 1984; Ph.D., 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1989. 

PAUL M. WEBSTER, 1969-, Associate Professor of lAnguages 
(German); B.A., M.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 
1964, 1%7. 

DONALD R. WENTWORTH, 1 972-, Professor of Eco
nomics and Education; B.s., M.A., Ph.D., University of Minne
sota, 1 %5, 1970, 1 972; M.A., University of Illinois, 1971. 

FORREST WESTERING, 1972-, Professor of Physical 
Education; B.5., University of Nebraska, Omaha, 1952; AM., 
Ed.D., University of Northern Colorado, 1960, 1966. 

JILL M. WHITMAN, 1988-, Assistant Professor of Earth 
Sciences; B.A., Middlebury College, 1978; M.S., University of 
Miami, 1 981; Ph.D., University of California, San Diego, 
1989. 

GREGORY J. WILliAMS, 1985-, Associate Professor of 
Education; B.A., University of Puget Sound, 1969; M.Ed., 
Western Washington University, 1979; Ph.D., University of 
Washington, 1985. 

J. ROBERT WILLS, 1 989-, Professor of Theatre; Provost; B.A., 
College of Wooster, 1 962; M.A., University of lllinois, 1 %3; 

Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University, 1971. 

tGARY B. WILSON, 1 975-, Professor of Communication; 
B.5., Central Michigan University, 1960; M.A., California 
State University, Long Beach, 1966; Ph.D., Michigan State 
University, 1971. 

JOHN D. WRIGLEY, 1987-, Assistant Professor of Physics; 
B.s., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1 %7; M.5., 
Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1971, 1982. 

WILLIAM YAGER, 1987-, Associate Professor of Business 
Administration; B.5.M.E., University of California, Berkeley, 
1 961; M.B.A., Harvard University, 1963; Ph.D., University of 
Oregon, 1991. 

DAVID C. Y AGOW, 1 976-, Associate Provost; B.A., 
Concordia Senior College, Fort Wayne, 1965; M.Div., 
Concordia Seminary, 51. Louis, 1%9. 

CATHLEEN L. YETTER, 1986-, Assistant Professor of 
Education; AB., M.L.S., Indiana University, 1967, 1969. 

CHANG-L1 YIU, 1 973-, Professor of Mathematics; B.s., 
Tunghai University, 1962; M.5., Tsinghua University, 1 965; 

Ph.D., Columbia University, 1972. 

CHARLES D. YORK, 1981-, Associate Professor of Social 
Work and Marriage and Family Therapy; B.A, Washington State 
University, 1 966; M.s.W., California State University, Fresno, 
1968; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1980. 

GREGORY L. YOUTZ, 1984-, Associate Professor of Music; 
B.A., B.M., University of Washington, 1 980; M.M., D.M.A., 
University of Michigan, 1982, 1986. 
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--DWIGHT J. ZULAUF, 1949-53, 1959-85, 1990-, Professor 
of Busilless Adminislration; Ri'gency Professor, 1972-73; BS., Uni
versity of Oregon, 1948; MS., Columbia University, 1 949; 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1965; C.PA, State of 
Washington. 

'Sabbatical Leave, 1992-93. 
"Phased Retirement Program. 
"'On Permanent Leave. 
tLeave of Absence, 1992-93. 

HONORARY FACULTY 
SUSAN R. BRlEm, 1986-, Campus Pastor; B.A., MA, 
Washington State University, 1974, 1976; M.Div., Pacific 
Lutheran Thological Seminary, 1981. 

DANIEL W. ERLANDER, 1986-, Campus Pastor; B.A., 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1%2; M.Div., Lutheran School 
of Theology at Chicago, 1966. 

MARTIN D. WELLS, 1986-, Campus Pastor; BS.B.A., 
University of Denver, 1971; J.D., University of Puget Sound 
School of Law, 1 976; M.Div., Pacific Lutheran Theological 
Seminary, 1981. 

FACULTY ASSOCIATES 
FAYE M. ANDERSON, 1981-, Director of the Center for 
Human Organization in Changing Environments and of the Family 
and Children 's Cmter; B.A, University of California, Los 
Angeles, 1%1. 

CRlSTINA DEL ROSARlO, 1978-, Director of Minority, 
International, Commuter, and Adult Student Programs; B.A., M.A, 
Pacific Lutheran University, 1 97:>, 1986. 

CAMILLE ELIASON, 1982-, Trallsfer Coordinator; B.AE., 
MA in Ed., Pacific Lutheran University, 1959, 1%8. 

LAURALEE HAGEN, 1978-, Director, Residential Life; 
B.AE., M.A. in Ed., Pacific Lutheran University, 1975, 1978. 

ALENE L. KLEIN, 1978-, Associate Director, Counseling and 
Testing Seroices; B.5.N., M.A in Ed., Pacific Lutheran Univer
sity, 1975, 1 978; Ed.D., Seattle University, 1 987. 

MARTIN J. NEEB, 1981-, Executive Director of University 
Commlill icatians, General Mallager, KPLU-FM; B.A., M.Div., 
Concordia Seminary, SI. Louis, 1955, 1958; M.A., St. Louis 
University, 1959; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1967. 

LARRY W. N£LSON, 1 988-, DirectorofInstitutional Research 
and Planning; B.A. in Ed., M.Ed., Western Washington Univer
sity, 1%8, 1 973. 

---NAN NOKLEBERG, 1 969-, Director of Graduate Pro
grams and Fifth Year Adviser; Assistant to the Deall, School of 
Education; B.A., M.A., Pacific Lutheran University, 1953, 1977; 
School Administration, University of Washington, 1957. 

PATRlCIA E. ROUNDY, 1986-, Director, AURA Program; 
B.A., Bucknell University, 1972; MA, Ph.D., University of 
Pittsburgh, 1974, 1979. 

NANCY STEINBERG, 1 988-, Assistant Registrar; BA, 
University of the Pacific, 1966. 

tWANDA M. WENTWORTH, 1980-, Director, Academic 
Assistance Programs; BA., University of Minnesota, 1973; 
MA, Pacific Lutheran University, 1979. 

EMERITI 
Charles D. Anderson, 1959-1991, Chemistry 
Luther W. Bekemeier, 1976-1992, Vice President for 

Development 
Miriam Ruth Beckman, 1 964-1973, Reference Librarian 
W. Harold Bexton, 1965-1976, Psychology 
Grace Blomquist, 1939-1976, English 
Roy E. Carlson, 1962-1 983, Physical Education 
Kenneth E. Christopherson, 1958-1991, Religiol/ 
Irene O. Creso, 1955-1971, Biology 
J. E. Danielson, 1960-1 969, Director of Admissions 
Carrol E. DeBower, 1 964-1 968, 1 970·1 991, Education 
Emmet E. E klund, 1964-1 982, Religion 
Loleta G. Espeseth, 1964-1989, Associate Regislrar 

Donald R. Farmer, 1955- 1991, Political Science 
M. Josephine Fletcher, 1 963- 1991, Educatian 
Ralph D. Gehrke, 1 975-1 990, Religion 
Gordon O. Gilbertson, 1954-1984, Mus ic 
William H. Gilbertson, 1 968-1991, Social Work 
Lucille Giroux, 1 960-1992, President's Executive Associate 
Marlis M. Hanson, 1971 -1991. Education 
Perry B. Hendricks, Jr., 1973-1987, Vice President for Finance 

and Operations 
Curtis E. Huber, 1964-1991, Philosophy 
Lucille M. Johnson, 1 953-1 989, English 
Richard P. Jungkuntz, 1970-1989, Religion; Provost 
Gundar J. King, 1 960-1991, Business Adminislratian 
Lars E. Kittelson, 1956-1991, Art 
Jens W. Knudsen, 1 957-1991, Biology 
David R. Knutson, 1969-1991, Religion 
Anthony J. Jauer, 1969-1991, Business Adminislratian 
Gene C. Lundgaard, 1 958-1991, Physical Education 
Gunnar Johannes Malmin, 1 937-1969, Music, Latin, and 

Norwegian 
Katharine Monroe, 1 967-1 975, Frem:h 
Alice J. Napjus, 1963-1975, Education 
Eric Nordholm, 1 955-1991, Communicatian and Thealre 
Sherman Nomes, 1959-1961, 1965-1991, Physics 
Burton T. Ostenson, 1947-1977, Earth Sciences 
Arne K. Pederson, 1956-1 989, Education 
Paul M. Reigstad, 1947-48, 1 958-1 990, English 
Lois F. Rhoades, 1980-1991, Nursing 
William O. Rieke, 1975-1 992, President 
Kelmer Nelson Roe, 1 947-1967, Religion and Greek 
George Roskos, 1950-1 989, Art 
Eldon L. Schafer, 1974-1991, Busint'Ss Adminislratian 
John A. Schiller, 1958-1991, Sociology/Social Work 
Ernst C. Schwidder, 1967-1991, Art 
Maurice Skones, 1964-83, 1992, Music 
Lynn S. Stein, 1961- 1981, Education 
Joan D. Stiggelbout, 1 973-1 991, Nursing 
Doris G. Stucke, 1967-1983, Nursing 
Frederick L. Tobiason, 1966-1991, Chemistry 
Ann K. Tremaine, 1972-1991, Music 
Lenora B. Weirick, 1973-1 980, 1982-1 987, Nursing 
Margaret Wickstrom, 1951-1978, Religion, Director, Foreign 

Students and Special Programs 
Jane Williamson, 1964-1 990, Education 
Rhoda Hokenstad Young, 1939-1 968, Physical Education 
Yukie Yumibe, 1980-1 992, Nursing 

PART-TIME LECTURERS 1991-92 
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES 
English 

Judy Doenges 
Carol Dooley 
Eric Nelson 

Languages 
Michelle Beauclair 
Dorothee Beermann 
G. Leon Curtis 
Sumiko Maeno Gill 
Leslie Grove 
Katherine Hanson 
Eric Nelson 
Gerald Pettie 
Maria Ramon-Lacabe 
Barbara Sharon 

Religion 
Ralph Gehrke 
Diane Jacobson 
James Rimbach 
David Yagow 

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
Chemistry 

Perry Blazewicz 
Earth Sciences 

Brad Smith 
David Torchia 



Engineering 
Shannon Mayer 

Physics 
Edwin Ford 
Bruce Scharf 

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Anthropology 

Ann Renker 
Econom ics 

Thomas Phelps 
History 

Susan Moeller 
Eric Nelson 

Political Science 
J. Arnold Bricker 
Donald Farmer 
Meg Firman 
Louise Sandison 

Psychology 
Branton Holmberg 
Nancy Meader 

Social Work & Marriage and Family Therapy 
Mike Fitzpatrick 
Nancy Herhold 
Gary Hiam 
Ted Johnstone 
Ronald Lewis 
Teresa McDowell 
Patrick Sheehy 
Robert Vincent 

Sociology 
Branton Holmberg 
Dennis Morton 
Michael Quatsoe 
John Schiller 
Kathleen Warner 
Carol Welch 

SCHOOL OF mE ARTS 
Art 

Mary Adix 
Greg Bell 
Mark Gulsrud 
Jennifer McLerran 
Kathryn Wold 

Communication and Theatre 
Jody Brannon 
Deborah Dahrling 
Jeremy Desel 
Kirk Isakson 
Mark Ostrom 

Music 
Betty Agent 
Sandra Blanchard 
Bryan Boughten 
Lucinda Busler 
Lee Anne Campos 
Zart Dombourian-Eby 
Hilary Field 
Kathryn Habedank 
Ove Hanson 
Edward Harmic 
Robert Harrold 
Jane Harty 
Jeannie Hill 
James Holloway 
Janeanne Huston 
Barry Johnson 
Martin Kauble 
Steve Kim 
Sandra Knapp 
Karen Kuenzi 

Jane Moore 
Douglas Nierman 
Gerald Oram 
Francine Peterson 
Normand Poulshock 
Richard Pressley 
Bernard Shapiro 
Roger Stemen 
Rae Terpenning 
Karen Thomas 
Wayne Timmerman 
Ann Tremaine 
Stephen Wall 
IRobyn Wells 

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
William Crooks 
ILeonard Heritage 
lBen Jennings 
C. Frederick Matthaei 
!Patricia Pabst 
Les Price 
Edryce Reynolds 
Vernal Sumner 

SCHOOL OF EDUCA nON 
Margaret Baldwin 
Ann Botkin 
Kathleen Brown 
LaVonne Davidson 
Carrol DeBower 
Terry Edwards 
June Fulkerson 
!Richard Hamlin 
LeRoy Johnson 
E. Arthur Larson 
Ann Leighty 
Dale Mitchell 
Glen Nutter 
Larry Olson 
Tamera Rabura 
Dennis Riksen 
�anet Weiss 
Grace Youngblood 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Aileen Fink 
Nancy Hill 
Sue Minahan 
Lisa Philichi 
Sally Rinehart 
Joan Stiggelbout 

SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL E DUCATION 
Sei Adachi 
John Amidon 
Jim Applegate 
Stephanie Armitage-Johnson 
Gene Boggs 
Jeff Calvert 
David Dickson 
Steve Fox 
Margarete Freitag 
Tom Hennessy 
Tim Jacobson 
Edwin Keener 
'Rick Manning 
Craig McCord 
Gary Nicholson 
Jerry Poppen 
Mike Rice 
IDonald Ryan 
Jerry Weible 
Scott Westering 
Susan Westering 
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Guidelines 
FAMILY EDUCATION RIGHTS AND 
PRIVACY ACT 

Pacific Lutheran University complies with the Family 
Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1 974. Inquiries concerning 
the application of this act and published regulations to this 
university may be referred to the Executive Secretary to the 
Vice President and Dean for Student Life, Room 130, Hauge 
Administration Building, Pacific Lutheran University, telephone 
535-7191, or the Family Education Rights and Privacy Office, 
Department of Education, 330 Independence Avenue S.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20201 (telephone 2021245-0233). 

POLICY ON NON-DISCRIMINATION 
Pacific Lutheran University does not discriminate on the basis 

of sex, race, creed, color, national origin, age, or disabling 
condition in the educational programs or activities which it 
operates, and is required by Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972 and the regulations adopted pursuant 
t hereto, by Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
and by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1 973 not to 
discriminate in such manner. The requirements not to 
discriminate in educational programs and activities extends to 
employment therein and to adm.ission thereto. 

Inquiries concerning the application of said acts and 
published regulations to this university may be referred to: 

1. The Director of Personnel, Room 107, Hauge Administration 
Building, Pacific Lutheran University, telephone 535-7185, for 
matters relating to employment policies and practices, 
promotions, fringe benefits, training, and grievance 
procedures for staff employed by the university. 

2. The Associate Provost, Room 104, Hauge Administration 
Building, Pacific Lutheran UniverSity, telephone 535-7125, for 
matters rela ting to student admissions, curriculum, and 
financial aid. 

3. The Student Life Office, Room 1 30, Hauge Administration 
Build.ing, Pacific Lutheran University, telephone 535-7191, for 
matters regarding administrative policies relating to students 
and student services. 

4. The Director of Counseling and Testing Services, Room 106, 
Ramstad Hall, Pacific Lutheran University, telephone 
535-7206, for mat ters relating to the application of Section 504 
of the Rehabilitation Act. 

5. The Director of MICA Services, University Center, Pacific 
Lutheran UniverSity, telephone 535-7195, for matters relating 
to the student grievance procedure. 

6. Or the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, U.S. Department 
of Education, Switzer Building, 330 C Street S.w., 
Washington, D.C. 20202. 

POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
In keeping with its Statement of Objectives and in compliance 
with federal law, Pacific Lutheran University explicitly forbids 
and will not tolerate any conduct by employed personnel or by 
students that is culpable under the generic legal term, sexual 
harassment. 

Sexual harassment in this context is understood as any sex
oriented or sex-related behavior, whether in action or in speech, 
which is unwelcome to the person who is the object of such 
behavior. Tacit acceptance of such behavior does not imply 
proof that it was welcome to the recipient. 

In an employment context, sexual harassment as here 
understood may also be culpable as legally prohibited sexual 
discrimination and hence subject to all relevant legal sanctions 
that pertain to such prohibited misconduct as well as to those 
sanctions that pertain specifically to sexual harassment. 

Any form of reprisal, actual Or by implication potential, whether 
academic or related to employment, is an aggravation of the 
prohibited behavior and will be construed as evidence of 
culpability. 

Since individuals are not all equally sensitive to how others may 
perceive or interpret behavior that is sex-oriented or sex
related-even when no harassment is intended-anyone who 
finds such behavior offensive or unwelcome is herewith 
strongly encouraged so to inform the person responsible and to 
do so promptly, lest silence be mistakenly understood as 
consent. 

Complaints regarding sexual harassment will be received, 
promptly investigated, and vigorously pursued to whatever 
final resolution may be appropriate. Such complaints may be 
made to the immediate supervisor of the alleged offender, or to 
a higher level supervisor, or to the director of personnel, or to 
an appropriate university officer. Complaints regarding sexual 
harassment may be made by persons other than the apparent 
recipient. To the extent possible, complaints will be dealt with 
confidentially and with a view to protecting both the com
plainant and the person who is accused but may be found 
innocent. 

The purpose of this policy is to preserve for all the university's 
students and employees an academic and working environment 
that is as conducive as possible to achieving our personal and 
institutional goals with integrity and good will. 

POLICY ON RACIAL HARASSMENT 
In keeping with its Statement of Objectives and in compliance 
with federal law, Pacific Lutheran University explicitly forbids 
and will not tolerate any conduct by employed personnel or by 
students that is culpable under the generic term, racial 
harassment. 

Teaching, learning and community are best carried out in an 
atmosphere of civil relat ionships. Such relationships are possible 
only where mutual respect, decency, and sensitivity prevail 
among students, faculty, administrators, and staff. Overt racism, 
such as racially motivated agressions Or the use of racist 
symbols such as the swastika or burning crosses, is morally 
wrong. Moreover, it interferes with the delivery of educational 
services to students, is debilitating to the victim, and compro
mises the integrity and stature of the offender. Disparaging 
comments, inappropriate labels, or subtle innuendoes which 
unfairly classify or criticize others on the basis of race, color, sex, 
national and ethnic origin, although Iless obvious forms of 
racism, are equally unacceptable. Wherever and whenever racist 
or insensitive remarks are heard or inappropriate actions wit
nessed, we should deem i t  our duty to protest and to inform the 
offender about the reasons for our disapproval. Furthermore, it 
is Our responsibility to help those who have been wronged to 
obtain satisfactory redress. 

Complaints regarding racial harassment will be received, 
promptly investigated, and vigorously pursued to whatever 
final resolution may be appropriate. Such complaints may be 
submitted to an appropriate university office, or to the 
immediate supervisor of the alleged offender, or to a higher 
level supervisor, or to the director of personnel. Complaints 
regarding racial harassment may be referred by persons other 
than the apparent recipient. 

The purpose of this policy is to engage all members of the 
University community actively to create an environment free of 
racist behavior and attitudes, and to  recognize the rich diversity 
of our students and employees. 
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Un iform Un dergrad uate Application for Adm ission to 
Fou r-Year  Coilleges and U niversities in the State of Washi ngton 

Section I PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT 

(Please remit 

$35.00 non-refundable application fee 

,� PAC I FIC with application). 

- D Beginning Freshman 0 Transfer PLEASE ATIAC H THE APPRO PRIATE 
APPLICATION F E E .  

t)���ll LUTH E RAN 
'_,,' U N I VE R S llY 

-

l a .  A ppl ication to Pacif ic Lutheran U n iversity l b .  For adm ission t o  (check one term) 
Tacoma,  Washi ngton 98447 D Fall D Spr ing o Janu ary Inte im 19 ___ 

o Winter o Summer o Sumrner only Yea r  

2 a .  H a v e  y o u  ever appl ied f o r  adm iSSion to the inst i t ution 2 b .  Have you previously attended t h i s  institut ion? o Days o ExtenSion 
to whlCn you are now ap plying? D N o D Yes Yea r  o Evenings o Co rrespondence 
0 ' 0  D Yes Year term 

3 ' a m e  as you Wish It to appear on your record 4. Former Name (if previous aca demiC 5 .  Soc ia l  Security N u mber 
D Ma ie Last First Middle records u n der another name) 

o Female / / 

6a.  Mailing Address Nu mber and Street C i ty County S tate Z i p  6 b .  Phone ( include area code) 
( u ntil) 
m o .  yr. ( ) 

7 a .  Per ma nent Address N u mber and S t reet C i ty Cou nty S ta te Zip 7b. Phone ( include area code) 
If d i  ferent 

r---s--s,rt hd ate 
( ) 

9 Wa shington Length of latest period lived in Washington lOa . C ountry of C i t izenship lOb . Type of visa 
Resident! (must be answered) or classif ication 

Bir thplace D Yes From ___ I ___ to ___ I ___ 

O No mo. yr  m o .  yi. 
11 a .  Are you a m i l itary 1 1 1 b. Months of Active 1 1 1 c .  Separation Date 1 1 d .  Are you the chi ld of 1 2 .  Religious preference (op tional) 

veteran) D u ty? a deceased veteran? 
D Yes D No D Yes D No 

1 3 .  (Optional)  D o  you have a physical or learning d i sabi l i ty? D Yes D N a I f  yes, please desc ribe. 

This In f ormat ion I S being requested solely for the p u rpose of offer ing appropriate accommodations to d isabled studen ts, I n  accordance with the provis ions o f  Sec-
tion 504 of the Rehabi l i tation Act of 1 9 7 3 .  Your response is vol u n tary and wi l l  be kept confidentiaL Fa i lu re to provide the Information wi l l  not subject you to any 
adverse trea tment 

14 . E thnic or ig in  D American Ind ian or Alaskan Native D H ispanic 1 5 a .  High School a ttending o r  last attended 
(opttonal) o Asian or PaCIfIC Islander  o White Non-Hi spanic 

o Blac k Non-Hispanic o Other 

1 5 b .  Locat ion o f  h igh school Date of g raduation 15c .  I f  you do not i n tend to g raduate from high school,  i ndicate hig hest grade comp leted and 
C i ty State last  year a ttended 

Grade Year ___ G . E . D .  test taken? ___ When )  

16.  List a l l  coll eges/u niversities in order of attendance (no exceptions). If sti l l  enrolled i n  a college. ind icate leaving date: (mo ) ___ (yr.) 

Ins t i tu t ion C i ty State Dates attended Degree o r  d ip lomas 
completed or expected 

1 . From I to I 
mo. yr. mo. yr. 

2 From I to I 
mo. yr. mo. yr. 

3 From I to I 
mo. yr. mo. yr. 

4 .  From I to I 
mo. yr. mo. yr. 

I 1 7  I nd icate y o u r  educa tional  objective at  t h e  college to which you a re applying 
I F i rs t  Bachelor's degree o Second Bachelor's deg ree o C o u rses for personal enrichment o Cert i f ication o Other (specify) 

18a . Intended malor area of study 18b.  I f  undecided, what  subject area or career  in terests you) 

19i1 Name of father or legal guardian L iv ing) D Yes D No 20a.  Name of mother or legal g u ardian LIVing) D Yes D No 

19b. Address (Numb er and S treet) (City) (State) (Zip) 20b. Address i f  d i f ferent from fathe r's 
-

I 19c Te lephone number 20c. Telephone nu mber 
( ) ( ) 

19d.  Col leges a ttended by father Degrees 20d. Colleges attended by mother Degrees 

(over) 88-89 



21 a .  APPLICANTS M U ST COMPLETE: if enrolled In h i g h  school ,  l ist  a l l  courses completed or to be completed 21 b. If enrolled in h i g h  school or college, l ist all 
d U ring your senior year. Ind icate nu mber of years completed or to be completed courses to be completed dur ing the current 

Additional academic year -
I Total Years Years To Be (Please ind icate total n u mber of years to be 

Completed Completed completed in each subject through grade 12,) 
Eng l i sh  ComplLlt Other I 
Math Alg 1 Geom Alg 2 rrrig 
Science Bio C hem Physics I Social Scien ce 
Forei g n  Language Span ___ Fr Ger ___ Other ___ - I Fine and Performing Arts 

22 list your s igni f icant school and comm u n i ty activi t i es and awa rds (attach additional page if needed). 1 
2 3 .  Descr ibe any special circumstances which you believe should be considered In connection with this ap pl ication (attach additional page if needed). ' J 
24. Do you plan t o  apply for col lege residence hal l  accommodations) 2 5 . Do you plan to apply for f inancial  a id from th is  inst itution ) l 

D Yes D N o D Yes D No 
If you plan to apply for college residence hall accommodations, you If you plan to apply for financial aid from this institution, you must I must contact the Housing Office of the specified college or u n iversity. contact the Financial Aid Office of the specified college or u n iversity. 

2 6 .  I u nderstand failure t o  submi t  complete official transcripts from a l l  schools, col leges, o r  universities a t tended m a y  result i n  t h e  denia l  of this application or m y  sub- 1 sequent d ism issal from his in st i tution I certify that to the best of my knowledge, all stateme nts I have made in this app l ication are complete and t rue .  Permission i< 
hereby given to release appropriate test score and academIC records requested by said un iversity or college. 

1 
NAME OF A PPLICANT (pr int)  SIG NATURE OF APPLICANT DATE 

BEGI N N I N G  FRESHMEN M U ST complete Section I and leave th is  application with your high school cou nselor or principal, who wil l  complete Section I I  and forward i t  1 
to the Office of Adm iSSions of t h e  Institution you have named. 
TRANSFER APPLICANTS NEED NOT complete Section I I  but should forward the application to the appropriate Office o f  AdmiSSions and have the reg istrar of each coi- 1 lege or u n iversity previously a t tended sen d  an official tranSCrIpt to the Office of Ad missio n s .  Some Washington colleges and u n iversities req uire t ransfer applica nts tc 
submit a high school transcflpt and test scores. Check the admiSSions informa tion section of undergraduate catalogs for th is  requirem e n t .  

Section I I  
I 

(Beginning freshman only) I To be completed by h igh school official 
Please com plete the follOWing, enclose an official transcript and forward to the inst i tut ion t o  which the candidate is applying.  Washington high schools may subst i tute--I· 
the Wa shi ngton Pre-College Test  G u idance Report if the student  has not completed the f irst term of g rade 1 2 .  In case the applicant wi l l  need speCial umsiderat ion,  a 
transc f l p t  should be Incl uded with the WPCT G U ida nce Report 

o was 
0 

or 'N.jS not l 
ThiS will certify that  the student named above o will be graduated graduated 

month year 1 
He/she has a grade pOint average of and ranks in a c!�ss of. C lass average 

C lass rank and grade-point  average above are based on g rades earned t h rough the th semesterltri mester. l 
Col leg e  Admission Test ing Data (Report standard scores only, Do not list percentiles.) 1 
1 WPCT Date taken VC QC ... V M -I 
2 .  SAT Date taken V M TSWE l 
3. ACT Date taken E n g ! .  Math Soc. St .  Nat Sc .  Comp.  

- 1 
4 .  PSAT- N M SQT Date taken V M Selection Index 

C o mments Th is  space may be used to l is t  special C i rcumstances th<lt  may be of assdance to adm ission officers in consideflng the student (attach additional page i '  I 
needed). - , 

I 
Name of h igh school S ignature of h igh school offiCial Date 1 
Address of h igh school Tit le I 

( ) 
E TS/ACT School Code N u mber WPC School C ode i�umber High school telephone I 

I 
"Washington four-year colleges and u n iversi t ies subscribe to the p r i r. c i p les and la" " 0f t n e  state of Washington and the federal government ,  including applicable execu 
orders perta in ing to civil rig hts.  These ins t i tu tions are commit ted to the pOlICy that al l  persons shall  have equal access to programs and faci l i t ies without regard to age, color, 
creed, marital  status, nat ional  or ethn ic  origin, physical handicap,  race, religion, o r  sex . "  
Publt<.atlons Rev 6-88 
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Administration Building . . . . . . . . . . . •  1 2  
Blomquist House . • • . • • . • . . . . . • . .  2 
C mral Servi es Building . • . . . . . . . . .  3 1  
Columbia Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39 
Delta Hall . . .  . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . .  4 1.  
Ounmire House . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  6 
Ea t mpus . • . . . • . • . • . . . • . . . . .  1 6  
Eastvold Chapell Auditori urn . . . . . . . .  22 
Evergreen Court . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42 
Faculry House . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  3 
Family Student Housing ' "  . . • . . . . . .  43 
Foss Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . • . 26 
Haavik House . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 7 
Ha tad Hall . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .  23 
Hauge Administration Building . . . . . . .  12 
Health Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
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Hong Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 9  
Ingram Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .  9 
Knorr House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 4 
Kreidler Hall . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . .  1 8  
Library . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . • . . . . .  1 3  
Malh Building . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  38 
Memorial Gymnasium . . . . . • . . . . . . .  35 
Mortvedt Library . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • .  1 3  
Name. Fitness Center . • . . . . . . . . . .  

Nesvig Alumni Center • . . • • • . . . . . . . 

Olson Auditorium . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .  33 

35a 
37 

Ordal Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 
Park Avenue House . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  o 
PO ueger !-tall . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  36 
Physical Plant • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .  30 
Piano House • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  32 
Post Office . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  29 

l I7th �T S. 

Ramsay House . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . .  8 
Ramstad Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 
Rieke Science Center . . . . . . • • • • . . . .  25 
Rosso House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  1 7  
ROTC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24 
Scandinavian Cultural Center . . . . . . . .  28 
Stuen Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I  
Swimming Pool . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . • . . 34 
Tingelstad Hall (Alpine, Cascade, 

Evergreen,  Ivy) • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .  40 
Triniry House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15  
Triniry Lutheran Church . . . . . . . . . . .  1 4  
Universiry Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .  28 
Warehouse . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  3 1  
Women's Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Xavier Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 

I 

I 




